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THE rapid development of certain branches of botanical science in recent years has emphasised the need of books by specialists on different groups of the vegetable kingdom. After acquiring a superficial knowledge of the larger groups, the student who desires to pursue the subject beyond the limits of a general text-book receives but little assistance from existing treatises, at least as regards recent researches into the morphology and natural history of plants. The enormous output of original papers renders the task of keeping abreast of current work increasingly difficult: the accumulation of facts necessitates a periodic review from a broad standpoint of the results of recent work, more especially as they affect the actual problems of evolution presented by the various classes of plants. It is with a view of meeting this want that the present series is designed.

Professor West's book dealing with certain groups of Algae is the first of the Handbooks to appear. The Volumes on Lichens, Fungi, and Gnetales by Miss Lorrain Smith, Dr Helen Gwynne-Vaughan, and Professor Pearson respectively are in an advanced state of preparation.
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PREFACE

IT is now twelve years since the publication of the author's 'Treatise on British Freshwater Algae' and several years since that work was sold out. Since the time of its publication great strides have been made in our knowledge of many groups of Algae and it is now proposed to replace the 'Treatise' by two works of which this is one. The present volume, contributed to the series of Cambridge Botanical Handbooks, is a biological account of all the Algae included in the Myxophyceæ, Peridiniceæ, Bacillarieæ and Chlorophyceæ, both freshwater and marine, and therefore from the biological aspect more than covers the Algae dealt with in the 'Treatise.' The author has also in preparation a distinct work which will be a complete systematic account, with illustrations, of all the Freshwater Algae (with the exception of Desmids and Diatoms) which are known to occur in the British Islands. This is a task of some magnitude and will still take some time to complete.

An endeavour has been made to be impersonal throughout this volume, but the whole work must of necessity be largely the embodiment of the views of the author.

A chapter has been devoted to the Peridiniceæ because these organisms are important as 'producers' of organic substance, especially in the marine plankton, and they store starch and oil as food-reserves; moreover, no comprehensive modern account of the group has previously been published in an English text-book. It might be suggested that the Flagellata should have been included in this volume, since the majority of them are also 'producers,' but the immense additions in recent years to our knowledge of these organisms certainly necessitates a separate volume to do them justice.

The greater part of this work deals with the Green Algae. It is to this group that the author has devoted most of his investigations and a number of new details of classification are suggested. The treatment of this group is different from that of the Myxophyceæ, Peridiniceæ and Bacillarieæ, being sectional in character. Generalizations are well nigh impossible in such a large group containing so many diverse types, and to set forth an intelligible
Preface

and reliable account of the various forms in a manner which would not confuse the student, sectional treatment was deemed essential. It must always be remembered that in the Green Alge taxonomy is intimately bound up with cytology and life-histories.

The bibliography of the various groups does not pretend to be complete, but consists only of the works which have been cited in the text. It will, however, be found to contain almost all the publications of importance which the student may wish to consult.

There are 271 illustrations comprising 1284 lettered or numbered figures, of which 681 are from original drawings by the author.

The author wishes to express thanks for permission to reproduce certain figures to Professor N. Wille of Christiania, to Professor C. A. Kofoid of Berkeley, California, to Dr F. Börgesen of Copenhagen, to Professor F. Oltmanns of Freiburg, and to Mr E. N. Transeau of Columbus, Ohio; his best thanks are also due to Mr W. B. Grove of Birmingham for kindly consenting to read through the whole of the final proofs.

There has been considerable delay in the publication of this volume, largely owing to a prolonged illness of the author in 1913-14 and partly owing to conditions which have arisen as a result of the present calamitous European upheaval.

G. S. WEST.

The Botanical Laboratory,
The University,
Birmingham.
June, 1916.
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MYXOPHYCEAE (OR CYANOPHYCEAE)

(Blue-green Algae)

The Myxophyceae (which are also known as the Cyanophyceae\(^1\) and as the Schizophyceae\(^2\)) are the lowest and most primitive of Algae, having in their general organization a certain resemblance to the Bacteria. They combine two outstanding features: first, the copious secretion of mucilage, which often becomes very tough; and secondly, the characteristic blue-green colour of the cells. The latter feature may, however, be partially or wholly masked owing to the presence of other pigments, either in the cells or in coloured sheathing envelopes. Some are unicellular, some filamentous, and many are colonial. They occur everywhere in damp and wet situations; and quite a large number exist in subaerial habitats. Owing to the bright colours of the cells and sheaths, the Myxophyceae furnish in moist climates many of the richest tints of the landscape, and as they occur in profusion on rocks, stones, and the trunks of trees, they sometimes impart a decided character to the country.

The Blue-green Algae are mostly freshwater and subaerial, although a few inhabit brackish waters, and some are marine. Many forms exist in quantity in the freshwater plankton, and a few in the plankton of the warmer oceans. They also constitute the principal vegetation of hot springs.

\(^1\) The group-name ‘Cyanophyceae’ is a fairly good one, but it is being gradually superseded by the name ‘Myxophyceae,’ which is perhaps a little better. Some 15 per cent. of the species of this group are not of a blue-green colour at any period of their life, and about 30 per cent. of the remainder have their cells so lodged within sheaths and gelatinous envelopes of a yellow, orange, red, brown, or purple colour that they also do not appear blue-green in the mass. The name ‘Myxophyceae’ is now in general use except in the British Islands where it has been thought more advisable to retain a ‘colour name.’

\(^2\) The name ‘Schizophyceae’ is a very inappropriate one, as 70 per cent. of the known species are propagated by hormogones and spores, and do not multiply by fission. Moreover, in the large group of the Hormogoneae cell-division is accompanied by the laying down of a new transverse wall, and does not occur by ‘fission’ (consult p. 9).
Myxophyceae

Apart from their interest as very primitive organisms, with a world-wide distribution and a capacity for existence under the most varied conditions of environment, the Myxophyceae present a cytological problem which as yet cannot be regarded as entirely solved. Much labour has been expended on the cytology of this group by many skilled investigators, but the conflicting opinions which have been expressed render it a matter of the greatest difficulty to give in a brief space a reasoned account of what might be regarded as our present knowledge of the minute structure of the Myxophyceae cell.

Several summaries of this work were given during the years 1903—6, notably those of Kohl ('03), Phillips ('04), Olive ('05), and Guillermond ('06). Subsequently these four papers formed the subject of a critical article by Zacharias ('07). Since then many more investigations have been made with a view to elucidate the rather obscure structural details of the Blue-green Algae, and some of these have been summarised by Pavillard ('10).

The cell-wall. The cell-wall may be regarded as the definite layer immediately surrounding the protoplast. It is composite in character, and consists in its earlier stages largely of cellulose. Later, it ceases to give any cellulose reactions, offers much resistance to the penetration of reagents, and according to some authors has much in common with fungus-cellulose. Its resistance to reagents caused both Borzi and Hegler to state that there is much resemblance between it and the cuticle of higher plants. Hyams and Richards ('02) have shown that it sometimes contains silica.

In the adult cell of Oscillatoria and Lyngbya, and in the cells and spores of Anabaena, the cell-wall consists, according to Fritsch ('05), of an 'inner investment,' which is a modified plasmic membrane of a viscous gelatinous nature, and a 'cell-sheath,' which is probably the modified innermost layer of the external sheath of mucilage (fig. 1).

Unlike the inner investment, the cell-sheath is soluble in chromic acid except in the mature spore. The cell-sheath would appear to form a coherent whole around the filaments of the Oscillatoriaceae, but in the heterocystous forms it is split at each cell-division.

All Blue-green Algae secrete mucilage to a greater or less extent. Most of the colonial unicells, and many of the filamentous forms, are embedded in a more or less extensive mass of mucus, the external surface of which may be covered with a thin cuticle. The gelatinous mass is frequently lamellose (fig. 2, B—E), and some or all of
the layers may be coloured. In the filamentous forms the mucus is in the form of a sheath, which is often readily diffusent, as in Anabena, many species of Phormidium, etc.; or it may attain various degrees of toughness and not infrequently become chitinized, as in Lyngbya, Scytonema, etc. Sheaths of this kind are the secretion of the enclosed cells of the filament, and all stages can be observed between a hyaline mucous investment and a tough, lamellose sheathing tube. The strong sheaths of some forms are therefore the homologues of the copious mucous integuments of others. All the gelatinous investments and sheaths originate as lamellae, although this is sometimes scarcely evident, and they should really be regarded as portions of the cell-wall, in some cases undergoing gelatinization and in others a toughening to form a hard sheath. The gelatinous mass consists mostly of pectose compounds, and in certain species of Gloeocapsa is brilliantly coloured. The investments of the unicells as well as those of the filamentous forms are often chitinized. In a few species of Schizothrix the sheath consists partly of cellulose and colours blue with chlor-zinc-iodine.

The general function of the sheaths and gelatinous investments of the Myxophyceae is undoubtedly to enable the plants to withstand periods of dryness, as the water is but slowly evaporated from such investments, and is very readily absorbed. They thus form a kind of water-reserve.

THE PROTOPLAST. Much controversy exists regarding the structure of the protoplast. It can readily be seen, sometimes even in the living cell, to consist of two parts, a peripheral coloured zone surrounding a colourless 'central body.' Both portions are generally granular, the granules of the central body being larger and as a rule only observable by appropriate staining. During the last thirty years this so-called central body has received much attention from cytologists, largely with the view of determining whether or not it should be considered as a true nucleus with functional activities of a similar nature to those exhibited by the nuclei of more highly organized cells. It occupies in most cases about one-quarter or one-third the volume
of the cell, and its external form is largely determined by the shape of the cell; as for instance, in the numerous forms with disc-shaped cells where it is much compressed. The evidence brought forward concerning the precise nature of the central body is very conflicting, but most of the recent investigators agree that it differs considerably in its structural details from the nucleus of higher plants. The various authors come mostly within three categories: those who state that the central body is not a nucleus; those who regard the central body as a definite nucleus, comparable with that in higher types of cells; and those who hold the view that it is a nuclear structure of a somewhat primitive type.

1. Borzi (86) failed to demonstrate the presence of a nucleus, and both Stockmayer (94) and Zukal (92) have declared that the central body has no relation to the nuclei of higher plants. Marx (92), whose work was largely micro-chemical, concluded that it was not possible to demonstrate the existence of a nucleus. Zacharias (90—92) found that the central body differed in all respects from a true nucleus, and that there was no
The incipient nucleus

proof that it had the same function as the nucleus of higher plants. Deiniga (91) did not assign to the central body the function of a nucleus, because, like Zacharias, he could not demonstrate its presence in all the cells of a filament. Palla (93) found no chromatin in the central body, and regarded it as questionable whether it should be regarded as a nucleus or not; but he also added that the direct division may be more complicated than it appears to be. Massart (02) affirmed that there was no reason to consider it as a nucleus owing to its vacuolation and indefinite outline. Macallum's investigations (99), were mainly negative, and he believed that there was no cell-nucleus or any structure resembling one. Fischer (05), in a very suggestive paper, also denies the existence of a nucleus. He describes, however, what he terms a 'carbohydrate mitosis' (or 'pseudomitosis of anabaenin') which is an equal division of carbohydrate reserves by means of simple mitotic dispositions, but this interpretation of any of the structures described as occurring in the myxophycean cell has never been supported, whereas there is much evidence to the contrary.

II. In contrast to the opinions just enumerated, Wille (83), Zacharias (in one of his earlier papers in 1885, the views in which he afterwards repudiated) and Scott demonstrated to their own satisfaction the presence of a body of a nuclear character. Hegler (01) considered that his investigations conclusively proved that the central body was a nucleus. It consisted of a faintly stainable ground substance in which small granules were loosely embedded. The granules he regarded as chromatin because their behaviour during division, and towards stains and reagents, agreed in all respects with the behaviour of the chromatin of the nuclei of more highly organized cells. The nucleus, he stated, differs from that of higher types in the absence of a nuclear membrane and a nucleolus. Kohl (03), as the result of some very careful work, states that the Blue-green Algae possess a nucleus which differs from that of higher plants not only in the absence of a nuclear membrane and nucleolus, but also in its remarkable form. It possesses numerous radiating outgrowths of a pseudopodium-like character, which sometimes extend as far as the cell-wall and are retracted if the fixation is slow. It also contains a number of granules of albuminous material, the 'central granules,' and chromatin is always present distinct from other inclusions. Phillips (04) regarded the central body as a true nucleus with chromatin in the form of hollow vesicles in the resting cell. Olive (05) also stated that the central body was a true cell-nucleus.

The three last-named authors have each described a mitotic division of the declared nucleus during which a rudimentary spindle and rudimentary chromosomes can be demonstrated.

Gardner (06) also considered the central body as a nucleus consisting of granules and chromatin embedded in an achromatic ground substance. He described three types of nuclear structure: (1) some forms (e.g. the large, short-celled species of Oscillatoria) in which the chromatin is disposed in the ground substance in the form of disconnected masses; (2) others (e.g. Symphloca muscorum) in which it is partially united into a coarse, thread-like mass; and (3) still other cases (e.g. Dermocarpa) in which the chromatin is united into a definite network (fig. 4). The division of the nucleus was in all cases amitotic, with the possible exception of Synecochyta (fig. 8).

III. Between the extreme views of the above-mentioned authors there are the carefully considered opinions of those who regard the central body as a nucleus of a primitive or rudimentary kind. Hieronymus (92) demonstrated the presence of granules in the central body, which, although not identical with chromatin, performed the functions of chromatin, and he also described the presence of vacuoles. He was the first to point out the absence of a nuclear membrane, and he suggested that the central body might
well be regarded as an 'open nucleus' in contradistinction to the 'closed nucleus' of higher plants. Nadson ('95) considered the central body only as an aggregation of the middle alveoli of an alveolar protoplast, distinguished from the outer portion of the protoplast by the fact that it is the region where the so-called chromatin granules are exclusively or especially concentrated. He concluded that the central body corresponded to the nucleus of other organisms, but differed in its morphological peculiarities. Wager ('02) stated that the central body was vacuolated, and possessed granules which stained deeply with nuclear stains, resisted the action of digestive fluids, and gave strong reactions for phosphorus and masked iron. He considered that the granules had all the characters of nuclein and were comparable to the chromatin of a true nucleus.

Guillermond ('06) stated that the central body consists of a hyaloplasm in which there is an achromatic reticulum containing granules of chromatin. He regards it as a true chromatic network and compares it to the 'chromidial apparatus' described in

certain of the Protozoa. There is no spireme; there are no chromosomes, nor is there any division of the chromatin granules; and the division is amitotic. Swellengrebel ('10), from observations on only one species of Calothrix, found an alveolar achromatic ground substance in which were embedded granules and filaments of chromatin, with a more or less uneven distribution. He also stated that the distinction between the groundwork of the central body and the surrounding cytoplasm is somewhat slight, and sometimes the chromatin granules are diffused throughout the cell. The latter condition was observed by Guillermond, but only in vacuolated cells, and he therefore considered it merely as a pathological condition. Brown ('11) found in a species of Lyngbya a nuclear body consisting of a mesh of fine fibres embedded in a clear substance resembling nuclear sap. Small granules were scattered along the fibres, the latter staining like linin and the former like chromatin.

Still more recent work carried out by Miss Acton on various members of the Chroococccaceae is largely confirmatory of Nadson's view that the protoplast is alveolar

Fig. 4. Dermocarpa fucicola Saunders. Left figure, section of mature cell in vegetative condition, showing a thin layer of cytoplasm surrounding a definite network of 'chromatin.' Right figure, section of cell containing mature gonidia. Very highly magnified (after Gardner).
and that the ‘central body’ is a slight concentration of the alveoli in the meshes of which certain distinctive granules occur. This central concentration of the alveoli is really only apparent, as it is due to the absence of vacuoles from the ‘central body,’ whereas vacuoles cause a considerable breaking-down of the peripheral alveoli (consult fig. 5).

From this mass of conflicting evidence it is possible to sift out certain facts which hardly admit of dispute, and, if the whole question be carefully considered in the light of probable misinterpretations due to optical illusions and other causes, it is possible to arrive at conclusions which may not be far removed from the truth. The majority of recent workers agree that there is in the Myxophycean cell a structural differentiation (the so-called

Fig. 5. Section through cell of Chroococcus macrococcus Rabenh. showing the incipient nucleus (i.n.) and the small vacuoles (v.) in the cytoplasm. The fine reticulation of the protoplast is also well shown. The outer line marks the limit of the outer integument or investment (o.i.) of the cell. ×1000 (after a drawing by Miss Acton).

‘central body’) which from its position and relationship to the rest of the protoplast is homologous with the nucleus. This body may be truly regarded as an incipient nucleus\(^1\), and the disagreements as to the details of its structure are probably due to two causes: first, to morphological misinterpretations; and secondly, to the fact that it does not exhibit a uniformity of structure in the various members of the group. The Blue-green Algae are undoubtedly very primitive organisms in which the protoplast shows the

\(^1\) It would be preferable to discontinue the use of the term ‘central body,’ as there is no actual body with definite limitations. It is only a sort of concentration of varying degree of an alveolar protoplasmic network in which certain granules (possibly of one of the chromatin substances) are lodged, and would best be openly recognized as an incipient nucleus.
commencement of that differentiation which in higher types has resulted in the complete demarcation between nucleus and cytoplasm. Moreover, on considering the great differences in external morphological features which are exhibited by the various members of such a primitive group, it is not surprising that there should be different grades of incipient nuclear differentiation within the limits of the group.

This incipient nucleus consists of an achromatic ground substance occupying the alveoli of a reticulum in which are located minute granules, principally at the angles of the meshes. There is no limiting membrane to this structure, and in the more primitive forms the reticulum is directly continuous with that which occurs in the rest of the protoplast. Concurrently with the absence of a limiting membrane there are in some forms radiating processes of the achromatic ground substance, which have been shown to extend through the coloured portion of the protoplast as far as the cell-wall.

The granules disposed along the threads of the mesh behave with stains somewhat after the manner of chromatin, but the staining is rather imperfect and less constant. They may be considered as the nucleo-protein substance which, in the course of the evolution of the higher types of protoplast, has become true chromatin with decisive staining properties. It is not at all improbable that these granules were in the first instance merely protein reserves, and they are most probably to be identified with Bütschli's 'red granules' and Guillermond's 'corpuscules métachromatiques.'

No structures corresponding with nucleoli exist.

In some of the Blue-green Algae (e.g. Chroococcus macrococcus) there is a clear differentiation of this incipient nucleus (fig. 5), whereas in contrast to this relatively advanced type, the most primitive of all the Myxophycean protoplasts is perhaps that of Myxobactron in which a differentiation has not yet been demonstrated (G. S. W., '12). The vacuoles described by certain

---

1 The quantity of 'chromatin' described and figured by Gardner ('06) is so surprisingly large that one wonders whether it is really chromatin or merely the accumulation of protein reserves which behave very like chromatin with nuclear stains. Also, is not Gardner's 'chromatin' identical with Hegler's 'anabamin'? It seems probable that both observers were dealing with the same substance notwithstanding the wide difference of interpretation.

2 These granules must not be confused with 'Bütschli's red corpuscles' in Diatoms.
authors as occurring in the ‘central body’ are probably due to pathological conditions and occur in cells which are undergoing degeneration.

Division of the protoplast. On the division of the cell there is much evidence to prove that the incipient nucleus divides without any mitosis such as is understood in fully differentiated nuclei. There is a constriction of the incipient nucleus, but the only suggestion of mitosis, even in the most highly developed species, is a slight tendency of the net-work to become drawn out in parallel lines, though the meshes are not broken except by the advancing constriction (fig. 6). The presumed chromatin granules do not divide during this amitotic division, but an approximately equal number is found in the two parts after division. There are in the numerous members of the Myxophyceae various degrees of differentiation of the nuclear structure, which may account for the fact that the division has been interpreted in so many diverse ways. In some cases the constriction of the incipient nucleus takes place before the appearance of any division of the protoplast as a whole, and the view held by Macallum that the ‘central body’ initiates division is in these cases probably correct. In Chroococcus macrococcus there may be a twice-repeated division of the primitive nucleus before there is any sign of the division of the cell itself. In the Chroococcaceae division of the cell occurs by a gradual constriction, either at the time of division of the primitive nucleus or subsequent to it. There is no septum laid down. On the other hand, in many of the Myxophyceae with cylindrical filaments a transverse septum is formed on division, and the inward growth of this septum gradually divides both cytoplasm and primitive nucleus into two more or less equal parts.

The nuclear mitosis described by Kohl (consult fig. 7), Olive, and Phillips is probably of the nature of an illusion since it is quite easy to imagine the presence of mitotic figures in stained preparations of the dividing cells of many of the Blue-green Algae. There is, however, such a mass of evidence to the contrary that the mitotic figures of supposed dividing nuclei published by these authors must be considered as the result of unconscious self-deception.

That the central differentiation of the Myxophycean cell can be regarded as an incipient nucleus is fairly clear, but it is not at all clear to what extent

Fig. 7. A and B, the ends of two trichomes of Tolypothrix lanata (Desv.) Warbru., showing successive stages of supposed mitosis. Fixed in sulphurous acid and stained with iron-ammonia-alum hematoxylin. × 1160 (after Kohl).
the nuclear functions are localized. The mere fact that division of the protoplast may begin by the ingrowth of a ring-shaped septum before there is any indication of division in the primitive nucleus seems to show that that structure has not yet acquired all the physiological attributes of a true cell-nucleus.

**The pigments and the cytoplasm.** In the majority of the Myxophyceae the cells are of a rich blue-green colour, the pigments being located in the peripheral zone of the protoplast which surrounds the incipient nucleus. There are three pigments of importance, viz. phycocyanin, chlorophyll, and carotin, of which the first is generally the most abundant and to a great extent masks the chlorophyll. It is the combined effect of the phycocyanin and chlorophyll which gives the characteristic 'blue-green' colouration to the cells. Some forms are reddish-pink in colour and others violet; the former colouration is due to the predominance of carotin, and the latter to the predominance of both phycocyanin and carotin over the chlorophyll. One form of carotin has been named *polycystin* by Zopf; and another form, which is identical with Sorby's *pink phycocyanin*, has been named *myxophycin* by Chodat. All these pigments can be extracted by appropriate methods (consult Lemmermann, '07, p. 9). The phycocyanin is soluble in water, and after rapidly killing the cells, may be easily obtained as a brilliant blue solution from which it can be crystallized.

It has long been known that the Myxophyceae occurring in deep water are for the most part tinted red, and Gaidukov ('04—'06) has suggested that this is a complementary chromatic adaptation due to the fact that the quality of the light is affected by the depth of the water through which the sun's rays have to pass. He found that a species of *Oscillatoria* changed its colour when grown behind coloured glass or coloured solutions, and that the change was always in the direction of taking on the colour complementary to the light in which it was placed. This complementary colour was only assumed after a series of colour changes, and when once acquired was retained for months after the Alga had been restored to white light.

Fig. 8. *Synechocystis aquaticus* Sauvageau, showing various stages of cell-division.
Very highly magnified (after Gardner).
The pigments

The changes of colour are due to modifications of the phycocyanin, which can be regarded as the 'adaptational pigment.' Gaidukov states that chlorophyll is not the only colouring matter useful in the photosynthetic process in those Algae which grow in deep water. Sauvageau ('08) does not altogether agree with these views, and states that, although the rose-colour of certain Myxophyceae is due to a transformation of the phycocyanin, such transformation is caused solely by the diminished intensity of the light. Most of the authors who have dealt with this question appear to have lost sight of the fact that red and rose-coloured Myxophyceae are not confined to deep waters. For instance, Oscillatoria rubescens, which sometimes gives a red colouration to large lakes, is purely a plankton species, and so is Trichodesmium erythreum, which colours the Red Sea. Moreover, in fresh waters the red plankton species, which include certain of the Chroococcaceae, are mixed with others of a rich blue-green colour. There are also quite a number of rose-coloured and purple filamentous forms which live in subaerial habitats.

The chlorophyll appears to be lodged in the cytoplasm in very minute granules, and the carotin, when present, appears to be similarly disposed; but some doubt has been expressed as to whether the phycocyanin exists in a diffuse state or is located in the same granules as the chlorophyll. It seems probable, however, that it exists in a diffuse state, since it is a water-soluble protein pigment of a similar nature to the red pigment of the Rhodophyceae. In any case, the pigments are restricted to that portion of the protoplast surrounding the incipient nucleus, and the exact morphological interpretation of this pigmented zone has proved a matter of considerable difficulty. In Glaucus cystis there are true chromatophores, but the presence or absence of such structures in the rest of the Blue-green Algae has given rise to much discussion.

Borzi ('86) could not demonstrate the presence of a definite chromatophore, and both Stockmayer ('94) and Zacharias ('91; '00) have each declared that the pigmented part of the protoplast cannot be considered as a true chromatophore, but only as a coloured plasma. Macallum ('99) also concluded that there was no evidence of a special chromatophore.

In contrast to these statements, Deiniga ('91) found structures in the cells of Nostoc and Aphanizomenon which had the form of more or less reticulated plates in contact with the cell-wall, and he regarded them as true chromatophores. Zukal ('92) also considered that Polysiphonia lanata possessed a chromatophore, which consisted of a definite, demarcated part of the protoplasm, saturated with the characteristic colouring matter of the plant. Fischer ('97) stated that by means of hydrofluoric acid he could dissolve all the protoplasm except a hollow, cylindrical or barrel-shaped structure containing colouring matter, and this he therefore considered as the chromatophore. Hegler ('01) found that the peripheral protoplasm was packed with granules, and he stated that each granule contained both chlorophyll and phycocyanin. He therefore regarded the granules as chromatophores and termed them cyanoplasts. Kohl ('03) also regarded these coloured
Inclusions in the Protoplast. Within the protoplast of the Blue-green Algae are several kinds of granules, which have been described by various authors under different names. Many conflicting statements have been made concerning the staining of these granules, although much of the discrepancy may have been due to differences in fixation, and to the use sometimes of alkaline and sometimes of acid reagents. There are six inclusions deserving of special mention.

(1) Central granules. These are found scattered among the meshwork of the incipient nucleus (the so-called 'central body'), and they stain well
Inclusions in the protoplast

with methylene blue or with an aqueous solution of Bismarck brown, and very deeply with hematoxylin. They are identical with the 'α granules' of Gardner ('06) and appear to be equivalent to A. Mayer's red granules of volutin. They are of an albuminous nature and are insoluble in hydrochloric, nitric, or sulphuric acid; they are digested in about twenty-four hours with artificial gastric juice. They give a phosphorus reaction and contain masked iron. They are larger and more conspicuous than the nucleo-protein granules (presumed chromatin granules) in the threads of the meshwork of the primitive nucleus, and it is not unlikely that they also consist largely of some nucleo-protein.

Fischer ('05) has described the occurrence of what he terms 'anabtenin' in the 'central body' of various filamentous forms of the Myxophyceae. This substance he apparently

![Fig. 9. A, Chroococcus sp. (? Chr. minutus (Kütz.) Näg.] stained with brilliant blue to show the cyanophycin granules. ×1200 (after a drawing by Miss Acton). B, Oscillatoria limosa Ag., end of a filament showing prominent cyanophycin granules on each side of the transverse walls. ×800.](image_url)

identified with the central granules of certain other authors, but the identification is exceedingly doubtful as he states that anabtenin is a carbohydrate and probably a transformation product of glycogen. Fischer's observations with regard to anabtenin can scarcely be reconciled with the published statements of other investigators of the Blue-green Algae. It is possible that anabtenin is identical with the substance contained in the mucus-vacuoles, as that substance is of a carbohydrate nature and the vacuoles are often aggregated around the central body.

(2) Cyanophycin granules. These granules were so named by Borzi ('86), who considered them as a food reserve. They are identical with the 'reserve granules' of Bütschli and of Nadson, and with the 'β granules' of Gardner. They occur only in the cytoplasmic zone, more especially in its outer portion near the cell-wall, and in the Oscillatoriaceae they are often very conspicuous on each side of the transverse walls of the filament (fig. 9,
\section*{Myxophycece}

\textit{A} and \textit{B}). They are small colourless granules, very refractive in appearance, and their outward form is either round or subangular. They give reactions for both nitrogen and phosphorus, and consist of albuminous protein in a \textit{a}-crystalloidal form. They swell up and dissolve in 0.5 per cent. hydrochloric acid, and also in dilute nitric or sulphuric acids. In artificial gastric juice they are completely digested in about one hour. They give no reaction for iron. They have a special affinity for picro-carmine, stain blue-violet with Ehrlich’s haematoxylin, a faint blue with Delafield’s haematoxylin, and a bright red after a prolonged treatment with an alcoholic solution of eosin. Cyanophycin granules entirely disappear when the albumen-consumption of the protoplast is great, and their number and presence depend largely upon physiological conditions. They are absent in dividing cells, and they gradually disappear in the dark or when the vitality of the protoplast is impaired. They occur in large numbers in spores, but are consumed during the germination of the spores. There is little doubt that cyanophycin granules constitute a reserve food of an albuminous character.

(3) \textit{Mucus-vacuoles}. These are the slime-balls of Palla and the slime-vacuoles of Hegler. They are difficult to distinguish from cyanophycin granules, but are larger, and to some extent they are differentiated by stains. It seems likely that they contain a substance allied to mucin, which is insoluble in hydrochloric acid, stains a red-violet\footnote{Mucus-vacuoles are said by Phillips (’04) to stain blue with Delafield’s hematoxylin, but it is necessary to point out that the colour of stained granules of this character is very misleading. A small refractive sphere of dense mucus stained with hematoxylin may appear of various shades of red, blue or violet according to the focus and the colouration of the protoplast in which it is embedded.} with haematoxylin, and red with eosin. This substance is apparently a glucoprotein and gives a carbohydrate chemical reaction. Mucus-vacuoles cannot always be detected, and when present they mostly occur in the zone of cytoplasm surrounding the primitive nucleus, although they may extend further outwards.

(4) \textit{Glycogen and Sugar}. Glycogen was first mentioned by Bütschli as occurring in the Myxophycean cell, and it was shown to exist by both Hegler and Kohl. Gardner proved its existence experimentally, and also that sugar was present in many of the Blue-green Alge. Aqueous extracts of many kinds of Myxophyceae after pulverization with fine sand readily reduce Fehling’s solution, and it seems probable, therefore, that sugar is the first product of photosynthesis in these plants, and that some of this sugar is converted into glycogen as a carbohydrate reserve.

Starch is entirely absent from the Myxophyceae.

(5) \textit{Oil}. Minute oil-drops may occur in the cytoplasm of many forms of the Blue-green Alge, and can be detected by osmic acid. They have also
been observed in the heterocysts and in the germinating spores of *Gloeotrichia* and *Anabena*.

(6) Pseudovacuoles. Certain of the free-floating Myxophyceae, more especially of the genera *Gloeotrichia*, *Anabena*, *Aphanizomenon*, *Cotophyceae*, etc., which sometimes occur abundantly in the plankton, contain 'granules' of a more or less dark red colour scattered through the cytoplasm. These granules were originally discovered in *Gloeotrichia echinulata* by P. Richter ('95), who at first described them as granules of amorphous sulphur, but afterwards regarded them as an optical illusion due to an alveolated protoplast. The red appearance, which is not very pronounced, is probably caused by diffraction. Klebahn ('95) and others have concluded that they are gas vacuoles, directly concerned with the floating capacity of the Algae which possess them. They often appear almost black, and are removed by treatment with absolute alcohol or chromic acid. Klebahn, experimenting with *Gloeotrichia*, and Molisch ('03) with *Aphanizomenon*, both state that the granules are not removed on placing the water containing the Algae in a vacuum. Molisch, therefore, rightly concluded that they cannot be gas vacuoles, but expressed the opinion that they had a specific gravity less than that of water, and he termed them suspensory bodies. Lemmermann ('07), on the other hand, points out that those Blue-green Algae containing 'pseudovacuoles' can be caused to sink by keeping them for a long time in a mixture of alcohol and glycerin, or in 2—4 per cent. formalin, without losing these bodies; and further, that some blue-green forms which are always fixed to a substratum also possess 'pseudovacuoles.' Fischer attributes these bodies to the optical effect of his so-called 'pseudomitosis of anabaenin'; but if so, all Blue-green Algae should possess 'pseudovacuoles,' which is not the case.

It is obvious from the foregoing remarks that our information concerning 'pseudovacuoles' is altogether insufficient, and that statements as to their nature are as yet largely conjectural. They are chiefly found in the Myxophyceae of the plankton, organisms which are exposed to relatively intense light. They also appear in the hormogones of *Nostoc*, *Phormidium*, and *Lyngbya*, especially in those parts of the stratum exposed to the brightest light. In view of the fact that most Myxophyceae without 'pseudovacuoles' live to a great extent in feeble light, either as shade plants or by reason of their strongly coloured sheaths and integuments, Lemmermann has suggested that the 'pseudovacuoles' are possibly protective bodies against light of too great intensity.

**Protoplasmic continuity.** In some of the filamentous Myxophyceae there exists a protoplasmic continuity between the cells. Wille ('84) was the first to point this out in *Stigonema compactum* var. *brasiliense*. Borzi ('86)
described protoplasmic connections in species of Nostoc and Anabaena, and Nadson ('95) figured them in Aphanizomenon and Tolypothrix. Phillips ('04) stated that every multicellular blue-green organism studied by him was found to have intercellular protoplasmic continuity, although the protoplasmic connections were difficult to demonstrate in Oscillatoria. He considered that the fine protoplasmic threads passed through communicating pores in the cell-walls (fig. 10), and that there was usually one central pore, although other finer pores were sometimes present. The protoplasmic continuity described by Fritsch ('04) as occurring between the cells of Anabaena, was subsequently stated by that author ('05) to have been an error of interpretation, and that the connecting threads consisted only of the intercellular portion of the investment. This may also be true with regard to the supposed protoplasmic connections between the cells of Nostoc and other genera. Gardner ('06) entirely failed to demonstrate any protoplasmic continuity between the cells in the various forms he examined.

In certain species of Stigonema the protoplasmic connections are rather more conspicuous than in other blue-green forms, a condition being presented which is precisely similar to the protoplasmic continuity exhibited by the Rhodophyceae (W. & G. S. W., '97 a, p. 242; G. S. W., '04). The continuity is effected by a single protoplasmic strand connecting the polar extremities of adjacent cells. The strands are by no means small and they pass through centrally-placed pores in the transverse walls of the filaments. The pores are best seen in the young branches of Stigonema ocellatum, particularly if plants previously dried are soaked in water, or if the protoplasts are caused to shrink by means of reagents.

Heterocysts. In the filamentous families of the Nostocaceae, Scytone- maceae, Stigonemaceae, and Rivulariaceae, there are certain differentiated cells known as heterocysts. They may be sparsely scattered in an intercalary
Heterocysts

manner between the vegetative cells of the filament (fig. 11 C), or they may be terminal (fig. 11 F and G). Sometimes they are seriate as in some species of _Tolypothrix_, _Calothrix_, _Nostoc_, etc. As a rule, they are a little larger than the vegetative cells, and in most cases stand out conspicuously among the other cells of the filament. There is almost

Fig. 11. Various Blue-green Algae showing different positions of heterocysts. _A_ and _B_, portions of two branched filaments of _Nostochopsis Goetzei_ Schmidie, with stalked and sessile lateral heterocysts. _C_, fragment of filament of _Nostoc omarum_ Ag., showing intercalary heterocyst. _D_ and _E_, small portions of filaments of _Nostoc antarctica_ W. & G. S. West, showing seriate intercalary heterocysts. _F_, _Cylindrospermum tropicum_ W. & G. S. West with basal heterocyst and papillate spore. _G_, _Cylindrospermum indetatum_ G. S. West, with basal heterocyst and smooth indented spore. In all the figures the pellucid heterocysts are represented without shading. The hair-like appendages around the heterocyst in _G_ are slender bacteria radiating in the colourless mucilaginous envelope. _A_, _B_ and _F_, ×520; _C_—_E_, and _G_, ×500.

a complete absence of pigment from the heterocysts, in consequence of which they present a very pellucid appearance, although they are often of a pale yellow-brown or yellow-green colour. The walls of fully-formed
heterocysts are thicker than those of the ordinary vegetative cells and they are composed of cellulose.

Heterocysts are formed from young vegetative cells by the disintegration of the incipient nucleus and the gradual assumption of a homogeneous character by the whole of the cell-contents. The thickening of the wall commences at the poles and gradually extends equatorially until the wall is of equal thickness. There is a pore at one or both poles of the heterocyst, depending upon its terminal or intercalary position, and surrounding the pore is a slight thickening, which in older heterocysts may become a minute plate and so close the pore. Within the heterocyst and immediately adjacent to its pore or pores is a prominent granule, which presents a very bright and refractive appearance, and consists, according to Borzi, Hegler, and many recent investigators, of cyanophycin. Macallum states that these granules give a reaction for masked iron and therefore cannot consist of cyanophycin. Phillips also states that the heterocyst is gradually filled with some substance passed into it from the other cells through the pores by means of the protoplasmic threads which connect it with adjacent cells of the filament. This substance stains deeply with iron-ammonia-alum haematoxylin and he suggests that it may possibly be related to chromatin (see fig. 12).

Heterocysts, except for a few instances, are normally solitary, but in cultures and under unfavourable conditions they may become seriate. Brand (’03), and subsequently Fritsch (’04) and others, have described the development of an intercellular substance excreted during the formation of the heterocysts. This substance, however, is not necessarily excreted by cells which are being transformed into heterocysts, as it can be observed remote from the heterocysts in *Scytonema*, and it is also excreted by the cells of certain species of the Oscillatoriaceae, a family in which heterocysts do not exist.

The exact nature of heterocysts has long been a puzzle. They were thought by Borzi (’78) and Hansgirg (’87) to serve as limitations to the length of the filaments, and they are sometimes, more especially in young filaments and in cultures, concerned with the breaking of the filaments. In this connection, it should be remembered, however, that in normal plants

---

Fig. 12. Successive stages in the formation of a heterocyst of *Nostoc* sp. Greatly magnified (after Phillips). Phillips states that some substance which stains very deeply with iron-ammonia-alum haematoxylin gradually fills up the cell; this is represented black in the figures.
Nature of Heterocysts

of the genus Anabaena the filaments break readily at all points, and this fracture is in no way controlled by the heterocysts. Moreover, in Nodularia, the fracture of the filaments is almost invariably between the heterocysts. Neither does the structure of a filament of Stigonema or Scytonema support this view, although in the former genus heterocysts always limit the hormogones. Hieronymus ('92), Hegler ('01), and later, Fritsch ('04), have regarded the heterocysts as storehouses for reserve substances, the latter-passing into the heterocyst along the protoplasmic threads which communicate with the adjoining cells. Phillips ('04) has suggested that as the heterocyst is usually next or near to the spores it might possibly be considered as a storehouse of food for them. He also states that the heterocyst of Cylindrospermum will develop into a spore if it gets sufficient nutriment and hereditary material passed into it from the other cells. The fact that spores occur abundantly quite away from the heterocysts, as in Hapalosiphon, Scytonema, and certain species of Anabaena, does not lend much support to this view; nor does the fact that in one filament there may be twenty, or even thirty, times as many spores as heterocysts.

![Fig. 13. A—D, formation of gonidia by the heterocysts of the aberrant Anabaena cycadearum Reinke. In B—D, a number of gonidia are being formed; in A, only three. E, young filament developed from a gonidium. All ×2200 (after Spratt).](image)

The remark made by Spratt ('11) that in Anabaena detached heterocysts ‘certainly occur under both natural and artificial conditions’ is erroneous as a general statement. Detached heterocysts never occur in the heterocystous Myxophyceae living under normal natural conditions. The species examined by Spratt was Anabaena cycadearum Reinke, which in addition to being the most specialized species of the genus, having adapted itself to conditions of environment totally unlike those under which species of Anabaena normally live, is also a degenerate form.

Brand ('01) observed the contents of the heterocysts in Nostoc commune and N. microscopicum set free as gonidia, which subsequently developed into new filaments. Fritsch has observed states which he thought might be due to arrest of gonidia-formation in the heterocysts of a species of Anabaena. These observations were made on material in cultures. Spratt ('11) has also observed the formation of gonidia in the heterocysts of Anabaena cycadearum, ‘in material from old nodules and hanging-drop cultures.’ The contents divide first into two, and eventually into a number of small spherical gonidia.
within the original walls of the heterocyst. These are ultimately liberated, and when set free they possess a very delicate membrane.

Each gonidium may rest for a time or germinate at once to form a new filament.

In the heterocysts Myxophycceae of to-day that are living under normal conditions of environment, the heterocysts appear to have no function other than that of limiting the hormogones in certain types, and probably of limiting the filaments themselves in the younger or adult stages of certain other types.

It is not improbable that heterocysts sometimes act as storehouses for reserve materials of a protein nature, but there is no evidence to show that this normally occurs under natural conditions. It is mostly in cultures that such storage takes place. The position of the spores in the Rivulariaceae and in certain species of the genus Anabena, has led to the suggestion that heterocysts are in some way connected with spore-formation, but this is exceedingly doubtful. It has been suggested (Fritsch, '04; G. S. W., '04) that heterocysts are probably the lingering and abortive relics of a type of reproductive organ (gonidangium) once possessed by certain of the Myxophycceae, but which long ago ceased to be functional. Brand's observations gave the first indication of this probable function; Fritsch's evidence, although slight, was not unimportant; and Spratt's observations on Anabena cycadearum are particularly important in this respect. A. cycadearum is a profoundly modified species of Anabena, living under such extraordinary conditions that the filaments have greatly degenerated and the heterocysts have apparently reverted back to their original function of gonidangia. Attention should also be directed to the position of the heterocysts in Nostochopsis (fig. 11, a and b). They are lateral, and either stalked or sessile, being strangely reminiscent of the position of gonidangia in many of the Green Alge.

Spontaneous movements in the Oscillatoriaceae. Certain Blue-green Algae of the family Oscillatoriaceae exhibit spontaneous movements, generally of a slow oscillating, gliding, or rotatory character. It is in the genus Oscillatoria that these movements are most easily observed, but although they have been repeatedly investigated, no convincing explanation has yet been offered. The movements exhibited by some species of Oscillatoria are of three kinds: a gliding or creeping movement by which the whole filament travels slowly through the water in a serpentine manner, either forwards or backwards; a slow oscillation of a considerable portion of the apical part of the filament; and a rather more rapid bending of the extreme apex which generally closes each oscillation.

1 Young Nostocs are always limited by heterocysts.
Spontaneous movements

In the spirally twisted Arthrospira Jenneri the bending of the entire filaments is more pronounced, and the oscillation of their spiral extremities is more vigorous than in Oscillatoria, although spasmodic and jerky (G. S. W., '04). In Spirulina, in which the filaments are twisted into a very close spiral, there is a well-defined rotation around the axis of the spiral, accompanied by a decided propulsion of the whole filament. In the species with very long filaments the latter is often a steady and by no means a slow creeping movement. In Spirulina turflsa Bulh., in which the filaments are relatively short, the rotatory motion is fairly rapid. The hormogones of many of the Hormogonese exhibit slow gliding or creeping movements. It has also been stated both by De Bary ('63) and Phillips ('04) that the filaments of Cylindrospermum are capable of similar movements. All these movements are quicker in bright illumination and at warm temperatures than they are in weak light and at cool temperatures.

The earliest attempts to explain the cause of the movement were by Nägeli ('49), who considered it to be due to osmotic currents between the cells and the surrounding water, and Siebold ('49), who regarded it as resulting from an extensive secretion of colourless mucus. Borzi ('86) offered no explanation, but pointed out that isolated cells were incapable of movement, and that no movements were exhibited by any form which possessed heterocysts. Cohn ('67), and also Correns ('96), have stated that the movements could only take place when the filaments were in contact with a substratum, and it is not improbable that in certain species contact with a solid body or with the surface-film of water is actually necessary. Hansgirg ('83) concluded that the movements were due to osmotic currents, and that they only took place within a very thin gelatinous sheath, which was secreted by the filament and attached to a substratum. Engelman ('79) found the thin mucous secretion described originally by Siebold, but interpreted it as a protoplasmic layer. He attributed the creeping movements of the filaments to this secretion, but the oscillating movements he regarded as due to the action of cilia similar to those which occur in the Bacteria.

The movements are in no way connected with growth, as was suggested by Wolle and others, because all the facts are entirely against such a conclusion (vide Phillips, '04, p. 316). Nor can a strict comparison be made between these movements and those exhibited by individual diatom-cells. The movements of the latter are now known to be connected with the raphe (vide p. 102), but no such structure exists in the much more primitive cells of the Myxophyceae. Phillips ('04), after carefully reviewing the evidence and adding his own observations, suggests that there are only two plausible explanations of the movements under discussion: either (1) it is effected by a protoplasmic pellicle which creeps along on a substratum and acts in
a peristaltic manner, or (2) the plant has some propelling organs such as flagella, cilia or pseudopodia, that either act upon the solid substratum or move freely through the water. One must agree with Phillips that the first of these possible explanations is quite inadequate to account for all the movements exhibited by the Oscillatoriaceæ. The second hypothesis is, however, at present unsupported by sufficient testimony for it to be accepted with any degree of confidence.

In certain species of Oscillatoria and Phormidium there have been described fine hair-like outgrowths from the terminal cells (see fig. 14). These have been regarded by many observers as parasitic or saprophytic Bacteria of the nature of Ophiothrix, but Phillips ('04, p. 320) asserts that those outgrowths observed by him were living portions of the algal filament which had grown out from the cell-protoplast. He was unable to assign a definite function to these outgrowths, which he states at first stain like the protoplasm of the terminal cell, but afterwards react in the same manner as the cell-walls. He considered that they probably acted as tactile organs in piloting the trichome around obstacles, but that they were not the cause of the movements. These filaments were also found in Cylindrospernum (fig. 10).

Phillips states that by using Bunge's mordant, followed by carbol-fuchsin, a method which brings out the cilia of Bacteria very well, he was able to demonstrate the presence of fine cilia along the sides of the trichomes (see fig. 14). These cilia were very short, and could only be seen with extreme difficulty in the living organism. He considers that the reason they have been overlooked by other observers is that they 'mass down when placed in reagents and appear as granules of foreign substance on the exterior of the trichome.' He also concludes that the presence of these cilia explains more clearly the moving of the particles of indigo along the trichome as described by Schulze and others, and the massing down of the cilia will explain why the contour of the trichomes is so rough oftentimes, as is especially shown when stained with Heidenhain's iron-ammonium-hematoxylin, with but slight or no destaining.'

It seems scarcely possible to accept Phillips' conclusions that the creeping movements of the Myxophyceæ are caused by very delicate, short cilia without much confirmatory evidence. Such confirmation is essential if only because Phillips' statements regarding the structure and division of the 'central body' are not in agreement with the most reliable cytological work done on the protoplasts of these plants.
Hormogones

Multiplication. The general increase of the unicellular and colonial Blue-green Alge is by simple cell-division, which may occur in every direction of space or in certain directions only. Indefinite or definite colonies are thus produced, and these are often increased by dissociation into smaller groups. In the filamentous forms, fragmentation of the filaments is a frequent method of multiplication in certain genera. The division of the protoplast has already been dealt with, and brief mention has been made of the fact that in many families, such as the Chroococcaceae, Nostocaceae and Stigonemaceae, the cell often divides by a gradually deepening constriction, whereas in others a septum is formed during the division of the cell. The retention of the products of division by persistent envelopes, such as occurs in Gloecapsa, etc., results in the formation of colonies of considerable size, and often of an extended stratum.

Fig. 15. A and B, hormogones of Stigonema occilatum (Dillw.) Thur. C, hormogones of Phormidium Corium (Ag.) Gom. and D of Ph. ambiguum Gom. E, portion of extremity of erect tuft of filaments of Symploca muralis Kütz. showing formation of hormogones. A, B and E, x 520; C and D, x 500.

In the great section of the Hormogonæ, the plants largely multiply by the formation of hormogones. These are short filaments of vegetative cells which are generally set free from the extremities of the main filaments and branches (fig. 15). They are capable of slow spontaneous movements; sometimes in a straight line, as in Lyngbya, Nostoc, Scytonema, Rivularia and Stigonema, or less often in a spiral manner, as in Oscillatoria and Arthrospira. The distance travelled by the hormogones of a species of Phormidium varied, according to Brand, from 2·8 μ to 34·8 μ in ten minutes. Hormogones can be considered as primitive multicellular gemmae, and each one ultimately develops directly into a new plant by vegetative cell-division.
Myxophyceae

Sometimes the hormogone is terminated at each end by a heterocyst. Frequently entire filaments will break up into hormogones owing to the formation at intervals of biconcave discs of intercellular substance, each of which marks the limitations of the extremities of two consecutive hormogones. These separation-discs are much more frequent in some forms than in others. Each disc consists of an intercellular substance secreted by the two adjacent cells, and is often so thin in the middle as to appear almost like a ring. At first the discs are dark green, but they may become colourless. They are coloured yellow by chlor-zinc-iodine; they are not contracted by glycerin, nor do they stain with congo-red. (Consult Brand, '03; '05.)

Filaments are frequently broken, and thus multiplied, by the death of vegetative cells, which lose their turgor and are compressed by the neighbouring turgid cells. The dead cell finally decays, causing the dislocation of the filament. Such cells (called by Brand 'necridia') are strongly contracted by glycerin and stain with congo-red.

Quick growth of the filaments, accompanied by repeated hormogone-formation, enables many of the Hormogoneae to form a considerable stratum in a relatively short time. The hormogones of Nostoc, Phormidium and Lyngbya frequently contain pseudovacuoles. In the developing hormogones of Nostoc the division of the cells produces a more or less spirally twisted filament within a firm and relatively wide integument, at each pole of which is a prominent heterocyst.

In two species of the Rivulariaceae (Calothrix adscendens and Gloeotrichia natans), Teodoresco ('07) has described the formation of hormogones of a peculiar kind. The upper piliferous part of the filament grows greatly in length and becomes differentiated into wider portions with thick, short cells, and narrower portions with much thinner, longer cells. A dislocation then occurs in the middle of each thin portion, and the two narrow dislocated ends grow past each other. In this way there may be formed several filaments, each gradually attenuated from the middle to the hair-like extremities, by which they are adherent. Soon the filaments completely separate and two adjacent vegetative cells in the thick middle part of each filament become transformed into heterocysts. The final separation occurs between these heterocysts, two complete Calothrix-filaments thus arising from each hormogone.

Asexual reproduction. Reproduction takes places asexually in many genera by the formation of gonidia or by resting-spores.

Gonidia occur in many genera of the Myxophyceae, and are usually formed within gonidangia which have arisen from vegetative cells. They have long been known as the only method of increase in the various genera
of the Chamaesiphoniacese, but their occurrence in certain genera of the Chroococcaceae and the Hormogonaceae has only been demonstrated in relatively recent times. Apart from the Chamaesiphoniacese, they have been found in *Gomphosphéria aponina*, *Chroococcus macrococcus*, *Anabéna oscillarioides*, *Nostoc*, *Nostochopsis*, *Mastigocoleus*, *Leptocheta*, *Plectonema*, *Sympléca*, *Lyngbya*, *Phormidium* and *Oscillatoria*.

In *Chamaesiphon* the gonidia arise by the formation of transverse walls beginning at the distal end of the elongated cell. The cells thus cut off are gonidia, which become rounded, and after they have burst through the delicate sheath at the distal extremity they are gradually set free. The mother-cell may continue to grow, so that the gonidia are ultimately developed by abstriction from the free end of the protoplast. In *Godlewskia* the gonidia arise by both transverse and longitudinal divisions of the protoplast of the mother-cell; and in *Pleurocapsa*, *Xenococcus*, *Hyella* and *Dermocarpa* the divisions are in three planes at right-angles or in many intersecting planes. A similar kind of division also occurs during the formation of gonidia in *Gomphosphéria* (Schmidle, ’01).

---

1 The cytology of this process still awaits investigation and should prove very interesting.
In *Phormidium*, Brand has described the formation, by further divisions, of microgonidia (fig. 16 E), and Lemmermann ('02) has observed similar microgonidia in *Plectonema capitatum*. Solitary gonidia have been described by Brand ('03) as occurring in *Phormidium autumnale* (= *Ph. uncinatum*).

The gonidia, such as those described above, usually germinate at once without any resting period.

Spratt ('11) found that the heterocysts of *Anabaena cycadeorum* formed a variable number of gonidia by the rejuvenescence and subsequent division of their contents. The gonidia were spherical and each one was capable of forming a new vegetative plant. This observation is interesting from the support it lends to the suggestion that heterocysts are merely relics of reproductive organs of the nature of gonidangia. It must not be forgotten, however, that the production of gonidia is not a normal function of heterocysts, and in this particular case it may simply be reversion due to degeneration.

Fritsch has observed the production of 'gonidia' in old culture material of *Anabaena azollæ*. One large gonidium was described as being formed within each mother-cell by rejuvenescence, and before liberation it was surrounded by a well-marked membrane. It is evident that these bodies differ much from the gonidia described above, and Fritsch himself states that they appeared to him to be the result of arrested spore-formation, which is certainly not the case with ordinary gonidia. Moreover, the so-called 'gonidia' of *Anabaena azollæ* apparently passed through a resting period.

Reproduction by zoogonidia does not take place in the *Myxophyceæ*¹, and the few motile blue-green unicells which are known to exist appear to be Flagellate forms with no place in the *Myxophyceæ*.

RESTING-SPORES occur in the *Chroococcaceae* (in *Gloeocapsa*), in the *Oscillatoriaceæ* (in *Oscillatoria*, *Phormidium*, *Lyngbya* and *Microcoleus*), in the *Nostocaceæ* (in *Anabaena*, *Cylindrospermum*, *Nostoc*, etc.), in the *Scytonemaceæ* (in *Scytonema*, *Tolypothrix* and *Microchta*), in the *Stigonemaceæ* (in *Hapalosiphon* and *Stigonema*) and in the *Rivulariaceæ* (in *Culothrix* and *Gloeotrichia*). In certain genera of the *Nostocaceæ* and *Rivulariaceæ* resting-spores are formed with sufficient regularity to become of specific importance.

The spores arise in all cases from vegetative cells, which generally increase in size, become largely filled with reserve materials, and develop two distinct membranes, the *endospore* and the *exospore*. The latter is the stronger membrane. It is often coloured yellow or brown, and sometimes, as in *Cylindrospermum majus* and *C. tropicum* (fig. 11 F), it has a

¹ Zukal ('94) has described the formation of small motile bodies of two sizes in *Tolypothrix lamata*, which he termed 'gametes,' since they associated themselves in pairs, a large one with a small one, although he was not certain that they fused. Goebel, also, has described zoogonidia in *Merismopedia*. Neither Zukal's nor Goebel's observations are in any way substantiated by the investigations of other authors, and for the present they must be regarded as exceedingly doubtful. It seems highly improbable that 'gametes' could occur in any group of organisms in which the nuclear differentiation is imperfect.
papillate exterior. The details of the development of the spores have been described by various authors in a number of genera. In the Hormogonæ any vegetative cell of the filament may become a spore, or, as in the Rivulariaceæ, only the cell next the basal heterocyst may become thus differentiated. In some species (about 30 per cent.) of the genus *Anabena* the spores arise in relation to the heterocysts, being developed from those cells adjacent to the heterocysts on either one or both sides. In *Hapalosiphon* and *Scytomena*, in which the vegetative filaments are enclosed in strong sheaths, there is no enlargement of a vegetative cell on its conversion into a spore. The only obvious change is the development of a thick brown wall (W. & G. S. W., '97). In these genera spore-formation is in no way related to the heterocysts; nor, of course, can it be in the five genera of the Homocystææ in which resting-spores are known to occur.

During the development of the spore, particularly if there is any considerable increase in size, much reserve material accumulates in it. According to Phillips ('04) this is largely passed into the spore from the adjacent 'nurse' cells by way of the intercellular pores. The two spore-membranes can be seen at a very early stage, and as development proceeds they gradually become more and more differentiated. The inner membrane (endospore), which from the first completely envelops the protoplast, remains colourless. The outer membrane (exospore) is at first only a cylindrical sheath, but subsequently it extends around the two ends of the spore and becomes a strong membrane. In the mature spores the endospore and exospore are separated by a very thin layer of mucilage. Fritsche ('05) states that in *Anabena azollæ* the endospore and exospore are merely the fully-developed inner investment and cell-sheath respectively, both of which in the mature condition completely envelop the protoplast. The resting-spores vary much in shape in the different genera and species. They may be spherical, ellipsoid, cylindrical, or more rarely sublunate.

1 Phillips describes the spores of *Oscillatoria* as often arising from more than one cell, sometimes as many as four cells fusing together by the absorption of the intervening cell-walls.

2 This development has been referred to as 'centripetal' in contrast to the so-called 'centrifugal' development in which spore-formation begins in cells distant from the heterocysts and gradually advances towards them. It would, however, be wise completely to discard the use of these terms in relation to spore-formation in *Anabena*, and in any case the application of the terms should be reversed since the only obvious fixed points are the heterocysts. Even in those species of the genus which were at one time referred to *Sphaerocystis* (Agardh, 1827; Ralfs, 1850) spore-formation does not always begin in the cells adjacent to the heterocysts and gradually recede from them [the method which would be more correctly termed 'centrifugal'!], but is frequently mixed in the same spore-aggregate. The terms, as used, would be to some extent correct if the filaments of *Anabena* consisted of a chain of vegetative cells terminated at each end by a heterocyst, but this is not the case except in certain very specialized species, such as the plankton-forms *Anabena circularis* G. S. W. and *A. Tanganyikæ* G. S. W. (*vide* G. S. W. '07; and fig. 19 A—E).
Myxophyceae

They are sometimes solitary, but more often seriate, and the longest chains of spores are those found in *Nodularia*, *Scytonema* and *Hapalosiphon*. In some species the spores are enveloped in an external gelatinous investment, which may be very thin, as in certain species of *Nostoc*, or thick and firm, as in some of the plankton-species of *Anabena*. In *Anabena Lemmermanni* the spores agglutinate in masses, which float in such quantity in the surface layers of water as often to give a deep colouration to a whole lake.

Before germination the spores undergo a more or less prolonged rest, which in *Hapalosiphon*, *Scytonema*, and the plankton-species of *Anabena* extends over many months.

The germination of the resting-spores has been followed out in a number of different forms and, although there is some variation in the actual mode of germination, in all cases it results in the more or less direct formation of the typical vegetative plant. This first-formed filament may in some cases break up into hormogones, each of which grows into a new plant. There are three main types of germination of the spores:

1. The protoplast contracts from the wall of the spore and escapes either through a pore in the wall or by a lid-like portion of the wall becoming detached and so providing an orifice. The escape of the contents is a very gradual one and is primarily brought about by the secretion of mucilage, which forces the protoplast through

---

1 Fritsch ('04) found that in *Anabena azollæ* the spores can germinate as soon as they are fully formed, but this observation was made on material in cultures. It must also be borne in mind that *A. azollæ* is one of the greatly specialized forms of Myxophyceae, and observations on this or any other equally aberrant species do not affect generalizations based upon normal members of the genus, or upon species of other genera. It is interesting to note in this connection that in another similar specialized species of *Anabena* (*A. cycadearam*) the spores in culture-material are capable of immediate germination. The author has also found that spores of *Nodularia turicensis* which had been developed in cultures were able to germinate as soon as fully formed.

Concerning the retention of vitality by the resting-spores, Mr T. Goodey and Dr H. B. Hutchinson have recently made a remarkable discovery. Cultures made in 1912 of a Rothamstead soil which had been sealed up in a dry state since 1846 yielded a quantity of a form of *Nodularia turicensis*. The conditions under which the soil had been kept, and the cultures made, were such that no outside contamination could have taken place, and therefore the small spores of this species (only 7 μ by 8 μ) must have retained their vitality for a period of 66 years. Such spores were indeed resting-spores.
Germination of resting-spores

of a gradually widening aperture and then is itself exuded as an envelope for the escaped cell. The latter now begins to divide and forms a new plant. (Fig. 18, A, B, and C)

(2) The first division of the protoplast occurs within the walls of the spore, and this may be followed by other divisions, so that from two to four cells may be formed before the spore-wall is burst open. Succeeding divisions then cause the free end of the young filament to extend further and further from the spore, although the other extremity may not free itself from the old spore-wall for some time. (Fig. 18 A, the lowest spore in the figure.)

(3) Both walls of the spore may swell up and become mucilaginous, forming a gelatinous envelope of considerable dimensions. The protoplast sooner or later begins its division within this wide coat of mucus. (Fig. 18 D.)

The first type of germination occurs more frequently than the other two. In Anabaena and Nodularia the spores may germinate while still attached end to end, but this is not usual in other genera.

Reproduction has been found to occur by Sauvageau ('97) in Nostoc punctiforme by the formation of 'cocci,' which are small cells about the same size as the vegetative cells. They occur in large numbers, probably consisting of free vegetative cells, and were

---

Fig. 18. A and B, germination of the spores of Anabaena azollæ Strasb.; A, × 680; B, × 850 (after Fritsch). In A, two spores show germination of the first type, and the lowest spore germination of the second type. In B, variations of the first type of germination are shown. C and D, germination of the spores of Anabaena cycadearum Reinke; C illustrates the first type of germination and D the third type; × 2200 (after Spratt). E, germination of a spore of Oscillatoria sp. (possibly O. limosa Ag.); × about 700 (after Phillips).
observed to form a scum on the surface of the water. The contents of each coccus divide into two and the original wall stretches out and becomes partially gelatinous. Then further divisions ensue, resulting in the formation of a coiled thread within the wide envelope. This thread may be set free by the complete gelatinization of the envelope.

**POLYMORPHISM.** At one time it was generally assumed that the Blue-green Algae exhibited a considerable polymorphism, and that many of the described genera and species were merely stages in rather obscure life-histories. Modern investigations, and especially the methods of pure culture, have shown that this belief was a fallacious one, and that the amount of polymorphism in the group is really very small.

The sweeping statements of Itzigsohn, Hansgirg and Wolle that the members of the Chroococcaceae were merely stages in the development of higher forms of the Blue-green Algae, were only assumptions based upon crudities of observation. That such ideas gained credence was due very largely to the general habit of so many of the Myxophyceae in occurring for the most part in gelatinous masses and strata. Thus, it is usual to find various members of the Coccosgonaceae and Hormogonaceae as components of the same stratum, simply because they require the same conditions of environment and their mutual association more effectively results in the attainment of the necessary conditions.

No purpose would be gained by recapitulating any of the published statements of Hansgirg, Zopf, Zukal, or others concerning this supposed wide polymorphism. It is sufficient to say that pure cultures, and other carefully conducted experiments, furnish no evidence in proof of the suggested generic or specific identity of many of these forms which live intermingled in a common gelatinous matrix, and to the skilled observer with a thorough taxonomic knowledge of the group, there is rarely much difficulty in discriminating between the developmental stages of the higher types and the unicellular or colonial plants of a lower type (G. S. W., '04).

**Occurrence and Distribution.** The Myxophyceae have a world-wide distribution, occurring in abundance in all climates which are sufficiently moist. The majority of the known forms are either subaerial or freshwater, but some occur in saline or brackish areas, and other littoral forms are frequent on nearly all coasts. Many species are prominent constituents of the plankton of freshwater lakes, and a few occur in the marine plankton of the warmer seas. Some of the Chroococcaceae are free-floating organisms in bogs and lakes, but many of them form gelatinous masses on wet and dripping rocks. Often the gelatinous mass is spread out as a stratum of a blue-green, violet, red-violet or grey colour. In parts of Western Scotland and the Hebrides *Gluocapsa magnum* occurs in vast quantities on the
ground and among wet stones, in the form of innumerable, small, brownish-purple, gelatinous patches, which are much lobed and curled.

The majority of the Hormogonaceae occur aggregated to form a stratum. This may be thin and papyraceous, but is more often slimy; or it may be tough and leathery, or even of a cartilaginous consistency. Sometimes the stratum is felt-like, and in Scytonema Myochrons it usually takes the form of a coarse mat. This felt may sometimes cover extensive areas of the ground, as in Phormidium autumnale and Porphyrosiphon Notarisi. The former is world-wide in distribution, but is most prolific in damp temperate areas, whereas the latter is mostly tropical and subtropical. In 1868 Welwitsch called attention to extensive sheets of a Blue-green Alga (since shown to be Porphyrosiphon Notarisi) in the damp sandy valley of the Cuanza River in Angola. The sheets were closely spread like a net over the soil, intergrown with small herbaceous plants and shrubs. The mat-like sheets of the Alga eagerly absorbed the atmospheric moisture during dewy nights, affording by this means a refreshing protection to the roots of many other and larger plants during the glowing heat of the following day. Welwitsch stated that the growth and thriving of the numerous small spermatophytes in these places was conditional on the co-presence of the Alga (W. & G. S. W., '97, p. 303). Some species of Phormidium, such as Ph. purpurascens, often cover the vertical faces of wet rocks with a brightly coloured stratum many square feet in extent.

One of the most frequent habitats of the Myxophyceae is amongst Mosses and Hepatics in the deep gullies and glens of mountainous regions, and among similar luxuriant growths of Bryophytes on the tree-trunks of damp forests, more especially in the tropics. In these situations species of Chroococcus, Glaucocha, Scytonema, Stigonema, and Nostoc, often occur in great quantity, together with various members of the Oscillatoriaceae. It has been shown that where the climate is sufficiently moist Blue-green Algae are often the first colonists of newly-bared rocks, just as they were the first colonists on the pumice and ash after the terrific volcanic outburst at Krakatau in the Straits of Sunda.

Quite a number of the Myxophyceae have adapted themselves to a life in the freshwater plankton, and many of these forms have developed those dark-coloured pseudovacuoles which are regarded by some authors as special bodies for increasing the floating capacity of the Algae which possess them. Species of Anabaena are among the most abundant of the planktonic Myxophyceae, but the two species of Oscillatoria, O. Agardhii and O. rubescens, often occur in quantity, and a number of rather narrow species of Lyngbya.

---

1. These gelatinous masses are known to the local inhabitants as 'Mountain Dulse,' and in past times they were rubbed into a pulp and used for purging calves (Lightfoot, 1777).
2. Mats of Zygnema ericetorum sometimes fulfill a similar function.
are not infrequent. In both *Lyngbya* and *Anabena* certain of the plankton-species have become spirally coiled (fig. 19). In *Aphanizomenon* the filaments are straight and densely aggregated to form floating bundles, a habit which is also characteristic of the marine genus *Trichodesmium*, a pink species of which gives the colour to the Red Sea. Of the Coecogoneae the principal genera found in the plankton are *Cylospherium*, *Cymbospheria*, *Microcystis*, *Chroococcus*, and *Dactylococcopsis*, the two former genera sometimes occurring in such quantity as to dominate the entire plankton.

The phenomena of ‘water-bloom’ and ‘the breaking of the meres’ are due to the sudden and rather sporadic development of large quantities of

![Fig. 19. Spirally coiled Myxophyceae from the plankton. A—C, Anabena Tanganyikae G. S. West; D and E, A. circularis G. S. West; F—H, Lyngbya circumcreta G. S. West. All ×320.](image)

a few species of Myxophyceae, more especially certain of those which normally occur in the plankton of lakes and pools. The extraordinary rapidity with which these species multiply, with consequent discolouration of the water, is a fact which is not yet fully understood; but their disappearance, which is often equally rapid, may be due partly to exhaustion of available food-supplies and partly to the action of toxic substances secreted by themselves. It has been found by Nelson ('03) that water containing ‘water-bloom’ has often been fatal to cattle; and in this connection it is interesting to note that horses have frequently been killed in the Gulf of Manar by feeding upon *Lyngbya majuscula* (G. S. W., '04).
Occurrence and distribution

Many Myxophyceae are epiphytic in habit, such as the genera 
Chama-
siphon, Pleurocapsa, Dermocarpa and Oncobyrsa; also certain species of 
Calothrix, Rivularia, Lyngbya, etc.

The Blue-green Algae possess a remarkable capacity for withstanding 
adverse conditions of environment, and 
especially long periods of drought. It is 
not merely in moist climates that these 
plants occur: they are not uncommon in 
semi-arid districts in which the rainfall 
is relatively low. It is especially those 
members of the Oscillatoriaeae which form 
slimy felt-like masses that are thus capable 
of withstanding considerable desiccation 
without the formation of resting-spores 1.

In Angola the prolific growth of Scytonema 
Myocliroiis var. chorographicum during the 
rainy season gives such a feature to the 
mountains of the Presidium that they are 
known as the pedras negras or 'black 
rocks.' At the end of May the Algae begin 
to be discoloured with the intense heat, and 
the large patches begin to dry and peel off. 
Soon the rocks reappear in their natural 
grey or brownish-grey colour, and remain 
thus through the hot season until the 
beginning of the next rains (Welwitsch, 
1868; W. & G. S. W., '97). In cold 
lattitudes and at high altitudes Myxophyceae 
of all kinds can withstand prolonged and 
repeated freezing. In the Antarctic in the 
vicinity of Ross Island and South Victoria 
Land (lat. 77°32'S. to lat. 77°45'S.) Blue- 
green Algae form the dominant vegetation 
of the pools and lakes, which is remark-
able considering the severity of the 
climate. The growing season only lasts 
for about four weeks, and during the re-
maining part of the year the Algae are 
completely frozen. Sometimes they pass 
several years in this frozen state, without being once thawed, and yet

1 According to Phillips the spores of Oscillatoria will germinate after a resting-period of a year and a half.

W. A.
the plants survive and resume activity as soon as circumstances are sufficiently favourable (W. & G. S. W., '11; and Fritsch, '12).

The genus *Gomontiella* exhibits a unique adaptation against desiccation. The plant is a member of the Oscillatoriaceae in which the filaments are greatly flattened and at the same time rolled to form a capillary tube (fig. 20). The plants occur in shallow water-holes which are liable to become temporarily dry, but little evaporation can take place from the ends of the tube-like plant, and thus the filament retains its own water supply and very rarely becomes completely desiccated. (Teodoresco, '01.)

Some of the Myxophyceae have become adapted to a life in hot water, and they constitute the principal vegetation of hot-springs. The part played by certain of these Alge in the formation of rock-masses by the extraction of carbonate of lime or silica from the water of hot-springs is considerable. The deposits formed around the hot-springs in many parts of the world consist of brightly-coloured basins or terraces of travertine and sinter. All shades of yellow, orange-red, pink, blue, and blue-green occur, and are caused by the brilliantly-coloured Alge included within the deposit. In the case of travertine deposits the deposition of the calcium carbonate is due largely to the extraction by the Alge of the carbon dioxide dissolved in the water. That Alge do actually cause the elimination of carbonate of lime from water in which it is contained in solution was first shown by Cohn ('62), and Weed ('88) has given a very able account of the assistance of the Myxophyceae in the formation of the travertine and sinter deposits of the Yellowstone National Park in the United States. *Dichothrix gypsophila*, one of the Rivulariaceae, is one of the most active species in building up calcareous deposits, and such deposits generally exhibit a well-marked zoning (fig. 21). The Alge of hot-springs often grow as gelatinous masses in which a glassy form of silica gradually appears, and ultimately all except the peripheral portion becomes firmly silicified. Weed found that the thickness of travertine formed in three days varied from 1·25 to 1·5 mm. He also found that the character and colour of the deposit depended very largely upon the temperature of the water and the situation of the spring or geyser. The highest temperature at which Myxophyceae have been found is 87·5° C., at which temperature *Phormidium laminosum* has been stated to occur. In the spray of a small geyser at Hveravellir in Iceland, *Phormidium angustissinum, Ph. tenue,* and *Mastigocladus laminosus* were thriving (G. S. W., '02). The temperature of this spray was 85° C., but it is highly probable that it would be so rapidly reduced that the wet stratum of the Alge would be at

![Fig. 21. Photograph of a section through a fragment of a calcareous nodule built up by *Dichothrix gypsophila* (Kütz.) Born. & Flah. Natural size. Note the well-marked zoning.](image-url)
a temperature of possibly 10° less. Of the Chroococcales, *Aphanothece thermalis* Brugger and *A. bullosa* Rabenh. have been observed living in water at a temperature of 68.75° C. On the whole, it may be said that no organisms, with the possible exception of certain Bacteria, possess such a capacity as the Myxophyceae for withstanding extremes of temperature.

Myxophyceae of the genera *Gloeocapsa* and *Gloeotheca* are responsible for the formation of oolitic calcareous grains on the shores of the Great Salt Lake, Utah, and white grains of a similar kind are known from the Red Sea. On the bottom of Lough Belvedere, near Mullingar in Ireland, numerous spherical calcareous pebbles have been found, which have been gradually built up by the growth of *Schizothrix fasciculata* (Murray, '95). Similar pebbles are also known from other places, both in Europe and N. America. It is not improbable that the oolitic particles of rocks of various ages may have had a similar origin, and that the structure described as *Girvanella problematica* consists of the mineralised sheaths of an ancient genus of the Myxophyceae. It is also possible that *Zonatrichites*, described by Bornemann from a breccia of the Keuper age, in Silesia, is a fossil member of the Rivulariaceae which caused the construction of more or less hemispherical calcareous nodules (Seward, '98). When due consideration is given to the precisely similar nodules which are formed by *Dichothrix gypsophila* (*vide* fig. 21), and other living members of the Rivulariaceae, the view that *Zonatrichites* was one of the Myxophyceae is to some extent supported, notwithstanding the complete absence of cellular structure.

The living genus *Hyella* is a perforating Alga on the surface of the calcareous shells of Molluscs.

**Symbiosis.** The curious endophytic *Anabena* Azolla Strasburger lives and grows in certain slime-filled hollows in the leaves of *Azolla*, into which cavities project hairs from the living layer of cells. It has been suggested that this is a case of symbiosis. The *Anabena* is always present in the cavities and the terminal parts of the hairs become colourless and finally more or less disintegrated.

*Anabena Cycadearum* Reinke is another endophytic species which lives within the modified tubercle-like roots of species of *Cycas*. The Alga occupies a well-marked intercellular-space-zone just within the cortex (fig. 22), and is associated with the two nitrogen-fixing Bacteria, *Pseudomonas radicicola* and *Azotobacter*.

Horejsi ('10) has given a good account of the distribution of the Alga in the cortex of the root, and he showed that by its penetration into the apical meristem it stopped normal growth and caused dichotomy. Thus the peculiar tubercle-like roots of *Cycas* and other Cycads are actually caused by the endophytic Alga. He found that the Alga maintained its existence
in the soil, and that it entered the roots regularly at the beginning of every autumn through the lenticels. Spratt ('11) confirmed the fact that the Alga entered the roots through the lenticels, and showed that this was accomplished by means of gonidia which were developed from heterocysts and spores present in the soil. There is no doubt in this case of the symbiotic relationship between the Alga and the two nitrogen-fixing Bacteria, and there is every probability that the Cycads benefit to some extent by being able to absorb certain products of the metabolic activity of the lower organisms. Needless to say, both the above species of Anabena are considerably different from the more normal species of the genus, and both have degenerated.

An endophytic member of the Nostocaceae also lives in the hollow leaf-auricles of the Hepatic Blasia, but its exact relationships with its peculiar environment have not yet been investigated. Another occurs in the stems of Gunnera.

Hugo Fischer ('04) has described a symbiotic relationship between certain of the Oscillatoriaceae which carpet the ground (such as Phormidium autumnale) and Azotobacter Chroococcum. The nitrogen-fixing activity of the Bacterium enables the Blue-green Alga to make use of atmospheric nitrogen.

A still more remarkable member of the Nostocaceae is Richelia intracellularis Johs. Schmidt, which lives within the cells of marine species of Rhizosolenia (fig. 23). As this Alga occurs within the living cells of the host it may be assumed that it is a partial parasite.
Helotism

Some of the Myxophyceae are regularly found associated with Fungi to form the dual organisms known as Lichens. The Algae which have thus lost their individuality become considerably modified and generally lose almost all traces of their original specific characters. It has been customary to regard the thallus of the lichen as a case of commensal symbiosis, but in the great majority of Lichens the Alga is a very subordinate constituent, the fungus completely dominating it, even to the extent of curtailing and absorbing any undue increase in the algal cells. It seems to be much more in agreement with facts to look upon the Alga as existing under conditions of beneficent slavery! The lichen-thallus thus provides an illustration of helotism, which is a form of symbiosis intermediate in character between commensalism and parasitism. The fungal hyphae are partially parasitic on the algal cells, but at the same time they supply them with various excretory products, mineral salts, and water. It is true that inclusion within the lichen-thallus permits of the existence of the algal cells in situations in which they could not maintain themselves, but their multiplication is kept within restricted limits by the undoubted parasitism of the fungus.

The following list shows some of the genera of Lichens which contain certain of the Blue-green Alge:


Chroococcus in Phylliscium Nyl. and Pyrenopsisidium (Nyl.) Forss.


Fig. 23. Richella intracellularis Johs. Schmidt. A, one extremity of cell of Rhizosolenia stiltiformis Bw, containing four filaments of the Richella; B and C, two isolated filaments showing the basal position of the heterocyst. × about 450 (after Johs. Schmidt).
Myxophyceae

Stigonema in Epbe E. Ft., Lichenosphiera Born., Pterygiopsis Wainio and Spilomena Born.


The actual species are known only in a few cases: Gloeocapsa montana in Beomyce roseus and Omphalaria umbella; Nostoc sphaerium in the Collemaceae Hydrothrea; Nostoc punctiforme in Peltigera, Pannaria and Stictina; Rivularia nitida in Polychidium, Omphalaria, Lichina, etc.; Stigonema punctiforme in Ephebe pubescens.

With regard to the geographical distribution of the Myxophyceae we have at present a wide knowledge but an insufficient of detail. There are undoubtedly a large number of cosmopolitan species which occur all over the world and in all climates, a fact which is probably due in part to the primitive and ancient character of the organisms, and very largely to their capacity for withstanding drought and extremes of heat and cold.

Camptothrix, Chondrocystis, Katagnymene, Loefgrenia, Polychlamydum, Proteredothrix, Porphyrophus and Trichodesmium are, so far as is known, typically tropical and subtropical genera. A vast amount of detailed and accurate taxonomic work is necessary, however, before any reliable statements can be made concerning the geographical distribution of the Blue-green Algae.

Affinities. It has been customary to regard the Myxophyceae as organisms of a primitive type closed allied to the Bacteria. This view received much encouragement by the general acceptance of Cohn's 'Schizophyta' as a group put forward to embrace the Schizomyceetes (Fission Fungi or Bacteria) and the Schizophyceae (Fission Algae). Modern evidence, however, does not wholly support this view, and there is little doubt that the Bacteria and Myxophyceae are separated by a gulf much wider than would be thus indicated. Cohn's name 'Schizophyceae' should be entirely discarded as it is very misleading. Far from being the 'Fission Algae,' only a small percentage of the known species divide by that gradual constriction which is so characteristic of the vast majority of Bacteria. Cell-division in the filamentous forms is generally by the gradual formation of a transverse septum.

At present it is necessary to make very guarded statements concerning the comparative cytology of the two groups. The investigation of that giant Bacterium Hillhousia has shown that the dry-staining methods so much in vogue in studying the cytology of both the Bacteria and the Myxophyceae are to a considerable extent unreliable, and it is also possible that the bacterial protoplast may show various grades of simple structure. It is quite possible that true chromatin such as occurs in higher organisms does not exist in the bacterial cell, and the chromatin-substance which does occur is only present in the form of very minute granules. The chromatin-substance present in the protoplast of Hillhousia cannot be recognized by staining, and in the Blue-green Algae it is exceedingly
probable that the chromatin-substance which occurs in small particles and in small quantity is not of precisely the same nature as that which is present in higher types of nuclei.

The centrally differentiated incipient nucleus of the Myxophyceae appears to have no exact counterpart in the Bacteria, and it furnishes clear evidence that the protoplast of the Blue-green Algae is of a higher type. The cell-walls, also, in the young cells, and in the heterocysts throughout life, consist of cellulose, whereas the bacterial cell-walls never consist of cellulose. The presence of the pigments chlorophyll, carotin, and phycoeyanin, enabling the myxophyceous protoplast to construct organic substance under the influence of light, is also a feature of great importance, and the fact that these pigments are restricted to the peripheral zone of the cell must not be lost sight of. The resting-spores of the Myxophyceae are always formed by the rejuvenescence of a vegetative cell, and are never of the nature of endospores such as are produced in the Bacteria. On the whole, the distinction between the Myxophyceae and the Bacteria, although not absolutely sharp, is still sufficiently wide to make the use of such a term as the 'Schizophyta' rather unwise.

The group is primitive, and the living Myxophyceae of to-day are the descendants, probably but little changed, of a group of organisms which were left aside very early in the evolution of plant-life. The complete absence of sexuality is undoubtedly to be associated with the incomplete differentiation of the protoplast and the consequent absence of a highly organized nucleus.

Classification. The different families of the Myxophyceae are for the most part well-defined and easily diagnosed. The only controversial points have been those concerning the systematic position of the genera Chroothecae, Asterocystis and Glaucoeyanis.

A careful examination of the original specimens of Chroothecae\(^1\) indicates that this genus would be best placed in the Chroococccaceae. Asterocystis also appears to be a typical Chroococcaceaeus genus,\(^2\) but Glaucoeyanis is still

---

1 There are no known saprophytic Myxophyceae, with the exception of Oscillatoria decolorata G. S. West (Journ. Bot. 1899, p. 263; see also M.Keever in Trans. Edin. Field Nat. and Microscop. Soc. Nov. 1911, p. 370).
2 Some of the original material of Chroothecae Richteriana Hansg. was issued in Wittrock & Nordstedt's Alg. Eosic. in 1884. The author has to thank Dr Borge of the Botanical Museum at Stockholm for kindly sending the specimens, and Miss Acton for making careful preparations of them in the botanical laboratory of the University of Birmingham.
3 The cytological structure has been carefully examined by the author in the following species: A. africana G. S. West, A. antarctica W. & G. S. West and A. smaragdina (Reinsch) Forti, and found to be similar to that of some of the larger species of Chroococcus. The cells of A. halophila (Hansg.) Forti also appear in the living state to be like those of Chroococcus, but this species has not been examined cytologically.
something of a puzzle. The form of its cells, with strong cell-walls, and the method of formation of the daughter-cells are exactly as in the Chlorophyceae genus Oocystis. It has a definite nucleus with a nuclear membrane, and fully differentiated chromatophores of a rich blue-green colour (consult fig. 24). In the young cells the chromatophores are numerous and short, but in older cells there are from 10 to 20 of them, mostly curved, and more or less radiating from the central part of the cell.

\*\*\*Glaucocystis Nostochinearum\*\*

Glaucocystis Nostochinearum is not uncommon in bogs in Western Europe, and a large form of it has been found in E. Africa. There is no doubt that the Alga differs from all the other Blue-green Algae in the possession of a higher type of protoplast and true chromatophores, and it was this fact which led to the suggestion that the Myxophyceae should be primarily divided into the Glaucocystidiales and the Archiplastidiales (G. S. W. '04). It is probable, however, that this Alga, notwithstanding its brilliant blue-green colour, may have to be removed entirely from the Myxophyceae when more is known concerning the details of its cytology.

The curious Alga, Porphyridium cruentum (Ag.) Niq., has been recently investigated by Brand ('08 A and B), who brings forward strong evidence to show that it must be regarded as a rudimentary form of the Bangiaceae, which has never got beyond the embryonic state.

Excluding Glaucocystis the Myxophyceae are primarily divided into the two natural groups of the Coccogonaceae and Hormogoneae.

Order I. Coccogonaceae. Unicellular or colonial plants, usually consisting of colonies of unicells surrounded by mucous investments. The cells vary much in form and in their disposition. The mucous investment is often structureless, but may be obviously lamelllose. The normal method of multiplication is by simple cell-division, the larger colonies dissociating to form smaller ones. Rounded asexual gonidia are known to occur in some genera and species. The group includes the lowest of the Myxophyceae and contains therefore the most primitive of the Algae. They occur free-floating in bogs and lakes, as gelatinous masses on wet rocks, and more rarely as epiphytes.

Fam. Chroococcaceae. This is the principal family of the Coccogonaceae and includes nearly all the unicellular and colonial Blue-green Algae. In one genus (Gloeocystis Lagerh.) the cells are epiphytic and dorsiventral, each cell being furnished with one or two bristles; but in all the other genera the cells or colonies are either free-floating or form a gelatinous stratum. The cells vary much in shape in the different genera, and with few
exceptions they are provided with a copious mucous covering. In some the cells divide in every direction of space, producing an irregular colony, often of large size (Aphanocapsa, Gloecapsa, Microcystis, etc.). In others the cells divide only in two directions in the same plane, giving rise to a tabular colony (Merismopedia; fig. 26, B and C); and in others cell division takes place in one direction only (Synechococcus, Gloeothecae). In the genus Tetrapedia (fig. 26 D) the cells are compressed and very symmetrical. In the genus Chroococcus (fig. 25) the mucous coats of the cells are often very firm and lamelllose, and in Gloecapsa (fig. 2 B) the inner integuments often contain red, orange, or violet pigments. The largest colonies are macroscopic and may contain many thousands of cells, as in Aphanathece prasina. In Coelospheerium, Gomphosphaeria and Merismopedia the colonies are of limited size and definite shape, and in the two first-named genera a kind of budding takes place by means of which a new colony is developed from the side of the old one, ultimately becoming separated from it.

![Fig. 25. A, Chroococcus giganteus W. West. B, Chr. turgidus (Kütz.) Näg. C and D, Chr. schizodermaticus W. West. All x 450.](image1)

![Fig. 26. A, Dactylococcopsis montana W. & G. S. West. B, Merismopedia glauca (Ehrenb.) Näg. C, M. elegans A. Br. D, Tetrapedia Retuschiana Arch. All x 450.](image2)

**Fam. Chamaesiphonaceae.** A family of epiphytes in which the cells are generally clustered in dense masses around the filaments of larger Algae (fig. 27). The cells may be ovoid, pyriform, or cylindrical, and there is always a distinction between base and apex.

![Fig. 27. Chamaesiphon inernatus Grun. epiphyte on a filament of Rhizodonium. × 416.](image3)

Reproduction occurs by the formation of gonidia which are successively cut off from the upper part of the mother-cell (Chamaesiphon), or produced by the division of the contents of the mother-cell by three or more sets of division-planes (Xenococcus, Hyella, Dermocarpa).

**Order II. Hormogoneæ.** Includes all the filamentous Myxophyceae. The filaments consist of a simple row of cells, very rarely naked, and usually
enclosed within a sheath, which varies from a hyaline, indistinct envelope to a tough, coloured investment. In some instances several rows of cells occur within the same sheath. In most of the families heterocysts occur in more or less abundance, but in the Oscillatoriaceae and Camptotrichaceae they are absent. In some genera the filaments are branched, and in others a peculiar type of false branching occurs. Most of the Algae in this group occur attached to a substratum. The plants multiply by means of hormogones, and more rarely by resting-spores.

A. Psilonematæ. Trichomes\(^1\) cylindrical, sometimes narrowed at the extremities, but never gradually attenuated towards the extremities.

Fig. 28. A, Lyngbya major Menegh. B and C, L. wrugineo-cornulea (Kütz.) Gom. D, Phormidium molle (Kütz.) Gom. E and F, Ph. tenuis (Menegh.) Gom. All × 460.

Fig. 29. A, Oscillatoria limosa Ag. B, O. iringua Kütz. C, O. tenuis Ag. D, O. splendidula Grev. E, O. acuminata Gom. All × 460.

Fam. Oscillatoriaceae. A large family distinguished from the other families of the Psilonemataceae by the absence of heterocysts. The trichomes consist of cylindrical or disc-shaped cells, often somewhat modified at the extremities, the apical cell being frequently conical and not uncommonly provided with a thickened calyptra. The cells may be so compactly joined that the trichomes are exactly cylindrical, or there may be a slight constriction between each pair of adjacent cells. In the genera Spirulina, Arthospira (fig. 30), and in some species of Lyngbya (fig. 19 F–H) the filaments are twisted into a regular spiral. In certain genera, such as Microcolpus and Schizothrix (fig. 3), several trichomes are included within a single sheath (sub-fam. Vaginaricæ), whereas in most of the other genera there is never more than one trichome within a sheath (sub-fam. Lyngbyæ). The most abundant genus is Oscillatoria (fig. 29), in which the sheath is so close and delicate as to be easily overlooked. In Lyngbya (fig. 28 A–C) the trichomes possess a strong sheath which is often lamelllose. Phormidium is almost as abundant as Oscillatoria and occupies a position half-way between that genus and Lyngbya. It is characterized by the sheaths becoming agglutinated or else entirely different.

\(^1\) The term 'trichome' is universally applied to the filament of a Blue-green Alga without its sheath, the term 'filament' being retained for the trichome together with its sheath.
In *Plectonema* the filaments are falsely branched, and in *Symploca* they form compact, erect, pointed tufts arising from a flat stratum. In some species of *Schizothrix* the sheaths are strongly lamellose and brilliantly coloured, but it is in the African genus *Polychlamydum* that the sheath exhibits its maximum differentiation.

The most extraordinary member of this family is *Gomontiella subtubulosa* (fig. 20) found by Teodoresco in Roumania. The flattened, rolled filaments are unique among the Hormogoneae.

Fam. *Nostocaceae*. The filaments are simple, with delicate gelatinous sheaths. The trichomes consist of a single series of uniform and often torulose cells, amongst which are few or many heterocysts. In a few forms the sheaths are distinct, but in others they become confluent to form a mass of jelly enclosing a large number of trichomes. This jelly attains its maximum development in the genus *Nostoc* (fig. 31) in which the shape of the colony is largely determined by the toughness of the gelatinous mass. Thousands of trichomes occur in such a colony, and they are generally contorted and densely crowded. In *Aphanizomenon* the trichomes are not associated to form definite colonies, as the gelatinous sheaths are much more fleeting and delicate, although they may be aggregated in masses. The trichomes may be rigid and straight or variously twisted and contorted (as in so many of the plankton-species).

*Aphanizomenon* occurs free-floating in the waters of pools and lakes, and the trichomes are often agglutinated to form spindle-shaped bundles.

In *Cylindrospermum* there is only one terminal heterocyst (fig. 32 E—G); and in *Nodularia* the heterocysts are rather numerous and occur at regular distances along the trichome (fig. 32 H).

**Fig. 30.** *Arthrospira platensis* (Nordst.) Gom. Single filament, x 520.

**Fig. 31.** A and B, *Nostoc Linckia* Bornet; A, nat. size; B, small portion of thallus, x 340. C, *N. corniculatum* Lyngbye, nat. size.

**Fig. 32.** A—D, *Anabaena inequalis* (Kütz.) Born. & Flah. E—G, *Cylindrospermum stagnale* (Kütz.) Born. & Flah. H, *Nodularia spherocarpa* Born & Flah. (All x 480.) h, heterocyst; sp, resting-spore.
Reproduction takes place by hormogones and by resting-spores. The latter are variable in shape, and may be solitary or seriate. In *Cylindrospermum* the spore arises from the cell next the terminal heterocyst (fig. 32 E—G). About half the species of *Nostoc* and *Cylindrospermum* occur in subaerial habitats, but all the other members of the family are aquatic. Species of *Nodularia* are mostly brackish-water forms.

Fam. *Scytonemaceae*. The Algae of this family are distinguished by their peculiar type of branching. As a rule there is only one trichome within a strong tubular sheath of regular thickness. The false branches arise either singly or in pairs, and are due to the perforation of the sheath of the primary filament by its trichome, which issues either as a single ‘branch’ (*Tolypothrix*; fig. 33 E) or as a pair of ‘branches’ (*Scytonema*; fig. 33 A—D), each of which develops a new sheath. The sheaths are variable in character, sometimes homogeneous and colourless, but in other cases lamellose and of a golden-brown colour. The heterocysts are intercalary and rather infrequent. The normal reproduction is by hormogones, but resting-spores also occur (fig. 17 C).

Fam. *Stigonemaceae*. The filaments are coarse and tough owing to a strong uneven sheath, usually of a brown colour. As a rule the filaments are much branched, and they may contain one regular, or several more or less irregular, series of cells (fig. 34). The heterocysts are lateral or intercalary. *Stigonema* is the principal genus, most of the species of which occur on damp or wet rocks, and are propagated by hormogones. *Hapalosiphip* is an aquatic genus, with more slender filaments and longer branches. The sheaths are not so strong as those of *Stigonema*, and the plants are largely reproduced by resting-spores (fig. 17 A and B).

B. *Trichophorae*. Trichomes markedly attenuated towards one or both extremities, which are often drawn out into hair-like points.

Fam. *Rivulariaceae*. In this family the trichomes are attenuated from the base upwards and are often piliferous. In all except a few cases there is a single heterocyst at the base. There is a well-marked tubular sheath, gelatinous or membranous, and often strongly lamellose. There is a prominent false branching in the genus *Dichothrix*, accompanied by a conspicuous fusion of sheaths. The filaments of *Calothrix* generally

Fig. 33. A—D, *Scytonema mirabile* (Dillw.) Thuret. A, showing pair of false branches; B, part of filament with a heterocyst (h); C, apex of ‘branch’; D, organ of attachment at base of filament. E, *Tolypothrix lanata* (Desr.) Warin. All x 440.
Rivularia form an expanded stratum on wet rocks and submerged stones (fig. 35). In *Rivularia* the filaments are disposed to form subglobose or hemispherical, attached masses, sometimes gelatinous and sometimes incrusted with lime. In *Gloeotrichia*, which occurs largely in the plankton, the gelatinous mass is usually free-floating. The genus scarcely differs from *Rivularia*, except in the formation of large cylindrical resting-spores. In *Homothrix* and two other genera there are no heterocysts.
Fam. Camptotrichaceae. This family was established in 1897 (W. & G. S. W. '97 A and B) to include certain Blue-green Algae which differ from members of the Rivulariaceae in the attenuation of the filaments from the middle towards each end. The plants are epiphytes and there are no heterocysts. *Camptothrix* is a genus of small tropical epiphytes in which the filaments terminate in blunt extremities, whereas *Hammatoidea* includes larger and more elongate filaments with piliferous apices.
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PERIDINIEÆ
(Peridiniales or Dinoflagellata)

The Peridinieæ form a very natural group of purely aquatic organisms embracing a large number of motile unicells furnished with two flagella and a cell-wall, which in the majority of forms is composed of a definite system of articulated plates. They are very largely organisms of the marine and freshwater plankton, and next to the diatoms they are the most important 'producers' of organic substance in the sea. Peridinians rarely become absolutely dominant in the freshwater plankton, but in the sea, and especially in the warmer oceans, they occur in vast numbers, and along with associated diatoms, constitute the principal food-supply of countless numbers of the smaller marine animals.

The marine genera and species are much more numerous than the freshwater ones, and they exhibit a much greater diversity of form, attaining a larger size and a more elaborate external configuration. The marine and freshwater species are quite distinct, but a few of the smaller marine forms occur in brackish waters.

The Peridinieæ are brown organisms, possessing as a rule a number of yellow-brown chromatophores. For the most part their nutrition is holophytic, starch and a fatty oil being stored as food-reserves. There are also a number of colourless, saprophytic forms and a few in which holozoic nutrition may sometimes occur. The cell-wall consists of cellulose, or more rarely has become converted into a wide gelatinous envelope. A few forms are naked—that is, they are without a cell-wall.

One of the leading features of the group is the presence of a transverse furrow, which divides each cell into a front apical half and a back antapical half. Crossing the transverse furrow is a much less evident longitudinal furrow of very variable extent.

The vast majority of the forms are motile during their active vegetative existence, swimming with some rapidity by means of two flagella, one of which lies and vibrates in the transverse furrow, while the other, which is responsible for the propulsion of the organism, passes from the longitudinal furrow obliquely outwards into the surrounding water. The transverse flagellum is in some forms a ribbon-like band of protoplasm encircling the body, and by its undulating movements causes the body to rotate upon its
longitudinal axis and sometimes pursue a spiral course about the axis of progression. Its effect upon the general morphology of the Peridinieae is fundamental and a transverse furrow for its lodgment is almost universally present throughout the group. The longitudinal flagellum also determines the direction of the main morphological axis. That part of the body which leads in locomotion is called the apical region. The side of the body on which the two ends of the girdle are found is called the ventral side.

Our knowledge of the life-history of the Peridinieae is yet very deficient. It is definitely known that certain forms periodically enter into an encysted condition in the form of large resting-spores. Some become encysted in the winter, others in the spring and summer, and yet others in the autumn. Thus, in temperate climates some species are found in the active vegetative condition in every month of the year. In warmer climates it has been shown that the periodic forms of colder latitudes become perennial constituents of the plankton. The duration of vegetative and encysted states is very variable, depending largely upon temperature. Multiplication by cell-division is often very rapid, and has been shown to occur in both the motile vegetative condition and the encysted state.

The Peridinieae, as generally understood, fall very naturally into three divisions, concerning which there has never been any controversy. To these it is apparently necessary to add a fourth group, the Pyrocystaceae, in order to accommodate a group of organisms which cannot with justice be included in the other three. It will be convenient to consider these groups separately.

Class PERIDINIEAE.

Order PERIDINIALES.

A. Cell-wall absent or consisting of a gelatinous covering. Vegetative condition motile.
   Fam. Gymnodiniaceae.

B. Cell-wall consisting of a continuous cellulose membrane. Vegetative condition non-motile.
   Fam. Pyrocystaceae.

C. Cell-wall consisting of a cellulose membrane which is composed of definite articulated plates. Vegetative condition motile.
   a. Cells with a girdle, usually in the form of a conspicuous groove; cell-wall composed of three or more plates.
      Fam. Peridinaceae.
      This is the important group, the classification of which depends entirely upon the morphology of the plates composing the wall.
   b. Cells without a girdle; cell-wall composed of two plates only.
      Fam. Prorocentraeaceae.

To these four groups should probably be added the Phytodiniaceae of Klebs (in part; see p. 57) and the Blastodiniaceae of Chatton (see p. 53).

In the above arrangement the Peridiniales is the only order of the class Peridinieae, but it may be expedient in the near future to establish a new order for some of the Phytopodinaceae and perhaps for the Pyrocystaceae.
Family Gymnodiniaceae.

This group is distinguished by the absence from the motile stages of the life-history of anything of the nature of a strong cellulose wall, such as is possessed by other Peridiniaceae. Most forms are furnished with a continuous plasma-membrane of great delicacy, and some are enveloped in a wide mucous investment. Sometimes the gelatinous investment is so loose and diffusent that the naked cell is able to move about within it. The vegetative, which is also the motile, state varies in shape from a rounded or egg-shaped cell to an elongate, spindle-shaped body.

The transverse furrow is a groove or trough in the peripheral plasma. It is ring-like in Gymnodinium (fig. 36 A and B), but in Hemidinium only the left half is developed. In Spirdinium (fig. 36 C and D) it takes the form of an ascending spiral which makes more than a complete turn, and

![Fig. 36. Outline figures of several of the Gymnodiniaceae. Only the longitudinal flagellum is shown. A, Gymnodinium carinatum Schilling, ×520 (after Schilling); B, G. palustre Schilling, ×750 (after Schilling); C, Spirdinium hyalimum (Schilling) Lemm., ×680 (after Schilling); D, Sp. spirale (Bergh) Schütt, ×500 (after Schütt); E and F, Cochlodinium strangulatum Schütt, ×160 (after Schütt); E, ventral view; F, dorsal view. lf., longitudinal furrow; tr.f., transverse furrow.](image_url)

in Cochlodinium (fig. 36 E and F) it makes several spiral turns. In Amphidinium the transverse furrow is so near the anterior end of the cell that the apical half appears almost as a lid to the rest of the cell (fig. 37). The longitudinal furrow is much less prominent than the transverse furrow, which it crosses. In Gymnodinium paradoxum Schill. and G. pulvisculus Klebs it is practically absent, and in a number of other forms it is only feebly developed, extending but a little way on either side of the transverse furrow. When the latter is spirally disposed, as in Cochlodinium, the longitudinal furrow has also a spiral twist. In the genus Spirodinium there are often two longitudinal flagella in place of the more normal solitary one.

The protoplast is colourless, or, as in Cochlodinium archimedes, uniformly tinted; and in Pouchetia there are numerous red droplets in the peripheral
Peridiniace

region. Vacuoles of considerable size may be present in the cytoplasm, through which branched protoplasmic threads pass to the peripheral part of the protoplast. The nucleus, which is of comparatively large size and somewhat variable in shape, may be anterior in position (as in Gymnodinium fuscum) or posterior (as in Hemidinium). The chromatin granules are scattered, and on division there is a primitive mitosis.

A red pigment-spot is present in some forms, but wanting in others. In the genus Pouchetia there is a lens-like body associated with the pigment-spot, and it is assumed that the concentration of light upon the pigment-spot by this body largely influences the orientation of the cell. Trichocyst-like

structures occur in certain species of Gymnodinium and Spirodinium, sometimes forming a more or less continuous peripheral zone. Some species of these genera throw out numerous threads of mucous, either just previous to entering the resting state or on the advent of unfavourable external conditions: these threads rapidly swell up and form a colourless gelatinous envelope.

The chromatophores are disc-shaped, rod-like, or band-like, and are mostly of a golden-brown colour, although Gymnodinium viride is green, G. virginosum is blue-green, and G. ceruleum blue. The two latter organisms contain phycocyanin in addition to the green and brown pigments. The

![Fig. 37. Lateral view of Amphidinium sulcatum Kofoid. amy., amyloid body; chr., chromatophore; ep., anterior part of cell in front of transverse furrow; fl.p., flagellar pore; l.f., longitudinal furrow; n., nucleus; tr.f., transverse furrow (with flagellum); vac., vacuole. ×740 (after Kofoid).](image)
nutrition of the coloured forms is normally holophytic, but in certain cases there appears to be in addition a truly animal-like method of taking up solid food by means of pseudopodia protruded from the region of the transverse furrow. This occurs, according to Zacharias, in *Gymnodinium Zachariasi* Lemm. Some forms, such as *Gymnodinium fucorum*, *G. spirale*, etc., are without chromatophores and lead a saprophytic existence. A few parasitic forms have also been described, notably *Gymnodinium parasiticum* Dogiel, *G. Pouchetii* Lemm., and *G. roseum* Dogiel. The first-named lives during part of its life-history within the eggs of Copepods 1.

In the colourless forms *Gymnodinium Vorticella* Stein, *G. helveticum* Penard, and *Spirodinium hyalinum* (Schill.) Lemm., the nutrition is stated to be completely holozoic, but this assertion requires very careful confirmation. In the last-named, the organism loses its flagella and becomes ameboid before the ingestion of solid food-substances. In *Gymnodinium Vorticella* Stein, the ingestion of food takes place while the organism is active, and the food-remains are thrown out when in the resting-state (Dangeard, '92).

Multiplication occurs in most cases by cell-division while the organisms are in the motile state. The division is usually longitudinal, although in a few cases, such as in *Gymnodinium rufescens*, it is transverse (fig. 38 B). Unfavourable conditions of existence rapidly bring about a quiescent, encysted state, in which multiplication may sometimes occur. In this non-motile state the cell may be surrounded by a thick gelatinous envelope (as in *Gymnodinium Zachariasi*) or only by a thin membrane (as in *Hemidinium* spp. and *Gymnodinium fucorum*). After the division of the parent-cell the two daughter-cells are set free either by dissolution of the gelatinous envelope or by the bursting of the thin membrane. A resting-state with thick cellulose walls has occasionally been observed in some forms.

---

1 E. Chatton (Comptes Rendus Acad. Sc. Paris, cxliii, 1906; ibid. cxliv, 1907) has also described several parasitic species of the genus *Blastodinium*, which he regards as the type of a new family of the Peridiniace. These organisms are parasites upon various pelagic Copepods and Appendicularians.
Most of the Gymnodiniaceae are marine organisms, although many species of the genus *Gymnodinium* occur in fresh waters, generally in small pools and ditches containing much vegetation. *Spirodinium*, *Cochlodinium*, and others are exclusively marine, but the species of *Hemidinium* chiefly inhabit fresh water. Herdman ('11) has furnished some interesting observations on the occurrence of *Amphidinium operculatum* Clap. & Lachm. on the beach at Port Erin in the Isle of Man. It is evidently a shore-form, living on the surface of the sand, and like other Peridinians, sensitive to light. Herdman's observations tend to show that it is either periodic or spasmodic in its appearance, but insufficient is known concerning the physiological requirements of these organisms to enable any definite statements to be made regarding their sudden appearances and disappearances.

A member of the Gymnodiniaceae which requires special mention is *Polykrikos* (fig. 39). Originally described by Bütschli ('73) as an Infusorian and afterwards referred by Bergh ('81) to the so-called Cilioflagellata, this plankton-organism has recently been carefully examined by Kofoid ('07 A), who has shown that it is merely a member of the Gymnodiniaceae with a permanent colonial organization. There are two, four, or eight transverse grooves, each with its flagellum and each corresponding to the equatorial region of a single individual. The longitudinal furrows are all continuous, but there are as many longitudinal flagella as there are transverse flagella. The hindmost flagellum is however somewhat longer and acts as the propelling organ. Kofoid also found that the nuclear division was not always coincident with, but often lagged behind the multiplication of superficial structures such as furrows, flagella, etc. *Polykrikos* is therefore a permanent colonial member of the Gymnodiniaceae consisting of two, four, or eight individuals which are only incompletely separated. Temporary colonies occur in *Spirodinium geminatum* and in the active *Gymnodinium*-stages of some of the Peridiniaceae (*vide* fig. 51 K and L).

---

**Fig. 39. Polykrikos Schwartzii Bütschli.** Ventral view showing surface markings, flagella, and flagellar pores in a somewhat contracted individual. *Coast.*, constriction between individuals of colony; *l. f.*, longitudinal flagellum; *l. f. p.*, pore of longitudinal flagellum; *n.*, nuclei; *tr. f.*, transverse flagellum; *tr. f. p.*, pore of transverse flagellum. × 300 (after Kofoid).
In the peripheral zone of the protoplast, *Polykrikos Schwartzii* Bütschli and *Pouchetia armata* Dogiel are provided with nematoctysts. It is by no means easy to explain how these structures are functional in unicellular organisms of such a type. It is easy to state that they play a part in nutrition, but there is no evidence to show that the nutrition of these organisms is other than saprophytic. Possibly they act purely as protective structures.

The organism known for a long time as *Pyrocystis lunula* (fig. 40 B and C) has quite recently been transferred by Klebs (12) to the Gymnodiniaceae and made the type of a new genus, *Diplodinium*. This change is made as the result of the recent work of Apstein (06) and Dogiel (06), the genus being based upon the fact that there are two successive encysted stages in the life-history. The primary cysts are large and globose, the contents dividing to form two, four, or eight secondary cysts of a crescentic or lunate form, which are set free by the rupture of the old wall. The secondary cysts now produce by successive divisions of the protoplast either 8 or 16 flagellated organisms of the *Gymnodinium*-type. After 'swarming' for a time within the wall of the lunate cyst, they become quiescent and surround themselves with a membrane; but nothing is known of the development of the primary cysts from these small flagellated cells.

Klebs has placed those Gymnodiniuim which produce thick-walled, sublunate, and often horned resting-cysts in a genus which he describes as *Cystodinium*. He has also established a further genus, *Hypnodinium*, in which the division of the encysted protoplast produces two naked cells with the *Gymnodinium*-like furrows, but no flagella. These are set free, and grow into new cysts without ever becoming motile.

The present author does not agree with Klebs in the transference of *Glenodinium* to the Gymnodiniaceae (see foot-note on p. 61).

Family *Pyrocystaceae*.

The Pyrocystaceae is represented by the solitary genus *Pyrocystis*, which was originally discovered during the voyage of the "Challenger." The organisms often occur in great abundance in the pelagic plankton of tropical and subtropical seas, wherever the temperature of the water is over 68° or 70° F. They are strongly luminous, and there is little doubt that the diffuse luminosity of the open sea in warmer regions is mainly due to species of *Pyrocystis*. When floating quietly they give out no light, but agitation of the surface water causes them to shine out as points of bluish light. It is probable that the luminosity is due to the oxidation of certain substances, such as lecithin, cholesterol, ethereal oils, etc., which are contained within the cell. Agitation of the water increases the rapidity of oxidation, either by augmenting the supply of oxygen or by raising the irritability of the
protoplasm. Blackman ('02) has shown that dilute acetic acid and also absolute alcohol will so raise the irritability of the protoplasm that the organisms react more vigorously to the stimulus of shaking and thus glow with a brighter light.

Each individual is furnished with a strong wall of cellulose, about 5 μ in thickness (Blackman, '02), which was at first erroneously regarded as siliceous owing to its glassy appearance. The nucleus is large and may be centrally placed, as in the elongated *Pyrocystis fusiformis* Wyv. Thoms., or laterally situated, as in the spherical *P. pseudonoctiluca* Wyv. Thoms., but
in all cases it is located in a concentration of the cytoplasm from which numerous protoplasmic strands stretch out through the large vacuole which occupies the greater part of the interior of the cell. Numerous small, oval chromatophores give the cells a brown or golden-brown colour. There is also an abundance of small oil globules, and larger refractive amylum-bodies, the latter sometimes almost filling the whole cell. The normal vegetative condition in the Pyrocystaceae appears to combine features usually exhibited by the resting and the encysted states of other Peridiniaceae. The cell possesses the thick cell-wall characteristic of the resting-state, but undergoes repeated divisions such as occur in the more usual encysted condition.

The systematic position was discussed by Blackman ('02), who stated that 'but for the somewhat meagre evidence provided by these figures of Schütt, the Pyrocystaceae would have to be considered as an algal group of quite unknown affinities.' The flagellated spores observed by Schütt (in 'Pyrocystis lunula') were of the Gymnodinium-type, with a transverse furrow, and it was for this reason that he placed the Pyrocystaceae in the Gymnodiniaceae. It is, however, the recent investigations of Apstein ('06) and Dogiel ('06) which have furnished the strongest evidence of the Peridinian nature of the Pyrocystaceae. Even though the old 'Pyrocystis lunula' has been transferred to the Gymnodiniaceae as Diplodinium lunula, yet its encysted states present no essential differences from the cells of Pyrocystis. In both cases the walls are of cellulose, the nucleus is large, there are numerous yellow-brown chromatophores, and oil-globules and amylum bodies are found to be the food-reserves. Since Diplodinium lunula is now definitely known to form small Gymnodinium-like flagellated cells in one stage of its life-history, it is not unreasonable to suppose that species of Pyrocystis are closely allied organisms in which the encysted state has become the normal vegetative phase and the motile state has been suppressed.

Family Phytodiniaceae [Klebs in part].

Klebs ('12) established this family of the Peridiniaceae to include four newly described genera (Phytodinium, Tetradinium, Stylodinium and Gloeodinium) and the genus Pyrocystis. Since, however, the relationships between these new genera are not at all clear, and their affinities with Pyrocystis are possibly somewhat remote, the present author prefers to retain Pyrocystis in the separate family Pyrocystaceae (as above). All the new genera described by Klebs include comparatively small fresh-water forms, whereas Pyrocystis is a genus of much larger marine forms in which all the species are luminous. It is probable that the phylogenetic history of Pyrocystis is very different from that of Phytodinium, Tetradinium, etc. Until more observations have been made, or further allied forms discovered, it is difficult to discuss the new genera proposed by Klebs. For instance, Tetradinium jecanicum Klebs is so like the encysted state of certain fresh-water species of Ceratium that one may be forgiven for suggesting that there is, as yet, no absolute proof that it is not such a state, especially in view of the fact that divisions may occur in cysts of the Peridiniaceae with the formation of new cysts (G. S. W. '09). It may, of
course, be an encysted state which has become permanent, never reverting to the motile condition of the form from which it originated. *Gloeodinium montanum* Klebs bears a striking resemblance to *Chroococcus macrococcus* Rabenh. (= *Urococcus insignis* of most authors, but probably not *Urococcus insignis* Hassall), and is moreover found in precisely similar habitats. As *Chroococcus macrococcus* is a true member of the Myxophyceae, with only an incipient nuclear development (see fig. 5) it would be of interest to see detailed figures of the nuclear structure of *Gloeodinium montanum*.

Family **Peridiniaceae**.

In the Peridiniaceae the vegetative condition is motile. The cell-wall is firm and hard, being built up of at least three, and usually of a number of articulated plates. There is a well-marked transverse furrow composed of one or more girdle plates. The external form is very varied; the cell may be globose, ovoid, rhomboidal, or even flat and leaf-like, and in many kinds (chiefly marine) various horn-like and wing-shaped expansions are developed, thus greatly increasing the floating capacity of the cell.

**Transverse and longitudinal furrows.** In all the Peridiniaceae except *Podolampas* and *Blepharocysta*, the transverse furrow is a conspicuous feature of the cell. The individual cell is thus plainly divided into an apical and an antapical half, the latter being usually the larger. In *Peridinium bipes* Stein and most of the freshwater species the apical half is the larger, whereas in *Oxytoxum*, *Ceratocorys*, *Dinophysis*, *Amphisolenia*, etc., the apical half is only feebly developed. The transverse furrow is approximately equatorial in *Peridinium africanum* and in *P. minutum*, but in most forms it takes a slightly spiral course around the cell, either to the left or to the right, one end of the furrow being thus displaced anteriorly. It may also be somewhat deepened by the development of prominent lips upon either margin.

---

Fig. 41. A and B, *Amphisolenia spinulosa* Kofoid. A, single cell viewed from right side, x 140; B, anterior extremity of cell, x 912; C, *Dinophysis ellipsoides* Kofoid, view of right side, x 850. *ap.*, apical portion of cell; *fl.p.*, flagellar pore; *s.sp.*, suture spine; *tr.f.*, transverse furrow. (All after Kofoid.)
In *Podolampas*, in which there is no true transverse furrow, 'the missing girdle is represented by a narrow band fused to the lower ends of the precingular plates. On the surface of this band, which is in the place along which the transverse flagellum passes, is a very shallow furrow' (Kofoid, '09 n).

Crossing the transverse furrow on the ventral side of the organism is a rather more open longitudinal furrow, which is best seen from an anterior or posterior view of the organism. This furrow usually extends but a little way into the apical half of the cell, but it may reach to the extreme apex, as in *Gonyaulax apiculata* (Pen.) Entz. In many cases it extends only across the median part of the cell, but it may sometimes be confined to the antapical half, as in *Peridinium Penardii* Lemm. The left margin of the furrow is sometimes provided with a wing-like expansion, and if both margins are thus extended the left one is the more strongly developed. In some cases the furrow is so expanded as to form a ventral area.

**Structure of cell-wall.** The firm cell-wall is composed of definitely articulated plates which consist largely of cellulose and to a lesser extent of callose and pectose (Mangin, '07). The whole outer covering thus forms a sort of exoskeleton which is divided by the transverse furrow (or girdle) into an epivalve (or epitheca) and a hypovalve (or hypotheca). These two halves, except in the Podolampine, are separated by the girdle, which may or may not be subdivided into several plates.

It is, of course, the disposition of the transverse flagellum and its location in a groove which in all the Peridiniaceae is the primary cause of the division of the cell into an apical half covered by the epivalve and an antapical half covered by the hypovalve.

Several proposals have been made with regard to the naming of the plates composing the cell-wall. Stein ('83), Bittschli ('85), Schütz ('96), Paulsen ('06), Fauré-Fremiet ('08), and Kofoid ('09) have all put forward systems of nomenclature, but that proposed by Kofoid has so many advantages over the other systems that it will without doubt be generally...
adopted. It is the simplest and the most easily applied, having a definite morphological basis which admits of an accurate comparative treatment of all the genera of the Peridiniaceae. It recognizes that all the plates are in transverse series, and that the girdle (or transverse furrow) rather than the equator should be used as a basis, since the plates are invariably arranged with reference to the girdle, which is not necessarily equatorial in position.

The girdle (or cingulum) separates the epivalve from the hypovalve, and in all the genera except Glenodinium and Ptychodiscus, these two
halves of the cell-wall are composed of definite series of plates. There are two transverse encircling series of plates in each half; that is, on each side of the girdle. The apical part of the epivalve is composed of the apical plates, either arranged as a cluster (Oxytoxum, Amphiloma) or in a series grouped about an open apical pore (Ceratium and some species of *Peridinium*). Behind these plates, and bordering the girdle, is the second series, generally more numerous and of larger size, the precingular plates. In a few genera a third series occurs between these two upon the dorsal side and often asymmetrically displaced to the left; these are the anterior intercalary plates, which never form a complete encircling series. There are two or three of them in *Peridinium*, and one in *Heterodinium*. In the hypovalve there is a series of postcingular plates immediately behind the girdle, usually fewer than in the precingular series and sometimes of larger size. The remaining part of the hypovalve, which is the posterior extremity of the cell, consists of one or two antapical plates. A solitary posterior intercalary plate may also occur.

The series of plates in both the epivalve and the hypovalve may be interrupted by a forward or backward extension of the longitudinal furrow or ventral area. This interruption in the mid-ventral line forms a convenient starting-point for numbering the plates of each series, the order being continued in the direction taken by the transverse flagellum; that is, from left to right. Kofoid's method of designating the various series is by using acute accent marks from ′ to ″′ for the four series, and α and ρ respectively for the anterior and posterior intercalaries. Thus, the cell-wall of one of the Peridiniaceae, which contained the maximum number of plates, would consist of:—Apicals 1′—4′; anterior intercalaries 1α—3α; precingulars 1″—7″; postcingulars 1″′—5″′; posterior intercalary 1ρ; antapicals 1″″ and 2″″.

So little is known of the plates which form the girdle, and of those of the ventral area, that they have not been included in this general system of nomenclature. There are six girdle plates in *Gonyaulax* and three in *Peridinium*.

Schütt (′95) has shown that the plates can only be accurately determined by following the sutures, and that the superficial ridges, etc., frequently offer

---

1 The present author (G. S. W. ′09) has observed a delicate tracery on the two valves of *Glenodinium uliginosum* exactly resembling the suture-lines of certain of the smaller species of *Peridinium*. Schilling (′91) also records such an instance. This fact, along with its thick wall of three distinct parts and its method of cyst-formation, indicates that *Glenodinium*, although intermediate between *Gymnodiunm* and *Peridinium*, is much more closely allied to the latter than the former and is rightly placed in the Peridiniaceae. Klebs has recently placed *Glenodinium* in the Gymnodiinaceae, but on grounds which do not appear to be sufficient. Following up Klebs' suggestion, Schilling (′ Dinoflagellatae′ in *Die Süssw.-fl. Deutschl. Österr. u. der Schweiz*, Jena, 1913) has replaced the names Gymnodiinaceae and Peridiniaceae by ′Kyrtodiniaceae′ and ′Krossodiniaceae′ respectively.
no clue to the sutures. This has been still further emphasized by Kofoid ('07 c), who states that the 'actual separation of the plates \textit{in situ} is the only safe guide to an analysis of the thecal wall.'

The plates are often covered with minute spines, or with a close network of ridges giving them an areolated appearance. Both pores and poroids occur on the plates, only the former being real perforations through the wall. The wing-like expansions which occur in some of the marine forms are supported by variously arranged radial and transverse horns and ribs. These expansions do not act merely as parachute-like structures: their disposition is such that the sinking organism always assumes a definite position. The expansions of \textit{Ceratocorys}, \textit{Phalocroma}, \textit{Ornithocercus}, etc., and the apical
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\textbf{Fig. 44.} \textit{Peridinium Willei} Huitf.-Kaa., to show the plates composing the wall. \textit{A}, ventral view; \textit{B}, dorsal view; \textit{C}, apical view; \textit{D}, antapical view. 1'—4', apical plates; 1''—7'', precingular plates; 1''—3'', anterior intercalary plates; 1'''—5'', postcingular plates; 1'''' and 2'''', antapical plates. The sculpture of the plates is not shown in the figures. \( \times 500. \)

and antapical horns of \textit{Ceratium}, are always asymmetrically disposed. In some species Kofoid (10) has demonstrated that in the passive sinking of the organisms, this fundamental asymmetry of horns and expansions causes the body of the cell to turn on to its ventral face with the maximum exposure of body and horns to the direction of sinking, thus delaying the descent.

The sutures of the plates are sometimes scarcely visible, as in \textit{Peridinium berlinense} Lemm., but more often the lines of junction are marked by \textit{intercalary bands}, which not infrequently possess prominent cross-striations (figs. 44 and 45). These attain their greatest development in \textit{Peridinium}
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multistriatum Kofoid ('07 B), in which species they occupy a bigger area of the cell-wall than the plates themselves (consult fig. 45). It has been noticed in many species of Peridinium that the intercalary bands are wider and the striations stronger in old than in young cells, and it is probable that this increase in width of the intercalary bands is a means whereby the armour-plated cell may grow in size. Adjacent plates are joined by overlapping margins, which are often grooved and firmly cemented. It is by an extension of the surface of these thin outer flanges of the plates that the increase in width of the intercalary bands is accomplished. Kofoid ('09 A) states that the increased width of the intercalary bands is associated with the thickening of the cell-wall and the reduction in the porulate areas of the plates, and he suggests that these bands may be structural adaptations facilitating communication between the exterior and the interior of the cell.

Fig. 45. Peridinium multistriatum Kofoid. Dorsal (left figure) and ventral (right figure) views of cell, showing very wide striated intercalary bands. × 530 (after Kofoid). In both figures the cell-wall is slightly-dislocated immediately behind the girdle.

and increasing the strength of the union between the plates. The striations are oblique structures within the wall or on the oblique faces of the overlapping margins of the plates. They are most probably of the nature of modified pores or canals, and are sometimes continued beyond the edges of the overlapping margins.

In some of the marine forms there is an intracellular skeleton consisting of curved rods, five-rayed stars, or perforated basket-like structures (fig. 46 A and B).

In some part of the longitudinal furrow or of the ventral area there is an aperture through the cell-wall known as the flagellar pore, through which the two flagella pass as they leave the protoplast. This pore may be cleft-like, round, or oval, and its outer margin is sometimes provided with small teeth.

The protoplast. The protoplast is colourless in most forms, but in its outer portion it may be faintly tinged with red. The peripheral region
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is of a denser character than the more central part, and as a rule contains many large granules. The central region, on the other hand is much more finely granulate, and contains the nucleus, the cell-sap vacuoles, and a contractile vacuole. Sometimes the distinction between these zones is not very distinct, but in other species the layers are sharply separated. There is also a thin layer of cytoplasm on the exterior of the cell-wall which is directly connected with the inner cytoplasm by the fine strands passing through the pores of the wall. The nucleus is spherical, oval, or reniform in shape, and is located in most forms in a fairly central position, although it may be sometimes anterior or posterior in position. On the whole, it is relatively large and undoubtedly primitive. It exhibits a striation due to the presence of rather numerous parallel threads. The latter are sometimes rather stout and they consist of nuclear rods enclosed in nuclear tubes. There may be one or more nucleoli present.

In some of the Peridiniaceae there is a red pigment-spot (the so-called 'eye-spot'). It is disc-shaped in Glenodinium neglectum Schütt and horseshoe-shaped in Gl. cinctum Ehrenb. It agrees in all essential details with the pigment-spot of the Flagellata, consisting of a protoplasmic ground-substance in which are embedded small rod-shaped masses of haematochrome. In the genus Peridinium the pigment-spot has only been observed in the two species, P. quadridens Stein and P. balticum (Lev.) Lemm. Zacharias has stated that P. quadridens possesses two pigment-spots, one in each half of the cell.

The longitudinal flagellum is generally longer than the cell, and is directed backwards, corresponding to the trailing flagellum of many of the Flagellata. Sometimes it lies in the longitudinal furrow, but more often it stands out obliquely from the cell. Its movements are usually whip-like, but it may spirally contract and then suddenly unroll itself. In certain species of Ceratium and Podolampas it has also been observed to withdraw itself entirely within the flagellar pore, and occasionally in Ceratium tripus and C. cornutum two longitudinal flagella have been seen.

The transverse flagellum, which is at all times difficult to demonstrate, lies concealed in the transverse furrow, and in some forms the concealment is all the more complete by the development of ridge-like expansions at the
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margins of the furrow. Only in the Podolampinse is the transverse flagellum exposed on the surface of the wall and not hidden in a groove. It is always turned to the left side of the cell-body. It is in some forms a thread-like flagellum and in others a band-like structure. Its nature is not easily
determined owing to the difficulty in observing the flagellum in the living cell. The transverse flagellum of Pyrodinium bahamense is described by

Fig. 47. A and B. Ceratium Schrankii Kofoid, ×310; A, ventral view; B, ventral view of central part of cell to show contents. C and D, C. gallicum Kofoid, ×250; C, ventral view; D, central part of cell to show contents. ch, chromatophores; n, nucleus; v, vacuoles. (After Kofoid.)

1 In some species of Gymnodinium and Peridinium the thread-like transverse flagellum can be seen vibrating by gently running in a small quantity of iodine solution or a 2 per cent. solution of osmic acid at one side of the cover-glass. Whenever the living organisms come
Plate ('06) as a fixed band running round the transverse furrow and with both ends passing into the flagellar pore. The inner fixed border of the band is thickened, whereas the outer border is very delicate, and the movement consists of wave-like undulations of this delicate free edge. Lemmermann ('10) also states that he has on several occasions observed a similar band-like transverse flagellum in the larger species of *Peridinium*, such as *P. bipes*, *P. Willei*, etc.

The locomotion of some species of *Ceratium* and other *Peridiniaceae* appears to be intermittent, but *Glenodinium* will often remain continuously active for many hours. Some of the *Peridiniaceae* possess trichocyst-like structures in the peripheral part of their protoplasts, either near the flagellar pore or near the apical pore.

In some forms, and particularly in *Peridinium Steinii*, there is a well-marked 'pusule apparatus,' which was first described by Schütt ('92; '95). This consists of certain peculiar vacuoles in the protoplast, and it is doubtful if they are present in more than a few forms. In *Peridinium Steinii* (fig. 48) there is a large bilobed 'sack pusule' which opens by a short funnel-shaped canal leading to the flagellar pore. On the ventral

within range of these reagents their movements immediately slow down and in many cases the undulating transverse flagellum is thrown right out of the transverse furrow.

Fig. 48. *Peridinium Steinii* Jörg. subsp. *mediterraneum* Kofoid. A, dorsal view of cell showing the large antapical spines; B, optical section through body of cell; a.v., accessory vacuole; c', c'', canals of pusules opening at the flagellar pore which in this species is in a very posterior position; c.p., collecting pusule; l, leneoplasts; s.p., sack pusule. ×570 (after Kofoid).
side of this 'pusule,' and in a median position, is another smaller spherical 'pusule,' which also has a duct leading to the flagellar pore. Schütt termed this the 'collecting pusule.' Other much smaller 'pusules' are aggregated about the larger ones. Schütt apparently regarded the canals as ducts for the discharge of the fluid contents of the 'pusules' through the flagellar pore. Kofoid (09 A) has, however, produced evidence to show that the small 'pusules' form on the walls of the main sacs and pass peripherally, 'discharging their contents, perhaps by osmosis, at the surface.' His observations all indicate that the movement of fluid is inwards 'through the flagellar pore into the sack and collecting 'pusules,' and thence into the daughter and accessory vacuoles, perhaps also into typical plasma vacuoles, and ultimately out through the apical and other pores of the thecal wall.' He also points out that the maximum development of the 'pusule apparatus' occurs in those colourless forms in which the chromatophores are replaced by leuoplasts, and suggests that perhaps this system of cell-structures is in some way concerned with a saprophytic mode of nutrition such as might occur in zones of decaying plankton.

The Chromatophores and Nutrition. In the Peridiniaceae the chromatophores are so delicate that they can only be satisfactorily observed in the living organisms or by the most careful fixation and staining. In outward form they vary considerably; in some they are disc-shaped, in others rod-like or band-like, and they may be much lobed. The disc-shaped and band-like chromatophores are usually thick in the middle and thin at the margin, and are disposed in a parietal manner. On the other hand, the rod-like chromatophores are usually arranged radially from the periphery inwards. The chromatophores are embedded in the peripheral part of the cytoplasm, but their distribution is by no means uniform in different parts of the cell. In Glenodinium uliginosum, and in the encysted state of Peridinium anglicum, the cell may contain only one large parietal, lobed chromatophore (G. S. W., '09). In colour they vary from yellow to brown, but in Peridinium herbaceum Schütt they are green. The usual yellow-brown chromatophores are stated to possess three pigments: phycopyrrin, peridinin, and a peculiar form of chlorophyll, but further investigation of these pigments is desirable before any definite statements can be made concerning them. It is not improbable that the different shades of colour are due to varying proportions of chlorophyll, xanthophyll and carotin, as in the case of Diatoms. The depth of colour varies according to the environment. In some of the freshwater forms the chromatophores are paler in summer than in spring or autumn.

Some of the Peridiniaceae, such as Glenodinium apiculatum, Peridinium achromaticum, P. Steinii, etc., are destitute of chromatophores.
Nutrition. The great majority of the Peridiniaceae possess chromatophores and have a typical holophytic nutrition. The colourless forms are mostly saprophytes. An animal-like nutrition has been either observed or suspected to occur in a number of genera and species, even in certain forms which possess definite chromatophores. Both Entz and Schütt have stated that the ball-like structures found within the cells of certain species of Ceratium, Gonyaulax, Goniodoma, Peridinium, Dinophysis, Oxytoxum, and other genera, are the remains of ingested food-materials, but in no single instance has the actual ingestion been observed. Zacharias found the valves of minute diatoms of the genera Cyclotella and Navicula within the cells of Glenodinium apiculatum, and Schilling has also seen the valves of small diatoms within the protoplast of Glenodinium edax. The natural assumption is that these diatoms were picked up and engulfed as food. There is, however, no proof of this; neither does it seem probable that an organism completely enveloped in an armature of strong plates, the slightest dislocation of which usually causes its death, is capable of engulfing solid bodies such as diatom-cells.

The food-reserves are starch and a fatty oil. Starch is found in grains of variable size, which sometimes show a stratification; it is not confined to the forms which possess chromatophores, but occurs in certain of the colourless species, the grains possibly arising by the activity of leucoplasts. Fatty oil is stored in small globules or as irregular masses. It may accumulate in any part of the cell or be more or less confined to certain regions, and its accumulation is brought about by the agency of lipoplasts which are surrounded by a special membrane.

Cell-division and multiplication. The multiplication of the Peridiniaceae is effected almost entirely by vegetative cell-division. Such divisions occur mostly during the night, but only under favourable conditions, and generally while the organisms are motile. The plane of division is longitudinal in Phalacroma, and obliquely longitudinal in many genera, such as Ceratium. The nucleus first divides, the parallel threads (vide page 64) dividing across the middle, whereupon the whole nucleus constricts into two halves, each of which becomes rounded. In Ceratium, division of the whole protoplast follows immediately after the division of the nucleus, and then the hard cell-wall begins to separate into two pieces along certain of the existing sutures between the plates. Lauterborn ('95) first described this line of separation in Ceratium hirundinella, but Kofoid ('07 c and d) has given a much better account of the fission-plane in a number of other species of the genus (figs. 43 and 49).

Starting from the ventral area in the apical half of the cell, the line of fission passes between 4" and 4', 4" and 3', 3" and 3', 3" and 2', 3" and 2"; then
across the girdle into the antapical half between 4" and 3", 3" and 2"
2" and 2", 2" and 1", 1" and 1", and so back again to the ventral area
(see fig. 49). The so-called ventral plate, which forms the ventral area, is
thus obliquely divided by the fission-plane into an anterior and a posterior portion. The position
of the fission-plane with reference to the skeletal plates was correctly given by both Bittschli ('85)
and Bergh ('86), but only Kofoid ('07 a and b) has given a complete and correct account of the
number and disposition of the plates.

As the daughter-cells separate after the division is completed, their exposed proto-
plasmic surfaces become so moulded as to complete the normal outward form of the organism.
They are at the same time clothed with a thin wall which soon shows the plates and sutures characteristic of the species.

In Peridinium, and other allied genera, the old thick wall is frequently thrown off, and the protoplast escapes in a new thin wall. In this
condition cell-division may occur (Gongaulax), often in a transverse plane. Sometimes the
protoplast on its escape becomes enveloped in a wide gelatinous envelope, under cover of which the division takes place (fig. 50 G). The ecydysis
of the old cell-wall (figs. 50 D and 51 I) often results from the bursting of the
girdle, the two valves falling apart (Glenodinium spp., Peridinium aciculiferum); by the loosening of certain plates only, as in Peridinium Willei, where the
apical and some of the precingular plates are set free; or quite irregularly, as
in several species of Peridinium.

A method of multiplication has been observed in Peridinium anglicum
by the production of thin-walled, non-resting ‘cysts’ (G. S. W., '09). The
protoplast becomes rounded, develops a new cell-wall, and then throws off
the old articulated wall. The development now proceeds in one of two
ways: (1) The rounded ‘cyst’ may divide at once into two cells each of
which rapidly becomes an adult individual with a wall of typical plates. Sometimes each cell divides again before the formation of the tabulated wall,
so that four daughter-cysts are formed from the original ‘cyst.’ (2) The
‘cyst’ may give rise to a motile cell, with a thin plasma-membrane, which at
once escapes from the cyst-wall and begins to divide while slowly swimming
about. Such cells generally divide transversely several times, and the final
generation of daughter-cells become typical adult individuals. During these
divisions the organism is in the 'Gymnodinium-stage,' and curious states can be observed before the complete separation of the daughter-cells (fig. 51 K and L). Thus, in *Peridinium anglicum*, a species which attains its maximum vegetative activity in the early spring and then rapidly disappears, the formation of these thin-walled non-resting 'cysts,' with the resulting divisions both in the non-motile and motile states, provides a means of very rapid multiplication.

Multiplication by cell-division frequently results in chains of individuals in the genus *Ceratium*. Such chains have been studied by many investigators, but notably by Kofoid ('09 c), who has supplied the most detailed account of chain-formation and has shown that sometimes the chains are heteromorphic in character. He states that 'the morphology of chain-

Fig. 50. *Peridinium aciculiferum* Lemm. A, ventral view; B, dorsal view; C, thick-walled resting-spore; D–F, thin-walled resting-spores; G, division of cell in encysted state. All × 500.

formation is correlated with the presence of an apical pore at the end of an apical horn. As the new skeletal moieties are formed respectively on the posterior and anterior regions of the diverging schizonts, the plasma of the posterior member is drawn out in a long strand which becomes the apical horn. Its tip rests immediately upon the distal end of the newly forming girdle, at which point the plasma of the two individuals remains in continuity without interference by the forming skeleton. As the newly forming skeletons are completed, the apical pore of the posterior schizont is set under the anterior shelf or list of the distal end of the girdle at the margin of the ventral plate of the anterior schizont. The posterior list of the girdle is not formed at this point, and the apical horn as it passes posteriorly lies in a channel or depression on the ventral face of the mid-body along the right margin of the ventral plate.' Kofoid designates the
place of junction on the anterior schizont 'the attachment area,' and the depression 'the chain channel' (consult fig. 53).

Lohmann observed heteromorphic chains of *Ceratium tripos*, and Kofoid has given some interesting information on two cases of mutation, one of *Ceratium tripos* to *C. californiense*, and the other of *C. Ostenfeldii* to *C. californiense*. In the rare instances in which mutations occur, Kofoid finds very abrupt changes involving a whole complex of fundamental characters, so that in one, or at most in two generations of asexually-produced individuals the descendants differ profoundly from the ancestral type. The fact that the mutating chains have been seen so rarely in comparison with the vast numbers of normal chains which have been

---

*Fig. 51. Peridinium anglicum* G. S. West. *A*, ventral view; *B*, dorsal view; *C*, apical view; *D*, antapical view; *E*, thin-walled 'cyst' within old wall; *F*, escaped 'cyst'; *G* and *H*, division of escaped 'cyst'; *I*, escape of an elongated 'cyst' from old wall; *J*, escape of naked motile individual from 'cyst'; *K* and *L*, divisions of naked motile state. All x 500. In fig. *C*: 1"—3", apical plates; 1"—7", precingular plates; 1", anterior intercalary plate.
observed, coincides with observations on mutations in other organisms, and the instances of their occurrence suggest the influence of environmental factors in producing the mutations.
If unfavourable conditions arise during cell-division, the process may be suddenly arrested, and undetached division-stages may be formed. These are not unlike certain of the presumed conjugation-states, and have sometimes been mistaken for such.

RESTING-SPORES. At the close of the active vegetative period many of the freshwater Peridiniaceae are known to enter into an encysted condition by the production of thick-walled resting-spores (figs. 50 C and 54 E). Only one resting-spore is formed from a single individual. When the period of rest is of some length, as in *Peridinium aciculiferum*, where it extends over nine or ten months (G. S. W., ’09), the wall of the resting-spore is very thick. Similar resting-spores are formed at any time in some species when the environmental conditions become unfavourable, such as by a sudden change of temperature or by alteration in the chemical constituents in solution in the water. In most species the resting-spores are ellipsoid or ovoid, but in *Ceratium hirundinella* they are usually three-angled or four-angled and somewhat twisted, and each angle is furnished with a short spine (fig. 54 E). It is most probable that these resting-spores remain in the mud at the bottom of the water until the conditions are again favourable for the resumption of the active vegetative phase, but their development has not yet been observed.

In some of the marine forms the protoplast becomes rounded off, secretes a wide gelatinous coat, to which the remains of the tabulated wall often stick; and it either rests in this condition as a ‘gelatinous spore’ or divides into a number (up to 128) of smaller cells which remain within the same envelope. The further fate of these spores has not been traced.

The occurrence of ‘swarm-spores’ of the *Gymnodinium*-type is known.
in certain genera of the Peridiniaceae, but the details of their formation and their ultimate fate require further investigation.

Zederbauer ('04) has described a presumed sexual reproduction in *Ceratium hirundinella* by the conjugation of two individuals and the formation of a zygote (fig. 55). He states that the two cells become attached by their ventral areas in such a manner that their respective anterior and posterior extremities point in reverse directions. Then from each individual a conjugation-vesicle is extruded through the flagellar-pore, into which the protoplast gradually passes. The fusion of the two proto-

Fig. 55. Presumed conjugation of *Ceratium hirundinella* O. F. M. *A* and *B* showing two positions of conjugating (?) cells; *C*, supposed zygote (probably a cyst). \(*\times 660\) (after Zederbauer).

plasts (gametes) results in a rounded zygospore, which becomes transformed into a three-horned resting-spore. In contrast to these statements, Entz ('07) describes the zygote as being formed within one of the old walls, which is in consequence burst open. Moreover, he states that only the nucleus of the one gamete passes into the other, the cytoplasm of the first gamete being lost. Neither of the nuclei undergoes any change, nor is there any nuclear fusion. The observations of Zederbauer and Entz are somewhat contradictory, and if conjugation does occur in the Peridiniaceae it is of very rare occurrence, and still requires full investigation\(^1\). At present there is not sufficient proof that conjugation does exist in the Peridiniaceae.

\(^1\) Two doubtful cases of conjugation have been recorded in marine species of *Ceratium*: one by Pouchet in *Ceratium fusus*, and the other by Kofoid in *C. biceps*. There are also several records of conjugation, all very doubtful, in *Glenodinium* and a marine species of *Peridinium*. 
Occurrence and Distribution. The great majority of the Peridiniaceae are constituents of the marine plankton, but there are quite a number of forms in the plankton of rivers and lakes, and also in the more stagnant waters of bogs and ditches. One form, Glenodinium foliaceum Stein, is apparently restricted to brackish water, and a few others occur both in brackish and fresh water (e.g. Hemidinium nasutum Stein, Gymnodinium arveginosum Stein, Ceratium hirundinella O. F. M., Gonyaulax apiculata (Pen.) Entz and Peridinium Willei Huitf.-Kaas). Although the genera and species of the Peridiniaceae are not numerous in fresh water, certain forms, such as Ceratium hirundinella and species of Peridinium, often occur in prodigious abundance and are sometimes largely the cause of the 'water-bloom' previously described (p. 32). In the sea, a distinct colouration of the water may be caused by the abundance of Peridinians. In the Indian Ocean vast quantities of Ceratium volens Cleve sometimes give the water a brownish-purple colour; in the Japanese seas Gonyaulax polygramma Stein is frequently the cause of a brown colouration of the water; and in the vicinity of Bombay Peridinium sanguineum Carter has been known to colour the sea red. Gonyaulax polyedra Stein causes a red colouration of large areas of the sea off the coast of California during the summer months; it also exhibits a luminosity at night. In describing the occurrence of this organism Kofoid states that 'the decay of countless millions of these organisms in the water and upon the beaches where they are continually stranded by the receding waves, creates a nauseous and penetrating stench of a most disagreeable nature. The products of decay (and metabolism?) of these organisms are toxic to many marine organisms, which die in great numbers and are cast up by the tide upon the beaches.' The organisms affected are mainly bottom-forms, such as Holothurians, Sipunculids, littoral Crustaceans, and bottom-feeding fish, such as the Sting Ray and the Guitar Fish (Kofoid, '11).

Kofoid ('10) finds that the more common plankton-species live within 100 fathoms of the surface of the ocean, and that below 50 fathoms a large percentage of the individuals show degenerative changes in the chromatophores and become moribund.

Some members of the Peridiniaceae, more especially some of the species of Ceratium, are distinctly luminous, and to some extent they contribute to that luminosity of the sea of which the Pyrocystaceae are the principal cause.

Of the freshwater forms, some attain their maximum vegetative abundance in the warmer months and others in the colder months. Also, certain species which in more northern latitudes are periodic in their assumption of the motile vegetative phase, and therefore periodic constituents of the plankton, are perennial constituents of the plankton of more southern latitudes. Such are Peridinium Willei and Ceratium hirundinella.
One of the great difficulties in the biological investigation of the organisms embraced in the Peridiniæ is their extreme sensitiveness to even trifling alterations of environment. The slight changes to which they are necessarily subjected during collection and microscopical examination are sufficient to cause almost immediate death and degeneration.

It is not possible to make any definite statements on the geographical distribution of the Peridiniaceæ with our present imperfect knowledge of the group, but there is much evidence to show that many forms are only found in the warmer oceans and that others are similarly restricted to temperate areas. Among the freshwater forms, *Peridinium aciculiferum* appears to be a northern type, and *Ceratium hirundinella* is without doubt the most ubiquitous.

A few fossil representatives of the Peridiniaceæ are known. The species found by Ehrenberg ('36) in a siliceous rock of Cretaceous age from Delitzsch in Saxony, and described as *Peridinium pyrophorum*, bears a striking resemblance to the recent *Peridinium divergens* Ehrenb.

**Family Prorocentraceæ.**

This small group of the Peridiniæ is characterized by the entire absence of the transverse and longitudinal furrows. According to the morphological interpretation put forward by Bütschli, Schütt, and others, the cell is compressed from the poles so that the longitudinal axis is the shortest one. It is ellipsoid, egg-shaped, or from the dorsal view the outline may be lanceolate (*Prorocentrum micans* Ehrenb.). In all except *Haplodinium*, in which the outer cellulose covering is structureless, the cell-wall is composed of two watch-glass-like plates which cover respectively the anterior and posterior halves of the protoplast. These two plates are precisely similar and, as the girdle is absent, their edges are directly joined along the median equatorial line, which is also the greatest circumference of the cell. In most of the forms the plates are furnished with distinct pores, which may be distributed over the whole of the wall or restricted to definite regions. In the middle of the ventral surface is the flagellar pore, which in *Cenchridium* projects inwardly into the cell-cavity as a tube. In the disposition of the longitudinal flagellum the Prorocentraceæ differ from all the other Peridiniæ. This flagellum is carried in front of the cell so that during the progression of the organism through the water the body of the cell is dragged after the longitudinal flagellum. The transverse flagellum is sometimes outstanding, but more often vibrates close to the cell-wall along the equatorial line. It is of about the same length as the longitudinal flagellum and usually swings round its base, but does not extend for more than about
one fourth of the circumference of the cell. Close to the flagellar pore there
are in some forms minute ridge-like projections of the cell, or in others more
or less prominent tooth-like structures, which may possibly be the rudiments
of the expanded borders of the transverse furrow.

The protoplast is similar to that in the Peridiniaceae, consisting of an
outer granular zone containing the chromatophores, and an inner more
hyaline mass with cell-sap vacuoles and a nucleus. In the inner part of the
protoplast there are also pusules (consult p. 66). The nucleus lies as a rule
in that part of the cell towards the flagellar pore. The chromatophores are
two in number, of a golden-brown colour, disc-shaped or expanded and lobed,
sometimes reticulated, and they may overlap so as to give the appearance
of one large parietal plate. In the larger chromatophores a pyrenoid may be
present, as in *Exuviaella levra.*

Multiplication takes place by division in the plane of the equatorial joint,
that is, at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the cell. Each daughter-

![Fig. 56. A and B, Exuviaella marina Cienk., × 400; A, apical view; B, side view. C and D, Prorocentrum micans Ehrenb., × 400; C, apical view; D, side view. E, Cenchridium globosum (Williams) Stein, apical view, × 300. (After Schütz.)](image)

cell retains one of the two old wall-plates and becomes provided with a new
half-wall which is soon firmly joined to the old one. Resting-spores have
only been observed by Cienkowski in *Exuviaella.* They are described as
pyriform and attached by the pointed end to various Algae.

There are only four genera of the Prorocentraceae, *Cenchridium, Exuviaella,
Prorocentrum,* and the recently described *Haplodinium,* all of which occur in
the marine plankton, although a few forms have been observed in brackish
water.

Klebs ('12) has suggested that the orientation of the cell is not as
described by Schütz, but that the suture may be longitudinal, the flagella
being anterior in their attachment. This interpretation certainly emphasizes
the remarkable similarity between *Prorocentrum* and some of the Crypto-
monads, with *Haplodinium* as a form more or less intermediate in character.
Thus, the Prorocentraeceae may be quite as primitive as the Gymnodiniaceae, and not degenerate, reduced forms of the Peridiniaceae as suggested by some authors.

**Nature and Affinities of the Peridiniae.** The question may be asked why the Peridiniae (or Dinoflagellata) should be included in a botanical text-book, and the answer would be that the balance of evidence indicates that in the evolution of these organisms from more primitive Flagellates the vegetable tendencies have so far become dominant that over 90 per cent. of them are true vegetable organisms with a holophytic nutrition.

The immense advance in the knowledge of the biology of unicellular organisms during the past twenty years has shown that in many cases there are no real distinctions between the animal and vegetable unicell. There can be no doubt in the mind of any biologist who has made a special study of the Flagellata, that this group of primitive organisms, exhibiting as it does such great diversity in morphological and cytological structure, has played a leading part in the commencement of various evolutionary series, in some of which strong vegetable tendencies have become dominant, whereas in others animal tendencies have come to the front. The more primitive coloured Flagellates must be regarded as fundamentally vegetable organisms with certain animal potentialities, and in groups of organisms which have evolved from them the subsequent development of the animal tendency and inhibition of the vegetable tendency may have been largely a question of environment.

The only sound basis for the discrimination between animal and vegetable organisms is nutrition. It must be borne in mind that all protoplasts, be they animal or vegetable, require practically the same classes of food-substances, and, moreover, they assimilate them in precisely the same way. The vegetable protoplast has, however, acquired the power of constructing its own organic food-substances. In contrast, therefore, to the animal protoplast, which requires its organic food presented to it in an available and assimilable form, the vegetable protoplast is capable of performing the preliminary synthetic work of constructing complex food-substances from raw materials. This constructive work is carried out in the normal plant by means of chromatophores, and is dependent upon light, and hence the photosynthetic activity of the typical vegetable organism is its fundamental characteristic. The raw materials enter the protoplast in a state of solution, and the elaborated materials which are the final products of photosynthetic activity are from the beginning within the protoplast ready for immediate assimilation whenever the action of enzymes renders them thus available. Such nutrition is holophytic.
The animal organism, on the other hand, has to take in from the outside elaborated materials insoluble in water, and for the necessary enzyme-action to work efficiently during the assimilation of these substances, they must be confined within a space which is more or less limited. Consequently, the normal animal organism has had perforce to adopt a method of ingestion of solid food-substances. This type of nutrition is holozoic.

Other methods of nutrition have arisen by modifications of the holophytic or holozoic types. The saprophytic Peridiniae are probably mostly degenerate forms.

The ancient idea that the power of independent locomotion was the chief criterion of the animal nature of an organism has had to be entirely discarded in the light of modern knowledge. It was this belief which for so long stood in the way of the full and proper investigation of the various groups of Flagellates.

The Peridiniae are particularly interesting for the reason that in a few forms it seems probable that there has not been that complete divorce between the holophytic and holozoic methods of nutrition which is as a rule evident at the very inception of an evolutionary series.

There are a few observations, most of them rather old, on the ingestion of solid food by certain of the Peridiniae by means of pseudopodia extruded from the protoplast; and there is good evidence that one or two members of the Gymnodiniaceae, the most primitive group of the Peridiniae, become ameboid in one stage of their life-history and take in solid food-particles. Should these observations receive further confirmation they must be regarded as actual facts, and their explanation is fairly clear. The action of the environmental influences on the Flagellates from which the more primitive Peridiniae were evolved, was at first insufficient to bring about the complete inhibition of whatever tendencies these organisms possessed towards holozoic nutrition. Thus, there are a few examples within the Peridiniae of holophytic, or degenerate saprophytic, organisms which for a brief period, either spasmodically or at some definite stage in their life-history, assume a holozoic method of nutrition.

The occurrence of trichocysts in several widely different forms of the Gymnodiniaceae and Peridiniaceae, and especially the presence of nematocysts in Polykrikos, is yet a further proof that the animal attributes were not completely eliminated during the evolution of the Dinoflagellates.

The affinities of the Peridiniae are somewhat obscure, but that the group is not far in advance of certain sections of the Flagellata is fairly certain, and it may be that they originated far back among the free-swimming Cryptomonadinae as suggested by Pascher ('11). There really seems to be every

1 Consult footnote on p. 162.
possibility that the Prorocentracese have been derived from forms similar to Wysotzkia and allied genera; and there is much to be said in favour of Pascher's suggestion that some members of the Gymnodiniacese may have originated from Cryptomonads not far removed from Protochrysis Phaeophycearum. It is also possible, as suggested by Bergh, and further emphasized by Klebs, that the Dinophyceae (of Schütt) may have arisen from the Prorocentracese. Since it is not improbable that the origin of the Gymnodiniacese in the Cryptomonads was somewhat different from that of the Prorocentracese, and as there is no doubt that from the Gymnodiniacese the characteristic group of the Ceratiae has arisen through such forms as Glenodinium, it is quite likely that the Peridiniacese as at present understood consists of two distinct series of forms, the Ceratiae and the Dinophyceae, and is therefore diphyletic. The possible evolution of the Peridiniacese is represented in the accompanying table.

It is quite possible that the Bacillarieae are remotely related to the Peridiniacese. In both groups the cell-wall is composed of two distinct halves, and in cell-division (excluding the Gymnodiniacese and certain other low types) each daughter-cell must acquire a new half-wall. The pigment of the chromatophores is similar, and the food-reserves are the same in each case. On the other hand, the longitudinal furrow with its flagellar pore, through which the two flagella pass, indicates that the locomotion of the Peridiniacese
is a retention of an ancestral character, whereas in the Bacillariaceae all traces of a flagellate type of locomotion have vanished, certain of the more advanced forms having acquired a new method of locomotion through the agency of the raphe.
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BACILLARIEÆ

(Diatoms)

The Bacillariæ include a very large number of unicellular Algae commonly known as Diatoms. They are mostly of minute size, and owing to the beautiful sculpture of their cell-walls they very early attracted the attention of microscopists. Investigations extending over the greater part of a century, and in almost all countries of the world, have resulted in the description of some 12,000 species; but it is only during recent times that these plants have been studied from a biological standpoint.

In such a large group of unicells it is not surprising to meet with a great variety of external form, and the sculpture of the walls is no less varied; but at the same time all diatoms possess such salient features that the observant student can scarcely fail to recognize a member of this group.

Diatoms are equally abundant in both fresh and salt water, and numerous fossil forms are known. As a rule, the species of marine diatoms are entirely different from those which inhabit fresh water, but there are a number of typically brackish-water species, found principally in estuaries of rivers and in brackish marshes, which sometimes occur in marine, and more rarely in freshwater, situations.

One of the leading characteristics of the group is the siliceous nature of the cell-wall, which consists of an organic matrix combined more or less closely with silica. The durable nature of this cell-wall accounts for the fact that so many forms have been preserved in a fossil state, there being far more fossil representatives of the Bacillariæ than of any other group of algae. The silica can be removed by the action of hydrofluoric acid leaving the organic matrix behind; or the organic matrix, which according to Mangin (’08) consists of pectic compounds, can be removed by calcination leaving behind the siliceous constituent.

The individual diatom-cell, which in the language of the diatomologist has long been known as a frustule, possesses a segmented cell-wall of an almost unique character. It consists of four or more segments, the two
largest of which are exactly opposite each other and are called the *valves*. In most cases the characteristic sculpture of the wall is confined to the valves, each of which forms one entire face of the diatom. No matter what the external shape of the valve, its edges are always bent at right angles to the general plane of the valve-face, and it thus possesses a flange like that on the lid of a box. Closely joined to the flange of each valve is a *connecting band*, so that the wall of the diatom consists of two halves, each half being constituted by a valve and its corresponding connecting band. Owing to the method of cell-division one half is older than the other, and as the older valve is very slightly larger than the younger valve the connecting band of the older half fits over that of the younger like the lid of a cardboard box. The valve of the older half is known as the *epivalve*; that of the younger half as the *hypovalve*. (Consult figs. 57 and 65.)

The two connecting bands, which in many cases are not very firmly united with their respective valves, together form the *girdle*. The connecting bands are not closed hoops, but as shown by Palmer & Keeley ('00) and others each is a two-ended strip with the ends overlapping; and although in the majority of diatoms this is not apparent by mere inspection it can readily be seen on boiling rather fiercely large diatoms, such as *Surirella nobilis*, *Navicula major*, etc., in fuming nitric acid, as under such circumstances the connecting bands become loose and their free ends can be easily observed.

The aspect in which the girdle of a diatom is exposed to view is known as the *girdle view*, and that in which the face of the valve is exposed to view as the *valve view*. (Fig. 57.)

In the average diatom just discussed the cell-wall consists of four segments, but sometimes the girdle is more complicated in structure owing to the interpolation of *intercalary bands* between the valves and connecting bands (fig. 58 A, B, E and F). One, two, or more of these intercalary bands may be present, the cell being correspondingly widened when seen in girdle view. The greatest number of such

---

Fig. 57. *Navicula* (§ *Pinnularia*) viridis Kütz. *A*, girdle view; *B*, valve view. *cp.*, epivalve; *hy.*, hypovalve; *c.*, costa; *c.n.*, central nodule; *t.n.*, terminal nodule; *r.*, raphe. × 800 (after Pützer).
bands occurs in *Rhizosolenia*, in which genus the girdle view is the normal aspect presented by the diatom. In fact, the great elongation of the girdle renders it almost impossible to obtain a view of the valve-face because the diatom will not rest on that face. Similar elongated girdles occur in the genera *Guinardia*, *Attheya*, *Peragallia*, and other centric diatoms.

The girdle is also complex in the freshwater *Eupodiscus lacustris* described by Wille ('03) from the Zambesi, and in some of the naviculoid diatoms, such as *Stauroneis Biblos* Cleve ('92). Intercalary bands arise during the process of cell-division, being formed immediately after the new valves, the connecting band being the last-formed segment of the new half-cell. Like the connecting bands, the intercalary bands are in many cases but imperfectly closed hoops. The openings in adjacent bands, however, are not in the same line, and are invariably covered by some portion of a neighbouring band. The valves, connecting bands, and intercalary bands fit against one another by bevelled and generally curved edges (consult fig. 58 A—C), but the connection is in some cases much looser than in others.

Some diatoms possess *longitudinal septa*, which are invariably ingrowths from the intercalary bands. Such septa are always more or less considerably
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perforated and approximately parallel to the valve-faces. The number of longitudinal septa depends upon the number of intercalary bands. In *Mastogloia* each cell has two longitudinal septa, in *Tabellaria* there are from two to twelve or more, and in *Tetracyclus* and *Rhabdonema* there may be as many as twenty. These septa are generally plane, although they may be undulated, as in *Grammatophora*. Karsten has distinguished those intercalary bands which possess longitudinal septa as *intercalary valves* (fig. 58 C and D). The perforations are large but variable. Sometimes one large window-like foramen is situated in the median part of the septum,

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 59. *A* and *B*, *Tetracyclus lacustris* Ralffs; *B* is a longitudinal section of cell showing one of the partial septa. *C*, longitudinal section of cell of *Liemophora Lyngbyei* (Kütz.) Grun, showing partial septum. *D* and *E*, *Tabellaria fenestrata* (Lyngh.) Kütz.; *E* is a longitudinal section of cell showing the extent of the septa. *F*, *Climatosphenia moniliga* Ehrenb., section of upper portion of cell to show the perforated septum. *s*, septum. *C* and *F* are after O. Müller.

and at other times the septum is only partial, the foramen occupying most of the median part and the whole of one end (fig. 59 *A*—*E*). In *Climatosphenia* each septum has a series of numerous perforations (fig. 59 *F*). In *Denticula* the partial longitudinal septa are fused with numerous imperfect transverse septa which pass inwards from the valves.

Thus the interior of the diatom-cell may become chambered in various ways, and as will be noted subsequently these chambers very largely accommodate lobes of the chromatophores.

**Symmetry of the diatom-cell.** The diatom-cell may be perfectly symmetrical or it may be completely asymmetrical, and the various degrees
of symmetry or asymmetry have been brought about by unequal growth of either the valves or the girdle. This question of symmetry was regarded as of primary importance from a classificatory point of view by both Heiberg and Pfitzer, but unless taken in conjunction with other characteristics it is of little real importance.

O. Müller ('95) has given an excellent synopsis of the different kinds of external symmetry observed in various types of diatoms. Some are zygomorphic in one plane only, some in three planes at right-angles, and others exhibit a radial symmetry (fig. 60). In the majority of diatoms the sculptures on the valves are also arranged in relation to the external symmetry, a fact of such importance from a classificatory standpoint that it allows the division of diatoms into the two well-marked primary groups of the Centricæ and Pennatæ.

**Structure of the cell-wall.** The cell-wall of diatoms consists of an organic ground substance which is more or less strongly silicified. The girdle is usually relatively thin, but the valves vary much in strength and thickness. In the great majority of species they are more or less symmetrically sculptured, such markings generally having the appearance of
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striations or areolations. A few diatoms are known in which the valves are smooth, no trace of striations or other markings having been discovered. Such diatoms, in which the wall is very thin and apparently structureless, are exemplified by Navicula perleopida, N. glaberrima, and Tropidoneis lavissima.

Detailed microscopical investigation has shown that the markings consist of small cavities within the siliceous cell-wall which are in most cases arranged in regular rows, thus giving the appearance of striations. In some cases the marks are due to ridges, and both the cavities and ridges may be either upon the inner or the outer side of the cell-wall. When the cavities giving rise to the appearance of striations are very small they are known as punctæ. The strike vary in strength from conspicuous ribs or costæ to lines so fine as readily to escape detection, and species with

---

Fig. 61. Triceratium Fucus Ehrenb. A, valve view; B, transverse section across the rim of the valve; C, girdle view; D, surface view of portion of valve to show details of structure. b, limitations of broken part of valve to show the hexagonal chambers (ch); o, external openings of the large chambers; p, pore; po, poroids or dots; s, spines at the corners of the honeycomb-like chambers; w, external wing at the rim of the valve. (B after O. Müller; C after W. Smith; D after Pfitzer.)
the most delicate striation (e.g. *Amphipleura pellucida*, various species of *Gyrosigma* (= *Pleurosigma*) are frequently used as test objects for the definition and angular aperture of the object-lenses of microscopes. During more recent years our knowledge of the minute structure of the wall of diatoms has been much increased, largely by the investigations of Pfitzer (71), Lauterborn (96), Schütt and O. Müller (98—01).

In the centric diatoms, which are for the most part marine, there is generally a radial disposition of the markings on the valve-faces. In some
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Fig. 62. *A—C, Isthmia nervosa* Kütz. *A*, girdle view; *B*, part of the end of a valve, seen from the inner side, showing the primary and secondary chambers in the wall; *C*, ideal section through the primary and secondary chambers of the wall. *D*, ideal section through the chambered wall of *Eupodiscus Argus* Ehrenb. *p*, pores; *po*, poroids or dots; *ext.*, outer side of cell-wall. (*A*, after W. Smith; *B—D*, after O. Müller.)

of the larger species the valves exhibit a beautiful areolation, due to numerous, closely adjacent chambers in the siliceous wall. The chambers may be open to the exterior or they may be covered by a thin siliceous membrane, and their inner walls are pierced by exceedingly minute canals which pass right through to the interior of the cell. These minute canals, which are termed "pores," are not present in all diatoms, as some species
which have been most carefully examined with this object in view have failed to reveal any trace of true perforations through the cell-wall. They occur beyond question, however, in many species, and Schütt states that it is highly probable that they exist in a large number of others. Schütt instituted a distinction between pores and dots; and O. Müller ('00) has still further emphasized this distinction by suggesting that all the minute circular dots over 0'6 μ in diameter, which are tiny cavities resembling pores but not actual perforations, should be termed 'poroids' in contrast to the true pores which vary from 0'1 μ to 0'5 μ in diameter.

Both O. Müller and Lauterborn have shown that in some of the larger naviculoid diatoms the cell-wall is destitute of pores and is only broken through by the cleft of the raphe (see p. 92). In the large species of Navicula, of the section Pinnularia, such as *N. nobilis*, *N. major*, etc., the bilaterally arranged costae on each valve are elongated chambers on the inner side of the cell-wall. Each of these furrow-like chambers communicates with the interior of the cell by a more or less wide opening, and the edges of the openings appear in the valve-view as fine longitudinal lines crossing the costae (fig. 57 B). It must not be assumed, however, that pores are absent from the walls of all those diatoms which possess a raphe, because some species of *Gyrosigma* (= *Pleurosigma*), and also *Epithemia Hyndmanni*, possess both a raphe and fine pores, and it is reasonable to suppose that a similar structure of the wall occurs in other diatoms.

In *Eupodiscus Argus*, which is a frequent marine diatom, there are numerous cup-shaped chambers opening widely to the exterior, the walls of these chambers forming an areolar network of ridges on the surface of the valve. The walls of the chambers are finely papillate, and several minute, obliquely sloping canals perforate the base of each chamber (fig. 62 D).

The structure of *Triceratium Favus* is somewhat similar, only the chambers opening to the exterior are polygonal and their walls are smooth. Minute poroids occur on the inner side of the inner walls of these chambers, and pore-canals pass through the flange of the valve as minute tubes (fig. 61 B and D).

In *Isthmia nervosa* there are larger primary and smaller secondary

---

*Fig. 63. Stephanopyxis Palmeriana* (Grev.) Gran. to show the spines on the valves by which the cells are united to form chains. B is an enlargement (x 1000) of three pairs of these spines to show their tubular character. (After O. Müller.)
chambers. The inner walls of the secondary chambers possess a number of poroids, and pore-canals are present here and there, passing rather obliquely through the separating ridges (fig. 62 B and C).

In some diatoms, such as Stephanopyxis Palmeriana (fig. 63), Sceletonema costatum, and Lauderia annulata, O. Müller ('01) has shown that the spines by which the cells are united to form chains are really tubes, through which there is a protoplasmic continuity from cell to cell.

The most numerous and best-developed pores are found in the centric diatoms. O. Müller has suggested that in certain species they are in relation to an extracellular layer of cytoplasm which brings about a centrifugal thickening of the valve, but it is by no means certain that they always serve for the passage of protoplasm. Karsten has arrived at the conclusion that the extracellular layer of cytoplasm has a morphogenic activity only in certain of the pelagic genera, such as Coscinodiscus, Planktoniella, Valdiviella, etc. Perhaps the comparative absence of pores from the pennate diatoms is to be associated with the presence of the raphe, which in some of these forms attains a high development.

For the careful study of the finer structure of the cell-wall O. Müller recommends treatment with hot sodium carbonate and potassium hydrate.

The valves of many pennate diatoms, especially those of the Naviculaceæ, possess small internal thickenings which are of a somewhat rounded or conical shape, generally contain a cavity, and are known as nodules. They occur at each extremity of the valve and in the centre, and in many of the pennate diatoms are connected by a median line known as the raphe. The central nodule is sometimes expanded laterally to form a stauros, which may be simple (Stauroneis; fig. 64 A) or forked (Schizostauron; fig. 64 B and C); in other cases it is prolonged into paired horns (as in Diploneis). In Amphipleura it is greatly extended in a longitudinal direction. Frequently there are smooth areas on a valve which is otherwise striated. Such hyaline areas are generally round the central nodule and on each side of the raphe. The former, which is known as the central area, often extends across the median portion of the valve from one margin to the other; the latter is
termed the *axial area* and varies much in width. Less often, smooth areas occur parallel to the axial area but nearer the margin of the valve; these are known as *lateral areas*.

The *raphe* (or median line) may be straight, undulating, or sigmoid. In its most highly developed state it is a fissure of a more or less complicated character by which the protoplast is placed in contact with the surrounding medium. In the *Naviculaceae* the cleft of the raphe is not in a vertical plane, but is always bent, and not infrequently V-shaped in cross-section. (Consult fig. 65 5). Moreover, the cleft is not wholly open, being in many
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Fig. 65. *Navicula* (§ Pinnularia) viridis Kütz. 1, diagram with the raphe of one valve almost superimposed upon the other; *ekn*, terminal nodule; *ckn*, central nodule. 2, longitudinal section through the central nodule showing the two canals (vk) joining the outer (a) and inner (i) clefts of each half of the raphe; *schl*, the canal which joins both halves of the inner fissure. 3, terminal nodule showing ends of the two fissures of the raphe; *isp*, inner fissure terminating in the funnel-shaped body (tk); *asp*, outer fissure ending in the polar cleft (psp). 4, superimposed terminal nodules of epivalve and hypovalve. 5, transverse section across the cell, showing the inner (isp) and outer (asp) fissures of the raphe (r), the nature of the costa in the valves, and the disposition of the two chromatophores. (From Oltmanns; 1—4, after O. Müller; 5, after Lauterborn.)

forms closed in its middle region; that is, along the bend (or in cross-section about the point of the 'V'). Thus, in reality there are two cleft-like fissures, one on the inner side and one on the outer side of each valve.

The raphe is interrupted by the central nodule which is perforated by two canals, each of which joins together the outer and inner fissures of one half of the valve. There is also a canal running along the inner side of
The raphe

The central nodule joining together both halves of the inner fissure (fig. 65 2 schl).

The inner fissure terminates at each end of the valve in a funnel-shaped structure which projects into the cavity of the terminal nodule (fig. 65 2 tk). The outer fissure terminates in a definite polar cleft, which is a curved slit in the terminal nodule (fig. 65 3 psp). The polar clefts (often called terminal fissures) at the extremities of the same valve are usually curved in the same direction, but a number of species are known in which they are curved in opposite directions. The corresponding clefts of the epivalve and hypovalve of a single individual are invariably curved in opposite directions (fig. 65 4).

![Diagram of diatom structure](image)

**Fig. 66.** *Surirella Caproniiː* Bréb. var. calcarata (Pfitzer) Hustedt. 1, transverse section across the cell showing the four wing-like expansions (fl), each with its raphe-canal (r). 2, transverse section of wing, showing raphe-canal and outer cleft. 3, longitudinal section of wing. 4, wing viewed from the edge. qk, cross-canals; zk, thin intercalary pieces of wing; lk, raphe-canal (or plasma-canal); sp, cleft of raphe. From Oltmanns (after Lauterborn).

The somewhat complex system of clefts and canals described above is concerned with streaming movements of the cytoplasm, the latter being brought into direct contact with the surrounding medium by means of the outer fissure of the raphe. This is stated by O. Müller to be the direct cause of the curious movements of those diatoms which possess a true raphe. (Consult page 102.)

The raphe of other pennate diatoms is essentially different. In *Surirella* the lateral margins of each valve are produced into wing-like expansions, of which there are therefore four to each cell. Near the free edge of each wing is a fine raphe-canal, with a longitudinal fissure extending its whole
length and placing it in communication with the exterior, while it is connected with the interior of the cell by cross-canals (fig. 66). The free edge of each wing is thus somewhat thickened to accommodate the raphe-canal, and its flat portion consists of alternating cross-canals (fig. 66 qk) and thin intercalary pieces (fig. 66 zw).

In Nitzschia there is a raphe-canal with a longitudinal fissure similar to that of Surirella, extending along the whole length of the keel of each valve.

In some diatoms there is a narrow, hyaline, axial area without a central nodule, either median or submedian in position. This is not a true raphe, since there is no cleft in the valve, and it is known as a pseudoraphe. It may be present on both valves, or, as in Cocconeis, Achnanthes (fig. 67), and Rhoicosphenia, limited to one valve only, the other valve possessing a true raphe. In Dictyoneis, Vanheureckia, and some of the larger forms of Stauroneis, the raphe is enclosed between a pair of siliceous ribs.

The protoplast. There is a well-marked lining layer of colourless cytoplasm, which extends into the various extensions of the cell-cavity, and also into the various chambers, pores, and canals in the cell-wall. In most diatoms there is one large vacuole occupying the greater part of the interior, and extending right through it in the median part of the cell is a cytoplasmic bridge in which the nucleus is usually embedded. The general form and position of this bridge varies much in different diatoms, but is fairly constant for the same species.

The nucleus is narrowly ellipsoidal, subreniform, or sometimes almost fusiform, in the pennate diatoms, but it may be quite spherical in the centric species. It contains one or more fairly conspicuous nucleoli, and Lauterborn (’96) has demonstrated the presence of a centrosome in certain of the larger species of Navicula and Surirella. Other authors have described the presence of a macro- and a micronucleus in certain diatoms. Lauterborn attempts to reconcile the various interpretations of nuclear structures said to be observed in diatoms, and states that it is highly probable that at one time the cell possessed two equally constructed nuclear bodies, but that gradually a division of labour has brought about a greater and a greater differentiation until one has acquired a purely morphological and the other a purely physiological function. The macro- and micronucleus of certain authors are possibly equivalent to the nucleus and centrosome of Lauterborn. This author has also followed out the mitotic division of the nucleus of several of the larger diatoms, in which there is apparently a relatively large number.
of chromosomes (consult fig. 68). After division, and on the reconstruction of the daughter-nuclei, the centrosome lies in a slight hollow of the nucleus. Heinzerling states that nuclear division is always mitotic.

In a somewhat denser mantle of cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus are a number of curious, small, bar-shaped structures disposed in pairs, the function of which is unknown.

---

Fig. 68. Stages in the mitosis of two diatoms. Upper three figures represent three stages of nuclear division in *Nitzschia sigmoidea* (Ehrenb.) W. Sm. Lower figures are of *Navicula* (§ *Pinnularia*) oblonga Kütz.; the left-hand figure is of a resting nucleus with a large nucleolus. (After Lauterborn.)

**The Chromatophores.** The chromatophores of diatoms vary much in the different tribes and families. One or many may be present in each cell; they may be small and discoidal, large and plate-like, or extensive anastomosing structures occupying a large part of the living layer of cytoplasm. They are frequently very irregular in form, and are sometimes band-like, much lobed, or they present the appearance of perforated plates. In cases where the interior of the cell is divided up by incomplete partitions lobes of the chromatophores generally extend into the chambers.
Plate-like chromatophores occur in nearly all the naviculoid diatoms, and they have approximately the same form and disposition in groups of allied species. In most of the centric diatoms the chromatophores take the form of rounded or lobed discs and are more or less numerous in each cell (fig. 69 B and C).

They are of a yellow-brown or golden-brown colour, although in a few diatoms, such as *Navicula viridis* and *N. cuspidata*, they are occasionally green. They contain chlorophyll, but this is masked by a brown colour often stated to be due to a pigment which has been termed ‘diatomin.’ Recent investigations, however, into the colouring matters present in chromatophores, not only of diatoms, but of other algae and also of higher plants, have shown that many misconceptions have existed with regard to the nature of the pigments, and that such names as ‘diatomin’ are to a great extent meaningless. Kohl (’06) has shown that the pigment in the chromatophores of diatoms consists of chlorophyll, carotin and xanthophyll. Molisch (’05) asserts that leucocyanin also occurs in the chromatophores of diatoms, and that it is this pigment which causes these plants (and also an alcoholic solution of ‘diatomin’) to turn blue-green on the addition of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid.

*Pyrenoids* are found in the chromatophores of diatoms, but they are variable both in number and disposition. They consist of an albuminous protein and are usually lens-shaped. Not infrequently they are grouped in clusters, and they often project internally from the chromatophores, Mereschowsky (’03) having recorded instances in which they have partially or entirely emerged from the chromatophores, appearing as free, colourless bodies on their inner surfaces.

In most diatom cells there are drops of a fatty oil which are generally more conspicuous than the pyrenoids. This oil
is easily soluble in ether and is blackened in osmic acid. It can be shown to be a food-reserve by keeping diatoms for a considerable period in tap-water in closed vessels, in which case it is completely used up. There are also so-called ‘oil-drops’ of another nature. These are often of larger size, and they do not dissolve in ether, neither do they become black with osmic acid. Their function is obscure and they are known as Bätschli’s red corpuscles.

The normal nutrition of diatoms is holophytic, but several saprophytic forms have been described. In the latter there is a complete absence of pigment, and such forms occur for the most part where there is an abundance of decaying organic matter in the water. Benecke (‘00), who obtained the colourless diatoms *Nitzschia putrida* and *N. Leucosigma* from Kiel Harbour, affirms that there are no transitional states between brown and colourless diatoms. Most of the known saprophytic forms are extremely motile. Karsten (‘01) succeeded in producing a saprophytic form of *Nitzschia palea* by cultivating it in favourable nutritive media such as glycerin or grape-sugar. *Nitzschia putrida* has become so far saprophytic that all attempts to induce the formation of chromatophores in this diatom have failed. *Synedra hyalina* Provazek (‘00) is another colourless diatom.

There is evidence to show that some diatoms do not require calcium, but that sodium is essential.

**The building of colonies and the secretion of mucus.** Diatoms are frequently solitary and free-floating, but they are also united in various ways to form colonies, generally of small size. In some of these colonies the individuals are united by their valve-faces, in which case they form ribbon-like (*Eunotia, Tetracyclus, Fragilaria, Rhabdonema*) or thread-like (*Melosira, Bacteriumastrum, Chaetoceros*) chains. In others the cells are joined in an irregularly zigzag manner at the corners of the valves (*Tabellaria*, some species of *Diatoma, Triceratium*, and *Biddulphia*). In all these cases the attachment is by mucus secreted by the cells themselves. The cells of the ribbon-shaped and thread-like colonies are joined either by a layer of mucus or by mucous strands between the closely applied valve-faces, and the cells of the zigzag colonies are united by small mucous cushions at the corners of the valves.
Some diatoms are stipitate, secreting gelatinous stalks, either simple or branched, by which they are attached to larger aquatic plants or to some other substratum (Gomphoneuma, Achnanthes, some species of Cocconeis); and there are yet others which secrete a copious mucus so that a large number of individuals become embedded in a common gelatinous mass (Epithemia alpestris, Cocconema spp., Vanheurealia rhomboïdes var. saxonica). Less often the cells are enclosed in simple or branched mucous tubes

Fig. 71. A and B, Meridion circulare (Grev.) Ag.; A, part of spirally disposed colony; B, valve view of individual cell. C—E, Melosira varians Ag.; C, part of a long filament of cells; D, valve view of individual cell; E, cell of filament showing formation of auxospore. F and G, Tabellaria flocculosa (Both) Kütz.; F, part of a zigzag colony seen from the girdle view; G, longitudinal section of cell showing partial septum.

[Cocconema (§ Encyonema) spp., Navicula (§ Schizonema) spp.], a condition which is more frequently met with in marine than in freshwater diatoms.

The mucus is often secreted through special pores, with definite localized positions in the valves of different genera. In Tabellaria such secretory pores occur near the middle of the valve (fig. 72 F), in Diatoma there is always one pore towards the end of the valve in a somewhat asymmetrical position (fig. 72 A). In Synedra and Fragilaria the pores are also near the extremities of the valves (fig. 72 D and E). The different forms
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assumed by diatom colonies are to be accounted for very largely by the varying position of the secretory pores in the different genera and species.

The colonies of Asterionella, Meridion, and Eucampia are particularly noteworthy for the beautiful disposition of the cells composing the colony. In the first-named genus the elongated frustules are united by their corners in such a manner that they radiate from a central circle like the spokes of a wheel (fig. 73A); in the other genera an unequal growth of the girdle of each cell results in the development of spiral ribbons. In the freshwater plankton one of the abundant forms of Tabellaria fenestrata assumes this habit and has been named T. fenestrata var. asterionelloides (fig. 73B).

In this diatom, and in the plankton-species of Asterionella, Voigt ('01) states that a gelatinous membrane can be detected stretched between the radiating cells of the colony, thus considerably augmenting their floating capacity.

The movements of diatoms. Many of the free, unattached diatoms exhibit movements which even yet are but little understood. In some species the movements are relatively slow, but in others they are much quicker, and the individuals can be seen propelling themselves backwards and forwards in the direction of their longer axis. This movement is generally of a jerky character, although more rarely creeping and steady. It has been suggested that it only takes place when one valve-face of the diatom is in contact with some kind of substratum, but it must be admitted that there
is much evidence to show that movements do take place when the active diatom is only in contact with the surrounding water. The power of locomotion is particularly manifested in those diatoms of a naviculoid form, and various explanations have at different times been put forward to account for it. The following historical survey, although brief and rather imperfect, will give some idea of the suggestions which have been made concerning this interesting biological problem.

Fig. 73. A, Asterionella formosa Hass. B, Tabellaria fenestrata (Lyngb.) Kütz. var. asterionelloides Grun.

Ehrenberg (1838) imagined the movement to be due to the protrusion of cilia or of a pseudopodium through the raphe of the valve, whereas Nageli (1849) attributed it to the passage of osmotic currents through the cell-wall. Max Schultze (1865), who observed the movements of minute foreign particles down the length of the raphe, attributed the locomotion to the contractility of a small portion of the protoplasm which was protruded through the raphe. Hallier (1880) considered it to be due to a contractile layer of protoplasm,
and Onderdonk (1885) also regarded it as due to an external movement of protoplasm, but Mereschkowsky (1880) concluded that the evidence was in favour of Nägeli's theory of osmotic currents through the cell-wall. It was O. Müller in 1889 who first realised the significance of the pores in the central nodule and the polar clefts at the ends of the valves, and who showed that the raphe in the larger species of Navicula (§ Pinnularia) was really a rather complex cleft. He also demonstrated a streaming movement of the protoplasm in the raphe, and ascribed the movements of the cell to the reaction of the motive forces of this living stream of protoplasm upon the surrounding water. Schilberszky (1891), from observations on Synedra, agreed with Pfitzer that the movement was due to an outer coating of protoplasm which escapes from the raphe and is in a state of vibratile motion. He believed that the currents along the raphe were usually interrupted jerking or pulsating movements.

Cox (1890) revived the idea of a line of cilia along the raphe, and suggested that the absence of silica along this line could be accounted for by the obstruction of the moving cilia. Bütschli (1892) also imagined that the presence of a cilium or a fine flagellum would explain the phenomenon, but such structures have never been demonstrated.

The movements of some of the larger species of Navicula (§ Pinnularia) have been stated by Bütschli (1892) and by Lauterborn (1894) to be due to the production of a delicate mucilaginous filament which is protruded from the raphe at some point close to the central nodule. The whole cell is enveloped in a distinct mucilaginous mantle, and both this and the protruded filament are colourless and transparent. The filament is described as elongating by a series of jerks, and Bütschli put this forward as the explanation of the jerky movement of diatoms, the cell being pushed backward by the elongation of the filament, the distal end of which is fixed to the substratum.

In 1893, O. Müller again emphasized his previous statements relative to the movements of diatoms, and contested the views put forward by Bütschli and Lauterborn. In 1894, Lauterborn affirmed that the production of motility by the streaming of protoplasmic currents would be an isolated phenomenon in either the vegetable or animal kingdom, whereas movements are known to occur in the Desmidiaeae and Oscillatoriaceae as a result of the excretion of mucilage. Müller replied in 1894 to the criticism of his hypothesis, and stated that the analogy which had been drawn between the movements of diatoms and of desmids was a false one. The cytoplasmic stream described by Müller is partly indicated in the accompanying diagram (fig. 74). Supposing the diatom to be moving in one definite direction,

1 The movements exhibited by various genera of the Oscillatoriaceae may not be due to the excretion of mucilage; see page 21.
there is a current passing along the outer cleft of the raphe from the anterior polar cleft to the anterior pore of the central nodule, and a corresponding current in the opposite direction in the inner cleft of the raphe. Similarly, in the posterior half of the diatom there is a current flowing from the posterior pore of the central nodule along the outer cleft of the raphe to the posterior polar cleft, and a corresponding current in the opposite direction in the inner cleft. These protoplasmic streams are connected by the joining canal of the central nodule (fig. 65 2 schl), and it should be remembered that the cytoplasm in the inner cleft of the raphe is really part of the lining layer of protoplasm of the cell.

Continued investigations by O. Müller, from 1896 to 1909, on the structure of the raphe in many of the larger diatoms, and on their movements, indicate that in those forms with a high development of the raphe the locomotion is due primarily to the protoplasmic currents which are circulating along this complicated cleft. It has been shown that the pressure within the cell is often as much as four or five atmospheres, and therefore there is probably sufficient friction between these circulating streams and the surrounding water to bring about the movements of the cells.

The observations of Palmer (10) on Surirella elegans are certainly confirmatory of Müller's investigations. Palmer has shown that it is the actual protoplasm which circulates along the raphe-clefts in the keels of Surirella, and that the protoplasmic streams reacting upon the surrounding medium result in those peculiar rolling and turning movements which are so well exhibited in this genus.

Lauterborn has described and figured the formation of slender mucous threads by Navicula major, which can be best seen when the diatom is immersed in Indian ink. The thread apparently issues from the anterior pore of the central nodule of each valve, extending in a direction opposite to that in which the diatom is moving (fig. 75 2 and 3). The mucous threads are only discernible owing to the particles of ink, and it is not improbable that they merely indicate the direction of a slow current in the
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surrounding medium which originated in the outer cleft of the anterior half of the raphe, such a current carrying with it a small quantity of mucus secreted by the exposed protoplasm. Whatever mucus may be secreted in such a thread, the amount is much too small to cause the movements of a diatom as large as *Navicula major*. O. Müller has also carefully studied these threads and states that the movements of the diatoms which form them cannot be caused by the backward thrust of such a thread.

![Diagram of Navicula major](image)

Fig. 75. *Navicula (Pinnularia) major* Kütz. 1, individual cell immersed in Indian ink; 2 and 3, valve and girdle views respectively, showing the narrow threads to which are attached the particles of ink. (From Oltmanns, after Lauterborn.)

A band-like thread of much larger size has been described and figured by Schröder ('02) as being formed by *Amphipleura pellucida*. This is a sluggish diatom with scarcely appreciable changes of position, and the secretion of such a mucous band might be sufficient to account for the feeble movements which occur.

The movements of diatoms are not all of a uniform character, and it is
quite conceivable that they may not all be due to the same cause. The slow rolling and turning movements exhibited by some forms are very different from the rapid forward and backward propulsion so conspicuously shown by others. Those diatoms with the highest development of the raphe show the quickest movements, generally a jerky propulsion which enables them to move with more or less rapidity from place to place. The movements of some of the smaller species of *Navicula*, and also of *Nitzschia*, are so rapid and continuous that it is scarcely possible to accept Lauterborn's explanation that they are due to the excretion of mucilage. If that were the case, some of these very active diatoms would have to secrete an incredible amount of mucus in a very short space of time. In such diatoms there is every probability that the movements are caused, as stated by O. Müller, by the protoplasmic currents circulating in the clefts of the raphe. Moreover, in the genus *Nitzschia* no mucilaginous threads have been demonstrated.

The *Navicula* (§ *Pinnularia*) type of raphe is the most perfectly developed, but other somewhat less efficient types occur among the navicularid diatoms belonging to the Gomphonemaceae and Cocconemaceae.

**Cell-division.** Diatoms are incapable of growth in size owing to the siliceous nature of their cell-walls, but slight alterations in volume can take place by a sliding movement of the connecting band of the older half of the cell over that of the younger half. The usual method of increase is a multiplication by successive bipartitions, each cell-division resulting in a gradual reduction in the size of the individuals. A slight increase in the volume of the cell is the first appreciable change, after which there is a mitotic division of the nucleus. The stages in this division have been carefully worked out by Lauterborn ('96) in several large species of *Navicula*, *Surirella* and *Nitzschia*. A division of the protoplast follows immediately on the division of the nucleus, beginning as an infolding in the plane of the girdle of the peripheral layer of cytoplasm. When this infolding is complete, new siliceous valves, at first very delicate, are formed over each divided surface. These new valves are at first situated within the girdle of the original cell, but with the growth of the new valves and the development of their connecting bands, the two connecting bands of the original girdle become separated, each forming one half of the girdle of the daughter-cells. Thus, each individual produced by division consists of a new half and an old half, and the connecting band of the old valve overlaps that of the new valve. Owing to the formation of a pair of new valves within the girdle of the old ones, and since the cells when once formed are incapable of growth, the newer half of every successive generation becomes reduced in size by the double thickness of a connecting band. This statement, however, is not
altogether true, as it has been shown in some of the filamentous species, and is possibly the case in many other solitary forms, that daughter-cells are often produced of larger size than the parent-cells. Such individuals are recognized by the thickened rim of the valves. It is very probable that in many cases the new valves are only feebly silicified until they have been extruded beyond the connecting-band of the old girdle. They are thus capable of slight extension before their size becomes fixed by strong silicification. Such an increase in the size of the valves, however slight, would have a retarding influence on the diminution in size of the cells, the reduction in size not
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Fig. 76. Four stages in the cell-division of *Navicula* (§ *Pinnularia*) oblonga Kutz. The pair of conspicuous rounded bodies in each daughter-cell of the right-hand figure are Bützchi’s red corpuscles. (After Lauterborn.)

being proportionate to the number of bipartitions. In the genus *Melosira*, O. Müller has shown that multiplication of the cells takes place in such a manner as to prevent as much as possible the division of the smaller daughter-cells.

Allen and Nelson ('00) have shown by series of pure cultures that cell-division in *Nitzschia Closterium* forma *minutissima* resulted in no appreciable reduction in size even though the number of generations in two years was incalculably great.
In the filamentous colonies of the genus Melosira, O. Müller ('03) has observed cells with thick walls and coarse markings, and other thin-walled cells with much finer and differently disposed markings. In some cases, indeed, one valve of a cell would be of the first type and the other of the second type. Müller's first interpretation of these differences was that he was dealing with mutations, although later he changed his view to agree with that expressed by Gran that it was a case of polymorphism.

Gran ('04) has recorded what he considers to be seasonal dimorphism in Rhizosolenia hebetata, with a winter form, forma hiemalis, and a summer one, forma semispina; but it seems probable, as pointed out by Kofoid, that there are really two distinct species which under the influence of certain environmental factors mutate the one to the other.

Reproduction by auxospores. Diatoms reproduce themselves by a type of spore known as an auxospore. Although formed frequently in some centric forms, in the vast majority of diatoms auxospores do not appear to be of common occurrence. The normal auxospore can be regarded as produced by the conjugation of two gametes, but differing from a zygospore by its almost immediate increase in size. There is a sort of rejuvenescence of the spore as soon as it is formed. Those auxospores produced without conjugation are probably parthenogenetic. It has been commonly accepted that the formation of auxospores counteracts the results of repeated cell-division, whereby the individuals have been greatly reduced in size. This view regards auxospore-formation as a method of regaining the maximum size of the species. It is probable that the rejuvenescence is much more important than the mere re-establishment of size, and it must be noted that auxospores are not by any means always formed from the most diminutive cells. In nearly all cases there is a considerable mucous secretion enveloping those cells taking part in the formation of auxospores.

There are five methods of auxospore-formation, the distinctions between which were first clearly drawn up by Klebahn ('96). Karsten ('00) only recognizes four types.

(1) The protoplast of one of the smaller, reduced cells swells up, forces apart the halves of the cell-wall, and escapes through the rupture enveloped in a thin cellulose membrane. This is the auxospore, which rapidly increases in size and assumes an outward shape more or less like the original cell. The wall soon becomes silicified and sometimes the markings characteristic of the species are at once acquired (fig. 78 C and D). In other cases the individual organized from the auxospore remains somewhat irregular, but very soon undergoes cell-division. The new valves are much more perfect in shape and sculpture, and the individuals of each succeeding generation rapidly regain their characteristic form and elegance. Miguel ('92—'98), from numerous experimental cultures of various species of diatoms, states that the re-establishment of the maximum size is habitually brought about by the formation of this simple type of auxospore. It is merely the rejuvenescence of a single cell accompanied by an increase in size.
Auxospore formation

(2) Two auxospores may be produced from a single cell by the division of the protoplast. Each portion increases in size, emerges from the old wall, and finally develops as in the first method. This type of auxospore-formation has only been observed in *Achnanthes longipes* (fig. 77 F) and *Rhabdonema arcuatum*.

(3) An auxospore may be formed by true conjugation between two individual diatoms. A large non-motile gamete (aplanogamete) emerges from each cell by the rupture of the girdle, and the two gametes fuse to form a zygote, which, as a rule, increases considerably in size, as in the case of those auxospores formed without conjugation. The cytology of this conjugation has been worked out by Karsten ('00) in the two species *Surirella saxonica* and *Cocconeis Placentula*. In the latter, division of the nucleus

---

Fig. 77. *A—D*, *Cocconeis Placentula* Ehrenb.; *A*, vegetative cell showing chromatophore (ch) and nucleus (n); *B—D*, conjugation to form auxospore; ln, large nucleus; sn, small nucleus; *B*, two cells of *Cocconeis* before conjugation but after the division of the nuclei; in C the large nuclei are lying side by side, the smaller nuclei having disappeared, and in D the large nuclei have fused. *F*, *Achnanthes longipes* Ag. showing formation of two parthenogenetic auxospores from one protoplast. *E*, *Surirella saxonica* showing auxospore formed by conjugation. (*A—D*, and *E*, after Karsten; *F*, after W. Smith.)
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takes place before conjugation (consult fig. 77 B—D), so that the conjugating cells have two nuclei, one of which is large and one small. During conjugation the large nuclei fuse whereas the smaller ones gradually disappear. Conjugating cells 18—19 μ in length and 12—13 μ in breadth produced auxospores 40—41 μ in length by 28—33 μ in breadth. In Surirella saxonicæ, Karsten found that division of the nucleus again occurred previous to conjugation, but that four nuclei were formed in each cell. These were at first all of the same size, but soon one of them grew much in size, forming a large nucleus as compared with the other three. On conjugation the large nuclei of the gametes fuse, and the six small nuclei presumably disorganize, as only the fusion-nucleus is found in the fully-formed auxospore (fig. 77 E).

(4) In some cases two diatom-cells become enveloped in a common mucus and the protoplasts throw off the old cell-walls, but there is no conjugation. The two protoplasts generally lie close together and each develops independently into an auxospore. This type, in which each gamete undergoes rejuvenescence without conjugation taking place, is not infrequently observed in Cocconeæmæ.

(5) As in the previous type a pair of cells become enveloped in a common mucus, and the protoplast of each cell forms two gametes by division. The gametes of the two cells fuse in pairs forming two zygotes, each of which develops into an auxospore. This type has been observed in Amphora ovalis, Epithemia Argus, Rhopalodia gibba, Navicula limosa (fig. 78 A), and a few others. The cytology of the conjugation has been followed out by Klebahn (96) in the case of Rhopalodia gibba. The protoplasts of the two cells become closely approximated, and the nucleus of each protoplast divides first into two and then into four. Two of these nuclei soon become reduced in size while the other two are conspicuous by their larger size. Each protoplast now divides into two portions, each of which contains two nuclei, one large one and one small one. The halves of the approximated protoplasts now coalesce, the larger nuclei fusing while the smaller nuclei gradually disorganize (fig. 79). The important feature thus brought to light by Klebahn is the division of the nucleus of the original protoplasts into four,

---

and the significance of this tetrad-division, which precedes conjugation, may lie in the reduction of chromosomes.

There yet remains much work to be done on the cytology of auxospore-formation, as most of our present knowledge is based upon a few isolated cases.

Fig. 79. Conjugation of *Rhopalodia gibba* (Kütz.) O. Müll. The conjugating cells are seen in the valve view except in fig. 2, in which they are seen in an oblique girdle view. *k*, nucleus; *kk*, small nucleus; *gk*, large nucleus; *py*, pyrenoid; *g*, gelatinous investment. (From Oltmanns, after Klebahn.)

Karsten has stated that the type of auxospore-formation which occurs in the greater number of ground species is that in which two auxospores are formed by conjugation (the fifth type described above), but the observations of those who have spent many years in the investigation of freshwater and littoral diatoms scarcely support this statement, whereas there is much
evidence to show that the first and fourth types are probably of the most frequent occurrence. The most essential feature in the formation of an auxospore is the increase in size of the cell. The first method of auxospore-formation is common in certain species of Melosira, and as the auxospores grow into filaments of cells while still attached to the old threads, the discrepancy in size between the new filaments and the old ones is at once obvious (fig. 80 1).

The little evidence we possess concerning the cytological details of auxospore-formation tends to show that those auxospores which develop

from zygotes are sexually produced, and therefore undoubted sexuality exists among diatoms. Such spores can be compared with the zygotes of the Desmidiaceae, but whereas the latter remain without rejuvenescence as zygospores, the zygotes formed in the Bacillariaceae undergo an immediate rejuvenescence to form auxospores. Moreover, if those auxospores produced without conjugation are to be regarded as parthenospores, then the production of parthenogenetic spores is much more frequent than the production of zygotes in the Bacillariaceae, whereas parthenospores are of very rare occurrence in the Desmidiaceae.

Fig. 80. Auxospore-formation in the genus Melosira. 1, M. nummuloides Borr.; 2 and 3, M. Borleri Grev.; 4, M. varians Ag. (From Oltmanns, after W. Sm., Karsten, and Pfitzer.)
Microspores. Reproduction by the formation of small spores termed microspores has been described as occurring in a number of diatoms. The existence of minute spores was suspected by Kitton (’85), who stated that they were so small as to readily pass through filter papers. Castracane (’97) has gone so far as to state that the normal method of reproduction of diatoms is by microspores, and that multiplication by division, although very common, is the exception rather than the rule. The latter statement, however, cannot be accepted in view of the fact that all observations tend to show that the normal method of multiplication of diatoms is by cell-division. This is still further emphasized by the numerous culture-experiments of Miquel (’92—’98), and of Allen & Nelson (’00), in which the diatoms multiplied only by cell-division. Gran has described the formation of microspores in Rhizosolenia styliformis (’02) and Chrysothamnus decipiens (’04) by the successive division of the protoplast to form sixteen spores. Ostenfeld (’10) has confirmed Gran’s observations in the latter species, although he found in the samples he examined that division of the nuclei may not be at once followed by division of the cytoplasm.

Karsten (’04) has given some interesting observations on the formation of microspores in Corethron Valdiviae, one of the centric diatoms of the antarctic seas. In this case the protoplast divided by successive binary fissions to form as many as 128 globular cells each surrounded by a protoplasmic membrane (fig. 81 A and B). Simultaneous division of the nuclei occurred during the formation of these small cells, and in the division from 16 to 32 nuclear spindles were found, thus indicating that all the divisions are probably mitotic. Eventually the small cells escape and hang in clusters entangled among the spines of mature individuals. These cells are gametes, which fuse in pairs with those from other cells to form zygotes. The latter increase in size and divide into two daughter-cells, each of which possesses two nuclei. Only one nucleus remains as the daughter-cell becomes further organized into the diatom-cell, the other disappearing. The protoplast of the developing cell escapes from its first wall, and then expands to form a complete Corethron. The new siliceous wall develops gradually and the normal length is attained by the elongation of the girdle-bands. The ‘tetrad-division’ here follows conjugation (as in the Desmidiaceae) and is a twice-repeated mitosis of the zygote-nucleus, in contrast to the ‘tetrad-division’ which preceded conjugation in the formation of the auxospores of Rhopalodia gibba.

Fig. 81. Formation of microspores in Corethron Valdiviae Karsten. A, division of protoplast into 32; B, further stage of division into 128 small rounded portions, each of which becomes a microspore (in this case a gamete). × 334. (Somewhat modified from Karsten.)
Schiller ('09) has observed the formation of microspores in *Chaeotoceras Lorenzianum*, a species occurring in the plankton of the Adriatic. He found two types of microspores, one in which the cells were quite round, and another of more oval form, one end being more or less acute. These spores varied from 2.7—5 μ in diameter, and were provided with a wall of hardened protoplasm. Neither cilia nor any active movement could be observed. The differences between the two types are regarded by Schiller as sexual, but there is no proof of this, nor was it found out what became of these spores. Selk ('12) has also found microspores in *Coscinodiscus biconicus* in the plankton of the Elbe.

The formation of microspores just described was in each case in a plankton-diatom, but it would appear that such spores are sometimes formed in other diatoms. Kütten's suspicions concerned a small species of *Achnanthes*. Lemmermann has observed the production of microspores in *Melosira varians*, a species which is often most abundant at the weedy margins of ponds and ditches. Hustedt ('09) has also described and figured apparent microspores in *Eunotia lunaris*, a diatom which is never a true plankton-constituent.

It should be clearly understood that with the exception of Karsten's observations on *Corethron Valdiviar*, the fate of these presumed 'microspores' has not been traced. Karsten's small spores were apparently non-motile gametes, and it is possible that those observed by Schiller were also passive gametes. The 'microspores' of diatoms require much further investigation before any definite statements can be made with regard to their general nature and purpose.

The observations of Bergon, and of Peragallo, in which motile spores or zoospores are recorded in several species of diatoms¹, require considerable confirmation before they can be accepted. It is only too well remembered how the presence of an internal parasite caused that most acute observer, Archer, to describe zoospore-formation in the Desmidiaceae.

Murray ('97) has described a method of reproduction in certain marine plankton-diatoms by the formation of spores of the nature of gonidia. By successive divisions of the original protoplast as many as eight or sixteen rounded gonidia were observed in *Coscinodiscus concinnus*. Other aggregates of small *Coscinodiscus*-cells indicated that these gonidia probably developed

¹ Bergon (in *Le Micrographe Préparateur*, xiii, 1905) has described the development of 32 or 64 spores within the cells of *Biddulphia mobilienis*. He states that these spores are motile, being furnished with two long cilia, and that his observations are confirmatory of Rabenhorst's discovery in 1858 of the reproduction of diatoms by zoospores. After further investigations Bergon has given fuller particulars of the development of the motile spores, but has not succeeded in tracing their fate. Peragallo (in *Proc. Stat. Biol. Soc. Sci. d'Arcachon*, viii, 1904—5 (1906), p. 127) has also described the transformation of a diatom-cell into a sporangium, from which zoospores ultimately escaped.
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into normal frustules. Similar divisions of the protoplast were observed in Chaetoceras borealis. This sporulation is not essentially different from the microspore-formation described by Gran in Chaetoceras decipiens and by Schiller in Chaetoceras Lorenzianum. Murray also observed the formation of one or two smaller frustules within the mother-cell both in Coscinodiscus concinnus and in Biddulphia mobiliensis. These observations are interesting if only because they indicate a possible means of rapid multiplication of plankton-diatoms, but further comment is not possible until the matter has been re-investigated.

Resting-spores. In a few species of plankton-diatoms thick-walled resting-spores have been found. They occur in at least one marine species of the genus Rhizosolenia, and in the two freshwater species, R. setigera and R. morsa (W. & G. S. W., '09). They are also known in Chaetoceras, Bacteriastrum and Attheya. In these genera only one resting-spore is formed within the mother-cell. The protoplast shrinks until it occupies only a small part of the original cell, after which it surrounds itself with a thick siliceous wall, which often develops spines or processes. In Melosira italica, O. Müller has observed the formation of pairs of resting-spores. Resting-spores of this nature appear to be formed at the end of the vegetative season, and up to the present time their germination has not been observed. Resting-spores have also been observed in Surirella spiralis (G. S. W., '12), a diatom which occurs in boggy marshes. In this case eight thick-walled spores were formed within the mother-cell (fig. 83).

In some diatoms a resting condition has been noticed in which the protoplast has shrunk in size and a pair of new valves has been

![Fig. 82. A, Part of cell of Rhizosolenia morsa W. & G. S. West with resting-spore. B, Resting-spore of Chaetoceras ceratosporum Ostenf. within the old mother-cell-wall. D, Similar state of Ch. gracile Schütt. C, Part of filament of Ch. paradoxum Schütt showing stages a—d in formation of resting-spores; e is a fully-formed resting-spore in surface view; d, a similar fully-grown spore in optical section. (B and D, after Ostenfeld; C, after Schütt.)](image-url)
formed within the old ones. The resting-spores of diatoms are really aplanospores, in every way comparable with those which occur in many groups of the Chlorophyceae.

**Cultures.** The most extensive culture experiments have been in connection with plankton-diatoms. Miquel ('92-'98) conducted a large series of experiments with a view to obtaining cultures of single species of diatoms and obtaining information concerning the conditions requisite for their rapid increase. His methods were devised in the first instance for freshwater diatoms, but were afterwards found by him to succeed with marine littoral species. For the culture of marine diatoms Miquel prepared a special medium. Two solutions were made up as follows:

**Solution A.** Magnesium sulphate 10 grm., Sodium chloride 10 grm., Sodium sulphate 5 grm., Ammonium nitrate 1 grm., Potassium nitrate 2 grm., Sodium nitrate 2 grm., Potassium bromide 0·2 grm., Potassium iodide 0·1 grm., Water 100 grm.

**Solution B.** Sodium phosphate 4 grm., Calcium chloride (dry) 4 grm., Hydrochloric acid 2 cc., Ferric chloride 2 cc., Water 80 cc.

Forty drops of solution A and from 10 to 20 drops of solution B were added to every 1000 cc. of sea-water which had been sterilized by keeping it at 70° C. for about 20 minutes. Miquel also added a small quantity of sterilized organic matter. Good cultures were obtained in this medium, and cultures of single species of diatoms were obtained by fractional subdivision.

Allen & Nelson ('00) have also obtained excellent results by this method, which they say is certain and gives good cultures. These authors have also used with great success a modification of Miquel's culture medium. It was found possible to reduce the first solution to one of potassium nitrate without detriment, the two solutions being as follows:

**Solution A.** Potassium nitrate 20·2 grm., Distilled water 100 grm.

**Solution B.** Sodium phosphate (Na₄HPO₄·12H₂O) 4 grm., Calcium chloride (CaCl₂·6H₂O) 4 grm., Ferric chloride (melted) 2 cc., Hydrochloric acid (pure, concentrated) 2 cc., Distilled water 80 cc.

2 cc. of solution A and 1 cc. of solution B are added to each 1000 cc. of sea-water, and the whole sterilized by heating to 70° C. When cool the clear liquid is decanted from the precipitate which forms when solution B
is added to the sea-water. This medium was found to give constantly satisfactory results without the addition of any sterilized organic matter.

The best method of obtaining a culture was to add one or two drops of plankton to 250 cc. of the sterilized medium, which was then poured into Petri dishes. These should be left undisturbed and exposed to moderately bright diffuse light. The temperature should be kept as constant as possible and at about 15°C. In a few days colonies of different species of diatoms will be observed on the bottom of the Petri dishes. These can be removed by means of a fine pipette and transferred to flasks containing fresh culture medium. Successful persistent cultures of single species may in this way be obtained, but a word of warning must be given to the enthusiast who imagines that in this way he may reap a rich harvest of a beautiful diatom. On the contrary, deformed and distorted individuals are the rule in the earlier stages of the culture, and the wall is often so feebly silicaed that the characteristic markings are not present. In older cultures the true form of the species is to a great extent regained, but the frustules are small.

Mention has already been made of certain saprophytic forms of diatoms which have been produced by cultivating normal brown forms in suitable media. Many diatoms can be cultivated on nutrient gelatin and agar, and some have been definitely shown by Richter ('03) to liquify gelatin and to dissolve grooves in the agar into which they sink. Miquel found the yellow rays of light the most favourable and obtained marked results by placing cultures under yellow glass. In the case of plankton-diatoms, however, Allen & Nelson were unable to obtain satisfactory cultures under yellow light.

Diatoms will thrive in water at freezing point, but on the whole they cannot withstand much freezing. There is evidence to show that the vitality of many species is destroyed about −15°C, although it is reasonable to suppose that some of the arctic and antarctic diatoms, more especially the freshwater ones, are able to survive a much lower temperature. The optimum temperature for cultures has been found to be about 15°C, and the maximum, which is rapidly fatal, lies between 35° and 40°C.

**Occurrence and distribution.** Diatoms are amongst the commonest of microscopic objects and they are ubiquitous in all kinds of damp and wet situations. They occur in great quantity in both fresh and salt water, and some species, chiefly of marine origin, occur habitually in brackish water. There is experimental evidence to show that apart from the quantities of available nutrient materials, the salinity of the water can be varied within large limits without appreciable effect on marine diatoms. On the other hand, a relatively small degree of salinity is fatal to the majority of freshwater diatoms. These facts largely account for the preponderance of marine species in brackish situations, and the almost complete absence of species common to both fresh waters and the sea.

Marine diatoms are most abundant in cold latitudes, having a decided preference for cold water. Freshwater diatoms are abundant all the world over, but they are more numerous and show greater diversity in temperate
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and arctic latitudes. Mountain ranges always yield a good diatom-flora. A few diatoms are inhabitants of warm and hot springs, and have been obtained in a living state at a temperature of certainly as high as 55°C. Some species are cosmopolitan, occurring in all parts of the world, but there are on the contrary many species and genera which occur only in certain seas and climates. The same is true to a lesser extent of freshwater forms, and when these forms are more fully and accurately investigated from a systematic point of view, many marked geographical peculiarities will doubtless be brought to light.

The free and unattached diatoms often form a yellow-brown scum at the surface of the water or on the sediment at the bottom of shallow pools. They also occur in abundance among the leaves of aquatic phanerogams or among the branches of larger algae. Many species are epiphytic, being attached to the thallus of larger algae. In fresh waters the filaments of various species of Cladophora, Rhizoclonium, and Vaucheria are frequently thickly covered with Cocconeis Placentula or C. Pediculus (fig. 84), and often

Fig. 84. A small portion of a filament of Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum Kütz. largely covered with the epiphytic diatom Cocconeis Pediculus Ehrenb. ×375. Only the outlines of the cells are shown.

with Epithemia turgida. Several minute species of Achnanthes are also epiphytes of this nature. In the sea the genera Isthmia, Grammatophora, Rhabdonema, Licmophora, and others are epiphytes on the smaller seaweeds.

Numerous diatoms pass the whole of their existence free-floating in the surface-waters of the sea, or of lakes and large rivers. These are the plankton-diatoms which occur in prodigious quantity in the cold waters of the Arctic and Antarctic Oceans, and to a lesser degree in the warmer oceans. The marine plankton-diatoms are almost exclusively centric, and some of the principal genera are Chaetoceras, Biddulphia, Thalassiosira, Coscinodiscus, Rhizosolenia, and Ditylum. The freshwater plankton-diatoms, on the other hand, are mostly pennate in character, consisting largely of species of Tabellaria, Asterionella, Synedra, Fragilaria, Nitzschia, and Surirella. The only centric freshwater genera of importance are Melosira, Cyclotella, and Rhizosolenia. The plankton-diatoms form the principal part of the food of countless freshwater and marine animals. They are the most important 'producers' of
organic substance in the sea, and the life in the sea is therefore very largely dependent upon the inconceivable numbers of plankton-diatoms. In many of them the cell-walls are thin and rather delicate, with only a slight impregnation of silica.

The valves of diatoms of both the plankton and the benthos are found in quantity in the alimentary tracts of Molluscs, Tunicates and Fishes. They are also found in abundance in Guano, having passed through the digestive tracts of birds which feed on marine animals.

Some of the freshwater species, notably Asterionella, are sometimes the cause of foulness of drinking water (Whipple & Jackson, '99). This is due to the escape from the dead frustules of the oily products of metabolism. Such foulness can be obviated by storing water in the dark, or by treatment with copper sulphate in the proportion of not more than one part in two million parts of water.

Fossil Diatoms. Great accumulations of diatoms are now being formed on the floor of both the Arctic and Antarctic Oceans, and beds are also accumulating in many of the larger freshwater lakes. Not only are these minute plants actively engaged at the present time, however, in forming oceanic and lake deposits, but the numerous Diatomaceous Earths bear testimony to their activity in former ages. These earths are mostly of a white or grey colour, sometimes hard, but more often so friable as to crumble readily between the fingers, and they are composed almost entirely of the siliceous valves of diatoms. Thus, large numbers of fossil diatoms are known. They may have had a marine or a freshwater origin, and most of the forms contained in the deposits belong to genera, and many of them to species, now living. The deposits are for the most part relatively recent, being principally associated with rocks belonging to the Tertiary formations. Some of them are of economic importance, being used as polishing powders ('Tripoli'), as non-conducting materials in the manufacture of fire-proof and sound-proof partitions, as absorbents for nitro-glycerin in the manufacture of dynamite ('Kieselguhr'), as constituents of dentifrices, and for other purposes. In deposits of this kind there are usually a number of species, but one or more may be dominant, forming the great bulk of the material.

Diatomaceous Earths have been found in many parts of the world, notably in Hungary, Bohemia, the United States, Barbados, and Trinidad. In the British Islands the best-known deposits are those at Dolgelly in Wales, and at Toome Bridge in Antrim, Ireland. The famous deposit at Biln, in Bohemia, which averages 14 feet in thickness, was estimated by Ehrenberg to contain some 40,000,000 frustules of diatoms in every cubic inch. It attains in places a thickness of 50 feet and is hard and flinty, the cementing silica having been formed by the solution of some of the diatom valves. The
well-known deposit at Richmond, Virginia, U.S.A., is very extensive and
attains a thickness of 30 feet, while on some of the geological surveys in the
western states of America beds have been discovered no less than 300 feet in
thickness and containing 80 per cent. of silica in the form of the frustules
of diatoms. Diatoms have been found in the London Clay of the Lower
Eocene, and are abundant in the Cretaceous rocks of the Paris basin.

All the Tertiary and Cretaceous diatoms show a close resemblance to
existing species, and in some instances the species are identical. This
is particularly the case with the pennate diatoms, but many of the fossil

Fig. 85. A few fossil diatoms. 2 a—d, Pyxidicula bollensis Rothpl. and 3 a—c, P. lusica
Rothpl., both from the Upper Lias. 4 a and b, Stephanopyxis sp. from the Oligocene.
4 c, Pyxidicula sp. from the Miocene. 5, Asterolampra Ralfsiana Grev.; 6, A. marylandica
Ehrenb.; 7, A. crenata Grev.; 8, A. decorata Grev. All four from the Barbados deposit.
All × 500. (After O. Müller.)

species of centric diatoms are distinct from the recent ones, and in this
section considerably more than twenty exclusively fossil genera are known.
Some of the more important are Porodiscus, Actinodiscus, Brunia, Pyrgo-
discus, etc. Actinoptychus, although represented by some living marine
species, embraces a large number of fossil forms, a fact which is also true
of the genus Asterolampra.

It is probable, as believed by Pantocsek, that the deposit at Kusnetzk
in Hungary belongs to the Trias, in which case this is the oldest known
Diatomaceous earth. The statement made by Castracane that he had found the valves of diatoms in coal from the English Carboniferous strata, was apparently made in error, and has never been verified (Cleve, '94; Seward, '98). Edwards has stated that he has found the valves of diatoms in still older rocks in New Jersey, but this observation also lacks verification. Cleve has examined a large number of Silurian clays and limestones, and also Rhætic and Cretaceous rocks, without finding a trace of any diatom. He also remarks upon the richness of the post-glacial strata of Sweden in both freshwater and brackish diatoms.

Cleve ('94) has emphasized the importance of the study of fossil diatoms to geologists. He states that microscopical examination of the pre- and inter-glacial deposits of northern Germany and Denmark has furnished evidence that these strata were formed in inlets from the North Sea and not from the Arctic Sea, and that accurate investigation of the geographical distribution of the living freshwater forms will enable the geologist to ascertain the climate of the periods in which the numerous freshwater deposits were accumulated.

Affinities. The Bacillariaceae were at one time included within the Phaeophyceae, but modern knowledge of their structure and life-history shows them to be widely removed from the brown seaweeds. Certain authors have placed them in close proximity to the Conjugatae, and in 1904 Oltmanns so far extended the scope of the 'Akontae' as to embrace the Bacillariaceae as well as the Conjugatae.

Diatoms agree with Desmids in their unicellular and colonial habit, and in the fact that each cell consists of a newer and an older half. They multiply by cell-division in much the same way, but the comparison instituted by Oltmanns between the intercalary bands of the diatom-girdle and the intercalary pieces of cell-wall developed in certain species of Closterium and Penium scarcely holds good. The intercalary bands of the diatom are formed in definite order during cell-division, and they are developed before the actual connecting band of each new half is laid down. On the other hand, the so-called 'girdle-band' possessed by a few desmids is not a paired structure, even though two segments of it may be present in an old cell; but it is a cylindrical piece of cell-wall, arising subsequent to cell-division, and intercalated between the new and the old half-cells. Moreover, less than one-half per cent. of the known species of desmids ever develop such a structure, and in those in which it occurs only one 'girdle-band' may be formed during a period covering upwards of twenty divisions.

The cell-wall of most desmids is furnished with pores, but in contrast

1 It is a surprising fact that the existing freshwater diatoms are not so well known as the fossil forms. Our knowledge of them is very incomplete and far from accurate.
to the wall of diatoms it consists mostly of cellulose and is not silicified. In both groups the chromatophores exhibit great diversity in form, but their normal disposition in diatoms is parietal, whereas in the vast majority of Conjugates they are axile. Moreover, no desmids possess the small parietal, disc-like chromatophores which are characteristic of such immense numbers of centric diatoms. The difference of pigment is also important, and so is the general storage of oil as a reserve of food by diatoms. The details of conjugation have been argued as a proof of affinity, but while conjugation of similar aplanogametes results in each case in a zygote, the latter remains as a resting zygospore in the Conjugatae, whereas in diatoms there is an immediate rejuvenesence to form an auxospore. In the Conjugatae conjugation is both usual and normal, and except in a few instances the spore is always a zygospore; but in diatoms the majority of auxospores are parthenogenetic, and nothing comparable with microspores exists at all in the Conjugatae. The fact that Conjugates have never been able to adapt themselves to a marine life is also significant. On the whole, there is no satisfactory evidence that the Bacillariaceae and Conjugatae are in any way nearly related. One must regard the similarity of the unicellular and colonial habit of diatoms and desmids, and also the resemblance between their cell-division, merely as a parallelism of modification brought about by the adaptation of two phylogenetically distinct groups to similar conditions of environment.

Up to the present time little if any light has been thrown on the affinities of diatoms. Their characters are so distinctive, and the group as a whole exhibits such a uniformity of structure, that there is every justification for treating them as a distinct class, the affinities of which are very obscure.

**Classification.** Space does not allow even an outline of the various proposals which have been put forward for the classification of the numerous genera and species of diatoms. Those systems based upon the disposition and mode of division of the chromatophores, which have been proposed by Pfützer (71), Petit (77), Pelletan (92), and Ott (90), are impracticable owing to the fact that so many genera and species are unknown in the living state, and that considerable diversity in the structure of chromatophores has been found within the limits of a single genus. The classification which was suggested by H. L. Smith, and subsequently adopted by Van Heurck (85) in his classical systematic work on the Diatomaceae, was based upon the presence or absence of a raphe or pseudoraphe; and all diatoms were grouped under the three divisions of the Raphidaceae, Pseudoraphidaceae, and Cryptoraphidaceae. More recently, Van Heurck (90) has remodelled this classification, but he has most inaptly used two of H. L. Smith’s divisional
names in quite a different sense. As a classification it fails because of the admittedly artificial group of the Cryptoraphidace.

There are two classificatory schemes which have the advantage of being much more natural than any of the others, and are therefore deserving of more special mention. These are the schemes of Schütt (1896) and Forti (1912).

The classification proposed by Schütt ('96) has been adopted with slight modifications by most investigators of the biology and taxonomy of diatoms, and its great merit lies in the fact that all the principal groups are to a great extent undoubtedly natural assemblages of forms. Its fundamental division, separating all those diatoms with a radial symmetry of the valves (Centric Diatoms) from those with zygomorphic or irregular valves in which the structure is in relation to a longitudinal line (Pennate Diatoms), is sharp and distinctive. It is briefly as follows:

A. Centricae. Valves with a concentric or radiating structure around a central point; without a raphe or pseudoraphe; valve view circular, polygonal, or broadly elliptical, rarely boat-shaped or irregular.

a. Discoidae. Cells shortly cylindrical or disc-shaped, in valve view circular; hyaline or with radiating or areolated markings. Includes the subdivisions Coscinodiscaceae, Actinodiscaceae, and Eupodiaceae.

b. Solenoidae. Cells elongate, cylindrical or compressed, circular or elliptic in cross-section (or in valve view); valves often conical and furnished with a stout or slender spine; girdle complex, with a considerable development of intercalary bands. Includes the Lauderineae and the Rhizosoleniaceae.

c. Biddulphioidae. Cells short, often a little longer than broad, box-like; valves generally with two, or sometimes with more, poles, each pole with a hump-like
protuberance or a horn; cells in cross-section mostly elliptic, more rarely polygonal or circular. Includes the Chetocerese, Biddulphiace, Anauleace, and Euodiace.

d. Rutilarioideæ. Cells boat-shaped, with an irregular or radiating structure. Includes the Rutilariace.

B. Pennate. Valves zygomorphic, or less frequently irregular, never centric; mostly boat-shaped or needle-shaped, with a structure arranged in relation to a raphe or pseudoraphe.

e. Fragilarioideæ. Cells mostly straight, rod-shaped or lanceolate, without a raphe, but sometimes with a pseudoraphe or with indications of the commencement of a raphe. Includes the Tabellariace, Meridioneæ, and Fragilariace.

f. Achnanthoidæ. Cells crooked or suddenly bent, with a raphe on one valve and a pseudoraphe on the other. Includes the Achnanthæ and the Cocconeidae.

g. Naviculoideæ. Cells with a raphe on each valve, with or without a keel in the line of the raphe (sagittal line). Includes the Naviculace and Nitzschiace.

h. Surirelloideæ. Cells with the raphe concealed in submarginal wings of each valve. Includes only the Surirelleæ.

Fig. 87. Two small pennate diatoms. A—C, Navicula muticopsis Van Heurk. D, Navicula globiceps Greg. All x 1500. A is a girdle view, B—D are valve views.

The classification put forward by Forti ('12) is based primarily upon the fact that some diatoms are capable of spontaneous movements, whereas others are not. Forti accepts O. Müller's interpretation of these spontaneous movements as being due entirely to protoplasmic currents circulating in the raphe, and therefore the primary division separates all those diatoms which possess a raphe (whether perfectly or imperfectly developed) from those which do not. One improvement upon Schütt's arrangement is the more definite separation of the naviculoid diatoms from the Nitzschiace. The scheme is briefly as follows:

I. Immobiles. Diatoms incapable of spontaneous movement. Conjugation unknown (perhaps non-existent) or possibly by the fusion of microspores.

A. Valves usually circular, more rarely elliptic or reniform. Includes Melosireæ, Coscinodiscæ, Asterolampreeæ, Heliopecteeæ, and Eupodisceæ.

B. Valves usually elliptic or lanceolate, sometimes linear, often regularly polymerous.
and stellate or stellate-sinuate; girdle generally complex, with numerous intercalary bands which are sometimes scale-like. Includes Biddulphiaceae, Tabellariaceae, Licmophoraceae, and Entopyleaceae.

C. Valves usually linear or lanceolate; girdle generally complex, with numerous intercalary bands which are sometimes scale-like. Includes the Diatomaceae, Fragilariales, Synedrales, Raphoideae, and Plagiogrammeae.

II. Mobiles. Diatoms which exhibit spontaneous movements. Conjugation known in all the families.

A. Raphe imperfect or keeled (carinate). Includes Emnoticeae, Epithemiaceae, Nitzschia? and Surirellaceae.

B. Raphe perfectly formed, and interrupted in the middle of the valve, which is also furnished with central and terminal nodules; more or less extensive central and lateral areas occur in relation to the raphe. Includes the Heteroidaceae, Tropidioideae, and Naviculoideae.

Forti has given the details of the genera of the section 'Immobiles' and of division A of the 'Mobiles.' Division B of the latter section, which includes all the naviculoid diatoms, was very carefully and comparatively synopsized by Cleve in 1894–5.

* * * * * * * * * *

It seems very desirable to combine the most important features of both the above classifications. Schütt's divisions of the Centricæ and Pennate are so fundamental, probably representing two distinct lines of descent, that they cannot be discarded. Also, in view of the fact that all the centric diatoms are non-motile, it might be much wiser to restrict the differentiation between the motile and non-motile forms entirely to the Pennate. This differentiation would then quite coincide with the degree of development of the raphe, which is without doubt the most important morphological structure of the pennate diatom.

The author would therefore suggest the following classification of diatoms:

Class BACILLARIEÆ.

Order I. CENTRICAL.

[Includes divisions A and B of the 'Immobiles' of Forti.]

Order II. PENNATE.

Sub-order 1. Non-labiles.

[Includes division C of the 'Immobiles' of Forti.]

Sub-order 2. Labiles.

[Synonymous with the 'Mobiles' of Forti.]

A. Raphe imperfect or keeled.

B. Raphe perfectly formed.
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CHLOROPHYCEÆ

(Green Algae)

The Green Algae attain their greatest development in fresh water, and the number of known species is exceedingly large (probably about 5000).

The group-name Chlorophyceæ is here used in its original and proper sense to include all Green Algae. The separation instituted by Wille ('97) into 'Conjugates' and 'Chlorophyceæ' is scarcely justified by our knowledge of the structure, life-histories, and probable inter-relationships of the Green Algae; and the adoption of the name 'Chlorophyceæ' by Wille to include merely those Green Algae other than the Conjugates is a misuse of the original name. Species of Spirogyra or Desmids are just as much Green Algae as species of Ectogonium or Selenastrum.

In no other group of plants are there such wide differences in form and cytological structure, or such varied life-histories as can be found even in one section of the Green Algae. It is this great diversity which makes the group at first so difficult for the student, and it is also the reason why it is impossible to treat of the Green Algae as a whole in the comprehensive way adopted for the three preceding groups. Many forms, including some of the more primitive, are unicellular; some are coenocytic, the whole plant consisting of what may perhaps be regarded as an aggregate of protoplasts within a common cell-wall; some are incompletely septate, each segment being a coenocyte containing a number of protoplasts, the septation of the plant being quite independent of nuclear divisions; and others are multicellular or completely septate, each segment, which is in this case a single cell, containing one protoplast.

Not only are large numbers of Green Algae unicellular or colonial in habit, but every degree of simple or branched filament is met with in the various groups; and in some the thalli are flat, almost parenchymatous expansions, or even cushion-like masses of tissue. In some of the Siphonales and Siphonocladiales the interlaced branches of profusely branched coenocytes give rise to structures resembling the shoots and leaves of higher plants.
(consult figs. 149, 152 and 165). Except for the attenuation of the branches into hairs in some species, there is practically no differentiation among the vegetative cells, but there may be a marked distinction between the vegetative and reproductive cells.

The cell-wall varies much in its structure in the different groups of the Chlorophyceae. It is in most instances composed of cellulose, but sometimes it consists largely of pectose. In all cases it is a secretion of the protoplasm, and arises on the outer surface of the protoplast as the result of complex katabolic processes. Many of the thicker walls are lamellose, the lamination being most easily seen after treatment by strong acids or other hydrating reagents which cause the wall to swell. These lamelle represent successive layers of growth in thickness, and in the case of thick walls they are often very numerous. They are not always parallel to the outer surface of the cell-wall, but may be upwardly and outwardly divergent. The pectose compounds are sometimes sharply demarcated from the cellulose parts of the wall, and at other times the two constituents are to some extent in alternating layers. The cellulose parts give a distinct violet colouration with chlor-zinc-iodine, whereas the pectose constituents do not. In many of the Green Algae the pectose constituents of the wall are in the form of gelatinous layers on the outside of the much more compact layers of cellulose. There is a copious secretion of jelly by large numbers of the Green Algae, but the chemical composition of these gelatinous masses cannot yet be said to have been satisfactorily determined. Virieux (10) considers that the mucilage in most of the Chlorophyceae is of a pectic composition, although in two cases he found in addition mucilage of the nature of callose. It is highly probable in many cases that much of the mucus arises by the conversion of the outer layers of cellulose into mucilaginous substances of various degrees of solubility in water, and increments are constantly added by the gelatinization of successive layers. The refractive index of the jelly differs very little from that of water, and very often the extent of the gelatinous investment can only be detected by staining, or by immersion of the Algae in Indian ink in the living state. The mucus stains with various aniline dyes such as fuchsine, safranin, methylene-blue, and gentian-violet. It is also coloured more or less deeply by ruthenium red.

Sometimes the gelatinization occurs only on one side of the wall, with the result that the cells appear to be stalked, as in Hormotila (fig. 115 C).

It is in the majority of the Protococcales, and in the Conjugatae, that the cells, colonies, or filaments are so conspicuously enveloped in a gelatinous covering. In the former group the jelly is very largely the result of the gelatinization of the outer layers of the wall, whereas in most of the Conjugatae the mucilage is secreted directly by the protoplast and passes through
definite pores in the cell-wall. In the Desmidiaceae it exhibits a distinct radiating fibrillar structure.

In many of the Green Algae there are various inorganic salts present in small quantities in the cell-wall, and not infrequently traces of silica.

Protoplasmic continuity between the cells of the thallus has not been shown to exist in the multicellular Green Algae, notwithstanding the pores which are sometimes present in the cell-wall. In the Conjugate the cells of most of the filamentous forms are quite able to lead an independent existence.

There is a definite and well-differentiated nucleus present in the cells of all Green Algae; but, of course, in the coenocytic forms, and in the segments of the incompletely septate forms, there are many protoplasts, and therefore many nuclei, within the confines of the cell-wall. In outward shape the nucleus may be spherical, ellipsoidal or lenticular. The details of the nuclear structure are as yet very meagre, but, in general, the resting nucleus presents a fine reticulum with a few thickenings at the angles of the meshes. There is a conspicuous nucleolus in many cases, but this structure may be somewhat irregular and compound, as shown by Lutman ('11) in Closterium Ehrenbergii. Nuclei with several nucleoli have also been described. In most of the Chlorophyceae the nuclei are very small, a fact which materially increases the difficulties of their detailed study. The general structure of the nuclei of the Chlorophyceae thus far investigated is essentially the same, and is not materially different from the nuclear structure exhibited by higher plants (vide McAllister, '13).

In all those Green Algae in which the nuclear structure has been studied in detail the nuclear division has been shown to be mitotic. The genus *Spirogyra* has received most attention in this respect, and Pfeffer has shown that by etherizing the living cells the division could be changed from

---

**Fig. 88. Different types of zoogonidia.** *A*, zoogonidium of *Cladophora*, × about 2000 (after Strasburger); *B*, zoogonidium of *Microspora stagnorum* (Kätz.) Lagerh., ×1000; *C*, zoogonidium of *Tribonema bombycinum* (Ag.) Derb. & Sol., ×900; *D*, zoogonidium of a large species of *Edogonium*, ×800. *ch*, chromatophores; *ki*, kinoplasm; *n*, nucleus; *ol*, oil globule; *py*, pyrenoid; *s*, starch; *st*, stigma (or pigment spot).
mitotic to amitotic. Gerassimoff also found that the cells of Spirogyra underwent amitotic division on loss of tone due to numbers of associated bacteria and other organisms. The published accounts of the mitosis in Spirogyra are not in agreement, but it is very probable that such discrepancies as occur are due to differences of interpretation of the same phenomena and perhaps also to defective technique. McAllister (13) has shown that in the mitosis of Tetraspora lubrica 'the conduct of the chromatin in spireme formation, the origin and development of the spindle, and the mode of formation of the cell-plate are processes the same as in Angiosperms.'

In the multicellular forms division may occur in any, or all, the cells of the thallus, so that growth is to a great extent intercalary; or cell-division may be restricted to the apical cell of each branch. In the Zygnemaceae and in the Siphonocladiales the transverse walls arise as a ring-shaped septum which gradually extends inwards. On the other hand, the formation of the cell-plate in Tetraspora and in Edogonium begins between the daughter-nuclei, and the wall extends outwards as in higher plants.

In the Volvocineae the vegetative cells are provided with cilia, and the zoogonidia and gametes of other groups are also ciliated. In the living cell the cilia can but rarely be observed, and only when their movements have become feeble or sluggish. A 2 per cent. solution of cocaine is often useful in causing the cilia to come to rest. They can generally be well observed by rapidly killing the cells by means of 1 per cent. osmic acid or by iodine solution. They can also be stained by methods essentially similar to those employed in staining the cilia of Bacteria, especially the tannin and carbol-fuchsin method, which gives good permanent preparations in which the cilia are stained bright red. In the small sub-family of the Tetrasporaceae the cells are peculiar in the possession of motionless 'pseudocilia,' which in Apiocystis Brauniana are sometimes very distinct and can be plainly observed without staining.

In the large group of the Conjugatae cilia do not occur.

The CHROMATOPHORES (which in all the Green Algae are CHLOROPLASTS) are bright green or sometimes yellow-green in colour. The pigments are chlorophyll and xanthophyll, the former being as a rule greatly in excess of the latter. With the exception

W. A.

Fig. 89. Escape of the zoogonidium in Edogonium; A, E. Boscii (Le. Cl.) Wittr.; B, E. Hirnii Gutw. x 460. Each zoogonidium possesses an anterior circlet of cilia.
of certain of the Conjugatae the Green Algae do not apparently possess a protein pigment soluble in water such as the phycoeyanin of the Myxophyceae or the closely related red pigment of the Rhodophyceae. The chloroplasts may be solitary or numerous, with entire margins, or with margins so lobed and incised as to present an almost infinite variety of form. In most families they are parietal, but the elaborate chloroplasts of the majority of Desmids, and those of Zygnema, Prasiola, etc., are axile. In some genera the parietal chloroplasts are ribbon-like or band-like, being wound spirally round the interior of the cell-wall (Spirogyra and some species of Spirotenia), and in others the axile chloroplast is furnished with spirally twisted ridges after the manner of screw threads (some species of Spirotenia). It is difficult to account for the extraordinary diversity in the form of chromatophores, especially as that diversity may be found even in the members of one family, as in the case of the Desmidiaeae. They all perform the same function, and yet Algae, with chromatophores entirely different both in form and disposition, live in association under precisely the same conditions. Oltmanns’ comparison of the variability in the shape of chromatophores with the variability in the shape of the leaves of higher plants is a very apt one. In the lower types, and in a few of the higher types, the chloroplasts are sometimes very massive, in consequence of which it is difficult to ascertain their exact shape and limitations by direct observation; but very often they occupy only a relatively small part of the cytoplasm, in which case they are mostly clear and well-defined. In a few cases the chlorophyll is diffuse, no part of the cytoplasm being specially demarcated for the lodgment of the colouring matter. This has been definitely shown by Timberlake (’01) to be the case in Hydrodictyon reticulatum, and it seems probable that a similar condition may exist in other Green Algae in which the chloroplasts are obscure.

In the terminal cells of piliferous branches, and also in the cells of rhizoids, chloroplasts may be reduced or entirely wanting. To some extent the chloroplasts are characteristic of the different families and genera.

In the chloroplasts of most Green Algae are pyrenoids, which consist of a central crystalloidal portion of protein surrounded by a starchy envelope of variable magnitude. The most important part of the pyrenoid is the central protein portion, which is of the nature of an aleurone grain, and in many of the lower types the envelope of starch either does not exist or is reduced to a minimum. In the higher types and especially in the Conjugate, the accumulation of starch in the form of rounded or angular grains around the protein is often so great that the protein material is with difficulty detected in the living cell. The protein centre of the pyrenoid stains with practically all nuclear stains, and very deep staining may be obtained by acid-fuchsin after fixation with picric-sulphuric acid or an alcoholic solution of corrosive sublimate.
Pyrenoids and starch

Pyrenoids sometimes divide equally or unequally on the division of the cell and they may multiply within the limits of any one chloroplast. They often disappear completely, and they can arise spontaneously in the chloroplasts of many of the filamentous and unicellular Green Algae. They can be caused to disappear by starvation and they are often conspicuous in well nourished cells. Although there are many Green Algae in which pyrenoids never occur, there is much evidence to show that in others their presence or absence is largely a question of nutrition. Under certain circumstances they may be entirely absent from the chloroplasts of Desmids or even those of Spirogyra.

Chuniiewski's hypothesis that the pyrenoid was a permanent cell-organ always arising by the division of pre-existing pyrenoids is incorrect, as pyrenoids often arise de novo, especially in young cells. Also, Meyer's view that pyrenoids have no function other than that of a protein-reserve is not entirely correct, as Timberlake has shown very clearly in the case of Hydrodictyon that the pyrenoid is actually the seat of those processes resulting in starch-formation, and that a portion of it becomes converted into starch, presumably by other complex chemical processes. Timberlake takes the view that 'the

pyrenoid is an active body, differentiated in the chlorophyll-bearing cytoplasm, which in co-operation with the latter acts as the base of the process of starch-formation.' In Hydrodictyon all the starch grains originate from the pyrenoids and gradually get pushed out into the cytoplasm. All the starch is therefore 'pyrenoid-starch.' This has been shown by Lutman (10) to be the case in Closterium Ehrenbergii. But starch-formation does, of course, occur in the chloroplasts of Green Algae which have no pyrenoids, and this starch might very well be regarded as 'stroma-starch,' since its method of formation is presumably different. Thus, although Klebs was wrong in attempting to discriminate between 'pyrenoid-starch' and 'stroma-starch' in Hydrodictyon, in which Alga Timberlake has shown that the difference does not exist, yet 'stroma-starch' occurs in those chloroplasts without pyrenoids, and there is no reason why it should not occur in some chloroplasts which possess pyrenoids.

In Dicranochete reniformis, one of the setigerous members of the Protococcales, Hieronymus (92) states that not only does the central portion

Fig. 90. A and B, optical sections of two pyrenoids (with associated starch grains) of Hydrodictyon reticulatum (Linn.) Lagerh. x 2250 (after Timberlake). C and D, pyrenoids (with associated starch grains) of Closterium Ehrenbergii Menegh. x 1250 (after Lutman); C is an optical section, and D the surface view; py, pyrenoid; s, starch grains.
of the pyrenoid consist of a protein crystallloid but that the envelope is also of a protein nature.

In the Chlorophyceae the stored product of photosynthetic activity is for the most part starch. The exceptions to this are the Heterokontae, in which the reserve is always a fatty oil, several of the larger species of Mesostiridium in the Desmidiaceae, certain species of Conochete, Protococcus, Asterococcus, Schizochlamys, etc. and the genus Vaucheria, in which oil is stored instead of starch. Oil globules also frequently appear in a number of other Green Algae in the late autumn. In the genus Trentepohlia oil may be stored in considerable quantity, and there is frequently dissolved in it a red or orange-red pigment which is one of the carotins.

Some of the genera of the Chlorophyceae, belonging to the Chaetophoridae, Aphanocheteae, Coleocheteae, and Edogoniaceae, possess either hairs or bristles, which may be direct outgrowths of the cell-wall, as in the bristles of Chaetosiphonidium, Conochete, or Aphanochete, or finely attenuated, setigerous branches, as in various members of the Chaetophoraceae. In Bulbochete the bristles originate as tubular outgrowths from the apical region of the cells, and possess a hollow, swollen base. In Coleochete the delicate bristles are conspicuously sheathed at the base.

In those genera in which the thallus is permanently or temporarily attached there are often developed rhizoid-like organs of attachment, which are known as hold-fasts (or haptera). Except in the Cladophoraceae, Ulvaceae, Trentepohliae, Siphonales and Siphonocladiales, these hold-fasts are, however, for the most part, only developed on young plants.

Multiplication occurs in the unicellular forms by cell-division (Desmidiaceae and many Protococcales), and in some of the filamentous genera by the fragmentation of the filament (many of the Zygnemaceae), or by the detachment of smaller or larger portions of the thallus. The last-mentioned method, which is really a proliferation of the thallus, is well shown in the genus Caulerpa, and to a less extent in Monostroma and Prasiola.

Vegetative propagation may also take place by gemmae (which have also been termed 'cysts'). These are frequently unicellular, or 2—3-celled, and are mostly formed in the autumn as a means of surviving the winter in a vegetative condition. They occur only in a few Green Algae, but are known in the Zygnemaceae, Ulotrichaceae, and Cladophoraceae (in which they are cconocysts); and in the Vancheriaceae, also, special short segments of the cconocysts are often cut off for the same purpose. The walls of the gemma-cells are generally of considerable thickness.

Asexual reproduction by zoogonidia (or, as they are commonly termed, zoospores) is general throughout the Green Algae, although there is a
notable exception in the Conjugatae, in which motile reproductive cells are entirely wanting. They are also absent in the family Caulerpaceae of the Siphonales and in the Autosporaceae of the Protococcales. They arise in a zoogonidangium, which may be formed from an ordinary vegetative cell without change of form, or may be a considerably modified asexual reproductive organ.

The zoogonidia are small protoplasts formed singly by the rejuvenescence of the contents of a cell, or more frequently in numbers either by successive bipartition of the original protoplast or by free cell-formation. The whole of the original protoplast, or in the case of cenocytes the entire protoplasm, is not necessarily used up during the formation of the zoogonidia. In many cases a peripheral hyaline part of the protoplasm takes no part in this formation of reproductive cells, but becomes converted into a colourless mucilage which plays an important part in the escape of the zoogonidia. It is often largely owing to the pressure exerted by the swelling of this mucus that the weakest spot in the wall of the zoogonidangium is broken through and the zoogonidia (or 'swarm-spores') permitted to escape. These may swim away directly into the surrounding water or they may be held for a limited time within a delicate vesicle protruded from the orifice of the zoogonidangium.

It is possible to induce the formation of zoogonidia in some Chlorophyceae by transferring them from a nutritive solution to distilled water or pure spring water, or to a solution of much less concentration. Placing in the dark sometimes assists the process, as in the case of Vaucheria. Change from a lower to a higher temperature (such as when Green Algae are brought from their natural habitats into a laboratory) may also cause the production of zoogonidia.

The zoogonidia are naked protoplasts destitute of a cell-wall, and furnished with two, four, or many cilia attached to the narrower anterior end; that is, the end which is carried foremost in swimming. This anterior extremity is sometimes drawn out into a small beak-like or wart-like projection of a hyaline character, in which case the cilia are attached at or around its base, as in the zoogonidia of Cladophora (fig. 88 A) or of Edogonium (fig. 88 D). This beak-like part of the protoplast is stated by Strasburger to consist of 'kinoplasm.' Each zoogonidium may possess one or more chloroplasts, and is frequently provided with two minute contractile vacuoles situated in front of the nucleus close to the anterior extremity. A red pigment-spot (or stigma) is often present, usually in an anterior and

1 In the genus Vaucheria the single large zoogonidium is a compound structure which may in all probability be regarded as representing the fusion of a large number of small biciliated zoogonidia such as are typical of the Isokontae.

2 The zoogonidia of certain Algae belonging to the Heterokontae have been described as possessing only one cillum, but in those cases in which the zoogonidia have been carefully re-examined the second, much shorter, cillum has been discovered.
lateral position. The rapid vibratile action of the cilia causes the zoogonidium to swim quickly through the water, but the movements of some zoogonidia are much more rapid than others. After a time (of variable length, but rarely more than an hour or two) the zoogonidium comes to rest, the cilia disappear, the protoplast secretes a cellulose wall, and the quiescent zoogonidium develops into a new plant (consult figs. 185 H—J; 189 G). Many zoogonidia on coming to rest attach themselves by their anterior colourless extremity, which often develops into a hold-fast of greater or less complexity.

Pascher ('09) has found that in some of the Ulotrichales the swarm-spores may soon lose their cilia and then creep about in an ameboid manner for half to three-quarters of an hour, after which they settle down and germinate in the ordinary way.

All zoogonidia must be regarded as homologous structures, and as will be emphasized in subsequent paragraphs they must also be considered as the direct representatives of the vegetative individuals of the primitive motile forms which were derived from the Flagellata.

In some groups (Protozooccales, Ulotrichales, various Heterokontae), single non-motile gonidia are frequently produced from the vegetative cells. If the gonidium is formed by the rejuvenescence of the cell and the original cell-wall is retained as part of the final thick wall, the gonidium is said to be an akinete (fig. 91 A, B, and D). If, on the other hand, the rejuvenescence results in the formation of an entirely new cell-wall around the protoplast, so that the gonidium is only set free by the rupture of the original cell-wall, the reproductive cell is known as an aplanospore (fig. 91 C and E). Some of these non-motile asexual gonidia germinate at once, but others undergo a variable period of rest before germination and are often termed 'hypnospores.'
Sexual reproduction. From the point of view of sexuality the Chlorophyceae present a most interesting, and almost unique, series of forms. Within the group are to be found all conditions from a simple gamogenesis to the union of highly specialized gametes. Every degree of differentiation of the gametes is met with from those which are externally alike (isogametes) to those which are to a lesser or greater degree unlike (heterogametes). The union of the gametes results in a zygote, which may be either a zygospore or an oospore.

The term ‘sexual’ is often used to embrace all forms of gamogenesis, and is in this sense firmly established in botanical literature. It would, however, be more scientifically accurate to distinguish between gamogenesis (or the mere fusion of gametes) and sexual reproduction in the narrower sense (which should be restricted to those cases where there is a fusion of clearly differentiated $\sigma$ and $\varphi$ gametes). From this point of view, therefore, gamogenesis although including sexual reproduction is not identical with it. It must be remarked, however, that the gradation is so fine, especially in the Chlorophyceae, that the distinction is scarcely worth making. Sometimes, as in many of the Zygnemaceae, the gametes are morphologically indistinguishable but physiologically differentiated, and in these cases there is often a morphological differentiation of the gametangia (consult fig. 92 A).

The zygospore is formed by the union of like (or nearly like) gametes, such as takes place in many of the Protococcales, Ulotrichales, Desmidicaceae, etc., and is the result of a gamogenesis in which there are no external sexual differences between the gametes themselves. The gametes arise in gametangia. In the unicellular forms the cell itself becomes the gametangium (Desmidicaceae, many Protococcales, etc.), and in the multicellular forms the ordinary vegetative cells become the gametangium with or without some external change of form (Zygnemaceae, Ulotrichales, etc.). In the Conjugate the gametangium gives origin to only one large non-ciliated aplanogamete, but in other groups it is more usual for several ciliated planogametes to be formed in one gametangium.
Chlorophyceae

The planogametes are usually very similar to the zoogonidia, although they are generally somewhat smaller and there may be slight differences in the ciliation.

In those Chlorophyceae with dissimilar sexual cells the female organ consists of an oogonium, which is usually more or less spherical (Edogoniaceae), sometimes attenuated into a beak (Vaucheria), or more rarely produced at the apex into a long, narrow tube, the trichogyne (Coleochætaceæ). At the time of fertilization the oogonium contains only one female cell (the egg-cell or oosphere), except in the Sphæropleaceæ, in which there are numerous oospheres, the oogonium having in this case been originally a cœnocyte. The oosphere is generally a spherical cell containing chloroplasts, and often with a clear, colourless area at one side, known as the receptive spot. This spot is, as a rule, directly opposite the opening of the ripe oogonium and it is the point at which the antherozoid fuses with the oosphere.

The male organ is known as the antheridium, and is usually unicellular. In Cylindrocapsa and some species of Edogonium, however, it may consist of many cells. Each antheridial cell often gives rise to a number of male cells or antherozoids (= spermatozooids), but in the Edogoniaceae it gives rise to two and in the Coleochætaceæ to only one. The antherozoids may resemble the asexual zoogonidia, but are always much smaller. They are commonly pear-shaped, but may be elongate and almost rod-like. They possess two cilia, which are generally inserted at the pointed end, but in Volvox globator, Vaucheria, etc., the insertion is lateral (fig. 93 F), and in the Edogoniaceæ there is a small circlet of cilia around the narrower, anterior end. They are as a rule faintly coloured, either yellow or green, and they often possess a red pigment-spot.

In all cases, with the exception of Aphanochæte, the oosphere is non-ciliated and remains in situ in the parent plant, being fertilized within the oogonium. The result of fertilization is an oospore.

It is in the Volvocaceæ that the evolution of sexuality is so remarkably displayed. There is in the different members of this group a complete series of transition-stages from the simplest form of gamogenesis to the highest type of oogamy, with antherozoids and passive oospheres. Even in the one
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Fig. 93. Various forms of antherozoids of Green Algae. A, Sphæroplea annulina (Roth) Ag.; B, Volvox aureus Ehrenb.; C, Aphanochæte repens A. Br.; D, Edogonium sp.; E, Coleochæte pulvinata A. Br.; F, Vaucheria sessilis (Vauch.) D.C. All × about 900.
Alternation of generations

The genus *Chlamydomonas* is the most primitive form of gamogenesis exists alongside a gamogenesis which has all the essential characteristics of true oogamy. In the Ulotrichales, also, there are all stages between the simplest gamogenesis, such as occurs in *Ulothrix*, to the highest type of oogamy such as is found in *Cylindrocapsa* and *Coleochaete*. In fact, in the genus *Ulothrix* the very beginnings of sexuality are observed, since the zoogonidia may be facultative gametes.

These statements, although very brief, are sufficient to show that in the Green Algae the important upward step from asexual to sexual reproduction has been accomplished independently in more than one group.

**Alternation of Generations.** Much interest is necessarily attached to the life-histories of the Chlorophyceae by reason of the slight indications in various families of what has been suspected to be an alternation of generations.

From the experimental work which has so far been done on the Green Algae it is possible to conclude with some certainty that in the great majority of forms there is no obligatory succession of phases which can rightly be termed an 'alternation of generations.' The recurrent and alternating phases which are such a marked feature of Archegoniate Plants are at all times associated with distinct cytological differences. The nucleus of the cell of the sporophyte (or asexual generation) has twice as many chromosomes as the nucleus of the cell of the gametophyte (or sexual generation). On the sexual coalescence of the male and female gametes to form the zygote the number of chromosomes is doubled, and in the first division of the zygote, and in all subsequent divisions in the sporophyte generation developed from it, this number (2n) is maintained. The inauguration of the gametophyte generation is by a reduction division, the number of chromosomes being reduced to one half (n), and this number is retained in all subsequent nuclear divisions in the gametophyte. The gametophyte is thus known as the *haploid* generation in contrast to the *diploid* or sporophyte generation. The latter is regarded by some authorities as a post-sexual phase interpolated between sexual fusion and chromosome-reduction.

The question naturally arises as to how far this conception of the sporophyte can be applied to any phase in the life-histories of the various Green Algae; and in view of the fact that the first land-plants very probably originated from forms not greatly different from some of the existing Chlorophyceae, there is a further interest in the endeavour to obtain from these life-histories some clue to the origin of the sporophyte of the Archegoniate.

The researches of Klebs ('96) and others have shown that in certain of the Chlorophyceae the various methods of propagation are largely dependent upon external conditions, and that to some extent the desired methods may be
brought about at any time by employing the requisite combination of the operative factors. This may be partially or wholly true of many other Green Alge; and since it is well known that the average Green Alga is exceedingly sensitive to external influences, it is not improbable that various combinations of the external factors really determine the successive phases of its life-history. There are, however, among the different groups of Alge, a number of known cases in which certain successive phases are obligatory, and over which the external factors have little control. Among the Chlorophyceae these examples are relatively very few.

Certain post-sexual phenomena of an obligatory character occur in the Ulotrichaceae, the Conjugatae, the Ædagoniales, and in some other groups of the Chlorophyceae, notably in the Coleocharitaceae.

In Ulothrix zonata the quiescent zoogonidium grows into a typical Ulothrix-filament, but the zygospore develops into a dwarf plant quite different in appearance from the normal one. This dwarf individual then gives origin to a brood of zoogonidia, each of which ultimately grows into a typical filament. Thus there is in this Alga what may possibly be a first indication of an alternation of generations, but in the absence of all knowledge of the cytology of the phenomena such an interpretation must be entirely of the nature of a surmise.

In one or two of the Conjugatae it has been ascertained that a twice-repeated division of the nucleus follows immediately on the sexual fusion in the zygote. Of these four nuclei, two are large and two are small, and one large and one small one go into each of the two cells resulting from the division of the zygote. The smaller nuclei gradually disappear, and although there is no positive evidence of reduction of chromosomes, yet as half the nuclei are discarded it is possible that the phenomenon is a reduction process.

The zygote of Ædagonium divides into four cells on germination, each of which becomes a ciliated zoospore. In some species it has been demonstrated that these zoospores produce only small asexual plants, and even several generations of asexual plants may be formed before the next sexual plant. This fact has given rise to the suggestion that there is in Ædagonium a rudimentary sporophyte generation, which is comparable to and homologous with that of the Archegoniatae. That this is the case is very doubtful even though the so-called sporophyte occupies the same relative position in the life-cycle. It is quite possible that the division of the zygote into four may represent a chromosome reduction, although as yet there is no positive evidence of this.

A still more interesting case is that of Coleochæte. In this Alga a period of rest follows nuclear fusion in the zygote, and the latter on germination divides to form octants, and further divisions result in some cases in as many as 32 cells. Each of these cells becomes (or gives origin to) a zoospore of
Occurrence and distribution

quite a different character from the ordinary zoogonidia of the gametophytic thallus. The zoospore on germination produces a small asexual plant, and there may be several generations of such asexual plants before a full-grown sexual plant is formed. This phase in the life-history of Coleochaete has generally been regarded in recent years as a rudimentary sporophyte generation, for the reasons that it is both post-sexual and asexual, and occupies the same relative place in the life-cycle of the Alga as the sporophyte of the Archegoniatae. In a recent publication by Allen ('05), who followed out the nuclear changes on the germination of the zygote, it is stated that the first division is a reduction division. Some confirmation of this statement is certainly desirable since it means that the so-called sporophyte of Coleochaete is haploid and therefore part of the gametophyte generation. This development of Coleochaete is by analogy a simple sporophyte, and it seems probable that the precisely similar post-sexual development of Edogonium is homologous with it; but in view of Allen's statements, especially if confirmed, it is scarcely possible to regard these post-sexual phenomena as phylogenetic fore-runners of the sporophyte of the Archegoniatae.

The term “sporophyte” has in recent years acquired a definite interpretation as the non-sexual phase which occurs between sexual fusion and chromosome-reduction, and if it be true that in the Chlorophyceae chromosome-reduction follows immediately upon sexual fusion, the sporophyte generation simply does not exist in these Algae.

Since in the Chlorophyceae the actual plant is the gametophyte, and the production of motile asexual reproductive cells does not involve any cytological change, they are referred to throughout this volume as 'zoogonidia.'

Occurrence and Distribution. The Chlorophyceae exist in the most varied habitats, occurring in every conceivable damp or wet situation to which light can penetrate. Some are epiphytes (Coleochaete, Aphanochete, Trentepohlia, etc.), others endophytes (Endoderna, Acrochete, Blastophysa, etc.), and a few are partial parasites (Phyllosiphon spp., Cephaleuros spp., Coccopyce Ophiurae). The great majority of the Green Algae are exclusively confined to fresh water. The marine forms mostly belong to the relatively small groups of the Siphonales, Siphonocladiales, and Ulvales, all three of which also include a few freshwater representatives.

The Chlorophyceous vegetation of northern seas differs very much from that of tropical seas. In the more northern colder oceans the Green Algae are of little importance except for the Ulvaceae and some of the Cladophoraceae, and such forms as occur are mostly confined to the uppermost part of the sublittoral region. In the tropics, on the other hand, not only are various members of Ulvaceae and Cladophoraceae abundant, but the three families Codiaeae, Valoniaceae and Caulerpaceae, which are almost absent from northern seas, are
developed luxuriantly, being represented by a large number of forms. The ability of these Algae to grow in loose, muddy or sandy bottoms enables them to occur in great masses and extend to a depth of more than 20 fathoms. Many of them are also incrusted with lime and they contribute greatly to the various marine deposits, not merely in the bays and lagoons, but also in the more open sea. The gravelly sea-shores of these regions often consist very largely of the remains of calcareous Green Algae.

There are some small marine genera of the Ulotrichales, mostly epiphytes, and a few marine species of Ulothrix. The latter appear to be confined to northern seas, being strangely absent from the tropics. There are also a few marine species of Prasiola, but of the large group of the Protococcales scarcely half-a-dozen live in marine habitats, and only one is of importance, viz.—Halosphaera viridis. There are no marine forms of the Heterokontæ, nor of the Conjugeate.

The brackish-water Chlorophyceæ are very scanty, consisting of a few species of the Ulvales and of the Cladophoraceæ, together with some species of Vaucheria and Ulothrix, to which can be added a few members of the Protococcales, such as Oocystis submarina and Brachiononas submarina.

It has been found that certain freshwater members of the Chlorophyceæ are able to adapt themselves to an existence in salt water. Richter ('92) stated that the lower the organization of the Alga the better its power of adaptation, but Comère ('03) found that only those Algae with a robust structure could successfully withstand immersion in salt water. Comère succeeded in growing species of Edogonium and a freshwater species of Cladophora in water containing 3.5 per cent. of sodium chloride, Vaucheria sessilis in water containing 2 per cent., and some of the large species of Spirogyra in water containing from 1.8—2 per cent. Richter affirmed that Edogonium, Spirogyra, or Vaucheria have less power of adaptation to life in salt water than Stichococcus or Tetraspora, but this statement has not been verified. Notwithstanding the somewhat contradictory nature of Richter's and Comère's experiments, it appears that certain of the freshwater Chlorophyceæ can adapt themselves to an increasing salinity of the water in a manner comparable with the adaptation of a few forms of the Green Algae to a life in hot water. Both these observers found that in all cases the salinity of the water caused the cells to increase in size, and when the concentration was high malformation of the cells invariably occurred. Starch at first disappeared from the cells, but reappeared when the adaptation was more complete.

Techet ('04) has found that many of the marine Chlorophyceæ exhibit great power of accommodation to changes in the salinity of the water. Experiments with Cladophora trichotoma showed that this Alga could withstand a salinity from 1.8 per cent. to 8.5 per cent., and that when the salinity reached 13.2 per cent. the plant produced quantities of zoogonidia and then
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perished. Techet also found (‘08) in the genera Halimeda, Udotea, Valonia, and Acetabularia, that plants in water of weak salinity grew more rapidly and were less branched than in more strongly saline solutions.

The adaptation of certain freshwater Algae to a life in salt water depends upon the power to absorb salts from outside and thus permanently acquire an increased osmotic pressure within the living cell. Some Green Algae are apparently able to bring about such osmotic changes in a very slow and gradual manner, others rather more quickly, but the great majority not at all. It is in this way that certain types of Green Algae have been able to migrate from fresh water into brackish water and finally into the sea. The inability of most Green Algae to adapt themselves to a considerable change in the osmotic strength of the cell-sap accounts for the fact that comparatively few of them are inhabitants of the sea.

A large number of the Green Algae are minute forms occurring in bogs, pools and lakes among the leaves of submerged aquatic macrophytes, and often adherent to them by means of mucus. A considerable number are constituents of the freshwater plankton, not infrequently dominating it during the warm period of the year.

A few of the Chlorophyceae have become constituents of the thalli of many Lichens, having entered into a symbiotic relationship with some fungus, although, as before explained (p. 37), this phase of symbiosis may in many cases be one of helotism. It is mostly one or two of the unicellular and colonial members of the Protococceaceae which are thus found. These Algae are for the most part indeterminable, the effect of their prolonged association with the fungus having so modified them that even cultures very often do not afford a clue to their exact identity. In the aquatic species of Verrucaria the algal constituent is also one of the Protococceaceae.

Apart from members of the Protococceaceae, which occur in large numbers of crustaceous, foliaceous and fruticose lichens, species of Trentepohlia occur in Arthonia, Coenogonium, Graphis, Gyalaeta, and Racadum; and Phycopeltis expansa occurs in Strigula complanata.

Even species of Cladophora and Vaucheria are stated thus to associate themselves with a fungus; and the simplest, and probably the most primitive, of all lichens, Botrydina vulgaris, contains the Alga Coccomyxa subellipsoidea Acton (‘09).

1 Livingston (‘00) showed that the stimulus which caused the alteration of form in the developmental stages of a species of Stigeoclonium (Myxomena) was the change in the osmotic pressure of the medium in which the Alga was growing. He showed that a high osmotic pressure (1) decreased vegetative activity, (2) inhibited the production of zoogonidia, (3) caused cylindrical cells to become spherical, and (4) freed the Alga from certain limitations as to the orientation of planes of cell-division. On the contrary a low osmotic pressure (1) increased vegetative activity, (2) accelerated the production of zoogonidia, (3) caused developing cells to become cylindrical, and (4) determined the orientation of the planes of cell-division. The inability of most Green Algae to change more than very slightly the osmotic pressure within the living cell may therefore be in part responsible for the relatively small amount of polymorphism in the Chlorophyceae (see p. 145).
Bialosuknia ('09) has carefully studied the Pleurococcoceous Alga in the thallus of Lecanora tartarea and named it Diplosphera Chodati, but it might be better regarded only as a form of a Protococcus modified by its long association with a fungus.

Some of the Green Algae have become symbiotically related to various animals. In the Protococcales 'zoochlorellae' (of the genus Chlorella) occur in the cells of Hydra viridis and various Infusoria; a species of Carteria is intimately bound up with the nutrition and habits of the worm Convoluta Roscoffensis: a member of the Ulotrichales (probably a Gongrosira) is apparently symbiotically associated with the common freshwater sponge, and the siphonocladiaceous genus Struvea is similarly related to the sponge Halichondria (fig. 94).

Quite a number of the Chlorophyceae are inhabitants of the Arctic and Antarctic areas, and are capable of withstanding prolonged freezing. Among these are several species of Chlamydomonas, and another species of this genus (Chl. nivalis) is the Red Snow plant. In this connection the observations of Teodoresco ('09) on the zoogonidia (= vegetative cells) of Dunaliella are interesting, as he showed that their movements only ceased when the temperature of the salt water had been lowered to somewhere between $-17^\circ$ C. and $-22.5^\circ$ C.
Cultures. It is often very desirable to be able to cultivate Green Algae after they have been removed from their natural surroundings. In this way it is sometimes possible, by the exercise of due care, to obtain an insight into phases of their life-history which have previously been very obscure. The Algae should be grown as nearly as possible under natural conditions, and filtered rain-water or tap-water may be used for some of the coarser kinds, which also require a considerable volume of water. Filtered water from Sphagnum-bogs is most useful as a medium in which to grow numerous Green Algae normally occurring in stagnant situations.

In some cases, more particularly for experimental purposes, it is desirable to use a nutritive medium containing rather more of the available raw food-materials than is to be found in a natural medium. It is, however, necessary from the very outset to warn the investigator that many of the Green Algae are very plastic organisms, and if the conditions of the culture are to a large extent abnormal (as compared with natural conditions), it is more than likely that strange phases and monstrous forms will be obtained, such as seldom if ever occur in nature. At the same time, it must be observed that a strange phase arising under abnormal conditions of culture may sometimes afford valuable evidence concerning phylogenetic relationships.

To obtain successful cultures, therefore, it is necessary that the conditions be as natural as possible, otherwise the development of monstrous forms will tend to lessen the value of the results obtained.

Most of the purely aquatic forms of the Chlorophyceae can be cultivated in distilled water to which a small quantity of some nutritive solution has been added. For the smaller species the vessels used may be Petri dishes, test-tubes plugged with cotton-wool, or better still, circular glass boxes with glass lids; but large Algae, such as Spirogyra, Edogonium, etc., are best given a large volume of water, preferably one or two gallons. The culture-vessels should be placed in a north window or in such a situation that they are never exposed to direct sunlight. Temperature is also one of the most important factors. Ordinary room and laboratory temperatures are in most cases rapidly fatal, and the culture-vessels are best kept in chambers the lower parts of which are lined with zinc, and through which cold tap-water can, if necessary, be kept constantly running.

There are a number of well-known culture solutions, all of which require to be used in a very dilute state. Some of them are as follows:

Knop's solution: Water 1000 grammes; 0.25 gr. of MgSO4; 1 gr. of Ca (NO3)2; 0.25 gr. of KH2PO4; 0.12 gr. of KCl; and a trace of FeCl3. This makes a strength of 0.172 per cent., which is about the right strength for ordinary purposes. Other strengths can be made according to requirements.

Klebs' solution: 4 parts of Ca (NO3)2; 1 part KH2PO4; 1 part of KNO3; 1 part MgSO4; made up in strengths from 0.2 to 1 per cent.
Artari's solution: Water 100 grammes; 0.25 gr. of NH₄NO₃; 0.1 gr. of KH₂PO₄; 0.025 gr. of MgSO₄; and trace of Fe₂Cl₆.

Beijerinck's solution: Water 100 grammes; 0.05 gr. of NH₄NO₃; 0.02 gr. of KH₂PO₄; 0.02 gr. of MgSO₄; 0.01 gr. of CaCl₂; and trace of FeSO₄.

Knop's solution in varying strengths, but always weak, gives very satisfactory results; and if greater concentrations are desired, the strength of the solution should be very gradually increased.

Many of the subaerial Chlorophyceae, such as Stichococcus, Coccomyxa, etc., can be cultivated on sterilized plates of porcelain or plaster of Paris which have been saturated with the weak culture solution. Sterilized porous pots of soil may also be used for the terrestrial species of Vaucheria.

Marshall Ward (99) used a mixture of the prepared culture solution and silica jelly, both of which were sterilized and poured into glass dishes.

It is sometimes desirable, especially if pure cultures are required, to begin with one or two individuals. These can be isolated, and placed either in a hanging-drop or in a small cell on an ordinary slide, the cell being constantly supplied with the culture solution by means of blotting-paper strips. Cultures of this kind, which it is often necessary to keep for a long time, are very liable to become infested with Bacteria and Fungi. This can be prevented without any detriment to the Algae, by the addition of 0.05 per cent. of neutral potassium chromate to the culture fluid, as recommended by Klebs, or by the addition of 0.01 per cent. of potassium bichromate, which Pallá states to be quite as efficacious.

Many Algae grow excellently in a fluid consisting only of filtered sterilized water obtained from the pools or bogs in which they were growing naturally.

Solid media, for very obvious reasons, do not give good results, and very often merely induce the formation of monstrosities and abnormal states. Agar-agar is rather better than gelatin, especially if it be dissolved in 0.2 per cent. Knop's solution. Some few of the Protococcales and some of the Green Flagellates can be cultivated on this medium, but such results as are obtained are not often of much value.

Some of the Protococcales of the plankton can be cultivated by using the filtered water from a boiled plankton-catch, or by using the sterilized filtrate from a plankton-catch a few days old.

The Conjugate are decidedly difficult Algae to cultivate, and it is soon found that the conditions of culture suitable for one species are often a complete failure in the case of another. Desmids thrive best in filtered water from upland Sphagnum-bogs. In some of the Zygnemaceae conjugation can sometimes be hastened by exposing to sunlight, and also by placing in a 2—4 per cent. solution of maltose or saccharose. The same result may be obtained by first putting the Algae into weak Knop's solution (not more than 0.2 per cent.) for about a week and then transferring to distilled water.

As a general rule, cultures of the Green Algae thrive best when exposed to diffuse daylight. In cultures under coloured light, Dangeard (99) has shown that Chlorella develops best in red and orange light, feebly in violet and not at all in green light. Changes in intensity of light, from diffuse light to darkness or vice versa, sometimes promote the formation of zoogonidia, as may also changes in the composition of the culture solution.

1 The author has obtained normal cultures of Ulothrix subtilis and of two species of Cosmarium on agar-agar dissolved in 0.2 per cent. Knop's solution.

For the most recent work on the culture of certain forms of Green Algae on solid media consult Kufferath (13) and especially Chodat (13). The last-named author has attempted to split up the widely distributed Alga Scenedesmus quadricauda into a number of 'species' on cultural characters. He has also recently described many cultural 'species' of Chlorella.
Polymorphism

Concerning the so-called "polymorphism" in the Chlorophyceae there has been written quite a considerable algological literature, much of which consists of records of superficial and inaccurate observations, accompanied by expressions of opinion based upon defective evidence. Polymorphism, by which is meant the occurrence in nature of several different alternative vegetative forms of one and the same species, occurs to a very much less extent in the Algae than has been so persistently advocated by some authors.

Hansgirg, Wolle, Borzi, and others, have stated at different times that there is a very wide polymorphism among Green Algae, that most of the lower types are merely stages in the life-histories of the higher types, and that many of the "genera" of the Protozoaceae are merely the polymorphic forms of one Alga. Chodat, also, in his earlier essays, was a believer in wide polymorphism among many Green Algae. Most of these statements are assumptions which are not supported in any way by modern scientific evidence, and they have in a large measure been due to misjudgment and lack of precise methods of investigation. The evidence rested in nearly every case on the occurrence together in one habitat, perhaps even in one matrix, of many different Algae in various stages of growth\(^1\). There is a great similarity between the various stages of closely allied species, and sometimes between certain stages of widely separated species, and since they may be all commingled in one stratum or mass, very exact methods are required to unravel the separate life-histories.

In the natural state, many of the unicells almost invariably live intermingled with others; but because the physiological conditions of this associate life appear to be necessary for their existence, it does not follow that they are merely forms of one another, even if fancied intermediate states have been recorded\(^2\).

It is more especially the methods of pure culture followed out by Klebs and his pupils, by Beijerinck ('02; '03), Grintzesko ('02), and later by Chodat ('02; '09; '13), that have given the false hypothesis of wide polymorphism its death-blow; although it must not be overlooked that exact observations of the living Algae under natural conditions were equally against the theory of wide polymorphism (Archer '62; G. S. W. '99; '04). The methods of pure culture simply clinched the arguments for the stability of algal species. Pure
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\(^1\) See also p. 30.

\(^2\) The most recent advocate of the doctrine of wide polymorphism is Playfair, who in a paper entitled "Polymorphism and life-history in the Desmidiaceae" (*Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales*, xxxv, 1910) has put forward ideas regarding the wide Polymorphism of Desmids which are in entire disagreement with all biological principles. The value of his statements may be judged by his remarks on the Peridinieæ, Flagellata, etc., concerning which he makes assertions which are contrary to all the known biological facts relating to these organisms—Assertions which have repeatedly been proved to be fallacious by the careful work of numerous investigators.
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cultures conducted by exact scientific methods have shown that specific stability, even among the Protococcales, Volvocales, Flagellata, etc., is quite as constant as among higher plants.

If the cultures are carried out under conditions which are nearly natural, very valuable results often accrue, but cultures in sugar solutions and on gelatin or agar require the most careful interpretation. Some Green Algae are much more plastic than others, but even the least susceptible members of the Protococcales are generally profoundly modified when grown under such abnormal conditions. It is quite justifiable to say that some of the statements made in consequence of the superficial examination of such cultures (which often abound in monstrosities) have resulted in positive harm.

In one of his later works, Chodat (09) has admitted that the belief in wide polymorphism is not borne out by such facts as can be obtained from pure cultures, and it would seem evident that his former views, although based upon culture experiments, were the outcome of contaminated or impure cultures. He states (09) that there are certain Algae which by their extreme variability merit the name 'polymorphic,' if by that name it is understood that a plant may present itself under many aspects without change of nature; but their polymorphism is of the same order as that which is exhibited by most plants. He is also unable to support the views of Hansgirg, and states that his pure cultures have shown that alongside those Algae which are polymorphic 'there are always as many, if not more, which present a remarkable stability.' This is a great admission from one who formerly believed in wide polymorphism 1; and had Chodat's pure cultures been under more natural conditions, his recently expressed views on polymorphism would perhaps have been even more circumscribed.

Such polymorphism as occurs in the Chlorophyceæ is of a very limited character. The Protoderma-state of Protococcus (Pleurococcus of most authors), the Dactylococcus-state of Scenedesmus; obliquus, the Palmella-state of Chlamydomonas and of certain species of Ulothrix and Stichococcus, the Hormidium- and Schizogonium-states of Prasiola, and the Gongrosira-states of Cladophora are among the few definite examples.

Some economic aspects of Green Algae. The prolific growth of members of the Ulvaceæ, more especially of Ulva Lactuca, has sometimes proved a nuisance to sea-side communities owing to the obnoxious smell

1 Another conversion, which resulted from the acquirement of greater experience, was seen in the case of Klebs. The views he expressed in one of his earlier works (Ueber die Formen einiger Gattungen der Desmidiaceen Ostpreussens, Königsberg, 1879), in which he lumped together all sorts of unrelated species, have received almost greater condemnation from his own subsequent researches than from the work of other investigators.
of the decaying plants. Cotton (‘11) has shown that two conditions are 
requisite for this extensive growth of Ulva: (1) the absence of rough water, 
and (2) the presence of a substratum which affords a suitable anchorage for 
the plants. In muddy estuaries the ‘byssus’ of mussels is found to be a 
particularly secure attachment, and where sewage pollution occurs the growth 
of the Ulva may be very rank, the smell becoming most offensive on the 
decomposition of the plants. In some localities this Ulva-nuisance has 
become an acute problem, as for instance in Belfast Lough.

Freshwater Algae of various kinds frequently prove a nuisance in reservoirs 
and in ornamental lakes. It is possible to get rid of an objectionable 
growth of such Algae (Chlorophyceæ, Bacillariæ and Myxophyceæ) by the 
use of minute quantities of copper sulphate. It has been shown, more 
especially by Moore & Kellermann (‘05), that the amount of copper sul-
phate necessary to eradicate the Algae is exceedingly small, in most cases 
one part in two millions1 being quite sufficient. They have also shown that 
the actual quantity necessary to bring about the required result is dependent 
to a great extent upon the species to be dealt with.

A few genera of Green Algae (along with many Brown and some Red 
Algae) are used as food by the Japanese. The only important species are 
Codium mucronatum, Ulva Lactuca, Enteromorpha linza and E. intestinalis. 
In Hawaii, also, Green Algae belonging to the Ulvaceæ serve as food, ‘Limu 
elele’ consisting of Enteromorpha intestinalis, and ‘Limu pahapaha’ of Ulva 
Lactuca var. laciniata and U. fasciata (consult Setchell ’05).

A large species of Spirogyra is dried and sold in bundles as a vegetable 
for food-purposes in the markets of Upper Burma (W. & G. S. W. ’07).

In an air-dry state these Algae contain about 3 per cent. of fat, and from 
5 to 13 per cent. of protein, although nothing is known of the utility of the 
protein. The percentage of carbohydrates varies very much, and the simple 
sugars are of rare occurrence. Most of the carbohydrates in the above-men-
tioned Green Algae are polysaccharides of the nature of pentosans which are 
with difficulty utilized by the human digestive tract (Alsberg ’12).

* * *

The foregoing summary will be found useful as a brief general account 
of the Algae included in the Chlorophyceæ, but owing to the great diversity 
in form and structure, and the wonderfully varied life-histories exhibited 
by the Green Algae, no advantage would be gained by an extension of such 
a general review. Hence, for the sake of greater clearness, a more sectional 
treatment is both necessary and desirable.

PHYLOGENY AND CLASSIFICATION. During recent years so many dis-
coversies have been made concerning the life-histories and relationships of

1 Approximately 8 oz. of crude copper sulphate to every 100,000 gallons of water.
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Green Algae that their classification now rests upon a much more certain basis than at any previous time. In fact, notwithstanding the large amount of work yet remaining to be done, more particularly among the lower types, it is unlikely that subsequent discoveries will involve any considerable change of principle. The most important result of this recent work is the recognition by the more experienced of algological investigators that the various groups of the Green Algae have originated by a progressive evolution, either directly or indirectly, from flagellated ancestors, and that the cytological structure of the motile zoogonidia furnishes a reliable key to phylogenetic relationship.

Following up the suggestion of Bohlin (97) that certain of the Green Algae, by reason of their cytological structure, formed a very natural group which should be embraced in the 'Confervales' of Borzi (89), Luther (99) discovered that in all cases when these Algae had been carefully examined the zoogonidia had been found to possess two unequal cilia. He also pointed out that this was the case in certain Flagellate forms in which the cytological structure was very similar. He therefore proposed to remove all these Algae from the Chlorophyceae and place them in a group of equal standing which he named the 'Heterokonta.' He brought forward at the same time considerable evidence to show that this group possessed other definite cytological peculiarities, and most probably had a direct Flagellate ancestry.

Bohlin (01), in a very suggestive paper on the phylogeny of Green Algae, attempted to trace each of the principal groups back to an independent origin from the Flagellata. His suggested classification was as follows:

Heterokonta.
A. Confervales.
   Families: (Chloramebacaceae); Chlorosaccaceae; Chlorotheciacaceae; Confer-vaceae; Botrydiaceae.
B. Vaucheriales.
   Families: (Vacuolaraceae); Vaucheriaceae.

Chlorophyceae.
A. Conjugatae.
   Families: Desmidiaceae; Zygnemaceae; Mesocarpaceae.
B. Siphonace.
   Families: Codiateae; Caulerpaceae; Bryopsidaceae; Dasycladaceae; Valoniaceae;
   Chladephoraceae; Sphaeropleaceae.
C. Protopococoidaceae.
   Families: Hydrodictyaceae; Volvocinaceae; Chlamydomonadaceae; Protococ-caeae; Tetrasporaceae; Oocystaceae.
D. Ulotrichales.
   Families: Ulaceae; (?Stichococcaceae); Ulotrichaceae (incl. Cylindrocapsa);
   Ctenocladaceae; Coleochaeceae; ?Chroolepidaceae.
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E. Microsporales.
   Family: Microsporaceae.
F. Stephanoconotae.
   Family: ÕEdogoniaceae.

Shortly afterwards, Blackman & Tansley (02) pursued somewhat further the lines suggested by Bohlin and Luther, separating not only Luther's 'Heterokontae,' but also the ÕEdogoniales as Bohlin's 'Stephanokontae,' and the Conjugatae as the 'Akontae,' from the remainder of the Chlorophyceae, which were placed under the 'Isokontae.' They also accepted Bohlin’s suggestion that all these four groups were phylogenetically independent and that each group had most probably had a direct Flagellate ancestry.

The bold effort of the above-mentioned authors to establish a reliable basis for the classification of the Green Algae was in every way admirable in its broad outlines. Many matters of detail have required readjustment, and certain theoretical questions have had to be considerably discounted; but notwithstanding its defects, this combined effort, due in the first instance to the inspirations of Swedish algologists, will always remain as the one which paved the way for the establishment of a sound classification of the Chlorophyceae.

The following is a brief synopsis of the recent proposals concerning the classification of Green Algae, with critical remarks thereon. It will be found useful for purposes of reference only, as a strict comparison of the various propositions is not possible from such a synopsis, owing to the frequent use of the same group-names in widely different senses.

I. Blackman & Tansley (02) advocated the separation of the three groups of the Heterokontae, Stephanokontae, and Akontae from the remainder of the Chlorophyceae, which were placed in the Isokontae. With these four primary divisions the present author is in entire agreement, provided they are regarded as groups of Green Algae of equal standing. The ancestry of the Heterokontae and Isokontae is in some respects fairly clear, but that of the Akontae and Stephanokontae is most obscure. The separation of the Stephanokontae is based upon the great constancy of the characters of the zoogonidia in the Isokontae and Heterokontae series, and the absence of intermediate forms between any of these types of zoogonidia and the multiciliated zoogonidium of the Stephanokontae. In this classification the authors followed Bohlin in placing the Vaucheriaceae in the Heterokontae, and Palla in the arrangement of the Conjugatae. They did not, however, accept Bohlin’s disposition of the Microsporales as a group parallel with the Ulotrichales. Briefly, the arrangement was as follows:

Class I. Isokontae.
   Series I. Protococcales.
      Group 1. Volvocineae.
         Families: Polylepharidaceae; Chlamydomonadaceae; Polytomaceae; Phacotaceae; Volvocaceae.
Group 2. Tetrasporineae.
  Families: Tetrasporaceae; Gleocystaceae; Selenastraceae; Phytieliaceae;
           Pleurococcaeeae.
Group 3. Chlorococcineae.
  Families: Chlorococcaceae; Endospheraeeae; Hydrodictyaceae.
Series 2. Siphonales.
  Group 1. Siphoneae.
    Families: Protosiphonaceae; Bryopsidaceae; Derbesiaceae; Caulerpaceae;
             Codiaeae; Verticillatae.
  Group 2. Siphonocladae.
    Families: Valoniaceae; Gomontiaceae; Cladophoraceae; Sphaeropleaceae.
Series 3. Ulvales.
  Family: Ulvaceae.
Series 4. Ulotrichales.
  Families: Ulotrichaceae; Prasiolaceae; Microsporaceae; Cylindrocap-
           sacese; Chaeophoraceae; Chaeotrophonaceae; Colocchiaceae; Chro-
           lepidaceae.

Class II. Stephanokontae.
    Family: Edogoniaceae.

Class III. Conjugate (Akontae).
  Series 1. Desmidioidae.
    Families: Archidesmidiaceae; Eudesmidiaceae.
  Series 2. Zygnemoideae.
    Families: Spirogyraceae; Zygnemaceae; Mongeatiaceae.

Class IV. Heterokontae.
  Series 1. Chloromonadales.
    Families: Chloramebacae; Vacuoliaceae; Chlorosaccaceae.
  Series 2. Con ferracles.
    Families: Chlorotheciacae; Confraceae; Botrydiaceae.
    Families: Vaucheriaceae; Phyllosiphonaceae.

II. In the Treatise on the British Freshwater Algae (G. S. West, '04) the classification put forward was not essentially different from that suggested by Bohlin, except that the genus Prasiola was placed in a separate group, the Schizogoniatae. It would have been better, however, if the Heterokontae had not been given such undue prominence, and the Conjugatae removed from the middle of those Algae which are now regarded as constituting the Isokontae. The detailed treatment of the Conjugatae was entirely different from that followed by Blackman & Tansley, and the Vaucheriaceae were retained in the Siphoneae. Bohlin was followed in regarding the genus Microspora as the sole representative of the group 'Microsporales.'

III. Oltmanns ('04) put forward a classification of Green Algae in many ways peculiar. His inclusion of the diatoms within the Akontae is not only extraordinary, but constitutes an extension of the group 'Akontae' which can hardly be countenanced and is most decidedly confusing. Similarly, his division of the Conjugatae into the Mesoteniaceae, Zygnemaceae and Desmidiaceae, with the inclusion of Genicularia and Gonatozygon in the Zygnemaceae, is not altogether in accordance with the present-day knowledge of this group.
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There is little, if any, justification for the inclusion of the Tetrasporaceae (especially as constituted by Oltmanns) in the 'Volvocales,' and it is very doubtful if the Volvocineae have sufficient claims to be removed from the Protozoaceae and elevated to a group of equal rank (the 'Volvocales'). The 'Halosphaeraceae,' established to include Halosphaera and Eremosphaera, is purely artificial, as everything known concerning these algae indicates that they are in no way nearly related. There seems little need for the 'Scenedesmaeae,' which if Dictyospherium be excluded, is equivalent to the Autosporeaceae (the 'Protococcaceae Autosporeae' of Chodat) and also with very slight differences is synonymous with Blackman & Tansley's 'Selenastraceae.' Oltmanns' inclusion of the Ceogoniaceae within the Ulotrichales is in striking contrast to his whole-hearted acceptance of the Heterokontae as a primary group; and his use of the name 'Protococcaceae' is not altogether in agreement with its original meaning, but is in part synonymous with the modern conception of the Chlorochytriacese (= Endosphaeraceae). The Vaucheriaceae is retained within the Siphonales. In outline the arrangement is as follows:

**Heterokontae.**

Families: Chloromonadaceae; Convervaceae; Botrydiaceae; Chlorotheciaceae.

_Acontae_ (Zygothyceae).

a. Conjugate.

Families: Mesotaeaceae; Zygmenaceae; Desmidaceae.

b. Bacillariaceae.

**Chlorophyceae.**

a. Volvocales.

Families: Polyblepharidaceae; Chlorodendraceae; Chlamydomonadaceae; Phacotaceae; Volvocaceae; Tetrasporaceae.

b. Protozoaceae.

Families: Protococcaceae; Protosiphonaceae; Halosphaeraceae; Scenedesmaeae; Hydrodictyaceae.

c. Ulotrichales.

Families: Ulotrichaceae; Ulvaceae; Prasiolaceae; Cylindrochlopsaceae; Oedogoniaceae; Chaetophoraceae; Aphanochetaceae; Coleochetaceae; Chroolepidaceae.

d. Siphonochalidiales.

Families: Cladophoraceae; Siphonochalidaceae; Valoniaceae; Dasychitaceae; Spheropleaceae.

e. Siphonales.

Families: Codiales; Bryopsidaceae; Derbesiaceae; Caulerpaceae; Vaucheriaceae.

IV. CHODAT has recently ('09) proposed a 'natural system' of classification for the Green Algae, but in many respects the proposed system is very confusing. It is briefly as follows:

A. _Meiotrichales._

Series I. Protozoaceae.

Families: Volvocaceae; Palmellaceae; Protococcaceae (Prot. Zoosporae; Prot. autosporeae; Prot. hemizoosporae).

Series II. Pleurozoaceae.

Families: Ulotrichaceae; Ulvaceae; Pleurococcaceae; Prasiolaceae; Chaetophoraceae; Coleochetaceae.
Series III. Chlorolepidales.
   Family: Chlorolepidaceae.

Series IV. Siphonales (sensu Oltmanns).

B. Pleotrichales.
   Series I. Edogoniales.
      Family: Edogoniaceae.

C. Atrichales.
   Series I. Conjugate.
      Families: Desmidiaceae; Zygnemaceae.

It will be noticed that the Heterokontae are missing from the above scheme, Chodat having placed them [along with the Peridiniae, Bacillariae, and the Euglenaceae] within the Phaeophyceae!

The creation of the three new names Meiotrichales, Pleotrichales and Atrichales seems scarcely necessary, as they are merely equivalent to the older and better names of the Isokontae, Stephanokontae and Akontae. Moreover, they have the great disadvantage that the termination -trichales (and also -trichacae) in the group-names of Algae has so far been exclusively used in reference to hair-like branches and filaments, and not to cilia.

It is doubtful if there is any real justification for the inclusion of the 'Pleurococcaceae,' Ulotrichaceae and Chaetophoraceae within the one series of the 'Pleurococcales,' apart from the extraordinary use of this group-name to include filamentous and branched Green Algae. The Chaetophoraceae are merely the branched forms of the Ulotrichaceae, and the evolutionary series of the latter through such forms as Geminella, Stichococcus, etc., is almost perfect, the most probable origin of the lower types being from some of the Tetrasporine Protococcales with thin cell-walls and simple parietal chloroplasts. Chodat also includes the Ulvaceae in his 'Pleurococcaceae,' without giving any reasons for such a step, and he places Balbochae (surely by an accident) in the Coleochetaeaceae.

The foregoing classification has been very recently modified by Chodat ('13), the principal alterations being in the 'Meiotrichales,' in which 'series I Protococcales' is changed to 'series I Cystosporae' and 'series II Pleurococcales' is changed to 'series II Paritales."

V. Wille ('09) recognizes neither the Heterokontae nor the Stephanokontae, and his proposed new classification is in some ways a retrogression. He still maintains the Conjugate as a group equivalent to the remainder of the Green Algae ('Chlorophyceae'), and the various members of the Heterokontae are scattered with little regard to their affinities among the families of the Protococcales and the Chaetophorales. It is difficult to see any reason for the inclusion of both Tribonema and Microspora in the Ulotrichaceae. Following West ('04) and Oltmanns ('04), Aphanochaete is regarded as the type of a separate family. Wille's 'Pleurococcaceae' is a very mixed assemblage, including some members of the Palmellaceae and Heterokontae, and one lichen (Botrydina). Elukatohrix is also included in the Pleurococcaceae, although this genus is so closely related to Ankistrodesmus as to be hardly separable from it. His Chaetophorales is enlarged in scope and somewhat unwieldy, and is certainly not equivalent to the 'Confervales.' His system is briefly as follows:

**Chlorophyceae.**

Class Protococcales.

Families: Volvocaceae; Tetrasporaceae; Botryococaceae; Pleurococcaceae; Protococaceae; Ophiocytaceae; Hydrogastraceae; Oocystaceae; Hydrodictyaceae; Celastraceae.
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Class Chaetophorales (Confervales).
Families: Ulvaceae; Ulotrichaceae; Blastosporaceae; Chaetophoraceae; Chroo-
lepidaceae; Wittrockiellaceae; Chaetopeltidaceae; Aphanochetaceae;
Coleochetaceae; Cylindrocapsaceae; ÕEdogoniaceae.

Class Siphonocladiales.
Families: Valoniaceae; Cladophoraceae; Dasycladaceae; Sphaeropleaceae.

Class Siphonales.
Families: Bryopsidaceae; Caulerpaceae; Derbesiaceae; Codiaeae; Vancheri-
aceae; Phyllosiphonaceae.

Conjugate.
Families: Desmidiaeae; Zygmemataceae; Mesocarpaceae.

In the present volume the general principles originally expounded by
the Swedish algologists are maintained, except for certain differences necessi-
tated by recent discoveries. The classification here set forth differs con-
siderably in detail from those just reviewed and is based, first, upon the
immense amount of recent work on the Green Algae, and, secondly, upon
the author's wide experience of these plants from many parts of the world.
Throughout the whole arrangement it has been necessary to keep constantly
in mind the tendency of so many modern investigators to give rather too
much emphasis to recently discovered characters, many of which are often
but of secondary or even of trivial importance.

The details of the classification will be allowed to unfold themselves
gradually, but four primary divisions of the Chlorophyceae are recognized
as fundamental.

\[
\text{CHLOROPHYCEÆ} = \begin{cases} 
\text{Division I. Isokontæ.} \\
\text{II. Akontæ.} \\
\text{III. Stephanokontæ.} \\
\text{IV. Heterokontæ.}
\end{cases}
\]
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Division I. ISOKONTÆ

This group of the Chlorophyceae is on the whole a very natural one and is based largely upon the constancy of the zoogonidium-characters. The name was first given by Blackman & Tansley ('02) to the large residue of the Green Algae after the Stephanokontæ, Akontæ (Conjugatae), and Heterokontæ had been removed. Since the group is undoubtedly homogeneous, it is unlikely that its general concept will be much changed in the future.

The plant-body is unicellular,œocytic, or multicellular; and sometimes (as in the Siphonocladiæ and Hydrodictyaceæ) it is an aggregate ofœocytes. In many forms the cells are associated to form colonies of variable limitations, sometimes loose and indefinite (Tetraspora, Coccomyxa, etc.), at other times compact and regular (Caulastrum, Scenedesmus, etc.). In the higher types the plant is a simple or branched filament, or even a plate-like expansion (Ulvalæ). The branches may be free (Chaetophoraceæ) or concrescent (some species of Coleochæte and Cephaleuros), or interwoven to form a more or less compact thallus (some forms of the Siphonales and Siphonocladiæ). The cell-wall is often to a considerable extent mucilaginous. Each cell contains one or more chloroplasts, and chlorophyll is the principal pigment, although xanthophyll is present in variable amount. The principal food-reserve is starch (or rarely, a fatty oil) and one or more pyrenoids are generally present in each chloroplast.

Reproduction occurs in most forms by zoogonidia of an ovoid form, to the narrower and usually colourless end of which two (or more rarely four) cilia of equal length are attached. Many of these zoogonidia possess a laterally placed pigment spot (or stigma), and a single bell-shaped or basin-shaped chloroplast usually occupies the rounder or posterior end of the cell. After a variable period of activity the zoogonidium comes to rest and soon germinates to form a new individual. Sometimes the zoogonidia are facultative gametes, but in many forms obligate gametes also occur. Such gametes are frequently similar to the zoogonidia and are known as planogametes. If they are all alike they are termed isogametes, but often they are differentiated into megagametes (female) and microgametes (male),
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It is considered that the origin of the thallus is towards a larger tendency or multiplication of the thallus (Monostroma, Prasiola, Caulerpa, Vaucheria, etc.). Reproduction also occurs in many of the families by akinetes or by aplanospores. The group of the Isokontae is of particular interest owing to the fact that it contains the great majority of the most primitive known forms of the Green Algae. It is only quite recently that an exact knowledge of some of these forms has been acquired, and there are yet very many about which the available information is of the scantiest nature. The details of the arrangement of some of the lower types may, therefore, require considerable readjustment before a really natural system of classification is finally built up.

Chodat (',97), from his observations on the lower forms of Green Algae, both in a state of nature and in cultures, suggested that the principal groups of the Chlorophyceae all had an origin in the Palmellaceae, one of the lowly families of the Protococcales. He recognized three conditions exhibited by the lower Green Algae (i.e. the Protococcales): (1) the zoospore-condition, the other two conditions being only transient; (2) the sporangium-condition or unicellular motionless stage, the other conditions being realized accidentally; (3) the Tetraspora-stage where non-motile cells are connected by regular cell-walls at right angles.

Blackman ('00); following the lines first indicated by Luther and Bohlin, considered that whatever tendencies were exhibited by the lower Green Algae, they had their origin in the motile unicellular Chlamydomonads. He defined more precisely the three divergent tendencies of the lower Green Algae, originally suggested by Chodat, as follows: (1) a Volvocine tendency towards the aggregation of motile vegetative cells into gradually larger and more specialized motile true cœnobia; (2) a Tetrasporine tendency towards the formation of aggregations by the juxtaposition of the products of septate vegetative cell-division to form non-motile organisms of increasing definiteness and solidarity; (3) an Endospherine tendency towards the reduction of the vegetative division and septate cell-formation to a minimum. There is every reason to believe that these divergent tendencies had their origin in the unicellular genus Chlamydomonas, and the Chlamydomonads must therefore be considered as the real primitive forms of green plants. The genus Chlamydomonas has been extensively studied in recent years, and more than 30 species are known to occur, all of which possess more or less distinctive cytological characters. Unfavourable conditions produce in this genus the so-called 'palmella-state,' which is the beginning of the
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non-motile existence such as predominates in the Palmellaceæ. In the latter family the cells sometimes escape from their old walls, develop a pair of cilia, and become motile zoogonidia. Blackman remarks that the 'formation of zoospores is then nothing but reversion to an ancestral type of vegetative existence for a biological advantage, and all the vegetative existence of the higher Algae is phylogenetically a new intercalation into the life-history of the motile Chlamydomonal which is permanently in the zoospore-condition, though walled, and in which zoospore-formation and vegetative cell-division are one and indistinguishably the same thing.'

There seems to be no doubt that Chlamydomonas has itself arisen from certain of the autotrophic Flagellata, through the family Polyblepharidaceæ. In this family intermediate forms are found which, although exhibiting preponderating algal characters, yet afford clear evidence that it is quite impossible to draw a sharp line of demarcation between the Flagellata and the primitive Green Algae. Zumstein (99) has shown that some Flagellates may be either green and holophytic or colourless and saprophytic according to the available food-substances. Just as green and brown organisms occur among the Flagellata, so do colourless forms occur among the lower Algae. Polytoma uvella Ehrenb. is really a colourless member of the Chlamydomonadeæ; and Prototheca moriformis Krüger, Mycotetraëdron cellare Hansg., and Chionaster nivalis (Bohlin) Wille should be similarly regarded as colourless members of the Autosporaceæ.

The first of the three lines of descent along which the Protococcales appear to have evolved, in consequence of the Volvocine tendency, has resulted in the production of a series of organisms of gradually increasing complexity, which constitute the Volvocaceæ. This line of evolution has terminated blindly in the genus Volvox.

The second line of evolution, resulting from the Tetrasporine tendency, is the most important, having been the chief line of descent of the great majority of the Isokontæ, including nearly all the higher types of the Green Algae. Indeed, it is along this line that in all probability all the higher green plants have arisen. In its initial stages this tendency resulted in the production of a series of forms in which vegetative cell-division gradually replaced the formation of zoogonidia as the chief method of propagation. In this way the Palmellaceæ came into existence, and from this family most of the other Isokontan families have arisen.

The third line of descent from the Chlamydomonal type is to be associated with the Chlorococccine tendency, which has resulted in various Algae from which vegetative cell-division is absent, multiplication of individuals taking place only by the formation of zoogonidia or motile gametes. The plants are mostly coenocytes and unseptate, with a gregarious habit. This

1 Previously known as the Endosphaerine tendency.
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line of evolution has resulted in no Green Alge of importance, and like the Volvocine series has not emerged from the confines of the Protococcales, unless Blackman's suggestion as to the origin of the Siphonales is a correct one (see p. 223). The tendency to retain the unicellular or unseptate form in the adult plant and to restrict multiplication entirely to small motile cells is found in the Chlorochytries, Dicranochætææ, Characææ and Halosphæriææ. These small groups have therefore been placed alongside one another in the family Planosporaceæ. A similar multiplication also occurs in the coenobic Hydrodictyaceæ.

The evolutionary lines within the Protococcales may be represented as follows:

A careful consideration of our present knowledge of the Isokontææ leads one to the conclusion that there are only six natural groups into which it can be divided. These groups, both for convenience and for the sake of consistency, are here termed 'orders,' and are as follows:

1. Protococcales.
2. Siphonales.
3. Siphonocladiales.
4. Ulvales.
5. Schizogoniales.
6. Ulotrichales.
Order 1. **PROTOCOCCALES.**

The Algae of this order are *mostly unicellular*, motile or non-motile, or less frequently simple cœnocytes. *The cells are often aggregated to form loose irregular colonies and are frequently embedded in a copious mucilage. In a few forms there is a definite cœnobium*, which may be a cœnobium of cœnocytes, but a definite multicellular thallus does not occur. The order includes the lowest and the most primitive of the Green Algae, forms through which all the higher groups of the Isokontæ have been evolved. Various members of the Protococcales are to be found in every conceivable situation in which Algae will grow, and they display a wonderful diversity of character. The cell-wall is sometimes very delicate, but at other times firm and thick, and there is often a great development of mucilage. The number of chloroplasts varies much in the different genera, and so does their disposition. Pyrenoids may or may not be present.

Many of the lower types multiply by simple cell-division in one or more directions of space. All the various reproductive processes found within the whole range of the Isokontæ occur in the Protococcales. One type of asexual spore (or gonidium), the *autospore*, is worthy of special mention. A number of autospores are generally produced within the distended mother-cell, each spore usually developing the complete (or almost complete) characters of the parent-cell before liberation (figs. 121, 125, 126, etc.). In some of the cœnobic forms the plants are reproduced by the formation of autocolonies (figs. 128 and 133).

The three lines of descent which are generally recognized as originating in the Protococcales necessitate a subdivision of the group into three series as follows:

**Sub-order Volvocineæ.**
- Family Polyblepharidaceæ.
- Family Sphaerellaceæ.
- Family Volvocaceæ.

**Sub-order Tetrasporineæ.**
- Family Palmellaceæ.
- Family Dictyosphaeriaceæ.
- Family Protococcaceæ.
- Family Autosporaceæ.
- Family Chaetopeltidaceæ.

**Sub-order Chlorococcineæ.**
- Family Planosporaceæ.
- Family Hydrodictyaceæ.

---

1 A *œnobium* is a compact colony of definite form, the number of cells in which remains constant so long as the colony exists. All the cells arise either as gonidia or zoogonidia within the original mother-cell, and therefore belong to the same generation. The adult cœnobium is formed by the regular grouping of the motile or non-motile gonidia, no further increase in the number of cells ever taking place.
Characters of Volvocineæ

Sub-order VOLVOCINEÆ.

The Alge of this sub-order are unicellular or they consist of definite cœnobia of cells. They are distinguished from all other members of the Protococcales by being ciliated and motile during their dominant or vegetative phase. The cœnobia consist of cells which are regularly disposed within the swollen wall of a mother-cell, being either disconnected or joined together by protoplasmic processes. With the exception of a few marine or brackish-water forms among the unicells, all the members of the Volvocineæ are inhabitants of fresh water, occurring in ponds, pools, lakes and rivers. Many of them have a distinct liking for rain-water pools.

The cells are rounded or ovoid, more rarely compressed, with two or rarely four cilia attached to the anterior end, which is generally narrowed. Sometimes there is an expanded wing-like part of the cell-wall which gives the cell an angular or somewhat irregularly lobed contour (Pteromonas, Lobomonas). The protoplasm of the anterior region of the cells is hyaline in character, and (except in the Sphaerellaceæ) usually contains two contractile vacuoles the pulsations of which are said to be alternate. The single nucleus generally occupies a central position in the cell. There is one chloroplast in each cell, very variable in form and disposition, but often basin-shaped or bell-shaped and filling up most of the broader posterior part of the cell. It contains one or more pyrenoids. A red pigment-spot (or stigma) occurs at the periphery of the cell in a lateral position, generally towards the anterior end but sometimes median or posterior in position. A distinct cell-wall is present in all the Volvocineæ with the exception of the few members of the Polyblepharidaceæ.

In the unicellular forms multiplication takes place by the division of the contents of the mother-cell into 2, 4 or 8 daughter-cells, and the latter are new motile individuals strictly homologous with the zoogonidia of other groups of the Isokontæ. In the more primitive types, such as the Polyblepharidaceæ, the plane of the first cell-division is longitudinal, but in all the higher forms this plane is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the cell. In the cœnobic forms, multiplication occurs by the formation of daughter-cœnobia, which are developed from some or all of the cells of the mother-cœnobium, and ultimately set free by the dissolution of the mucilage which bound together the cells of the original colony. The young colonies are really ‘autocolonies’ in every way comparable with those which are formed in the cœnobic genera of the Antosporaceæ.

Gamogenetic reproduction occurs in most of the forms by the union of isogamous planogametes, formed in a similar manner to the asexual daughter-cells (zoogonidia), but in greater numbers. In some forms, including all the
higher types, there is marked heterogamy, sexual reproduction occurring by the union of heterogametes. Various grades of heterogamy can be observed in the Volvocine series, the highest types exhibiting true oogamy with highly specialized antherozoids and oospheres. The zygote invariably rests for a period before germination.

In passing from the lower to the higher members of the Volvocineae there is a more striking progressive evolution of forms than is exhibited in any other family of Algae; indeed, it is one of the most perfect evolutionary series known to the biologist. There is a progressive increase in the number of cells and in the size of the eocenobium, accompanied by a marked differentiation of reproductive from vegetative (or somatic) cells, and associated with these phenomena is a gradual replacement of isogamy by heterogamy, ultimately reaching the highest condition of oogamy.

The Volvocineae connect the Green Algae with the Flagellata, an extensive group of unicellular organisms of very varied character from which it is now generally recognized that the Chlorophyceae have been phylogenetically derived. Klebs (92) was the first investigator to study in a careful and comprehensive manner the varied organisms included in the Flagellata, which are a group of the Protista exhibiting a mixture of animal and vegetable characters. Since then our knowledge of the Flagellates has greatly increased, and it is well known that among the heterogeneous assemblage of forms embraced in the group the distinction between animal and vegetable organisms entirely breaks down. In the Flagellata are found the phylogenetic starting-points of many lines of descent, both animal and vegetable, and the group is one which should be studied by every serious student of biology. Klebs drew up the characters which distinguish the Flagellata from the Volvocineae, and he showed that a great consensus of characters united the Volvocineae with the Green Algae and separated them from the organisms included in the Flagellata. All subsequent researches have consistently supported Klebs' statements, and the Volvocineae must therefore be regarded as a group of motile Green Algae.

Oltmanns (04) and Pascher (12) have both placed the Volvocineae as a group—the Volvocales—equivalent in rank to the Protococcales or Ulotrichales. It must be confessed, however, that a careful enquiry into the general organization of the Volvocineae scarcely supports this view, which gives undue prominence to the unicellular and colonial motile forms of the Isokonta. These certainly constitute a distinct group, not to be confused with any other; and indeed, the beautiful evolutionary series of the Volvocaceae is

1 The inclusion of the Volvocineae in a modern text-book of Zoology is difficult to reconcile with the present state of our knowledge of the Green Algae and the Flagellata, and can only be regarded as a relic of the chaos which existed a quarter of a century ago.

Dangeard's work (98; 01) on the nuclei of the Chlamydomonadae has also demonstrated that in contrast to the primitive and divergent types of nuclear structure and nuclear division exhibited by the Protozoa, the mitosis, even of the lowest of the Volvocaceae, does not differ essentially from that which occurs in higher plants.
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almost unique; but even Volvox, which is the culminating form of the series, can hardly be considered as having emerged from the Protococcales. It is still but a fragile colony, the vegetative units of which are far more primitive than those constituting the cœnobia of Calastraæ, Sorastraæ, or Pediastraæ. The high degree of differentiation of the gametes in the higher forms, resulting in passive oospheræ of large size and active antherozoidæ of small size, is paralleled by the similar degree of sexual differentiation which has arisen in several families of the Ulotrichææ, and in Vaischeria among the Siphonales.

Although there have been three attempts at the formation of cœnobia within the Volvocineæ, each along a different line, that through Pandorina and Eudorina has apparently been the only successful one. Nothing appears to have been developed beyond Stephanosphaera in the Sphaerellaceæ and nothing beyond Spondylomorum in the Carteriææ, the cell-grouping in these types being biologically unsatisfactory.

One of the most important of recent suggestions concerning the Volvocineæ was made by Schmidle ('03), who showed that the affinities between Sphaerella (= Hæmatococcus) and Stephanosphaera were such that they...
must be regarded as closely related. For these two genera he proposed a new family, the Sphærellaceæ. This proposition has been further supported by the researches of Wollenweber ('08). A new classification of the 'Volvocales' has recently been set forth by Pascher ('12), in which he accepts the family Sphærellaceæ and proposes another, the Carteriaceæ, to include those members of the Volvocinæ which are furnished with four cilia. The three families of the Carteriaceæ, Sphærellaceæ and Chlamydomonadaceæ, as outlined by Pascher, are open to criticism since they do not appear to be parallel groups. The Sphærellaceæ are primitive with very distinctive cytological characters, but the Carteriaceæ and Chlamydomonadaceæ agree absolutely in the main points of their cytological structure except for the four cilia of the former and the two possessed by the latter. Such a character can hardly be accepted as the sole basis of separation of two families of Chlamydomonads when zogonidia (which are themselves homologous with Chlamydomonadine cells) possessing sometimes two and sometimes four cilia are found in the same species of certain of the Ulotrichales.

The diagram on p. 163 contains the suggestions for a possible scheme of evolution of the Volvocinæ. It will be seen that the Volvocaceæ are derived from the Polyblepharidaceæ, but that the Sphærellaceæ probably originated from some group of Flagellates closely allied to those from which the Polyblepharids were themselves evolved.

Family Polyblepharidaceæ.

This is a small but interesting family the members of which exhibit a mixture of Flagellate and Volvocine characters. They are distinguished from all the other Volvocinæ by the absence of a definite secreted cell-wall. The body of the cell is invested only by a protoplasmic membrane (fig. 95 E) and, with the possible exception of Pyramimonas, is able within prescribed limits to undergo certain changes of form. Two, four, or more cilia (often termed flagella) are attached to the anterior end of the cell. These cilia are rather thick (much thicker than those in the Volvocaceæ), and in Pyramimonas delicatulus Griffiths ('09) a weak solution of commercial formalin blisters them in such a way (fig. 95 H) as to indicate that the cilium is not a homogeneous rod, but a structure in which the peripheral part is of a denser character than the more central portion. The movements of some species have been stated to be rather more of the Flagellate than of the Volvocine type, but this is not so in Pyramimonas and Dunaliella. The chloroplast is of the typical Volvocine kind and contains a pyrenoid. A pigment-spot is present in some forms but absent in others.

1 Pascher has attempted to overcome this difficulty by splitting up the genera Ulothrix and Stigeoclonium (= Myxonema) on grounds which appear to be inadequate.
Multiplication takes place by longitudinal fission, in some forms commencing at the anterior and in others at the posterior extremity. Resting-cells are formed by the direct encystment of the motile individuals. Gametes of a more or less isogamous character occur in *Dunaliella* (Teodoresco, '05), and they fuse in pairs to form zygotes.

The most primitive genus of the family is *Polyblepharides*, in which the body of the cell is conical with a broad anterior end to which are attached from six to eight cilia. In *Pyramimonas*, which possesses only four cilia, the cell-body is also more or less conical, and is four-lobed in the anterior region. *Chloraster*, which is furnished with five cilia, is much more prominently four-lobed in the middle region of the cell-body; and the biciliated *Asteromonas* has the cell-body extended into six rounded ridges which run antero-posteriorly and have their greatest development in the median part of the cell.

*Dunaliella* possesses only two cilia and is in every way the nearest approach to the Chlamydomonads. *Stephanoptera*, recently described by Dangeard (10) is very similar to *Pyramimonas*, but is only furnished with two cilia. It is thus a natural connecting-link between *Pyramimonas* and *Dunaliella*.

The genera included in this family are: *Polyblepharides* Dangeard, 1887; *Chloraster* Ehrenberg, 1848; *Pyramimonas* Schwarda, 1850; *Tetraota* Bützchil, 1887; *Dunaliella* Teodoresco, 1905; *Stephanoptera* Dangeard, 1910; *Asteromonas* Artari, 1913; *Spermatozopsis* Korschikoff, 1913.
Family *Sphaerellaceae*.

Although but recently proposed (Schmidle, ’03) and including only two genera, the unicellular *Sphärella* (= *Hæmatococcus*) and the colonial *Stephanosphära*, this family appears to be established upon a sound basis. There are two leading characters which distinguish the *Sphaerellaceae* from the *Volvocaceae*: (1) the form of the protoplast with its outstanding branched processes, and (2) the numerous contractile vacuoles. The presence of more than one pyrenoid in the chloroplast is an important although not a dis-
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**A**—**C**, vegetative individuals (=zoogonidia) of *Sphärella lacustris* (Girod.) Wittr. **A**, surface view; **B**, optical section (after Schmidle); **C**, zoogonidium from a 'snow-water-medium' (after Wollenweber). **D**—**F**, *Sphärella Drebakensæ* (Wollenw.) G. S. West. **D**, vegetative cell (zoogonidium) in optical section; **E**, gamete; **F**, resting cell (all after Wollenweber). **G** and **H**, portions of individual cells of *Stephanosphära pluvialis* Cohn, to show general cytology; **G**, after Wollenweber; **H**, after Schmidle. All x about 1000.

* n, nucleus; *cv*, contractile vacuole; *py*, pyrenoid; *st*, stigma; *v*, vacuole.

tinctive character. The peculiar nature of the protoplast, with its branched processes, has resulted in a corresponding modification of the cell-wall, which consists of a firm outer membrane, extending around all the branched tips of the processes, and an inner mucilaginous portion filling up the intervening space between the protoplast and the outer wall.

In *Sphärella* the protoplasmic extensions are generally distributed all round the protoplast (fig. 96 **A**—**D**), but in *Stephanosphära* they are mostly confined to the two extremities of the elongated cell (fig. 104 **K**). In both genera the chloroplast is more or less peripheral and appears to be reticulate in the mature cell, this condition being brought about by the formation of
cell-sap vacuoles in the interior of the cell, such vacuoles gradually extending outwards and so breaking down the chloroplast at various points. In *Stephanosphera* there are only two pyrenoids in the chloroplast (fig. 96 G and H), but in *Sphärella* there are from two to eight. There are numerous contractile vacuoles in the peripheral part of the protoplast, Wollenweber recording as many as 60 for *Sph. Dreebakensis*. In both genera the bright red pigment haematochrome is prominent, and in *Sphärella* both motile and resting-cells may be so completely tinged with red that the cytological characters of the living cell are entirely obscured. The haematochrome usually makes its first appearance in that part of the protoplast immediately surrounding the nucleus.

The motile vegetative cells (= zoogonidia) of *Sphärella* readily assume the condition of spherical resting-cells, which are completely red, 10—70 µ in diameter, and surrounded by a thick cellulose wall (fig. 96 F). All structural details are hidden by the haematochrome, which according to Zopf (95), is partly in solution in oil-drops and partly in a microcrystalline form. Divisions within the resting-cell result in the formation of 4, 8 or 16 daughter-cells. These become, under favourable conditions, vegetative motile cells (or megazoogonidia) which grow much in size while swimming about. If the conditions are unfavourable they remain as further resting-cells, so that it is possible for the resting-cells to increase greatly in numbers and gradually form a stratum. The motile cells may divide repeatedly to form further megazoogonidia or they may return to the resting-state. They may also form microzoogonidia (identical with the megazoogonidia except in size), 32 or 64 being formed in each cell. Some confusion appears to have existed in the past between the microzoogonidia and gametes; the former frequently die, or they may come to rest, form a cell-wall, and grow into normal resting-cells. Both Wollenweber (08) and Peebles (09) have observed isogametes (fig. 96 E), as many as 100 being formed in one gametangium. Conjugation of the gametes to form zygotes has also been observed.

In *Stephanosphera*, in which the coenobium normally consists of eight cells arranged in an equatorial zone within a tough spherical or ellipsoidal investment, multiplication occurs by the division of each cell of the coenobium, after having assumed a more or less globular form, into 4 or 8 daughter-cells, each group forming a new coenobium. Gamogenesis occurs by the conjugation of isogametes, of which 8, 16, or 32 are formed within the mother-cell. As in *Sphärella*, the gametes are fusiform in shape and they fuse laterally to form spherical ‘zygozoospores,’ which soon become quiescent and turn yellow-brown in colour.

Wollenweber (08) has shown that by appropriate methods of culture, *Sphärella* may be made to pass into any of its different states, yielding zoogonidia, zygotes, aplanospores, or palmella-state. He also showed (07) that a pigment-spot (or stigma)
occurs in all the three known species of *Sphærella*. The value of the haematochrome, which is found mainly in the resting-stage and is especially an accompaniment of diminished vitality, probably lies in its greater stability than chlorophyll, and perhaps also in its protective and heat-producing powers (Hazen, '99).

The resting-cells develop motile zoogonidia when transferred from old foul water into distilled water, and from long-continued darkness into light (Freund, '07).

The only genera are *Sphærella* Sommerfeld, 1824 (= *Hsematococcus* Agardh, 1828)¹ and *Stephanosphæra* Cohn, 1852, both of which are perhaps more confined to rain-water pools than any other members of the Volvacineae.

*Note.*—It would seem most natural to place the genus *Chlorogonium* Ehrenberg, 1830 (inclus. *Cercidium* Dang., 1888) with the *Sphærellaceae*, since its chloroplast is often as indefinite in its limitations as that of *Sphærella*, and is furnished with from 2 to 5 pyrenoids (or more in *Chl. enchlorum*); moreover the protoplast contains a number (12–16) of contractile vacuoles.

Family *Volvocaceae*.

This is much the largest family of the Volvacineae, and includes both unicellular and colonial forms. The most important unicellular genus is *Chlamydomonas*. The colonies consist of motile cœnobia of Chlamydomonadine cells, generally embedded in a mucilaginous envelope through which the cilia project. The cells possess a distinct cell-wall, which in most cases is in

1 Consult Hazen ('99); Wille ('03); and W. B. Grove, ' *Sphærella v. Mycosphereella*, Journ. Bot. 1912.
close contact with the protoplast. This character, and the presence of only two contractile vacuoles\(^1\) situated at the anterior end of the cell close to the base of the cilia, are the leading distinctions between the Volvocaceae and the Sphaerellaceae. In the majority of forms the chloroplast contains only one pyrenoid, although several normally occur in *Chlamydomonas giganteus* Dill and *Pleodorina illinoisensis* Kofoid; and Bachmann (’05) has occasionally observed two or three pyrenoids in specimens of *Chlamydomonas inhaerens*.

In the few forms included in the Carteriaceae (the Carteriacete of Pascher) the cells are furnished with four cilia.

The Volvocaceae may be subdivided as follows:

A. Cells with four cilia; unicellular or coenobic.  
B. Cells with two cilia.
   a. Unicellular. *Cell-wall thin but distinct.*  
   **Cell-wall firm and often thick, sometimes consisting of two loosely connected halves.**  
   b. Cells aggregated to form coenobia with very definite characters.

Sub-family CARTERIECE. All the genera of this sub-family possess four equal cilia attached to the anterior end of the cell. The principal genus is *Carteria*, in which the cells are spherical, ovoid or ellipsoid, and provided with a thin cell-wall. Near the attachment of the cilia are two small contractile vacuoles; and a conspicuous pigment-spot is present, although its position is variable. The chloroplast is large and massive, hollowed out anteriorly into the form of a basin or cup, and is usually furnished with a single conspicuous pyrenoid in its posterior thicker part (fig. 98 A and B). The presence of four cilia is the only feature distinguishing this genus from *Chlamydomonas*. In the formation of zoogonidia the first division-plane is longitudinal or slightly oblique. In several species quadriciliated isogametes are also known, which

---

\(^1\) In *Agloe* there is an additional group of three contractile vacuoles at the posterior end of the cell (vide Pascher, ’12).
fuse in pairs to form zygotes (fig. 98 D—F). One species of Carteria occurs symbiotically in the marine Planarian worm Convoluta roscoffensis (Keeble & Gamble, '07); this species is also of interest on account of the very few marine species of the Volvocaceae which are known to exist. An interesting genus is Scherffelia Pascher ('12), in which the cell is compressed, so that in cross-section it has somewhat the appearance of a thin biconvex lens. There are two plate-like chloroplasts, sometimes united posteriorly in Scherffelia Phacus, and no pyrenoid is present. In Sch. Phacus the cell-wall is laterally expanded into the rudiments of wings such as are more prominently developed in Pteromonas.

Tetrahedrales (fig. 102 4) is a colourless genus which is probably a degenerate derivative of Carteria, having assumed a saprophytic mode of existence.

The only colonial type is Spondyloporum quatermarium Ehrenb., which although known from both the New and the Old Worlds is much the rarest cenobic form of the Volvocaceae. The disposition of the cells forming the cenobium is unique amongst the Volvocineae. There are sixteen cells arranged in four tiers of four cells each, those of any one tier alternating with those immediately in front or behind. The cells are arranged on a central gelatinous axis so that their anterior extremities are directed approximately to the front end of the colony (fig. 99).

The genera are: Carteria Diesing, 1868 [incl. Pithicusus Dangeard, 1888, and Corbiera Dangeard, 1888]; Scherffelia Pascher, 1912; Spondyloporum Ehrenberg, 1848; and the colourless Tetrahedrales Semm.

Sub-family Chlamydomonadae. The most important genus of this sub-family is the unicellular Chlamydomonas. The cells are spherical, ovoid, subcylindrical, or rarely somewhat fusiform in shape, provided with a thin cell-wall and with two cilia. The chloroplast is very variable in form, but it is typically cup-shaped and occupies the posterior region of the cell, more or less surrounding a central part of the protoplast in which the nucleus is lodged (fig. 98 H and I). The genus includes approximately 30 species, in most of which there is a single pyrenoid in the chloroplast; but in some there are several pyrenoids and in others none. There is usually a pigment-spot in a lateral position, generally anterior but sometimes posterior. Each cell possesses a distinct cell-wall which sometimes gives a cellulose reaction and sometimes does not; and there is evidence to show that in the older individuals the cellulose reaction is entirely obliterated owing to the impregnation of the
wall with some other substance. The normal motile cells of *Chlamydomonas* are equivalent to the zoogonidia of other Isokontæ, and their characters are sufficiently constant to furnish a basis for the discrimination of the various species. The zoogonidia multiply rapidly by division which takes place usually after the cell has come to rest. Two, four, or eight daughter-cells are formed, the first division-plane being transverse, longitudinal, or oblique. The daughter-cells quickly acquire the characters of the parent and are set free by the conversion of the old mother-cell-wall into mucilage.

Fig. 100. *Chlamydomonas monadina* Stein (= *Chl. Braunii* Gor.). 1—3, fusion of heterogametes; 4—6, palmella-states. Very highly magnified. (After Goroschankin, from Oltmanns.)

All the species of *Chlamydomonas* can enter into a 'palmella-state,' in which the cells lose their cilia, become enveloped in a copious jelly, and undergo divisions of such a nature (often in oblique planes) that the mucilaginous colony extends in three directions of space (fig. 100 4—6). There is in this manner a great increase in the number of individuals, and when the requisite combination of external factors once more supervenes they all become motile and swim out of the jelly. This transitory palmella-state of *Chlamydomonas* is of great interest as it clearly indicates how the Palmellacea originated from the Chlamydomonadae by an extension of the period of quiescence and the gradual retention of a permanent gelatinous colony, the zoogonidium-state having become of much less importance and only being reverted to occasionally.
The palmella-state can be directly induced by cultivating *Chlamydomonas* in nutritive solutions or on more or less solid media. It is probable that some of the described species of *Gloeocystis*, such as *Gl. vesiculosa* Näg., are merely the palmella-states of species of *Chlamydomonas*.

A vegetative resting-state has been found to occur in certain species (*Chl. alpina*, *Chl. gigantea*, *Chl. nivalis*, etc.) and Wille ('03) has suggested that several of the described species of *Trochiscia* (= *Acanthococcus*) are merely the resting-cells (akinetes) of Chlamydomonads. There is, however, as yet no definite proof of this.

Planogametes are known to occur in a number of the species; they are in all cases similar to the vegetative cells (= zoogonidia), but smaller and are produced up to 64 in the mother-cell. They are generally naked, but in some species they may be clothed with a cell-wall (*Chl. media* Klebs; fig. 92 *G* and *H*). In most cases the gametes are isogamous, but in some species heterogametes (anisogametes) occur, and in *Chl. monadina* Stein the conjugation of the gametes is a case of true oogamy, the contents of the megagamete acting as an egg-cell (fig. 100 *I*—*J*). The zygote often exhibits distinct specific characters, being adorned with short spines, warts, etc., or variously sculptured.

"This genus [*Chlamydomonas*] holds a unique position among the Green Alge, and indeed among the whole of the Green Plants. It may be regarded as the phylogenetic
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starting-point of the various lines of Chlorophyceous descent. The history of these is a history of the intercalation of a vegetative phase between two successive motile (Chlamydomonadine) generations, these motile phases being retained for reproductive purposes as zoospores and gametes; in the oogamous types the male gamete alone remains motile, and constitutes in the Archegoniate series the last remaining representative of the Chlamydomonadine cell.

The co-existence within the limits of an undoubtedly natural genus of the most primitive form of gamogenesis (the conjugation of equal clothed gametes) with a gamogenesis which has the essential characteristics of true oogamy is also a feature of unique interest. (Blackman & Tansley, '02.)

As the genus is of such importance it has received considerable attention from a number of investigators, notably Goroschankin ('90—'91), Dill ('95) and Wille ('03).

![Fig. 102. Colourless members of the Volvocaceae.](image)

Two of the most interesting genera of the Chlamydomonadace are Brachiomonas and Lobomonas. The first-named occurs only in submarine habitats and possesses a cell-body furnished with five horns, all directed backwards: one straight posterior horn, and four curved horns regularly disposed around the antero-median part of the cell (fig. 101 A—F). These horns are hollow outgrowths of the cell, the protoplast extending to their extremities, although the chloroplast generally does not. Lobomonas has only been found in freshwater lakes and pools, and is characterized by the possession of wart-like lobes either at the posterior end of the cell only (L. Francei Dang.; fig. 101 J) or all round the periphery (L. stellata Chodat; fig. 101 I).

Scourfieldia is a recently described genus (G. S. W., '12) which bears exactly the same relationship to Chlamydomonas that Scherfelia does to Carteria. The cells are greatly compressed and contain a cup-shaped
chloroplast without a pyrenoid; they are very minute and furnished with two very long cilia (fig. 97 A—$P$). This organism is also peculiar in moving backwards, the body of the cell being pushed in front by the movements of the cilia which are carried behind.

Polytoma uvela Ehrenb. (fig. 102 A—$D$) is a colourless saprophytic member of the Chlamydomonadaceae in which, although as a rule there is no chromatophore-stroma, starch-grains are stored in the cell. The cells divide while in the motile state, and the daughter-cells are facultative gametes.

The Chlamydomonadaceae occur most abundantly in stagnant water, especially in the spring months. They prefer rain-water, and are often found in great abundance in water-buts, tanks, small pools, and in canals, frequently giving a decided green colour to the water.

The genera are: Chlamydomonas Ehrenb. 1832 [inclus. Chloromonas Gobi, 1900] and Dangeardia Bougon, 1900; Polytoma Ehrenberg, 1831; Brachionus Bohlin, 1897; Lobomonas Dangeard, 1899; Agloë Pascher, 1912; Scourfieldia G. S. West, 1912. It is possible that Gloeomonas Klebs and Kleiniella Francé (1894) should also be added, but at present we know little about those genera.

Sub-family Phacoteeæ. This small group is only distinguished from the Chlamydomonadaceae by the possession of a strong thick wall around each vegetative cell. In both Pteromonas and Phacotus the cells are compressed as in Scherffelia in the Carteriaceae and Scourfieldia among the Chlamydomonadaceae. Reproduction is only known to occur by the longitudinal division of the motile cells. The wall of Pteromonas is closely adherent except along the line of greatest circumference, where it projects laterally as a wing-like expansion except at the anterior end of the cell at the point where the cilia are attached (fig. 97 G—$J$). In Phacotus (fig. 101 G and $H$) the thick wall, which is calcified and externally sculptured, is outstanding all round the cell, and consists of two loosely connected plates which separate on the escape of the daughter-cells.

It is probable that Coccomonas should be included in this sub-family, since it is a Chlamydomonad with a hard outstanding cell-wall, which is sometimes four-angled.

The genera are: Phacotus Perty, 1852; Coccomonas Stein, 1878; Pteromonas Seligo, 1886. A colourless form is seen in Chlamydoglepharis Francé, 1892 (fig. 102 E and $F$).

Sub-family Volvocææ. The Alge of this sub-family consist of a motile cenobium of Chlamydomonadinæ cells generally embedded in a copious and definite mucilaginous envelope of relatively firm consistency. The cells, in all except certain species of Volvox, are to a great extent independent units of the colony and not in any way protoplasmically connected. The two cilia of each cell project outside the colony, passing through minute canals in the mucous envelope, although in Gonium, in which the amount of mucus is

1 Vide G. S. West, '12, p. 324.
relatively very small, the canals can scarcely be detected. In most of the genera the cells are all equivalent and capable of reproducing the plant by division, but in the higher types there is a differentiation, some cells being purely vegetative, having lost the power of division, whereas others are solely reproductive.

*Gonium* is the simplest of the *Volvocae*, either 4 (*G. sociale* and *G. lacustre*; fig. 103 B—F) or 16 (*G. pectorale*; fig. 103 A) cells forming a flat, plate-like cenobium. The amount of mucus around the colony is relatively small, and the ovoid Chlamydomonadine cells are all turned one way, so that the cilia are all on one surface of the plate. Each cell is also enveloped in a special rather denser mucilaginous coat, small projections from which unite the adjacent cells of the colony. In fact, *Gonium* is merely the aggregation side by side of either 4 or 16 Chlamydomonadine cells to form a permanent colony.

Harper ('12) has given reasons, based on careful study of the development of *Gonium* colonies, for believing that forms and space relationships of the cells are due rather to the mechanical interaction of the cells, regarded as colloid droplets, during the growth of the colony, than to any predetermined hereditary factor.

In *Pandorina* the aggregation of cells is entirely different, from 8 to 32 (usually 16) forming a compact, approximately spherical colony (fig. 104 A), which exhibits a distinct polarity. The cells are broadly ovoid in shape, often a little angular by pressure of contact, and with the narrower ends towards the centre of the colony. A tough and rather close mucous investment surrounds the cenobium, and sometimes a wider, less dense mass of jelly is also evident.

In *Eudorina* the cenobium consists, as a rule, of 32 cells, distantly
arranged as a single layer within the periphery of an almost spherical, or rarely ellipsoid, mucous investment (fig. 105 A). The cells are globose, and the bell-shaped chloroplast may possess more than one pyrenoid. In Pleodorina (fig. 106) there is a differentiation into smaller, purely vegetative (somatic) cells, which occupy the anterior region of the coenobium, and larger reproductive (or gonidial) cells which are alone capable of division. This differentiation is possibly constant in Pleodorina californica Shaw (’94), especially in view of the observations of Chatton (’11); but in P. illinoisensis Kofoid (’98) the differentiation is not at all constant, and every intermediate state can be observed between the coenobium as originally described and that of Endorina elegans1. In any case, the two forms are of great interest since they are links between Endorina and Volvox.

Platydorina, described by Kofoid (’99) from the United States, is one of the most curious of the Volvocaceae, the coenobium consisting of a twisted plate of 16 or 32 cells, the enveloping jelly being produced posteriorly into 3 or 5

1 The author has examined large numbers of Pleodorina illinoisensis from Yorkshire, the west of Scotland, the west of Ireland, and Madras. The somatic cells may be entirely absent, or they may vary in number from 1 to 12; moreover, every gradation in size occurs between the reproductive and the somatic cells, and the latter are somatic or non-somatic according to the degree of differentiation in size. In many specimens somatic and reproductive cells are indiscriminately mixed. The author is inclined to agree with Powers (’05) that there are so many transition-types, even in the same collection, between Endorina elegans and Pleodorina illinoisensis that the latter should be regarded merely as a state of the former.
symmetrically arranged, blunt processes (fig. 107 A and B). In contrast to the cell-disposition of Gonium, the cilia of adjacent cells project alternately upon either face of the plate. This flattened form cannot therefore have had an origin from Gonium, but has most likely originated from Eudorina by a compression of the colony. The presence of the 'caudal' lobes of the enveloping mucus also supports this view since these are sometimes developed (as posterior mamillate projections), but to a less extent, in the more ellipsoid colonies of Eudorina.

In Volvox, which is the most highly developed genus of the Volvocese, the cenobium ranges from 200 to 2500 μ in diameter, consisting of a large number of Chlamydomonadine cells arranged in a single peripheral layer within a globose or ovoid mucous investment. The cenobium is to a great extent a hollow sphere in its later life, although in the younger stages much of the interior is occupied by a watery mucus. The number of cells varies from about 2000 (rarely as few as 200) in V. aureus to rather more than 50,000 in V. Rousseletii (G. S. W., '10). In some species the cells are joined by distinct protoplasmic connections, which in V. globator are very broad (fig. 109 C), but in others so far as can be ascertained there are no such connections. The spacing of the cells on the periphery of the colony is also very variable, the extremes being in V. perglobator Powers and V. Rousseletii G. S. West. In

1 Since both Chodat ('02) and Conrad ('13) have described the regular presence of posterior mamillations of the enveloping mucus, it would appear probable that there are two distinct races of Eudorina. The colonies which possess these posterior lobes are markedly ellipsoid or even ovate-ellipsoid, whereas the colonies without such lobes are almost globose. The author has examined thousands of colonies from the British Islands, N. America, India and Australia, and in all cases they were almost spherical with no trace of posterior mamillations.

W. A.
the former the cells are so far removed from each other that the whole colony appears as a 'sponge-like reticulum,' whereas in the latter they are so compactly arranged that the whole coenobium has a very firm and solid aspect. The coenobium of Volvox, like that of Pleodorina, has a definite polarity, and Overton ('89) has pointed out that in V. aureus the stigma ('eyespot') of each cell lies on the side turned towards the anterior pole, probably in relation to the positive phototaxy of the coenobium. In Pandorina and Eudorina the stigma is large in the anterior cells, smaller in the equatorial cells and invisible in the posterior cells (Conrad, '13).

In the lower forms of the Volvoeæ, Gonium, Pandorina and Eudorina, reproduction takes place by the formation of a daughter-coenobium from every cell of the mother-colony (figs. 103 F and 104 B). The daughter-coenobium is formed within the wall of the mother-cell, which swells up and becomes mucilaginous, and ultimately by its dissolution sets the young colony free. In the highest type, namely Volvox, only certain of the reproductive cells, often termed parthenogonidia, give rise to daughter-coenobia.

An intermediate condition is found in Pleodorina californica, in which the formation of daughter-colonies is restricted to certain purely reproductive cells located in one half of the colony; and in Pl. illinoisensis there is a similar but sometimes a much less obvious restriction of the reproductive cells. In Volvox the parthenogonidia vary from 1 to 24 (commonly 4 or 8) and are scattered irregularly among the somatic cells. In Platydorina the young daughter-colony is at first cup-shaped, but subsequently becomes flattened and twisted. The normal development in Volvox begins with the enlargement of the mother-cell, followed by successive divisions into
2, 4, 8, etc., until a large number of cells are produced forming a spherical young colony. All these cells are included within the periphery of the enlarged wall of the mother-cell, which rapidly becomes converted into a firm jelly. As gelatinization of the wall proceeds the young cells, although still dividing, become spaced further apart. The daughter-œnobia project into the cavity of the mother-œnobium and finally become quite free within this cavity ultimately escaping into the surrounding water by the rupture and death of the parent. In the various species of *Volvox* three generations of individuals can often be seen within one another; and in *V. africanus*, in which the daughter-œnobia grow to a large size and become compressed before being set free, four generations can be distinctly observed (G. S. W., '10).

Powers ('05) states that in *V. Weismanniana* many of the young colonies are completely everted (i.e. turned inside out) during their development. 'The process begins at various periods before the closing of the young colony and is finally completed by a reclosure of the colony, the surfaces of which are now reversed, at a somewhat later period.'
Reproduction occurs in Pandorina by zoogonidia which are precisely similar to the mature cells of Chlamydomonas (Dangeard, '00). They arise by the longitudinal division of the contents of the mother-cell, and each one secretes in addition to its own membrane a mucous outer coat which ultimately forms the common investment of the colony. Schröder ('98) also observed zoogonidia in Pandorina, and states that they lose their cilia, vacuoles, and pigment-spot before dividing to form a new colony.

Gamogenetic reproduction has been observed in all the genera except Platydorina and Stephanoon. In Gonium it is by the fusion of isogametes which may arise from any cell of the coenobium. In Pandorina the gametes are formed as in Gonium, but they exhibit considerable variability in size.

They fuse in pairs, generally a smaller (male) gamete with a larger and more sluggish (female) gamete (fig. 92 C). In Pleodorina, Eudorina, and Volvox the differentiation of the sexual cells is altogether more complete, although it is in Volvox that the greatest differentiation is found. In this genus there are asexual (i.e. purely vegetative) colonies and sexual colonies, and the latter, which sometimes possess parthenogonidia also, may be monoeccious or dioecious. There are in the sexual colonies certain reproductive cells which become either androgonidia or gynogonidia, the former giving rise to
antherozoids and the latter developing into eggs. In *V. aureus*, which is the most abundant European species, 16 or 32 antherozoids are formed in a bundle by the division of the contents of an androgonidium, but in *V. globator* and other species as many as 128 are often formed. By the conversion of the mother-cell-wall into mucilage the antherozoids are at first set free in compact circular bundles, and are arranged with their long axes all parallel. Each antherozoid is an elongated cell, pointed at one end and rounded at the other, and the paired cilia may be inserted terminally (*V. aureus*) or laterally (*V. globator*). In the male colonies of *V. spermato-sphaera*, in which all the cells form sperm-bundles, Powers has observed as many as 65,536 antherozoids (or sperms) all maturing at the same time in one cœnobium. The gynogonidia are usually few in number, averaging 6 in the colony in *V. aureus* and 30 in *V. globator*, but in *V. perglobator*

from 300 to 400 have been seen in one cœnobium. They develop into globular oospheres, which while still unfertilized attain a diameter of over 90 μ in *V. Weismanniana*. Self-fertilization is said to take place in *V. globator*, but this is not the case in several of the other carefully investigated species. According to Overton (’89) each female colony of *V. aureus* has a ‘polar plateau,’ a slightly raised circular area of the firm limiting investment, situated at the posterior pole and free from vegetative cells. The polar plateau is about 42 μ in diameter, and is believed by Overton to be the point of entrance of antherozoids into the colony.
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The fertilized egg-cells (oospores) are furnished with a thick wall (externally verrucose in \textit{V. globator}) which becomes cutinized. They undergo a period of rest and then develop directly into new colonies.

\textit{Sycamina} Dangeard (1880) appears to be a colourless saprophytic form of the \textit{Volvoseae}. \textit{Volvox} is the culminating genus in the evolution of motile coccobic Algae, and although its colony is but a delicate aggregation of primitive Chlamydomonadinine cells, the organism as a whole has attained along its own line a stage of evolution which in some respects is comparable with the structural differentiation attained along other lines of algal descent.

The evolution of the \textit{Volvoseae} may be represented as follows:

```
Volvox
  |         |         |         |
  Pleodorina  P. californica  Platydorina  P. illinensis
  |         |         |         |
  Eudorina
  |         |         |
  Stephanoon
  |         |
  Pandorina
  |         |
  Gonium
  |         |
  Chlamydomonas
```

The genera are: \textit{Gonium} Müller, 1773 [inclus. \textit{Tetragonium} W. & G. S. West, 1896]; \textit{Pandorina} Bory, 1824; \textit{Mastigosporea} Schewiakoff, 1893; \textit{Eudorina} Ehrenberg, 1832; \textit{Stephanoon} Schewiakoff, 1893 [= \textit{Eudorinella} Lemmermann, 1900]; \textit{Pleodorina} Shaw, 1894; \textit{Platydorina} Kofold, 1899; \textit{Volvox} (L. 1758) Ehrenberg, 1830.

There is some evidence to show that the North American species of \textit{Volvox}, though often called by the same names, constitute races distinct from the European forms, and the same may be true of some of the known African species.

The Algae belonging to the \textit{Volvaceae} have a wide distribution and occur plentifully in small ponds and pools. \textit{Eudorina elegans} and \textit{Volvox aureus} commonly occur in larger pools and in the plankton of lakes; and \textit{V. africana} is known only from the plankton of the Albert Nyanza. Species of \textit{Volvox} are most abundant in small shallow ponds, especially if weedy.

Sub-order \textit{TETRASPORINEAE}.

The Algae forming the second group of the \textit{Protococcales} are either unicellular or they form colonies of indefinite extent. \textit{The dominant vegetative phase is non-motile and the increase of the colony is very largely by vegetative cell-division}. The colonies are in most cases of an irregular character.
with no precise limitations, but in the Selenastreæ, Crucigenieæ and Cerastreæ there are definite non-motile coenobia. In the lower families the cells are of the Volvocine type, but in the higher families they are of various shapes, frequently greatly elongated, and sometimes furnished with spines or bristles. Each cell contains one or more chloroplasts. In the lower types (Palmellaceæ, etc.) the single chloroplast is usually of the Chlamydomonadine character, but in the higher types it is of various shapes, and often so massive as to render its exact form very obscure. The pigmented part of the proto-plast is in some forms very indefinite. Both axile and parietal conditions are met with, but when a number of chloroplasts are present in a cell they are usually parietal. A stigma (or pigment-spot) is met with only in the lower forms, where it may occur both in the vegetative and reproductive phases.

Reproduction may occur by vegetative division of the mother-cell or by the formation of biciliated zoogonidia. In the Autosporaceæ zoogonidia are entirely absent, although it is possible that the autospores are really zoogonidia which have lost the power of movement. In some genera reproduction also occurs by isogamous planogametes.

In the Chaetopeltidaceæ the cells are furnished with bristles of various kinds, sheathed or unsheathed at the base.

The Tetrasporineæ includes a number of important families of the Protozoceæ, one of which (the Palmellaceæ) is almost certainly on the direct line of descent of the higher Green Algae.

Family Palmellaceæ.

This family is of considerable interest since it illustrates the first step in the Tetrasporine direction; that is, the formation of a colony which is non-motile in the adult state and which consists of the products of successive vegetative divisions held somewhat loosely in a mass of jelly. The colonies thus formed are of an irregular character, although the particular form assumed may be characteristic of certain species (Tetraspora) or even genera (Palmodictyon, Palmophyllum, etc.). The normal vegetative condition in the Palmellaceæ is thus quite distinctive, the cells as a rule being irregularly scattered through the mucilaginous mass, more especially near its periphery. In Tetraspora and Palmophyllum the grouping is somewhat more definite, in the former genus the products of vegetative division remaining more or less in aggregates of four, and in the latter the cells assuming a seriate disposition within a tough leaf-like expansion. The colonies are either microscopic (Palmodactylon, Spherocystis, Apiocystis) or macroscopic (Tetraspora, Collinsiella), and may attain a length of several centimetres.

The cells are essentially Chlamydomonadine in their cytological details, exhibiting in most cases a single parietal chloroplast, often of a cup-shaped character, and furnished with one pyrenoid. In Asterococcus the chloroplast
is central and star-shaped (Scherffel, '08 A), and the two contractile vacuoles and the pigment-spot of the Chlamydomonad are retained. There is a definite wall to each cell, but in most cases the mass of jelly is due to the conversion into mucilage of its outer layers. In many instances this is so complete that the jelly is structureless, but in others the cells retain a variable degree their individual envelopes (Palmodictyon; fig. 115 B). In the dominant vegetative state of Schizochlamys the outer envelopes are more or less persistent and the ecdysis of the wall is by fragmentation (fig. 113 B). Division of the cells occurs transversely or obliquely in two or three directions, the daughter-cells rapidly attaining their full size and undergoing further divisions. In Chlorangium, Prasinocladus (fig. 110 A) and Hormotila (fig. 115 C) the mucilage is secreted in a unilateral manner and becomes tough, branched colonies of cells on gelatinous stalks being gradually built up.

The colonies frequently become dismembered into smaller portions by the disorganization of parts of the jelly, each portion increasing to form a new colony.

Asexual reproduction takes place by biciliated zoogonidia of the Chlamydomonad type. They arise either by the transformation of a vegetative cell into a zoogonidangium in which several (4 or 8) zoogonidia arise (Apicystis; Schizochlamys, fig. 113 C and D), or by the assumption by the ordinary vegetative cell of the motile Chlamydomonadine condition (Tetraspora). The last-mentioned fact is a valuable piece of evidence in favour of the view that the Palmellaceae have originated by the intercalation of a simple though well-marked vegetative condition between two formerly successive motile phases.

Gamogenesis has been observed in some of the genera by the fusion of isogametes, either similar in all respects to the zoogonidia and produced singly in a gametangium, or much smaller than the zoogonidia and produced in numbers from a gametangium (Palmella).
In *Tetraspora*, if the conditions are unfavourable, during the formation of zoogonidia the cells become invested in a strong resistant cell-wall and become hypnosores (Gay, '91; Chodat, '02).

The 'pseudocilia,' or motionless cilia, of the Tetrasporeae are unique among the Protococcales.

Sub-family *Chlorangiaceae*. This is a small group of attached Algae, fixed in all cases to a substratum by means of mucilaginous stalks. *Physocytium*, which is the simplest form, is unicellular; and the stalk of attachment is formed by the conversion into mucilage of the two cilia of the zoogonidium, after the latter has become quiescent with the tips of the cilia resting on the wall of some larger filamentous Alga (fig. 110 D—H). In *Prasinocladius* (fig. 110 A—C), *Hanckia*, and *Chlorangium* the mucilaginous stalks are much thicker, and are formed by a unipolar secretion of mucilage. On the vegetative division of the cells, which is obliquely longitudinal, the mucilaginous stalks fork, so that small branched colonies are gradually built up.

In *Physocytium* the cells have the typical cup-shaped Chlamydomonadine chloroplast with one pyrenoid, but in *Prasinocladius* the chloroplast is reticulated or even divided into a number of parietal rod-shaped pieces, and has no pyrenoid. In *Prasinocladius* the zoogonidia possess four cilia, but in the other genera they have only two. There is little doubt that *Physocytium* represents one of the very first stages in the interpolation of a permanent resting-state into the Chlamydomonadine life-history. Some of these Algae are freshwater, others brackish or marine.

The genera are: *Chlorangium* Stein, 1878; *Prasinocladius* Kuckuck, 1894 [inclus. *Chlorodendron* Senn, 1899]; *Physocytium* Borzi, 1883; *Hanckia* Borzi, 1883; *Echinochlorus* Bohlin, 1897.

---

*Fig. 111. Sphaerozystis Schoeteri* Chodat. *A* and *B*, normal colonies from the British freshwater plankton, × 150. *C*, zoogonidium, × about 700 (after Chodat).
It seems probable that the genus *Echalcocystis* is rightly placed in this group as the colonies are fixed by mucilaginous stalks which are mostly concrescent. The division of the ellipsoidal cells is also obliquely longitudinal (*vide* Bohlin, '97, t. 1, figs. 3 and 4).

Sub-family *Palmellae*. The Algae of this small sub-family consist of aggregates of globose or ellipsoid cells irregularly grouped within a structureless mass of mucous. The latter is usually of indefinite extent, as in *Palmella*, but in *Palmodactylon* it is more or less cylindrical and often much branched, while in *Spheroocystis* it is mostly globose. In some of the genera (*Palmella, Coccomyxa, Spheroocystis*) reproduction occurs by biciliated zoogonidia, and in *Palmella* by isoplanogametes; but in others (*Palmodactylon*) the cells multiply only by division, which may be in any direction of space. In *Coccomyxa* the division-planes are mostly oblique and there is a sliding growth of the daughter-cells (fig. 112 *C* and *D*).

The chloroplast is a parietal plate or cushion, of variable form, and with or without a pyrenoid, and on its inner side, sometimes within a hollow, the nucleus is situated.

The genera are: *Palmella* Lyngbye, 1819; *em. Chodat, 1902; Palmodactylon Nögeli, 1849; *Spheroocystis* Chodat, 1897; *Pseudotetraspora* Wille, 1896; *Coccomyxa* Schmidle, 1901.

All the genera are freshwater with the exception of *Pseudotetraspora*, which occurs in the sea off the Norwegian coast. *Coccomyxa* is generally subaerial, and *Spheroocystis* a frequent constituent of the freshwater plankton.

Evidence has been brought forward (G. S. W., '09) in support of the view that the plankton-Alga *Tetraspora lacustris* Lemm. is merely a stage in the life-history of *Spheroocystis Schreteri* Chodat; and this view receives further support from the fact that pseudocellia have not been demonstrated in *Tetraspora lacustris*. On the other hand, both forms occurred simultaneously in equal abundance in the plankton of Loch Lomond (W. & G. S. W., '12), an observation which is rather confirmatory of Wesenberg-Lund's statements ('04) that the two are probably distinct.

1 Wille ('03) has endeavoured to show that *Spheroocystis* (Chodat, 1902) should be regarded as synonymous with *Gloecoccus* (A. Braan, 1851), but Chodat ('04) has rightly contested this suggestion. The microscopic limnic colonies of *Spheroocystis* have nothing whatever in common with Braan's description of the macroscopic colonies of *Gloecoccus*, which must be placed in the category of *genera dubia*. Wille's reference of the genus to the Chlamydomonadæ (Wille, '03; '09) is also erroneous since the dominant vegetative phase is non-motile, and the experience of the present author is that a motile phase may be absent for very numerous generations.
Sub-family Tetrasporae. The Algae comprised in this group are distinguished from all other members of the Palmellaceae by the possession of 'pseudocilia.' These are motionless, functionless cilia, each mature cell being provided with two or more. In Tetraspora the cells are largely grouped in fours at the periphery of a more or less extensive (macroscopic) mucilaginous colony. The cells multiply by repeated division, chiefly in two directions in one plane, with the conversion of the walls of the mother-cells into mucilage. The pseudocilia are embedded in the mucilage of the colony (fig. 113 J), and each cell is of the Palmella-type, with a cup-shaped or a more or less indefinite Chlamydomonadine chloroplast. In Apiocystis (fig. 113 H and I) the colonies are relatively small, pyriform in shape, and usually attached by
the base to other larger Algae. The cells are disposed without any definite order near the periphery of the mucilaginous colony. The pseudocilia are very long and project through the mucus into the surrounding water. The cells divide in two or three directions in the peripheral plane. In this division one pseudocilium goes to each daughter-cell, a second one being subsequently developed (Correns, '93). The genus *Schizochlamys* has recently been shown by Scherffel ('08 B) to belong to this group, and each vegetative cell before it begins its characteristic ecdysis of the older parts of the wall (fig. 113 B) possesses a number of long pseudocilia (fig. 113 A). Both starch and oil occur as reserves in this genus. McAllister ('13) has observed the entire pyrenoid of *Tetraspora lubrica* segment to form several starch-bodies. Reproduction takes place by biciliated zoogonidia and isoplanogametes in *Tetraspora* and *Apiocystis*, and by biciliated or quadriciliated zoogonidia in *Schizochlamys*. Aplanospores (hypnospores) are also known in all these genera.

All the genera occur in fresh water; they are: *Apiocystis* Nageli, 1849; *Schizochlamys* A. Braun, 1849; *Tetraspora* Link, 1809 [inclus. *Stypha* Chodat, 1897]; ? *Tetrasporidium* Möbius, 1883.

Sub-family PALMOPHYLLEAE. The two genera of this group are characterized by their macroscopic colonies, the mucus of which presents a firm outer layer. The colonies have in consequence somewhat definite shapes: they
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Fig. 114. *Collinsiella tuberculata* Setch. & Gardn. A, general appearance of colonies, x35; B, section through colony, x about 150; C, surface view of cells, x300; D, single cell from the side, x about 700. (After Setchell & Gardner, from Wille.)

are tuberculate in character in *Collinsiella*, and expanded and leaf-like in *Palmophyllum*. In the first-named genus the cells are chiefly aggregated towards the periphery, and there are obvious indications that the mucus is in reality a fusion of the mucilaginous stalks of a branched colony of cells. Division of the cells takes place in two directions at right angles to each other and to the surface of the colony (fig. 114). In *Palmophyllum* division of the
cells is in two directions in a plane such that the colony becomes a flat expansion. The majority of the divisions are in one direction and the cells in consequence assume a seriate arrangement. The chloroplast is parietal and massive, with or without a pyrenoid.

The only genera are: *Palmophyllum* Kützing, 1845; *Collinsiella* Setchell & Gardner, 1903. Both are freshwater genera attached to submerged stones.

Sub-family *Gloeocysteae*. In this sub-family the plants consist of small colonies of cells each of which is surrounded by a lamellose mucous investment. The concentric coats of mucus can be distinguished either round each individual cell or round a small group of daughter-cells. The greatest lamellation of the enveloping jelly is seen in *Asterococcus*, in which the envelope round a single cell (25—30 μ in diameter) may attain a diameter of 180 μ. In *Palmodictyon* (fig. 115 B) the groups of cells with their sur-

![Fig. 115. A, four-celled colony of *Gloeotaxium Loitlesbergerianum* Hansg., × 430, showing black deposit in mucilaginous envelope. B, a small portion of a branched colony of *Palmodictyon viride* Kütz., × 430. C, colony of *Hormotila tropica* G. S. West, × 430.](image)

...rounding integuments are disposed in more or less cylindrical threads which branch and anastomose with each other; and in *Hormotila* the cells are usually aggregated to form a thin stratum, the secretion of mucous being mostly on one side so that each cell becomes possessed of a lamellate mucous stalk (fig. 115 C).

The chloroplast is in most cases parietal and massive, with or without a pyrenoid; but in *Asterococcus* (Scherffel, '08 a) there is an axile chloroplast with numerous radiating outgrowths, each of which becomes slightly expanded against the inner side of the cell-wall. There is a central pyrenoid, numerous starch-grains often fill the cells, oil is stored in small drops in the cytoplasm, and two contractile vacuoles and a conspicuous pigment-spot occur. Increase of the cells takes place by successive divisions of the mother-cell,
or by the formation of a tetrad of four daughter-cells within the wall of the mother-cell, which then becomes mucilaginous. In *Palmodictyon* hypnospores with brown cell-walls are formed (G. S. W., '04), and after a period of rest these germinate directly into new elongated colonies.

The genera are: *Gloeocystis* Nägeli, 1849 [in part]; *Palmodictyon* Kützing, 1845; *Hormotila* Borzi, 1883; *Asterococcus* Scherffel, 1908. [Inoderma Kützing is very doubtful.]

It has been asserted by various recent authors (Gerneck, '07; Wille '09; etc.) that Nägeli's genus *Gloeocystis* merely includes developmental stages of members of the Chlamydomonadae and Ulotrichales, and should therefore be deleted. This is very likely true of a number of the so-called species which were at one time described, but there is as yet no proof that this is so in other cases. In *Gloeocystis gigas*, for example, the colonies appear to be quite distinctive, and four daughter-cells arranged from the first as a tetrad are usually formed in each mother-cell. Much further investigation is required on some of these Algae.

**Family Dictyosphäriaceae.**

This family is closely allied to the Palmellaceae, but is easily distinguished by the fact that portions of the old mother-cell-walls remain as thong-like attachments to the cells and cell-groups. This character is best seen in *Dictyosphärium*, in which the persistent portion of the mother-cell-wall

![Fig. 116. Dictyosphärium pulchellum Wood. 1, old colony; 2, single cell dividing; 3 and 4, two views of group of four cells. 9, mucilaginous envelope; zw, cruciform remnants of old cell-wall connecting the daughter-cells. (After Senn, from Oltmanns.) x about 1000.](image)

may become either a bifurcate or quadrifurcate thong (fig. 116) playing a considerable part in maintaining the definite globose or ellipsoid form of the colonies, which are in addition enveloped in a copious mucilage. In *Radiococcus* the relics of the mother-cell-walls are less important as binding-strands, possibly on account of the fact that the colonies are attached by one side of the large mucous envelope to the leaves of aquatic macrophytes, whereas those of *Dictyosphärium* are free-floating. In *Westella* and
**Protococcaceae**

*Dimorphococcus* (fig. 117) there is comparatively little mucus, notwithstanding the free-floating nature of the colonies, and the relics of the mother-cell-walls, which are to a great extent very irregular, are therefore of great importance as binding-threads. In all except *Dictyosphærium Hitchcockii* the chloroplast is parietal, often very massive, and with or without a pyrenoid.

Multiplication takes place by the formation of four daughter-cells (sometimes only two in *Dictyosphærium*) within the mother-cell. The division-planes are oblique; in *Westella* the four daughter-cells are always arranged in one plane, but in *Radiococcus* they are tetrahedrally disposed. The colonies frequently disassociate, each group of four cells being the commencement of a new colony. Reproduction by biciliated zoogonidia has been observed in *Dictyosphærium* by both Zopf and Massee, but does not occur under normal circumstances, nor has it been observed in any of the other genera.

The family may be conveniently divided as follows:

Sub-family *Dictyospherieae*: Colonies completely enveloped in mucus; cells in groups of two or four. *Dictyosphærium* Nägeli, 1849 [incl. *Dictyocystis* Lagerheim, 1890]; *Radiococcus* Schmidle, 1902.

Sub-family *Quaternate*: Colonies with very little surrounding mucus; cells in definite groups of four more or less in one plane. *Dimorphococcus* A. Braun, 1849 [incl. *Steiniella* Bernard, 1908]; *Westella De Wildeman* (in part) [*Tetracoccus* W. West, 1892].

**Family Protococcaceae.**

This family as here constituted is the 'Pleurococcaceæ' of most authors. The cells are for the most part aggregated to form a definite stratum, but they may be scattered as unicells among other Alge.

The most important member of the family is *Protococcus viridis* Ag. (≡ *Pleurococcus vulgaris* of nearly all authors)\(^1\) which is found as a green

\(^1\) In the Euphorbiaceæ there is a valid genus *Tetracoccus* Englem. ex Parry in *West-Amer. Scientist*, i, 1885, p. 13.

\(^2\) Wille (13) has examined the original specimens of *Protococcus viridis* from Agardh's herbarium and finds that they are identical with the common Alga usually known as 'Pleurococcus vulgaris,' which was described by Chodat (02) as *Pleurococcus Nägeli*. This note recently published by Wille is of the greatest general and taxonomic importance, for it not only finally decides that what is perhaps the commonest Green Alga in the world must in future be known as *Protococcus viridis* Ag., but it also determines the family Protococcaceæ, which cannot
Tetrasporinae

incrustation in the temperate climates of the northern and southern hemispheres, generally on the windward side of tree-trunks, palings, stones, walls, etc. The cell-walls are strong and of some thickness, and the Alga is able to withstand considerable desiccation. The products of cell-division do not separate readily, so that compact groups of 2, 4, or 8 cells are frequent (fig. 118 A). The cells contain a single much-lobed parietal chloroplast, which appears sometimes as several parietal cushions and at other times is so massive as to fill almost the whole cell. Normally the chloroplast is without a pyrenoid, but a pyrenoid has often been described and figured as occurring in certain of the cells (see fig. 118 A, py), although it yet remains to be decided how far these records are correct.

Fig. 118. A, Protococcus viridis Ag. (= 'Pleurococcus vulgaris Menegh.' of most modern authors). B, P. rufescens Kütz. var. sanguineus (W. & G. S. West). All x 520. chl, chloroplast; p, protoderma-state; pa, palmella-state; pg, red pigment (haematochrome?) dissolved in globule of oil; py, pyrenoid.

of excessive moisture, short filaments of cells are formed which exhibit a simple type of branching. This form, which is almost entirely a culture-state and was described by Snow ('99) as 'Pseudopleurococcus,' greatly resembles the genus Protoderma and is known as the 'protoderma-state.' A 'palmella-state' may also be developed in cultures. Reproduction occurs by the formation of one or many aplanospores. Zoogonidia and isogametes in future be used in the sense of Oltmanns ('04), West ('04), Chodat ('09) or Wille ('09). This may seem undesirable, but the facts are so clear that the change must be made, and the sooner the better.

1 It is possible that some of these records really refer to the initial stages of species of Prasiola, the cells of which are grouped in a manner very similar to their arrangement in the small colonies of Protococcus viridis. Each cell has, however, an axile stellate chloroplast with a central pyrenoid.
have been recorded, but there is much doubt about the observations, and under normal circumstances motile cells do not occur in Protococcus viridis.

Other species of Protococcus are not so well known and are less abundant. *P. rufescens* is of a brick-red colour owing to the presence of haematochrome which is dissolved in an oil. *P. dissectus* is characterized by the way in which the mother-cells divide, and the consequent disposition of the cells in the colonies. In the Antarctic there are several distinct and conspicuous species which are for the most part attached to papery sheets of the Blue-green Alga *Phormidium* (W. & G. S. W., '11; Fritsch, '12). These Antarctic forms are considerably larger than the species of more temperate regions, the cells of *P. antarcticus* forma *robusta* attaining a diameter of 100 μ. They possess a massive parietal chloroplast, with or without pyrenoids; they often store numerous small starch grains and not infrequently a fatty oil, the latter occurring sometimes in such quantity as to obscure all cytological details.

Fig. 119. A—F, Trochiscia aspera (Reinsch) Hansg.; A and B, vegetative cells; C and D, division of protoplast to form gonidia; E, empty cell from which gonidia have escaped; F, palmella state. G and H, T. hirta (Reinsch) Hansg. I and J, T. parietipinosa W. West; K, T. reticularis (Reinsch) Hansg. All ×520. Zg, zoogonidia found in a culture of *T. aspera*; there is no positive evidence that they belong to that species, or even to the genus *Trochiscia*.

A genus not far removed from Protococcus is Trochiscia (fig. 119). There are many species, some occurring in water and others on damp ground, but very little is known about most of them. They differ from the species of *Protococcus* in the external ornamentation of the cell-wall, which may be areolated or thickly clothed with denticulations or spines. Most of them are purely aquatic in habit. There are one or more parietal chloroplasts in each cell, and pyrenoids are frequently present. Reproduction is mostly by the formation of non-motile gonidia (aplanospores), 8 or 16 of which are formed in a mother-cell. There is no conclusive evidence that zoogonidia occur in this genus, although a palmella-state occurs in *T. aspera* (fig. 119 F'). Wille ('01 α; '09) has stated that species of this genus are very probably the resting zygotes of members of the Chlamydomonadeae, but available evidence does not support this view. His reference of the genus to the Volvocaceae is
not in accord with our present knowledge of the inter-relations of the Protococcales.

The other important genus of the Protococcales is Chlorella (fig. 120), which differs from Protococcus chiefly in the thinness of its cell-wall. Several distinct species are widely distributed, occurring on damp ground, on bark, and also in purely aquatic habitats. One of the most generally distributed is Chlorella vulgaris (fig. 120 A—C) which occurs in stagnant water, and is also found in symbiotic relationship with various Infusoria such as Paramaecium, Ophrydium, Stentor, etc.; and also in Hydra viridis. These symbiotic forms are known in a general way as ‘zoochlorella.’ Chlorella vulgaris often appears in quantity in impure cultures of Algae and has been itself the subject of much experimental work by Artari ('92), Grintzesco ('03) and others. The chloroplast is paretial, bell-shaped or reticulated, and with or without a pyrenoid. Reproduction occurs by the successive bipartition of the original protoplast, the daughter-cells rapidly developing a delicate cell-wall and remaining quite free within the mother-cell. The wall of the latter either splits open or swells up and becomes diffuent, thus setting free the daughter-cells. In both Trochiscia and Chlorella the formation of the daughter-cells is almost exactly like the formation of zoogonidia in so many of the Protococcales, and it is not unlikely that they are reduced zoogonidia. Many of the recently described ‘genera’ of unicells found in cultures are referable to Chlorella.

The genera are: *Protococcus* Agardh, 1824 [inclus. *Plenococcus* auct. but possibly not of Meneghini, 1842; *Diplosiphon* Bialosukhia, 1909]; *Trochiscia* Kützing, 1845 [=*Acanthococcus* Lagerheim, 1883]; *Entophysa* Müllins, 1889; *Chlorella* Beijerinck, 1890 [inclus. *Protococcus* auct.; *Palmelloococcus* Chodat, 1894; *Chloroidium* Nadson, 1906; *Krugeria* Heering, 1906; *Planophila* Gerneck, 1907; *Chlororetus* Gerneck, 1907; *Aerospheira* Gerneck, 1907; *Chlorosarcina* Gerneck, 1907].

*Chlorella miniata* (Kütz.) Wille is a frequent Alga in greenhouses, forming a soft brownish-green stratum, which often turns orange-red, on the outer surfaces of moist plant-pots, etc. Numerous ‘species’ of *Chlorella* have recently been described, mostly on cultural characters (vide Chodat, '09 and '13). An elaborate physiological investigation of *Chlorella luteo-viridis* var. *lutescens* Chodat has recently been made by Kufferath ('13).

It is quite possible that the Algae described by Klebs ('83) and others as species of

![Fig. 120. A—C, Chlorella vulgaris Beijer. ; A, vegetative cell; B and C, stages in division, x about 800 (after Chodat). D—E, Chl. faginea (Gerneck) Wille, x 520 (after Gerneck). F—I, Chl. miniata (Kütz.) Wille (=Palmelloococcus miniatus Chodat); F, vegetative cell; G, stage in division; H and I, formation and escape of zoogonidia, x about 1000 (after Chodat).](image)
'Chlorosphera' should be referred to the genus Protococcus. The Antarctic species of Protococcus clearly show that there are no characters of importance by which they can be separated. On the other hand, 'Chlorosphera' appears to be related to Chlorococcus among the Chlorochytriales, since it produces zoogonidia (8 or more) from a single spherical mother-cell. It is not improbable that the Algae described as species of 'Chlorosphera' are the relics of intermediate forms between Protococcus and the lowest form, viz. Chlorococcus, of the Chlorochytriales. They combine the zoogonidium-formation of the latter group with the formation of transverse walls in vegetative division such as occurs in Protococcus viridis and P. dissectus.

Family Autosporaceae.

The Autosporaceae are one of the most clearly defined families in the Protococcales. The Algae included in it are free-floating, solitary or colonial, the cells being usually associated to form very small few-celled colonies. In some cases the colony is a coenobium with a definite construction (Celastraceae, Crucigenieae, Scenedesmus), but in most of the other forms the colonies readily dissociate into small groups of cells or single individuals. With few exceptions the amount of mucus surrounding the colonies is small, but in Kirchneriella and Elukutothrix there is a very copious mucous investment around each colony, and in a few other forms, such as Crucigenia and Ankistrodesmus Pfitzeri, there is a considerable mucous envelope. There is generally one parietal chloroplast in each cell, often very large, and not infrequently occupying most of the cell. It may or may not possess a pyrenoid. In Eremosphaera there are numerous parietal chloroplasts, and in most species of Oocystis there are several (vide fig. 121 A, C, D and E). The protoplast contains a single nucleus located in the central part of the cell.

Multiplication sometimes occurs by the division of the mother-cell along
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transverse (Elakatothrisc) or oblique (Ankistrodesmus falcatus var. acicularis; fig. 129 C) planes into two or four daughter-cells. Reproduction takes place by the successive divisions of the protoplast to form 2, 4 or 8 spore-like bodies, which in most cases assume the characters of the mother-cell before being liberated. These are autospores. In the cenobic forms each mother-cell gives origin to a new colony—an autocolony (figs. 128 C, and 133 C and D). The wall of the mother-cell is either ruptured or becomes converted into mucilage, and in Oocystis may become greatly distended to form a wide envelope enclosing the daughter-cells.

Neither zoogonidia nor gametes occur

The Alge of this family are little removed from the most primitive forms of the Chlorophyceæ, and it is probable that the characteristic autospores are merely arrested zoogonidia which at once develop either singly into a new cell or collectively into a new cenobium. Under cultivation, and particularly in cultures on solid media, some of these Alge are profoundly modified, but in their natural state they exhibit a truly remarkable constancy of character. Many of them are ubiquitous in all climates and nearly all are inhabitants of fresh water. The form of the cell and the nature of the colony are so varied that only a sectional treatment can give the student a clear idea of the family. There are six well-marked sub-families.

1 Consult remarks on Eremosphera (p. 198) and Micractinium (p. 199).
Sub-family Oocystee. This sub-family is characterized by the globose or ellipsoid cells (curved or even sublunate in Nephrocytium) which are frequently retained within the distended wall of the old mother-cell. In nearly all cases the cells possess strong cellulose walls, which in the genus Scotiella (Fritsch, '12 A) of the polar and alpine snow-flora, are furnished with wing-like ridges extending from pole to pole (consult fig. 122 G—L). In Oocystis the cell-wall generally exhibits a slight thickening at each pole. Each cell contains from one (Nephrocytium, Scotiella) to many (Eremosphera, Excentrosphera) chloroplasts, parietally disposed except in Oocystis natans (Lemm.) Wille, and with or without a pyrenoid. In Eremosphera the cell is exactly spherical, and the parietal chloroplasts are small and very numerous. The cells of this genus are much the largest of the unicellular Protococcales, attaining a diameter of 200 μ, and the centrally-placed nucleus is correspondingly big (fig. 123 A). The genus Gloeonium, which has recently been re-investigated by Transeau ('13), is remarkable for the presence of a black pigment in the old walls of the mother-cells so arranged as to form bands and caps (fig. 115 A).

Reproduction takes place by the division of the mother-cell into 2, 4 or 8 autospores, which grow and usually attain their full size while within the greatly distended wall of the mother-cell (figs. 121 E and G; 122 B). In Oocystis and Nephrocytium several generations may be contained within the remnants of an old mother-cell-wall. In Nephrocytium ecdysicepanum W. & G. S. West ('96) and in Oocystis glaucocystiformis Borge ('06) several generations are aggregated in a fan-shaped manner owing to the ecdysis but incomplete dissolution of the old mother-cell-walls. Sometimes the wall of the mother-cell becomes converted into a structureless mass of jelly in which the daughter-cells are embedded (fig. 121 D). In Ecdysichlamys the
outer layers of the cell-wall are thrown off in a manner comparable with the exuviation of the outer layers of the wall of *Nephrocytium ecdysicepanum*. The cells of *Ecdysichlamys* form a stratum, only one layer of cells in thickness, attached to wet sand-grains, a feature which at once distinguishes the genus from *Oocystis*.

Wille ('08) has found that *Oocystis submarina* may pass through a Tetraedron-state, i.e. each cell may form a resting-spore (hypnospore) of a triangular shape which greatly resembles certain species of the genus Tetraedron. These resting-spores form normal *Oocystis*-cells on germination (fig. 122 C and F). Chodat ('95) described the occurrence of zoogonidia in *Eremosphæra*, but this must be regarded as an error due to contaminated cultures¹ (vide Moore, '01 and G. S. W., '04). In *Excentrosphæra* Moore observed the formation of numerous gonidia (aplanospores) which were liberated by the bursting open of one end of the mother-cell (fig. 123 C).

The *Oocystis*-æ are mostly found in bogs, but some forms occur in pools and others in the plankton of lakes. Scotiella is a constituent of the snow-flora.

The genera are: *Oocystis* Nägeli, 1845; *Nephrocytium* Nägeli, 1849; *Eremosphæra* De Bary, 1858; *Glocteniæum* Hansgirg, 1890; *Excentrosphæra* Moore, 1901; Scotiella Fritsch, 1912; *Ecdysichlamys* G. S. West, 1912. *Prototheca* Krüger, 1894, is a colourless genus.

Sub-family Micractinieæ. The Algae belonging to this small group (which has sometimes been called the Phythelieæ) are at once distinguished from all other members of the Autosporaceae by the presence of stiff bristles

---

¹ Some of the supposed polymorphic states of *Eremosphæra viridis* described and figured by Chodat ('95) are merely vegetative cells of *Asterococcus superbus* (Cienk.) Scherffel.
variously disposed about the periphery of the cells. They are unicellular or they consist of small aggregates of cells, usually devoid of a mucous envelope. The bristles vary in number, length and attachment, but in most forms they are considerably longer than the diameter of the cells. They are in all instances rather delicate and easily overlooked. In addition to the more obvious bristles there are a number of others of a much more delicate character, similar to those which are known to occur on *Pediastrum* and *Scenedesmus*. (See pages 202 and 219, and figs. 130 F and 144 H.)

Multiplication rarely occurs by simple division, and the usual method of reproduction is by autospores, formed 2, 4, 8 or 16 in a mother-cell, each autospore often acquiring the full characters of the adult cell before its liberation from the distended mother-cell-wall. It is incorrect to regard the small colonies of these Algae as eocenobia, since the number of cells is not definite, not even in those forms of *Micractinium* described as 'Richteriella;' and the aggregation of the cells is a loose one.

It has been generally supposed that most of the members of this characteristic group occur principally in the plankton of large lakes, but they certainly occur far more abundantly in small reservoirs, in ponds, and in canals than they ever do in lakes. Chodat (’94) described the occurrence of zoogonidia in *Micractinium* (= *Golenkinia* Chodat), but this is open to considerable doubt and may be an error of observation due to contaminated cultures, as in the case of *Eremosphaera*. No trace of zoogonidia has ever been observed by other investigators, and it seems unlikely that motile reproductive cells would occur in this sub-family.

The type genus, *Micractinium* Freseniūs (’56—’58) had been for years entirely overlooked until Wille (’09 B) brought it to light again, although the original description and figures were quite good. The present author agrees with Wille’s grouping of the recently described forms.

The genera are: *Micractinium* Freseniūs, 1856—58 [inclus. *Archerina* Lankester, 1885; *Phytothelios* Frenzel, 1891; *Golenkinia* Chodat, 1894; *Richteriella* Lemmermann, 1890]; *Acanthosphera* Lemmermann, 1898; *Meringosphera* Lohmann, 1908; *? Echinospheridium* Lemmermann, 1904; *Lagerheimia* (De Toni) Chodat, 1895 [inclus. *Tetraceras* Chodat,
Sub-family Tetraëdree. This small group is chiefly represented by

the genus *Tetraëdron* in which the cells are free-floating without any mucous investment. They are compressed and angular, with a definite number of angles; or they are tetrahedral, octahedral, or polyhedral (fig. 126). The angles of the cells may be rounded, emarginate, or furnished with spines. Each cell contains a massive parietal chloroplast, usually with a distinct pyrenoid. Reproduction occurs by the formation of 4 or 8 autospor es which are miniature adults when set free by the rupture of the mother-cell-wall (fig. 126 A f and B e).

The fact that *Tetraëdron*-like states of other members of the Protococcales are known (as in *Pediastrum*, *Hydrodictyon* and *Oocystis*) in no way interferes with the validity of this genus. Most of the forms occur in stagnant waters, and a few are frequent constituents of the freshwater plankton. In *Cerasterias* the angles of the cells are so greatly produced that the individuals are stellate in general appearance.


There are two interesting colourless members of this sub-family: *Mycotetraëdron* Hansgirg, 1890 (fig. 127 C) and *Chinaster* Wille, 1903 (fig. 127 A and B).

1 Chodat (1895) states 'nomen ineptum ob affine Tetracera Dilieniacearum.'
Sub-family Selenastreæ. The Algae of this group are characterized by the elongation of the cells, which are often very narrow with the extremities attenuated to fine points. They are frequently lunate or arcuate, and may be solitary or associated to form colonies often of a more or less fragile character (Actinastrum, fig. 130 A and B; Selenastrum, fig. 131), the cells in some instances being held in position only by an envelope of mucus (Ankistrodesmus Pfitzeri, Kirchneriella, Elakatothrix). In many species of Ankistrodesmus, in Dactylococcus, Closteriopsis, and most forms of Scenedesmus there is no enveloping mucus. The cell-wall is firm but delicate. Each cell contains a large elongated chloroplast which often fills almost the entire cell. In some forms pyrenoids do not occur, but in others one or more pyrenoids are invariably present. In the ubiquitous species Ankistrodesmus falcatus, and especially in its var. acicularis, pyrenoids may be present in some individuals but not in others (fig. 129 B). Scenedesmus and Tetradesmus are the only genera with a definite ecenobium; in the former the cells are arranged side by side (with their long axes parallel) in one plane, and in the latter side by side in two planes (Smith, '13).

Reproduction takes place by the formation of autospores or, in Scenedesmus and Tetradesmus, of autocolonies (fig. 128 C and K). The division of the parent-protoplast is in one or more oblique planes, often nearly longitudinal, and results in the formation of 2, 4 or 8 daughter-cells. In those cases where the wall of the mother-cell does not become mucilaginous the
oblique divisions have very much the appearance of causing a fragmentation of the cell (fig. 129 C). Sometimes the division-plane in *Ankistrodesmus* is almost transverse (fig. 129 Bc), and in *Elakatothrix* it is generally quite transverse. In *Actinastrum* the autospores diverge outwards but remain attached by their proximal ends, and as a result of the formation of successive generations of autospores the colonies may reach a comparatively large size. In *Selenastrum* the autospores diverge but remain attached by their proximal ends, and as a result of the formation of successive generations of autospores the colonies may reach a comparatively large size. In *Selenastrum acuminatum*, a species connecting the two genera *Selenastrum* and *Ankistrodesmus*, and referred by Chodat to *Scenedesmus*, the young cells attained maturity in from 15 to 20 days, at the end of which period many of them again produced a new generation of autospores (G. S. W., '12).

The coenobium of *Scenedesmus* is somewhat specialized, so that of all the genera of the group *Scenedesmus* is the least representative. *Scenedesmus quadricauda* possesses strong bristles attached to the end-cells of the coenobium, and sometimes to the other cells also; in *S. denticulatus* the poles of all the cells are furnished with minute teeth; in *S. granulatus* the walls are granulated; and in *S. costatus* and *S. acutiformis* the cells are longitudinally ridged. It has been shown by Petersen ('11) that the cells of some species of this genus are furnished with very delicate bristles (fig. 130 F). Chodat

---

1 Wille associates this Alga with *Coccomyxa*, but there is little doubt that it is most closely allied to *Ankistrodesmus*, especially to those forms which are normally enveloped in mucus; and although the actual division-plane of the cell is transverse, the daughter-cells as often as not grow by sliding obliquely past each other. *Elakatothrix gelatinosa* occurs in the lakes of Norway and the English Lake District (Wastwater).
& Malinesco (’93) and also Grintzesco (’02) have done considerable experimental work on *Scenedesmus obliquus* (= *S. acutus*), and have confirmed the observations of others that this Alga has a Dactylococcus-state (fig. 128 B)

which is identical with *Dactylococcus infusionum* Näg. Grintzesco also showed that remarkable malformations are produced by the culture of *Scenedesmus obliquus* on a nutritive medium of agar and glucose, and that this species can liquefy gelatin. He attributes the extensive geographical distribution of this plant to the ease with which it adapts itself to different media and different temperatures.

The members of the Selenastreæ usually occur in the smaller ponds and pools, where they are often found in great quantity; some of them are also constituents of the freshwater plankton, especially species of *Kirchneriella, Closteriopsis*, and *Ankistrodesmus*. *Actinastrium* (fig. 130 A and B) and *Lauterborniella* are found in the helioplankton of pools, canals, etc.; and *Desmatractum* (fig. 130 C—E) occurs in the paddyfields of Ceylon.

One species of *Ankistrodesmus* (*A. nivalis*) is a constituent of the red snow flora, and other forms occur in the yellow snow. *Kirchneriella* is a genus which, although occurring in small pools and ponds, is a characteristic constituent of the summer plankton of certain lakes, its much-curved cells enveloped in wide mucous investments being very distinctive. *Closteriopsis longissima* is by far the most elongated member of the Selenastreæ, attaining a length of 530 μ; but there is some possibility that this Alga is a degenerate form of the Desmid *Closterium aciculare* var. *subpronum* (vide W. & G. S. W., ’06), in which case its inclusion in the Protococcales would clearly be incorrect.

A number of imperfectly described species of *Reinschiella* are without doubt the resting-cysts of certain of the freshwater Peridinieæ.

---

Fig. 130. *A* and *B*, *Actinastrium Hantzschii* Lagerh. × 400 (after Lagerheim); *B* shows the division of the mother-cells. *C—E*, *Desmatractum plicatum* W. & G. S. West, × 520. *F*, *Scenedesmus obliquus* (Turp.) Kütz. var. *dimorphus* (Turp.) Rabenh., showing the bristles at the extremities of the cells, × 730 (after Petersen).

Fig. 131. *A—D*, *Selenastrum gracile* Reinsch. *E—G*, *S. acuminatum* Lagerh. *All × 520.*
The genera are: *Ankistrodesmus* Corl., 1838; em. Ralfs, 1848 [inclus. *Rhaphidium* Kützing, 1845; *Schröderia* Lemmermann, 1898]; *Selenastrum* Reinsch, 1867; *Actinastrum* Lagerheim, 1882; *Reinschidella* de Toni, 1889 [= *Clostridium* Reinsch, 1888]; *Kircheriella* Schmidle, 1893 [inclus. *Selenastrum* Bohlin, 1897]; *Closteriopsis* Lemmermann, 1898; *Lauterborniella* Schmidle, 1900; *Desmatasrum* W. & G. S. West, 1902; *Didymogenes* Schmidle, 1905; *Scenedesmus* Meyen, 1829; *Dactylococcus* Nägeli, 1849 (in part) [= *Ouracoccus* Grobety, 1906]; *Tetrasporinex* Smith, 1913.

Sub-family Crucigenieae. The Algae of this small group consist of colonies of few or many cells arranged with much regularity in the form of a flat plate. The cells vary much in outward form, but are mostly somewhat rounded and never elongate as in the *Selenastrae*. Four autospores arise in each mother-cell. They are disposed in one plane, and in certain species of *Crucigenia* (C. *rectangularis*, fig. 132 A, and *C. Tetrapedia*, fig. 132 F) colonies of considerable size (128 cells) may be formed by the conversion into mucilage of the walls of the mother-cells of successive generations. In other species of *Crucigenia* (C. *quadrate*, C. *Lauterbornii*, etc.) the colonies never become very large, and consist mostly of from 4 to 16 cells. Even in the large colonies the cells remain in distinct groups of four, and there is always a quadrate or rhomboidal space in the centre of each group, small in *C. rectangularis*, *C. quadrata*, etc., but large in *C. Lauterbornii* and *C. fenestra*ta. Each cell contains a single parietal chloroplast, often massive, and with or without a pyrenoid. In *C. irregularis*, which is known from the lakes of Norway and the Shetlands, the colonies are large and gradually become irregular; in the Madagascan species, *C. emarginata*, the cells are emarginate at each pole; and in *C. appendiculata* the wall of the old mother-cell is retained in four pieces which have the appearance of appendages, one piece being attached to the outer margin of each of the four daughter-cells.

In *Tetrasporinex* the colony is always a four-celled cenobium, each cell being furnished on its outer margin with from two to five spines (fig. 132 G and H).

The genera are: *Crucigenia* Morren, 1830 [inclus. *Staurogenia* Kützing, 1849; *Lemmermannia* Chodat, 1899; *Willea* Schmidle, 1900; *Crucigeniella* Lemmermann, 1900; *Hofmannnia* Chodat, 1900]. *Tetrasporinex* Chodat, 1895 [= *Conksella* Schröder, 1897]. The various species occur in the quiet waters of ponds and boggy pools, and some are found in the benthos and plankton of lakes.
Sub-family Coelastraceae. This is the only group of the Autosporaceae in which all the forms possess a definite and regular coenobium. In this case, however, the coenobium is not flat (as in Scenedesmus among the Selenastraceae) but spherical or polyhedral. The three known genera are essentially different in the grouping of the cells. In Coelastrum the cells are rounded or polygonal, adhering closely by their margins to form a hollow sphere or cube (C. cubicum). In most species the outer surface of each cell is furnished with a short truncate process, which attains its maximum development in C. cambricum var. nasutum. In the African species, C. compositum, the normal single cell is replaced by a tetrad of four (vide G. S. W., '07). In C. cambricum the cells are joined by lateral truncate processes (fig. 133 A) and in C. reticulatum, which is mostly a plankton-species, similar processes occur, but of a more slender and elongate character. In Burkillia, a genus at present only known from Burma, the cells are more loosely coherent, being held in position mainly by a small amount of mucus resulting from the conversion into mucilage of the wall of the original mother-cell. Each cell of the colony is provided with a solid conical horn of large size (fig. 134 A). In Sorastrum the cells are slightly compressed and lunate, each angle being furnished with a pair of spines (fig. 134 B and C). From the back of each cell there projects a colourless process, and all the processes meet in the central region of the colony where they form the facets of a small sphere.

The number of cells in a colony varies from 8 to 64, but 16 is the most frequent number. There is a single massive chloroplast in each cell, practically filling up the whole cell-cavity, and in it there is usually a centrally placed pyrenoid. Multiplication occurs by the formation of autocolonies which are miniatures of the adult form when set free, their liberation being

---

1 G. S. West, '04. The 'Coelastraceae' of Wille ('09) appears to be an unnatural group in which are included a number of genera having little close affinity with each other. Genera such as Ankistrodesmus, Selenastrum, Actinastrean, etc., are much less advanced types than Coelastrum or Sorastrum.
by a split in the wall of the mother-cell in *Celastrum* (fig. 133 D) and *Sorastrum*, but by the conversion of this wall into mucilage in *Burkillia*.

The Celastraceae mostly occur in bogs and at the margins of pools and lakes, although some species of *Celastrum* are more particularly confined to the freshwater plankton.

The genera are: *Celastrum* Nägeli, 1849 [inclus. Hariotina Dangeard, 1889]; *Sorastrum* Kützing, 1845 [inclus. Selenospherium Cohn, 1879]; *Burkillia* W. & G. S. West, 1907.

![Diagram](Fig. 134. A, Burkillia cornuta W. & G. S. West, ×155; a, young autocolonies. B, large eucenobium of *Sorastrum spinulosum* Näg. × 455. C, *Sorastrum* Hathoris (Cohn) Schmidle, × 530 (after Bohlin).

Family *Chaetopeltidaceae*.

The Algae included in this family are distinguished from all other members of the Tetrasporineae by the setae or bristles which are attached to the cells. The plants are unicellular, or aggregates of cells, sometimes forming flat pseudo-parenchymatous expansions. For the most part they are attached, the cells showing a marked dorsiventrality.

In *Chaetopeltis* (fig. 135), an Alga which lives attached to various aquatic macrophytes, the 'thallus' is flat and similar to that found in the Ulvaceae except for its small size, and the fact that it is attached by the whole of one surface. A study of the development of this 'thallus' shows that it is not a concrescence of branches as usually described, but that cell-division may occur with considerable irregularity in any direction in one plane. The cells are embedded in a firm jelly, and simple elongated bristles usually grow out from the cell-walls of some of them. Reproduction generally takes place by quadriciliated zoogonidia, but biciliated isogametes are also known to occur.

*Chaetosphaeridium* (fig. 136 A—C) is much the most frequent genus and is found in stagnant water attached to various larger Algae, or sometimes free-floating and unattached. The cells generally form irregular aggregates, sometimes enveloped in a copious mucus (*Ch. Nordstedtii*), at other times

1 The statement that the cells of *Chaetosphaeridium* when mature are 'united by longer or shorter empty tubes to form a sympodial branch-system' requires some qualification. The author has examined hundreds of mature British and European specimens of this genus, and in no instance had such tubes been formed. The division of the cells was transverse, the lower cell simply sliding out during growth from under the upper one.
destitute of mucus (Ch. Pringsheimii). They are approximately spherical with a small conical sheath at the dorsal pole through which passes a long and delicate bristle. The fact that the conical projection is actually a sheath is very difficult to detect owing to the extreme fineness of the lumen. In *Dicoleon*, in which the cells are similar to those of *Ch. sphæridium*, there is a double sheath at the base of the bristle, a longer inner sheath growing out of a shorter external sheath. In *Conochæte* (fig. 136 D) the cells possess several bristles, each of which has a thick, more or less gelatinous, basal sheath. In *Polychætophæra* (W. & G. S. W., '03) the cells are loosely aggregated, or from 6 to 8 of them may form an irregular chain. Each cell has a very thick lamellate wall and is furnished with 8—12 long flexuose bristles entirely destitute of a sheath. In *Oligochætophæra* the cell-wall is quite thin and there are 2—4 unsheathed bristles arising from the dorsal surface (fig. 136 E—I).

In all these Alge the cells possess a parietal chloroplast (sometimes two in *Conochæte*) which in *Ch. sphæridium* is often much lobed and perforated. There is usually a single pyrenoid, and *Conochæte comosa* may store oil as a reserve (fig. 136 D0).

Multiplication of the cells occurs by simple division which in *Ch. sphæridium* is transverse, the lower cell slipping out from under the upper one and at once developing a sheathed bristle.

---

Fig. 135. A—D, *Ch. sphæridium* minor Möbius. A represents a complete colony, ×550; B, two cells showing the chromatophores and nucleus, ×700; C, gamete, ×950; D, fusion of gametes, ×950. E and F, zoogonidia of *Ch. orbicularis* Berth. ×540. E, zoogonidia not yet escaped from the surrounding vesicle; F, free zoogonidium. (A—D, after Möbius; E and F, after Berthold, from Wilks.)
The genera are: *Cheetopeltis* Berthold, 1878 [inclus. *Myochate* Bohlin, 1894]; *Chetospheridium* Klebahn, 1892; *Dicoleon* Klebahn, 1893; *Conocheate* Klebahn, 1893; *Diplochate* Collins, 1901; *Polychactophora* W. & G. S. West, 1903; *Oligochactophora* G. S. West, 1911. *Nordstedtia* Borzi (1892) is a doubtful genus.

Some of the above genera have been regarded by various authors as reduced forms of the Ulotrichales. Their habit as colonial unicells and their methods of multiplication do not, however, lend much support to the view that they have originated from filamentous forms. On the other hand, the sheathed bristle such as occurs in *Chetospheridium*, *Conocheate* and *Dicoleon* is known elsewhere only in *Coleochate*, the highest type of the Ulotrichales; and the curious unattached zoosporic forms of *Coleochate* recently described by Lambert ('10 B), in which the thallus is reduced to a few irregularly grouped cells, might be said to throw light on the possible origin of the above-mentioned genera. There is, however, no evidence to show that the sheathed bristle is of any phylogenetic importance, and unsheathed bristles have certainly been developed independently in several groups of

Fig. 136. A and B, *Chetospheridium Pringsheimii* Klebahn. C, Ch. Pringsheimii var. *depressum* G. S. West, D, a form of *Conocheate comosa* Klebahn. ch, chloroplast; o, oil-globule. E—I, *Oligochactophora simplex* G. S. West; I, cell stained to show nucleus (n) and starch-grains (s). A—D, × 430; E—I, × 330.
Algae since they occur in the Cladophoraceae, in Dicranochetae, and in Gloeochaete. It is probable that the Cladophoraceae as here defined are a mixed assemblage, but our present knowledge of the included forms is insufficient to deal with them in a satisfactory manner.

Sub-order CHLOROCOCCINEÆ.

In this division of the Protococcales vegetative cell-division does not occur. Reproduction takes place by zoogonidia and in some forms by isoplanogametes. The zoogonidia on coming to rest immediately begin to grow into new individuals. The cells often grow to a considerable size and become simple coenocytes by the division of the original nucleus. This non-motile vegetative phase is the dominant one, the coenocytes assuming various forms. Most of the Chlorococcineæ are gregarious, but those belonging to the Hydrodictyaceæ consist of free-floating coenobia of coenocytes which arise by the apposition of the zoogonidia.

It has been suggested that the more complex coenocytic types of the Siphonales and Siphonocladiales have been evolved from this group (Blackman & Tansley, '02), and although there is little direct evidence in support of this suggestion it is not improbable that the siphonaceous Algae may have had such an origin. In the present volume the Chlorococcineæ is subdivided into two families as follows:—

Fam. Planosporaceæ. Cells or coenocytes solitary or gregarious, for the most part fixed.

Fam. Hydrodictyaceæ. Coenocytes united to form definite free-floating coenobia.

Family Planosporaceæ.

This family is established to include all those non-coenobic members of the Protococcales which are reproduced solely by zoogonidia or by isoplanogametes. It is quite a natural family, embracing a number of different genera which by virtue of their method of reproduction have in many cases established themselves as epiphytes and endophytes, the zoogonidia being able to swim direct to their destination and there grow.

Each individual is a single cell or coenocyte, free-floating, epiphytic or endophytic. In Chlorococcum the aggregation of individuals may be so dense as to form a stratum. The outward form of the individual varies much, ranging from the globose cells of Halosphaera to the elongated stalked cells of Characium. In some of the endophytic forms, as in Phyllobium, long tubular outgrowths permeate the tissues of the host. Dicranochetae is unique in the possession of dichotomously branched bristles.

From 4 to 128 zoogonidia arise in a mother-cell, and are liberated either by the dissolution of the wall at some unlocalised point or by the separation of a distinct lid. In some of the Chlorochytriæ isogametes occur, and the zygote germinates without any period of rest.

W. A.
Sub-family **Chlorochytriaceae**. As here constituted this group includes the genus *Chlorococcum* and those Algae which have been placed for some time past in the 'Endospheraceae.' All of them are characterized by the rounded or ellipsoidal nature of their cells or cenocytes, which are for the most part endophytic.

![Diagram of Chlorochytrium](image)

The best known genus is *Chlorochytrium* (fig. 137 A and B; fig. 138 A), the cells of which are ellipsoid, ovoid, or somewhat irregular, occurring either in the intercellular spaces or wedged in between the peripheral cells of aquatic macrophytes (*Ceratophyllum demersum, Elodea canadensis, species of Lemna*) and plants which grow in damp situations (*Mentha aquatica, Rumex obtusifolius, Lychnis Flos-cuculi*, etc.). Some species are marine, occurring in the
peripheral portions of the thalli of various larger marine Alge. Reproduction takes place by the formation of zoogonidia or isoplanogametes, or both. The contents of the cell become broken up by successive divisions, in a manner similar to that which occurs in Characium, into a large number of small zoogonidia or gametes. These are liberated either by a perforation in the wall of the mother-cell or by the gelatinization of the inner layer of the wall, which then becomes protruded as a large vesicle in which the motile cells 'swarm' for a short time. The biciliated zoogonidia or the quadriciliolated 'zygozoospores' come to rest on the epidermis of the host-plant and germinate at once. Should the new plant be an endophyte, it penetrates the host either through a stoma or by forcing itself between two epidermal cells. Some of the vegetative cells become akinetes and pass the winter in that condition.

The cell-wall is invariably thick and strong in the adult cells of all the members of this group. There is one extensive parietal chloroplast, usually lining the whole of the cell-wall and often with inwardly extending lobes, and containing one or many pyrenoids.

In Chlorococceum the cells, which live on damp ground or in water, are gregarious and often form a stratum. They grow much in size, become coenocytic, and often angular by compression. From 8 to 32 zoogonidia arise in each mother-cell. The species of this genus are for the most part very imperfectly known. Centrosphaera is another gregarious form occurring as a rule unattached among various Alge in the mud of pools and ponds. The cells are ovoid, with a thick lamellose cell-wall, provided with an asymmetrical button-like excrescence at one side (fig. 138 B and C). One species of this genus has recently been found as an epiphyte on the hairs of the leaves of Callitriche. Reproduction takes place by minute zoogonidia set free in large numbers from the mother-cells.

Phyllobium (fig. 137 C) is another endophytic genus in the leaves of moisture-loving plants such as Ajuga and Lysimachia, and one species (P. sphagnicola, G. S. W., '08) occurs on the leaves of Sphagnum. The plant-body is a branched coenocyte, the branches traversing the intercellular spaces.

Fig. 138. A, young vegetative cell of Chlorochytrium Leucon Cohn, ×475. B—D, Centrosphaera Facciolia Borzi; B and C, ×475; D, showing escape of zoogonidia (after Borzi), ×410.

Chlorochytrix
of the host-plant after the manner of *Phyllosphion* among the Siphonales, and often becoming septate. Projecting from the surface of the leaf are numerous swellings of a bright green colour, which are resting akinetes. These are upwards of twenty times the diameter of the branched tubes from which they arise, and the chloroplast is a thin parietal layer from which numerous rod-shaped lobes (most of which possess a pyrenoid) radiate into the central cavity. Reproduction occurs in this genus by zoogonidia and also by anisogametes (fig. 137 C b–c), the zygote developing at once into a young *Phyllobium*-plant (fig. 137 C f and g).

The so-called *genera* *Endosphera*, *Scotinosphera*, *Chlorocystis* and *Stomatochytrium*, should all be submerged in *Chlorochytrium*, as they are discriminated from each other and from that genus by the most trivial characters, not one of which can be regarded as of generic importance. In *Chlorochytrium* reproduction by both zoogonidia and gametes has been repeatedly shown to occur. *Scotinosphera* (Klebs, '81) is identical in all respects with *Chlorochytrium*, except that reproduction is said to occur in the former by isogametes only and in the latter by zoogonidia only. Such distinctions are of no taxonomic value among lower forms of Green Algae, and the separation of so-called *genera* on such characters cannot be upheld. *Chlorocystis* is merely a *Chlorochytrium* in which the chloroplast is a little more restricted and contains only one pyrenoid. In *Endosphera* the resting-cells form numerous gametangia (vide fig. 137 B a) each of which produces 8–16 biciliated gametes which fuse in pairs, the quadriciliated *zygozoospores* entering the intercellular spaces of the host.

All the more recent work on this group of Algae has shown that Cohn and other previous investigators were wrong in regarding certain forms as parasites, and that not merely can the endophyte live quite independently of its host-plant, but that in most cases the latter receives no injury beyond that which may be caused by the little mechanical pressure exerted by the growing endophyte. Freeman ('99) has suggested that the general biological conditions under which *Chlorochytrium* lives lend themselves to the development of parasitism, and that the allied genus *Phyllobium* is progressing in that direction. *Chlorochytrium* (= *Chlorocystis*) *Sarcophycei* is the cause of deformities in the thallus of the seaweed *Sarcophyton* (Whitting, '93).

The genera are: *Chlorococcum* Fries, 1825 [= *Cystococcus* Nägeli, 1849]; *Chlorochytrium* Cohn, 1874 [inclus. *Endosphera* Klebs, 1881; *Scotinosphera* Klebs, 1881; *Chlorocystis* Reinhard, 1885; and *Stomatochytrium* Cunningham, 1888]; *Phyllobium* Klebs, 1881; *Centrosphera* Borzi, 1883; *Dictyococcus* Gerneck, 1907.

Sub-family Dicranocheteæ. This sub-family includes only the single genus *Dicranocheta* Hieronymus (1892), which differs from all the other members of the Planosporaceæ in the possession of bristles. The latter are also of a unique character, being dichotomously branched; bristles of such a nature are entirely unknown in any other group of Algae (consult fig. 139). The cells are solitary and attached to the leaves of submerged species of *Sphagnum* and *Hypnum*; they are uninucleate and possess a single massive chloroplast with or without pyrenoids. In *D. reniformis* Hieronymus ('92)

1 The Archimycetes (Chytrideæ) show many striking resemblances to *Chlorochytrium*. 
the bristle (or seta) arises from the base of the cell and passes upwards along a lateral groove, but in *D. britannica* G. S. West ('12) it is dorsal in its attachment. Reproduction occurs only by biciliate zoogonidia (fig. 139 *C*), formed 4 to 32 in a mother-cell, and liberated in *D. reniformis* by the detachment of a special lid.

Sub-family Characiæ. The Algae included in this small group are unicellular and generally occur as epiphytes, either solitary or in clusters, on other larger Algae. The vegetative cells are rounded or angular in *Sykidion* (fig. 141 *F* and *G*), but in the other genera they are distinctly stalked, in which case there is a differentiation into base and apex. The largest cells (up to 1 mm. in length when mature) are met with in *Codiolum*, in which the cell-body is ovoid and the base drawn out into a solid stalk of some length. In *Characium* (fig. 140) the cells are ovoid or fusiform, sometimes of considerable length, and in most cases asymmetrical. The basal stalk is in some species so short that the cell appears to be sessile, whereas in others it is long and slender. It is provided with a disc for attachment to the host, or more rarely with minute rhizoidal outgrowths. The apex of the cell is often acuminate and may be drawn out into a long apiculus.

Each cell contains a single parietal chloroplast, except in *Characiella*, in which the chloroplast is axile with short radiating processes and a central pyrenoid. In *Characium* the chloroplast is very massive, filling most of the cell, but in *Sykidion* it is more or less cup-shaped. A single pyrenoid is
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present in each of these genera. In Codiolum the chloroplast is reticulate with radial ingrowths, and contains several pyrenoids. In none of the genera is there more than one nucleus.

Vegetative cell-division is unknown. Reproduction occurs by the formation of zoogonidia through the division of the contents of the mother-cell, by either successive or simultaneous division-planes. As a rule several transverse divisions occur before the first longitudinal division, and in a short time each portion loses its angularity, becomes rounded off and forms an ovoid zoogonidium. In Sykidion there are 2 or 4 zoogonidia formed in each mother-cell (fig. 141 F), but in Characium and Codiolum there are 16 or 32. The zoogonidia are biciliated in all except Codiolum in which they are furnished with 4 cilia. The zoogonidia escape by either a terminal or a lateral (fig. 141 D) aperture, and on coming to rest at once germinate to form new plants. In some species the pyrenoid disappears during the formation of zoogonidia, pyrenoids being developed de novo in the young plants. In Codiolum biciliated gametes have been recorded, but they have not been observed to conjugate and must be regarded as doubtful. Aplanospores are known in Sykidion (fig. 141 G) and in Codiolum.

Characium is a common genus of freshwater Algae, occurring as an epiphyte on various species of Edegonium, Vaucheria, Cladophora, and other filamentous Algae, often so thickly as completely to hide the host-plant. The gregarious habit is, of course, associated with the method of reproduction, large numbers of zoogonidia coming to rest in one place and germinating simultaneously. Much the largest species of the genus seems to be Ch. gracileps Lambert (fig. 141 A), which is epizoic on the Phyllopod Branchipus vernalis, the cells attaining a length of 480 μ (fig. 141 A and B).

Codiolum is marine or inhabits brackish water, occurring as a thin stratum on rocks, stones, the piles of harbours, and as a gregarious epiphyte on larger marine Algae. Sykidion (with the possible exception of one species) is also a marine epiphyte.

The genera are: Characium A. Braun, 1849; Codiolum A. Braun, 1849; Sykidion Wright, 1879; Characiella Schmidle, 1903.

Fig. 140. A and B, Characium Pringsheimii A. Br. B is attached to a cell of Tabellaria flocculosa. C, Ch. subulatum A. Br. D, Ch. ensiforme Hern. All ×520.
[It is necessary to mention here the genus Characiopsis founded by Borzi in 1895 to include a number of Algeae previously described as species of Characium. It is distinguished by the possession of two or more parietal chromatophores, the absence of pyrenoids, and the storage of oil as a reserve; it thus belongs to the Heterokontae.]

Sub-family Halosphæree. This sub-family includes only the one genus Halosphæra Schmitz (1878), an Alga which is confined to the marine plankton. The cells are large and spherical (fig. 142 1 and 2), attaining a diameter of 600 μ, and float freely in the sea. The cell-wall is thin and the cytoplasm is mostly in a parietal layer. There is one nucleus, usually in the parietal cytoplasm but occasionally occupying a central position, in which case the small amount of cytoplasm surrounding it is connected by radiating strands with the parietal layer. In the young cell there are numerous parietal discoidal chloroplasts, but in older cells these apparently fuse to form a reticulum. As the cells grow in size there is a repeated ecdysis of the cell-wall.

Reproduction takes place by bicipilated zoogonidia of conical shape, the cilia being attached to the broad base of the cone, which is therefore anterior. This anterior end is also lobed at the periphery (fig. 142, 4). The formation of zoogonidia commences by the repeated division of the nucleus, the numerous

---

1 A similar condition exists in many genera of the Siphonocladiales, where the reticulated chloroplast is really formed by a fusion of a number of small parietal plates, which may in some cases be quite separate.
nuclei remaining in a peripheral position. The cytoplasm and chloroplasts then become aggregated around each nucleus, forming bodies of a plano-convex character which after division of the nucleus become constricted into two parts, each part forming a zoogonidium. Sometimes the development of motile reproductive cells is arrested, so that the divisions of the original protoplast result in the formation of aplanospores (generally 16 in the mother-cell; Cleve, '98).

Halosphaera viridis Schmitz is really an inhabitant of the warmer temperate seas, although in the Atlantic Ocean it is carried northwards by the Gulf Stream. It is not unlikely that Sphaera Kerguelensis Karsten, described from the Antarctic Ocean, and Pachysphaera pelagica Ostenfeld, from the N. Atlantic, are developmental stages of Halosphaera.

Family Hydrodictyaceae.

In this family of the Chlorococcineae the plant-body consists of non-motile cænobia of cænocytes, floating freely in the water. The cænocytes, which are of very varied external form, are disposed so as to form a flat plate in Pediastrum and arranged in the manner of a net in Hydrodictyon. In the disc-like cænobium of Pediastrum, in which there may be more than 100 cænocytes, those of the marginal series differ in external characters from those in the centre; but in the net-like cænobium of Hydrodictyon they are all of the same cylindrical shape and many hundreds may be united to form a large irregular colony.
The normal method of reproduction is by the formation of new coenobia by the close apposition of biciliated zoogonidia which have become quiescent. Every coenocyte in the colony is capable of becoming a zoogonidangium, and since vegetative cell-division does not occur, the number of zoogonidia produced in it determines the number of coenocytes in the daughter-coenobium. In **Enastraposis**, however, several bi-cellular coenobia arise in each mother-cell. This type of reproduction by the apposition of quiescent zoogonidia to form new coenobia at once distinguishes the Hydrodictyaceae from all other families of the Protococcales. From the coenobic forms of the Autosporaceae they are distinguished by the coenocytic character of the coenobium, and by the production of zoogonidia, although it must not be forgotten that the autocolonies of the Autosporaceae arise by the apposition of non-motile gonidia which may very likely be zoogonidia which have lost the power of swarming. This seems very probable since in *Pediastrum* itself the gonidia are sometimes non-motile and do not 'swarm,' but simply arrange themselves in position to form the daughter-coenobium. Aplanospores, which are resting-spores (hypnospores), occur in the genus *Pediastrum*. Isoplanogametes are also known to occur, fusing in pairs to form zygotes the germination of which is indirect.
It is quite possible that the Pediastreæ and the Hydrodictyææ have no very close affinity, but the phylogenetic relationships of these Algae are at present very obscure.

Fig. 144. A—E, Enastropsis Richteri (Schmidle) Lagerh. A and B, x 633; C—E, showing formation of young cœnobia, very highly magnified (after Lagerheim). F, four cells of a variety of Pediastrum duplex Meyen, stained to show the nuclei (n) and the pyrenoid (py), x 580. G, part of cœnobium of P. Boryanum, showing escape of zoogonidia (z) into the vesicles (v) just before swarming. H, P. simplex Meyen var. clathratum (Schroet.) Chod., showing the numerous fine bristles stained by Löffler’s cilia-staining method, x 316 (after Petersen).

Sub-family Pediastréæ. The Algae of this sub-family are microscopic in size, consisting of a number of small cœnocytes firmly united to form a flat, disc-like cœnobium. The principal genus is Pediastrum (figs. 143 and 144 F—H), with a world-wide distribution in ponds, pools and lakes. The cœnobium is always free-floating, consisting of a single layer of small cœnocytes¹. Either these are closely united or there are perforations of variable size between them which give the cœnobium a sieve-like aspect (fig. 144 H). In Pediastrum simplex var. reticulatum and P. duplex var. reticulatum the perforations of the plate-like colony are much larger than the cœnocytes

¹ In certain monstrous forms the cœnobium may consist of a double layer of cœnocytes in certain parts, or it may sometimes be very irregular. (Consult G. S. W., ’07.)
themselves. In all known forms of the genus the coenocytes forming the periphery of the disc differ in shape from the remainder, generally in the possession of marginal processes. The number of coenocytes in a coenobium varies from 4 in one of the common forms of *Pediastrum Tetras* (fig. 143 C) to 128 in some of the large forms of *P. duplex*. The few recorded instances of coenobia of two coenocytes probably refer to *Enustropsis*. The coenocytes are often arranged in fairly distinct rings around a central one, 8, 16, 32, or more being the number constituting the coenobium. Nägeli (49) long ago pointed out that the coenobia were usually constructed as follows:—colony of \( 8 = 1 + 7; \) colony of \( 16 = 1 + 5 + 10; \) colony of \( 32 = 1 + 5 + 10 + 16; \) but this arrangement is not always observed and there are many irregularities due primarily to the death of one or more of the gonidia. In *P. Tetras* this sometimes results in a curious coenobium of 3 coenocytes (G. S. W., '07).

Each coenocyte contains from 3 to 6 nuclei, and a massive parietal chloroplast with one pyrenoid (fig. 144 F).

Some species of *Pediastrum* are furnished with long bristles which play the part of a buoyancy apparatus and augment the floating capacity of the coenobia (fig. 144 I). The bristles are rigid and elastic, and are mostly attached in tufts, largely at the ends of the marginal processes and therefore in the plane of the coenobium. There are, however, many other tufts and also solitary bristles, attached to the inner coenocytes, which project at right-angles to the plane of the coenobium (Petersen, '11). The bristles are very delicate, but may sometimes be seen in plankton-specimens of *P. Boryanum* and *P. duplex* without any special treatment and with ordinary illumination. Dark-ground illumination usually shows them up very well. Petersen has shown that in *P. simplex* they are seasonal, disappearing during the winter.

The normal method of reproduction is by the successive division of the contents of a coenocyte to form a number (4, 8, 16, 32, etc.) of zoogonidia, which are liberated into a delicate external vesicle through a slit in the wall of the mother-coenocyte (fig. 143 G). The zoogonidia swarm in the vesicle for a time and then become quiescent, arranging themselves in one plane as a new coenobium. In many cases, however, the gonidia do not appear to ‘swarm’; they pass into the vesicle but are not ciliated and exhibit no movements except that they gradually arrange themselves as a plate. This fact is of considerable interest as it shows how the autocolonies of certain of the Autosporaceae may have arisen. In fact, this method of reproduction in *Pediastrum* is really by autocolonies, and there is no doubt in this case that it is merely a modification of the normal method due to a suppression of the cilia.

Resting aplanospores (hypnospores) are not infrequently observed in certain species of *Pediastrum* (fig. 143 E). Their formation and subsequent germination were worked out by Chodat and Huber ('95).

Askenasy ('88) described the formation of biciliated gametes, much smaller
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than the zoogonidia, which conjugated in pairs (fig. 149 K and L) to form polyhedral zygotes. The latter then gave rise to new coenobia by the segmentation of their contents. These observations have not been confirmed.

In the genus Euastropsis, originally established by Lagerheim (94), the coenobium consists of two flattened cells closely attached along their straight inner margins, the outer margins being widely notched (fig. 144 A and B). The entire coenobium has a superficial resemblance to a minute species of the Desmidian genus Euastrum, and was, in fact, originally described as such. Each cell has one large parietal chloroplast with a single pyrenoid. Lagerheim states that there is one nucleus in each cell, but suggests that there may be more. Reproduction occurs by ovoid zoogonidia which swarm in a vesicle as in Pediastrum. From 2 to 32 of these are formed by successive divisions of the contents of the mother-cell. On becoming quiescent they arrange themselves in pairs, each pair gradually developing into an adult coenobium (fig. 144 C—E). Thus, in this genus, as many as 16 daughter-coenobia may be produced from one mother-cell.

The only genera are Pediastrum Meyen, 1829, and Euastropsis Lagerheim, 1894. The former genus occurs more particularly in small ponds and ditches, and not infrequently in quiet bog-pools. Certain forms are constant and regular constituents of the freshwater plankton. Euastropsis occurs only in bogs and is a very rare Alga.

Sub-family HYDRODICTYEE. Of this sub-family only the one genus Hydrodictyon Roth (1800) is known. The coenobium is macroscopic, attaining a length of 20 centimetres, and consists of a net-like sack floating freely in the water. The meshes of the net vary much in size, and each one is bounded by five or six large cylindrical coenocytes, the angles being formed by the junction of three coenocytes (fig. 145 A and B). The protoplast of each coenocyte forms a fairly thick lining layer containing many nuclei, the central part of the segment being occupied by a large sap-vacuole. In Hydrodictyon reticulatum there are no definite and distinct chloroplasts. Both Artari (90) and Klebs (91) were wrong in describing a reticulated chloroplast, Timberlake (91) having shown by means of sections that the chlorophyll is evenly distributed throughout the peripheral protoplasm of the coenocyte. Numerous pyrenoids are present, and Timberlake has shown that they are directly the seat of the processes resulting in starch-formation.

Reproduction occurs normally by the formation of a very large number (7,000 to 20,000) of zoogonidia within the mother-coenocyte, which swarm while still within the parent-wall and then become quiescent. They at once form a reticulated daughter-coenobium by the apposition of their extremities (fig. 145 C). The old wall is then ruptured and the young coenobium is set free. The zoogonidia are biciliated with one nucleus and a single pyrenoid; they are formed by the breaking-up of the contents of the mother-segment into large multi-nucleated masses, which in turn become subdivided into
smaller masses, until each portion contains only one nucleus. Reproduction also occurs by isoplanogametes, which escape from the mother-cœnocyte by a lateral pore. The gametes, which are smaller than the zoogonidia, are formed in much greater numbers, and their escape is preceded by a swelling of the inner layer of the cœnocyte-wall. This layer ruptures the outer layers and protrudes as a large vesicle in which the gametes swarm, after which they conjugate in pairs, forming spherical zygotes. The latter rest for a short period and then produce two or four large biciliated zoogonidia, which on coming to rest assume a polyhedral form (fig. 145 D). The repeated division of the contents of this polyhedral body results in the formation of numerous zoogonidia which by apposition give rise to a new net-like cœnobium (fig. 145 E).

*Hydrodictyon reticulatum* has a wide distribution in both the eastern and western hemispheres, generally occurring in ponds and rivers. In the River Nile the young cœnobia float down the stream in myriads during the flood. The adult cœnocytes are 4—5 mm. in length just before they become zoogonidangia.

Klebs ('96) conducted experiments of much interest on *Hydrodictyon reticulatum*. He showed that the transference of cœnobia, which had been cultivated in a weak nutritive solution under bright illumination, to pure water resulted in the formation of zoogonidia, but in darkness the formation of zoogonidia could not be thus induced. In the case of cœnobia cultivated in sugar solutions (maltose) and then transferred to pure water, they

---

*Fig. 145. Hydrodictyon reticulatum (L.) Lagerh. A, nat. size; B, small portion of a young colony, ×110; C, part of a large cœnocyte containing a very young colony, ×110; D, polyhedral form assumed by the biciliated zoogonidia which arise on the germination of the zygote; E, young colony formed by the apposition of quiescent zoogonidia which arise within the polyhedral cell. D and E, × about 300 (after Pringsheim).*
formed zoogonidia if exposed to light, but gametes if kept in darkness. If, however, the cenocytes had a strong disposition to form zoogonidia, then zoogonidia were formed in both light and darkness, and similarly cenobia with a strong disposition to gamete-formation formed gametes whatever the nature of the illumination. The contest between the propensities toward zoogonidium-production and gamete-production appears to be perpetual, and the balance between the operative stimuli must be very delicate.

Quite recently another species, _H. africorum_, has been described by Yamanouchi (13). This had developed in a culture of some soil obtained from near Cape Town, S. Africa. In this species the cenocytes are for the most part ellipsoidal and about 60 of them form a very irregular net. They have a remarkable turgidity, and the connection between them in the larger plants is by such a small portion of the surface that the cenobium cannot be moved without breaking it. In the final stages of development the cenocytes become solitary, almost globular, and attain a diameter of 1·5 centimetres. In this species there are numerous definite chloroplasts, in which there are pyrenoids and reserve starch-grains, but the latter are not formed by the direct fragmentation of the pyrenoids as described by Timberlake in _H. reticulatum_.

Order 2. SIPHONALES.

The Siphonales include a number of Green Alge of very diverse form, which all agree in the fact that the entire plant consists of a single cenocyte, even though it may have a complex structure and attain a length of 40 cms. True septa only occur in connection with the formation of reproductive organs, although secondary septa of a peculiar kind may arise in the life of some of the forms. Except for the genera _Protosiphon_, _Phytophysa_, _Phyllosiphon_, _Dichotomosiphon_, and about half the species, of _Vaucheria_, all the forms are marine, and to a great extent inhabitants of warm seas.

The simplest type is _Protosiphon_, in which the primitive rounded form of the cell is largely retained. In the _Vaucheriacese_ and _Phyllosiphonaceae_ the thallus is filamentous and somewhat branched; in _Bryopsis_ and _Caulerpa_ the branching is much more extensive and exhibits a wonderful symmetry; in _Halimeda_, _Pericillus_, and others the thallus is a dense aggregation of branches bound together by a deposit of calcium carbonate; in _Codium_ the branches are elongate hypha-like filaments which are densely interlaced to form a branched thallus of some solidity. It is this extraordinary complication of a single cenocyte which is the distinguishing feature of most of the Siphonales; and of the known forms, those embraced in the genus _Caulerpa_ may be regarded as amongst the most remarkable of all Green Alge. The plants are in nearly all cases attached by strongly developed hold-fasts (_haptera_).

The protoplasm forms a parietal layer within the wall of the cenocyte and contains numerous nuclei. Thus, the whole thallus consists of many protoplasts which are not individually separated by cell-walls but are all enclosed within a common wall. Numerous disc-shaped or lens-shaped chloroplasts occur in the lining layer of protoplasm, although in the complex forms
they are of course mostly located in the more peripheral branches. In some of the Siphonales the nuclei are not infrequently larger than the chloroplasts.

Multiplication occurs in some forms by larger or smaller proliferous shoots which become detached, or by mere fragmentation of the thallus. Asexual reproduction takes place by non-motile gonidia (aplanospores), and by zoogonidia which arise in considerable numbers in zoogonidangium. In Vaucheria the zoogonidium is a large compound structure and is solitary, escaping from a terminal zoogonidangium. Gamogenesis occurs in some forms by the fusion of isogametes or anisogametes. In the family Vaucheriaceae there are highly differentiated sexual organs.

It is not unlikely that the Siphonales have been evolved from the Protococcales by a further extension of the cenocytic forms of the Chlorococceae. The genus Protosiphon is an example of an Alga which, after all, is not very far removed from Phyllobium among the Chlorochytrioseae, and it may possibly be a relic of those early forms in which originated the tendency which finally led to the Siphonales. It is exceedingly probable that Halicystis is the type from which Valonia has originated.

The view put forward by Oltmanns that the Siphonales are probably derived from the Siphonoelidiaceae by the suppression of the septa, although deserving of consideration, suggests a line of evolution which appears very improbable.

There are a number of undoubted fossil siphonaceous Algae, the calcified thallus of various forms having lent itself to preservation.

Family Protosiphonaceae.

The principal genus of the family is Protosiphon Klebs (1896), which appears to be the simplest known form of the Siphonales. The cenocytes, which, like those of Botrydium, live on damp earth, are bladder-like or subtubular (averaging about 100 μ in diameter) with a narrow, elongated, rhizoidal extension passing down into the soil. There is a single reticulate parietal chloroplast containing several pyrenoids. Starch is the principal food-reserve, and numerous nuclei occur in the lining layer of cytoplasm. The plants multiply by the budding off of new individuals from the green part of the older parent-cenocytes, or by the division of the young cenocytes into 4, 8, or 16 daughter-cenocytes. Under certain conditions the protoplasmic contents become divided into a number of rounded ‘cysts’ (probably aplanospores) which turn red and rest for a time. They may germinate direct into new plants or they may form biciliated gametes. The ordinary vegetative cenocytes may also become gametangia and produce ovoid isogametes like those formed from the aplanospores. The gametes fuse in pairs, producing a star-shaped zygote. After a period of rest the zygote grows direct into a new vegetative individual. Gametes which do not
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conjugate form parthenosporcs which soon grow into new plants. It would seem that the motile cells are probably of the nature of zoogonidia which are also facultative gametcs.

Wille has placed Protosiphon alongside Botrydium in the 'Hydrogastraceae'; and Oltmanns includes Blastozygma along with it in the Protosiphonaceae, which he places as a family of the Protococcales. There is only one known species, Protosiphon botryoides (Kütz.) Klebs.

It seems natural to include the genus Halicystis (Areschoug, 1850) in the family Protosiphonaceae. It is a small genus of marine Alge in which the thallus consists of a single round or ovoid, bladder-like eoeocye, about the colour and size of a green grape, having a short basal stalk terminating in a minute disc by which the plant is attached to its substratum. The substratum consists of shells or stones, or sometimes the disc bores its way into the calcified crusts of Lithothamnion (Kuckuck, '07). No rhizoids are formed. There is but one cavity, that of the bladder-like vesicle passing downwards into the cylindrical stalk. The wall is very finely stratified, and lining its interior there is a delicate layer of protoplasm containing numerous small nuclei and chloroplasts. The greater part of the volume of the lumen is filled with cell-sap. The chloroplasts are rounded or oval discs, wholly destitute of pyrenoids but containing starch. The nuclei are also flattened discs, scattered irregularly or sometimes in pairs through the entire lining layer of protoplasm (Murray, '93).

Zoogonidia are formed in the upper part of the eocene, the protoplasm of the lower part remaining sterile, although there is no separating wall formed between the two portions. Both macro- and microzoogonidia have been observed by Kuckuck ('07). They are biciliated and escape through one or more apertures in the old wall. The microzoogonidia may perhaps also function as isogametes.

Halicystis has usually been placed alongside Valonia in the Valoniaceae, but Schmitz, and also Murray, have given cogent reasons for its inclusion in the Siphonales. Although Halicystis bears a striking resemblance to certain species of Valonia, it differs in the more irregular disposition of the nuclei, in the rounded chloroplasts without pyrenoids, in the absence of rhizoids, in the feeble stratification of the wall, and in the fact that it never becomes at any time more than a single eocene. H. ovalis (Ag.) Aresch. extends from subtropical regions into the N. Atlantic and North Sea. H. parvula Schmitz is confined to the Mediterranean.

Family Chetosiphonaceae.

This family includes only the genus Chetosiphon Huber ('93) of which there is but one known species, Ch. moniliformis, an alga occurring as an endophyte in the dead and discoloured leaves of Zostera marina. The thallus consists of a richly branched eocene, rather deeply constricted at frequent intervals, but without transverse walls except in
connection with the zoogonidangia. The branches, which are from 10 to 15 μ in diameter, ramify through the tissues of the leaf, traversing both cells and intercellular spaces. Near the epidermis of the leaf the branches become swollen in a moniliform manner, attaining a diameter of 30 μ or more, and those which are in the epidermis often develop elongated tubular hairs (4–5 μ in diameter), devoid of any colour, which stand out more or less at right angles to the surface of the leaf. There is a parietal layer of protoplasm enclosing a central vacuole which is only interrupted at the constrictions of the coenocyte. The chloroplasts are very numerous and discoidal, with polygonal outlines, and each one contains a small central pyrenoid. The nuclei are fairly numerous and large, each with a conspicuous nucleolus; they occur at scattered intervals in the lining layer of protoplasm and are always internal to the chloroplasts.

The zoogonidangia are separated from the rest of the coenocyte by a wall, after which the nuclei divide and the disc-like chloroplasts become orientated at right-angles to the wall. Numerous zoogonidia (12–15 μ in length) are formed, which are at first clustered as a botryoidal mass, but they soon develop two cilia and finally escape through the tubular hairs. Each zoogonidium possesses several chloroplasts and a conspicuous pigment spot.

Huber’s suggestion that Cheetosiphon may be the extreme form of a chetophoraceous series passing through Endoderma, Pharephila and Blastophyza does not appear to be at all probable. From its siphonaceous thallus and the nature of its chloroplasts it is far more likely to be a member of the Siphonales allied to the Bryopsidaceae, its special peculiarities being due to its endophytic habit.

Family **Bryopsidaceae**.

In this family the thallus is a much branched coenocyte, the lower branches becoming modified as root-like organs of attachment. The upper branches are arranged as shoots, each with a main ascending axis or ‘stem’ and branches of the first and second order which are often described as ‘leaves’. The whole plant consists of graceful feather-like fronds of a deep green colour which have a superficial resemblance to certain species of Caulerpa. The ‘leaves’ are of a fusiform-cylindrical shape, having a marked constriction at their point of junction with the axis, and are arranged either in two rows or in a spiral. When they become fully mature in Bryopsis they are cut off from the axis by a wall and converted into gametangia (fig. 146 I). The latter eventually fall off leaving the separating walls as scars along the axis. In Pseudobryopsis the ‘leaves’ are from the first cut off by a transverse wall from the axis.

The cell-wall is thin and not encrusted. Wille (’97) stated that trabeculae sometimes occur, such as those present in the coenocytes of Caulerpa, but this observation is apparently doubtful. The protoplasm forms a parietal layer in which there are numerous nuclei and chloroplasts. The latter are small elliptic discs with a central pyrenoid. In the large cell-sap vacuole which occupies all the central space of the coenocyte there are rounded and spindle-shaped albuminous bodies, first observed by Noll.

W. A.
Vegetative propagation is known to occur by detached 'leaves' which grow into new plants, and by the formation of rhizome-like branches from the lower part of the thallus.

Zoogonidia are unknown.

Numerous biciliated anisogametes are produced in gametangia, which in *Bryopsis* are converted 'leaves' but in *Pseudobryopsis* are ovoid or pear-shaped outgrowths from the 'leaves' (fig. 146 2). Male and female gametangia may occur on the same axis or they may be on different plants. The female gametes are about three times the size of the male gametes, possessing a rather large posterior chloroplast with one pyrenoid and a pigment-spot. The male gametes, which are of a brownish-red colour, have only a very small chloroplast and no pigment-spot. The paired cilia are in

Fig. 146. 1, portion of thallus of *Bryopsis cupressoides* Lamx. with almost ripe gametangia (g), x about 25. 2, pinna of 'leaflet' of *Pseudobryopsis myura* (J. Ag.) Berth. with gametangia (g); 3 and 5a, copulation of gametes; 4, zygotes soon after copulation showing chloroplasts of male (chr') and female (chr) gametes; 5, zygote in which the chloroplast has divided; 6, germination of zygote. (From Oltmanns; 2 and 3, after Berthold.)
each case attached to the anterior pointed end. The fusion of the gametes (vide fig. 146 3 and 5 a) results in a rounded zygote which is capable of immediate germination.

The Bryopsidaceae are closely related to the Derbesiaceae and the Codioaceae; they occur in all seas, but more abundantly in the warmer oceans.

The genera are: *Bryopsis* Lamouroux, 1809; *Pseudobryopsis* Berthold, 1880.

**Family Derbesiaceae.**

This family includes the single genus *Derbesia* first described by Solier in 1847. In general habit the thallus is tufted, numerous erect and more or less cylindrical branches arising from narrower, creeping rhizome-like branches, which are fastened to the substratum by branched holdfasts (fig. 147 1). The whole thallus is the development of a single coenocyte, but the erect branches are often separated at the base by double cell-walls resulting in the formation of a small basal segment (fig. 147 2). There is no differentiation into ‘stem’ and ‘leaves’ if one excludes the zoogonidangia which are homologous with the ‘leaves’ of *Bryopsis*, and the erect tubular branches have a great resemblance to the filaments of a thick *Vaucheria*. The cell-wall is thin and not encrusted. In the older parts of the thallus a few transverse walls may sometimes be formed, but they are seldom observed and have no definite position. The parietal protoplasm contains many nuclei and numerous discoidal chloroplasts. The latter are oval or elliptical and generally contain one or more pyrenoids, but in some species (*Derbesia neglecta*) pyrenoids are absent. In the large sap vacuole are
found albuminous bodies similar to those which occur in *Bryopsis*, and also crystals of calcium oxalate.

Reproduction occurs only by zoogonidia which are produced in sub-spherical or club-shaped zoogonidangia borne laterally on the erect branches (fig. 147 1 and 4). The zoogonidangium, which is separated from the main axis by a thick, lamellate, basal wall, and often by a small basal cell, produces from 8 to 20 zoogonidia. These are comparatively large, ovoid in shape, and furnished with a circle of cilia at the anterior end (fig. 147 5).

The protoplasm within the zoogonidangium contains at first several thousand nuclei of slightly larger size than the chloroplasts. Soon a process of nuclear differentiation sets in, certain of the nuclei increasing to about four or six times their original size. These rapidly acquire a definite cytoplasmic envelope, with radiating strands, and become distributed uniformly through the zoogonidangium. The smaller nuclei soon degenerate; they gradually decrease in size until they are much smaller than the chloroplasts, lose their chromatin, and finally disintegrate in the cytoplasm. When this nuclear degeneration has practically ended the segmentation of the protoplasm takes place, cleavage beginning at the periphery. The developing zoogonidia become rounded and the numerous chloroplasts arrange themselves radially. The nucleus then moves from the centre towards the periphery, and on the side of the nucleus nearest the periphery some of the protoplasmic strands arrange themselves in the form of a funnel and numerous granules which occur on these strands move outwards towards the plasma-membrane. These granules accumulate in a circle just underneath the plasma-membrane and fuse with one another to form a deeply-staining, firm ring, which is the *blepharoplast*. The protoplasmic strands connecting the nucleus with the developing blepharoplast apparently disappear after its formation, and the nucleus passes back to the centre of the zoogonidium, the chloroplasts once more arranging themselves radially. The blepharoplast then splits to form two rings, one slightly below the other, and the circle of cilia is developed from the lower ring (Davis, ’08).

In the possession of a circle of cilia the zoogonidia of *Derbesia* resemble those of *Edogonium*, but this resemblance does not in any way suggest affinity. The zoogonidia of *Derbesia* are formed from a multinucleate segment in which the nuclear changes are unusual, and their peculiarities may be entirely the result of the exceptional manner of their origin. The investigations of Davis (’08) indicate that it is in the highest degree probable that the ancestors of *Derbesia* produced numerous biciliated zoogonidia similar to those which are at present produced in many genera of the Siphonales, and that the peculiar zoogonidium, like that of *Vaucheria*, is only a late phylogenetic development. It is not unlikely that *Derbesia* may be distantly related to *Vaucheria*.

Family *Caulerpaceae*.

This is another family of the Siphonales represented by a single genus—*Caulerpa* Lamouroux, 1809—of which about 60 species are known from tropical and subtropical seas. This genus is one of the most singular types
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in the vegetable kingdom, as although it consists of only a single branched cenocyte, yet in external form the different species simulate the various types of habit found in higher plants. The thallus consists of a creeping rhizome-like axis, which gives off branched root-like rhizoids or 'holdfasts' from its under side and 'foliar shoots' from above. The latter are often of great beauty and may attain a length of 30 cms. The rhizome has an apical growing point and is often profusely branched, but the general character of

Fig. 148. Caulerpa Holmesiana G. Murray. ½ natural size.

Fig. 149. Caulerpa verticillata J. Ag. 1½ times the natural size (after Börgesen).
both the rhizome and the root-like holdfasts varies much in the different species, depending upon the habit of the plant and the nature of its environment. The necessary mechanical support for the thallus is not obtained by the interlacing of branches or by calcification, as in so many of the Siphonales, but mostly by the great turgidity of the coenocyte. A dense lattice-work of internal trabeculae or cross-beams traverse the lumen of the coenocyte from wall to wall (fig. 151) and prevent any over-distention or possible bursting. There is no cellular structure in the thallus and the plant is but a hollow mockery of the higher type which it simulates.

The cell-wall is thick and distinctly lamelllose, with an outermost layer which gives rise to the trabeculae. The transverse trabeculae are strengthened by many of the later-formed lamellae, which are laid down around the original beam as well as on the inner side of the wall. Correns ('94) found that after successive treatments with concentrated sulphuric acid and water numerous sphaerocrystals were formed which were undoubtedly derived from the bulk of the membrane. These differed in several important respects from similar sphaerocrystals of cellulose obtained by Gilson and others, and Correns concluded that the cell-wall of Caulerpa did not consist of true cellulose but of one of the allied substances. With iodine and sulphuric acid the wall colours only a golden yellow.

The building-up and the strengthening of the walls and trabeculae of Caulerpa have furnished much evidence in favour of the growth of cell-walls by apposition.

The protoplasm is disposed as a parietal layer on the inner side of the wall, and it also covers all the trabeculae, numerous anastomosing strands passing from the thin layer around each of the trabeculae to the peripheral parietal layer. Most of the strands run more or less longitudinally, and it is not unlikely that one function of the trabeculae is to give support to this delicate anastomosis of protoplasmic strands. In short, without this support it would scarcely be possible for the delicate protoplasmic threads to ramify through the large central vacuole of the coenocyte. Numerous nuclei are present everywhere through the protoplasm, and there are also numerous disc-shaped chloroplasts, mostly aggregated in the peripheral layer. The
chloroplasts, which are without pyrenoids, are according to Mme. Weber van Bosse in some species relatively large. The peripheral layer of protoplasm is for the most part quiescent, but the more central anastomosis exhibits an upward and downward streaming movement which caused Janse ('07) to regard the streams as nutritive in character.

There are no reproductive organs in Caulerpa, propagation taking place only by the separation of proliferous shoots. This is very well seen in Caulerpa prolifera, a species which is frequent in the Mediterranean, preferring deep water and sheltered places. It has been shown that in shallower, more turbulent water the proliferations are more abundantly developed.

The genus Caulerpa is divided into twelve sections based upon the type of habit, which resembles that of mosses, lycops, ferns, Zostera, sedums, cacti, etc. Thus, there are the sections Charoideae, Bryoideae, Filoideae, Zosteroidae, Sedoideae, etc. Almost all the types of habit exhibited by higher plants are found to exist in this extraordinary genus. The genus was monographed by Mme. Weber van Bosse ('98) and systematic and ecological studies have been published by Svedelius ('06; '07). It is to Börgesen ('06; '07), however, that we owe the splendid knowledge we now possess of the general biology of this genus. Börgesen has shown that Reink's views ('06) that species of Caulerpa live under uniform external conditions and that they show no adaptations are not at all in agreement with facts.

Börgesen recognizes three ecological types in which the mode of growth as a whole depends upon environment.

1. **Epiphytic or mud-collecting Caulerpas.** One of the best examples is *C. verticillata* (fig. 149), in which the rhizomes are almost thread-like and form a dense mat on the roots of Mangroves, accumulating mud and fine organic detritus.

2. **Sand and mud Caulerpas.** Exemplified by *C. ericoides*, *C. ericoides*, *C. taxifolia*, etc., which are found in sheltered places in shallow water and in deeper water (down to more than 100 feet) where the influence of the surf is not felt. The rhizomes are strong and vigorous, growing extensively over a loose, sandy or muddy sea-bottom. In this way *C. prolifera* covers large areas of the soft bottom of parts of the Mediterranean. Börgesen likens the growth of *Caulerpa prolifera* to that of *Carex arenaria*, the awl-shaped end of the rhizome boring its way through the sand in perfectly straight lines often more than a metre in length, and sending up at short distances the erect 'foliar shoots.' At about the same distance from one another as the erect 'shoots,' vigorous 'roots' grow down into the sand, undivided for about 2 or 3 cms., but then repeatedly branched to form numerous fine rhizoids which are firmly fastened to the sand and gravel. A similar attachment is found in *Penicillus, Halimeda* (consult fig. 154) and *Udotea* (three genera belonging to the Codiaeaceae) when these Alge are growing on a loose bottom, the loose material being knitted together so as to replace a fixed substratum.
(3) *Rock and coral-reef Caulerpas.* These are more especially forms of *C. racemosa,* although other species also occur. They are found in both exposed and sheltered localities, forming compact patches consisting of numerous entangled rhizomes firmly fixed to the rocks by richly branched rhizoids. In the more sheltered places the plants are larger in all respects and the rhizomes more vigorous. When attached to coral reefs Börgesen states that in his experience it is only to the dead parts of the corals.

It would appear from Börgesen’s researches that there are two groups of *Caulerpa,* those with leaf-like bilateral shoots and those with radial shoots. The former are derived from the latter, and the difference is apparently caused by different degrees of light and exposure. The radial *Caulerpa* are essentially inhabitants of the littoral region in shallow water, being adapted to live in intense light, whereas the bilateral forms become more pronounced in deeper water which is often muddy and where the intensity of the light is much reduced. At depths of 20—30 metres the leaf-like segments of the ‘folioar shoots’ are quite distichous and even the branches may all be situated in the same plane.

In the absence of any form of reproductive organs the relationships of *Caulerpa* are not at all clear. It may possibly be related to *Bryopsis* since Correns finds that the cell-wall consists of a similar substance in each case, and Wille has declared that the characteristic trabecule of *Caulerpa* sometimes occur in *Bryopsis.

Quite a number of fossil impressions have been attributed to the *Caulerpaceae,* some being described under the name *Caulerpites* and others as species of *Caulerpa.* *Caulerpites cactoides* Göppert was described from Silurian and Cambrian strata, and *Caulerpa Carruthersi* Murray from the Kimmeridge Clay. These and many similar impressions are exceedingly doubtful, and it is more than probable that some are casts of animal origin rather than of plant origin (*vide* Seward, ’98).

**Family Codiceae.**

The thallus in this family is of very varied form and in some genera is encrusted with calcium carbonate (*Halimeda, Penicillus,* etc.). The plant consists of a much-branched eooecytic tube, the thread-like branches of which are so interwoven that they give rise to a thallus with a definite external form. The interweaving of the branches is sometimes rather loose (*Avrainvillea, Boodleopsis, Tydemania, Penicillus*) and at other times so compact as almost to form a tissue which has received the name of ‘plectenchyma’ (*Udotea, Halimeda, Cladocephalus,* etc.). In most cases the thallus is differentiated into a medullary region of interlacing branches and a cortical region in which short branches stand out at right-angles to the long axis. This cortical region often forms a superficial limiting layer which has been termed the ‘palisade layer.’

The branches of the eooecyte have only a limited apical growth and, after a certain length has been attained, one or two lateral outgrowths arise behind the now dormant apex of the branch, each outgrowth forming a new branch of about the same length as the parent-axis. The branching is usually dichotomous, either in one plane or in alternate planes, although trichotomous branching occurs in the basal part of *Chlorodesmis comosa,* in *Boodleopsis,* in *Tydemania,* in *Penicillus Sibogae,* in the capitulum of *P. dumetosus,* and in the flabellum of *Udotea conglutinata* and *U. glaucescens;*
verticillate branching also occurs in *Tydemania expeditionis*, in *Boodeopsis* and in the capitulum of both species of *Rhipocephalus* (A. & E. S. Gepp, ’11). In addition to the main branches there are often more or less prominent papillate outgrowths which may occur in great quantity, not infrequently cohering to form a continuous cortex covering the external surface of the thallus. This cortex may be uncalcified, as in *Flabellaria petiolata*, or calcified, as in many species of *Udotea*, etc. In *Cladocephalus* there are numerous ‘pseudo-lateral’ branches forming an uncalcified labyrinthine cortex (fig. 152 B and C). There are also ‘pseudo-conjugating’ filaments in

*Fig. 152. Cladocephalus excentricus* A. & E. S. Gepp. *A*, plant § nat. size; *B*, section of the outer portion of the thallus showing the pseudocortex, × 215; *C*, longitudinal section near the apex showing the young branches of the conoeye, × 200. (From Wille, after A. & E. S. Gepp.)

*Rhipiliopsis*, consisting of lateral outgrowths which meet but never coalesce. In the Codiceae the cortex consists of contiguous branch-endings, which in the genus *Pseudocodium* are laterally coherent.

There is usually a constriction at the base of each branch of a dichotomy, and partial septa are often formed at these points due to the development of a ring-like ingrowth of the cell-wall. In *Callipsygma* this ingrowth is a
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septum with a central aperture, and in Codium and other genera the septa are frequently complete, forming 'stoppers' in various parts of the thallus.

The attachment of the Codiaceae to the substratum is effected by numerous, repeatedly-branched rhizoids, which often penetrate deeply into a soft substratum, or fix themselves firmly to sand-grains, fragments of shells, remains of calcareous Alge, etc. Some species, such as Udotae Desfontainei and Halimeda Tuna, only occur attached to stones or to the rhizomes of Zostera. The rhizoids possess fairly thick walls, but only a delicate protoplasmic lining and very few chloroplasts.

In the branches which form the 'shoot' the lining layer of protoplasm is much thicker, containing numerous discoidal chloroplasts of a rounded or polygonal form, and with or without a pyrenoid. Very often the apical parts of the branches are of a deeper green colour owing to the aggregation of the chloroplasts at these points. Numerous starch-grains are present, especially in the older parts of the filaments, and in outward shape they may be reniform, fusiform, or irregularly ovoid. In Arrainvillea a yellow or brown pigment may be present in the cytoplasm.

The Codiaceae are largely propagated by fragmentation of the thallus, which often occurs by the formation of numerous new shoots, the older parts dying away and thus setting free the new shoots as young plants. At other times new plants are developed from the merest fragments, even from a single 'palisade' branch of the old thallus (Tobler, '11). Zoogonidangia and gametangia are developed in some genera on the sides of the peripheral (or palisade) branches. The reproductive cells are biciliated and the gametes are anisogamous (fig. 155 D—G).

It has been found that the Codiaceae are best and most naturally separated into three sub-families, the Flabellariaceae, the Udotae, and the Codiae, of which the two first-named are more nearly related to each other, than either group is to the Codiae. This classification was proposed by A. & E. S. Gepp ('11), who regard the Flabellariaceae and Udotae as fundamentally distinct, the separation having probably occurred far back in their phylogenetic history.

Sub-family Flabellariaceae. This is the largest section of the Codiaceae, including nine genera all of which are destitute of calcification. The thallus shows considerable diversity of form in the different genera, although the general tendency is towards the formation of a stalked and flattened expansion. Chlorodesmis and Rhipidodesmis are the most primitive genera, the former affording some clue to the ancestry of Flabellaria and probably of the flabelliform genera Arrainvillea, Rhipiliopsis, Rhipilia, and Cladocephalus. The largest genus is Arrainvillea in which the thallus consists of dichotomously branched, interwoven filaments forming subsessile or stalked,
flabelliform 'fronds,' having a felt-like structure and attached below by rhizoidal branches (Murray & Boodle, '89). In this genus the branching is dichotomous, and the branches, which are invariably constricted at the base, are either cylindrical or moniliform, with thin walls. In *Avrainvillea* the filaments have no lateral branches, whereas in *Flabellaria* there are numerous lobulate lateral branchlets which usually interlock so as to form a close cortex over the expanded frond.

*Callipsygma* is but little more advanced, possessing a flabelliform frond with a complanate two-edged stalk. The filaments composing the stalk are approximately parallel, but those forming the expanded frond are not all in one plane as they frequently overlap and are partly superposed (A. & E. S. Gepp, '04; '11). In *Cladoccephalus* (fig. 152) the branches of the coenocyte are more irregular, forming an excentric infundibuliform thallus in which the subparallel medullary filaments are covered by a labyrinthine cortex composed of short, densely subdivided 'pseudo-lateral' branches.

*Zoogonidangia* occur in *Avrainvillea* as terminal expansions on filaments exserted from the flabellum.

The genera are: *Chlorodesmis* Bailey & Harvey, 1858 [inclus. *Rhytosophon* Brand, 1911]; *Avrainvillea* Decaisné, 1842; *Rhipiodesmis* A. & E. S. Gepp, 1911; *Flabellaria* Lamouroux, 1813; *Rhipiilia* Kützing, 1858, emend. A. & E. S. Gepp, 1911; *Cladoccephalus* Howe, 1905; *Rhipiodesmis* A. & E. S. Gepp, 1911; *Callipsygma* J. G. Agardh, 1887; *Boodleopsis* A. & E. S. Gepp, 1911.

Of the above genera, *Boodleopsis* is unique and its affinities most obscure. *B. siphonacea*, the only known species, is a small Alga from the E. Indies forming dense flattened cushions growing on a muddy substratum. Its chief character lies in the abundant ramification of its branches and in the nature of the branching.

Sub-family UDOTEÆ. This sub-family contains five genera in all of which the thallus is calcified. The most primitive forms are certain species of *Penicillus*, although *Udotea juvensis* is very little further advanced. The genus *Udotea* is of exceptional interest in view of the phylogenetic series exhibited by its various species, all of which may be traced back to *U. juvensis*. Its stalked fronds are generally flabellate as in *Avtrainvillea*, but are always encrusted with calcium carbonate. The calcareous matter is deposited in the outer gelatinous layers of the wall, but also penetrates into the inner cellulose wall. The calcium carbonate consists of either aragonite or calcite, but is never quite pure, being mixed with varying quantities of magnesium carbonate or calcium oxalate. The degree of calcification depends to some extent upon the species and also upon the insolation to which a given plant is exposed. There are two kinds of calcification: (1) the filaments composing the thallus are each enclosed in a porose calcareous sheath, and are either quite free (as in the capitulum of *Penicillus*), or laterally cemented side by side into monostromatic flabellum (as in *Udotea*...
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javensis, U. glaucescens, Tydemania, Rhipocephalus), or they are more or less completely conglutinated to form a pluriseriate flabelliform or cyathiform frond (as in U. conglutinata, U. cyathiformis, etc.); (2) the simple or branched lateral appendages of the filaments, which in this type cohere so as to form a cortical covering to the frond and its stalk, are thickened by a calcareous deposit along the laterally cohering walls. The extent of the calcification varies with the species, penetrating in some cases deeply into the thallus. This method of incrustation is found in the cortex of the stalks of Udotea, Penicillus, and Rhipocephalus, and in the frond of the corticated species of Udotea. It will be thus seen that the calcareous cement really fills the grooves between the filaments and binds them into a firm thallus.

In the first type of calcification 'pores' in the calcareous sheath are extremely numerous. Each pore is a bubble-like chamber in the thickness of the incrustation, being covered externally by a delicate calcareous pellicle in which is a minute ostiole. They mark the spots where bubbles of oxygen are evolved during photosynthesis (A. & E. S. Gepp, '11).

In the second type of calcification there are numerous 'windows' consisting of the apices of the lateral branches of the filaments which are free
from calcification. These ‘windows,’ which are flush with the surface of the thallus, are for the entrance of light, and presumably escape calcification owing to the clinging of bubbles of oxygen evolved as the result of the photosynthetic work of the chromatophores lodged within (vide A. & E. S. Gepp, '11).

In most species the stalk consists of many parallel filaments, with numerous lateral branches forming a calcified cortex, but in Udotea javensis, a species in which the flabellate frond consists of a single layer of filaments, the stalk is monosiphonous.

A marked feature of the frond of Udotea is its beautiful zoning due to periodic growth. The thallus also shows marginal proliferation.

Fig. 154. Halimeda incrassata (Ellis & Sol.) Lamx. var. simulans (Howe) Börjesen.
Nat. size (after Börjesen).

The highest type of the Udoteae is Halimeda (fig. 154). This genus is certainly the most singular in the form of its fronds, which consist of branched chains of incrusted segments joined together in the manner of a cactus. The segments are compressed, more or less irregularly rounded, and in some species subreniform in shape. The structure of the segment is much like that of the frond of the more advanced types of Udotea, only between the axial strand of filaments and the peripheral cortical branches there is a subcortical layer, consisting of lateral branches of the axial
filaments, which forms the main substance of the joint. The small cortical branches, which are really only the terminations of the filaments of the subcortical layer, are so compact that in surface view they have a more or less hexagonal appearance.

The axial filaments usually branch trichotomously, the middle branch continuing its course as a portion of the central strand (E. S. Gepp, '04). After a time the filaments cease growing and form the resting apex of the segment or joint. At this point they are in close contact and communication is established between them in one of three ways:

1. Free communication is established by means of large apertures in the walls of all the filaments, so that the whole central strand becomes welded into a connected mass. The individuality of the filaments is not lost, however, and on renewal of growth each filament continues again its individual course as it branches out to contribute to the tissues of a new joint (characteristic of H. macroloba and H. incrassata).

2. The filaments fuse in groups of two or three, their separate identity being completely lost, and at the end of the resting period the fused portions continue their growth as single filaments which by the usual type of branching form a new joint. (Found in H. Tuna, H. gracilis, etc.)

3. The filaments always fuse in pairs and their identity is not lost as they appear again almost at once as separate filaments. This type is a distinguishing feature of H. Opuntia, occurring in no other species. These three methods of communication between the central filaments furnish useful taxonomic characters (E. S. Gepp, '01).

Reproductive organs are only known in Halimeda. These are zoogonidangia producing large numbers of very small biciliated zoogonidia, and they arise on clusters of dichotomous fructiferous filaments developed on the dorsal margins of the segments. The fructiferous filaments, which are direct continuations of the central filaments of the joint, grow out either in small isolated tufts (H. gracilis) or as a continuous fringe along the dorsal margin of the segment (H. Tuna). Each fructiferous filament arises only as the result of the fusion of two of the filaments of the central strand. The zoogonidangia are developed in clusters on short branches of the fructiferous filaments, and are green in colour. The germination of the zoogonidia has not yet been observed.

An interesting point, the significance of which is not quite clear, is the fusion of filaments of the central strand before any fresh growth takes place, whether vegetative or reproductive. "Inasmuch as these fusions are found to precede the formation of new joints on the one hand, and of sporangiophores on the other, the obvious inference is that the fusions provide a powerful stimulus for further growth, whether vegetative or reproductive. They form new and vigorous growing-points. But what the factor may be which determines whether sporangia or whether a new joint shall result from the fusion is veiled in mystery" (E. S. Gepp, '01).

The interesting genus Penicillus (fig. 153) has probably arisen from ancestors common with those of Tydemania and Halimeda. It has a cylindrical or slightly flattened stalk consisting of closely interwoven filaments thickly incrusted with calcium carbonate. At the summit of the stalk the
filaments diverge to form a mop-like mass of freely branching threads which, as a rule, are much less incrusted than the stalk. In some forms the apical mop of filaments is small and compact, with well calcified filaments, whereas in others it consists of long, straggling, and but slightly calcified filaments. In the former it is rarely more than 2 cms. in diameter, but in the latter it frequently attains a diameter of 10—15 cms.

The curious type Rhipecephalus has a general resemblance to Penicillus in habit and structure. Its stalk is round, and the capitulum, unlike that of Penicillus, consists of a cone of many small eumate flabelliform fronds. These are 5—20 mm. in length, monostromatic, ascending and imbricating. They are normally arranged in subverticils, and in R. phoenix the flabelliform fronds of the same whorl are usually laterally connate into collars which more or less completely encircle the main axis.

The finely divided rhizoids with which all the Udotae are furnished, enable them to grow on a loose sandy or muddy bottom, the plants being fixed by the knitting together of the loose material in such a way that the latter replaces a fixed substratum. Upon a loose bottom of this kind in the West Indies Börgesen ('11) states that Penicillus capitatus, varieties of Halimeda incrassata, and Udotae flabellata, together with a few other species, form a very luxuriant vegetation. Sometimes they are mixed, but more often they occur in nearly pure unmixed societies. Thus, Penicillus capitatus grows so densely, head against head, that the ground is scarcely visible. The forms from the open sea, which occur down to 16 fathoms, are more firmly and compactly built than those from the lagoons. Halimeda Opuntia grows vigorously in the lagoons, where it often forms low banks or reefs, mud and organic detritus accumulating among its branches. In this way it may form mound-like banks which die in the centre and send out new shoots at the periphery.

Some species of Udotae, such as U. cyathiformis, U. spinulosa, etc., are only found in deep water down to a depth of about 40 metres (22 fathoms).

The Udotae although represented in more northerly seas (Penicillus, Udotae and Halimeda have each one species in the Mediterranean) are mostly tropical, and in the West Indies they are particularly abundant. Udotae and Halimeda are also abundant in the Eastern hemisphere.

The genera are: Tydemania Weber van Bosse, 1901; Penicillus Lamarck, 1813; Rhipecephalus Kiitzing, 1843; Udotae Lamouroux, 1812; Halimeda Lamouroux, 1812.

Owing to the calcification of the thallus the Udotae unquestionably lend themselves to preservation as fossils. Sollas has shown that the joints of species of Halimeda form no inconsiderable part of the material which goes to constitute some of the Pacific coral-reefs, and Börgesen points out that in the West Indies these joints often form an appreciable portion of the coarse particles of the calcareous sea-beach. There is every reason to believe that similar siphonaceous Algae have played some part in the formation of the coral reefs and calcareous shore-deposits of previous geological periods; in fact, Fuchs has described a species of Halimeda (H. Suportae) from the Eocene. A Tertiary Alga from the Paris basin very closely akin to Penicillus has been recognized in a fossil state by Munier-Chalmers, and the Eocene fossil described by Lamarck as Ovulites is very likely a siphonaceous Alga belonging to the Udotae. Spharocodium Bornemannii described by Rothpletz as a fossil member of the Codiceae is exceedingly doubtful. For further information on these fossils consult Seward ('98).
Lorenz (1902) has given the name *Halimedites* to the fossil Alga he described as *Halimeda Fuggeri* in 1897. *Boueina Hochstetteri* Toula (1884), from the Upper Neocomian of Servia, has a general habit similar to *Halimeda*. For a full account of the genus *Boueina* consult Steinmann (99).

Sub-family Codieae. The plants of this small group have a spongy thallus with a variable external form. Some of them are globular cushions, some flat and lobed, and others are elongated cylindrical thalli which are more or less dichotomously branched; all are fixed to the substratum by means of rhizoids. The thallus consists of a central medullary mass of densely interwoven filaments from which arise numerous, club-shaped, ‘palisade’ branches (the ‘utricles’ of Agardh) arranged perpendicularly to the surface. The latter are closely packed to form a pseudoparenchymatous tissue such as does not occur in the Udotae. The rhizoids are continuous with the medullary filaments.

Most of the medullary and rhizoidal filaments apparently become secondarily septate by the formation of annular thickenings which gradually increase until the lumen is completely occluded at those points. Thus, as
the filaments get old they become fitted with 'stoppers' or 'plugs,' the beginnings of which appear quite early in the growth of the filament.

The parietal chloroplasts are very small and extremely numerous, especially near the apices of the branches: here they may be so densely aggregated that the green colour becomes of an intensity approaching black. In the lateral 'palisade' branches the chloroplasts are often grouped in clusters or arranged in strings.

The palisade branches, which are several times the diameter of the medullary filaments from which they arise, are developed acropetally, and they are not infrequently cut off at the constricted base by a stopper-like partition. The wall at the apex is thicker than elsewhere and is in some cases mucronate. It has been found that when Codium is exposed to strong light it tends to cover itself with hairs.

Reproduction occurs by the fusion of anisogametaces. The gametangia are produced plentifully during the winter in Codium, and are borne on the upper lateral margins of the palisade branches (fig. 155 C). They are elongate-ovoid bodies, usually borne singly, and finally cut off by a plug-like wall from the palisade branch. Sometimes there is a succession of gametangia on the same branch, scars of attachment being left as the old gametangia fall away. Each gametangium has a distinctly two-layered wall, the outer layer being firm and thin, whereas the inner layer is thicker and able to undergo considerable swelling. The female gametangia were first described by Thuret ('50) and Derbes & Solier ('56), who showed that the green female gametes escaped en masse through a rupture in the apex of the gametangium. This rupture has been shown to take place as a result of the internal pressure exerted by the swelling of the inner layer of the gametangium-wall. The gametes soon separate and actively swim away. The male gametes, which are much smaller and of a golden-yellow colour, are produced in similar gametangia, but in larger numbers. The fusion of the gametes has been observed by Oltmanns ('04; consult fig. 155 D—G), although Berthold ('80) long ago showed that young plants could only be developed after the larger and smaller motile cells had been mixed. The zygote germinates at once.

Went ('89) found both kinds of gametangia on the same individual plants. His statement, that the megagametes can become parthenogenetic and develop directly into new plants requires confirmation.

Gibson & Auld ('00) have observed that the gametangia after reaching a certain stage of development, may become vegetative and be transformed into adventitious buds.

Only two genera are known, both of which may possibly have been derived from Chlorodesmis: Codium Stackhouse, 1795—1801; Pseudocodium Weber van Bosse, 1895.

In Codium the medullary filaments form an irregular plexus and the branches

w.a.
('utricles') which form the cortical layer are contiguous but not adherent; whereas in *Pseudocodium* the medullary filaments are longitudinally arranged and the branches of the cortical layer are coherent, so that in a superficial view the cortex is hexagonally areolate. *Codium* occurs in both the Eastern and Western hemispheres, but *Pseudocodium* is known only in the temperate regions of the Eastern hemisphere. The plants are perennial, and in Western Europe reproduction takes place freely in the winter.

**Family Phyllosiphonaceæ.**

This family includes some interesting endophytic or endozootic Algae which in most cases are partial parasites.

The thallus of *Phyllosiphon* consists of a richly branched coenocyte (fig. 156 B), the rather irregular tube-like ramifications of which traverse in every direction the intercellular spaces of the leaves and leaf-stalks of various members of the Araceæ. Owing to this intrusion and the destructive action of the invader, the leaves of the host soon display diseased areas from 0.5—1 cm. in diameter, which often coalesce at their margins to form larger patches (fig. 156 A). These patches are at first yellow owing to the secretion of orange-yellow oleaginous droplets in the cells of the host due to the stimulation of the parasite. When the leaf wilts the oleaginous droplets disappear and the filaments of *Phyllosiphon*, which are

![Fig. 156. Phyllosiphon Arisari Kühn. A, leaf of Arisarum vulgare showing the diseased areas caused by the Phyllosiphon; B, branches of the Alga in the leaf-stalk, x 68; C, portion of algal thallus with aplanospores, x 340; D, aplanospores, x 400. (From Wille, after Just.)](image-url)
now packed with green aplanospores, cause the affected spots to appear strikingly green on the withered leaf (Maire, '08). There are numerous nuclei in the branches of the coenocyte and, except at the colourless tips of the branches, large numbers of parietal disc-shaped chloroplasts without pyrenoids. Both starch and oil occur as reserves. Motile cells are unknown, reproduction occurring only by the formation of numerous aplanospores, which are minute ovoid gonidia, set free from the ends of the branched tubes by a rupture caused by the swelling of the inner layer of the wall.

Phytophysa is a partial parasite in the cortical parenchyma of the stems of Pilea, an Urticaceous plant of Java, causing the formation of gall-like excrescences. The Alga consists of a vesicular coenocyte of a deep green colour, furnished with a thick wall and attaining a diameter of 2.5 mm. Each vesicle is provided with a neck which projects towards the exterior of the pustule and through which the aplanospores ultimately escape. Oil globules and cellulose grains (?) are the reserves. Only the peripheral part of the large vesicular coenocyte forms aplanospores, the inner part forming a mass of sterile cells between which and the outer wall the developing aplanospores become squeezed.

Ostreobium is another genus which consists of a richly branched system of coenocytic tubes within the substance of the shells of marine bivalves or in the branches of corals. Numerous aplanospores are formed in club-shaped aplanosporangiad developed at the extremities of the branches. These germinate directly to form new tubes.

The genera are: Phyllosiphon Kühn, 1878; Phytophysa Weber van Bosse, 1890; Ostreobium Bornet & Flahault, 1889.

Phyllosiphon Arisari is found in the leaves of Arisarum vulgare in Europe, and in the leaves of various Aroids in N. America and Java; also on Arisarum simorhinum in Algeria, and on Arum maculatum near Lunéville in France. Lagerheim ('92) described Ph. marianus, Ph. Philodendri and Ph. Alocasis from S. America. Phytophysa Troubii is known only from Java.

Ostreobium is known in Europe, N. America, Samoa, and New Zealand. Nadson ('00) has stated that Ostreobium Quekettii Born. & Flah. when growing in deep water develops the red pigment of the Rhodophyceæ, and in this state is identical with Conocelis rosea Batters.

Family Vaucheriacæ.

In this family the thallus consists of a single and rather sparingly branched coenocyte which often attains a length of 20 to 30 cms. As a general rule many of these filamentous thalli live as an intricate tangled mass, forming a dense mat of a very deep green colour. The filaments increase in length by apical growth and are in most cases attached to a substratum by means of ‘hold-fasts' or rhizoid-like branches. In Dichotomosiphon (fig. 161) the filaments are dichotomously branched, each branch being constricted at the base and at various points along its length.
Considering the diameter of the filaments the cell-wall is as a rule relatively thin. This fact, combined with an absence of elasticity of the wall, causes the filaments to collapse very readily unless carefully handled.

The cytoplasm forms a thick lining layer in which numerous minute nuclei are embedded. The chloroplasts are very small and discoidal, with an oval or subcircular outline, and occur in very large numbers in the lining layer. They are without pyrenoids. The stored reserve material consists of globules of oil in *Vaucheria* and grains of starch in *Dichotomosiphon*. As in other cases in the Chlorophyceae, and as pointed out by Fleissig ('00), these reserves are physiologically analogous.

Septa normally appear in the tubular thallus only in connection with the reproductive organs. Injury, however, results in the appearance of septa cutting off the injured parts, the uninjured portions developing into new plants (consult fig. 157 A and B).

Asexual reproduction usually takes place by large solitary zoogonidia of a unique character, which have received the name of 'synzoospores' owing to their obviously compound nature. During the development of the zoogonidium the growing apex of a filament assumes a club-shaped form and becomes of an intense green colour, after which a transverse septum appears and the swollen end is cut off as a zoogonidium. The contents of the gonidium then become rounded off, forming an oval zoogonidium of large size, which ultimately escapes by an apical opening of much smaller diameter than itself through which it pushes its way (fig. 158 B). The whole surface of the zoogonidium is clothed with numerous short cilia, arranged in
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pairs, and embedded in the peripheral protoplasm under each pair of cilia is a small nucleus (fig. 158 C). The central part of the zoogonidium is occupied by a large sap vacuole traversed by delicate strands of protoplasm. In the outer zone of protoplasm, but within the layer of nuclei, are numerous small chloroplasts which give the zoogonidium a deep green colour. As first suggested by Schmitz (79) this large structure can be regarded as compound in character, being constituted of an aggregate of numerous small biciliated zoogonidia. The disposition of the cilia in pairs, each pair being related to an underlying nucleus, certainly supports this suggestion, as does the fact that the whole of the contents of the gonidangium go to form a single motile gonidium with many paired cilia.

The zoogonidia generally escape in the morning, that is to say, after the plants have been in darkness for some time. They move but slowly and rarely continue active for more than twenty minutes. On coming to rest the cilia are at once withdrawn and a cell-wall is developed. Klebs (96)

states that zoogonidia can always be produced when filaments which have been kept moist for some days are soaked with water, or when they are removed from running into still water, or when they are transferred from a dilute nutritive solution into pure water, or from light to darkness. After coming to rest the zoogonidia germinate almost immediately by the protrusion of one or more tube-like filaments (generally two at opposite poles), one at least of which attaches itself to the substratum by a colourless branched rhizoid.

Solitary aplanospores are sometimes produced in aplanosporangia, as in Vaucheria geminata, and their formation may be induced by cultivation in air which is only slightly damp. They are, however, only rarely observed under natural conditions.

Under some circumstances, such as when the plants become almost dried

Fig. 158. Vaucheria sessilis (Vauch.) DC. A, zoogonidangium; B, escaped zoogonidium; C, somewhat diagrammatic representation of a zoogonidium, upper two-thirds in surface view, lower third in section; ch, chloroplasts; n, nuclei; v, central vacuole. A and B, $\times 160$; C, $\times 220$. 
up, asexual bodies of the nature of 'cysts' or gemmae may be produced. These cysts (sometimes rather misleadingly referred to as 'akinetes') were well described and figured by Stahl ('79), after they had been first noticed by Kützing. They are shortly cylindrical bodies with thick cell-walls, and they may either germinate directly into a new filament or the protoplasmic contents may escape from the old wall before germination commences. Very often they break up into amoeboid bodies, which soon round themselves off and become invested with a cell-wall, after which they either rest for a time or grow directly into new filaments. In some instances, due as a rule to unfavourable conditions of growth, septa appear at intervals, breaking up the filaments into a number of thick-walled segments which are also of the nature of rudimentary gemmae or cysts.

Dichotomosiphon produces curious tuber-like swellings at the extremities of the branches which may be compared with akinetes (fig. 161 A and Bt). These always grow directly into new plants.

Sexual reproduction of a high type occurs in the Vaucheriaceae, this family standing alone amongst the Siphonales in the possession of sharply differentiated oogonia and antheridia. The sexual organs are developed at scattered intervals along the cylindrical filaments, and, except in the

1 Kützing (Tab. Phyc. iv, t. 98) figured this state of Vaucheria as 'Gongrosira dichotoma,' an unfortunate error which has given rise to much confusion, since it has, of course, no relationship with the species of the true Gongrosira (a genus of the Ulotrichales). Consult G. S. West, '04, p. 111; and Herring, '07, p. 116. Kützing recorded the fact that his 'Gongrosira' grew into filaments of Vaucheria.
dioecious species, the oogonia and antheridia usually arise side by side on the same filament (fig. 159 A and B) or on short lateral branches (figs. 157 H; 159 C and D). The oogonia, which are developed either as lateral outgrowths of the filaments or terminating short branches, swell out and assume a more or less rounded or ovoid form and are then cut off by a basal septum. The apex of the oogonium generally develops a rostrum or beak, which is in most cases turned to one side, either towards the antheridium or away from it. The protoplasm of the oogonium contains much oil, numerous chloroplasts, and, after the appearance of its basal wall, only one nucleus. There is only a single oosphere or egg-cell which in most species of Vaucheria completely fills the oogonium; its nucleus remains near the apex of the oogonium until just before fertilization when it takes up a central position.

1 V. ornithosephala (fig. 159 E), V. versata and V. piloboloides are notable exceptions.
Oltmanns ('95) stated that in V. sessilis just before the appearance of the basal wall all the nuclei except one were withdrawn from the young oogonium into the filament; but Davis ('04), from studies on V. geminata var. racemosa, declared that there were from 20 to 50 nuclei in the young oogonium, and that the oogonium was multinucleate at the time of the formation of the separating wall, after which all the nuclei degenerated except one, which grew to three or four times its original size. Heidinger ('08) studied the development of the oogonia in a number of species, and his observations support Oltmanns' statement that all the nuclei except one are withdrawn from the oogonium just before it is cut off by the transverse wall.

The antheridia develop simultaneously with the oogonia and generally in close proximity to them (figs. 157 E; 160, 1). Each antheridium arises as a short cylindrical branch which usually becomes much curved on approaching maturity (figs. 159 A, B, and D; 160, 5). The terminal portion of this curved branch is cut off by a septum and becomes the actual antheridium. In some species, such as in the submarine Vaucheria synandra, a number of antheridia occur on a structure known as an androphyte. The protoplasm of each antheridium at the time that it is cut off from the thallus by a separating wall contains numerous chloroplasts and nuclei. The latter collect in the central portion of the antheridium and it is from the protoplasm of this central region that the antherozoids are ultimately formed. The antherozoids are very minute, each one consisting of a small amount of cytoplasm surrounding a nucleus and possessing two cilia. The cilia are attached far apart and point in opposite directions. The antherozoids swarm for a short time within the antheridium, which soon opens at the apex and sets them free. A certain proportion of unused protoplasm is expelled with the antherozoids and some is also left behind in the antheridium.

Oltmanns found that in V. sessilis the oogonia and antheridia opened within a few minutes of each other and between 2 and 4 a.m. In most species self-fertilization is apparently the rule. The antherozoids swarm in the vicinity of the oogonium, the beak of which has opened by the dissolution of the wall, a small quantity of mucilaginous protoplasm having been exuded from the open apex (figs. 159 A; 160, 6). One antherozoid fuses with the oosphere and its nucleus passes towards the egg-nucleus, alongside which it remains for some time: according to Davis ('04) the male nucleus increases in size while in this position. At this stage the egg-cell becomes invested with a thick cell-wall. The fusion of the nuclei takes place slowly and the fusion-nucleus remains in a central position until the germination of the oospore, which takes place only after a rest of from one to three months, or more. Germination is direct.

In general it would appear that good nourishment and light of considerable intensity are necessary factors in the formation of the sexual organs. In Dichotomosiphon the sexual organs mostly terminate the branches.
Species of *Vaucheria* are widely distributed in temperate and tropical countries, occurring more especially in streams, cataracts, and boggy springs, where there is abundant aeration. The most ubiquitous species is undoubtedly *V. sessilis* (Vauch.) DC. Some species occur in brackish waters and some in the sea, but the majority live in fresh water or on damp ground. The terrestrial and some of the aquatic species show considerable variation, and there appears to be experimental evidence in support of the suggestion that *V. terrestris* and *V. geminata* are adaptational forms of the same Alga (Desroche, '10). The largest species of *Vaucheria* is *V. dichotoma*, in which the filaments attain a diameter of more than 200 μ. This species is also dioecious. *Dichotomosiphon* occurs in fresh water in Europe and North America.

Bohlin ('01), and following him, Blackman & Tansley ('02), transferred the family Vaucheriaceae to the Heterokontae, but the reasons for this change appear to be quite inadequate. There is but one Heterokontan character in the Vaucheriaceae, and that is the storage of oil instead of starch. Moreover, this occurs only in the genus *Vaucheria*, the closely allied genus *Dichotomosiphon* storing starch. The intense green colour of *Vaucheria* in the mass is never exhibited by any of the Heterokontae, whereas such a depth of colour is quite common among the Siphonales; and the equal length of the paired cilia of the ‘synzoospore’ is also against the inclusion of the Vaucheriaceae in the Heterokontae. The nature of the thallus and of the chloroplasts points to a very close relationship with other families of the Siphonales, such as the Bryopsidaceae and Codiaeae.

The genera are: *Vaucheria* DC., 1803 [inclus. *Woroninia* Solms, 1867]; *Dichotomosiphon* Ernst, 1902.
Order 3. **Siphonocladiales.**

In the Siphonocladiales, a group first established by Schmitz in 1878, *the thallus, in most cases, is septate from the earliest stages onwards*. Septation is quite independent of nuclear division and the segments contain from two to many nuclei. The transverse walls are more of the usual character and not of the nature of 'plugs' or 'stoppers' such as those which arise secondarily in the Siphonales. With the exception of *Sphaeroplea* and some of the Cladophoraceae all the forms are marine.

The simplest types are met with in the sub-family Valoniceae of the Valoniaceae, in which the thallus in its young state is strictly siphonaceous. From these simple types a progressive series of forms can be traced in which a gradual partitioning of the thallus takes place, leading to the formation of smaller and smaller segments which contain fewer nuclei. The partitioning of the thallus is accompanied by branching, and as a general rule the greater the number of septa the more complex the branch-system. The maximum divergence from the siphonaceous type occurs in the Cladophoraceae, in which the greatest segmentation of the thallus is found. The most symmetrical and elegant forms are members of the Dasycladaceae.

The cytological details of the various forms are in close agreement with those of the Siphonales.

In many genera of the Valoniaceae Börgesen ('05; '13) has observed a curious mode of vegetative division which he terms segregative cell-division. The entire contents of a segment become divided up into a number of small ball-like parts, not necessarily equal, each of which soon becomes surrounded by a membrane. The young daughter-segments grow in size, become angular by pressure of contact, and ultimately fill out the whole lumen of the mother-segment, which in this way becomes divided into a number of smaller parts. Each new segment contains many nuclei and chloroplasts, but the nuclei take no active part in the partitioning of the old segment. The daughter-segments subsequently grow into adult branches, and this process may be repeated several times giving rise to several orders of branches.

Reproduction occurs by zoogonidia in all the families except the Dasycladaceae, in which the reproductive cells are aplanospores.

In *Pithophora* there are large barrel-shaped resting-spores of the nature of akinete, which Wittrock originally termed 'agamo-hypnospores.'

Gamogenesis occurs in the Cladophoraceae and Dasycladaceae by the fusion of isoplanogametes.

Recent work on this group and on the Siphonales leads one to the inevitable conclusion that the Siphonocladiales have arisen from the Siphonales.
by the increasing septation of the thallus. The first steps of such a line of evolution are seen in the irregular walls which appear in the thallus of Derbesia and in the walls which sometimes cut off a few small outgrowths of the ‘foliar shoots’ of Caulerpa. The formation of the plug-like septa in the Codiaceae is also a tendency in the same direction. The line of evolution suggested by Oltmanns (’04) in which the Siphonocladiales are derived from uninucleate groups such as the Ulotrichaceae by repeated division of the nucleus, rather than from the Siphonales by the septation of the thallus, is an improbable hypothesis which would make the Siphonocladiales a more primitive group than the Siphonales. Such a view ignores the siphonaceous tendency exhibited by some of the Protosiphonales, and also the significance which should possibly be attached to a comparative study of Protosiphon and a few genera of the Chloroxytrixaceae (vide p. 223).

Family Valoniaceae.

This is much the largest family of the Siphonocladiales, embracing a number of exclusively marine genera which attain their greatest development in tropical seas.

The thallus is at first siphonaceous and of a very simple character, consisting of a large simple or branched coenocyte which is attached to the substratum by a branched system of rhizoids. In the more primitive forms of the Valoniaceae the thallus develops very little beyond this stage, but in the Siphonochladiaceae, Boodleae and Anadyomeneae there is a complex septate thallus which is frequently differentiated into ‘stalk’ and ‘frond.’ In Dictyosphaeria the thallus is very compact and almost globular. The segments of the thallus are often firmly linked together by numerous holdfasts or haptera.

The chloroplasts are in the form of angular discs, disposed parietally in more or less anastomosing chains to form an open network.

Reproduction by zoogonidia is known to occur in several genera, and aplanospores are found in Petrosiphon.

Halicystis is removed to the Protosiphonaceae (vide p. 224).

Börjesen (’13), as the result of his extensive West Indian investigations, discriminates between four sub-families of the Valoniaceae.

Sub-family Valoniæ. In this, the most primitive division of the Valoniaceae, the thallus consists at first, and in Valonia ventricosa always, of a single large sac-like coenocyte which typically becomes branched. Septa soon appear, cutting off small lenticular, multinucleate, peripheral portions of the protoplasm (fig. 162 a, a). In Valonia these lenticular segments may remain small or they may grow out and form segments as large as the parent-
segment from which they were derived (fig. 162 A). Successive formation of branch-segments sometimes results in a thallus with dichotomous or verticillate branches, although as a rule the branching is irregular. The main coenocyte is attached to its substratum by numerous well-developed rhizoids or haptera (fig. 162 C), which grow out from the small lentiform segments that occur in great numbers at the basal end of the adult plant.
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Fig. 162. *Valonia utricularis* (Roth.) Ag. A, complete plant showing a "stem-cell" with five "branch-cells" grown out from the apex and two "rim-cells" (a, a) which have not yet grown out into "branch-cells"; near the base of the "stem-cell" are numerous smaller "rim-cells" and three at the extreme base have grown into rivet-shaped rhizoids, x 4. B, single coenocyte developing zoogonidia. C, older rhizoids. D, zoogonidia. E and F, developing zoogonidia. (A, after Schmitz; B—F, after Faminzin, from Wille.)

In *Dictyospheria* the contents of the very young coenocyte, which may be ovoid, cylindrical or irregular, are divided by segregative cell-division, first into several coenocytes, and afterwards by successive segregative divisions into numerous segments which are so compact as to be angular by compression. Numerous small lenticular cells (they have each only one nucleus) are formed in the peripheral parts of the segments. Some of those near the base develop into haptera for attaching the Alga to the substratum, but others,
which are arranged with great regularity, form haptera which fasten the neighbouring segments together. *Dictyospheria* is therefore not really a branched thallus, but rather a dense aggregate or colony of similar coenocytes held together in a compact manner by haptera (called by Murray & Boodle 'tenacula'). The interior of this colony becomes hollow with its increasing growth, and eventually the colony bursts, forming an irregularly lobed thallus which may reach 12 cms. across. In this genus there are curious internal spines projecting from the walls of the coenocytes into their central cavities.

The chloroplasts are rounded-polygonal and contain from 1 to 3 pyrenoids (Murray, '93; Kuckuck, '07; Börgesen, '13). In the protoplasmic layer there are starch-grains and amylopectin bodies. The walls of the coenocytes are tough and elastic, and often striated on their outer surfaces.

The zoogonidia of *Valonia* are furnished with two (*V. utricularis*) or four (*V. macrophysa*) cilia and a red pigment-spot. They escape through numerous perforations in the wall of the coenocyte, and germinate almost at once. Arnoldi ('13) has observed pyriform zoogonidia about 8—10 μ in length in *Dictyospheria favulosa*. Börgesen ('13) did not find any zoospore-formation in large numbers of the W. Indian plants he examined, and he suggests that in some cases the young plants arise from aplanospores. He considers that most of the young plants arise from small lentiform cells which are loosened and set free from the thallus of other individuals.

The genera are: *Valonia* Giunnini, 1757, and *Dictyospheria* Decaisne, 1842. Both are widely distributed in tropical and subtropical seas, and are especially abundant in the West Indies. They occur attached to rocks and stones, and also as epiphytes on other Algae. They are almost equally abundant in shallow and in deep water, extending to a depth of from 30 to 40 metres. *Dictyospheria favulosa* occurs frequently in shallow water on coral-reefs where it is constantly under the influence of the waves. In these situations it remains more or less globular and attains a diameter of about 5 cms.; on the other hand, in deep water (40 metres), where it is also often abundant, it becomes a flat expansion up to 12 cms. in diameter.

The swollen coenocyte of *Valonia ventricosa* attains the size of a pigeon’s egg or even of a small hen’s egg. After death the plants become detached from the substratum, the green colour disappears, and they float away as translucent bladders. In this state they are often drifted ashore in the Bermudas and have received the name of ‘sea-bottles’ (Murray, '95).

**NOTE:** The genus *Blastophysa* Reinke ['88; '89 (inclus. *Pneophila* Hansgirg, 1890)], which is an epiphyte on the thallus of various larger marine
Algae (Urospora incrassata, Laminaria saccharina, etc.) or an endophyte in the thallus of Enteromorpha spp. and Nemalion spp., is usually placed in the Valoniaceae, although by some (Huber; Blackman & Tansley; Börgesen) it is considered to belong to the Chaetophoraceae. The coenocytes are epiphytic on or embedded in the peripheral portion of the thallus of the host. They are more or less globular, but with lobed and sinuate outlines. B. rhizopus Reinke (the coenocytes of which are 54—90 μ in diameter) is furnished with one or more long colourless hairs, which project into the surrounding medium, but *B. arrhiza* Wille has no such hairs. In *B. rhizopus* several coenocytes are often arranged in a chain, being joined by intermediate connecting tubes; the latter at first contain protoplasm and chloroplasts, but the contents are later on withdrawn into the globular coenocytes which are then cut off by septa. Sometimes new coenocytes arise by 'budding,' in which case they are separated from the old ones only by a transverse wall. The chloroplasts are numerous, rounded-polygonal in shape (as in the Valoniacae), and some of them contain a single pyrenoid. There are many nuclei embedded in the peripheral protoplasm. Reproduction takes place by quadriciliated zoogonidia (15—23 μ in length) which issue from a tubelike extension of the coenocyte (Huber, '93). The exact position of the genus Blastophysea is still to some extent doubtful, but the multinucleate character and the fact that one species has a septate thallus are good reasons for placing it in the Siphonocladiales and in proximity to the Valoniaceae. This view is further strengthened by the nature of its chloroplasts and zoogonidia. Its peculiar characters may be largely the result of its epiphytic or endophytic habit.

Sub-family Siphonocladaeae. In all the genera of this group the primary cylindrical coenocyte persists as a stalk or stipe, which is fastened to the substratum by unseptate or septate rhizoids. The basal part of the stipe (or, in Chamardoris, the whole stipe) has annular constrictions, the only exception being Struva anastomosans, which is really a connecting link between Struva and Boodlea. In this basal part the cell-wall is thick and stratified. Young erect 'shoots' sometimes grow out from the rhizoids. The latter may become creeping and rhizome-like, sending up new 'shoots' in great numbers, as in Chamardoris.

The septation of the thallus takes place by segregative cell-division, except in Ernodesmis. This type of division ultimately results in oblique walls in the upper parts of the thallus, each segment thus formed being able to grow out into a branch; and by a repetition of the process branches of the second and third order are formed. The lentiform cells so characteristic of Valonia are absent, although the verticillate branches of Ernodesmis originate in a manner not very different from the growth of branches in Valonia. In
Ernodesmis there are not only annular constrictions at the base of the main basal segment, but also a single annular constriction at the base of each branch. In Apjohnia there are several annular constrictions at the base of each branch and the branching is very regular. Moreover, in this genus the branches are not separated from their parent coenocyte (at any rate in the younger parts of the thallus) by cross-walls. In fact, Apjohnia may be a transition-form between the Siphonales and the Siphonocladiales.

In Struvea, in which there is a flat frond on the end of a conspicuous stalk, there may be branches of the fourth order, and in the younger specimens the branching is very regular and the stalk consists of a single elongated coenocyte with annular corrugations at the base. Later on in the life of the plant it becomes divided by transverse walls, more especially near its upper end. The branching is largely in one plane, and the upper part of each segment of a branch generally develops rhizoid-like organs of attachment (‘tenacula’) which fasten themselves to the wall of the branch nearest above. In this way there is formed an open net-work of branches bound together by ‘tenacula’ at the points of contact. As in other genera of the Siphonoocladeae, there are numerous decumbent creeping filaments attached to the substratum by rhizoids, and from them the erect ‘leafy shoots’ arise.

In Chamadoris the stipe is 4 or 5 cms. in length, with annular constrictions from base to apex, where it terminates in a cup-shaped head, about 3 cms. in diameter, composed of large numbers of whorled branches of several orders, all arising by segregative cell-divisions. The branches are felted together and their coherence is increased by small rhizoids (‘tenacula’) growing out here and there and firmly attaching themselves to neighbouring filaments.

In all the Siphonoocladeae there are numerous small plate-like polygonal chloroplasts, many of which contain a central pyrenoid. Very often, but not always, the chloroplasts are connected by fine prolongations from their corners, so that in each coenocyte there is apparently a net-like chloroplast
with many pyrenoids. Internal to the chloroplasts there are numerous and very evenly distributed nuclei. Starch-grains are also present, but they are more particularly accumulated in the rhizoids.

Zoogonidia may arise in any of the branch-segments, the zoogonidangium consisting of the original cenocyte of the mother-branch and the branch grown out from it but not yet cut off by a wall. The zoogonidia escape through several orifices which are slightly protuberant, and they germinate directly.

Fig. 165. *Struvea anastomosans* (Harv.) Piccone. *a* and *b*, extremities of young stalks showing development of the ‘frond.’ *c*, more advanced stage. *d*, single plant isolated from a tuft, showing the branched stalk with rhizoids. *e*, part of ‘frond’ showing how the branches are mutually attached by means of tenacula. *f*, chromatophores with pyrenoids. *a*—*d*, x about 6; *e*, x 20; *f*, x 250 (after Borgesen).

Most of the Siphonocladaeae are tropical and subtropical; they have a preference for sheltered localities and moderately deep water, although they do occur in less abundance in shallow water. *Siphonocladus tropicus* (Crouan) J. Ag. is often epiphytic on other algae, or, as in *Ernodesmis verticillata* (Kütz.) Borges., it is not infrequently found in
Ægagropila-like clumps. Struvea elegans Börges. occurs in deep water down to 40 metres, and may become 10 cms. in length by 4 cms. in breadth; St. annatum (Harv.) Picone frequently occurs in dense tufts in the fissures of rocks, the tufted habit being due to the numerous erect growths from the rhizome-like branches. Chamadoris Peniculum (Sol.) O. Kunze occurs from shallow water down to 50 metres, at which depth the stipe may reach a length of 15 cms. and the expanded head a diameter of 10 cms. Apjohnia is a southern type known from Australia and the Cape.

The genera are: Chamadoris Montagne, 1842; Struvea Sonder, 1845; Apjohnia Harvey, 1855; Siphonochlades Schmitz, 1878; Ernodesmis Börgesen, 1912.

Sub-family Boodleæ. This sub-family is characterized by the irregularly branched filaments, the branches as a rule growing out in all directions. In Cladophoropsis the branches are often twisted together and the plants form Ægagropila-like clumps on rocks, on other Algae, or lying loose on the bottom. The attachment to the substratum is effected by branched and septate rhizoids. In Boodlea opposite branches may occur, and when this is repeated in the branches of the second and third order a Struvea-like appearance may result. In most cases, however, the ramification is very irregular and new adventitious branches contribute to it (Börgesen, '13). The branches are to some extent bound together by 'tenacula,' which may or may not be cut off by a wall, and which grow out from the apices of the coenocytes in Boodlea, but from the sides of the filaments in Cladophoropsis.

There are no annular constrictions at the base of the segments, and the thin cell-wall is not stratified. The coenocytes divide by segregative cell-division similar to that in Struvea and Chamadoris. Small lentiform cells occasionally occur on the inner walls of the coenocytes, very like those found in Valonia, and from them branches may grow out. The thallus of Petrosiphon is encrusted with lime.

The parietal plate-like chloroplasts are very numerous and somewhat polygonal, being joined together in the young coenocytes by very fine prolongations and thus forming a network. In older parts of the thallus the connections disappear and the chloroplasts are separate, each usually with a central pyrenoid.

The genera are: Boodlea Murray & De Toni, 1889; Cladophoropsis Börgesen, 1905; Petrosiphon Howe, 1905.

Sub-family Anadyomenæ. In this small group the thallus is irregularly frondose, flat or basin-shaped, and consists of a leaf-like expansion of indefinite outline. It is fastened to the substratum by numerous thin-walled rhizoids which are mostly unbranched. Microdictyon is prostrate and sessile, but in Anadyomenæ the rhizoids grow alongside each other and form a short stalk, which broadens out at its base into a small disc composed of the irregular coralliform lobes of each rhizoid. The thallus recalls that of Struvea, but the
branching has none of the regularity found in that genus. In Microdictyon the segments of the branches are more or less of the same size, and they form a close but irregular network. In Anadyomene the septate branches have long and short segments, and there are no interspaces between the branches. Moreover, in this genus the thallus may be clothed on both sides with an additional layer of closely united, isodiametric branch-segments. In Microdictyon the apices of neighbouring branches fix themselves to neighbouring segments and in order to strengthen their attachment a ring-like thickening of cellulose is formed at these points. In Anadyomene such a thickening is also found at the apex of each segment.

The chloroplasts are small polygonal plates, joined by prolongations of their angles in the young segments, but mostly isolated in older segments.

**Fig. 166.** Microdictyon Montagneanum Gray. A, nat. size. B, a piece of the periphery of the thallus showing the branches, x20. (After Montagne, from Wille.)

Division of the segments takes place much as in the Cladophoraceae, and lentiform cells do not occur.

The genera are: Anadyomene Lamouroux, 1812 [inclus. Cystodictyon Gray, 1866]; Microdictyon Decaisne, 1832; Rhipidiphyllum Heydrich, 1894. They are mostly tropical and subtropical, occurring both in shallow water and down to a depth of 50 metres.

**Family Cladophoraceae.**

The septate thallus in this family consists of cylindrical or somewhat tumid cenocytes forming simple or branched filaments which are never bound together by tenacula. The different genera of the family illustrate every condition intermediate between simple filaments, such as those of Chetomorpha, and the richly branched species of Cladophora. In Urospora there are short lateral outgrowths of the segments which are not separated by walls, and in the various species of Rhizoclonium there occur short unseptate or septate branches, generally of an irregular character. In the branched forms the thallus is tufted, or in the Etyagropila-section of Cladophora the branches are so arranged that they form a compact spherical or cushion-like mass.

There is always a basal attachment, generally by one or more holdfasts
developed from the basal segment of the thallus, but the older plants of some genera break away from their attachment to the substratum and become free-floating.

Nearly all the forms are aquatic and most of them marine. A few are epiphytic or even epizootic, and more than one species of *Rhizoclonium* lives on damp soil.

The growth of the thallus is apical in *Cladophora* and *Pithophora*, but mostly intercalary in the other genera. Transverse walls are formed quite independently of nuclear divisions and by the gradual ingrowth of a thick ring-like septum (consult fig. 167 C—F).

In *Acrosiphonia*, in the *Aegagropila*-section of *Cladophora*, and especially in *Pithophora*, curious claw-like branches are sometimes developed.

The protoplasm lines the interior of the wall of each segment and usually contains many nuclei, although in the Rhizocloniaceae the number of nuclei may be reduced to two or even one (in *Spongomorpha*). There may be a single parietal, reticulated chloroplast, with many pyrenoids, or a number of isolated chloroplasts, each with one pyrenoid, and all intermediate states between these two extremes are of frequent occurrence.

In the *Aegagropila*-section of *Cladophora* the thallus often becomes fragmented by the death of the basal parts, each separate portion being able to grow into a complete new thallus. In *Acrosiphonia*, *Spongomorpha* and some species of *Chetomorpha* the rhizoids may form a pseudoparenchymatous tissue in which reserve materials are stored, and, should the ordinary vegetative filaments die away, this tissue remains alive and subsequently develops new filaments. Thick-walled ‘coenocysts’ of the nature of akinetes are formed in *Rhizoclonium* (Wille; Gay; Brand) and *Urospora* from single segments of the thallus. On germination the coenocyst forms a new filament in *Rhizoclonium*, but in *Urospora* it sometimes produces zoogonidia. Similar coenocysts occur in *Pithophora*, but in this genus they have a very special origin.

Asexual reproduction by zoogonidia is known in all the genera except *Pithophora*. The zoogonidia are biciliated in *Chetomorpha*, *Rhizoclonium* and *Cladophora*, but quadriciliated in *Urospora*.

Isogametes occur in *Cladophora* and *Chetomorpha*, and anisogametes in *Urospora*. The zygotes germinate at once or after a period of rest.

The thallus is more or less destitute of a mucous covering, with the result that it is often loaded with smaller epiphytic Algae. The latter may belong to the Bacillariaceae (fig. 84), Myxophyceae or Chlorophyceae, and are sometimes so thickly clustered as quite to obscure the host-plant.

The *Cladophoraceae* have a world-wide distribution in both salt and fresh water. *Pithophora* is a freshwater genus mostly confined to tropical and subtropical areas.
It seems likely that the Cladophoraceae have originated from the Valoniaceae and not improbably from the Boodlea through such a genus as *Cladophoropsis*. Wille's division of the family into the Cladophoreae, Chetomorphae and Rhizoclonieae is the best arrangement which has yet been suggested, but his inclusion of *Cladophoropsis* in the Cladophoraceae is not quite in keeping with our present knowledge of the genus, Børgesen having recently shown that it is most nearly related to *Boodlea*. The view that the Cladophoreae is the sub-family from which the other members of the Cladophoraceae have evolved is supported by strong evidence; and, if it be a correct interpretation of the facts, then it follows that the small sub-families of the Chetomorphae and Rhizoclonieae are rather specialized groups, the former having arisen by a suppression of branch-formation (the relics of which can be seen in *Urospora*), and the latter by a reduction of the branching and of the size of the coenocytes, which has been accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the number of nuclei.

The above diagram illustrates the possible relationship of the Cladophoraceae with the Valoniaceae.

Oltmanns' extension of the scope of the Cladophoraceae (1914), in which he included the genera *Anadyomene* and *Microdictyon*, forms, as pointed out by both Wille (1909 n) and Børgesen (1913), scarcely a natural group.

Sub-family Cladophoreae. The leading feature of this sub-family is the *richly branched thallus*, which may be the growth of a single individual or of several individuals in which the branches have become inextricably interwoven. The branches only rarely develop anything of the nature of 'tenacula' and therefore never form a connected net-like thallus such as occurs so frequently in the Valoniaceae.

On the germination of the zoogonidium or of the zygote there is from the very first a differentiation of the thallus into a cauloid part and a rhizoid part. The latter usually consists of a few basal segments, but it may consist of a strong hold-fast resulting from the growing together of a number of rhizoidal filaments, as in *Cladophora rupestris*. Other rhizoids, which are developed from the cauloid part of the thallus, may be described as *accessory rhizoids*. 
These are sometimes intracuticular, arising from segments high up on the axis and passing down between the lamellae of the cell-wall, finally breaking through to the exterior in the lowermost part of the thallus (Brand, '09). This type of rhizoid is more particularly characteristic of *Spongomorpha* in the Rhizoclonieae. In *Cladophora glomerata* var. *callicoma* there are often stoloniferous branches from which new erect shoots arise.

The segments of the thallus are very variable in length, being usually from 6 to 12 (or even 20) times as long as their diameter. In *Cladophora fuliginosa* Kütz. very long segments occur, sometimes (as noticed by both Harvey and Börgesen) a whole branch being without a transverse wall. The cell-wall consists of an inner and an outer layer, both of which are lamellose,
and an outermost layer which can be readily detected by treatment with acetic acid (Brand, '01; consult fig. 167 C—F). In some species, even in the living cells, the wall exhibits a cross-striation, and Brand’s investigations ('06) show that this is caused by the presence of fibres and fibrils, which although not interwoven, pass near and over each other.

The branches arise as outgrowths of the upper part of the lateral wall of the parent-segment, and by growth on the part of the parent-segment are upwardly displaced so that eventually a dichotomous or polytomous appearance may result (Brand, '99; '01).

Each segment of the thallus contains many nuclei, although in some cases the number is much reduced. The chloroplast is normally a parietal reticulum (fig. 168), but under abnormal conditions and in segments which are degenerating all transitions occur between a true network and numerous isolated plates (Brand, '01).

In the division of the thallus into segments the transverse walls are formed by the ingrowth of a ring-like septum which originates from the inner layer of the cell-wall only (fig. 167 C—F). After the completion of the transverse wall a definite ‘joint’ is formed by the formation of a ‘joint-space.’ The joints of Cladophora have been carefully studied by Brand ('01; '08), who finds that the ‘joint-space’ between the inner and outer layers of the cell-wall is filled up by loosened lamellae of the inner layer (fig. 167 F). This development of definite joints between the segments of the thallus adds much to the elasticity and flexibility of the filaments.

Vegetative propagation occurs by disjointed parts of the thallus (termed by Wittrock ‘prolific cells’ in Pithophora) and by large coenocysts (which are really hypnocysts).

Asexual reproduction takes place by biciliated zoogonidia formed in large numbers in the segments of the thallus. They may arise in almost any segment of the thallus and they escape through an opening which arises by a complete dissolution of the cell-wall at some point near the apex of the segment. According to some observers the cilia are not always of equal length.

Gamogenesis occurs by the fusion of isoplanogametes, and the zygote germinates at once.
The \textit{Eugropila}-section of the genus \textit{Cladophora} deserves special mention on account of the peculiar growth of the thallus. From the very earliest stages there is no differentiation into a cauloid part and a rhizoid part, and the plants grow in the form of compact cushions. The lower parts of the thallus (i.e. the oldest segments of the main axis) gradually die, so that the branches are set free from the base upwards. The plants are attached or free-floating, in the latter case forming compact globular masses from 2 to 14 cm's in diameter. These floating green balls are often found in great quantity in lakes, and also in sheltered seas, brackish lagoons, and mangrove swamps. They grow very slowly, live for a long time (Scourfield, '08), and require very little light. An excellent account of these peculiar Algae has been given by Brand ('02). Wesenberg-Lund's account ('03) of \textit{Cladophora (Eugropila)} \textit{Santneri} confirms many of Brand's observations. He found that much light was prejudicial to growth, and that the compact cushion-like masses resulted from the incessant destruction of the terminal segments of the branches. He regarded the globular shape of the thallus, which so many of these species present, as due to the beating of the waves and the constant friction against the bottom, but it is improbable that this is the full explanation of the ball-formation since these Alge will live in perfectly still water for many years and yet maintain their spherical external form.

The genus \textit{Pithophora} is of great interest. It was founded by Wittrock ('77) as the type of what he considered to be a new family of Green Alge, the \textit{Pithophoraceae}. In the vegetative state the plants almost exactly resemble those of \textit{Cladophora}, and as in that genus the growth of the thallus is apical. The only vegetative distinction between the two genera is in the invariable attachment of the branches of \textit{Pithophora} some little distance below the apex of the supporting cells, but this insertion of branches may sometimes occur in \textit{Cladophora} (Brand, '99). The branches are mostly solitary, but are sometimes opposite in pairs. The apical cænocytes are the longest segments of the thallus, sometimes attaining a length 100 times as great as their diameter; they may become modified in some species by the development of terminal claw-like branches. Such apical cænocytes were termed 'helicoid cells' by Wittrock, who found them commonly in \textit{Pithophora Cleveana} but only occasionally in other species.

The chief character of the genus is the formation of large asexual resting-spores (the 'agamo-hynosphores' of Wittrock). These are either intercalary and cask-shaped or terminal and ovoid (or even fusiform), and a spore may be formed from almost every segment of the cauloid part of the thallus (fig. 169 A). The spores are usually developed at the upper end of a segment, which in most instances begins to swell, the main mass of the cytoplasm and chloroplasts moving upwards into the swollen part. Soon afterwards a transverse wall is formed, appearing first as a ring-shaped septum which gradually becomes a complete separating wall. The cell-wall of the whole spore now grows greatly in thickness. The spores are of an intense green colour and are completely filled by cytoplasm, nuclei, chloroplasts and food-reserves.

\footnote{The present author has kept these balls alive for over seven years in a small dish into which tap-water was frequently allowed to drop.}
general the formation of the spores is basipetal, the first-formed being at the tips of the branches. Twin-spores frequently arise from one mother-segment and even three in a row may be successively formed. In some instances spores are formed at the lower end instead of at the upper end of a segment. The spore germinates in opposite directions from the two poles and is very early divided by a transverse wall, one half giving origin to the cauloid portion of the thallus and the other to the rhizoidal part. The latter consists generally of one segment and is rarely ramified.

*Pithophora*-plants are also able to propagate themselves in another manner by means of 'prolific cells' which are of the nature of hypnocysts. The latter arise from ordinary segments, usually of the main axis, without any

Fig. 169. *Pithophora Cleveana* Wittr. A, part of thallus with resting-spores, ×4; B, terminal spore; C, intercalary spore; D, paired intercalary spores. B—D, ×105.
change of external form, simply by an increase in the number of chloroplasts and in the food-reserves, more particularly starch.

That the genus *Pithophora* is closely allied to *Cladophora* there is no doubt; in fact, the relationship is so close that it is most undesirable to recognize the genus as the type of a distinct family—the Pithophoraceae—as proposed by Wittrock. The curious resting-spores of *Pithophora*, somewhat erroneously termed 'akinetes' by Wille and others, are probably the outcome of a suppression of the formation of zoogonidia. The diameter of the filaments varies from 40 μ in the thinnest branches of *P. kevensis* to 190 μ in the thickest branches of *P. Roettleri*. The genus is a freshwater one and almost exclusively confined to the tropics. The plants are free-floating and at no period of their existence attached, except in the terrestrial forms of *P. Cleveana*.

The genera of the Cladophoraceae are: *Cladophora* Kützing, 1843 [inclus. *Egagropila* Kützing, 1849]; *Acrosiphonia* (J. Agardh) Wille, 1900; *Pithophora* Wittrock, 1877. The freshwater species are very variable and present many growth-stages of a transitory character in which the specific characters are unrecognizable. In some species of the genus *Cladophora* the segments attain a diameter of 250 μ.

Sub-family *Chetomorphae*. In this small group the filamentous thallus is without branches, except for the short unseptate protuberances which sometimes grow out from the segments of *Urospora*. The filaments are of a more or less uniform thickness except at the base and apex. The basal segment may possess annular constrictions and has a very thick wall; it is usually elongated and develops a strong hold-fast which firmly fixes the filament to the substratum (fig. 170 1 and 2). The hold-fast may consist of very irregular and much branched rhizoids, which sometimes contain a great deal of stored starch. In *Urospora* there may be a more or less large disc formed by numerous intertwined rhizoids which spring from quite a number of the segments in the basal part of the filament and grow downwards along the sides of the shoot; and in *U. mirabilis* Aresch. there are intracuticular as well as extracellular rhizoids.

In most forms there is a gradual attenuation near the apex of the filament, so that the apical segments are considerably narrower than those in the median part of the filament; they are also more elongated. The median segments are thick-walled and somewhat tumid, attaining a diameter of 500 μ in *Chetomorpha crassa* (Ag.) Kütz. The chloroplasts of the adult coenocytes are reticulated parietal plates with many pyrenoids, and closely resemble those possessed by various species of *Cladophora*.

Reproduction takes place by comparatively small zoogonidia, which are biciliated in *Chetomorpha* and quadriciliated in *Urospora*. In the latter genus they are also more elongated and seen from the front are four-angled; they are also capable of slight changes in external form. Large numbers of zoogonidia are formed in each coenocyte and are usually set free through a lateral aperture formed by the dissolution of the wall at that point (fig. 170 4).
Asexual reproduction also takes place by means of thick-walled coenocysts, formed from single segments which become free. These either germinate directly or produce numerous zoogonidia after a period of rest. Gametes also occur in both genera; in Chaetomorpha they are green and isogamous, but in Urospora they are anisogamous, the male gametes being smaller than the female and almost colourless. The zygote germinates only after a period of rest. Zoogonidangia and gametangia may occur simultaneously in the same filament (Börgesen, '02).

The genera are: Chaetomorpha Kützing, 1845, and Urospora¹ Areschoug, 1866. Both genera are principally marine, but Ch. Linnae (O. F. Müll.) Kütz. often occurs in fresh water. Most of the species are fixed to rocks on either exposed or sheltered coasts, although some (Chaetomorpha brachygona Harv.) occur loose on a sandy or muddy bottom. Species of both genera may also be epiphytic on larger Algae.

¹ From the remarks of Hazen ('02) it would appear that this genus should rightly be regarded as a synonym of Hormiscia Fries, 1835.
Sub-family Rhizocloneae. The filamentous thallus of these Algae is branched, or less frequently unbranched. There is, as a rule, a basal rhizoidal attachment (fig. 171 F and G). In Spongomorpha the branching is considerable, but in Rhizoclonium the branches are generally short, often attenuated, and sometimes reduced to unseptate outgrowths (fig. 171 B). The filaments are usually slightly bent and twisted owing to the uneven growth of the individual segments, which are themselves in many cases asymmetrical, and in the vicinity of the branches not infrequently irregular (fig. 171 C). The cell-walls are strong and firm, sometimes conspicuously lamellose, and they may attain a great thickness, as in Rhizoclonium profundum and the subaerial species R. crassipellitum (fig. 171 E).

Fig. 171. A–C, parts of filaments of Rhizoclonium Berggrenianum Hanck var. Dominicense W. & G. S. West, with short lateral branches, ×450. D, single 'cell' of R. hieroglyphicum Kütz. to show reticulate chloroplast and pyrenoids (py). E–G, R. crassipellitum W. & G. S. West, a terrestrial species; E, showing great thickness of lamellose wall, ×450; F and G, bases of two filaments with rhizoidal outgrowth (r), ×105.

The nuclei of the segments are greatly reduced in numbers in this sub-family, only two being present in some species of Rhizoclonium and in Spongomorpha only one. The chloroplast forms a parietal network in the thicker parts of which pyrenoids are located (fig. 171 D). The reticulation is probably brought about as in Cladophora by the fusion of the produced angles of numerous small plates, each with a pyrenoid. It is sometimes not very obvious, and is best seen in young, actively growing filaments. In the autumn the segments of the thallus are often packed with starch grains, especially in the common freshwater species R. hieroglyphicum. Both Gay ('91) and Wille ('01 b) have described in detail the cytology of certain species.
of *Rhizoclonium*, and the systematic account of the genus given by Stockmeyer in 1890 is a thoroughly reliable one.

The genera are: *Rhizoclonium* Kützing, 1843; *Spongomorpha* (Kützing, 1843) Wille, 1909; *Chaxtonella* Schmidle, 1901.

Species of *Rhizoclonium* occur abundantly in marine and brackish situations, the two forms, f. *tortuosum* (Kütz.) Stockm. and f. *riparium* (Harv.) Stockm., of *R. hieroglyphicum* being characteristic of the mud of salt-marshes in north-west Europe; and several other forms of this species are also common in fresh water. A few species are subaerial in habit, occurring on damp soil, and some occur in the warm streams of active volcanic areas. *Spongomorpha* is exclusively a marine genus, and *Chaxtonella* is a small freshwater Alga which is sometimes epiphytic in the mucous coats of larger Algae. Great care is required in the discrimination of species of *Rhizoclonium* owing to the variability of the vegetative characters (Brand, '98). In *R. profundum* there are no true rhizoidal branches, and the commonest form of *R. hieroglypticum* is entirely destitute of lateral branches.

Family Dasycladaceae.

In this family are included a number of Green Algae in which the thallus consists of a much elongated axial segment (generally cylindrical and firmly attached to the substratum by branched unseptate rhizoids) which bears in its more apical portion numerous acrosporal whorls of branches. The latter are of limited growth, simple or again branched, and segmented. All the segments are cenocytes. In some forms the thallus is encrusted with calcium carbonate. The chloroplasts are small and discoidal, as in so many of the Siphonocladiales, and each one is provided with a pyrenoid.

Zoogonidia have not been observed in any member of this family, but all the segments of the lateral branches, or certain segments only, may either become gametangia in which numerous isoplanogametes arise, or produce small cenocysts of the nature of aplanospores. The latter usually germinate directly, but may become gametangia.

Nearly all the members of the family live in tropical or subtropical seas.

There are quite a number of fossil forms of the Dasycladaceae from Cretaceous, Eocene and Miocene deposits, and *Diplopora* and *Gyroporella* are known from the Trias. For information of these fossil Algae consult Solms-Laubach ('91), Seward ('98), and Garwood ('13). Of the Cretaceous forms, *Neoemeris cretacea* Steinmann (1889), *Munteria bacontica* v. Hanklen (1883), *Diplopora Muhlbergii* Lorenz (1902), and *Triplopora Frousi* Steinmann (1880) are the most important. The latter is intermediate between the Dasycladee and the Bornetellacee, and might well form, as suggested by Olmanns, the type of another sub-family, the Triploparellacee. In this fossil form the lateral branches of the first order swell out and flatten themselves against each other to form a compact strobilus-like structure. The branches of higher orders were apparently rather delicate and deciduous.

Of the Eocene Dasycladee, *Decais奈lla*, *Haploparella*, *Dactyloporella*, *Dactylopora*, *Uteria* and others have been described; and of the Actetabulacee, *Acicularia Andrussovii* has been described from the Miocene rocks south of Sevastopol, and *A. mioenica* from the Miocene of the Vienna district. *A. pavantina* was described by D'Archiac from the Eocene sands of the Paris basin.
Sub-family Dasycladeae. In the members of this sub-family the thallus is not at all, or only slightly, encrusted with lime. The main axis bears numerous lateral branches, dichotomously or polytomously arranged. All the terminal or lateral segments may be fertile.

In Dasycladus (fig. 172) the axial coenocyte is clothed with whorls of branches, about twelve to each whorl. These branch-segments are again branched several times, the size of the segments diminishing with each successive branching. There is a slight calcification of the outer part of the wall of the axial coenocyte (consult fig. 172 3 and 4 k). In a fertile plant a spherical, shortly stalked gametangium may be developed on the end of each of the basal branch-segments (fig. 172 3 g), especially on the upper part of the thallus (fig. 172 2). The gametes are isogamous and fuse in pairs (fig. 172 5—8) to form zygotes, but the germination of the latter has not yet been observed.

In Chlorocladus, a genus in which the terminal segments of the apical branches are piliferous, the fertile branches produce 'aplanosporangia' with numerous 'aplanospores,' the further development of which is unknown, although it is suspected that they ultimately become gametangia. In Batophora the general habit is of a simpler type and only 'aplanospores' are formed.
The genera are: *Dasycladus* Agardh, 1827; *Batophora* J. Agardh, 1854 [= *Botryophora* J. Agardh, 1887]; *Chlorocladus* Sonder, 1871. They are confined to tropical and subtropical seas, except for one species of *Dasycladus* which occurs in the Mediterranean.

**Sub-family Bornetelles.** In this small group the thallus is club-shaped and the branch-segments of either the first or second order are swollen out until they come into lateral contact, thus forming a continuous cortex, which is encrusted with calcium carbonate. *Neomeris* has much the appearance of an encrusted *Dasycladus*, but the branching is dichotomous and the terminal branch-segments form a facetted cortex. Spherical 'aplanosporangia' occur in a terminal position on the basal branch-segments, and each produces a single 'aplanospore.' *Bornetella* (fig. 173) mainly differs from *Neomeris* in its polytomous branching, and its laterally developed 'aplanosporangia' which produce a number of globular 'aplanospores' (fig. 173 1 sp. and 3).

In *Cymopolia* the habit is different. The main axial eocnocyte is repeatedly branched in a dichotomous manner, the branch-segments being all in one plane. Each branch-segment is calcified except at the constricted joints. The branches of the main axis bear closely set whorls of polytomous branches, the terminal segments of which are hair-like and deciduous. On the calcified parts of the thallus the cortex consists of the swollen branch-segments of the second order, but only the basal branch-segments persist at the uncalcified constrictions of the thallus. The 'aplanosporangia' are similar to those of *Neomeris* and are developed terminally on the basal branch-segments of the calcified parts of the thallus.

![Fig. 173. 1 and 3, Bornetella oligospora Solms. 1, entire plant, slightly magnified, showing partly the external and partly the internal structure; a, axis; zw', branches of the first order; f, peripheral facets; kr, calcareous zone of same; sp, 'aplanosporangia.' 3, single 'aplanosporangium.' 2, three peripheral facets of *B. nitida* (Harv.) Mun.-Chalm. (1 and 3, after Solms; 2, after C. Cramer; from Oltmanns.)](image-url)
The genera, which are confined to the warmer seas, are: *Neomeris* Lamouroux, 1816; *Cymopolia* Lamouroux, 1816; *Bornetella* Munier-Chalmers, 1877.

Sub-family *Acetabulariaceae*. In this sub-family the main axis bears distinctly differentiated sterile and fertile branches, the former being polytomously branched. *All the genera are encrusted with calcium carbonate*.

The best-known genus is *Acetabularia*, one species of which (*A. mediterranea*; fig. 174) has been very thoroughly investigated. The mature plant consists of a stem several centimetres in height terminated by a strongly calcified disc about 10—12 mm. in diameter. The latter is composed of a number of fertile branch-segments, radially arranged and laterally connate. The central area of the disc is occupied by a flat, circular membrane, which closes up the cavity of the large axial coenocyte (or stalk), and between it and the bases of the radial branch-segments is a continuous circular cushion, the *superior corona* (fig. 175 B sc). This corona really consists of as many segments as there are radial branches forming the disc, and each segment bears the scars of deciduous branches. Below the disc there is another similar cushion, the *inferior corona* (fig. 175 B ic) but on this there are no hair-scars. The cavity of each radial branch of the disc is at its base in communication with the corresponding segments of the superior and inferior coronas, and the latter communicate with the large cavity of the axial coenocyte by means of a small central opening in a separating fold of the cell-wall. For this perforated ingrowth of the cell-wall Howe ('01) suggested the name of *velum partiale*.

*Acetabularia mediterranea* grows for several years before a fertile disc is formed. In the first year the axis bears only a few irregular protuberances at its apex. The plant dies down at the end of the growing season, the lower part of the stalk (closed above by a wall) and the irregularly branched basal attachment remaining alive during the winter. The basal part increases in size with age and acts as a storehouse of reserve material for further growth. In the second year the axis bears several successive whorls of polytomously branched, deciduous, branch-segments ('leaves'), and terminally a disc which is not fertile. The deciduous branches are uncalcified, and, on
being shed, rings of scars are left on the main axis. After several years of sterile growth the plant eventually develops a fertile disc. In the radiating branch-segments of the fertile disc numerous oblong-ellipsoid ἐναιούσια (often called ‘aplanospores’) are formed (fig. 175 C apl). These are ultimately set free after which they rest for three months, and then become converted into gametangia, each of which opens by a lid at one end, liberating numerous, small, biciliated isogametes. These conjugate in pairs (fig. 175 D—F) to form zygotes which after a resting period germinate directly into new plants.

Fig. 175. A, Halicoryne Wrightii Harv., upper portion of thallus, ×58; st, whorl of fertile branches; g, branch-segment in which the cyst-like ‘aplanospores’ are formed; st, whorl of sterile branches. B—G, Acetabularia mediterranea Lamx. B, upper part of thallus in median section to show branches, ×5; st, sterile whorl; sc, superior corona; ic, inferior corona; g, fertile branch-segment. C, upper part of another individual showing formation of ‘aplanospores’ (apl), ×3. D—F, conjugation of gametes, ×50. G, ‘aplanospore’ (=gametangium) ×100. (A, after Cramer, from Wille; B, after Nageli from Ohlmanns; C—G, after Wille.)

In Acetabularia crenulata two or three fertile whorls of branch-segments are formed successively above each other. These form basin-shaped discs, and a fertile disc of a similar shape occurs in A. Caliculus. In the latter species the ‘aplanospores’ (gametangia) are spherical and there is no resting period, the gametes being set free while the gametangia are still within the radial branch-segments (Börgesen, ’13).

The genus Acicularia differs from Acetabularia in the calcification of the walls of the ‘aplanospores,’ which adhere together as a calcareous mass. This genus, which was first described from fossil forms, has one living representative, Acicularia Schenckii (Möb.) Solms. Its interesting history has been well summarized by Seward (‘98). In Halicoryne there are alternate whorls of sterile and fertile branch-segments (fig. 175 A), the former polytomously
branched, the latter simple and completely free. Only a few 'aplanospores' are produced and they are calcified.

The genera are: Acetabularia Lamouroux, 1816 [inclus. Polyphyta Lamarck, 1816; and = Acetabulum Lamarck (vide Bögeisen, 1808)]; Acicularia D'Arcy, 1843; Halicoryne Harvey, 1859; Chalmasia Solms-Laubach, 1895.

Halicoryne is a link with the other sub-families of the Dasycladaceae. Except for Acetabularia mediterranea all the representatives of the sub-family are tropical or subtropical, occurring mostly in shallow water, and often fastened to shells and stones. Species of Acetabularia are frequent in the mangrove-formation of the West Indies.

Family Sphæropleaceae.

This family includes but one genus Sphæroplea which occupies a somewhat isolated position in the Siphonocladiales. The filaments of Sphæroplea are cylindrical and unbranched, consisting of series of greatly elongated coenocytes. They are free-floating and never possess any organs of attachment. The transverse walls are sometimes of great thickness, whereas the side walls of the coenocytes are comparatively thin. In rare instances the transverse walls are not fully closed owing to the imperfect development of the ingrowing ring-like septa. In the vegetative coenocytes there is a thin lining layer of protoplasm in which there are apparently annular green chloroplasts separated by broad colourless bands (fig. 176 A). Each annular band is in reality a close aggregate of small parietal chloroplasts not essentially different from those present in other members of the Siphonocladiales; the aggregation is, however, so dense that the individual chloroplasts are scarcely discernible. Some of the larger chloroplasts (from four to six in each ring) contain a single pyrenoid, but the remainder are without pyrenoids. In the colourless zones between the annular aggregations of chloroplasts the lining layer of protoplasm is very thin, but in the coloured zones the protoplasm is much concentrated and often extends right across the lumen of the segment as a sort of diaphragm or plug. It is in these regions that the nuclei are situated (fig. 176 A n), generally just within the parietal chloroplasts. A few chloroplasts sometimes extend from ring to ring along strands of the protoplasm.

Asexual reproduction is unknown, but there is a sexual reproduction of a relatively high type. The sexual organs are antheridia and oogonia, formed without change of shape from any segment of the filament. Sometimes the oogonia and antheridia alternate, but more often they do not. In the formation of the antherozoids there is a repeated mitotic division of the nuclei, accompanied by a disappearance of the pyrenoids and a division of the chloroplasts, the latter ultimately becoming pale yellow in colour. Each antherozoid is a minute, elongated, spindle-shaped body, with a small
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posterior yellow chromatophore, a centrally placed nucleus and two anterior cilia. As many as 300 antherozoids may be formed from each ‘ring’ of the original coenocyte during its conversion into an antheridium. They finally escape through small lateral apertures in the old wall.

In each oogonium there are numerous oospheres or egg-cells, dark green in colour but with a conspicuous receptive spot. According to Klebahn (‘99) they may be either uninucleate or multinucleate. The antherozoids enter the oogonia through minute lateral orifices in the membrane (fig. 176 B op). After fertilization the wall of the egg is at first very thin, but a second verrucose wall arises underneath the first one, and the conical verrucae of this membrane are connected by ridges. Subsequently the first membrane is shed. The egg-cells become filled with starch and oil, the latter having dissolved in it a bright red pigment. The ripe oospores rest for a long time and can survive dry conditions, even for several years.

On the germination of the oospore the chlorophyll becomes more obvious and the contents divide into 2, 4 or 8 (according to Meyer, ’06, always 4) parts, which then issue from a split in the old wall as biciliated oval zoospores (fig. 176 D). These quickly undergo a transformation into spindle-shaped bodies, with much attenuated extremities, and soon an annular appearance of the contents is plainly visible (fig. 176 F). The young plants grow rapidly in size and become much elongated, acquiring numerous nuclei and pyrenoids, after which the first transverse wall appears.
Spharoplea was first described by Agardh in 1824, but the first good account of the genus was by Cohn (56). Since then others have added further and more detailed information, notably Rauwenhoff ('88), Golenkin ('99) and Klebahn ('99).

There is only one species, Spharoplea annulina, with a rather local distribution in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. It occurs in pools, but more especially on plains which are liable to be flooded. Klebahn ('99) has suggested that Sph. annulina should be split up into Sph. Braunii and Sph. crassisepta, but K. Meyer ('06) rightly contests this view, and states that the variability is so great that only one species can be recognized, of which forma Braunii and forma crassisepta are the extreme forms.

Order 4. ULVALES.

The order Ulvales is characterized by an expanded parenchymatous thallus, attached when young at one point to the substratum by rhizoids. The cells are uninucleate, with a single parietal chloroplast, which contains one pyrenoid and is often sufficiently massive to fill most of the cell. In some cases the expanded thallus is flat and more or less irregually lobed, but in others it is tubular and to some extent bent and contorted.

The thallus is sometimes propagated by proliferation or gemmation. Asexual reproduction takes place by zoogonidia, and there is a gamogenesis of isoplanogametes with two cilia, the zygote germinating at once.

The structure of the thallus indicates that the Ulvales are a rather isolated group which has probably had an origin in the Tetrasporine series of the Protococcales.

Family Ulvaceae.

The Ulvaceae are the only known family of the Ulvales, and the Algae comprised in it are mostly marine and estuarine. The thallus may be a flat plate, ribbon-shaped or widely expanded, or it may be tubular and intestiniform. The simplest form is seen in Monostroma in which the flat thallus of the adult Alga is one layer of cells in thickness. In Ulva and Letterstedtia the thallus is composed of two layers of cells.

Monostroma has both freshwater and marine representatives, and in its early stages the thallus is bladder-like, splitting later to form an irregular membranous expansion which often floats quite freely. The cells may be so compactly arranged that their outlines are polygonal, or they may be distantly disposed and rounded in contour. In the latter case they are usually arranged in groups of four (Monostroma bullosa). In Enteromorpha and Letterstedtia the thallus is usually branched (consult figs. 177 A and 178), and in the latter genus lateral ‘foliar’ appendages are developed which subsequently fall off leaving the older parts of the thallus with irregularly toothed margins.
In *Enteromorpha* the adult thallus is tubular, having arisen by the splitting of a two-layered membranous expansion. The cells are very compact, with polygonal outlines (fig. 177 B), and in some species they are arranged in longitudinal rows. *Ilea* greatly resembles *Enteromorpha*, but is unbranched and the cells are arranged in regular groups of four.

The cells are mostly disposed with their long axes at right angles to the plane of the thallus (fig. 177 D and F). Each cell contains a single nucleus and one large parietal chloroplast, often with lobed or deeply incised margins, and with one pyrenoid.
It is in the genus *Ulva* that the thallus is most securely attached. The attachment is by a basal disc, which is firmly adherent to stones, wood, or other Algae, or as pointed out by Cotton ('11), it is held down in muddy estuaries by the byssus threads of mussels. The attaching disc was first described by Thuret ('78), and has been recently investigated by Delf ('12). The disc is composed of interwoven 'disc-filaments' which are tubular prolongations of the thallus-cells. The prolongations may be given off by any of the more basal cells of either of the layers composing the thallus; they pass down between the two layers of cells, pursuing a rather intricate and sinuous course in the lower part, and they sometimes branch. Thuret states that the filaments may attain a length of 6—10 mm., but Delf never found them to exceed 3 mm. At the periphery of the disc the extremities of the filaments swell out, become coherent and multinucleate, several transverse walls often arising, so that a pseudoparenchyma is produced. The thallus-cells which give rise to the filaments appear to be always multinucleate, from three to five nuclei having been observed in their upper part; the minute nuclei also occur at intervals in the filaments and several are present in their swollen tips (Delf, '12).

In cases where *Ulva* is attached to certain of the smaller red seaweeds, Delf has found that the disc often completely encircles the host-plant (consult fig. 177 G) and that the filaments may penetrate in a parasitic manner into the cells of the host.

Propagation occurs in some species of *Monostroma* and *Enteromorpha* by gemmation or proliferation of the thallus, the small portions which are thus
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*Fig. 178. Letterstedtia insignis Aresch. ½ nat. size.*
budded off growing into new plants. In Ulva new thalli can apparently be formed from ‘multinucleate cells’ which may be cut off from the swollen ends of the disc-filaments.

Asexual reproduction takes place by zoogonidia in Ulva and Monostroma. In the latter genus they may have either two or four cilia, but in Ulva they are always quadriciliated. On coming to rest they germinate at once.

Gamogenesis of isoplanogametes is known to occur in Ulva, Monostroma and Enteromorpha. Ordinary vegetative thallus-cells become gametangia without change of form and give rise to eight (sometimes four or sixteen) ovoid planogametes, which are biciliated and of smaller size than the zoogonidia. On conjugation the gametes slowly coalesce and a ‘zygozoospore’ with two pigment-spots and four cilia is first formed; this soon comes to rest, loses its cilia, and becomes a zygospore (fig. 177 E). The zygospore usually germinates at once, the young plants differing much in the various genera. In Ulva a short filament of four cells is first formed, which soon produces a flat expansion. In Monostroma bullosa the zygote divides to form a more or less globular mass of cells, which after enlargement to form a hollow sphere eventually splits, thus giving rise to an irregular foliaceous expansion. In other species of Monostroma the embryonic plant is more irregular. Reinke has found that the zygote may become a resting hypnucyst, which on germination divides into four and then eight cells arranged around a central cavity. By the increase of these peripheral cells a vesicular thallus is produced, which ultimately becomes a flattened expansion attached by a few rhizoids at its base.

The genera are: Enteromorpha Harvey, 1849; Letterstedtia Areschoug, 1850; Ulva (L.) Wittrock, 1866; Monostroma (Thuret) Wittrock, 1866; Iva J. G. Agardh, 1883.

Enteromorpha and Ulva are amongst the first seaweeds to attract attention on the sea-shore. They are essentially littoral and sublittoral, occurring mostly from about half-tide level downwards, or sometimes in the vicinity of high-water mark. Various species of Enteromorpha are the principal constituents of the ‘grass’ which is so largely the cause of the fouling of the bottoms of ships. The flat ‘fronds’ of Ulva are annual, but it seems probable that the adhesive discs are perennial.

The Ulvaceae are more especially marine, but there are several freshwater species of Monostroma, such as M. bullosa (Roth.) Wittr., M. membranacea W. & G. S. West (‘03; fig. 177 C—E), and M. expana G. S. West (‘06), the latter being an Australian species with a thallus attaining 30 cms. in length. Enteromorpha intestinalis also extends from the sea-coast into brackish and fresh waters, being a frequent Alga in canals and ponds. E. gracillina G. S. West (‘12 A; fig. 177 A and B) has been found in sulphurous springs in S.W. Africa. The widely distributed Ulva often extends into brackish waters, but Letterstedtia is confined to the coasts of Natal, Australia and Japan.

Ulva and Enteromorpha sometimes occur in great quantities in muddy estuaries and other coastal areas where there is some amount of sewage pollution (consult page 146). It has been suggested that both genera become partially saprophytic in the presence of the nitrogenous products of decay.
Order 5. **SCHIZOGONIALES.**

This order was instituted (G. S. W. '04) to include the single family of the Prasiolaceae, in which the thallus is filamentous, or subparenchymatous, and often expanded into broad sheets. The expanded thalli sometimes arise by the concrescence of the filaments in one plane and sometimes by the regular division of the cells in two directions in one plane.

These Algae are subaerial, and the expanded thalli are attached to the substratum by rhizoids.

The order is at once distinguished from the Ulotrichales by the *axile* chloroplasts and by the division of the cells in two directions in one plane, or even in three directions in young plants. From the Ulvales it is distinguished by its chloroplasts and by the more regular arrangement of the thallus-cells consequent upon their division only in two directions at right angles. It is not improbable that the Prasiolaceae originated from the Protococcales along a line very different from that along which the Ulvales evolved.

Family **Prasiolaceae.**

It is possible that all the forms of this family (= the Schizogoniaceae of Chodat, '02, the Prasiolaceae of West, '04, and the Blastosporaceae of Wille, '09) are referable to the one genus *Prasiola* Agardh (1821), although there are some reasons for the retention of *Schizogonium* Kützing (1843) for the simpler types. The thallus is either a simple unbranched filament or it forms a flat expansion one layer of cells in thickness. The simple filament is the *Hormidium*-state and when several of these filaments fuse laterally they give rise to the *Schizogonium*-state. In the wider expansions the cells usually divide in two directions in one plane resulting in the *Prasiola*-state. In these flat expansions the cells are frequently arranged in regular groups of four or multiples of four, such groups being as a rule separated by rather thicker walls. In the *Hormidium*-state the cells are shortly cylindrical (fig. 179 A and B), but in the expanded *Prasiola* they are sometimes angular by compression, and so situated that their long axes are at right angles to the plane of the thallus. Each cell possesses a single nucleus and a central stellate chloroplast. The latter is much lobed and is furnished with one pyrenoid. The cell-wall is strong, hyaline and fairly thick. Most of the expanded thalli are fixed to the substratum by means of rhizoids, which may be developed from any cell of the thallus, although they are mostly found as outgrowths from the more basal cells (fig. 179 G).
Vegetative propagation often occurs by a proliferation (or gemmation) of the thallus, resulting in the detachment of small portions from the margin.

Asexual reproduction occurs by akinetes, formed either directly from the vegetative cells or by the division of the vegetative cells in two planes to form 'tetraspores' (Lagerheim, '02 b). The akinetes may grow directly into new plants on liberation or they may become aplanosporangia in which a number of rounded or ovoid aplanospores are formed. The latter escape by the bursting of the wall of the aplanosporangium and grow directly into new plants (Wille, '02; '06). Under unfavourable conditions both akinetes and aplanospores may become resting-spores.

Zoogonidia and gametes are entirely unknown.

Fig. 179. A—C, Prasiola crispa forma muralis (=Schizogonium murale Kütz.), x 500. D—G, Prasiola crispa (Lightf.) Menegh.; D, two expanded thalli, nat. size; E, simple filament, x 500; F, part of irregular filament, x 500; G, basal part of an expanded thallus showing a few rhizoids, x 400.

The various species of Prasiola are subaërial Algae, living on damp ground, damp walls, and on rocks, especially rocks of the sea-shore. In some forms the Hormidium- and Schizogonium-states appear to be permanently retained, whereas others almost invariably form expanded thalli. Prasiola crispa forma muralis (=Schizogonium murale) is invariably filamentous and is found almost exclusively on damp earth, especially in towns and villages, where it often forms a green stratum between paving stones (fig. 179 A—C). P. crispa (fig. 179 D—G) has an expanded thallus occurring on damp earth under walls, and also in quantity on rocky sea-shores and about the nesting-places of sea-birds. It has a world-wide distribution, extending far into the Arctic and Antarctic regions, always occurring where there is a plentiful nitrogenous food-supply. In one form of this Alga, which has been described under the name of Gayella polyphiza Rosenvinge, a cell-mass is formed instead of a cell-plate.

Gay ('91), Chodat ('02) and Collins ('09) separate the genera Prasiola and Schizogonium, but other authors (notably Wille, '00; '09 B; Brand, '14) have united them under Prasiola.

Wille, and also Bürgesen ('02), have each described some interesting marine forms of Prasiola in which the plants are more amply supplied with rhizoids. The expanded thallus in these forms does not attain so large a size as in the terrestrial forms. The thallus of P. crispa is normally from 4 mm. to 2 cms. in length, but in the vicinity of sewage works and on 'contact beds' the thallus may attain a length of 8 cms.
Letts ('13) has found a remarkable amount of nitrogen in specimens of *P. criosa*, amounting in some instances to 8.94 per cent. of the dried material. This percentage is almost double that which is found in ordinary vegetable substances, higher than that contained in dried cheese, and almost as high as that contained in dried meat.

Order 6. **ULOTRICHALES.**

This order, which is identical with the 'Chaetophorales' of Wille, includes a relatively large number of Green Alge which are mostly inhabitants of fresh waters. The thallus is filamentous, sometimes simple, but more frequently branched. The branches are generally attenuated and often piliferous. The cells are uninucleate (except in the peculiar genus Witrockiella), and in all the families of the order, with the exception of the Trentepohliaceae, they possess a single parietal chloroplast with one or more pyrenoids.

The only families in which simple, unbranched filaments occur are the Ulotrichaceae, Microsporaceae and Cylindrocapsaceae; in fact, only one-fifth of the known genera are unbranched types. The majority of the unbranched forms are free-floating, whereas practically all the branched forms are attached, many of them being epiphytes. In the latter the branches are sometimes concrescent on the surface of the host, so that discoidal growths are formed, and the cells are frequently furnished with setae or bristles.

Reproduction by biciliated, or more rarely quadriciliated, zoogonidia is general throughout the order, although it has not yet been observed in every genus. Aplanosporas or akinetes, or both, are known in most genera. Isoplanogametes occur in very many of the genera, and in the Cylindrocapsaceae, Aphanochaetaceae and Coleochaetaceae there are well-differentiated egg-cells and antherozoids, Coleochaete being, as regards its sexual reproduction, probably the highest type among the Green Alge.

A few genera (*Arthrochaete, Endophyton*) are endophytic in larger red and brown sea-weeds, and others have epizootic (*Trichophilus*) and endozootic (*Endoderma*) representatives. *Tellamia* perforates the shells of marine and freshwater bivalves, and some species of *Cephaleuros* are destructive parasites on phanerogams.

The Ulotrichales are a natural and extensive group which appear to have been derived from certain of the Tetrasporine Protococcales by the development of the filamentous and ultimately of the branched habit. Most of them are aquatic, but the Trentepohliaceae are a conspicuous family of subaerial Alge. The Microsporaceae and Trentepohliaceae are rather anomalous groups, the peculiarities of the latter family being partly the result of complete adaptation to subaerial conditions.
The inter-relationships of some of the branched forms of the Ulotrichales are rather obscure, and Pascher ('07) has attempted to trace certain lines of descent by a survey of the characters of the zoogonidia and gametes.

The relationships of the unbranched genera are fairly clear, and the transition from Geminella to Ulothrix, through Stichococcus, is obvious and complete. Binuclearia and Uronema are both specialized forms closely akin to Ulothrix. Rhaphidonema may be a specialization from the subaerial form of Stichococcus or a reduction from the subaerial forms of Ulothrix.

It is highly probable that there have been several divergent lines of descent from members of the Ulotrichaceae, along three of which oogamy has been independently attained.

The accompanying diagram may help the student to form an approximate idea of the phylogenetic relationships of the chief types of the Ulotrichales.
Family Ulotrichaceae.

The Algae of this family are unbranched and readily recognizable by their cytological characters. The lowest types are those in which the cells of the filaments are largely held in place by a conspicuous gelatinous envelope (Geminella, Radiofilum). More advanced are those genera in which there are short filaments of loosely connected cells without any mucous investment (Stichococcus, Catena). The highest types are those forms with cylindrical filaments of firmly united cells (Ulothrix, Binuclearia).

The cell-wall is always hyaline and colourless, but varies much in thickness. It is sometimes delicate (Catena, Stichococcus, Rhaphidonema, some species of Ulothrix), and sometimes thick and lamellose (Psephotaxus, Binuclearia, Ulothrix zonata). In the lower types (Geminella, Radiofilum) the outer layers become converted into a wide mucilaginous envelope. In Binuclearia tatrina and Ulothrix zonata the degree of lamellation of the cell-wall depends upon the state of growth.

There is a single parietal plate-like chloroplast in each cell, with an entire or variously lobed margin, usually occupying only a portion of the cell-wall. It generally possesses one or more pyrenoids, but may be entirely destitute of them. There is a small inconspicuous nucleus, usually placed internally to the chloroplast.

In the genus Geminella the end-walls of the cells become hemispherical soon after cell-division and the cells, although remaining as a filament, are only held in position by the mucilaginous sheath (fig. 180). In Stichococcus the external characters are intermediate between those of Geminella and Ulothrix. The cells divide to form cylindrical filaments which under normal conditions undergo fragmentation into short pieces consisting of only a few cells. This is caused by the apposed ends of certain pairs of adjacent cells becoming hemispherical, with the result that the filament becomes dislocated at these points. In some species the fragmentation is so complete that the plants are almost unicellular (fig. 183 D—F).

Dismemberment of the filaments of Ulothrix often occurs by the death of some of the cells, each dismembered piece growing into a new filament.
Asexual reproduction takes place by aplanospores, akinetes and zoogonidia. Aplanospores occur in a number of the smaller species of _Ulotarix_, in _Uronema_ and in _Binuclearia_ (G. S. W., '04). They are more rarely found in the larger _Ulotarix zonata_ (fig. 183 B and C). Wille ('12) regards the aplanospores of _Stichococcus flaccidus_, which are formed singly within the vegetative cells, as reduced zoogonidia; they germinate at once, dividing either cruciately or tetrahedrally, and ultimately form a palmella-state. A similar palmella-state may sometimes be observed in _Ulotarix subtilis_ (G. S. W., '04). In some instances they increase in size and become globular hypnosposes with slightly asperulate walls. Akinetes are frequently formed in various species of _Ulotarix, Stichococcus_ and _Geminella_. In _Ulotarix idiospora_ Q. S. West ('09) they are thick-walled and scrobiculate (fig. 91 A and B).

Fig. 181. _Ulotarix zonata_ (Web. & Mohr) Kütz. _A_, vegetative filament showing parietal ring-like chloroplasts with pyrenoids (py). _B_ and _C_, aplanospores. All × 800.

Zoogonidia occur in _Ulotarix, Stichococcus_ and _Uronema_. In _Stichococcus_ they are biciliated, but in _Uronema_ they are quadriciliated; in both genera only one zoogonidium arises from a mother-cell. In the genus _Ulotarix_, in which the different species range from 4 μ in diameter (in the narrowest form of _U. subtilis_) to 70 μ (in the larger montane forms of _U. zonata_), the zoogonidia vary very much. From 1 to 32, or even more, may arise in a mother-cell. In the narrower species they arise singly or less often in pairs, and are furnished with either two or four cilia. In the large species _U. zonata_, in which zoogonidium-formation was very carefully studied by Dodel ('76), every gradation in size is met with between macrozoogonidia
with four cilia and microzoogonidia with two cilia. Moreover, all the gradations of zoogonidia may be produced from the cells of the same filament. In *U. zonata* 16 or 32 microzoogonidia are produced from each mother-cell, but only 2 or 4 in *U. subtilis*; similarly, 2, 4 or 8 macrozoogonidia (often complanate) are formed in *U. zonata*, but only one in *U. sequalis* and *U. subtilis*. The zoogonidia germinate directly on coming to rest, and sometimes while still within the mother-cell (fig. 183 B and C). Owing to the great variability in the size of the zoogonidia of *U. zonata*, the filaments of this species vary greatly in thickness, but in other species of the genus there is a much greater uniformity in the thickness of the filaments.

Gamogenesis takes place by the fusion of iso- or anisogametes. The gametes are always biciliated, and in some species of *Ulothrix* and *Stichococcus* they are sufficiently differentiated in size to be termed macro- and microgametes. They may conjugate isogamously or anisogamously, or germinate without conjugation (parthenogenetically). The gametes are frequently quite indistinguishable from the microzoogonidia, a fact which causes one to suspect that the latter are facultative gametes. The zygote becomes invested with a thick wall and undergoes a more or less extended period of rest. On germination it becomes converted into a unicellular germ-plant, which gives rise to 8 or 16 swarm-spores (zoogonidia).

The conditions necessary for the production of zoogonidia in *Ulothrix zonata* were investigated by Klebs (96), but most of his conclusions have not been verified, even for...
U. zonata, and they do not apply to several of the smaller species of Ulothrix. Four of Klebs' main conclusions were: (1) that if, after cessation of zoospore-formation, the filaments were transferred from nutritive solutions to water, then zoospore-formation recommences; (2) that zoospores were formed by transferring filaments from a nutritive solution to water and then putting the cultures in the dark for three days; (3) that transference of the filaments from running water to quiet water, or bringing from a natural habitat into a room, resulted in zoospore-formation, the cause being attributed to the diminution of the amount of air in the water; (4) that observations were against a rise in temperature being a special cause in inducing the formation of zoospores.

Klebs' first statement does not apply to the smaller species of Ulothrix and repeated experiment has failed to confirm it in U. zonata. Experiments extending over two years

Fig. 183. A, part of filament of Ulothrix zonata Kütz. to show single chloroplast with pyrenoid (py). B and C, U. zonata (Web. & Mohr) Kütz. B, part of filament showing germination of microgonidia (which have never been motile) to form new plants; C, similar germination of macrogonidia. D, Stichococcus variabilis W. & G. S. West. E, aquatic form of S. fluccidus (Kütz.) Gay, only in outline except for one cell which shows partial fragmentation of chloroplast. F, S. bacillaris Nàg. All × 500.

do not bear out his second statement in the case of either U. tenuissima or U. subtilis. Concerning his third statement this was not found to be true in the case of U. zonata and U. subtilis unless the transference was accompanied by a decided change in temperature. In contrast to his fourth statement experiments conducted over a long period with U. zonata, U. zonata, U. tenuissima and U. subtilis lead to the conclusion that a rapid alteration in temperature (whether increase or decrease) is a direct incentive to zoospore-formation, and is really a factor of great importance in the production of the zoogonidia of Ulothrix.

1 Various species of Ulothrix have been under experimental investigation by the author and Miss C. B. Starkey in the botanical laboratory of the University of Birmingham for upwards of two years.
The genus *Uronema* differs little from *Ulothrix*, but the filaments are mostly rather short and fixed at the base; moreover, the apical cell is always conical. In *Geminella* the cells develop convex, and often hemispherical, poles, and are scarcely adherent, being held in position very largely, and in some cases entirely, by the copious mucous investment (fig. 180). *Binuclearia* is a montane and subalpine genus characterized by the great thickness of some of the transverse walls of the filaments, the cells having the general appearance of being arranged in pairs. In *Rhaphidonema* the filaments, which are attenuated at both ends, are the shortest of any genus of the family, consisting of only a few (4 to 7) cells. This genus was first described by Lagerheim ('92 c) from the snow-flora of the Andes, but both the original species (*Rh. nivale*) and another one (*Rh. brevirostre* Scherffel, '10) are known to occur in Europe.

The genera are: *Geminella* Turpin, 1828; em. Lagerheim, 1883 [inclus. *Hormospora* Brébisson, 1840; *Gleocista* Kützing, 1843; *Planctonema* Schmidle, 1903]; *Ulothrix* Kützing, 1833; *Stichococcus* Nägeli, 1840 [inclus. *Hormidium* Klebs, 1896 (non Kützing, 1843) and *Hormococcus* Chodat, 1902]; *Binuclearia* Wittrock, 1886; *Uronema* Lagerheim, 1887; *Rhaphidonema* Lagerheim, 1892; *Radiofilum* Schmidle, 1894; *Psophotaxus* W. & G. S. West, 1897; *Catena* Chodat, 1900.

With the exception of a few subaerial species of *Ulothrix* and *Stichococcus* all the members of the Ulothriaceae are aquatic.

Most of the species of *Ulothrix* pass the winter in the vegetative condition in the form of short filaments in which both the transverse and lateral walls have much increased in thickness. In the British Islands active cell-division generally begins by the middle of January (in the absence of prolonged frosts), the old thick walls being burst apart as the cells divide. In the winter state of *U. aequalis* and *U. subtilis* oil-drops are of frequent occurrence.

Quite recently Brunnthaler ('13) has attempted to show that *Radiofilum* should be transferred to the Desmidiaceae, but there is little doubt that such a position would not be in accordance with the affinities of the genus. In describing some Australian forms of *R. conjugatum* the present author (G. S. W., '99) instituted a comparison between the structure of the cell-wall in this Alga and that which occurs in the Placoderm Desmids.

'The wall of each individual cell is composed of two halves, and cell-division appears to take place much as it does in some of the simpler types of Desmids, such as *Penium*, by the interpolation of two new half-cells between the old ones. The line of junction of the old and new halves of the wall is distinctly visible in most specimens, and is particularly obvious at the marginal apiculations, the latter owing their prominence to the projecting suture at this region. Each fully-grown half is helmet-shaped, but in its earliest stages the young half is much flattened. The chloroplasts are parietal and cup-shaped, occupying about two-thirds of the interior of the cell-wall. They are disposed very largely back to back in pairs of adjacent cells.' This statement apparently induced Brunnthaler to transfer the entire genus (with its 3 species) to the Desmidiaceae, but such a view suggests lack of direct knowledge of the Algae in question. Neither *R. floccosum* G. S. West ('99) nor *R. irregularare* has any near affinity with the Conjugate, and the similarity in structure of the wall between *R. conjugatum* and many Desmids can only be regarded as a parallelism of modification.
It is necessary to make some special mention of the genus *Schizomeris* Kützing (1843). Hazen ('02) states that he has no doubt concerning the validity of the genus *Schizomeris*, but that its affinity seems to be with the Ulvaceae rather than the Ulotrichaceae. The filaments are attached to rocks and stones in streams; they are attenuated at both base and apex, and longitudinal division of the cells occurs. The manner of the dispersal of the zoogonidia is very striking and unlike anything in the Ulotrichaceae. Hazen remarks that 'all the disseminations in the upper part of the thallus appeared to be softened or broken down, and the masses of zoospores escaped through the open funnel formed by the outer cell-wall.'

**Family Microsporaceae.**

This family includes only the one genus *Microspora* (Thuret, 1850; em. Lagerheim, 1888)\(^1\) the species of which are amongst the most abundant and widely distributed of freshwater Alge. The filaments are cylindrical and unbranched, and from the very earliest stages of development are free-floating. The cell-wall varies in character in the different species of the genus. In some it is apparently homogeneous, but in others it is distinctly lamellate, attaining its greatest thickness and irregularity in *Microspora amœna* var. *irregularis* W. & G. S. West ('06). The lamellæ consist of cellulose. The statement so frequently made that the lamellæ of the wall are so laid down that the filaments become disarticulated into H-pieces is only true of certain species of the genus. This occurs in *M. tumidula*, in the typical forms of *M. amœna* and *M. Löfgrenii*, and to some extent in *M. flocosa* and *M. quadrata*. In the two last-mentioned species the disarticulation is only partial and often irregular, parts of the lateral walls usually

---

\(^1\) The main conclusions of the paper on "The Structure, Life-History and Systematic Position of the genus *Microspora*," which was communicated by the present author to the British Association at the Birmingham Meeting in September, 1913, are embodied in this account of the Microsporaceae.

The recent paper by Meyer on *Microspora amœna* (December, 1913) adds nothing of importance to the present account. Meyer's figure of the formation of 'akinetes' (fig. 15) represents the formation of aplanospores.
becoming mucilaginous. In the common species *M. stagnorum* the filaments almost always break at or near the transverse walls.

The cells are uninucleate, the nucleus in many cases occurring in a fairly broad band of cytoplasm stretching across the median part of the cell.

There is but one chloroplast in each cell, and the nature of this chloroplast is the chief distinguishing feature of *Microspora*. It consists of a number of small parietal green cushions which are united in a most irregular way to form a reticulum. The very irregularity of this reticulum, the form of which may be quite different even in adjacent cells (consult fig. 185 *D*), is one of the leading characters of the genus. The cushions of the chloroplast are usually spread over both lateral and terminal walls, and in some instances (frequently in *M. stagnorum* and occasionally in *M. floccosa*) they are disposed as irregular constricted bands united to form a loose network (fig. 185 *C*). There are no pyrenoids, but starch is stored in the form of small granules.

\[1\] The figure given by Hazen ('02, t. 24, f. 12) of the disarticulation of a filament of *M. stagnorum* during the liberation of zoogonidia does not agree with any state of this alga observed by the present author.

W. A.
Reproduction occurs by zoogonidia developed singly (or more rarely in twos, threes or fours) in the vegetative cells (fig. 185 E—G). They are ovoid or subellipsoid, biciliated, and possess an irregularly lobed chloroplast the limitations of which are usually indefinite. As a rule most of the cells of a filament produce zoogonidia simultaneously, their formation and ultimate escape only occupying about an hour. The escape of the zoogonidia in the different species brings out clearly the differences in the structure of the cell-wall. In *M. tumidula* the entire filament becomes disarticulated into H-pieces (fig. 185 E) and the zoogonidia swim quickly away; in *M. stagnorum* the lateral walls of the cells gradually swell up and become mucilaginous, the mucus soon becoming diffusent and allowing the zoogonidia to escape (fig. 185 G); in *M. floccosa* there is an intermediate condition in which the filament becomes disarticulated in rather an irregular manner, some portion of the lateral walls being converted into mucilage (fig. 185 F). After swarming for a brief time the zoogonidia come to rest and at once germinate. The young filament may be attached, but usually it is not. In any case the young plant shows a distinct differentiation into base and apex (fig. 185 H—J).

Thuret ('50), in his original account of *M. floccosa*, figures 8 or 16 minute 'zoogonidia' arising from each cell of the filament. Such is not the case in any species of *Microspora* examined by the present author—not even in *M. floccosa*. In all observed cases, with the exception of *M. amaena*, only one biciliated zoogonidium was formed in each cell. From a careful comparison of Thuret's figures 5, 6 and 7 (on Pl. 17 of his work) with the formation of zoogonidia as observed by others in *M. floccosa*, it would not appear unreasonable to suggest that the minute elongated 'zoogonidia' figured by him were really isogametes and that his fig. 7 represents the germination of the zygote.

Spherical or slightly compressed aplanospores with strong cell-walls are sometimes formed singly within the vegetative cells (fig. 184 C and F). Akinetes are formed abundantly in some species, such as *M. floccosa*. They are subquadraté or rectangular, slightly tumid, and provided with thick walls (fig. 91 D). Both aplanospores, and akinetes generally occur in long chains, and both are resting-spores.

Gametes have not been observed, unless the above suggestion concerning Thuret's 'zoogonidia' of *M. floccosa* is correct.

The systematic position of the genus *Microspora* has been a controversial question for some time. Bohlin ('01) regarded it as the type of a separate order, the Microsporales, and in this he was followed by West ('04). Blackman & Tansley ('02) placed the genus in the family Microsporaceae of the Ulotrichales, and both Oltmanns ('04) and Wille ('09 n) referred it directly to the Ulotrichaceae.

A careful investigation of the British species upholds the position assigned to this genus by Blackman & Tansley. It cannot with justice be placed in the Ulotrichaceae, and yet in view of the occurrence of a reticulated chloroplast in the axial cells of *Drapanaldea platyzonata* (consult fig. 190 B) and the usual absence of pyrenoids from certain species of *Ulothrix* (such as *U. subtilis* and *U. squamatia*), it is probably best to regard the genus as a
somewhat peculiar member of the Ulotrichales for which it is necessary to provide the special family Microsporaceae.

The germination of the akinetes has been studied by the present author. When kept in water it was found that they remained alive and apparently unchanged for a period of about two years, after which a small percentage germinated. The germination proceeded in one of two ways: (1) the protoplast divided into four as it escaped from the old wall of the akinete, four rounded cells being set free, each of which grew into a new filament (fig. 186 D and E); (2) the protoplast escaped without any division from the old wall, and divided first into two and then into four cells tetrahedrally arranged, each cell on becoming free developing into a new filament (fig. 186 F—I).

If the akinetes were allowed to become dry for a period of a week or ten days, soon after their formation, and then placed in water they germinated very readily. Each one elongated, the thick wall became largely mucilaginous, and transverse divisions soon resulted in a new filament (fig. 186 A—C). This quick germination is entirely different from the belated type which takes place when the akinetes are never allowed to dry, and indicates that a period of drought is favourable for their proper development.

![Fig. 186. Germination of the akinetes of Microspora floccosa (Vauch.) Thuret. A—C, direct germination of akinete in water, after having been dried for ten days. D—I, germination of akinetes after a resting period of two years during which they were never allowed to become dry; D and E, first method of germination; F—I, second method of germination. All x 850.](image)

Family *Cylindrocapsaceae*.

This family includes the single genus *Cylindrocapsa* Reinsch ('67), concerning which our knowledge is as yet in many ways defective. The thallus is filamentous and unbranched, with the cells arranged in a single series. The filaments are short and in some respects they resemble those of the more mucilaginous types of the Ulotrichaceae. The cells are ellipsoid, subrectangular or less often subtriangular in shape, and they are frequently grouped in pairs at short intervals along the filament. They are provided with a firm cell-wall outside which are several mucilaginous lamellæ, and the row of cells comprising the filament is enclosed within a cylindrical, close-fitting sheath of tough mucus (fig. 187 E and F). The general arrangement
of the cells is not unlike that in the genus Geminella, their frequent disposition in pairs resulting from the simultaneous division of many cells. Each cell possesses a massive parietal chloroplast, often with most obscure limitations, and generally furnished with one pyrenoid. Numerous small grains of starch can as a rule be detected in the healthy cell.

Asexual reproduction takes place by zoogonidia which arise singly, or in twos or fours, from any cell of the filament. The zoogonidium is ovoid or ellipsoid in form, biciliated, and provided with a pigment spot and two contractile vacuoles.

Sexual reproduction of a comparatively high type was observed in Cylindrocapsa involuta by Cienkowski (’76). The gametes are well differentiated antherozoids and eggs. The antheridia result from the active division of some of the vegetative cells, and they finally consist of one, two or four longitudinal series of small rounded cells (fig. 187 A a). Each
antheridial cell produces two antherozoids, which are similar in form to the zoogonidia, but slightly more elongated, with shorter cilia, and of a brownish-red colour (fig. 187 D). The oogonia arise from ordinary vegetative cells by an increase in size. They become ovoidal in shape and develop a thick lamellose wall. Only one oosphere is formed within the oogonium, which opens by a lateral pore to admit the antherozoids. After fertilization the oospore develops a thick wall and a brick-red colour, but it does not fill the oogonium (fig. 187 C).

Species of Cylindrocapsa are distinctively uncommon, although C. geminella Wolle is perhaps the most widely distributed. They usually occur in pools and lakes among aquatic macrophytes. C. involuta, the species in which Cienkowski observed the sexual reproduction, is an Alga of great rarity.

Family Chaetophoraceae.

The principal members of the Chaetophoraceae have doubtless originated directly from the Ulotrichaceae by the branching of the thallus. In all the genera except Microthamnion the branches are attenuated, but in some cases the attenuation is much more pronounced than in others, as for instance, in Druparnaldia, Stigeoclonium (= Mxzonema), etc., in which the branches are produced into long multicellular hairs. The thallus is recumbent or creeping in the Ulvellaæ and in some of the Microthanniaeæ, but in the Chaetophoræ only the basal portion of the thallus is recumbent and often but feebly developed, the main portion consisting of erect tapering branches. In the creeping part of the thallus the cells are frequently so inflated that the branches are moniliform or torulose. In the erect part of the thallus the cells, although often more or less tumid, are elongated, especially towards the ends of the branches, the terminal cells of which are sometimes attenuated to form long hyaline hairs. Setæ or hairs occur, however, in a number of the genera of both the Chaetophoræ and Ulvellaæ, and they are of various kinds, usually with a lumen, but sometimes without. In the Gomontiææ, in which the thallus bores into the calcareous shells of Molluscs, the cells in the more superficial parts are often most irregular.

There is a single parietal chloroplast in each cell, usually plate-like and more or less irregular, and containing one or more pyrenoids. In the attenuated cells towards the ends of the branches of many of the Chaetophoraceæ the chloroplast becomes reduced, and the long hyaline terminal cells and setæ have no chlorophyll.

Asexual reproduction generally occurs by zoogonidia which exhibit a considerable range in size, the smaller ones being termed microzoogonidia and the larger macrozoogonidia. They possess either two or four cilia and a pigment-spot, and they may be produced in any cell of the thallus except those forming the rhizoids or the terminations of the branches. In most of
the Chaetophoraceae the cell which produces zoogonidia does not as a rule change its external form, and therefore the zoogonidangium may differ in no way from the vegetative cell in appearance (Trichodiscus is rather exceptional in this respect); but in the Microthamnaceae the zoogonidangia are usually inflated and of larger size than the vegetative cells. The zoogonidia germinate directly into new plants, and in the Chaetophoraceae there is often a simultaneous germination of large numbers of zoogonidia which have con-gregated on becoming quiescent (fig. 189 G).

Aplanospores and akinetes (both of which are hypnospores) are known in several genera. They are especially frequent in species of Draparnaldia, in which almost all the cells of a tuft of branches take part in spore-formation, one globular resting-spore being formed in each cell. They have a thick cell-wall, generally brown in colour, and often asperulate. The walls of the mother-cells rapidly undergo dissolution and the branches thus exhibit a monili-form appearance. In other genera, especially of the Microthamnaceae, several aplanospores are sometimes formed in each mother-cell.

A gamogenesis of biciliated isogametes occurs in Stigeoclonium (fig. 189 F), Draparnaldia, Chaetophora and Trichodiscus among the Chaetophoraceae, and in several genera of the Microthamnaceae. The gametes are scarcely to be distinguished from the biciliated microzoogonidia and it is not unlikely in some genera of the Chaetophoraceae that the microzoogonidia are facultative gametes. In one instance both micro- and macrogametangia have been observed. The gametangia may not be different in outward aspect from the vegetative cells or they may be much inflated, as in Trichodiscus.

It seems highly probable that the Algae included in the Ulvellaee and
Microthamnionce are mostly reduced forms resulting from the adoption of an epiphytic or endophytic mode of life. The irregular character of the thallus in the Gomontiace is also the result of specialization.

Sub-family Chaetophoreae. In this sub-family are included all the best developed types of the Chaetophoraceae, in which, as a rule, the main portion of the thallus consists of free erect branches, much attenuated and often piliferous (Chaetophora, Draparnaldia, etc.). The basal attachment, which consists of recumbent and more or less concrescent branches, is usually small and rather insignificant, but in Bulbocoleon, Pseudochaete and Endoclonium it is of more importance, and in Trichodiscus it is the most conspicuous part of the thallus.

In some of the genera, more especially Chaetophora and Draparnaldia, the thallus is enveloped in copious mucilage, which in the first-named genus is so firm and tough that the thallus as a whole possesses a definite external form (consult fig. 188 A and C). A few of the Chaetophorace are encrusted with lime, notably Fridera torrenticola Schmidle and several forms of Chaetophora (Ch. incrassata var. crystallophora Kütz., Ch. calcarea Tilden, '97, etc.). Draparnaldia is unique among the Chaetophorace in the possession of a main filament of large cells forming a little-branched axis which bears numerous tufts of small branchlets (fig. 190 A). In the axial cells the chloroplast is frequently perforated, and in D. platyzonata, is truly reticulated (fig. 190 B). Perforated chloroplasts also occur in Bulbocoleon and sometimes in Chaetanema.

In the epiphytic genus Thamniochete (fig. 191 C) the thallus has been reduced to very few cells, one or two of which bear long, tubular or solid hairs. This greatly reduced thallus represents the erect portion and there is no attempt at the formation of recumbent branches. Two other reduced forms, also epiphytic, are Bulbocoleon (fig. 191 A) and Acrochete (fig. 191 B),
but in these genera the main part of the thallus consists of basal recumbent branches.

Zoogonidia are formed either singly or rarely in twos, fours, or up to 32 in a mother-cell, and they may arise from almost any cell of a branch. The larger zoogonidia are quadriciliated, with a prominent pigment-spot and two contractile vacuoles, the latter contracting alternately about every fifteen seconds in Draparnaldia (Johnson, '93). Such a zoogonidium arises singly in the mother-cell and the first sign of its production is the appearance of the pigment-spot, which is formed at least twenty-four hours before the escape of the mature swarm-cell. The orifice in the wall of the zoogonidangium is often of much smaller size than the zoogonidium, which assumes various extraordinary shapes as it is squeezed through. The colourless end of the zoogonidium always comes through first and when free the swarm-spore darts away with great rapidity. Even when a number of zoogonidia are formed in the mother-cell they do not on their escape issue into a vesicle, but are expelled by the swelling of a gelatinous substance which disappears very rapidly in the surrounding water (Johnson, '93; Pascher, '06 b). The smaller zoogonidia are biciliated in certain genera and there is every probability that in some cases they are facultative gametes.

The gametes are always biciliated and the zygote rests for a short time before germination. The zoogonidia as a rule only 'swarm' for about ten minutes, and they germinate at once on coming to rest. The cilia are lost and the cell rapidly increases in length, one pole generally elongating to form a hair-like multicellular outgrowth. The young plant very soon begins to branch and in some genera a basal recumbent portion is first developed, whereas in others the attachment is by a specially modified basal cell, as in Thamniochaete aculeata (vide G. S. W., '04) and in some forms of Stigeoclonium (Fritsch, '03). A variable development of rhizoids occurs

1 Fritsch records the occurrence of a brownish-red salt of iron deposited about the attachment-surface of the basal cell in St. variabile, which probably serves the purpose of
in the young plants of the larger genera. The zoogonia of *Stigeoclonium* and *Chetophora* often develop in masses, and in many instances the adult thallus is really a colony of plants which have grown intermingled.

Fig. 191. *A*, *Bulbocoleon piliferum* Pringsh. × 240. Only the bases of the bulbous bristles are shown; on the left is a zoogonidangiurn (zg). *B*, small portion of plant of *Acrochete repens* Pringsh. × 420. *C*, single plant of *Thamniochete Huber* Gay attached to filament of *Oscillatoria* sp. × 700. (*A* and *B*, after Pringsheim; *C*, after Gay.)

The genera are: *Chetophora* Schrank, 1789; *Draparalidia* Bory, 1808; *Stigeoclonium* Kützing, 1843¹ [= *Myzonema*, Fries, 1825; and inclus. *Ivanoffia* Pascher, 1906]; *Acrochete* Pringsheim, 1862; *Bulbocoleon* Pringsheim, 1862; *Chetomonema* Nowakowski, 1876; *Pheophila* Hauck, 1876; *Endochlonium* Szymanski, 1878; *Thamniochete* Gay, 1893; *Pseudochete* W. & G. S. West, 1902; *Fridaea* Schmidle, 1905; *Ectochete* (Huber) Wille, 1900; *Trichodiscus* Welsford, 1912; *Didymosporangium* Lambert, 1912.

As pointed out by Huber (‘93), *Endochlonium* is so closely related to *Stigeoclonium* as a cement. This he has also observed in young plants of *Edogonium* and in *Characium Sieboldii*. The present author has found this substance at the point of attachment of the young plants of many Green Algae, notably in the genera *Microspora*, *Chetophora*, *Thamniochete*, *Characium*, *Tribonema*, *Characiopsis* and others; also in attached Flagellates such as *Colacium*.

¹ *Stigeoclonium* was adopted as one of the ‘genera conservanda’ at the Brussels meeting of the International Botanical Congress, 1910. Consult also Nordstedt in *Botaniska Notiser*, 1906, p. 123.
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scarcely to be separated from it. Chettonema is a reduced type with a more or less endophytic habit. Pseudochae is either a reduced form or one which has permanently remained in the juvenile state, and the two known species of this genus greatly resemble the young states of species of Stigeoclonium. One species of Acrochae (A. parasitica) is a partial parasite in Fucus.

Stigeoclonium is largely a vernal type with a decided preference for the well-aerated water of streams and springs. In this connection the growth of Stigeoclonium temne on living fish in stagnant waters, as mentioned by Hardy ('07) on Carassius auratus in a Melbourne fish-pond and by Minakata ('08) on the small fry of Hoplochilus latipes in a tiny bog-pool at Tanabe in Japan, is of much interest, since by securing a foot-hold on a moving substratum the Alga has been able to obtain, even in stagnant water, conditions which approximate to those under which it more normally lives. Hardy ('10) has also shown that the presence of the Alga on the living fish is in some cases dependent upon the preceding growth of a species of Saprolegnia, in the mycelium of which the zoogonidia of the Alga become enmeshed.

A 'palmella-state' occurs in certain species of Stigeoclonium and may be induced by cultures under subaerial conditions, in solutions of high osmotic pressure, and in seawater (Livingston, '05).

The experimental work of Klebs ('96) on Stigeoclonium, by which he endeavoured to show that the stimuli which caused the formation of asexual cells (zoogonidia) or sexual cells (gametes) were distinct, and depended upon definite changes of environment, requires repetition, since his conclusions have not been confirmed, and other observations, such as those of Welsford ('12) on Trichodicus, do not support them.

Sub-family Ulvellace. In this sub-family the thallus is more or less discoidal, flat, lenticular or cushion-like, and usually epiphytic. In some forms (Pringsheimia, Protoderma) it is only one layer of cells in thickness, but as a rule it is several layers thick in the middle and becomes gradually thinner towards the periphery, which is always one-layered. In the two genera Ochlochae and Chatobolus (fig. 193) many of the cells are provided with long tubular setae or hairs. In Arthrochae there are also long hairs, which are several times septate near the base, the basal wall always occurring at the junction of the seta and the supporting cell. The other genera of the Ulvellace are without setae.

The discs really consist of recumbent branches which have become more or less completely concrescent, and in Ulvella they may attain a diameter of 1.5 mm. In Chatobolus (fig. 193 D and E) all evidences of a branch-system have disappeared and the cells divide in all directions of space, giving rise to a hemispherical or sometimes almost a globular thallus. The thallus of Pseudopringsheimia is also very thick and cushion-like; it increases in diameter by the vertical and tangential division of its peripheral cells, but the increase in thickness is due to numerous transverse divisions parallel to the plane of attachment, a section of the median part of the disc having the appearance of a concrescent mass of vertical filaments.

There is one parietal chloroplast in each cell, disc-shaped or somewhat
irregular, and often massive. Except in Ulvella it contains a single pyrenoid. The genus Ulvella is also peculiar in the fact that the 'cells' have several nuclei.

Reproduction takes place by ovoid zoogonidia, which are biciliated in Protodermatru and Ulvella, but quadriciliated in Pringsheimia, Pseudulvella (fig. 192 E) and Ochlochete (fig. 193 C). As many as 30 zoogonidia may arise in a zoogonidangium, and the latter, which are generally larger than the vegetative cells, are developed only in the more central parts of the thallus. The zoogonidia escape by an apical orifice or by the dissolution of a large part of the wall of the zoogonidangium.

Quadriciliated gametes are known in Pringsheimia.

The Ulvellese are mostly marine Algae; the genera are: Ulvella Crouan, 1859 [inclus. Dermatophyton Peter, 1886 (Sept.) and Epielemidia Potter, 1886 (Nov.)]; Pseudulvella Wille, 1909; Protodermatru Kützing, 1843, em. Borzi, 1895 [inclus. Entoclada Hansgirg, 1888]; Pringsheimia Reinke, 1889; Pseudopningsheimia Wille, 1909; Ochlochete Thwaites, 1849; Chetobolus Rosenvinge, 1898; Arthrockete Rosenvinge, 1898.

All the genera are epiphytic except Arthrockete, which is sometimes endophytic in the thallus of Turnerella Pennyi (a red seaweed of the Rhodophyllidaceae). One freshwater species of Chetobolus—Ch. lapidicola Lagerh.—is found on stones in streams in the north of Norway. Protodermatru viride Kütz. is a common freshwater Alga occurring as an epiphyte on species of Lēnna, Calliriche, etc. Pseudulvella americana (Snow) Wille is a freshwater epiphyte of N. America. Ulvella involvens (Savi) Schmidle (=Dermatophyton
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*radians* Peter) is epizootic on the carapace of the European water-tortoise (*Clemmys caspica*). *Ulvella fucicola* Rosenv. is partially parasitic on plants of *Fucus*, causing a destruction of the peripheral cells.

It is probable that all the Ulvellese have originated from the Chetophorese by a reduction and modification of the branch-system consequent upon the adoption of a completely epiphytic mode of life.

*Arthrochete* should be compared with *Pseudochete* since both these genera are really intermediate between the Chetophorese and the Ulvellese.

Sub-family *Microthaminie*. This group as here defined is equivalent to the Microthamniaceae (West, '04) and almost the same as the Leptosireae (Wille, '09). The Microthamniaceae was originally separated from the Chetophoraceae on two characters: first, the absence of multicellular hairs, and secondly, the restricted origin of the zoogonidia. Recent investigations have shown, however, that neither of these characters is sufficiently pronounced or constant to be utilized as a basis upon which a family 'Microthamniaceae' can be rightly established.

The thallus is branched, with or without a mucous investment, sometimes procumbent, but more often branched so as to form a pulvinate mass. The branches are usually attenuated, but never piliferous, and hairs (or setae) are never developed. The cells vary much in external form, and in some species of *Endoderma* and *Gongrosira* are most irregular (consult fig. 194 E). In
Pleurothamnion, which is a very close ally of Gongrosira, the thallus is encrusted with lime. In Microthamnion the branches are blunt without the slightest trace of attenuation, and all the species of this genus appear to be invariably free-floating and unattached. The greatest reduction of branches is seen in Gloeoplace, which is epiphytic on the leaves of Sphagnum.

Each cell contains one parietal lobed chloroplast (rarely subdivided?), with or without a pyrenoid. In Gongrosira and Endoderma the chloroplast may sometimes contain from one to three pyrenoids.

The zoogonidangia may be developed from almost any cell of the thallus, and in most cases are clearly differentiated by their larger size (fig. 194 C; fig. 196 D and E). The zoogonidia are ovoid or ellipsoid, biciliated in some genera (Microthamnion, Gongrosira, Chloroclonium, Leptosira, etc.), but quadriciliated in others (Sporocladus, Trichophilus, Endoderma and Pseudendoclonium). Only one zoogonidium arises in the mother-cell in Gloeoplices, 2—8 in Endoderma, 4—8 in Microthamnion and Pleurothamnion, and many in Gongrosira. In Microthamnion the zoogonidia have no pigment-spot. The germination of the zoogonidium is generally direct, but in Leptosira a small Characium-like plant is first formed the contents of which divide to form 4 aplanospores, which are set free by the dissolution of the wall of the mother-cell, each growing into a new plant.
Fig. 195. *Trichophilus Weleleri* Weber v. Bosse. *A*, thallus within a hair of *Bradypus* (the Three-toed Sloth), with some of the cells forming zoogonicidangia; *B*, a single zoogonidium; *C*, a group of smaller motile cells (gametes?). All ×470 (after Weber van Bosse, from Wille).

Isogametes with two cilia are known to occur in several genera, and the gametangia may be formed from any cell, except in Gongrosira, in which they are formed only from the lower cells of the thallus. From 6 to 16 gametes arise in a gametangium in Endoderma, but they are much more numerous in Gongrosira and Leptosira. In the latter they fuse by their posterior extremities, forming first a spindle-shaped 'zygozoospore,' which then becomes a resting zygote.

Fig. 197. A—C, Microthamnion Kützingianum Näg., young developing plants, × 500. D, small portion of thallus of M. curvatum W. & G. S. West, × 430. E, part of thallus of M. strictisimuni Rabenh., × 500.

The genera are: Microthamnion Nägeli, 1849; Chlorotylium Kützing, 1843; Gongrosira Kützing, 1845 [=Stereococcus¹ as described by Wille, 1909; Pilinia Kützing, 1843; Ctenoclados Borzi, 1883]; ?Acroblaste Reinsch, 1879; Endoderma Lagerheim, 1883 [=Periphlegetnum Kützing, 1843 (in part)]; Entodadua Reinke, 1879; Epicladia Reinke, 1879]; Leptosira Borzi, 1885; Trichophilus Weber van Bosse, 1887; Chloroclonium Borzi, 1895; Pleurothamnion Borzi, 1895; Sporocladus Kuckuck, 1897; Gloiaplax Schmidle,

¹ The generic name 'Stereococcus' Kützing (in Linnaea, viii, 1833, p. 379) was discarded by him (Kützing, Phycol. gener. 1843) when he found that it had been given merely to an aggregation of crystals of lime. Vide Nordstedt in Botaniska Notiser, 1911, p. 263.
With the exception of *Pseudodictyon* and *Endophyton*, which are marine, and the brackish genus *Endoclonium*, all the above-mentioned genera are inhabitants of fresh water. Some are epiphytic (*Endoderma* spp., *Closoplax*, *Pseudodictyon*, *Chloroclonium*), some endophytic (*Endoderma* spp. and *Endophyton*), and others are attached to stones or shells. The latter usually develop a procumbent stratum of branches, often to some extent concrescent, from which arise numerous, erect or divergent, branches (consult fig. 196 A, D, and F). *Microthamnion* does not appear to be attached at any time, even though the young plants have a decided basal development (consult fig. 197 A and C).

*Trichophilus Welckeri* Web. v. Bosse (fig. 195) is an endozootic Alga in the hairs of *Bradypus* (the Three-toed Sloth), causing the fur of the animal to assume a peculiar greenish tint. The growth of the Alga is greatly facilitated by the dampness of the atmosphere in the gloomy forests in which the sloth lives. *Trichophilus Nenii* Lagerh. is epizootic on the shells of the mollusc *Nenia* (*Clausilia*).

---

**Sub-family GOMONTIEE.** The Algae of this sub-family bore into the calcareous shells of various molluscs, especially bivalves. There is a peripheral dorsiventral thallus, with many branches more or less radiating from a central point, the cells of which are both irregular in outline and irregularly branched. From this part of the thallus, which in *Tellamia* is often pseudoparenchymatous, numerous branches descend almost vertically and penetrate deeply into the calcareous layers of the molluscan shell (fig. 198 A and B). The cells of the more deeply penetrating branches are
narrow and cylindrical, forming quite a contrast to the irregular outlines of those situated in the peripheral region.

The cells possess parietal chloroplasts, discoidal or band-like, with one or more pyrenoids. In some cells of *Gomontia* up to five nuclei have been detected, but this may have been due to the incipient formation of resting akinetes. Starch is the usual food-reserve, with sometimes a fatty oil in the rhizoids.

Zoogonidangia are formed in the peripheral parts of the thallus by a swelling of the vegetative cells, 2—4 zoogonidia arising from each mother-cell in *Gomontia*, but many in *Tellamia*. The zoogonidia are ovoid, with four cilia and a stigma.

Resting akinetes occur in all the known species. They are formed from ordinary vegetative cells in the peripheral parts of the thallus, and they grow to a diameter of over 200 μ. They often become irregular in shape, their walls increase in thickness, and independent rhizoids are developed (fig. 198 E). On germination they produce numbers of either aplanospores or biciliated ‘swarmers’ (gametes?).

The genera are: *Gomontia* Bornet & Flahault, 1888; *Tellamia* Batters, 1895 [=Foreliella Chodat, 1898]. Both genera include freshwater and marine species. *Tellamia perforans* (Chodat) Wille penetrates into the shells of the common freshwater mussel (*Anodonta*).

**Family Trentepohliaceae.**

The Algae of this family are the most completely subaërial of all the Ulotrichales, many of them occurring in situations in which they have to withstand much desiccation. They occur on rocks and stones, and as epiphytes on the leaves and bark of trees. Some of the epiphytic forms have also become parasites.

The plants are filamentous and branched, forming in *Trentepohlia* felt-like masses and tufts, but in *Phycopeltis* and *Cephaleuros* much more compact discoidal thalli. In *Trentepohlia* there is a basal creeping portion of the thallus, much less developed in some species than in others, from which numerous erect, branched filaments arise. In *Phycopeltis* and *Cephaleuros*, which are chiefly epiphytes on leaves, the basal part of the thallus is the principal part of the Alga, erect branches being either entirely absent (*Phycopeltis* spp.) or of the nature of multicellular hairs (*Phycopeltis nigra* and certain species of *Cephaleuros*). In these genera the thallus is for the most part discoidal, the disc consisting of concrescent branches with apical growth. In *Phycopeltis* the disc is one layer of cells in thickness and entirely epiphytic. In *Cephaleuros* it usually consists of more than one layer of cells, and some species are parasites, numerous rhizoid-like branches penetrating and destroying the tissue of the leaf.

W. A.
The branches of *Trentepohlia* are usually bluntly rounded and growth is entirely apical. The cell-walls are lamellate and the lamellae consist of cellulose. In some species the lamellae are approximately parallel and the growth of the apical cell takes place by the proportionate distention and permanent increase in area of all the layers. In other species the lamellae diverge upwardly and outwardly, and the growth of the apical cell takes place by the distension of only the newly formed layers, the older layers being burst through. In *T. Montis-Tabulae* var. *ceylanica* all the layers of the cell-wall are burst through at the apex by the extension of the last-formed lamella (fig. 200). In many species of the genus *apical caps* of pectose are secreted at the free end of the apical cell. These caps vary in the extent of their development; they are for the most part absent in species in which
the lamellæ of the cell-wall are parallel and the wall at the free end of the apical cell is of approximately the same thickness as the rest of the cell-wall. They are, however, developed in varying degree in those species in which the lamellæ of the cell-walls are divergent. The fewer the lamellæ at the growing extremity of the apical cell, the more complete is the development of the apical cap (West & Hood, '11).

The apical cap is a secretion of the apical cell and is a bonnet-shaped mass of pectose fitting firmly over the delicate end-wall. It is at first homogeneous, consisting of one layer, but in older cells it is composed of two or more layers (fig. 201 A and C), and sometimes apical cells are surmounted by a successive series of apical caps (fig. 201 B). Injury or removal of the cap appears to be followed by the rapid formation of another one. In some species, such as T. aurea, the apical cap may become so cumbrous as to be an impediment to apical growth, in which case it is usually displaced by a slight change in the direction of growth of the apical cell (fig. 202 B). The original cap is therefore often left in a lateral position some distance behind the growing apex, which develops a new cap. As the growth of the branch proceeds a repetition of this lateral displacement of apical caps results in branches with several lateral excrescences (West & Hood, '11); fig. 202 C.

In the division of the apical cell the transverse wall arises as an annular ingrowth from the middle region of the lateral walls. In some species the transverse walls are lamellose like the lateral walls.

Wildeman ('99) has shown that injuries to the thallus of Trentepohlia and Phycopeltis result in rapid regeneration.

There is normally one nucleus in each cell, but in old cells several nuclei have sometimes been detected. There are several disc-shaped or band-shaped chloroplasts in each cell, without pyrenoids. The green colour is in some species masked by haematochrome, some species of all the genera having an orange or red colour. The large quantity of haematochrome probably acts as a screen to the chloroplast against too intense light. Trentepohlia cyanæa Karsten ('91) is bluish in colour and Phycopeltis nigra Jennings ('96) is black, but in these and certain other forms the unusual colour is due to the impregnation of the cell-walls with some dark pigment.

Reproduction most commonly occurs by zoogonidia, which are liberated from specially differentiated zoogonidangienia. These are solitary or developed in clusters, and are terminal, lateral, or intercalary in position. The terminal zoogonidangium is formed from the apical cell and in consequence the growth of the branch is temporarily arrested. After the escape of the zoogonidia...
growth may, however, be resumed by the penultimate cell assuming the function of an apical cell and growing upwards through the base of the old zoogonidangium, which it leaves behind as a sort of collar. The zoogonidangia are mostly ellipsoid or ovoid, usually sessile, but sometimes stalked, and they open by a terminal or subterminal pore.

Brand (10) states that there are three types of zoogonidangia differentiated as follows:

1. the **sessile zoogonidangium**, which may be terminal, lateral or intercalary, and is without any marked annular thickenings on its dividing-wall; it arises from a vegetative cell, is never detached from the filament which bears it, and discharges its zoogonidia in situ;

2. the **stalked zoogonidangium**, which is cut off from the end of an outgrowth from a vegetative cell and is therefore either terminal or lateral. It has concentric rings of thickening on its dividing-wall, and these ultimately become a mechanism for its complete detachment, which takes place before the zoogonidia escape;

3. the **funnel zoogonidangium**, which is always terminal on a branch. The upper part of the terminal cell becomes funnel-shaped by the formation of a subapical constriction and the dilation of the apex, after which it is cut off by a wall on which two annular thickenings are developed, one over the other. These ring-like thickenings eventually cause the detachment of the zoogonidangium before the escape of the zoogonidia.

In *Phycopeltis* the zoogonidangia are borne singly on short stalks of one to six cells, which stand erect from the disc, although the actual supporting-cell may be hooked. In *Cephalciuros* they occur mostly in small clusters at the ends of erect cellular hairs. On becoming wet they rupture and set free the biciliated zoogonidia, but as in *Trentepohlia* they are frequently themselves detached and even distributed by wind before the swarm-spores escape.

Many zoogonidia arise in a zoogonidangium. They are ovoid or pear-shaped, with two cilia, or in some species of *Trentepohlia* with four. It is...
possible in some cases to discriminate between micro- and macrozoogonidia. When the zoogonidium of *Cephalaleuros* has come to rest its protoplast frequently undergoes a rejuvenescence and is then set free by the rupture of the enclosing membrane as a gonidium which can at once germinate (Mann & Huthcinson, '07).

Isogametes are known to occur in a number of different forms. In *Cephalaleuros* and *Phycopeltis* they arise from disc-cells, but in *Trentepohlia* the gametangia are found in terminal or intercalary positions on the erect branches, either solitary or in groups; they are very similar to the zoogonidangia, with which it is probable they are often confused. The gametes are biciliated, ovoid and complanate, without a pigment-spot (fig. 92 B). They are set free from the gametangia in large numbers and their fusion has been observed in *Trentepohlia* and *Phycopeltis*. The germination of the zygote is not fully known, but is probably direct. Gametes have occasionally been observed to germinate parthenogenetically.

The genera are: *Trentepohlia* Martins, 1817 [= *Chrooleps Agardh, 1824; Nylandera* Hariot, 1889]; *Phycopeltis* Millardet, 1870 [= *Phlyactidium Kützing, 1849 (in part); Chromopeltis* Reinsch, 1875; *Hansgirga De Toni, 1889]; *Cephalaleuros* Kunze, 1828 [= *Mycoidea Cunningham, 1878; Phylloplax* Schmidle, 1898; *Weneda* Raciborski, 1900].

The relationships of the three recognized genera were first clearly demonstrated by Karsten, '01. Hariot separated ' *Nylandera* ' from *Trentepohlia* owing to the fact that certain cells developed hairs, but this character can have no generic value when it is found that some species of both *Cephalaleuros* and *Phycopeltis* constantly develop hairs whereas others are quite destitute of them.

The genera *Phycopeltis* and *Cephalaleuros* are epiphyllous and are almost exclusively confined to damp tropical countries, whereas those species of *Trentepohlia* which occur on rocks and stones and on the bark of trees are abundant in damp temperate regions and extend far north in Scandinavia. *Trentepohlia aurea* (L.) Mart. is the most widely distributed and conspicuous species in western Europe, often forming large orange-red patches on rocks. *T. jolikus* (L.) Wittr. gives off an odour of violets when moistened. The only true discoidal type native to Europe is *Phycopeltis* epiphyton Mill. (fig. 203 A—C), which has been found as an epiphyte on the leaves of *Abies pectinata, Hedera Helix* and *Rubus* sp. The species of *Phycopeltis* and *Cephalaleuros* occur mostly in the damp tropical and subtropical forests of both the New and Old Worlds.
Cephalævros virescens Kunze (= Mycoidea parasitica Cunningham) is a parasite on the leaves of Camellia, Mangifera, Rhododendron, Thea, Croton, and various Ferns. In North-east India and Assam it causes the ‘Red Rust of Tea,’ the most serious disease to which the tea-plant (Thea sinensis) is liable in that part of the world, and it is as a stem-parasite that it is so destructive (Mann & Hutchinson, ’04; ’07). The parasite occurs on both leaves and young shoots (fig. 203 D and E), the latter being mostly infected by zoogonidia from the fructifications of the algal thalli on the leaves. The young shoots are particularly susceptible to attack owing to the rough character of the bark, in the crevices of which the zoogonidia come to rest and germinate. The parasite is only disastrous in its effect when, owing to want of vitality in the plant attacked, the growth of the Alga is more rapid than the growth of the shoot, in which case the algal filaments penetrate and destroy the tissues of the host. If the shoot is growing faster than the Alga, the latter is removed by exfoliation of the outer tissues and no permanent infection takes place (Mann & Hutchinson, ’07).

Some species of the Trentepohliaceæ have become constituents of the thalli of certain Lichens (vide p. 141).
Wittrockiellaceae

The Trentepohliaceae are a somewhat specialized family of the Ulotrichales related to the Chætophoraceæ possibly through such forms as Gongrosira in the Microthamniæ. The simplest known type is Trentepohlia umbrina (Kütz.) Bornet, but this is doubtless a reduced form. The transition from Trentepohlia to Phycopeltis is seen in those species of Trentepohlia belonging to the section 'Heterothallus' of Hariot, and from Phycopeltis to Cephaleuros in the section 'Hansgirgia' of the first-named genus.

**Family Wittrockiellaceæ.**

This family was established by Wille to include the genus Wittrockiella described by him in 1909. The thallus consists of erect and slightly branched filaments (fig. 204 A) embedded in a tough mucilage derived from the outer layers of the cell-walls. The branches are few, often unicellular, and they arise from the upper ends of the cells. Numerous thalli are agglutinated to form a cartilaginous stratum on ground which is inundated by salt or brackish water. The cells are mostly inflated, generally globose or ellipsoid, rarely subcylindrical, and often rather irregular. The longest cells are those in the basal part of the stratum and from these cells branches grow downwards to form multicellular rhizoids. From the upper cells hairs are developed. These attain a considerable length, extending beyond the

![Fig. 204. Wittrockiella paradoxa Wille. A, vegetative thread with short branches; B, germinating akinete which has developed a hair-cell; C, single cell fixed and stained to show the reticulate chloroplast with many pyrenoids (with double contours and seven nuclei (darkly shaded)); D, formation of aplanospores; E, formation of a large akinete. A and B, ×123; C, ×530; D and E, ×240 (after Wille).](image-url)
Ulotrichales
cartilaginous stratum, and are unicellular or rarely bicellular. In the
formation of the hairs the outer layers of the thick cell-wall are broken
through by the innermost layer, and on the completion of development the
hair is cut off from the supporting-cell by a basal wall (fig. 204 B).

Each cell possesses a reticulated parietal chloroplast with many pyrenoids
(fig. 204 C). There are also many oil-drops of variable size, which are green
in the inner parts of the thallus, but are of a golden-yellow or orange colour
in the outer cells exposed to light.

Reproduction takes place by akinetes and aplanospores. The akinetes
are formed only from the terminal cells of the branches, which swell out
(up to 60 μ diameter), become rounded, and develop thick walls (fig. 204 E). They are finally set free by the dissolution of some of the middle lamellæ of
the separating-wall. The aplanosporangia are also formed from the terminal
cells of those branches which do not bear hairs. The aplanospores (5—10 μ
in diameter) arise in large numbers by free-cell-formation and though at
first angular, soon become rounded and furnished with a strong cell-wall
(fig. 204 D). They are eventually set free by the dissolution of the mother-
cell-wall.

Zoogonidia and gametes are unknown.

In the multinucleate character of its 'cells' and in the nature of the
chloroplast Wittrockiella would appear to be related to the Cladophoraceae; on the other hand, the branching of the filaments, the accumulation of
much oil, and the formation of akinetes suggests a relationship with the
Trentepohliaceae. The development of hairs is a character in common with
the Chaetophoraceae. Wille considers that the family is correctly placed in
the Ulotrichales, but there are almost equally good reasons for placing it
in the Siphonocladiaceae.

Wittrockiella paradoxa Wille (‘00) was originally discovered in brackish-water ditches
in southern Norway. It has since been found by G. T. Moore on the coast of Massachusetts
(vide Collins, ’12).

Family Aphanochætaceæ.

This is a small family which includes only the one genus Aphanochætæ
A. Braun, 1851 (= Herpotheiron Nägeli, 1849), which is an epiphyte on
larger Alge and often on aquatic phanerogams. The thallus is creeping
in habit and consists of short irregular filaments, with a few slightly
attenuated branches. Most of the cells of the thallus possess one or several
bristle-like setæ or hairs, cut off from the cell which bears them by a basal
septum. The bristles are merely greatly elongated cells, slightly swollen at

1 Klebahn (’93), Huber (’94) and Nordstedt (in Botaniska Notiser, 1906, p. 118) have given
cogent reasons for the retention of the generic name Aphanochaete.
the base, which never possessed a chloroplast and early lost their scanty protoplasmic contents; they are entirely unseptate, very fragile, and, in all except living plants examined with great care, they are broken off near the base. In the lumen of the bristle there are often plug-like masses of some refractive substance which give the bristle the appearance of being indistinctly articulate. As Fritsch ('02) has shown, staining with Congo red proves that these plugs are not transverse walls.

Each cell contains a massive parietal chloroplast, generally with a conspicuous pyrenoid and numerous small starch-grains.

Asexual reproduction takes place by zoogonidia of which one to four are produced in a mother-cell, the wall of which ruptures and sets them free. They are variable in size, quadriciliated, and with a pigment-spot. On coming to rest they develop unilaterally into a new plant. Aplanosporas are also formed singly from the vegetative cells (G. S. W., '04).

The sexual reproduction of Aphanochaete was investigated by Huber ('92), and is of great interest on account of the clear differentiation of both sexual organs and gametes. The oogonia are formed from some of the more central cells of the thallus which are devoid of setae. These cells grow in size, assume a globular form and become loaded with starch and oil (figs. 205 A and 206 oo). Only one spherical oosphere is formed within the oogonium; it is quadriciliated and escapes from the oogonium into a delicate hyaline vesicle by the rupture of the upper portion of the wall (fig. 205). The antheridia are developed at the extremities of the branches; they are often
almost colourless and usually smaller than the adjacent vegetative cells (figs. 205 A and 206 an). Each antheridial cell gives origin to one, two (or three?) antherozoids, which are much smaller than the zoogonidia, pear-shaped, quadriciliated, and with a much reduced chloroplast (fig. 205 C). When they first escape they pass into a hyaline vesicle, but the latter undergoes rapid dissolution and sets them free. The antherozoids swim about very rapidly, but the movements of the oospheres are very feeble. The feature of greatest interest in the sexual reproduction of Aphanocheete is the fertilization of the oosphere outside the oogonium. The antherozoid fuses with the receptive spot of the oosphere by its pointed colourless end (fig. 205 D). The oospore surrounds itself with a thick wall and undergoes a period of rest, becoming filled with a red oil. Its germination has not yet been observed.

Fig. 206. Aphanocheete repens A. Br. A, vegetative plant in outline; B and C, plants with antheridia (an) and oogonia (oo); oo', oogonium from which oosphere has escaped. All × 520.

The genus Aphanocheete is exclusively freshwater and is widely distributed all over the world. There are probably several species, of which A. repens A. Br. is much the most frequent. This Alga is a common epiphyte on larger filamentous Algae, such as Ectogonium, Cladophora, Rhizoclonium, Mougeotia, etc. When attached to the leaves of Elodea, to Lemma, etc., the thallus is often much branched, the branches of the epiphyte frequently following the contours of the epidermal cells and so forming a reticulum (G. S. W., '04, fig. 19 B).

Chodat found that in cultures the setae were sometimes replaced by branches, a fact which clearly indicates that Aphanocheete is nearly related to the Chetophoraceae.

There does not appear to be any sufficient reason for separating Gonatoblaste Huber ('92) from Aphanocheete.

Family Coleocheataceae.

In this family there is but one genus—Coleocheete Brébisson (1844)—which as regards its sexual reproduction is on a distinctly higher plane than any of the other genera of Green Algae. The thallus is attached to the stems and leaves of aquatic macrophytes, and is either discoidal or forms cushion-like growths enveloped in mucilage. In the discoidal forms the
branches are all procumbent and in some species concrescent (*C. scutata*, *C. orbicularis*), in which case the thallus is a more or less parenchymatous disc one layer of cells in thickness (fig. 207). In *C. soluta* the procumbent filaments are not concrescent and the disc consists of branched filaments radiating from a central point. In other species the ramification is not confined to one plane (*C. irregularis*, *C. pulvinata*), but numerous ascending branches are given off, the whole thallus sometimes forming a hemispherical cushion. Growth is peripheral and due to the divisions of the terminal cells of the branches, which in the discoidal forms are the marginal cells of the disc. In some species the branching is apparently dichotomous, but in others it much resembles that of *Cladophora* or *Stigeoclonium*.

Some of the cells of the thallus are always furnished with sheathed bristles. Each bristle is a long colourless hair issuing from a narrow cylindrical basal sheath (up to 50 µ in length). Pringsheim (’60) originally described these bristles as jointed or septate; and Lambert (’10) has recently asserted that, notwithstanding the fact that this articulation has not been recognized by Jost (’95), Wille (’97), Chodat (’98), West (’04), Oltmanns (’04), or Collins (’09), the bristles of some young *Coleochæte*-plants he examined were distinctly articulate. It is not improbable, however, that this articulation is only apparent, as in *Aphanochæte*, and that the bristles are not truly septate. Lambert found that the bristles attained a length of 4.5 mm.

The most curious species of the genus is *C. Nitellarum* Jost (’95; Lewis, ’07), which is endophytic in the outer layers of the wall of species of *Nitella*. In consequence of its habit the cells are greatly flattened with thin cell-walls; they are also of a much more irregular shape than those of any other species of the genus.
Each cell possesses one nucleus, and a single parietal chloroplast with one or, more rarely, two pyrenoids.

Asexual reproduction takes place by means of large ovoid zoogonidia, which are biciliated, without stigma, and with a large parietal chloroplast. They arise singly from the cells of the thallus, more especially from the terminal cells of the branches, and they generally escape from the mother-cell by a circular orifice. On coming to rest the zoogonidia germinate directly into new plants; those of \(C. \) \textit{Nitellarum} penetrate between the lamelle of the wall of \textit{Nitella}. The first division of the quiescent zoogonidium results in a dorsal and a ventral cell and the disc is developed from the ventral cell.

The sexual reproduction is of a high type. The sexual organs are oogonia and antheridia, and the thalli may be either monoeccious or dioecious. The development of the sexual organs was worked out by Pringsheim ('60).
in several species, and more recently, and in greater detail, by Oltmanns ('98) in \textit{C. pulvinata}. The antheridia are flask-shaped (fig. 208, 2 and 3 a) and are usually developed in groups, either terminally on the branches, or, in the discoidal species, sometimes in the vicinity of the oogonium. They are, as a rule, colourless and each one gives origin to a single ovoid antherozoid with two cilia. This antherozoid is in most species colourless, but is green in \textit{C. scutata}. Moreover, in this species the antherozoids apparently arise by the divisions of the contents of ordinary disc-cells. The oogonium is formed by the swelling of the terminal cell of a short branch. In \textit{C. scutata}, \textit{C. orbicularis}, and others, the adjacent branches continue their growth and the oogonia are gradually enclosed within the disc. In these species the oogonia are depressed with a bottle-neck-like trichogyne, but in \textit{C. pulvinata} the oogonium is bottle-shaped with a long cylindrical trichogyne (fig. 208, 4 and 5 o). In the discoidal species the oogonia frequently exhibit a zonal arrangement. The young oogonium possesses a relatively large nucleus and one chloroplast. One oosphere is formed within the swollen oogonium and when ready for fertilization it contains a conspicuous chloroplast. Just before fertilization the trichogyne opens at the apex and exudes a small quantity of mucus. According to Lewis (‘07) the male nucleus of \textit{C. Nitellarum}, when within the egg-cell, increases in size as it approaches the female nucleus and just before fusion the two nuclei are of approximately the same diameter.

After fertilization the oospore surrounds itself with a wall and grows much in size. When nuclear fusion has taken place the oogonium becomes closely covered with a layer of cortical cells produced by the proliferation of the supporting-cell and other adjacent cells of the thallus. The entire spherical (or spherical-depressed) structure resulting from fertilization is known as a ‘spermocarp,’ and the cortical cells generally lose their green colour and become brown or brownish red. The spermocarps remain dormant through the winter.

On germination the oospore divides first into octants, and then into 16 or 32 cells. As this division proceeds, the wall of the spermocarp splits into two halves (fig. 208 8), and each of the newly formed cells either becomes itself a ‘swarm-cell’ or gives origin to a ‘swarm-cell,’ which differs much from the ordinary zoogonidium both in shape and in the attachment of the cilia. When it comes to rest the ‘swarm-cell’ germinates to form a small asexual plant, often of only a few cells, which is sometimes followed by several asexual generations of equally small plants before a sexual plant is finally developed.

It was Pringsheim (‘60) who originally pointed out that in \textit{Coleochætae} there appeared to be an alternation of generations and that the development of the ‘swarm-spores’ formed on the germination of the oospore into small asexual plants probably represented a
rudimentary sporophyte generation. This view was to a great extent upheld till recent years, since the presumed sporophyte was both asexual and post-sexual, but Allen ('05), who studied the cytological details of the germination of the zygote, states that the first division is a reduction-division, in which case the so-called ‘sporophyte’ is really part of the gametophyte generation (vide p. 138).

The branching of the filaments and the general cytological characters indicate that *Coleochaete* originated from the Chatothoraceae.

There are only about six known species of *Coleochaete* and most of them have a world-wide distribution in fresh water. They are all markedly dorsivalent, occurring as epiphytes on the submerged parts of aquatic phanerogams. *C. scutata* Bréb. has a somewhat irregular disc when fully grown, attaining a diameter of 700—800 μ, and is much the commonest of the discoidal forms. *C. orbicularis* Pringsh. forms almost a circular disc up to 4 mm. in diameter. *C. palmigrada* A. Br. forms more or less hemispherical cushions 2—4 (or even 8) mm. in diameter, and is enveloped in mucilage.

The zoogonidia are generally formed in early summer and the sexual organs in the late summer and autumn, but the time of their formation depends upon both the latitude and the altitude. The oospore germinates in the spring, that is to say, after its winter's rest.

Lambert ('09) has observed some curious unattached zoosporic plants of a species suspected to be *C. scutata*.
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Division II. **AKONTÆ**

The name 'Akontæ' was first given to this group of the Chlorophyceæ by Blackman & Tansley ('02) and by them regarded as equivalent to the older name 'Conjugatae.' The name is here retained for one of the four primary divisions of the Chlorophyceæ, and is applied to *that group of the Green Algae which is characterized by the complete absence of ciliated reproductive cells.* Thus, neither zoogonidia nor ciliated gametes occur in any member of the group.

In 1904 Oltmanns extended the scope of the Akontae to include both the Conjugatae and the Bacillarieæ, but, since there is no evidence of any close phylogenetic relationship between these two groups, this arrangement cannot be upheld. The analogy between the structure of the cell-wall in Diatoms and Desmids, as instituted by Oltmanns, does not stand the test of enquiry (*vide* p. 119).

The only Green Algae at present known which can rightly be placed in the Akontae are those belonging to the Conjugatae and under this heading the general characters of the group can be best discussed.

The Conjugatae is here placed as an order of the Akontæ, since there may possibly be other Algae in existence which should be included in this division, and it is also a convenient means of retaining the old name.

**Order 1. CONJUGATÆ.**

The order Conjugatae is one of the best defined and most natural groups of the Green Algae, embracing only two families. In the Zygnemaceæ the thallus consists of unbranched filaments of cylindrical cells, but in the Desmidiaceæ the plants are unicellular and generally exhibit a remarkable specialization of form. Some genera of the Desmidiaceæ have become secondarily filamentous, but the filaments are mostly rather fragile and easily become dissociated into their individual cells.
Conjugatae

In all members of the Conjugatae there is a firm wall of cellulose and in addition all these Alge are remarkable for the great development of the mucilaginous pectose constituents of the cell-wall. There is often, either a conversion of the outer cellulose layers into mucilage or a continuous exudation of mucilage, until, in many instances, the gelatinous envelope is of much greater bulk than the individual plant. The unicellular forms not infrequently occur embedded in a mass of transparent jelly formed by the coalescence of their outer mucilaginous coverings. All Conjugates, with the possible exception of Sirogonium sticticum, are slimy to the touch.

One of the most conspicuous features of the Conjugatae is the large size and definite form of the chloroplasts. There are from one to about eight or twelve in each cell and they exhibit great variety in form and disposition. Each chloroplast contains one or more pyrenoids, which are often very conspicuous and frequently arranged in a symmetrical manner. Starch is the principal food-reserve. The nucleus is in nearly all cases central in position.

In a number of widely scattered types of the Conjugatae the cell-sap is coloured purple or violet by a soluble pigment first investigated by Lagerheim (95) and named by him phycoporphyrin. Among Conjugates in which this pigment is present may be mentioned Mesotaxium violascens De Bary, M. purpureum W. & G. S. West, Mougeotia purpurea (Bory) Ag. and Pleurodiscus purpureus (Wolle) Lagerh.

Multiplication takes place by cell-division, which in the Desmidiaceae is the usual method of propagation. Even in the filamentous Zygnemaceae the filaments often break up into single cells or short chains of cells, which by further divisions quickly form new filaments. In many species of Spirogyra this fragmentation is facilitated by a special mechanism in the transverse walls (vide p. 349).

Asexual reproduction sometimes occurs by the formation of aplanospores, both in the Zygnemaceae and the Desmidiaceae, but is for the most part rather unusual. Resting 'cysts,' consisting of one or several cells with thick walls, are often formed in Zygnema.

Sexual reproduction of a low type occurs by the conjugation of non-ciliated isogametes of relatively large size. The ordinary vegetative cell becomes a gametangium, usually without change of form, and gives origin only to one gamete. The latter is derived from the whole contents of the gametangium except in Mougeotia and Pyxispora, in which some of the protoplast is left unused within the gametangium. In the Zygnemaceae the gametes unite anisogamously within one of the gametangia or isogamously within the conjugation-tube which joins the two gametangia, but in the Desmidiaceae (with one solitary exception) the zygote is formed isogamously between the two empty gametangia. The zygospore is in all cases a resting spore.
Conjugatae

The sexuality of the Conjugatae is of a low type and is much less evident in some Conjugates than in others. In the Desmidiaceae the fusion of the gametes is usually a mere gamogenesis of equal and similar reproductive cells. In Spirogyra and many species of Zygnema the actual fusion of the gametes takes place within one of the gametangia, which may be to some extent differentiated, either by its swollen character or by the width of its contribution to the conjugation-tube. This gametangium is usually regarded as female in contrast to the emptied one, which is designated the male gametangium. Thus, although the gametes are morphologically indistinguishable, they must be physiologically differentiated, and there is often an obvious morphological differentiation of the gametangia. In the conjugation of most species of Spirogyra it is usual for one filament to be completely emptied while the other is filled with zygospores, the physiological differentiation of gametes being uniform in each filament; but in lateral conjugation and the rarer instances of cross-conjugation physiological differentiation of the gametes occurs in the same filament.

In Sirogonium and Temnogametum the gametangia are clearly differentiated from the vegetative cells, being short cells specially cut off for reproductive purposes.

All the Conjugatae are inhabitants of fresh water and, so far as has been ascertained, in no single instance has a Conjugate succeeded in adapting itself to a marine life; moreover, the majority of species live only in still water, the few exceptions including Spirogyra fluviatilis Hilse, Sirogonium sticticum Kütz. and some Desmids. Oltmanns' statement that the Conjugatae are with few exceptions cosmopolitan is a very erroneous one, since the Conjugatae, and especially the family Desmidiaceae, show more decided geographical peculiarities than any other Green Algae (W. & G. S. W., '07; G. S. W., '07 and '09).

Concerning the classification of the Conjugatae there have been various suggestions in recent years, but many of the proposed changes are of a rather speculative character and can scarcely be upheld after a careful and detailed consideration of the actual facts.

It was Kützing who first used the group-names Desmidieae and Zygnemaceae, although in his Species Algarum ('49) they are found widely separated, their close affinity not having been realized. De Bary ('58) divided the Conjugatae into the Mesocarpaceae, Zygnemaceae and Desmidieae, but Rabenhorst ('68) recognized only the Desmidieae and Zygnemaceae.

Palla ('94) was the first to attempt a complete revision of the Zygnemaceae and he based his groups of the Spirogyraceae, Mougeotiacese and Zygnemaceae upon the nature of the chloroplasts. Whatever the merits of this classification, and they are certainly great, Palla was in error in placing his Mougeotiacese between the very closely allied Spirogyraceae and Zygnemaceae.

W. & G. S. West ('97) set up the Pyxisthorneae as a sub-family of the Zygnemaceae and

1 Cosmarium salinarum Hansg. has been described as living in brackish water, and several other small species of Cosmarium occasionally occur in limited numbers in water in which brackish Diatoms are living. The larger species of Spirogyra may also be cultivated in water of weak salinity.
another family, the Temnogametaceae, to include the genus *Temnogametum*, but neither of these group-names can be upheld.

Blackman & Tansley ('02) put forward a classification largely based upon the suggestions of Palla. The Conjugatae were divided into two sections, the Desmidioideae and the Zygnemioideae, the latter containing Palla's three families in the order Spirogyracese, Zygnemaceae and Mougeotiaceae.

Schmitz ('03) reverted to the three families Desmidaceae, Mesocarpaceae and Zygnemaceae originally suggested by de Bary. His Mesocarpaceae is, however, a most unnatural group since it includes both *Pyxiscora* and *Zygogonium.* Moreover, he revives the name *Mesocarpus* in a sense quite different from its original application.

West (G. S. W., '99), from general morphological considerations, and Lütkenmüller ('02), from a detailed study of the structure of the cell-wall, were agreed upon the classification of Desmids, and Lütkenmüller instituted the two sub-families Saccodermae and Placodermae. (Consult G. S. W., '04).

Oltmanns ('04) not only included both the Conjugatae and the Bacillariae in the Akonææ, but he also divided the Conjugatae into the Mesoteniaceae, Zygnemaceae and Desmidaceae. The suggested association of the Diatoms with the Conjugatae has already been discussed (vide p. 119) and it need only be repeated here that there is no evidence to show that the two groups are in any way nearly related. The three families of the Conjugate proposed by Oltmanns were defined as follows:

Mesoteniaceae. Unicellular; cell-wall in one entire piece; conjugation taking place without the dislocation of the wall into two equal pieces; zygote on germination produces four embryos.

Zygnemaceae. Filamentous; zygote on germination produces only one embryo, which has a rudimentary rhizoid.

Desmidaceae. Unicellular; cell-wall in two pieces; cells more or less constricted in the middle; zygote on germination produces two embryos.

The present author is unable to accept Oltmanns' proposed families; neither could the late Dr Lütkenmüller (consult G. S. W., '15). The 'Mesoteniaceae' is equivalent to the tribe Spirotamiæ of the sub-family Saccodermae clearly defined by Lütkenmüller, and the complete removal of these Algae from the rest of the Desmidaceae does not appear to be in keeping with their true affinities. In this work the Desmidaceae, for reasons set out at length later on, are regarded as highly specialized and not primitive.

Wille ('09) introduced into the Zygnemaceae a new sub-family—the Zygogonieæ—to include the genus *Zygogonium*, but a careful survey of the morphological characters and reproduction of *Zygogonium ericetorum* lends no support to the maintenance of such a sub-family or even of the genus *Zygogonium.* (Consult p. 346; also West & Starkey, '14; '15.)

In the present volume only two families of the Conjugatae are recognized.

Fam. Zygnemaceae. Filamentous types with cylindrical cells.

Fam. Desmidaceae. Unicellular and mostly greatly specialized types. Filamentous condition secondarily acquired in a few genera.

Family Zygnemaceae.

This family of Conjugates has a world-wide distribution and includes some of the most abundant of freshwater Algae. The thallus is an unbranched filament consisting of a single series of cylindrical cells. Rare instances of
branching are known, usually limited to short lateral outgrowths consisting of a few cells. Such rudiments of branches have been observed in *Zygnema*\(^1\) and *Mougeotia* (W. & G. S. W., '98; Pascher, '07).

The cell-wall consists mostly of cellulose in one continuous piece, with its outer surface more or less thickly clothed with mucus, the latter attaining its maximum development in *Zygnema anomalum*, in which it forms a conspicuous sheath four times the diameter of the filament. This outer mucous coat sometimes shows evidence of a fibrillar structure perpendicular to the cell-wall, although the latter has no pores as in so many of the Desmidiaceae.

In *Spirogyra* the protoplast consists of a thin lining layer of cytoplasm and a small centrally placed mass in which the nucleus is lodged, the two being connected by protoplasmic strands which are frequently branched. The approximately central position of the nucleus is, however, a constant feature throughout all members of the family and the general character of the protoplasmic strands traversing the great sap-vasculare depends upon the form and disposition of the chloroplasts in the various genera. The nucleus may be globular, ellipsoid or lenticular (even in different species of the same genus), and when complanate the flattened sides are always parallel to the plane of division in *Spirogyra* and parallel to the plane of the chloroplast in *Mougeotia*. It has, as a rule, one comparatively large nucleolus, but two, or even three, nucleoli may sometimes be observed.

The most striking feature of all the Algae belonging to the *Zygnemaceae* is furnished by their chloroplasts. These are either axile or parietal, plate-like and solitary, as in *Mougeotia*, star-shaped and binate, as in *Zygnema*\(^2\), or disposed as spiral bands, as in *Spirogyra*.

In many of the *Zygnemaceae* numerous refractive globules of small size often occur in the cells. These have been shown to contain much tannin and are termed tannin-vesicles.

Rhizoid-like organs of attachment (haptera) are of frequent occurrence in the young plants of a few species of *Spirogyra* and *Mougeotia*, but have not been noticed in any of the other genera of the *Zygnemaceae*. *Spirogyra adnata* and *Sp. fluviatilis* are usually attached to a substratum, and Delf (13) has recently given a description of the attaching organs of a species which may be identified with *Sp. adnata*. The character of the attaching organs varies much in the different species in which they have been found. Sometimes they are simple rhizoidal outgrowths, but more often they are branched,

---

\(^1\) Although but rarely observed, branches have been known for a long time to occur in *Zygnema ericetorum*; they may consist of ten or even fifteen cells.

In a small form of this species, described from the West Indies as 'Z. pachydernum var. coniferoideas' (W. & G. S. W., '94), longitudinal septa of an incomplete character have been observed.

\(^2\) The only exception is *Zygnema ericetorum*. Consult p. 346.
and they may be either lateral or terminal. In Spirogyra they may arise by a modification of a conjugation-tube which has been protruded by a cell some distance removed from those cells actually engaged in conjugation (West, '91; Borge, '94). The chloroplasts of those cells which have developed rhizoids are often irregular and they frequently degenerate. In Spirogyra the nucleus may also disappear, this taking place as a rule before the degeneration of the chloroplasts begins.
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In some instances the rhizoids may be formed as a result of the stimulus of contact, as in the profusely branched haploera described by Delf (13) in an attached Spirogyra, but in other cases, such as the replacement of a conjugation-tube by a branched rhizoid, the stimulus is obviously of another kind.

Fragmentation of the filaments is of frequent occurrence in the Zygmemaceae and is quite a normal phenomenon in various species of Mougeotia and in certain of the narrower species of Spirogyra (consult p. 349).

The mature zygospore has typically three membranes.

On the germination of the zygospore only a single young plant (sporeling) is formed (fig. 210 C—E; fig. 218 G).

The classification of the Zygmemaceae presents certain difficulties. The outstanding features upon which a classification could be based are obviously the method of formation of the gametes, the manner of conjugation, and the nature and disposition of the chloroplasts. In all except a very few of the more recent works treating of the Conjugate the methods of gamete-formation and of conjugation have been exclusively used as a basis of classification. It was De Bary (58) who first sharply separated the Mesocarpaceae (type genus Mougeotia) from the Zygmemaceae (typical genera Zygmena and Spirogyra) on differences in their mode of conjugation, and this separation was further supported by the careful studies of Wittrock (72; '78) on spore-formation in the Mesocarpaceae. The taxonomic value of the mode of formation of the gametes and of the nature of the conjugation has, however, been seriously discounted by recent discoveries, amongst which the genus Pyxispora (W. & G. S. W., '97; fig. 216 A—C) must take first place. In this Zygmena-like genus the gametes are formed from only part of the protoplast of the gametangium, as in Mougeotia, and therefore there are now two known genera with widely dissimilar chloroplasts each having the Mougeotia-type of conjugation. This fact is alone sufficient to raise the question as to whether or not too much importance has been attached in the past to the differences in conjugation exhibited by the various members of the Zygmemaceae. When it is also found that in the Spirogyra-like genus Sirogonium and in the Mougeotia-like genus Tetragametum (fig. 212) conjugation only takes place between the gametes of gametangia which are specially cut off, then it must be confessed that the advisability of utilizing the mode of conjugation as a basis of classification is still more seriously questioned.

A consideration of all the known facts concerning the modes of conjugation in the various genera of the Zygmemaceae causes one to enquire if there are not other characters which can be utilized as a basis of classification, and it is here that the suggestions of Palla (94) are most helpful. Palla, who was afterwards supported by Blackman & Tansley (02), suggested that the chloroplast-characters rather than the modes of conjugation should be utilized as a basis of distinction between certain definite groups of filamentous
Conjugates. This basis of distinction also has its weaknesses as well as its merits. It must be realized that without their chloroplasts the genera *Spirogyra* and *Zygnema* are absolutely indistinguishable, and that in the absence of the chloroplast-characters the distinction between the two genera could not be maintained. This fact is significant when considered alongside the conditions prevalent among many of the Desmidiaceae (the only other family of Conjugates), in which axile and parietal chloroplasts of diverse character often occur in closely allied species of the same genus and sometimes in different individuals of the same species.

Since all the evidence indicates that the *Zygnemaceae* should remain intact as a family, it is here suggested that it be subdivided into the three sub-families *Mesocarpae*, *Zygnemae* and *Spirogyreae*, this subdivision being based upon chloroplast-characters and not on the method of conjugation. Of these the *Mesocarpae* is the lowest group and the *Spirogyreae* the most advanced.

---

Sub-family *Mesocarpae*. The Algae of this sub-family are the narrowest and most delicate of the filamentous *Zygnemaceae*. The thickness (3—41 μ) of the filaments and relative length (2—35 times the diameter) of the cells vary between wide limits, and the cell-wall is relatively thin. Each cell contains a single chloroplast, usually in the form of an axile plate (fig. 210 A and B), which may extend from end to end of the cell or only occupy the median portion (fig. 209 D).

The chloroplast contains from 2 to 14 conspicuous pyrenoids, generally arranged in a linear series. It is in some species of *Debarya* (*D. desmidioides*, fig. 213 G—K; *D. cruciata*) that there are only two pyrenoids, and in some of the thicker species of *Mougeotia* the pyrenoids are more or less scattered (fig. 210 A). The chloroplasts of adjacent cells usually lie in the same plane, so that a whole filament of cells may present the full
breadth of the chloroplasts or the filament may be in a position such that only the edge of the chloroplasts can be seen (fig. 210 B).

The action of light in causing the rotation of the plate-like chloroplasts of Mougeotia has been known for a long time. In diffused daylight they place themselves at right-angles to the direction of the incident rays, but the edge of the plate is directed towards strong sunlight. It was shown by Lewis (98) that the chloroplast occupies on an average 30 minutes to rotate through 90°.

The nucleus is in most cases elliptical in its broadest outline and much compressed, with one flattened side closely adpressed to the chloroplast (fig. 210 B n). It contains a large nucleolus.

Vegetative multiplication occurs frequently in nearly all the species of Mougeotia by the dissociation of the filaments into their constituent cells, each of which may form a new filament by subsequent rapid cell-division. The dismemberment of the filament is primarily caused by a split in the transverse separating walls. This split, which becomes lenticular in shape and is occupied by mucilaginous material probably derived from the middle lamella, gradually gets larger until it has the form of a thick double-convex lens. At this stage increase in the turgidity of the cells causes the firmer, previously concave, terminal walls to become convex, the area of attachment gradually becoming less until the cells fall apart as the mucilage disappears.

Of the known genera of the Mesocarpae only Mougeotia is of general world-wide occurrence, and in this genus the conjugation is of peculiar interest. The exact facts of this conjugation have been known for a long time, although their interpretation has been controversial. Conjugation occurs almost always between the cells of the different filaments which are lying side by side. Each cell puts out a protuberance on the side towards the other filament and this meets with a similar protuberance from one of the opposite cells. The ends of the protuberances come into close contact, the separating walls are absorbed, and an open tube is formed placing the two conjugating cells in communication with each other. This channel of communication is known as the conjugation-tube. Each conjugating cell is a gametangium, and, during the development of the protuberances and their ultimate fusion, the greater part of the protoplast of each gametangium, including the nucleus and chloroplast, passes into the conjugation-tube. The gametes, which are thus formed from only part of the protoplast of the gametangium, fuse in the conjugation-tube to form a zygospore. Nuclear fusion does not occur until some time afterwards. The subsequent happenings are entirely peculiar to the genus Mougeotia. Instead of at once surrounding itself with a new wall this zygospore becomes cut off from the gametangia by partition-walls (two to four in number according to the details of conjugation), so that at first the wall of the zygospore consists of a part or the whole of the walls of the conjugation-tube together with newly formed partition-walls.
Subsequently new continuous layers are deposited internally and the wall becomes differentiated much as in the *Zygnemaceae*. The relics of the gametangia containing the disintegrating remains of the unused portions of the original protoplasts remain firmly attached to the spore for a long time.

*Fig. 211. A—D, Mougeotia (Gonatoneja) tropica W. & G. S. West, showing four stages up to the completion of the aplanospores. E—G, Mougeotia (Gonatoneja) ventricosa (Wittr.) Collins. H and I, Mougeotia producta W. & G. S. West. All × 468.*

The peculiar conjugation of *Mougeotia* has been interpreted in various ways. De Bary (’58) regarded the H-shaped cell formed by the completion of the conjugation-canal as constituting the zygospore, but that it differed from all other zygospores of the Conjugatae in not being contracted. He considered that this zygospore existed for a very short time as such, but that after the fusion of the chlorophyllaceous bodies (not the whole of the protoplast) the new cell contained a gemma (stoma).
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protoplasmic mass) in the conjugation-tube had been accomplished, the zygosporic then
became divided by two or four septa into three or five cells, of which the central one was a
hypnosporic, 'rich in chlorophyllaceous protoplasm (and later in oil), whilst the two or
four lateral cells, containing no chlorophyllaceous protoplasm are sterile and soon going to
die.' According to De Bary, therefore, the Mesocarpereae have spores of two kinds, zygosporic
which are formed by the growing together of the conjugating cells, without contraction,
and which do not repose, and hypnosporic which are formed by the partition of the
zygosporic and which rest for a time before germinating.
Wittrock (72; 78), after a most careful study of the conjugation in the Mesocarpereae,
agreed with De Bary that the hypnosporic could not be regarded as zygosporic, but at the
same time he did not agree that the H-shaped 'double cells' formed immediately on con-
jugation could be regarded as zygosporic. He followed Pringsheim (77) in considering the
H-shaped structure as a 'comminium,' the final result of conjugation being the formation
of several cells of which only the central one is fertile. He agreed with Pringsheim that
it was a sporocarp, with only one carpogonic, and of a simpler type than occurs in any
other Alge.

The actual facts of conjugation as detailed by Wittrock in the various
types of the genus Mougeotia are quite correct, but in the light of more recent
and exact knowledge of conjugation in the Zygnemaceae as a whole, and
especially in view of the conjugation of Pyxispora, it is perhaps more correct to
regard the conjugation in the Mesocarpereae as a fusion of a pair of isogametic,
the gametes themselves being derived from only a part of the protoplasm of
the gametangium. The fertile spore—the 'carposporic' of Wittrock—may
therefore be regarded as a zygosporic, since we know that its nucleus results
from a fusion of the nuclei of the gametes.

Conjugation in Mougeotia is strictly isogamous except in M. tenuis (Cleve)
Wittr. (= Plagiospermum tenece Cleve) where there is a slight sexual difference,
the zygosporic being lodged very largely in one of the conjugating cells, which
might be regarded as the female gametangium. Such a type of conjugation
sometimes occurs in M. calcarea Wittr. (72), a species in which are found all
the types of conjugation formerly used in discriminating between the genera
Mougeotia, Staurospermum and Plagiospermum. Other slight indications of
sexual differences are sometimes seen in the thicker conjugation-tubes of
some cells and in the location of the zygosporic nearer to one gametangium.

The usual type of conjugation in Mougeotia is scalariform; that is, between
the cells of distinct filaments. Lateral conjugation between adjacent cells of
the same filament is only known to occur in one species of the genus, viz.
M. genuflexa (Dillw.) Ag.

Parthenospores are sometimes formed, usually in isolated filaments which
have had no opportunity of conjugating, although in most cases among others
which have conjugated. The cells send out protuberances as if going to take
part in the formation of a conjugation-canal, and most of the protoplast,
including the chloroplast, moves into the protuberance, after which a wall
appears cutting it off as a parthenospore. Occasionally the parthenospore is
formed by the concentration of most of the protoplast in the median part of the cell, after which two somewhat oblique walls appear cutting off this central portion from the remaining distal parts.

Twin parthenospores have been seen by Wittrock ('73) in *Mougeotia elongata*, and irregularities are sometimes met with in the conjugation of various species of *Mougeotia*. Cases have been observed in which the terminal cell of a filament has entered into conjugation with another cell through its free end, no conjugation-tube being developed, and rare instances occur in which three cells, each belonging to distinct filaments, have entered into conjugation (W. & G. S. W., '98). Equally rare are the hybrid examples in which conjugation has occurred between species of *Mougeotia* of different thickness.

Twin zygospores have been observed in *Mougeotia capucina* (Bory) Ag., this phenomenon being strictly comparable with that prevailing in certain species of Desmids, such as *Closterium lineatum* and *Penium didymocarpum* (W. & G. S. W., '98).

On the germination of the zygospore the outer coats are burst through by an outgrowth clothed in the inner membrane (fig. 210 C). This outgrowth becomes cylindrical, rapidly elongates and ultimately forms the new filament by repeated cell-division. In the *Craterospernum* -section of *Mougeotia* the outgrowth makes its exit from the spore by the removal of a lid (fig. 210 E) and it attains a considerable length before any transverse wall appears in it, such walls not making their appearance until there have been formed four chloroplasts and four nuclei.

The genus *Gonatonema* was established by Wittrock ('78) to include two Algæ with the vegetative characters of *Mougeotia* but in which only aplanospores (?) were formed. Some four or five other species of this kind have since been found and aplanospores have also been seen in certain true species of *Mougeotia* (W. & G. S. W., '07; consult fig. 211 H and I). Spore-formation begins in *Gonatonema* by a distention of the cell in the middle. This distention, however, is not equal all round the cell, but is stronger on one side, the cell bending at the same time like a knee. The formation of spores almost always takes place simultaneously in all the cells of a filament, the cells bending alternately to the right and to the left, so that the filament assumes a zig-zag line (fig. 211 A, E and F). Wittrock stated that in *Gonatonema ventricosum* the spores were formed without any preceding act of conjugation and he also gave cogent reasons for regarding them as neutral and not as parthenospores. As yet the detailed cytology of the spore-formation in *Gonatonema* has not been worked out, but as described originally by Wittrock ('78) in *G. ventricosum*, and as subsequently observed both in that species and in *G. Boodlei* (W. & G. S. W., '97 A), there is in the early stages of spore-formation a more or less complete division of the protoplast into two parts which subsequently fuse together (fig. 211 G). The behaviour of the nucleus during this process may prove to be of great interest and would probably decide whether the spores should really be regarded as aplanospores or not. It is possible that some are zygospores and others parthenospores,
but in the present state of our knowledge they may for the time being be regarded as aplanospores.

On the whole it seems highly probable that *Gonatonema* is specialized and
not primitive. In all its characters it suggests a set back from *Mougeotia* and in view of the conditions prevailing in *M. producta* (fig. 211 *H* and *I*), it is possibly unwise to separate *Gonatonema* as a genus distinct from *Mougeotia*.

The genus *Temnogametum* (W. & G. S. W., ’97), which is exclusively tropical, one species (*T. heterosporum*; fig. 212) being known from West Central Africa and one (*T. Ulmeuna*) from Brazil, is unique among the Mesocarpaceae in the fact that the sexual cells are specially cut off. The vegetative filaments are precisely similar to those of *Mougeotia*, but the gametangia are short cells cut off from the more elongated vegetative cells. They are cut off either singly, in which case conjugation is scalariform (fig. 212 *A*—*E*), or in pairs, when conjugation is lateral (fig. 212 *A, F* and *G*).

Of considerable interest is *Debarya* (Wittrock, ’72), another genus in which the vegetative cells are precisely like those of *Mougeotia*, but in which each gamete is formed from the entire protoplast of the gametangium. Conjugation is scalariform and the zygospore is lodged in all cases in the conjugation-canal between the gametangia. In *D. calospora* the chloroplast may sometimes be destitute of pyrenoids.

In most species of *Debarya* the walls of the gametangia undergo a peculiar thickening during the fusion of the gametes and the formation of the zygospore (G. S. W., ’04; ’07; ’09). In extreme cases the relics of the gametangia become four solid processes which remain permanently attached to the zygospore as in *D. Hardyi* (fig. 213 *A—F*) and *D. desmidiodides* (fig. 213 *G—K*). In *D. Hardyi* the thickening begins as soon as the gametes commence to pass into the completed conjugation-tube. ‘The terminal transverse walls increase greatly in thickness by the deposition of layer after layer of cellulose, and a slight thickening of the side walls also occurs. As this thickening goes on the cavity of the gametangium is gradually reduced and a hemispherical, or sometimes a bluntly conical mound of cellulose projects into the emptying gametangium. The metamorphosis of the gametangium, which might almost be described as a “solidification,” keeps pace with the receding of the gametes, and when the latter have completely vacated the wide conjugating-tube, the proximal ends of the four solid processes project as four rounded buttons into the cavity of the zygospore. The mature zygospore possesses four cylindrical truncate horns, each of which has arisen without external change of form from one half of a gametangium, the latter having become solid by the deposition of an internal thickening of cellulose’ (G. S. W., ’09); consult fig. 213, *B—F*. In *D. africana* G. S. West there is no solidification, but the walls of the gametangia increase considerably in thickness, the thickening being evenly laid down except for terminal pits. In *D. glyptosperma* (De Bary) Wittr. the relics of the gametangia become very clear and refractive, exhibiting the delicate striations parallel to the transverse walls which are very noticeable in *D. Hardyi*. They have all the appearance of solidity, although the actual details of the change have not been followed out.

The genera of the Mesocarpaceae are: *Mougeotia* Agardh, 1824; *Debarya* Wittrock, 1872; *Gonatonema* Wittrock, 1878; *Temnogametum* W. & G. S. West, 1897.

Species of *Mougeotia* occur abundantly in almost all parts of the world and are especially frequent in the more elevated regions of temperate countries, in which areas they only rarely conjugate, passing the winter in a vegetative state. The smallest are *M. elegantula*
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Witt. (diam. 4 μ) and M. minutissima Lemm. (diam. 2.5–3 μ); the largest is the American species M. crassa (Wolle) De Toni (diam. 50 μ).

The 'knee-joint' connections of Mougeotia genuflexa (Dillw.) Ag. [= M. mirabilis (A. Br.) Wittr.] are deserving of special mention. In north temperate countries this is a common species and although rarely seen in conjugation, contact regularly takes place between neighbouring filaments by means of genuflexions of the cells. These 'knee-joints' of contact have all the outward appearance of the commencement of scalariform conjugation, but Nieuwland (09 A) has brought forward evidence to show that this is not the case. These contact cells appear to be simply glued together and no direct communication is ever established between them. Nieuwland's observations indicated that filaments thus connected very readily break up into their individual cells, and, since this results in an immediate increase in the quantity of Mougeotia, presumably the dissociated cells divide rapidly to form new filaments. Nieuwland regards this 'knee-joint' connection of the filaments as 'a phenomenon preliminary to the process of vegetative multiplication.' The physiological significance of the temporary connection may be an interchange of soluble substances through the apposed walls of the joint, but the whole question requires detailed investigation.

In Mougeotia gracillima and M. parvula the chloroplast is occasionally constricted and in several instances the present author has observed two chloroplasts in each cell, with the nucleus located between them. This condition is a near approach to the cytological structure of the Desmid Gonatozoon Kinahani, but the latter has characters which easily distinguish it from any species of Mougeotia.

Sub-family Zygnemee. The Algae included in this sub-family consist of unbranched filaments of cells similar to those of the Mesocarpeae, but usually of slightly larger size and with much shorter cells. The cell-wall is also stronger and thicker, the strongest walls occurring in Zygnema ericetorum (fig. 214 C; fig. 215). Each cell possesses a centrally placed nucleus, embedded in a small amount of cytoplasm (fig. 215 D and E; fig. 216 E), and two

chloroplasts (except in Zygnema ericetorum), the latter being axile in Zygnema and Pyxispora but parietal in Pleurodiscus (fig. 216 D). Each chloroplast is furnished with a central pyrenoid.

In Zygnema the two chloroplasts are generally star-shaped, having numerous radiating branched processes (fig. 216 E). Z. ericetorum is a notable exception in which there is but one deeply constricted chloroplast,
often twisted at the middle, each half having a central pyrenoid (fig. 215 D and E). Moreover, in this species the two halves of the chloroplast, although irregularly lobed, are not produced into slender branched processes.

Multiplication by fragmentation of the vegetative filaments is very unusual in *Zygnema*.

Asexual reproduction by aplanospores is more frequent in *Zygnema* than in any other Conjugates except those which have been placed in the genus *Gonatonema*. One species, *Z. spontaneum*, is habitually reproduced by aplanosporas, although scalariform conjugation does occur (consult Nordstedt, '78; W. & G. S. W., '07; G. S. W., '09). It is not unlikely that the aplanosporas are in some cases parthenosporas. They are usually globular and rather smaller than the zygospores.

Conjugation in *Zygnema* is almost exclusively of the scalariform type and the zygospore is sometimes lodged in the conjugation-canal, species in which this occurs having been placed by Kiitzing ('43; '49) in a separate genus, *Zygogonium*. This character is, however, of no generic importance, since in *Z. spontaneum*, a tropical and subtropical species, all stages occur between the complete inclusion of the zygospore within the female gametangium and its lodgment in the middle of the conjugation-tube (G. S. W., '09). Each gamete is formed from an entire protoplast which contracts away from the cell-wall and becomes a somewhat ellipsoidal mass. The gametes then glide slowly into the conjugation-tube or one of them glides through that tube into the opposite gametangium. In a few species of *Zygnema* the female gametangium is considerably swollen and in some the ripe zygospores assume a dark blue colour. The zygospore undergoes a period of rest and on germination the young plant shows no appreciable differentiation into base and apex.

During conjugation the male and female gametes behave differently. The axis of the male gamete rotates through 90° so that a line through the two chloroplasts and the nucleus is at right-angles to the axis of the filament. This position is retained while the male gamete advances into the conjugation-canal (Dangeard, '09; Kurssanow, '11), whereas the orientation of the female gamete remains normal all through the process of conjugation. On the fusion of the gametes the anterior chloroplast of the male gamete moves to one side so that the male and female nuclei come into contact. The time elapsing before the fusion of the nuclei is apparently variable, being much shorter in some species than in others. According to Kurssanow ('11) the male chloroplasts disintegrate immediately after the formation of the zygote-walls. The nucleus (fusion nucleus) of the zygote thereupon divides twice, three of the nuclei degenerating and one assuming the characters of the true zygote-nucleus. Kurssanow states that there is no conjugation of two of the secondary nuclei (i.e. two of the four produced by division of the fusion-nucleus of the zygote) such as Chmielewski describes in *Spirogyra*. It must be confessed, however,
that the published statements regarding the cytology of conjugation in *Zygnema* are not at all in agreement with one another, and that much further investigation is still required.

It is necessary to consider the case of *Zygnema ericetorum* (Kütz.) Hansg. separately. This Alga has a world-wide distribution and in temperate countries it lives equally well in
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*Fig. 215. Zygnema ericetorum* (Kütz.) Hansg. A and B, fully conjugated specimens; C, an early stage in conjugation; D and E, stained specimens to show the chloroplast and nucleus. ch, chloroplast; cj, conjugation-canal; g, gametangium; n, nucleus; py, pyrenoid; z, zygospore. A—C, ×425; D and E, ×1500.

Note. A—C were originally described under the name of *Zygnema pachydermum* W. & G. S. West.

water or on damp heaths or peaty moors, not infrequently assuming a purple or violet colour owing to the appearance of phycoporphyrin in the cell-sap. In 1858 De Bary attempted to put the genus *Zygogonium* upon a new footing, including in it *Z. ericetorum*
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and Z. didymum\(^1\), the generic character being the formation of 'progametangia' which ultimately fuse to form the zygospore. He illustrated this by two figures of conjugating filaments of Z. didymum. Various authors, notably Wille (‘09) have accepted De Bary's conception of the genus Zygogonium.

In the first place it should be mentioned that the sole character upon which Kützing (‘43) separated Zygogonium from Zygnema Agardh (‘24) was the lodging of the zygospore in the conjugation-canal, and since recent evidence proves this to be a character of no taxonomic value (vide G. S. W., ’09) De Bary was in error in trying to establish a genus under the name of 'Zygogonium' based upon other characters such as were never mentioned by Kützing. With the one exception of Z. ericetorum no species included in Kützing's Zygogonium could have any place in De Bary's genus of that name. Secondly, it is essential that the evidence for the existence of 'progametangia' should be carefully examined, since the two figures given by De Bary in 1858 illustrating these structures constitute the sole record of their existence. The conjugation of Zygnema ericetorum was described and well figured by W. & G. S. West (’94) under the name of 'Z. pachydermum.' West & Starkey (’14; ’15) have recently re-examined this material, which was collected in the West Indies, and find that it cannot in any way be distinguished from Z. ericetorum, the cytological characters being identical in all respects. The conjugation was in every instance like that of any other Zygnema in which the zygospore is lodged in the conjugation-canal and no 'progametangia' were observed (consult fig. 215 A—C). There is, therefore, as yet no confirmation of the formation of progametangia in Z. ericetorum, and it is quite possible that the two figures, first published more than half a century ago by De Bary and since copied into many text-books, are abnormalities and do not represent healthy conjugation.

West & Starkey (’14; ’15) made numerous cultures of Z. ericetorum, extending over a period of two years, and many of these cultures were subaerial, but all attempts to induce conjugation failed, although aplanospores were obtained in abundance. On the whole, it may be said that Z. ericetorum is about the most inert and unresponsive Alga at present known.

The cytological structure of Z. ericetorum differs from that of all other species of the genus. Wille (’97) stated that there were two chloroplasts, each with one pyrenoid, but twelve years later (Wille, ’09) he states that there is one axile chloroplast with one pyrenoid. Both these statements are erroneous. There is but a single axile chloroplast in each cell, deeply constricted and sometimes twisted in the middle, with one pyrenoid in each lobe. The lobes of the chloroplast have an irregular outline, but are not produced into the branched processes so characteristic of most species of Zygnema (compare fig. 215 D and E with fig. 216 E).

On some of the heaths and moors of the British Islands Z. ericetorum sometimes fulfils an important function. In the drier and hotter periods of the year thickly-matted sheets of this Alga, often many square feet in extent, are found covering extensive patches of almost bare sand or peat, round such plants as Drosera, Carex, etc. These mats of Zygnema have great absorptive capacity, greedily taking up water, and in this way they regulate the moisture of the surface soil, the thriving of some of the smaller phanerogams depending to a great extent on the presence of the Zygnema\(^2\).

---

\(^1\) The present author has examined Rabenhorst's original specimens of Zygogonium didymum (issued in Rabenhorst's Alg. Exsic. no. 182) and finds them identical in every respect with Zygnema ericetorum.

\(^2\) This phenomenon is much more evident in some parts of the tropics and attention was first called to it by Welwitsch in the Journal of Travel and Natural History, vol. i, 1868 (consult p. 31).
The genus *Pleurodiscus* is peculiar in the possession of parietal discoidal chloroplasts, two of which are present in each cell. There is only one known species—*Pl. purpureus* (Wolle) Lagerh.—in which the cell-sap is coloured purple with phycoporphyrin. Conjugation takes place as in *Zygnema* and the zygospore is formed in the female gametangium. *Pyxispora*, a genus known only from West Africa (*vide* W. & G. S. W., '97), bears the same relationship to *Zygnema* that *Mougeotia* does to *Debarya*, the gametes being formed from only part of the protoplast of the gametangium (fig. 216 A and B). In this genus the outer wall of the ripe zygospore splits along an equatorial crack (fig. 216 C).

The genera are: *Zygnema* Agardh, 1824 [inclus. *Zygogonium* Kitzing, 1843; *Zygogonium* De Bary, 1858; Wille, '97; '09]; *Pleurodiscus* Lagerheim, 1895; *Pyxispora* W. & G. S. West, 1897.

The doubtful genus *Mesogerron* Brand ('99) does not appear to belong to the Conjugate but rather to some group of the Ulotrichales.

Sub-family *Spirogyraceae*. This sub-family includes the largest of the *Zygnemaceae*, some species of *Spirogyra* attaining a diameter of over 160 μ. The distinguishing character of the group lies in the band-like parietal chloroplasts, which are for the most part spirally twisted. *Spirogyra* is the best known and most conspicuous of the Conjugate, its cells exhibiting great variability both in their diameter and relative length. The cell-wall is very firm and the mucous coat, which is well developed, especially in the larger species, renders the plants very slimy to the touch.

The chloroplasts of *Spirogyra* are disposed in the lining layer of cytoplasm in the form of spiral bands, and they vary in number from one to twelve or fourteen in each cell. In some species they are coiled into very close spirals, but in others they are practically straight and longitudinal; in some, as in

Fig. 216. A—C, *Pyxispora mirabilis* W. & G. S. West; A and B, conjugated specimens, ×520; C, zygospore, ×1000. D, vegetative filament of *Pleurodiscus purpureus* (Wolle) Lagerh., ×600 (after Lagerheim); E, single vegetative cell of *Zygnema* sp., stained and mounted in Venetian turpentine, ×500. *ch*, chloroplast; *py*, pyrenoid; *n*, nucleus; *t*, tannin globules.
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*S. neglecta* (Hass.) Kütz., their margins are quite smooth and there is a regular axile series of pyrenoids; in others, as in *S. nitida* (Dillw.) Link or *S. porticalis* (Vanch.) Cleve, the chloroplasts are very broad, with serrated margins and scattered pyrenoids. Between these two extremes there is every gradation, and the character of the chloroplasts always remains constant for any particular species, even though the number of them may vary in different cells of the same filament. It has been ascertained by Kolkwitz that the chloroplasts grow in length in the direction of the coils by both apical and intercalary growth; and therefore as this is obliquely to the surface of the cell-wall, there is a gliding motion of the spiral bands through the lining layer of cytoplasm. The chloroplasts of any one cell in most cases continue along the exact spiral line of those in adjacent cells, a fact which gives the thicker species with several chloroplasts the appearance of having continuous spirals, more especially when viewed under a low magnification.

The nucleus, which in some species is transversely ellipsoid or complanate and in others globose, is in all cases suspended in the median part of the cell, embedded in a small amount of cytoplasm from which radiate numerous protoplasmic strands to the lining layer (fig. 217 A). Many of these strands reach the lining layer exactly opposite a pyrenoid, and, since the starch-grains are laid down around the pyrenoids, this fact has been brought forward as a reason for supposing the nucleus to have a direct influence on starch-formation. In some species, such as *Spirogyra majuscula* Kütz. and *Sp. pellucida* (Hass.) Kütz., the nucleus is clearly visible in the living cells. Gerassimoff ('97; '00) has found that the cells are sometimes binucleated or they may contain a 'compound nucleus.'

In cases of this kind the abnormal nuclear structure is owing to adverse conditions arising during nuclear division. If sudden cooling occurs at the very commencement of nuclear division it may result in the production of two cells, one with an extraordinarily large nucleus and one without any nucleus; if the cooling takes place
at a later stage then both nuclei may be in one cell the other being again entirely without.

There is usually one large nucleolus (fig. 217 A), but two, or even three may sometimes occur. The nucleolus contains much chromatin.

Any cell of the filament may undergo division and from the time Strasburger ('82) first gave an account of the nuclear division, many investigators have studied the mitosis in Spirogyra. Considerable differences of opinion exist with regard to the actual details and especially as to the number of chromosomes which arise from the nucleolus, Van Wisselingh ('00) stating that only two of them arise in that way, whereas Berghs ('06) and Moll ('08) state that all the chromosomes arise from the nucleolus. The spindle is broad and cylindrical and the balance of evidence is in favour of its purely cytoplasmic origin.

Amitotic division of the nucleus has been induced by Gerassimoff ('00), and also by Nathanson ('00) by subjecting the filaments to anaesthetics, such as chloroform and ether, of a strength of 0.5—1 per cent. in the culture medium. Gerassimoff also obtained the same result by cooling the filaments below freezing-point for a time. These results should be regarded, however, as pathological.

On the division of binucleated cells the daughter-cells are again binucleated through several generations.

In the division of the cell the new transverse wall arises as a delicate annular ingrowth from the lateral walls and by gradual extension finally becomes a complete partition. As the new wall gradually thickens the original partition becomes the middle lamella.

Vegetative propagation sometimes occurs by the fragmentation of the filaments either into individual cells or short chains of cells, which then form new filaments by cell-division. It is in the slender species of Spirogyra, and more especially those in which the cells possess 'replicate extremities,' that this method of multiplication is most frequently observed. The 'replicate extremity' consists of an annular infolding of the end-wall (fig. 217 B), which facilitates fragmentation by becoming everted (fig. 217 C).

Reproduction occurs by the conjugation of isogametes which always fuse in one of the gametangia. In the formation of a gamete the protoplast contracts away from the wall, receding from the end-walls first. It soon becomes more or less ellipsoidal, after which one gamete of each conjugating pair begins very gradually to glide from its mother-cell (the male gametangium) through the conjugation-canal into the opposite cell (the female gametangium).

---

1 The cells without nuclei may live for some weeks and are able to store starch.

2 For a brief but comprehensive summary of the various views on nuclear division in Spirogyra consult Latman (11).

3 It is probable that the discrepancies in the various accounts of nuclear division in Spirogyra are to be attributed to defective methods of fixation and the consequent misinterpretation of facts.
One of the conjugating cells is thus completely emptied while the other lodges the zygosporé (fig. 218 C). The gametes may coalesce immediately on contact or for a brief period they may lie side by side in the gametangium before fusing.

The fully-formed zygosporé is generally ellipsoidal, but it may be spherical, and sometimes it is distinctly compressed, as in _Spirogyra maxima_, _Sp. majuscula_ and others. It provides itself with a thick wall of three coats (_vide_ De Bary, '58, and others). The outer coat consists mostly of cellulose and is the first-formed wall of the zygosporé. The middle coat, which is generally stronger and thicker, gives no cellulose reaction, and is apparently partially chitinized. It is usually of a brown colour, and in many cases is furnished with small, irregular and anastomosing ridges, or with scrobiculations. The inner coat is the most delicate and consists of pure cellulose.

The fusion of the nuclei is delayed for some time after the formation of the zygosporé. Overton ('88) and Klebahn ('88) each stated that the fusion did not take place for weeks or even months after the complete formation of the zygosporé, but Chmielewski ('90) declared that fusion occurred quite soon after the union of the gametes, and that it was followed by two successive mitotic divisions resulting in four nuclei. Two of these decay, the other two uniting to form the 'secondary nucleus' of the zygosporé. Trüdell ('07) states that the nuclei of the gametes lie side by side for about seventeen to twenty-one days, and then fuse. He confirms Chmielewski's observations on the double mitotic division with the formation of four nuclei and the subsequent fusion of two of them. The whole process is, however, at present rather obscure. Karsten ('90) has also observed the double mitosis of the zygo- nuleus and states that the first division is heterotypic.

Concerning the behaviour of the chloroplasts of _Spirogyra_ during conjugation there is much difference of opinion. Overton ('88) stated that the chloroplasts of the two gametes disorganized and became amalgamated, whereas Chmielewski ('91) states that only the chloroplast of the male gamette disorganizes, that of the female gamette remaining intact. There appears to be good evidence that in some species both chloroplasts disintegrate during conjugation, and it may be that the behaviour of the chloroplasts during conjugation is not precisely uniform. In _Sirogonium_ the chloroplasts of both gametes disintegrate at the very commencement of conjugation.

The mature zygosporés are usually brown or sometimes brownish-red in colour, and most of the starchy reserves are usually converted into a fatty oil.

On the germination of the zygosporé much starch appears and the oil vanishes. The two outer coats are ruptured, generally at one end of the spore, and the inner coat is protruded as a short outgrowth. Nuclear- and cell-division soon occur and the outgrowth becomes divided by a transverse wall (fig. 218 G), one cell sometimes developing organs of attachment and

1 Compare with Kurssanow's statement concerning Zygnema (_vide_ p. 344)
containing little or no chlorophyll, whereas the other cell increases in size develops one or more chloroplasts, and by repeated divisions forms a filament. Except in one or two species of Spirogyra the distinction between base and apex is soon lost and the filaments float freely in the water; thus the slight rhizoidal development which sometimes occurs is of little practical value since the filaments almost immediately become free-floating. In some cases organs of attachment (haptera) are developed subsequently from older cells, and in Spirogyra adnata several of the adjacent basal cells may participate in the formation of attaching organs (Delf, '13).

It has been disputed that Spirogyra exhibits any sexuality, but there are many facts which suggest a differentiation of sex. The cell containing the zygospore becomes in some species greatly inflated, a distention which is never observed in the emptied cell. That part of the conjugation-tube developed from the cell in which the zygospore is lodged is very often thicker and shorter than the part developed from the opposite cell, and in some cases (e.g. Sp. punctata Cleve, Sp. tenuissima Hassall, Sp. orientale W. & G. S. West) it may not be developed at all or is obliterated by the distention of the cell. The location of the zygospore in that gametangium which shows these special characters indicates that there is a differentiation of sex similar to that which occurs in Zygnema.

In most cases the cells of one filament become all of the same sex and two filaments only are concerned in scalariform conjugation, but three, four, five, six, or even more may occasionally take part in one conjugating example (consult fig. 218 A). Statistics show that in these cases the female filaments predominate (a condition frequently termed ‘polygamy’), the relatively shorter length of many of the cells of a male filament often permitting of the formation of sufficient male gametes to supply two female filaments.

Lateral conjugation, or conjugation between adjacent cells of the same filament, is much more frequent in Spirogyra than in Zygnema, and is the general rule in certain of the more slender species, such as Sp. tenuissima, Sp. inflata (fig. 218 D), Sp. quadrata and others. It also occurs in large species like Sp. majuscula. In these cases a differentiation of sex must take place amongst the cells of the same filament, some becoming male and others female. In rare instances scalariform conjugation takes place between filaments with this promiscuous differentiation of sex, perfectly normal zygospores being formed in the female cells of each filament. This type of conjugation has been termed ‘cross-conjugation’ (vide W. & G. S. W., '98, t. v, f. 81).

Irregularities are frequently met with in conjugating filaments. Zygospores are occasionally observed which have been produced by the fusion of three gametes, two male and one female (W. W., '91; Borge, '91; W. & G. S. W., '98), but such attempts are usually abortive (fig. 218 B; consult also W. & G. S. W., '98; Schmula, '99; etc.). Copeland (02) states that in these cases the nucleus of the abortive male cell is situated against the wall opposite to and remote from the conjugation-canal. Gerassimoff has observed the conjugation of two female cells with one male cell and the formation of the zygospore by the fusion of the male gamete with one female gamete, a parthenospore being formed by the other female gamete. Owing to sudden changes of the physiological conditions it not infrequently happens that conjugation is brought to an abrupt termination before the fusion of the gametes has taken place. In such cases parthenospores are often formed, either one in each gametangium or two in the female gametangium (vide Rosenringe, '83; W. W., '91; Hansgirg, '88; W. & G. S. W., '98; etc.). The discovery by Gerassimoff of binucleated cells in the Zygnemaceae may perhaps afford an explanation of some of these irregularities.
Conjugate of conjugation, since he states that in the conjugation of binucleated cells parthenosporos were sometimes formed.

Klebs found that still water and bright illumination were favourable to conjugation, whereas running water and an excess of available food-materials
were inimical to it. Thus, if a Spirogyra be transferred from a dilute nutrient solution to rain-water or tap-water and placed in bright light conjugation is induced. Conjugation is also said to be induced by placing the filaments in a 2—4 per cent. solution of cane sugar and exposing to sunlight. The student must not, however, hope to be uniformly successful in attempts to induce conjugation, since many such attempts fail hopelessly, probably because of the lack of the requisite combination of operative factors. Klebs also found that the formation of parthenosporcs could be induced by placing conjugating filaments in a 60 per cent. sugar solution. In these cases of apogamy the parthenosporcs are usually of the same form as the zygospores and they germinate in the same way. Parthenosporcs are not infrequently produced under natural conditions and have been recorded by numerous observers.

The case of Spirogyra mirabilis (Hass.) Petit is peculiar and may be the result of degeneration, the formation of spores being apparently analogous to that which occurs in Gonatoneuma. In spore-formation the cells become swollen in the median part and the protoplast divides into two parts which subsequently fuse together (Petit, ‘80). The cytology of this process would be of great interest, but it still requires investigation.

In the genus Sirogonium, the sterile threads of which differ little from Spirogyra except in the somewhat irregular course of the chloroplasts, the conjugation is comparable with that of Temnogametum. Certain cells of the filaments become bent into a knee-like form, after which they attach themselves to similar bent cells of other filaments, the attachment being rendered firm by a ring of tough mucilage. The protoplasts of the attached cells now divide and partition-walls appear, cutting off either one or two smaller cells from the remaining cell, which is the gametangium. Dissolution of the wall occurs at the point of attachment of the gametangia and the zygospore is formed in the female gametangium.

The genera of the Spiroygreä are: Spirogyra Link, 1820, and Sirogonium Kützing, 1843 [= Chouspis S. F. Gray, 1821].

Species of Spirogyra, which as a genus is one of the commonest laboratory types studied among the Algae, occur mostly in still waters and very largely in ponds and ditches, where they often form floating masses buoyed up by numerous bubbles of oxygen. These floculent masses gradually change colour from green to yellow, mostly owing to the death of a large proportion of the filaments as a result of exposure to light of too great an intensity, although sometimes owing to almost universal conjugation. Some species habitually occur in very slow streams and rivers. Sirogonium sticticum Kütz. generally occurs attached to stones over which the water is quickly running. It is not infrequent in limestone districts and is noteworthy for the comparatively small amount of external mucus.

1 It is to be recommended at the next International Botanical Congress that the generic name Sirogonium be retained.

W. A.
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Family Desmidiaceae.

The Algae included in this family are remarkable for their great diversity of form and their wonderful symmetry. Indeed, the group includes some of the most beautiful of microscopic objects. Desmids are unicellular plants and the greater number of them lead a solitary existence. Certain of them are, however, associated in colonies and others are more or less closely united into longer or shorter filaments. They are essentially free-floating Algae and frequently occur in great abundance in small ponds, in the quiet margins of rocky lakes, in Sphagnum-bags, and in other favourable localities.

Most Desmids exhibit a more or less distinct constriction into two perfectly symmetrical halves; each half is termed a semicell and the narrower part connecting the two semicells is known as the isthmus. The angle resulting on either side from the constriction or narrowing of the cell is known as the sinus. The depth of the constriction varies very much even in different species of the same genus (compare fig. 219 A and fig. 219 D) and most of the very deeply constricted forms have a linear sinus. None of the true Saccoderm Desmids are constricted, but of the vast majority of Desmids, which belong to the Placodermæ, few are without a median constriction of greater or less depth1.

One of the most striking features of the family is the extraordinary complexity of the cell-outlines. The margin of the cell is often deeply lobed or incised, and the exterior of the cell-wall is frequently covered with granules, spines, wart-like thickenings, or other protuberances, most of which are arranged in some definite pattern. The greatest complexity of cell-outline is met with in species of Microasterias (fig. 223), Euastrum (fig. 220) and Staurastrum (figs. 221 and 222). Some Desmids are more or less cylindrical (consult figs. 227, 230 and 238), many others are compressed in the plane of the front view (consult figs. 219, 220 and 223), and those of the genus Staurastrum, when seen from the end view, are triangular, quadrangular, or with radiating processes (consult figs. 221 and 222). In Closterium the cells are subcylindrical, attenuated from the middle towards each end, and curved or sublunate (fig. 229 A and B; fig. 231 A—E). In some species of this genus the cell-wall is longitudinally striated, the striations representing internal thickenings of the wall. External to the firmer portion of the cell-wall, which consists chiefly of cellulose, are layers of mucilaginous pectose compounds. The latter often form a thick mucilaginous coat completely surrounding the individual (fig. 228 B—E), or, in the case of some colonial forms, entirely enveloping the colony. It is by means of this mucilaginous envelope that many Desmids adhere to other larger aquatic plants and that

1 With the exception of one or two species, such as Closterium subcompactum W. & G. S. West (’02), the species of Closterium are destitute of a median constriction. Several species of Pentium are likewise unconstricted.
others increase their floating capacity in the plankton; and occasionally, when the conditions have been favourable for rapid multiplication, enormous numbers of individuals occur embedded in masses of jelly. Sometimes the secreted mucus is very tough. In some species of the genus *Spondylosium* (fig. 224, *I*, *M* and *O*) the cells are united into filaments by mucous threads passing between their apposed ends, and the filaments break much more readily across the isthmus of a cell than at the points of apical attachment.

The colonial Desmids mostly occur as filaments (figs. 224 and 225), the degree of firmness of attachment of the cells being very variable. It is in *Gonatozygon* (fig. 238 *C* and *D*) that the attachment is most fragile, so much so that individual cells of this genus are much more frequently met with than filaments. The mere adhesion by tough mucus secreted between apposed apices of cells is in a few cases supplemented by the development of overlapping apical outgrowths of the cell-wall, as in *Onychonema* (fig. 225). In *Spherozosma* there are also supplementary button-like outgrowths, which
in the case of *S. vertebratum* and *S. Aubertianum* are the sole means of attachment of the cells. Colonial species sometimes occur in genera in which the species are normally solitary, such as *Pleurotium coronulatum*, *Pl. perlongum*, and *Microstria foliacea* (fig. 239 B). The latter is a tropical and sub-tropical species with remarkable tooth-like apical connections, which result in very rigid filaments of cells. The apical attachment of this extraordinary species was first accurately described and figured by Johnson (94). In *Cosmocladium* the *Cosmarium—i.e.* cells are held together by stalks of mucilage, and the entire colony is quite small, branched in character, and free-floating (fig. 226 A and B). In *Oocystium*, the most curious of all the genera of *Desmids*, the colony is hemispherical in shape, 1 to 2 mm. in diameter, and occurs attached to calcareous rocks in the beds of streams. It consists of a number of more or less parallel, radiating strands of mucus of considerable thickness, each strand widening out towards the surface of the colony and occasionally branching. In the free end of each mucous strand is lodged a single cell, so arranged that its longitudinal axis is at right angles to the axis of the mucous strand (fig. 226 D—F).

The minute structure of the cell-wall was first studied by Klebs (85) who examined the nature of the mucilaginous outer coat and also demonstrated in certain species the presence of pores passing right through the wall. Hauptfleisch (88) also contributed some information on this subject, more especially with regard to the extent and structure of the mucilaginous envelope. Some years later Lüttkemüller (94) described very minutely the pores in the cell-wall of *Closterium*, and eight years later (Lüttkemüller, '02) published an important account of the general structure of the cell-wall in *Desmids*. A further paper by the same author emphasized the importance of the structure of the cell-wall in formulating any sound scheme of classification of *Desmids* (vide Lüttkemüller, '05).
In a few Desmids—those belonging to the Spirotaeniae among Saccoderm Desmids—the cell-wall consists of a single layer of cellulose, all in one piece, and of a homogeneous structure. In the remaining Saccoderm Desmids, of the Gonatozygæ, the cell-wall is also quite continuous in one piece, but there is a differentiated outer layer. The great majority of Desmids belong to the sub-family Placodermæ, in which the cell-wall is composed of two well differentiated layers of varying thickness. Micro-chemical tests show that the inner layer is practically structureless and consists of pure cellulose. The outer layer is stronger and thicker, consisting of a ground substance of cellulose impregnated with various other substances, amongst which compounds of iron have been demonstrated. It is in some species of Closterium and Penium that the iron compounds are most prominent, and this is presumably directly concerned with the yellow-brown colour of the cell-wall so often seen in these genera.

The pores pass through both layers of the cell-wall and in the outer layer each pore is surrounded by a cylindrical tube-like structure which does not consist of cellulose. To these parts of the cell-wall Lütkenmüller gave the
name of 'pore-organs' and he considered them to be directly concerned in mucus-formation, a view which is probably correct since there is no doubt that mucus is passed outwards through the fine pores. The contents of the pore-canal often terminate on the inner surface of the cell-wall in a button-shaped or lens-shaped swelling, and from the outer end of the pore-canal there often extends a delicate flower-like or club-shaped mass of tough mucus through which the canal passes (fig. 226 I). In many cases this projecting mucous process is bifurcated (consult fig. 228 D and E) and it is frequently sufficiently resistant to reagents to stand out clearly after fixation. It may also be yellow or even yellow-brown in colour, presumably owing to the deposition of iron salts, and may therefore be more or less permanent in character. More often this mucous process is entirely wanting or is replaced by a small perforated button (fig. 226 H). In most of the larger Desmids

1 Consult also W. & G. S. West ('04-'11), t. 113, f. 15; t. 117, f. 5.
the pores are evenly distributed over the whole surface of the wall, except at the isthmus, where they are always absent, and in many cases there are numerous smaller pores between the large ones. It is highly probable that pores are present in the cell-wall of all Placoderm Desmids. In the striated species of Closterium the pores are in longitudinal rows between the striations. In granulated and verrucose species of Cosmarium the pores are in many instances arranged in groups around the individual granules, and in some genera there are often larger pores at the extremities of the cell, which are usually situated in local thickenings of the cell-wall. In Cosmocladium and in many of the filamentous genera of Desmids, such as Hyalotheca, Gymnozyga, Onychonema, etc., the pores are not evenly distributed, but have a definite disposition in certain parts of the wall (consult figs. 225 B and 226 G).

External to the firm layers of the cell-wall is the mucus which is secreted through the pores. In the great majority of Desmids this mucus is small in amount and is easily diffuent, but in some it is copious and forms a mucous mass entirely enveloping the individual (fig. 228 B—E), or, in some filamentous species, it forms a cylindrical mucous sheath of variable width surrounding and enclosing the filament. In most filamentous forms of Desmids the apical attachment of the cells is by a tough mucus which acts as a cementing substance. The outer mucilaginous coat often exhibits a prismatic or fibrillar structure (fig. 228 C) and is frequently the home of rod-shaped bacteria or of minute epiphytic Flagellates. Schröder ('02) investigated the nature and amount of the mucus secreted by certain Desmids, obtaining much information by placing living Desmids in indian ink or sepia, the exact limitations of the secreted mucus being thus revealed.

It has been known for a long time that some Desmids exhibit irregular and jerky movements. These movements were first investigated by Stahl
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(79) and afterwards by Klebs ('85), Schröder ('02) and others. In various species of *Closterium* one end of the cell becomes temporarily fixed and the whole cell then performs swinging movements with the fixed end as a pivot.

Sooner or later the other pole becomes similarly attached and further oscillatory movements are carried out. Sometimes, as Stahl showed in *Cl. moniliferum*, the cell swings completely over through 180° and then
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becomes attached by the other pole, the movement being repeated. This reversal of position occupies from 6 to 35 minutes according to the temperature, the change of position occurring more rapidly as the temperature is increased. At 33° C. the reversal occupied from 6 to 8 minutes. In a number of other genera, such as Cosmarium, Euastrum, Microasterias, etc., the movements are mostly quite irregular and spasmodic, although sometimes of a gliding character. In greatly compressed Desmids the flattened sides may be kept towards the incident light. The movements have been chiefly ascribed

Fig. 225. A and B, Onychonema compactum W. & G. S. West. C—F, O. lave Nordst.; D and E, zygospores; F, aplanospore. G, O. lave Nordst. var. latum W. & G. S. West. H, O. uncinatum G. G. Wallich. a, front view; b, vertical or end view. E, ×360; all the remainder ×468.

to heliotropic and geotropic responses, but there is little doubt that in most cases the spasmodic nature of the movement is owing to the secretion of an irregular stalk of mucilage through the larger pores at the extremity of the cell (fig. 228 A), and that, moreover, a substratum is necessary for the movement to be carried out. If a sediment of organic detritus containing a number of living Desmids be exposed to the light, in a few hours the Desmids will have moved towards the incident light, having collected in clusters surrounded by abundant mucilage.
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In some species of the genus Pleurotium, such as *Pl. trochiscum* (fig. 227 A) and *Pl. doliiforme* (fig. 227 B), the cell-wall possesses large internal pits. These are thin places in the cell-wall and except near the poles of the cell are mostly of a rectangular shape.

Every Desmid, like every Diatom, consists of two halves, one of which is

![Diagram of Desmid and Diatom structures](image)

Fig. 226. *A*, part of colony of *Cosmocladium constrictum* (Arch.) Josh., ×475. *B*, colony of *C. pulchellum* Brèb., ×475. *C*, zygospore of *C. perissum* Roy & Biss., ×475. *D—F*, *Oocardium stratum* Nag. ×730; *F* shows the nature of the chloroplasts. *G*, *Cosmocladium saxonicum* De Bary showing disposition of pores in cell-wall, ×1200. *H*, pore-organs and mucous secretion in *Cosmarium turgidum* Brèb.; the upper figure is in optical section; ×1600. *I*, section of cell-wall of *Xanthidium armatum* (Brèb.) Rabenh., showing the pore-organs and secreted mucus, ×1600. *J*, apex of semicell of *Tetramorus granulatus* (Brèb.) Ralfs showing the pore-organs, ×800. *(D—J, after Lütkenmüller; G—J, specimens treated with fuchsin and potassium acetate.)* chl, chloroplast; o, outer layer; i, inner layer of cell wall; py, pyrenoid; a, front view; b, end or vertical view; c, side view of semicell.

at least one generation older than the other, and may be many generations older. These halves are technically known as the 'semicells.' In the Placoderm Desmids the wall is composed of two pieces joined at the isthmus, the suture consisting of the overlapping bevelled edges of the two halves; but in the Saccoderm Desmids the wall is all in one piece and no suture is discernible.
though still one half of it is older than the other half. In a few species of *Closterium* and *Penium* the wall is composed of more than two pieces owing to the development of one or more girdle-bands subsequent to cell-division (consult p. 369).

The protoplast of the Desmid varies much, but there is always a nucleus of moderate size, usually embedded in a small band of cytoplasm traversing the median part of the cell and, in the constricted types, lying in the isthmus. The nucleus consists of a fine reticulum, with few chromatin granules, but with a large compound nucleolus.¹ There is the usual lining layer of cytoplasm, but the general disposition of the rest of the cytoplasm depends entirely on the nature and arrangement of the chloroplasts. In those Desmids with large axile chloroplasts the sap-vacuoles are much reduced and they are often confined to one at each extremity of the cell; in others with parietal chloroplasts one large vacuole usually occupies the central part of each semicell. Owing to transparency of the cell-wall the circulation of the protoplasm is often seen extremely well, especially in the larger species of *Closterium, Netrium*, etc. In the genera *Gonatozygon* and *Closterium*, and in certain species of *Pleurotium* and *Penium*, there is a conspicuous terminal vacuole at each extremity of the cell containing one or more moving granules. These granules, which may be quite irregular in form or of some definite shape, exhibit rapid vibratory movements and in the genus *Closterium* have been shown to be minute crystals of gypsum.

The chloroplasts of Desmids present a very interesting study.² They are always of comparatively large size and usually of some definite form; in most cases they are situated in an axile position in the cell or semicell, although less frequently they take the form of parietal cushions or bands. In the cells of *Spirotenia* (fig. 230 A and B), *Mesotenia* (fig. 230 E and F; fig. 231 F—I) and *Roya* there is only one chloroplast and, except for a few species of *Spirotenia*, the nucleus consequently occupies an asymmetrical position. The same is true of some forms of *Cosmocladium* (fig. 226 A), *Gonatozygon* and *Cosmarium*.³ The majority of Desmids possess two axile chloroplasts, symmetrically arranged one in each semicell (figs. 229 A and B, D—F; fig. 230 H, J and K), although in many species of *Cosmarium* there are two more or less distinct axile chloroplasts in each semicell. In *Pleurotenium,* and in a few species of *Cosmarium, Staurostraum* and *Xanthidium* there are

¹ The nuclear structure is well seen in various species of *Gonatozygon, Closterium, Roya* and *Microasterias.* For nuclear structure in *Closterium* consult Latman ('10).

² But for the untimely death (in 1912) of Dr J. Lütkemüller of Vienna we should have had by now an exhaustive study of the chloroplasts of Desmids. Much of his work and most of his drawings were communicated to the present author, who deplores the loss of a valued correspondent and of the unwritten work founded upon many years of patient study.

³ As for example *Cosmarium subtile* (W. & G. S. West) Lütkem. and *C. subtilissimum* G. S. West.
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several parietal cushion-like chloroplasts in each semicell, but the parietal disposition is not constant. In many species the chloroplasts are very variable in character and disposition, numerous intermediate states existing between

the truly axile and truly parietal conditions. This is especially noticeable in certain species of Xanthidium, in Staurastrum grande Buln. and St. brasilense Nordst. var. Lundellii (vide W. & G. S. W., '04—'11). There is little
doubt that the axile chloroplast was the primitive one in Desmids as a whole and that the parietal condition has been acquired by a few scattered species in various genera. In Desmids in which the cell is deeply lobed or incised the form of the chloroplasts frequently follows the external configuration of the cell.

Pyrenoids are present in the chloroplasts of all Desmids. In most species there are one or two pyrenoids in each semicell, but in the large flattened forms


of Euastrum (fig. 220 A) and Micrasterias (fig. 223), and in the elongated cells of Closterium (fig. 229 A and B; fig. 231 A—D), Pleurotenium, Tetmemorus,

1 All attempts to split up the genera Cosmarium, Stauroastrum and Xanthidium on the basis of axile and parietal chloroplasts have merely resulted in confusion. Such divisions are purely artificial, resulting in the association of species which have no near relationship with each other. In those few species with a tendency to the parietal disposition of chloroplasts it is by no means uncommon to find axile chloroplasts in one semicell and parietal chloroplasts in the other semicell of the same individual.
etc., there may be many pyrenoids in each chloroplast. In certain cases pyrenoids are subject to variation in number and disposition, but in the great majority of Desmids they are remarkably constant in their relative position. In many instances they have a conspicuous starch sheath (consult fig. 231 A—D) and Lutman ('10) has shown that all the starch found in the cell of Closterium is originally formed around the pyrenoids.

If Desmids are kept living in small glass vessels for some time, and therefore under abnormal conditions, curious cytological changes occur, resulting in the formation of large vacuoles which previously did not exist. These vacuoles generally contain numbers of minute moving granules which are somewhat different in appearance from those normally present in the apical vacuoles of Closterium. As many as six large vacuoles have been present in a few Desmids, among which may be mentioned Spirotrania acuta Hilse, Cosmarium subtile (W. & G. S. West) Lütkem. and Cosmocladium constrictum (Arch. Josh., there may be only one pyrenoid in each cell.)
noticed in a single semicell of Plectrothamnium nodulosum var. coronatum (G. S. W., '99), each one being partially filled with an incessantly moving mass of minute granules, which move freely in the vacuole, but always collect towards its base. These granules are of a pale yellow colour and appear brown in a thin stratum; but when present in immense numbers they give the Desmid almost a black appearance. The development in quantity of these moving granules is a pathological condition and is associated with the gradual disintegration of the chloroplasts. At the same time the cell-sap in the large vacuoles very often becomes coloured violet with phycoporphyrin, a pigment which occurs normally in the cell-sap of very few Desmids. This pathological state can be seen frequently in Penium, Cosmarium, Euastrum, Micrasterias, Stauroastrum and other genera.

The normal method of increase in the Desmidiaceae is a vegetative multiplication by simple cell-division, which occupies about a day in the smaller and simpler types, but several days in the larger species with more complex outlines. The essential points of the cell-division of Closterium were well described by Fischer ('83) and more recently a very detailed account of the process as it occurs in Closterium Ehrenbergii and Cl. moniliferum has been given by Lutman ('11). The details of cell-division are not quite the same in all Desmids and it is a curious fact that so far they have only been completely worked out in the unconstricted forms, whereas fully 90 per cent. of known Desmids are more or less deeply constricted.

In the more usual type of Desmid with a median constriction the first step in cell-division is a division of the nucleus and, as this approaches completion, there is an elongation of the isthmus causing a slight separation of the semicells. The elongated isthmus generally becomes slightly swollen and across its median part a new cell-wall is laid down. The parts of the isthmus on either side of this new wall are destined to grow into the new semicells. They rapidly become more turgid and soon grow into adult semicells. The lobulation or ornamentation of the species gradually makes its appearance on the new semicells as they assume the normal size. As a rule the two new semicells, and therefore the daughter-cells resulting from division, remain attached until they are full-grown. Chloroplasts appear in the new semicells at a comparatively early age, but at present there is no exact information concerning their origin. The pyrenoids in many cases certainly arise de novo.

In the unconstricted genus Closterium, the only genus of Desmids in which cell-division has been minutely studied, the process of division, although similar in essential points, differs in details from that which occurs in constricted Desmids. Lutman ('11) has shown that in Closterium Ehrenbergii and Cl. moniliferum the first visible appearance of division in any individual

1 The details of the early stages of cell-division yet require careful investigation.
2 There are several slightly constricted species of this genus; notably Closterium Braunii Reisch ('67) and Cl. subcompactum W. & G. S. West ('02).
Conjugate cell is the pinching in of the two chloroplasts at a point about a third the distance from the middle to the extremity, and that the division of the chloroplasts is entirely distinct from that of the cell. This constriction occurs altogether inside the plasmatic membrane of the cell and is probably the constriction of a membrane which forms the outer layer of the chloroplast. No nuclear changes are visible at this stage. During the time the two chloroplasts are dividing, the nucleus divides and after reconstruction of the daughter-nuclei, the latter can be seen moving out to the surface of the chloroplast and making their way along the convex margin of the cell to their

Fig. 231. A—D, stages in the division of Closterium Ehrenbergii Menegh., x 272 (after Lutman). E, tranverse section of Cl. moniliforme (Bory) Ehrenb., showing ten peripheral ridges on the chloroplast and one of the axial row of pyrenoids, x about 800 (after Lutman). F—I, stages in the division of Mesostanium caldariorum (Lagerh.) Hansg., x 900. n, nucleus; ol, oil globules; py, pyrenoid.
new positions (fig. 231 A). Each nucleus arrives in the notch of the constricting chloroplast before that division is completed (fig. 231 B—D). The new cross-wall is formed at right angles to the old walls (fig. 231 A) very much as in Spriophyta. It grows in from the periphery of the cell during the metaphase of nuclear division and cuts across the spindle fairly at its centre, being a third of the way across by the time the fibres have disappeared. The daughter-nuclei have been reconstructed and are moving to their new positions before the new wall is completed. The young semicells are cone-shaped (fig. 231 D), but they soon acquire their proper characters. Lutman states that in these two species of Closterium cell-division and nuclear-division represent at least a two-night process, the chloroplasts dividing the first night and the nucleus probably on the second.

In Mesotnium caldariorum, also an unconstricted Desmid, cell-division is precisely as in the Placoderm Desmids (G. S. W., '15). After the division of the nucleus a new cell-wall is laid down in an exactly transverse plane (fig. 231 F) in a manner very similar to that which occurs in the Zygnemaceae. There is only one chloroplast in the cells of Mesotnium and the new transverse wall cuts right across it. On the completion of this wall there is no trace of a constriction of the cell (fig. 231 G). The new semicells are now developed as in other Desmids. The middle lamella of the new transverse wall gradually disappears from the periphery inwards, and during its disappearance, which probably results from its conversion into mucilage, the part of the new wall belonging to each semicell begins to bulge outwards, assuming a greater and greater convexity (fig. 231 H and I). This finally results in the separation of the daughter-cells.

As a rule all growth ceases in a Desmid after the new semicell is fully formed and has acquired its distinctive specific characters, the cell then consisting of two halves of different generations. [Consult the scheme of normal cell-division in Closterium given in fig. 232 I, showing four generations, the semicells of each generation marked s, s₁, s₂, s₃.] In certain species of Penium and Closterium, however, there is a further growth subsequent to completed cell-division. This consists in the development of an elongated median girdle-band, which is a cylindrical piece of cell-wall intercalated between the old and the new semicells. The general scheme of this type of division was first portrayed in detail by Lüttemüller ('02) and is diagrammatically represented in fig. 232 II. The scheme depicted is an ideal one, representing the growth of a new girdle-band after each division, but as a matter of fact this rarely happens, and many divisions may take place without the addition of a new girdle-band. In the genus Closterium each division results in a new junction of the old and new cell-walls, the optical effect of which is the addition of a new transverse suture (consult fig. 232 III and IV). In no known species of Closterium are more than two girdle-bands ever developed, but in Penium
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*spirostriolatum* and *P. spirostriolatiforme* the cell-wall may contain several girdle-bands of different generations, the greatest number occurring in the last-named species, which is so far known to occur only in Ceylon (W. & G. S. W.,

Fig. 232. *I*, diagrammatic scheme depicting four generations (*A, B, C* and *D*) in the usual type of *Closterium*; *s, s₁, s₂* and *s₃* refer to the semicells of successive generations. *II*, similar scheme depicting three generations of the type of *Closterium* which develops a girdle-band; *A, B* and *C*, cells of successive generations immediately after cell-division; *A*, *B* and *C*, corresponding generations after development of girdle-bands; *s, s₁* and *s₂* refer to semicells, and *g₁, g₁* and *g₂* to girdle bands of successive generations. *III* and *IV*, *Closterium turgidum* Ehrenb. var. *giganteum* Nordst., × 1200; *IV*, surface view of the median part of the cell; *III*, longitudinal section of same; *r*, the 'ring-furrow' in the middle of the cell; *t* and *t* ', short transverse segments of cell-wall, resulting from cell-divisions, showing the bevelled sutures. (All modified from Lutkemüller.)

'A sexual reproduction takes place very occasionally by the formation of aplanospores (fig. 233 *E—G* and *H—J*).
These have been observed in *Spondylosium nitens* (Wallich) Arch. (Wallich, '60; Turner, '93), *Closterium Cornu* Ehrenb. (Lagerheim, '86), *Hyalotheca neglecta* Racib. (W. & G. S. W., '98), *H. dissiliens* (Sm.) Bréb. (W. & G. S. W., '07) and *Cosmarium bioculatum* Bréb. (Nieuwland, '09).

Sexual reproduction of a low, and probably degenerate, type occurs by the conjugation of two individual cells and the fusion of two large equal gametes to form a zygospore. The conjugation is similar to that in the *Zygnemaceae*.
and with the solitary exception of *Desmidium cylindricum*, there is no definite conjugation-tube. Except in *Desmidium Baileyi*, and to a much less-marked degree in *Desmidium Swartzii* and *D. aptogonum*, all the filamentous Desmids dissociate into individual cells prior to normal conjugation (consult fig. 233 C, D and K; and fig. 235 J). Also, the zygospores are formed between the gametangia (or conjugating cells) in all Desmids with the solitary exception of *Desmidium cylindricum* Grev., in which the zygospore is formed within the female gametangium and a distinct conjugation-tube is developed (fig. 235 J). The two conjugating cells, which are sexually indistinguishable, approximate and usually become enveloped in mucus. In the Cosmarieae the longitudinal axis of one conjugating cell is very often at right-angles to that of the other (fig. 234 A and B; fig. 235 J) and at the commencement of conjugation the semicells of each individual come apart at the isthmus. Each gamete issues
from the dislocated isthmus as a green protoplasmic vesicle containing the nucleus and the more or less disintegrated chloroplasts. The fusion of the gametes results in a zygospore which develops a cell-wall with three distinct layers. The inner layer consists of cellulose and is thin and colourless; the middle layer is brown and firm and possibly cutinized; the outer layer consists mostly of cellulose and may be quite smooth (fig. 233 J and O; fig. 235 J) or covered with variously arranged warts or spines (fig. 233 L—N, P—Q; fig. 234 C).

Sometimes more than two cells have participated in the formation of a zygospore, the latter having been formed by the union of three (W. W., '91 A; W. & G. S. W., '97 A) or even four (Turner, '93, t. x, f. 16 c) gametes. Cytological details are entirely lacking.

In many cases conjugation takes place immediately after vegetative division and before the young semicells have arrived at maturity, the conjugation actually occurring between the two daughter-cells which have resulted from the division of the original mother-cell. The present author has observed this to take place in *Micrasterias denticulata*, *Penium didymocarpum* (vide figs. 233 L and 234 D and E and several species of *Closterium*), and the same phenomenon was observed many years ago by Archer. Conjugation between adjacent cells (lateral conjugation) in the filamentous species of Desmids has been recorded in the genera *Sphacelosoma* and *Spondyloium*, but such cases are exceptional and very rare.

In a few cases double zygospores are normally produced. The best known species are *Closterium lineatum* Ehrenb. (fig. 234 F), *Cl. Rafizii* var. *hybrida* Rabenh., *Cosmarium diplosporum* (Lund.) Lütken., and *Penium didymocarpum* Lund. (fig. 234 D and E).
last-named species conjugation occurs between four cells resulting from two consecutive divisions of one individual (G. S. W., '04). Each of the two zygospores is formed by the union of a distinct pair of gametes. In the two species of Cladophora in which double zygospores occur, each semicell produces a gamete and each of the two zygospores results from the fusion of a pair of gametes, one from a semicell of each individual. The cytology of this extraordinary conjugation is not yet worked out and would obviously prove of great interest. In Spirotenia condensata Breb., two distinct and separate zygospores are produced from a single pair of conjugating cells (Archer, '67).

A double zygospore of Cladophora rostratum Ehrenb. has been recorded by Lagerheim ('86), but although this species conjugates more frequently than any other Cladophora, this is the only recorded instance of a double zygospore, which must therefore be regarded as abnormal.

Klebahn ('90) has observed the formation and germination of parthenospores in a species of Coenocystis, and Borge ('13) has also noted the production of parthenospores in abortive attempts at conjugation in Cylindrocystis Brebissonii Menegh.

The zygospore rests for some time before germination. The first observations of importance on the germination of the zygospore were those of De Bary ('58), and further details with regard to certain genera have been furnished by Millardet ('70) and especially by Klebahn ('90). The nuclei of the gametes lie side by side for some time before fusion (figs. 236 1 and 237 A). During the conjugation of most Desmids the chloroplasts are quite disintegrated, but in the ripe zygospore there is evidence in some cases that two chloroplasts are reorganized (fig. 237 A and B eh). Much more detailed investigation is, however, required on this point. Soon after the fusion of

---

Fig. 236. Germination of the zygospore of Cladophora sp. 1, zygospore just before germination, the nuclei of the gametes not having yet fused; 2, the first mitosis of the fusion-nucleus; 3, first division of nucleus completed; 4, the second mitosis; 5, completed division of protoplast into two cells, each showing a large nucleus and a small nucleus; 6, further stage in germination, the cells beginning to assume a definite shape. All ×308. (After Klebahn, from Oltmanns.)
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the two nuclei (in the Placoderm Desmids) the fusion-nucleus divides mitotically twice, and after the completion of the second mitosis the protoplast also divides forming two bi-nucleated daughter-cells (figs. 236 5 and 237 D). In each of these cells the nuclei become differentiated into a 'large nucleus' and a 'small nucleus,' and during subsequent development the small nucleus gradually disappears (fig. 237 E—G), the large nucleus assuming a median position and becoming the nucleus of the fully developed cell (fig. 237 H). It seems probable that in the Placoderm Desmids two embryos are formed from each zygospore (consult fig. 236 6 and 237 E), but in the Saccoderm Desmids there is considerable variability in the number of embryos which are produced on the germination of the zygospore. The observations

Fig. 237. Germination of the zygospore of Cosmarium sp. A, the ripe zygospore with the nuclei of the gametes as yet unfused. B, commencement of germination. C, second mitosis of the fusion-nucleus. D, complete division into two cells, each with a large and small nucleus. E, upper cell showing commencement of median constriction. F, one of the two cells formed by germination; large and small nuclei both in one semicell. G, further stage with small nucleus gradually disappearing. H, final stage, the cell having assumed its proper shape and the large nucleus having become median in position. ch, chloroplast; n, fusion-nucleus; ln, large nucleus; sn, small nucleus. All x 350 (after Klebahn).

of De Bary tend to show that in the Gonatozyge only one embryo is produced precisely as in the Zygnemaceae. In the Spirotseniece there may be either two or four. Four may be the general rule in this sub-family, but in various species of Mesotënum and in Cylindrocystis Brébissonii the number of embryos may be only two, and in Mesotënum caldariaorum two is the usual number (G. S. W., '15; also consult fig. 235 C—G).

The observations on the cell-division and germination of the zygospore of Mesotënum caldariaorum are of particular interest in view of the attempt by Oltmanns to establish within the Conjugate a third family, the Mesotëniaceae (consult p. 331). The removal of the Desmidian Conjugates embraced in Oltmanns' Mesotëniaceae (= Liükemüller's Spirotseniece of the Saccodermae) from the Desmidiaceae appears to be contrary to their affinities.
As pointed out elsewhere (G. S. W., '15), there is no essential family difference between a Mesotaenium and a Closterium. The fact that there is no obvious line of junction between the new and the old semicells in the Spirotaeniacae is of little importance, since the development of the new semicells is the same as in Closterium (compare fig. 231 A and D with fig. 231 F and I) and other Desmids. Moreover, Oltmanns' further contention that in those Desmids which he would place in the 'Mesotaeniacae' the germination of the zygospore results in the production of four embryos is not entirely supported by facts.

Only one true case of hybridization has been observed amongst Desmids and in that case the development of the zygospore was not followed out (Archer, '75). In this case a zygospore had been produced by the conjugation of two cells, one of which was Euastrum Didelta (Turp.) Ralfs and the other Euastrum humerosum Ralfs. All other recorded cases of hybrids are conjectural and most of them are obviously forms produced by ordinary vegetative division. It is unlikely that many true hybrids can exist among the Desmidiaceae, since sexual reproduction in the group as a whole is exceedingly rare and in very many forms is not known to occur.

Concerning the phylogeny of Desmids and their position in the Conjugatae more than one view has been put forward. The present author is convinced that they constitute a highly specialized family, degenerate in sexual characters, but with an amplification of morphological characters unsurpassed in any other group of unicells.

Three possibilities may be discussed in considering the relationships between Desmids and other Conjugates. The first is that the unicellular Desmids are primitive and that the Zygnemaceae have been derived from them. This hypothesis may be dismissed, since there is strong evidence that many Desmids have originated from filamentous ancestors and no definite evidence that any Desmid has arisen from a unicellular ancestor.

The second possibility is that the Desmidiaceae are not a natural family and that the Spirotaeniacae, and even the Gonatozygae, should be removed from them. It might then be suggested that the Spirotaeniacae (= the Mesotaeniacae of Oltmanns) arose from unicellular ancestors and in course of time gave rise to such forms as Debarya desmidioides, through which and similar forms the Zygnemaceae were evolved. The great bulk of the Desmidiaceae (all the Placoderm Desmids) would then be derived from the Zygnemaceae by retrogression and specialization (consult scheme A).
Phylogeny of Desmidiaceae

The third hypothesis is that the Desmidiaceae are a homogeneous group and that all Desmids primarily arose from filamentous ancestors. There is little doubt that the great majority of Desmids have arisen in this way, and since the various members of the Spiroteniaceae, which is the chief group of Saccoderm Desmids, are more closely allied to the Placoderm Desmids than to the Zygnemaceae there appears to be little reason for supposing the family Desmidiaceae (in its widest sense) to be a mixed assemblage. This third hypothesis is the one supported by a considerable amount of evidence and it seems on the whole to be the most probable (consult scheme B).

There are many cogent reasons for regarding the Desmidiaceae as a specialized family of Conjugates which has originated from filamentous ancestors. The loss of the filamentous condition has been accompanied by the development of complex morphological characters, and this has gone on hand in hand with the loss of sexual differentiation of the conjugating cells (G. S. W., '99; '04). The structure of the cell-wall of the Placoderm Desmids, which is so much more complex than anything exhibited in the Zygnemaceae, and the elaboration of the chloroplasts, clearly indicate that the Desmidiaceae are not primitive.

It has been previously mentioned that Desmidium cylindricum is the only known Desmid in which the zygospore is lodged in the female gametangium (consult p. 372 and fig. 235 J) and the very occasional reversion to this type of conjugation in Hyalotheca dissiliens (Joshua, '82; Boldt, '88) is of considerable significance. It is in Desmidium cylindricum and in the presumed "abnormal" cases of conjugation in Hyalotheca dissiliens that one is probably witnessing the type of conjugation which was prevalent in the ancestors of the Desmidiaceae. Another Desmid of great interest is Debarya desmidioides (W. & G. S. W., '03), since it stands in a somewhat intermediate position between Mesotaeniium and such genera as Mongeotia and Debarya.

The average Desmid must be regarded as a unit of a dismembered filament. The complete individuality of the cell is the only real distinction between Desmids and other Conjugates. Lutman ('11) from his observations on the division of Closterium Ehrenbergii states that "the position of the young transverse wall would seem to indicate that the pointed ends are secondarily formed, and that Closterium was originally a filamentous alga, which has developed the habit of breaking up into single cells."

Desmids exhibit a considerable tendency towards the secondary assumption of the filamentous condition. This has resulted in the production, from unicells, of filamentous genera, such as Streptonema, Onychonema, Sphaerocystis, Desmidium, etc., in which special apical connecting processes are for the most part conspicuously developed (vide fig. 224 A, J and N; and fig. 225 A—H). The same tendency sometimes occurs in certain species of genera which are normally unicellular. Thus, short filaments of cells have been figured in such species as Cosmarium obliquum Nordst. ('73), C. moniliiforme (Turp.) Ralfs, C. Regnellii Wille (W. & G. S. W., '96), Euastrum binale
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(Turp.) Ehrenb. (W. & G. S. W., '98) and Staurastrum inconspicuum Nordst. (Börgesen, '01). Certain of the tropical species of Pleuroeitium form longer or shorter filaments, and Microasterias foliacea Bail. is a true filamentous form of a typically unicellular genus with complex cell-outlines (fig. 239 B).

The general evolution of the Placoderm Desmids is fairly clear (vide G. S. W., '04), but the genus Roya has to be removed from the sub-family Placodernae. Lüttkemüller ('10) has recently shown that the species of this genus are Saccoderm Desmids and that Roya is a close ally of Mesotaxonium.

It is highly probable that the complexity of outline of the Desmid, which is so frequently accompanied by a defensive armour of spines and spinous processes, has been acquired as a means of defence against the attacks of small aquatic animals. After the loss of the filamentous condition it became necessary for the solitary and unprotected individuals to acquire some other means of defence, and presumably the present morphological complexity is the result. It is a notable fact that those species which occur on wet rocks and in other situations in which Amoebae, Oligochetes, Tardigrades and Crustacea are either absent or very scanty, especially at high elevations, usually possess a comparatively simple outline; whereas those species occurring in deep bog-pools, in the plankton, and at the quiet margins of deep lakes, in which localities such enemies abound, are generally possessed of a more complicated, and in many cases of a formidable, exterior. These characters acquired by the unicell are not only protective against the depredations of aquatic animals, but are also useful as anchors in the time of floods.

There are several thousand known species of Desmids, almost all of which can be readily identified by their external morphological features. The majority of Desmids have three principal axes of symmetry at right angles to one another, and for this reason it is usually necessary to examine them in three positions. The most important aspect is the front view, in which the plant is observed
in that plane containing the two longest axes. The other important positions are the *vertical* (or *end*) view and the *lateral* (or *side*) view.

Desmids are subject to some amount of variation, but only within certain limits, and one of the most extraordinary facts concerning these unicellular plants is the constancy of the ornamentation of the cell-wall. Variations occur mostly where the conditions have allowed of very rapid multiplication by cell-division, such prolific increase resulting in peculiar, and certainly abnormal, physiological conditions. Similar conditions may supervene in pure cultures with consequent modification of specific characters.

In pure cultures of Diatoms, which are much more easily obtained than in the case of Desmids, similar loss of specific characters is far more noticeable, but it has been shown experimentally that if these degenerate individuals are transferred to fresh cultures in which the physiological conditions are more normal, the proper specific characters quickly reappear during subsequent divisions.

Our knowledge of the geographical distribution of Desmids, although very incomplete, has advanced considerably in recent years. We know now that the family as a whole exhibits geographical peculiarities of a more striking character than those shown by any other group of Green Algae. Although numerous species are ubiquitous there are many others confined to definite land-areas of the earth's surface. Thus, one is able to discriminate between definite Indo-Malayan types, African types, American types, Arctic types, and so on.

The only continental area from which Desmids are practically absent is the Antarctic continent\(^1\), in which the conditions of existence are more severe than in the Arctic areas and would soon prove fatal. The chief reason for the absence of Desmids, however, is probably the great distance of the Antarctic continent from the nearest land. This may be fully realized when it is
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\(^1\) Only one Desmid is known from the Antarctic continent, viz.: a small species of *Cosmarium* closely allied to *C. Cucurbita* Bréb. This was recorded and described by Fritsch (12) under the name of '*Penium sp.*,"
borne in mind that the direct transference by natural means from one country to another distant country of any living Desmid is in most cases an utter impossibility, since desiccation, or in many cases even partial drying is quickly followed by death, and submergence in sea-water is equally fatal. Moreover, zygospores, which might possibly withstand the entailed vicissitudes if circumstances arose by which they could be transferred from one country to the other (such as by the long flight of a wading bird), are so rarely produced that distribution by their means across an expanse of ocean is almost impossible.

Borge ('92) has recorded a number of sub-fossil Desmids from the glacial clays of the Isle of Göland, and a few subfossil forms of existing species have also been noted from an ancient peat deposit near Filey in E. Yorkshire.

Desmids only thrive in soft water, and they are very numerous in peaty water which has a trace of acidity and in the almost pure water of rocky lakes on the old geological formations. There are a few terrestrial or partially terrestrial species, such as Mesoteniurn caldarium and sometimes Cylindrocystis Brebissonii. There are also others which live in well aerated positions among Bryophytes on wet and dripping rocks.

The classification of Desmids is on a very sound basis, largely owing to the researches of Lütkkemüller ('02; '05), and the work of the present author (G. S. W., '99; etc.) mostly verifies Lüttkemüller's conclusions. There are two well-defined sub-families in which the genera are arranged as follows:

Sub-family I. Saccoderme.

Cell-wall unsegmented and without pores, soluble in an ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide. Point of division of cells somewhat indefinite and unknown previous to the actual division. The young half of the cell is sometimes developed obliquely and its walls are absolutely continuous with the walls of the older half.

Tribe 1. Gonatozygæ. Cells elongate, cylindrical and unconstricted, solitary or forming loose filaments. Cell-wall with a differentiated outer layer of which the small roughnesses or spines form a part. Gonatozygon De Bary, 1856; Genicularia De Bary, 1858.


Sub-family II. Placoderme.

Cell-wall segmented, with a differentiated outer layer, only slightly soluble in an ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide. Cell-division follows a fixed type, with the interpolation of younger semicells between the old ones. The younger portions of the cell-wall are joined to the older portions by an oblique surface.

1 All the supposed constricted species of Cylindrocystis have now been shown to belong to the genus Cosmarium.
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Tribe 4. **Closterieae**. Cells elongate, sometimes very long, generally curved; symmetrical in one longitudinal plane only. Cell-wall usually with pores. The cell may arrive at maturity by the development of girdle-bands. At each extremity of the cell is a terminal vacuole with gypsum crystals. *Closterium* Nitzsch, 1817.

Tribe 5. **Cosmarieae**. Cells exhibit great variety of form. Cell-wall consists of two thin, firm layers, always furnished with pores. Girdle-bands are never developed, the cell becoming adult very soon after division by growth of the young semicell to maturity.

Section a. The point of division, where the new and old parts of the cell-wall are obliquely fitted together, remains plane during division.

† Cells solitary. *Docidium* Brèb., 1844; em. Lund., 1871; *Pleurotenium* Nàg., 1849; *Triploceras* Bailey, 1851; *Ichthyorecru* W. & G. S. West, 1897; *Tetmemorus* Ralfs, 1844; *Euastridium* W. & G. S. West, 1907; *Euastrum* Ehrenb., 1832; *Micrasterias* Agardh, 1827; *Cosmarium* Corda, 1834; *Xanthidium* Ehrenb., 1834; *Arthrodemes* Ehrenb., 1838; *Stauastrum* Meyen, 1829.

++ Colonial or filamentous. *Cosmocladium* Brèb., 1856; *Oocardium* Nàg., 1849; *Spherosoma* Corda, 1835; *Onychonema* Wallich, 1860; *Spondylosium* Brèb., 1844; *Phylmatodocis* Nordst., 1877; *Hyalothece* Ehrenb., 1841.

Section b. The point of division of the cell, where the new and the old parts of the cell-wall are obliquely fitted together, develops a girdle-like thickening or ingrowth, which projects both ways into each of the old semicells during division.

*Streptonema* G. C. Wallich, 1860; *Desmidium* Agardh, 1824; *Gymnozyga* Ehrenb., 1840.

The largest genera are *Cosmarium* and *Stauastrum*. A very valuable bibliographical work on the family has been published by Nordstedt ('96; '08).
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Division III. *Stephanokontae*

The group-name *Stephanokontae* was suggested by Blackman & Tansley ('02) for those Alge in which the motile reproductive cells possess a crown of cilia round the clear anterior end. As a divisional name it stands on an equal footing with the *Isokontae*, *Akontae* and *Heterokontae*. The Alge included in it are filamentous, with a great uniformity of morphological characters, and they constitute one of the most distinctive orders of the Chlorophyceae, not only because of the peculiar nature of their ciliated reproductive cells, but also on account of the unique type of division of their vegetative cells.

Order 1. *Œdogoniales.*

In this order the thallus consists of fixed, simple or branched filaments, with a wide range of thickness in the various species. There are only three genera.—*Œdogonium*, *Bulbochate* and *Œdocladium*, the first-named having simple filaments and the two others branched filaments. The following account of the structure and reproduction refers to the genera *Œdogonium* and *Bulbochate*, the third genus *Œdocladium* being dealt with separately.

In the young stages of these plants there are well-marked organs of attachment, although many species of *Œdogonium* float freely when adult. The distinction between base and apex is, however, never lost and can be discerned in every individual cell in the filament. In almost all cases the apical part of the cell is somewhat wider than the basal part and very often slightly tumid. (Consult fig. 240 *A*-*C*; fig. 246 *B*; etc.) There is also a characteristic rigidity about a filament of *Œdogonium* which precludes any such graceful bending as may be noticed in the flexible filaments of *Spirogyra* or *Ullothrix*, and in many of the smaller species there is an inequality in the growth of the individual cells which gives rise to irregular twists and turns in the filament.¹.

¹ This feature reminds one of the similar unequal growth of the segments of a *Rhizoclonium*-filament (vide p. 267).
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generally somewhat tumid with a basal holdfast (fig. 244; fig. 245 A, C—H), but in a few of the smaller species of Edogonium it is depressed-ellipsoid (fig. 246 B—D). The apical cell is often bluntly rounded, but frequently possesses a conical cap (fig. 244 I). In some species the cap is apiculate, in which case this character is shown in the very first cell developed from the zoogonidium (fig. 245 A); and in Edogonium ciliatum (Hass.) Pringsh. the terminal cell is greatly elongated to form a delicate hair. In the genus Bulbochete nearly all the cells, except at the points of insertion of the branches, bear at their dilated upper extremities a laterally placed bristle. This bristle is hollow, with a swollen bulbous base, and may be more than 1 mm. in length (fig. 242; fig. 251). The terminal cell of each branch is always furnished with a bristle.

The cell-wall consists of a thick cellulose layer outside which is a thin cuticle (fig. 241 B). In several species of Bulbochete and in one or two species of Edogonium the exterior of the wall is finely granulate.

The protoplast is largely disposed as a parietal layer in which the chloroplast is embedded, and the cells are uninucleate. The nucleus may be more or less centrally located or it may occupy a parietal position, and in most cases it possesses a prominent nucleolus. The chloroplast is somewhat variable in character, but is always parietal and generally in the form of a reticulum (fig. 240 A). In the smaller species of Edogonium the network is much reduced, but in the larger species it may be rather complex and the pieces of the reticulum often have a tendency to become separate and distinct (fig. 240 B). The chloroplast is furnished with one or more pyrenoids, the number depending largely upon the size of the cells. In the smaller species there is generally only one pyrenoid (fig. 240 C), but in the larger species there may be many pyrenoids distributed through the reticulum. Sometimes
there are no pyrenoids, but large numbers of small starch grains (fig. 240 B), and in the autumn the cells of many species of *Edogonium* are frequently packed with moderately large starch-grains.

Many of the cells in a filament of *Edogonium* may exhibit transverse striations at their upper extremities. This feature, which is most obvious in the larger species, is due to a succession of 'apical caps' resulting from repeated cell-division (fig. 240 D).

Growth is not apical, but for the most part intercalary, and any cell except the basal one may divide. The details of cell-division have been worked out by various authors and notably in recent years by Hirn ('00) and Kraskovits ('05). It is preceded by the division of the nucleus, during the mitosis of which there is formed an intranuclear spindle. At this period there arises a ring-like thickening on the inner side of the wall at the apex of the cell (fig. 241 A). This ring is a circular cushion, the central portion of which consists either of mucilaginous material (Hirn) or of cell-wall substance containing a greater amount of water than the ordinary cell-membrane (Wille), while the peripheral layer (towards the interior of the cell) consists of cellulose. The latter becomes intimately concrescent with the old wall above and below the ring. The first rupture is probably that of the cuticle, which is torn irregularly (fig. 241 B), after which the old cell-wall undergoes a circular split and the peripheral layer of the ring becomes the new intercalary piece of cell-wall (fig. 241 B and C). The new transverse wall arises as a cell-plate between the daughter nuclei and gradually extends outwards to the old wall. This is similar to the condition in higher plants and quite different from the in-creeping transverse walls in *Spirogyra* or *Cladophora*. The upper part of the old wall is pushed upwards as an 'apical cap' by the gradual extension of the new intercalary wall and the number of 'apical caps' indicates the number of divisions any cell has undergone. It is not improbable that the cuticle of the new piece of cell-wall is derived from the material which formed the central part of the ring-thickening.

The plants of *Bulbochaete* are branched (fig. 242), often very profusely, and are invariably attached.
On the germination of the zoogonidium in *Bulbochete* there is formed a basal cell similar to the rhizoidal basal cell in many species of *Edogonium*. This remains the only active cell in the primary axis and is therefore the only one capable of division. The first division of the basal cell is of a simple type, without any ring-formation. The upper part of the wall separates by a circular split and, as the new cell grows upwards, the detached portion is pushed to one side in a lid-like manner (fig. 246 J). This first new cell grows out to form a long tubular bristle with a swollen bulb-like base (fig. 246 J br). Subsequent divisions are normal, with ring-formations, and each new cell is intercalated between the basal cell and the next one above. Thus the upper cell of a branch is the oldest one. Any cell of the main axis, except the basal cell, is a potential basal cell of a side branch, and the branches grow like the main axis by the divisions of their respective basal cells. The cells each undergo one division without ring-formation, the new cell breaking through the mother-cell-wall laterally at its upper end and forming a tubular bulbous bristle (fig. 246 K). Should the cell then become the basal cell of a branch subsequent divisions occur with ring-formation and the axis of the branch is deflected in the direction of the axis of the bristle. The cells of lateral branches of the first order become the basal cells of branches of the second order and so on.

Asexual reproduction takes place by means of zoogonidia of comparatively large size, which are formed singly from the vegetative cells. Very good and reliable accounts of the liberation of the zoogonidia were given by Braun (’49) and by Pringsheim (’58), and since that time some further details have been added. In the vegetative cell about to become a zoogonidium the protoplast undergoes a rejuvenescence and gradually contracts away from the wall. The cell-wall then splits transversely at or near the upper end of the cell and the rejuvenated protoplast, enclosed in a delicate hyaline vesicle, emerges from the opening (fig. 243 A and B). At first the emerging zoogonidium is rather irregular in shape, but it quickly becomes rounded (fig. 243 B) and in many cases pyriform (fig. 89). Around its
anterior pole, which is colourless and sometimes extended to form a protuberance, there is a circle of numerous short cilia. This unique zoogonidium sometimes possesses a pigment-spot. Its exit from the mother-cell only occupies a few minutes, since the rapid disappearance of the delicate vesicle enables it to swim quickly away. On coming to rest it attaches itself by its anterior hyaline end, loses its cilia and develops a cell-wall. From this point onwards germination conforms to two very distinct types, although in both types the cell formed directly from the zoogonidium remains as a differentiated basal cell.

Freund has stated that zoogonidia can be produced in *Edogonium pluviale* by transferring the filaments from a cane-sugar solution to dilute Knop's solution. They are often formed in numbers in both the spring and the autumn when *Edogonium*-filaments are brought from outside temperatures to the temperature of the laboratory.

![Formation and escape of the zoogonidium in *Edogonium concatenatum* (Hass.) Wittr. × 276 (after Hirn).](image)

In the first and most usual type of germination the fixed end of the cell puts out an organ of attachment, which may be simple (fig. 244) or branched (fig. 245 A, and E—H). The nature of this hapteron depends to a great extent upon the particular species and so also does the degree of tumidity of the cell. In most species the basal cell is more or less tumid, but in a few it remains almost cylindrical. The hapteron is in some cases an attaching disc and in others a simple or branched rhizoid. The protoplast extends into the rhizoid and its branches, but as a general rule the chlorophyll does not. The disc-development is generally in those young plants which are attached to a definite substratum (fig. 244 D, E and H), whereas when the young plants remain free-floating and unattached the rhizoidal development is usually most pronounced, and often only a single unbranched rhizoid is developed (fig. 244 F, G and I). This unicellular plant has a distinct apical cap, often convex or conical, and sometimes furnished with an apiculus.
Wille (187) stated that his observations led him to the conclusion that only those young plants which had become attached were able to grow and divide, the unattached unicellular plants invariably forming zoogonidia again. This is very often the case (fig. 245 A), but both Fritsch (1902) and West (G. S. W., 1904) have observed short free-floating young filaments (vide fig. 244 C and I). In E. fonticola A. Br. a basal disc is developed and in those plants which become attached the margins of this disc never become more than crenulate (fig. 245 C and D), whereas in unattached unicellular plants the disc becomes much lobed and branched (fig. 245 E—H; G. S. W., '12).

It is not unusual for the young unicellular plants to liberate their contents as a zoogonidium after a day or two, and this may be repeated through several generations (vide fig. 245 A). During this process the apical cap either falls off or remains as a hinged lid. After a time the young plants become two-celled. Poulsen (1977) was the earliest investigator to give a precise account of this first division and Fritsch (1902) largely confirms his observations. The cell-wall in the apical region becomes thickened by the development of an inner secondary membrane the lower part of which forms a cellulose ring at the upper extremity of the cell, very like that formed during cell-division in the adult filament, but whereas in the latter the outline of the ring makes two acute angles with the inner limit of the cell-wall, in the unicellular plant there is only the lower acute angle, the upper part of the ring going over into the inner layer of the wall above in a gradual curve. A circular split is formed in the outer part of the ring, and by the growing out of the contents of the old cell the ring is gradually stretched until it forms the lateral wall of the new cell. The upper end of the old part of the cell-wall, which now forms the first apical cap, is in some species thrown off, but in others it is permanently retained. After the new lateral wall has been considerably stretched and elongated the first transverse wall appears as a cell-plate. Subsequent divisions generally take place normally as in the cells of the adult filament.

In the second type of germination the basal cell swells out and becomes either depressed-globose or somewhat hemispherical owing to a slight flattening of the under-side by which it is attached (fig. 246). Attention was first directed to this mode of development by Lemmermann (198) and subsequently both Scherringel (1901) and Fritsch (1904) have given a more extended account of it. This basal cell has abundant chlorophyll and starch-grains. It also possesses a small apical cap in the middle of the upper surface. On the first
division the apical cap is detached and through the aperture is protruded a more or less cylindrical outgrowth clothed in a cellulose wall. This is the second cell of the now bicellular plant which either pushes the cap on one side like a hinged lid (fig. 246 G) or carries it upwards on its apex (fig. 246 F and H). This type of growth is the result of the new substance of the cell-wall not arising in the form of a ring but as a hemispherical layer in the upper part of the rounded basal cell.

Fig. 245. A, three generations of *Edogonium rivulare* (L. Cl.) A. Br., two unicellular plants and an escaping zoogonidium (z), x310. B—H, *E. fonticola* A. Br., x330. B, female plant with two oogonia containing oospores (os) and two androzoogonidangia (az) each containing a single immature androzoogonidium; C and D, young male plants which were attached; E—H, developing androzoogonidia which were unattached, showing the much-branched basal disc.

In the first type of germination the actual attachment of the basal cell to the substratum appears to be by a brown cementing substance which is either ferric oxide or some ferric salt (Fritsch, '02), but in the second type of germination there is evidence that the depressed basal cell is attached by a tough mucus.

Sexual reproduction in the *Edogoniales* is of a high type and there is a greater specialization of the male and female organs than in any other Green Algae. The sexual organs are oogonia and antheridia. The oogonium arises as a result of the division of a vegetative cell, and in *Edogonium* the lower cell forms a supporting cell while the upper cell becomes the oogonium. This
upper cell is very often one which, owing to repeated previous divisions, possesses a number of apical caps (vide figs. 247 F; 249 B and C; 250 A), and after division it contains most of the protoplast of the original mother-cell. The supporting cells of some species of *Edogonium* are decidedly swollen [consult fig. 249 C of *E. lautumnarium* Wittr. and fig. 250 A of *E. Borisianum* (Le Cl.) Wittr.]. The oogonia are ovoid, globose or depressed-globose in outward form and in *Edogonium* they occur singly at intervals along the filament or in series of from 2 to 10. When seriate the oogonia arise in basipetal succession by the repeated divisions of the lower or supporting cell.

Fig. 246. *A* and *B*, young plants of *Edogonium Howardii* G. S. West, *x* 520. *C* and *D*, adult plants of *E. inconspicuum* Hirn, *x* 500. *E*—*H*, developmental stages (from the zooconidium) of *E. rufescens* Wittr. var. *Lundellii* (Wittr.) Hirn, *x* 372. *I*, young plant of *E. Virceburense* Hirn, *x* 372. (*E*—*I*, after Scherffel.) Note the form of the basal cell in all these figures. *J*, young plant of *Bulbochete intermedia* De Bary showing the basal cell (*b*) and the growing bristle (*br*) which is the first cell formed from the basal cell. *K*, part of a branch of *B. intermedia* showing the first division of an intercalary cell resulting in the formation of a laterally placed bristle (*br*). *J* and *K*, *x* 300 (after Hirn).

In the genus *Bulbochete* the formation of the oogonium is not so simple as in *Edogonium* since it arises as the result of a double division. The first division results in a transverse wall which cuts off a supporting cell from a primary oogonium-cell (fig. 247 A pr). The latter bulges outwards at its upper end, the new wall bursting through the old mother-cell-wall and forming a swelling under the bulbous base of the bristle. This swelling is the young developing oogonium and about the time it attains its full size the
second division occurs. The new transverse wall cuts off the swollen oogonium from the lower part of the primary oogonium-cell, which becomes a second or upper supporting cell (fig. 247 B s). Each oogonium has thus two supporting cells, of which the lower corresponds to the supporting cell in *Eedogonium*. No further division can take place in either of these cells.

The protoplast of each oogonium becomes rounded off to form a single oosphere or egg-cell, the chloroplast disintegrating and the egg-cell assuming an intensely green colour except at the receptive spot.

There are three distinct sections of the genus *Eedogonium* characterized by the place of development of the antheridia. In the first type the antheridia arise in the same filament as the oogonia and the plants are *monocious* (fig. 248). The other two types are *dioecious*. In one the antheridia are developed in male filaments similar in character and but little inferior in size to the female filaments. Species in which this occurs are *dioecious macrandrous* (fig. 249). In the remaining type the male plants are very small and are attached to the female filaments in the vicinity of the oogonia. Such species are said to be *dioecious nannandrous* (fig. 250).
In the monoecious species of *Edogonium* and *Bulbochete*, and in the dioecious macrandrous species of *Edogonium*, the antheridium arises by a division of a vegetative cell, in which the first dividing wall is laid down near the apex of the cell. It is the upper small daughter-cell which becomes an antheridial cell, and in some of the monoecious species it may remain the only antheridial cell, thus constituting a unicellular antheridium. In most cases, however, the antheridium consists of more than one cell, the antheridial cells arising either by the continued division of the lower daughter-cell or by division of the first-formed antheridial cell.

The number of cells composing the antheridium is fairly constant for any one species, and in the monoecious species the position of the antheridium relatively to the oogonium is also a character of specific importance.
The antherozoids are not always formed in quite the same way. In some of the smaller species of *Ecladogonium* the proplast of the antheridial cell forms one antherozoid. This is exceptional, as in general two antherozoids arise in each antheridial cell (fig. 247 C—E). In some species of *Ecladogonium*, especially the dioecious macrandrous species, they are formed by a vertical division of the proplast, the two antherozoids being side by side in the antheridial cell, but in many others and in *Bulbochætæ* the division is transverse so that the antherozoids are one over the other.

In the dioecious nannandrous species the male plants are very small and are epiphytic on the female plants. They are developed from special motile cells known as androgonidia (or androsporæ) which are produced in androgonidangia (fig. 250 D and E and). The latter, which are often called androsporangia, are short cells, solitary or in chains, and they are sometimes
a little narrower than the filament in which they are produced. The first androgonidangium always arises by the division of a vegetative cell and the others are formed in a manner very similar to the development of a multicellular antheridium. In fact, there is often a very close resemblance between the latter and a chain of androgonidangia. Sometimes the androgonidangia occur in the same filaments as the oogonia (gynandrosporous forms) or they may only be formed in separate filaments (idioandrosporous forms), and in

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 251. A, Bulbochete subintermedia Elfv. B, B. Nordstedtii Wittr. C, B. nana Wittr. a, antheridium; and, androgonidangium; n, manandrium; oo, oogonium. All x 495.

the former case they may, like the antheridia of the monoecious species, occupy more or less constant positions relative to the oogonia.

The androgonidia come to rest either on the wall of the oogenium or on the supporting cells and on germination each produces a ‘dwarf male’ or *nannandrium* (fig. 250 A—C). These tiny male plants are sometimes unicellular, the antherozoids being produced within the single cell. More often they are bicellular or pluricellular, in which cases the antheridia may arise in one of two ways. In many species a transverse wall appears in the originally
unicellular dwarf male and the upper cell becomes the antheridium (antheridium interior; fig. 251 A and B); in other species the antheridium may consist of one or more cells which arise by the division of the first-formed cell in a manner characteristic of cell-division in Edogonium (antheridium exterior; fig. 250 Cw).

When the oosphere is ready for fertilization there is formed in it a clear pellucid space, the receptive spot, opposite the opening in the wall of the oogonium. The latter opens in two distinct ways, either by a pore or by a circular split all round the wall. In both cases the opening may be superior, median or inferior. The antherozoid enters by the opening and sexual fusion results in the oospore (fig. 247 G). The wall of the ripe oospore consists of from one to three layers and not infrequently it exhibits various sculptures. In Edogonium it is sometimes clothed with short spines. The oospore is a resting spore and a short time after the formation of its wall the chlorophyll disappears, the protoplast becoming largely filled with a fatty oil in which there is commonly dissolved a brown or red pigment. It is liberated by the decay of the wall of the oogonium. On germination the thick walls are burst open and the protoplast, now green again, divides into four cells each of which becomes a swarm-cell of the typical Edogonium-type (fig. 252). After swarming for a time the motile cells come to rest and begin to grow into new filaments. In some cases these filaments are asexual and they give rise to several other asexual generations before forming a sexual plant. It has been suggested that the four swarm-cells formed on the germination of the fertilized egg represent a rudimentary sporophytic generation, but this is doubtful and there is no cytological evidence in support of it.

Edogonium fonticola A. Br., which has male plants of small size, is apparently a species intermediate between the truly dioecious macrandrous forms and those with large nannandria. It thus sheds much light on the possible evolution of the nannandrous types (G. S. W., '12). It seems not improbable that the macrandrous species arose from the monocious species by the physiological differentiation of the zoogonidia, some of which gave rise only to female filaments and others only to male filaments. Thus there would have arisen androzoogonidia and gynozoogonidia. In the nannandrous species there is a further differentiation between these two types of zoogonidia in point of view of size, the androzoogonidia being as a rule not more than half the size of the gynozoogonidia, and intermediate between the gynozoogonidium and the antherozoid. All these motile bodies exhibit

Fig. 252. A and B, germination of the oosphere of Edogonium placiale Nordst. C, the four swarm-spores produced on the germination of the oosphere of Bulbochete elachistandra Wittr., ×350. (A and B, after Jurányi; C, after Pringsheim.)
precisely similar morphological characters. How have the androzoogonidia of the nannandrous species arisen? It is not at all probable that they have arisen from the antherozoids of the monoecious species by an increase in size of the antherozoid mother-cells, because two antherozoids almost invariably arise in each cell of the antheridium by the division of the protoplast, whereas the entire protoplast of the androzoogonidangium forms a single androzoogonidium. Seeing that this is also the case in the formation of both the androzoogonidia and gynozoogonidia of the macrandrous species, and in the gynozoogonidia of the nannandrous species, it is reasonable to suppose that the small androzoogonidium of the latter has arisen merely by a reduction in size, which has gone on hand in hand with a greater sexual differentiation. The specialization has become such that the androzoogonidia are attracted to the vicinity of the oogonia and only germinate either on their walls or on the walls of the supporting cells. The male plant which is then developed is so reduced that there is at most only one vegetative cell, or sometimes none, and one antheridium consisting of from one to five cells. The reduction of the male filaments to ‘nannandria’ is to be correlated with the fact that the antherozoids are set free in the immediate vicinity of the oogonia, and, therefore, fewer of them are required in order to ensure fertilization. Moreover, vegetative cells are unnecessary except as a support for the single antheridium, for which one cell easily suffices (G. S. W., '12).

Hirn ('00) is also in agreement with the view just expressed as to the origin of the dwarf males of the nannandrous species of *Edogonium* by the reduction and greater specialization of the androzoogonidia of the macrandrous forms, but Pascher ('06) states that the nannandrous forms have not arisen from the macrandrous forms.

![Fig. 253. *Edocladium protonema* Stahl.](image-url)
The genus *Edocladium*, of which there is only one known species, *Edocladium protonema* Stahl ('91), is a subaerial Alga forming a stratum on damp ground. There is a creeping portion of the thallus, firmly fastened to the substratum by means of numerous colourless rhizoids. Standing up from the creeping part of the thallus are erect branches, which are themselves branched (fig. 253 A). The cell division is like that of *Edogonium*, but growth in length of the branches is mostly the result of the activity of the apical cell. The latter has a conical cap, but is not piliferous. The zoogonidia have the typical circlet of cilia. The plants are monoeious and the oogonia are globose. Propagation may occur by resting ‘cysts’ of one or several cells formed on the underground rhizoids.

Family *Edogoniaceae*.

This is the only family of the *Edogoniales*.

The genera are: *Bulbochetale* Agardh, 1817; *Edogonium* Link, 1820; *Edocladium* Stahl, 1891. The family was first monographed by Wittrock (74) and more recently on a more elaborate scale by Hirn (00). *Bulbocheta* only occurs in the comparatively still waters of pools and lakes or in quiet bog-pools. It is less abundant than *Edogonium*, species of which are found in both still and running water. There are about 240 known species of *Edogonium*, almost all of which are recognized by the characters of the sexual organs. Rather less than half the species are dioecious nannandrous and most of the remainder are monoeious. In the smaller genus *Bulbocheta* most of the species are dioecious nannandrous and the rest monoeious. In the latter the antheridia may be either erect or patent.

In the genus *Edogonium* there is considerable range in size, the smallest species, *E. angustissimum* W. & G. S. West, having filaments only 2μ in thickness, whereas those of *E. fabulosum* Hirn attain a diameter of 85μ.
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Division IV. HETEROKONTÆ

It is to Luther ('99) that we owe the establishment of the group Heterokontæ to embrace a varied assortment of Green Algae which were previously scattered throughout the different families of that section of the Chlorophyceæ now well-established as the Isokontæ.

Our knowledge of these Algae has increased very much during the past few years and it is now possible to discuss their inter-relationships with some degree of certainty. They are of a prevailing yellow-green colour owing to the presence of a greater amount of xanthophyll than occurs in other groups of the Chlorophyceæ. The chromatophores are parietal, often discoidal, and are destitute of pyrenoids. There are usually several or many in each cell. Starch is absent and the stored product of photosynthetic activity is a fatty oil. In other respects the cytological details are similar to those described for the Isokontæ.

The group contains unicellular, colonial, filamentous and coenocytic types, and it is possible to institute a comparison between these and corresponding types in the Isokontæ.

Vegetative multiplication occurs in a few genera by the dissociation of large colonies into smaller aggregates which soon increase in size by further cell-division.

Asexual reproduction takes place by ovoid or pear-shaped zoogonidia, which are furnished with two cilia of unequal length. The latter are often attached rather to one side of the anterior extremity of the zoogonidium. Moreover, the zoogonidia possess, as a rule, more than one chromatophore. Aplanospores are frequently formed in some genera, either singly or several in each cell.

Gamogenesis occurs in a number of genera and the isogametes are biciliated. It is not improbable that exact observations and accurate methods will demonstrate that the ciliation of the gametes is similar to that of the zoogonidia, but so far such observations as have been made are few in number and not sufficiently precise.\(^1\)

\(^1\) It should be remembered that the second short cilium was not clearly demonstrated until 1898, previous to which date the zoogonidia and gametes of these Algae were almost invariably described as possessing only one cilium. The short cilium is usually carried in a backward direction, pressed more or less closely against the body of the motile cell.

W. A.
Heterokontæ

It is a noteworthy fact that there are no highly developed reproductive organs, or even differentiated reproductive cells, in any family of the group.

Bohlin, in two excellent papers (‘97; ‘01 A), strongly emphasized the importance of maintaining the group of the Heterokontæ, but in completely separating the group from all other Green Algae he was just as much in error as was Wille in separating the Conjugate from the rest of the Chlorophyceæ. Blackman & Tansley (‘02) and also West (G. S. W., '04) supported Bohlin's views, the former even to the extent of including the Vaucheriæææ in the Heterokontæ (vide p. 249).

Concerning the classification of the Heterokontæ there is no doubt that the old order 'Confervales,' which embraced all but the Flagellate forms, was much too wide in its scope and cannot in future be retained. A number of suggestions have recently been put forward by Pascher (‘13 b; '14) and it is necessary that they should be carefully considered. In his first paper in 1913 he subdivided the Heterokontæ into five groups which he regarded as equivalent to corresponding groups in the Chlorophyceæ (= Isokontæ of this work). They may be briefly summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heterokontæ</th>
<th>Chlorophyceæ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterochloriadales</td>
<td>Volvocales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterocapsales</td>
<td>Tetrasporales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heterocapsaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>? Botryococcaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mischococcaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterococcales</td>
<td>Protococcales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chlorobotrydaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sciaziaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterotrichales</td>
<td>Ulotrichales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribonemaceæ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosiphonales</td>
<td>Siphonales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In his later paper, in 1914, Pascher widely separated the Heterokontæ from the 'Chlorophyceæ,' placing the latter along with the Conjugate in a new primary group, the Chlorophyta, and the former, along with the Chrysophyceæ and Bacillariales, in another new group, the Chrysophyta. The correlated scheme of arrangement of the 'Chrysophyta,' 'Pyrrophyta' (which includes the Peridiniææ and the Cryptomonadales) and 'Chlorophyta,' as set forth by Pascher, is very methodical, but the scheme must be considered in the light of facts. There is little, if any, reason for separating the Heterokontæ so decisively from the remainder of the Green Algae that two of the intervening groups are the 'Phaeophyta' (which is presumably a new name for the Phæophyceæ) and the 'Pyrrophyta.' Moreover, a large part of the scheme depends upon the supposed validity of the 'Volvocales,' 'Tetrasporales' and 'Protococcales' as independent orders. In this work a division of this kind cannot be admitted, since the complete separation of such groups
Heterococcales

would be to a great extent artificial. The so-called 'Volvocales' and 'Tetrasporales' are merely sections of the Protococcales. The 'Volvocales' have never emerged from the Protococcales; nor have the 'Tetrasporales,' although the tetrasporine tendency has resulted in the evolution of Algae of greatly increased complexity and definiteness of form (vide p. 157).

For the classification of the Heterokontae to be consistent with that of the Isokontae adopted in this work it is necessary to include Pascher's Heterochloridales and Heterocapsales in the Heterococcales, which thus becomes in the Heterokontae the precise equivalent of the Protococcales in the Isokontae. The Heterotrichales and the Heterosiphonales (including Botrydiun only) are legitimate and well-founded groups. It is highly probable, as both Luther and Bohlin contend, that the Heterokontae were evolved along an independent line from the rest of the Green Alge, having arisen from Flagellate forms such as Chloramoba (fig. 254) and passed through low intermediate types like Leuvenia Gardner ('10) and Chlorosaccus Luther ('99), in which the dominant phase has become nonmotile.

A good general account of the group and a synopsis of many of the species has been given by Heering ('06), but the more recent suggestions concerning the classification of the group do not, of course, occur in his work.

Order 1. **HETEROCOCCALES.**

The Alge included in this order of the Heterokontae are unicellular or colonial. The cells vary much in outward form and in the way in which they are associated to form colonies.

In the more primitive types (Chlorosaccus, Stipitococcus) the cell-wall is very thin, but in the more advanced types (Chlorobotrys, Botrydiopsis, Ophiocytium) the wall is firm and strong. In some genera, such as Chlorobotrys and Pelagocystis, there is a great development of mucilage. Mischococcus has a branched colony which is almost unique amongst the Green Alge, and the shapeless colonies of Botryococcus are even yet somewhat of a puzzle. In Ophiocytium the cells are elongate and curved or coiled, and in the Sciadium-section of the genus the daughter-cells, which are developed from zoogonidia or aplanospores, remain attached in an umbellate manner to the open apex of the old mother-cell, the colony being technically of the nature of a coenobium. The cells contain from one to many chromatophores, the greatest number occurring in Botrydiopsis.
In the Heterococcales it would appear that there is nothing corresponding to the family Volvocaceae of the Protococcales. The only forms predominantly motile, such as Chloramoeba and Vaucheria, are distinctly Flagellate in character, being naked and ameboid, and cannot rightly be placed in the Heterococcales. Pascher (13 b) tabulates his 'Heterochloriadales' as more or less equivalent to his 'Volvocales,' but this is not in agreement with known facts and the two genera included in his new group, namely, Chloramoeba and Stipitococcus, have not much in common with each other.

The families Chlorosaccacese and Chlorotheciaceae are respectively almost exactly equivalent to the Palmellaceae and the Planosporaceae among the Isokontae. In Ophiocytium is seen the probable starting-point of the principal filamentous type, and the striking similarity between the structure of the cell-wall in this genus and in Tribonema (consult fig. 262) is particularly significant.

Multiplication occurs in various families by cell-division and by the breaking up of the larger colonies. Reproduction occurs in many cases by zoogonidia and sometimes, as in Ophiocytium, aplanospores are chiefly formed.

Family Chlorosaccaceae.

This is the most primitive family of the unicellular and colonial Heterokontae, occupying much the same position as the Palmellaceae among the Tetrasporine Protococcales. The non-motile condition is the dominant one, and in Chlorosaccus and Racovitiella the cells are embedded in a copious mucus. Cell-division takes place abundantly in this state. In Stipitococcus (fig. 255) and Peroniella the cells are attached by delicate stalks to the filaments of larger Algae, and in many cases the length of the stalk is determined by the thickness of the mucous investment of the host. It seems probable that in both genera the stalk is the modified longer cillum. In Mischococcus the cells are globular and are united to form small branched colonies by thick tubular stalks of mucilage in the distal ends of which the cells are embedded (fig. 256). Each cell possesses from one to four chromatophores. Reproduction is by zoogonidia, which in Chlorosaccus and Mischococcus have each a pair of chromatophores. The unequal cilia are attached at the anterior extremity. Aplanospores are known to be formed in Peroniella.
Isogametes occur in *Mischococcus*, in which genus the zygospore on germination divides in two directions in one plane, forming an epiphytic cushion, all the cells of which are situated on short, broad, mucilaginous stalks. This condition might almost be regarded as a palmella-state.

The genera are: *Peroniella* Gobi, 1887; *Stipitococcus* W. & G. S. West, 1898; *Mischococcus* Nægeli, 1849; *Chlorosaccus* Luther, 1898; *Racovitziella* De Wildeman, 1900 (= *Tetrasporopsis* Lemmermann & Schmidt (according to Wille); *Dictyospharopsis* Schmidt, 1903).

*Peroniella* and *Stipitococcus* might be compared with *Physocytium* among the *Palmellaceae*, and similarly a comparison might be instituted between *Mischococcus* and *Prasinocladus*.

Fig. 256. *Mischococcus confervicola* Næg. A, entire colony; B and C, parts of other colonies. All \( \times 500 \).

**Family Botryococcaceae.**

It is highly probable that the *Botryococcaceae* form a natural family and the genera included in it seem to belong to the Heterokontae rather than to the Isokontae. All the forms are colonial, the smallest colonies being those of *Stichoglena* and the largest those of *Botryococcus*. The colonies are, as a rule, free-floating and they may occur in great numbers in the freshwater plankton. In *Stichoglena* they usually consist of four or eight cells, enveloped in abundant but rather indistinct mucilage, each group of four cells being disposed in a somewhat irregular cruciform manner, and the poles of the cells being connected by firmer and thicker mucilaginous strands. There are two parietal chromatophores in each cell. A less-known genus is *Askenasyella* in which the colonies, although larger than in *Stichoglena*, are still comparatively small. The cells are rounded or pear-shaped and arranged in a more or less radiating manner in the enveloping mucus. In each cell there is a single greatly hollowed chromatophore.
Botryococcus is the most important genus of the family and in some respects it is the most curious genus in the whole of the Chlorophyceae. Its characters long remained obscure and to some extent they are yet very puzzling. It is a difficult Alga to examine with accuracy, with the result that it has been described under several generic names. It occurs as aggregates of botryoidal groups of cells, each group being so closely encased in a peculiar envelope that in the common species *Botryococcus Braunii*, nothing can be seen of the structure of the colony by direct observation (fig. 257 A and B). Chodat ('96) has given the most complete account of *B. Braunii* yet published. Each botryoidal aggregate is rounded although slightly hollowed on its inner side, and it consists of a variable number of cells (20 to 30, or more) arranged as a peripheral layer within the outer envelope (fig. 257 C). The cells are obovate and somewhat elongated, each adult cell being embedded in a sort of gelatinous cupule. The outer envelope, which is doubtless a secretion of the underlying cells, is of a most irregular character, being folded, wrinkled and often produced into all manner of irregular lobes, processes and spines. This membrane stains strongly with fuchsin, but with chlor-zinc-iodine there is no colouration. Strand-like continuations of the membrane join together the various botryoidal groups of the colony.

Each cell contains one cup-shaped chloroplast, but this does not as a rule extend to the outer extremity of the cell. Small granules of starch have been detected in the cells and a variable quantity of oil is produced in each cell. This oil may sometimes pass out of the cells, in which case it adheres to the botryoidal groups and their connecting strands and adds to the general obscurity of the structure of the colony. In the late summer and autumn the whole colony may assume a brick-red colour owing to the formation of a pigment which is dissolved in the oil. The cells multiply exclusively by longitudinal division.

No motile state is known in any of the Botryococcaceae.
Chlorotheciaceæ

The genera are: Botryococcus Küttzing, 1849 [= Ineffigiata W. & G. S. West, 1897; em. 1903; Botryomonas Schmidle, 1899; Botryococcus Lemmermann, 1903]; Stichogloea Chodat, 1897 [incl. Oodesmus Schmidle, 1902]; Askenasyella Schmidle, 1902 [= Actinobotrys W. & G. S. West, 1905].

Botryococcus Braunii Küttz. is a very abundant Alga, occurring in bogs, ditches, tanks, water-burts, ponds and lakes, but it is in the plankton of lakes that it attains its greatest development. It is equally abundant in both temperate and tropical regions, and whereas in bogs and pools the colonies rarely exceed 80—100 μ in diameter, in the plankton they may attain a diameter of 1 mm. (or even more). The large colonies are very oily and in calm weather they float in great numbers at the surface of the water. In the late summer, when the oil becomes brick-red, the waters of an entire lake may become tinged with a red colour. This red colouration of the waters of lakes owing to a vast abundance of colonies of Botryococcus Braunii has been observed in England, Switzerland and Central Africa.

Family Chlorotheciaceæ.

The Alge of this family are all unicellular epiphytes, mostly gregarious in habit. The cells are subglobose, ovoid, ellipsoid or sometimes rather elongated and acuminate at the apex. They are attached by a stalk of variable length at the base of which is a more or less conspicuous disc. The stalk and disc form the basal part of the cell-wall, so that the attachment of the cells is of an entirely different character from that which occurs in Peroniella and Stipitococcus. Each cell contains from two to many parietal chromatophores. The two known genera of the family were described by Borzi and it is to him, especially in his later work (Borzi, '95), that we owe our knowledge of their life-histories. Cell-division does not occur. On the reproduction of Chlorothecium there is an increase in the size of the cell followed by a division of the protoplast which results in the formation of a number (24 or more) of aplanospores. These are liberated by the dissolution of the mother-cell-wall and at once become zoogonidangia, setting free either two or four zoogonidia. The latter come to rest and grow into new plants, or they may be facultative gametes and conjugate in pairs. In Characiopsis reproduction usually occurs by zoogonidia, of which four or eight are formed in each cell. At other times several or many aplanospores may be formed and, as in Chlorothecium, on liberation they immediately become gametangia which set free two or four gametes. In both genera the zygospores do not rest, but at once produce zoogonidia.

The genera are: Chlorothecium Borzi, 1885, and Characiopsis Borzi, 1895. Species of Characiopsis are not rare, but very little is known concerning Chlorothecium other than the observations of its original describer. Printz ('14) has recorded it from Norway. The
only species is *Chlorothecium* Pirotte. Borzi and should it be shown that the cells of this Alga are able to give rise directly to zoogonidia then the genera *Characiopsis* and *Chlorothecium* would have to be united. As it is, the distinction between them is very slender. Borzi figures the zoogonidia with one cilium, as he also does in *Mischococcus*, but it is probable that the shorter cilium was overlooked.

*Characiopsis* greatly resembles the genus *Characium* in the Protozoa and the two genera have not only been greatly confused in the past, but they are by no means properly understood at the present time. (Compare Lemmereimann, '14, and Printz, '14.)

**Family Chlorobotrydaceae.**

This family includes a number of free-floating unicellular Algae with firm cell-walls. In *Botrydiopsis*, *Pseudotetraedron* and *Centritractus* the cells are solitary, in *Chlorobotrys* they occur in fairly regular groups of 2, 4 or 8 enveloped in mucilage, and in *Polychloris* they are so aggregated that they are sometimes angular by compression. The firmness of the cell-wall is undoubtedly a character of the family and, in *Chlorobotrys*, Bohlin ('01 b) states that the wall contains silica although it is not brittle. The amount of silica must, however, be very small; less, even, than in some Desmids.

In *Pseudotetraedron* (vide Pascher, '13 A) and in *Centritractus* the cell-wall consists of two halves, one of which slightly overlaps the other. It would also appear from Bohlin's account of specimens from the Azores that the wall of the cylindrical cysts of *Chlorobotrys regularis* consists of two halves, but in the vegetative cells of *Chlorobotrys* the wall is continuous.

The cells are globose except in *Pseudotetraedron* and *Centritractus*; in the first-named genus they are rectangular when seen from the front and compressed when seen from the side or end. In this genus the cells are also furnished with four long bristles, one at each angle of the front view. In *Centritractus* the cells are cylindrical with somewhat swollen conical extremities, each of which is furnished with a long bristle.

There are two to many parietal

---

1 *Chlorobotrys* is very abundant in the bogs of the British Islands (from which situations it was first described as *Chlorococcus regularis* W. West) and the present author has found that boiling in fuming nitric acid dissolves the walls more easily than in some species of *Pleurotenium* and *Euastrum*. 
chromatophores in each cell, fewest in Centritractus and most in Botrydiopsis and Polychloris. The chromatophores are sometimes discoidal, but at other times cushion-like. The cells are uninucleate.

Multiplication takes place by cell-division in three directions in Chlorobotrys and Polychloris, and in the former it is the usual method of propagation, motile cells being unknown. In this genus the families of 4, 8 or 16 cells are often very symmetrical, but beyond this number they become irregular. During division the contiguous walls of the daughter-cells are at first much flattened, but afterwards they gradually become more convex. In Pseudotetraëdron and Chlorobotrys 'cysts' occur, which on germination produce one or two individuals. In Botrydiopsis a number of spherical aplanospores are sometimes formed in each mother-cell (fig. 259 B). It is only in Botrydiopsis and Polychloris that zoogonidia occur, a large number being formed in each cell (fig. 259 C). These zoogonidia possess two or many chromatophores and in Botrydiopsis it has been shown that they possess two unequal cilia. In Botrydiopsis the aplanospores may at once become zoogonidangia, or, after a period of rest, they may become gametangia. The gametes have only one chromatophore and a pair of almost equal cilia.

The genera are: Botrydiopsis Borzi, 1889; Polychloris Borzi, 1892; Chlorobotrys Bohlin, 1901; Centritractus Lemmermann, 1900; Pseudotetraëdron Pascher, 1913.

Chlorobotrys mostly occurs in Sphagnum-bogs. The other genera are usually found in small ponds and ditches, although Centritractus has been observed in the plankton.

It is possible that Pelagocystis Lohmann, 1903 [= Clementsia Murray, 1905] should be placed in this family. It is an Alga of the marine plankton occurring as small colonies, which are enveloped in a rounded mass of mucus. The cells are mostly arranged in pairs, or in fours, and each group shows a more or less distinct lamellation of the mucus immediately surrounding it. The cell-wall is firm, and there is apparently only one parietal chromatophore and an abundance of oil as a food-reserve. Division of the cells takes place in three directions and the larger colonies dissociate into smaller ones. The general disposition of the cells in the colony is very similar to that in Chlorobotrys although the colonies attain a larger size.

Family Ophiocytiaceæ.

The Alge of this family are either free-floating or attached and they differ from all other members of the Heterococcales in the greatly elongated cells. The principal genus is Ophiocytium, in which the cells are generally
many times longer than their diameter and almost always curved, in very many cases being spirally contorted (fig. 261 A). There is, as a rule, a distinct base and apex to each cell, the base being produced into a stalk or a short spine and the apex more or less distinctly swollen (fig. 261 A). Sometimes both ends of the cell are similar, either blunt or spined (fig. 261 H and I). There is at first a single nucleus, but in the larger and more elongate cells several nuclei have been detected. The chromatophores are rather large, parietal and (in optical section) H-shaped, being arranged in a series from end to end of the cell. Pyrenoids do not occur, but in some species oil-globules are a conspicuous feature of the cells. No vegetative division occurs and reproduction so far as is definitely known is entirely asexual. It takes place normally by the division of the proplast to form ellipsoidal aplanospores (up to 16 in number), which escape from the apical end of the mother-cell by the detachment of a lid. More rarely zoogonidia are produced, 8 in each cell, and these also escape from the apex of the cell. The existence of gametes has been suspected, but is doubtful. In the attached forms, which were at one time placed in the genus Sciadium, the zoogonidia usually come to rest on the rim of the empty tube-like mother-cell and there grow into a colony of adult cells. Another generation may be formed in a like manner from each of these cells and thus a curious umbellate colony may be built up.

The structure of the cell-wall was carefully investigated by Bohlin ('97), who found that it was essentially similar to that exhibited by Tribonema (vide fig. 262).

In Bumilleriopsis brevis (Gerneck) Printz the cells are comparatively short, bent, and irregularly cylindrical, with parietal discoidal chromatophores. Moreover, the cell never has more than one nucleus.

The genera are: Ophiocytium Nägeli, 1849 [inclus. Sciadium A. Br., 1855] and Bumilleriopsis Printz, 1914. Species of Ophiocytium are common in both temperate and tropical countries, very often occurring in small ponds and pools in which there is a deficiency of aération.
It seems probable that the genus *Actidesmium* Reinsch (1891) should be included in the Ophiocytiaceae. This Alga forms free-floating colonies in which the primary mother-cells radiate from a central point. These cells are elongate-fusiform and each sets free 16 zoogonidia from its distal end. The latter come to rest on the open end of the mother-cell and there grow into new cells, the whole colony being reminiscent of *Ophiocytium Arbuseata*. The cells possess a parietal chromatophore and the food-reserve is oil.

![Diagram of cell structure](image)

**Fig. 262.** Diagrams to illustrate the structure of the cell-wall in *Tribonema* and *Ophiocytium*. The series on the left represents cell-division and the growth of the cell-wall in *Tribonema*. On the right the growth of the wall in *Ophiocytium* is depicted. (After Bohlin.)

### Order 2. HETEROTRICHALLES.

All the Algae of this order are filamentous, with or without a little enveloping mucus. Almost all forms of asexual reproduction occur within the order and gamogenesis has also been observed.

There is only one established family—the Tribonemaceae—which is more or less equivalent to the Ulotrichaceae among the Isokontae.

**Family Tribonemaceae.**

First established in 1904 (G. S. W., '04) this family is here limited to filamentous unbranched types of the Heterokontae. *Tribonema* is one of the most abundant of the genera of Green Algae, *T. bombycina* having a worldwide distribution. In *T. affinis* and other species the filaments are exactly cylindrical, but in *T. bombycina* the cells are normally a little barrel-shaped and not infrequently a trifle irregular in their growth (fig. 263 A). The
apical cell may have a conical extremity or, as in *T. affinis*, it may be apiculate. The cell-wall is very firm and has a definite structure, readily breaking up into H-pieces in the genus *Tribonema*, but to a much less marked degree in *Bumilleria*. Each H-piece consists of a transverse wall with a cylindrical piece on either side, and the whole is composed of a number of apposed layers of pectic compounds (fig. 263 G). Each cell is thus bounded by the halves of two H-pieces. The cells are uninucleate or very rarely binucleate. The chromatophores are parietal discs in *T. bombycina*

![Diagram of Tribonema bombycina](https://example.com/diagram.png)

*Fig. 263. A—G, Tribonema bombycina (Ag.) Derb. & Sol.; A, part of vegetative filament; B, showing aplanospores (ap); C, zoogonidium; D—F, germination of zoogonidium and formation of young plants; G, showing structure of cell-wall after treatment with potassium hydrate. H and I, *T. bombycina* forma minor (Wille) G. S. West. G, ×570 (after Bohlin); A—F, H and I, ×450.*

and most other species (consult fig. 263 A and B). *It is this discoidal character of the parietal chromatophores which at once distinguishes the common species of Tribonema from all other Green Algae.* In *T. affinis* the chromatophores, although parietal, are few in number and very irregular in shape. The stored reserve is oil, which is scattered in small globules through the cell.

Asexual reproduction takes place by the formation of globular or ellipsoid aplanospores, which escape by the breaking up of the filament (fig. 263 B
and I); also by zoogonidia with a pair of unequal cilia and two or more parietal chromatophores (fig. 88 C; fig. 263 C). Either one or two zoogonidia may arise from a single cell; the inequality of the cilia was first demonstrated by Bohlin ('97). In the escape of the aplanospores and zoogonidia the H-pieces of the cell-wall fall apart, thus causing a dislocation of the filaments.

Gametes are only rarely produced. They are isogamous although conjugation is to some extent anisogamous, since it is stated that one gamete comes to rest before the other swarms up to it and fuses with it.

In Bumilleria the filaments are slender and somewhat delicate, and the cell-wall is not so distinctly built up of H-pieces; neither do the latter exhibit the special structure which is so characteristic of the wall of Tribonema. On the other hand, the filament may possess a by no means insignificant mucous sheath, continuous in character and consisting of the pectic constituents of the wall. Much investigation is still required concerning the zoogonidia and gametes of this genus.

The genera are: Tribonema Derbes & Solier, 1856 [= Confera as defined by Lagerheim, 1888]; Bumilleria Borzi, 1895. For full reasons for the abandonment of the generic name 'Confera' consult Hazen ('02) or West (G. S. W., '04). Tribonema bombycina (with its forma minor) is a common Alga in all countries and it occurs in very varied habitats.

Bumilleria is much less frequent than Tribonema, but is occasionally found in considerable quantity in small ponds.
The genus Monocilia Gerneck, '07 [= Heterococcus Chodat, '08] should have a place in the Heterotrichales. It is a small Alga with very short branched filaments, the cells of which have thin walls and a few parietal discoidal chromatophores. Owing to the branched character of its filaments and the homogeneous nature of its thin cell-walls it is not possible to include it in the Tribonemaceae. It should rather be placed in another family—the Monociliaceae. The food-reserve is oil and the zoogonidia have two unequal cilia. A 'palmella-state' has been observed in this Alga. There are two described species, M. viridis Gerneck and M. flavescens Gerneck.

Order 3. HETEROSIPHONALES.

This order includes only the single family Botrydiaceae, in which the form of the plant differs markedly from all other Algae of the Heterokontae. Each individual is a rounded or pyriform coenocyte of macroscopic size and is attached to a damp substratum by means of rhizoids. Gametes have not been observed, although there are several methods of asexual reproduction.

Family Botrydiaceae.

The family includes the single genus Botrydium Wallroth (1815), which was first accurately investigated by Rostafinski & Woronin ('77). The plants consist of green pear-shaped or spherical coenocytes, about 1 to 2 mm. in diameter, growing on damp mud into which they are firmly 'rooted' by a branched system of rhizoids (fig. 265 1 and 5). Each coenocyte consists of a vesicular bladder with a lining layer of cytoplasm in which are embedded numerous nuclei and chromatophores. The latter are small, lenticular or fusiform, and in their very young stages, Klebs ('96) states that they contain 'pyrenoid-like' bodies. The chromatophores are situated in the outer part of the lining cytoplasm and in full-grown plants they are usually arranged in several layers, the nuclei being internal to them. Starch is not formed. The rhizoids possess protoplasmic contents and many nuclei, but normally they contain no chromatophores. Wager has observed mitotic division of the nuclei in the rhizoids and states that the chromatic substance appears to reside wholly in the nucleolus.

Reproduction is purely asexual and may occur in a variety of ways, depending largely upon the conditions of environment, any change of conditions usually resulting in a corresponding variation of the reproductive process. Rostafinski & Woronin ('77) worked out the different methods of asexual reproduction and the final result in every case is the production either of zoogonidia or of 'cysts' (sometimes termed 'aplanospores'), the latter often becoming hypnocysts. The whole vesicular plant becomes a huge
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zoogonidangium when submerged in water and the zoogonidia escape in great numbers from an apical opening (fig. 265 2). The zoogonidia are small and ovoid in shape, with two chromatophores and two unequal cilia. If the plants are wet, but not submerged, the zoogonidia do not swarm out, but round themselves off as non-motile gonidia, each of which can grow into a new plant. If, on the other hand, the plants become dry, such as when exposed to strong sunshine, the cytoplasm with the nuclei and chromatophores passes down into the rhizoids and there becomes divided up into a number of separate portions which surround themselves with new walls and become 'cysts' (fig. 265 3). The cysts may develop in more than one way. If submerged in water they form zoogonidia at once; if placed on damp earth in the light each cyst puts out a rhizoid and develops directly into a new

Fig. 265. 1—4, Botrydium grunulatum (L.) Grev. 1, vegetative plant; 2, the escape of zoogonidia; 3, the formation of 'cysts' in the rhizoids; 4, four zoogonidia. 5, Botrydium Wallrothii Kütz. 1—3 and 5, x about 50; 4, x about 800. (After Rostafinski & Woronin, from Olmanna.)

N.B. The zoogonidia are here depicted with only one cilium, but it has been definitely shown that they possess two of unequal length.
plant; if the cysts remain in the mud in the dark they become hypnocysts and may rest for a long time, although when ultimately moistened they at once become zoogonidangia. The zoogonidangia always begin development in the same way. On coming to rest they become rounded off and increase in size. The nucleus begins division and there is soon a great increase in the number of both nuclei and chromatophores. At this stage a delicate rhizoid is developed. Subsequent development is variable and depends largely upon external conditions, but finally vegetative plants are produced.

Rostafinski & Woronin described a sexual reproduction by the fusion of isogonangia, but Klebs (96) has shown that in all probability the life-histories of two organisms were confused by those authors.

*Botrydium granulatum* (L.) Grev. is a very local Alga and is not often observed because the conditions necessary for the development of the vegetative plants only rarely obtain. It is found almost exclusively upon drying-up mud turned out from ditches, canals, etc., or on the drying bottom of a muddy pond. It seems highly probable that some form of resting-spore of *Botrydium*, probably a hypnocyst, is universally distributed in the mud of fresh waters in temperate regions and also in many parts of the tropics, since the vegetative plants almost invariably appear when such mud attains a certain degree of dryness.

There is a second species—*B. Wallrothii* Kütz.—which differs in its thicker lamellate cell-wall, in the characters of the rhizoidal part, and in other minor details. Klebs regarded this species as a hypnosporangium-state of *B. granulatum*, but Iwanoff has given good reasons for its retention as a separate species.
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THE OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHWATER ALGAE

Freshwater Algae are universal in their occurrence, no moist situation being without some type of Alga. They are found on damp earth, rocks, walls, tree-trunks, etc.; they are met with in all kinds of running water, from the torrent and the waterfall to the slowest river; but it is in the still waters of pools and lakes that they exhibit the greatest diversity and attain their maximum abundance. They occupy, therefore, very varied habitats, and it is because habitat plays such an important part in both the occurrence and distribution of freshwater Algae that it is here made the basis of the treatment of the subject1.

The ecology of freshwater Algae is still so much in its infancy that a satisfactory ecological summary is impossible with our present knowledge. The following account of the occurrence and distribution of these plants is based largely upon the author's wide experience of them during the past twenty years or more, although the views of other authors have been carefully considered and reference is constantly made to them2. In view of our limited knowledge of the factors controlling the distribution and periodicity of freshwater Algae generalizations are well nigh impossible and certainly very unwise.

Special ecological terms have been avoided as far as possible, since in dealing with freshwater Algae they are so easily mis-applied. Most of the algal vegetation of fresh waters can be regarded as forming associations of a more or less definite character, the peculiarities of which are the direct result of habitat and the nature and amount of the dissolved salts in the water. The latter is a factor of great importance and is to a large extent

1 Some of the main features of this chapter were explained by the author in a lecture delivered at University College, London, on Feb. 18th, 1915.

2 Many of the conclusions put forward by various authors in recent years have been very erroneous and do not stand the test of enquiry. This is mainly owing to deductions having been made from very limited investigations and to want of precise knowledge of the Algae dealt with. To make any reliable contribution to our knowledge of algal ecology it is essential that the author should have an extensive grasp of the taxonomies of the various groups, since to discuss the distribution and periodicity of genera, as is so often done, is in most cases quite futile and merely leads to confusion.
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dependent upon the geological formation. In both small and large bodies of water the algal associations often change with the seasons, so that a succession of associations may occur in the same habitat.

In recognition of the primary importance of habitat the subject is dealt with under the following headings:

I. Subaërial Associations.
II. Associations of Irrorated (or dripping) Rocks.
III. Aquatic Associations.

I. Subaërial Associations.

Many freshwater Algae live under subaërial conditions, having adapted themselves to a life in a damp atmosphere. Most of them are able to survive a considerable period of desiccation, and it is amongst these subaërial types that one meets with what is, perhaps, the nearest approach to an actual plant-formation among freshwater Algae.

1. Protococcus-formation. This is the most general and at the same time most distinctive algal 'formation' in north temperate regions. It consists of a bright green incrustation of Protococcus viridis Ag. (= Pleurococcus vulgaris auct.) covering the windward side of tree-trunks, branches, walls, palings, etc. It is most conspicuous in those areas in which the annual rainfall exceeds 30 inches, but may be almost equally abundant in low-lying damp areas with a less rainfall, as in the fen-districts of the east of England. The Alga is perennial and in some cases has a slight admixture of Stichococcus bacillaris Näg. In parts of Canada the latter may almost entirely replace the Protococcus.

2. Zygnema ericetorum-formation. Extensive felt-like mats of this Alga occur on the surface of the ground on heaths and moors, more particularly where the soil is peaty. On almost pure peat-soil the algal cells develop phyceoporphyrin so that the mats assume a purple colour. In the British Islands Zygnema ericetorum occurs at all elevations, but is seen in greatest abundance on peat-moors, such as those of the Pennine Chain. On damp heaths the Alga is not so conspicuous. It is perennial and can be found at all times of the year, although its maximum activity is in the late spring. As a rule it remains throughout the year in a purely vegetative condition, but in the winter months aplanospores may be formed (West & Starkey, '15).

3. Prasiola-formation. This is very limited in extent except on certain sea-coasts. Prasiola crispa, which is the commonest species, is a perennial Alga able to withstand much desiccation, especially in the 'Hormidium-state.' It requires an abundance of nitrogen and is a common Alga in towns and villages. It sometimes occurs in quantity in the haunts of sea-birds,
and in the Antarctic continent it forms a veritable carpet on the sloping ground below the penguin rookeries (W. & G. S. W., '11).

4. Leaf- and bark-epiphytes. Prominent amongst these is the genus Trentepohlia, the abundant presence of which depends entirely upon rainfall. There are many species of the genus, about two-thirds of the number being tropical epiphytes, and it is in the damp tropical woodland areas that species of Trentepohlia attain their greatest luxuriance. In temperate countries they are frequent in those districts with an annual rainfall of upwards of 40 inches. In western Europe several species occur on the trunks and branches of trees in woodlands at no considerable altitude. It is a curious fact, however, that T. aurea, which is much the commonest species in the
British Islands, occurs almost entirely on the vertical faces of rocks facing the 'drive' of the wind. This species ascends to 1200 feet in the Pennine Chain. In the tropics many species of Trentepohlia are leaf-epiphytes.

Belonging to the same family, the Trentepohliaeae, are the genera Phycopeltis and Cephalodia, most of the species of which are epiphyllous. One species of Phycopeltis occurs in Europe, but all the known species of Cephalodia are tropical and one of them, Cephalodia virescens, is a destructive parasite (consult p. 310). In some species of all the genera of the Trentepohliaeae the cells contain a quantity of the red pigment haematochrome and are thus able to live in situations where they are exposed to light of strong intensity.

Phyllosiphon (fig. 156) and Phytophysa (fig. 266), both of which belong to the Phyllosiphonaceae, have become partial parasites, the former in the leaves of various genera of the Araeceae and the latter in the stems of Pilea, a tropical genus of the Urticaceae.

In damp tropical areas leaf- and bark-epiphytes are largely composed of the Myxophyceae. On the bark of trees they often occur amongst a more or less prolific growth of Bryophytes. There are various associations in which the following genera are abundantly represented: Hapalosiphon, Stigonema, Scytonema, Schizothrix, Phormidium, Chroococcus and Gloeocapsa. Other genera are also represented to a less degree. Fritsch ('07 b and '07 c) has remarked upon the abundance of such associations in Ceylon, but it seems that in certain of the mountainous islands of the West Indies these Blue-green associations attain their maximum development (consult W. & G. S. W., '94; '99) and amongst the tangled mass of threads many other Algae also occur. In the island of Dominica various genera of desmids, diatoms and of the Protopolococcales habitually live on trees!

One minute diatom—Navicula contenta—is chiefly found as an epiphyte on the leaves of trees.

5. Miscellaneous ‘formations’ and associations on rocks and on damp ground. Among the Blue-green Algae there are several more or less definite subaerial formations.

In the north-west of Scotland and in the Hebrides there is a Gloeocapsa magma-formation on the damp ground. It is sometimes sufficient in amount to give a distinct reddish-brown colouration to wide areas.

In West Africa Porphyrosiphon Notarisii may carpet the ground extensively, covering wide areas with a reddish-brown felt. In the same part of the world Scytonema Myochrous var. chorographicum is the cause of the 'pedras negras' of Angola (vide Welwitsch, '68; W. & G. S. W., '97).

In temperate climates many kinds of subaerial Algae occur on the ground and on damp rocks and stones. Much the most frequent Blue-green Alga is Phormidium autumnale, which is found almost everywhere on damp ground
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and stones as a bluish-black stratum. Symplaca muscorum is frequent on mossy ground and Nostoc commune often occurs in quantity on the surface of cultivated land after a period of damp weather.

Various species of Stichococcus frequently form a thin green stratum on walls, damp stones and wooden palings, and Ulothrix zvelalis is frequent on damp shady banks. Coccomyxa subellipsoida occurs as a mucous green stratum on damp rocks and stones, particularly on the softer sandstones. Mesotenium macrococcum occurs on damp rocks and M. callidiorum sometimes forms a stratum on the ground under the shade of trees. Vaucheria terrestris and V. hamata are common Algae on damp soil, forming bright green felts similar in outward appearance to moss-protonema.

Porphyridium cruentum, which is a primitive member of the Bangiales, is a familiar object at the base of damp walls and on the damp flag-stones of cold greenhouses, old churches, etc.

II. Associations of Irrorated Rocks.

There are many associations of Algae on rocks which are kept constantly wet by trickling water. Such Algae are really submerged, but with the maximum of aération. It is in damp mountainous regions that algal associations of this kind occur in abundance and they are especially well marked in the mountainous areas of the British Islands where the rainfall varies from 40 to upwards of 100 inches. The Myxophyceae (or Blue-green Algae) are for the most part dominant. Pure algal strata are not uncommon and often cover several square yards of rock-surface, but mixed associations with Bryophytes are more frequent. These associations are very widespread in the damper parts of both temperate and tropical countries, and it is not too much to state that a great deal of the colouration of the landscape in damp temperate countries results from associations of Blue-green Algae. The same is true of the damper parts of the tropics, but on the whole to a less degree, not because of the fewer Blue-green Algae, but because their colouration there enters into a competition with coloured foliage such as does not occur in temperate climates.

It is on the dripping rocks in the deep glens and gulleys of mountainous areas that the Blue-green Algae are most abundant. Many species of Nostoc are found among the wet mosses, certain of the larger species of Stigonema occur in tufted masses, and Scytoneu Myochrons and S. mirabile often form thick mats with bristling upstanding branches. Many species of Phormidium occur in quantity, sometimes in pure sheets covering many square yards, as may be the case with Ph. purpurascens (vide W. & G. S. W., '01). Various species of Gloeocapsa and Chroococcus are often found in pure gelatinous masses, although they are frequently abundant among filamentous types.
Aquatic associations

Many genera other than those mentioned are to be found, sometimes sparingly and occasionally in abundance, giving an extremely varied character to these Blue-green associations.

Desmids are not uncommon on dripping rocks and some are particularly characteristic of such habitats. They usually occur amongst the wet Bryophytes, but they not infrequently form pure gelatinous masses. The following are some of the typical wet-rock desmids: *Mesotaenium chlamydo-sporum*, *M. De Greyii*, *M. macrococcum*, *Cosmarium anceps*, *C. cymatopleurum* var. *tyrolicurn*, *C. didymochondrum*, *C. dovrense*, *C. Etchachanense*, *G. cymatopleurum* var. *tyrolicurn*, *C. didymochondrum*, *C. dovrense*, *C. Etchachanense*, *G. Holmiense*, *G. microsphinctum*, *C. nasutum*, *G. pseudarctoum*, *C. speciosum*, *G. sphalerostichum*, *C. subexcavatum* var. *ordinatum*, *C. tumens*, *Staurastrum Meriani* and *St. pileolatum*.

A few diatoms are also typically wet-rock types, and among them *Melosira arenaria* and *Navicula borealis* deserve special mention. The former often occurs as coarse mats on dripping sandstone rocks and the latter, although abundant in various habitats in high latitudes or at altitudes of over 1000 feet, is in some areas a conspicuous feature of the algal associations which occur among the mosses of wet rocks. *Melosira Roeseana* occurs in similar habitats.

In limestone areas certain of the Blue-green Algae build up calcareous deposits. *Dichothrix gypsumila* is a notable example (consult p. 34 and fig. 21).

Mention should not be omitted of *Hildenbrandia rivularis*, which on irrorated rocks forms red incrustations of a very striking character.

III. Aquatic Associations.

The truly aquatic associations of freshwater Algae may be dealt with under four headings:

A. Swiftly running water.
B. Bogs and swamps.
C. Ponds and ditches.
D. Pools and lakes.

Unlike the formations of terrestrial plants, many aquatic associations vary greatly from season to season. There is usually a marked periodicity, a number of dominant forms succeeding one another in the course of twelve months. Thus, such associations have their different phases and pass through an annual cycle.

In other cases the same association may occur all the year round, with little variation for a number of years. This is well exemplified in *Sphagnum*-bogs, possibly owing to the relatively uniform conditions which obtain in
such habitats. Most desmids, for instance, are perennial and, although fewer in numbers in the winter months, a percentage of individuals invariably survives that period in the vegetative state. The same is true of freshwater diatoms, but to a more marked degree, since these organisms are mostly cold-water types.

Where there is a succession of dominant types the cycle is controlled by many diverse factors. There are seasonal factors, such as temperature, intensity of light, amount of dissolved oxygen, etc.; and various other determining factors, among which may be mentioned the geological formation (and its effect upon the chemical composition of the water), altitude, and, in the case of lakes, the nature of the banks, whether marshy or rocky.

A. Algal Associations of Swiftly Running Water.

In this category are all those Algae which inhabit swift rivers, cataracts and waterfalls. Among the most characteristic are certain of the freshwater Rhodophyceae, the genera Lemmaea, Sacheria and Chantrania being especially noteworthy. The two first-named genera occur only in the most rapid torrents and in waterfalls, always where the force of the water is greatest. The most abundant species in temperate countries is Sacheria mamillosa, an Alga which often occurs in artificial torrents such as mill-sluices. Species of Batrachospermum may occur in running water, but are found abundantly in pools and lakes, and even in bogs.

Of the Chlorophyceae, several species of Cladophora are abundant, more especially Cl. glomerata and Cl. fracta. Vaucheria geminata is frequently abundant where running water overflows rocks and boulders, and also where the waters of a spring irrigate mossy ground. That most extraordinary of all desmids—Oocystidium stratum—occurs in swift mountain streams in limestone areas, forming small opaque white, encrusted pilules attached by much mucus to submerged rocks and stones. Microspora amena is also a frequent Alga in swiftly running streams, more especially in the early spring or late autumn.

Many attached diatoms occur in running water especially some of the stalked species of Cymbella and Gomphonema. The most notable is Gomphonema geminatum which often forms greyish felt-like masses attached to the rocks of mountain streams and cataracts.

Here should be mentioned the Algae of Hot Springs, since they occur in running water, but the water is at a comparatively high temperature and in many cases sulphurous. They are mostly Blue-green Algae and have been found to occur in water at over 80° C. (vide p. 34). In the warm streams flowing from these springs several species of Rhizoclonium occur and also Zygnema ericetorum.
B. Algal Associations of Bogs and Swamps.

All the algal associations of bogs and swamps are mixed associations with a less marked periodicity than in ponds, pools or lakes. They differ much in character according to geological formations, local conditions (such as prevalence of iron salts), altitude, etc.

The commonest type of bog in temperate areas is the Sphagnum-bog, although species of Hypnum play an important part in upland districts. An average mixed association consists of various species of the Zygnemataceae in small quantity, certain desmids, the larger species being mostly of the ubiquitous type, many diatoms, a few representatives of the Protococcales, certain of the Blue-green Algae and sometimes one or two members of the Peridiniaceae. Of the Zygnemataceae, a few species of Zygnema and Mougeotia are not infrequently met with. The most conspicuous desmids are Closterium Lamula, Cl. turridum, Cl. didymoecum, Cl. striolatum, Cl. juncidum, Cl. gracile, Penium margaritaceum, P. spirostriolatum, Euastrum crassum, E. ampullaceum, E. Didelta, E. pectinatum, Microstria denticulata, M. rotata, M. papillifera, M. truncata, Xanthidium armatum, Cosmarium tetraphthalnum, C. margaritiferum, C. Cucurbita, Stauroastrum hirsutum, St. maricatum, St. Reinschi, St. brachiatum, Tetmemorus granulatus, T. levis, Hyalotheca dissiliens, Gymnozyga moniliformis and many others. The diatoms are especially represented by the larger species of Navicula (N. nobilis, N. major, N. viridis, N. Iridis and others) and various species of Eunotia (E. Arcus, E. majus, E. tetraodon, etc.). Stauroneis Phaeicenteron is very frequent and Vanheurckia rhomboides var. saxonia is often present in great abundance, sometimes to the comparative exclusion of other types. Of the Protococcales, Oocystis solitaria and Eremosphaera viridis are the most noteworthy, the latter sometimes occurring in abundance among some of the larger desmids.

The only representative of the Heterokontae of any importance is Chlorobotrys regularis, which may occur in considerable quantity. A number of Blue-green Algae habitually occur in Sphagnum-bogs, of which may be mentioned Stigonema ocellatum, Hapalosiphon hibernicus, Cylindrospermum stagnale, several species of Anabaena, Synechococcus major and Chroococcus turridus. Glenodinium uliginosum, one of the Peridiniaceae, is also a common organism amongst submerged Sphagnum, and there is evidence to show that it is profoundly influenced by temperature (consult fig. 267; and G. S. W., '09 a).

Cedergren (13) has suggested that there are two decided subassociations in a Sphagnum-bog, a Sphagnetum desmidiosum characterized by the abundance of desmids and a Sphagnetum naviculasum characterized by the dominance of the larger species of naviculoid diatoms. These suggested subassociations scarcely hold good, however, since the larger desmids and
naviculoid diatoms so frequently occur together in abundance, evidently thriving under the same conditions.

In some of the more spongy Sphagnum-bogs Utricularia minor is abundant¹ and this at once adds to the richness of the alga-flora. It harbours amongst its leaves more desmids and a greater variety of them than almost any other aquatic macrophyte. Also, if the bogs are on the older geological formations they have a much richer and more varied desmid-flora.

Altitude has a decided effect upon the Algae of a Sphagnum-bog. In north temperate latitudes the desmid-flora changes considerably with the altitude, additional species, such as Microsterias oscitans, M. Jenneri, Cosmarium Ralfsii, C. coelatum, and many others, becoming increasingly frequent with increase in altitude up to several thousand feet. In the northern hemisphere increase in latitude has a marked effect on the desmid-flora, many arctic types making their appearance, amongst which may be mentioned Xanthidium granlandicum, Euastrum tetralobum, Stauroastrum acerides, St. subsphaericum, St. rhabdophorum, Cosmarium spetsbergense, C. pericyclium

¹ The author has seen the deep bogs on Cocket Moss, West Yorkshire, on Thursley Common, Surrey, and in parts of Achill Island, Mayo, a sheet of yellow with the flowers of Utricularia minor. Such bogs always contain a great abundance of desmids, but the number and character of the species depend largely upon the nature of the geological formation.
and many others. Many of the arctic types are alpines in lower latitudes, but others (such as Xanthidium grænlandicum) are strictly arctic. Diatoms are also influenced in the same way. Navicula alpina is strictly a subalpine or montane species in England, but occurs in great abundance in the Sphagnum-bogs of the Orkneys and Shetlands almost at sea-level.

In the tropics most of the boggy areas are at considerable altitudes and they contain many of the ubiquitous types of desmids and diatoms so frequent at lower altitudes in temperate regions. In the lowland swampy places of the tropics desmids are often abundant, but the species are to a great extent very different from those of temperate areas and also much more numerous. Quite a number are more or less ubiquitous throughout tropical areas, but very many are certainly restricted to definite geographical areas.

In his observations on the alga-flora of Ceylon, Fritsch ('07 A and B) states that the filamentous types of desmids occur mostly in the lowland pools and he is inclined to attribute this fact to the lower percentage of dissolved oxygen. It seems probable, however, that other factors are concerned in the production of this filamentous tendency. For instance, in the British Islands the largest number of filamentous desmids occurs in the subalpine lakes of the Welsh and Scottish mountains, and, moreover, under conditions of great aeration.

C. Algal Associations of Ponds and Ditches.

Ponds and ditches, being only very small sheets of water, exist under very varied conditions and they differ much among themselves in their alga-flora. All exhibit a decided periodicity and irregular factors have much more effect on the alga-flora than is the case in large sheets of water.

The Zygnemaceae are represented more especially by species of Spirogyra and Mougeotia. Various species of Zygnema occur in an irregular way, but on the whole in small bodies of water this genus only occurs abundantly in rocky pools or where there is a considerable amount of peat. The various species of Spirogyra differ in their periodicity. Some are purely vernal, whereas others may be both vernal and antumnal. The autumnal phase has been stated to be the result of the germination of a certain percentage of the zygospores formed in the spring (Fritsch & Rich, '07), but in many instances it results from the persistence through the summer of a number of vegetative filaments of short length and few cells. In temperate countries there is no doubt that conjugation takes place mostly in the vernal phase and depends upon a combination of recurring factors. Mougeotia is more particularly a vernal type in ponds and ditches, and reproduction occurs
normally in the vernal phase. In temperate areas Mougeotia viridis is almost invariably the first species to enter into the fructiferous condition in the spring (G. S. W., '09 B), beginning its spore-formation in the midlands and southern counties of England in March, with a water-temperature of 5°—7° C., and at higher altitudes in the mountainous areas in April or May. Other Conjugates are represented by certain desmids, of which the following are fairly generally distributed in the ponds and ditches of temperate countries: Closterium Ehrenbergii, Cl. moniliferum, Cl. rostratum, Cl. acerosum, Cosmarium Botrytis, C. granatum, C. Meneghinii, and Staurastrum punctulatum; others, less frequent, are Closterium peracerosum, Cl. acutum, Cosmarium biretum and Staurastrum crenulatum. In larger ponds, and in others which never dry up, many additional species are found, such as Cosmarium reniforme, C. humile, C. Boeckii, Closterium Venus and various others. On the older rocks in the mountainous areas of western Europe roadside ditches and pools very rarely dry up and the species of desmids are often quite different. Cosmarium speciosum, C. decedens, C. pseudoreticulatum, Euastrum dubium, Tetmemorus lavis, Arthrodemesmus Inclus and many others make their appearance.

In the tropics species of Spirogyra are quite as abundant as in temperate regions, but there is a striking absence of the narrower species with the replicate or infolded extremities of the cells (Fritsch, '07 A and B; G. S. W., '12). It is also a noteworthy fact that Sp. decimina is much the commonest species. The desmids are for the most part essentially different from those of temperate areas.

The genus Microspora is well represented in temperate countries, most of the species being decidedly spring types, although some of them occur in considerable quantity in the late autumn. Vegetative filaments of these species never entirely disappear in the summer from the waters of those ponds and ditches in which they occur. The investigations of Fritsch & Rich ('13) confirm the view that the genus as a whole is a cold-water type and a very vigorous one. In tropical countries Microspora is principally an upland type occurring in mountainous areas up to 8000 or 9000 ft. M. amana, which is the largest species, thrives best in running water although it may occur in ditches.

One or two species of Cladophora occur in ponds, generally where there is good aeration of the water, but as a rule species of this genus require more aeration than can be obtained in very small bodies of water. Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum may occur in very stagnant ponds, this species being able to adapt itself to almost every kind of environment. Pithophora is almost exclusively tropical and subtropical, replacing to some extent the genus Cladophora in the smaller sheets of water. Fritsch ('07 A) considers Pithophora, with its comparatively thin cell-walls, as better suited than the other
Cladophoraceae for life in tropical waters, which owing to their higher temperatures contain less dissolved oxygen and carbon-dioxide. It is also possible that the peculiar resting-spores so characteristic of this genus enables it to live in situations liable to rapid desiccation. The Cladophoraceae of ponds and ditches are generally infested with epiphytes. In temperate climates these are largely diatoms of the genera Cocconeis (consult fig. 84), Epithemia, Rhoicosphenia and Achnanthes. In the tropics the filaments of Pithophora often carry epiphytes, the most important being a number of the smaller species of Edogonium (generally with depressed-ellipsoid basal cells) and several species of Endodermis (consult fig. 194 D and E).

Many species of Edogonium occur in ponds and ditches, and in the larger ponds a few species of Bulbochete may be found. They are either spring or summer types, depending upon the species, although not a few are found far into the autumn. Sexual reproduction depends very largely upon meteorological conditions and in most cases does not occur every year, the plants being reproduced asexually until the exact conditions for sexual reproduction supervene. The sexual organs may be produced any time between April and September. The filaments are sometimes covered with species of the epiphytic genus Characium, and Aphanochete repens is often a common epiphyte.

Of the Ulvaceae only Enteromorpha intestinalis is at all frequent, although at least two species of Monostroma occur in small ponds.

Of the Protozoaceae the Volvocaceae deserve the first mention. The genera Carteria, Chlamydomonas, Pandorina, Gonium, Eudorina and Volvox all occur abundantly; Eudorina is not uncommon, but Pleodorina is decidedly rare. The various species of these genera are to a great extent erratic in their occurrence, but on the whole they are cold-water types. Species of Chlamydomonas are the most numerous and some of them may be found at any time between September and May in the active motile condition. The Autosporaceae are well represented by Scenedesmus, Ankistrodesmus, Selenastrum, Coelastrum and other genera, and several species of Pediastrum may be abundant. The great majority of the Tetrasporine and Chlorococceine Protozoaceae are late spring and summer forms, often occurring far into the autumn1. Genera of the Micractinieae, which were at one time thought to be largely plankton organisms, often occur in quantity in small ponds.

In the Heterokontae Tribonema bombycinum (with its forma minor) is often abundant and not infrequently mixed with Microspora floccosa and

---

1 Delf ('15) writing on the 'Algal Vegetation of Ponds on Hampstead Heath,' London, states that the majority of the Protozoaceae are early spring forms attaining their maximum development in the month of March, but most of the genera mentioned by this author belong to the Volvocine series, a group in which the majority of the species have a preference for comparatively cold water, although they are often very erratic in their appearance.
M. stagnorum; Tribonema affine is not uncommon in peaty ponds and ditches. Several species of Ophiocytium are very common in stagnant pools, especially O. majus and O. parvulum. Species of Tribonema are not common in the tropics and occur mostly in elevated areas, but the genus Ophiocytium is quite as abundant as in any temperate region. Most genera of the Heterokontae like shaded pools or those which are grass-grown at the margin. Centritractus belonophorus and Botrydiopsis arrhiza occur as rare constituents of the alga-flora of small ponds, although the former has been found in the plankton of lakes.

The Peridiniae of small ponds and ditches are not particularly numerous. The commonest form in western Europe is most probably Peridinium cinctum although several species of Gymnodinium are frequent.
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Fig. 268. Estimated relative importance of the several types of algal periodicity and the composition of the alga-flora at any time of the year in the waters of eastern Illinois. The 'irregulars' are not depicted. (After Transeau.)

Fritsch (’06) suggested a division of small pieces of water into two series:

a. Those containing Cladophoraceae, in which the water is to a great extent fairly well aerated.

b. Those from which Cladophoraceae are absent, in which the aeration is much less.

There is no doubt that the presence of perennial species of Cladophora has not only a marked effect on the alga-flora of a pond but on the annual cycle of that pond. There is, of course, always a struggle between Cladophora and its epiphytes, and this is not much affected by the presence of other Alge. These epiphytes are, however, not confined to Cladophora and often occur in abundance on Vaucheria-filaments and on the leaves of aquatic macrophytes.
In all small ponds and ditches with reasonable exposure to sunlight the general periodicity is much the same: diatoms being the dominant winter types and Zygnemacese the dominant spring types (with abundance of diatoms). It is the summer phase which is so very variable and there is no doubt that meteorological conditions exert a profound influence. Therefore in temperate countries the controlling factors are, and must be, irregular. The determination of the limiting factors will probably afford a solution of the whole problem. It is usually one factor which exercises a decisive influence and this factor is the limiting factor.

In the United States, Transeau ('13) has made a large number of careful observations on the periodicity of the Algae of small bodies of water in Illinois and has concluded that 'on the basis of their periods of greatest abundance, the duration of the vegetative cycles, and the times of reproduction, freshwater Algae in general may be divided into seven classes.' These are: winter annuals, spring annuals, summer annuals, autumn annuals, perennials, ephemerals and irregulars. The accompanying chart illustrates some of Transeau's observations.

D. Algal Associations of Pools and Lakes.

So far as can be ascertained there is no zoning in the algal associations of pools and lakes. There are the Algae around the shores of the lake constituting the benthos and those which occur free-floating in the waters of the lake constituting the plankton. In the smaller pools many of the benthic species are found in the 'plankton,' which is thus composed of a mixture of forms many of which are not by any means true plankton organisms. This so-called 'plankton' of small pools is often designated as helooplankton. The general alga-flora varies very considerably, depending largely upon the geological formations and the altitude.

1. Benthos. The alga-flora of the benthic region of pools and lakes varies much according to the nature of the banks, whether rocky, sandy or marshy. The algal associations occur mostly among various aquatic macrophytes to which many of the species are attached.

In the more reedy lakes Enteromorpha and Bulbochaete are not uncommon, species of the first-named genus sometimes dominating all the filamentous types. Several species of Coleochaete are common epiphytes, C. scutata being the most abundant. Several species of Ulothrix may occur, but not very commonly, and Chetophora is distinctly a vernal type. C. pisiformis is epiphytic and is generally distributed, whereas the curious colonies of C. incrassata (fig. 188 A) are unattached and more locally distributed. Other more or less vernal types are represented by various species of Microspora (M. amoena, M. floccosa and others), and Tribonema bombycinum is frequent.
Sometimes members of the Cladophoraceae occur, more especially attached to rocks and stones.

The Zygnemaceae are fairly common, Mougeotia being more abundant than either Spirogyra or Zygnema. In the upland and alpine lakes and tarns of the British Islands, in which species of Mougeotia and Zygnema abound, the maximum vegetative abundance of these genera usually occurs in the late summer and early autumn as the temperature is gradually declining (G. S. W. '09 b). In the littoral alga-flora of the alpine lakes of the Pike's Peak region, Colorado, Shantz ('07) also records the maximum abundance of species of Mougeotia and Zygnema in September, when the temperature is falling. In these habitats spores are only rarely produced, the winter season being passed in the form of cysts.' In the tropics species of both the above-mentioned genera are less abundant than in temperate areas. On the other hand, certain exclusively tropical genera are known to exist, such as Temno-gametum (fig. 212) and Pyxispora (fig. 216 A—C).

The desmid-flora in pools and lakes is chiefly dependent upon the geological formation. It is very poor in lakes situated on the newer formations and correspondingly rich in those on the older formations. This is strictly true of western Europe and there is much evidence that the same is true of other parts of the world (W. & G. S. W. '09 b; G. S. W. '09 b). If there is little contamination of the water, that is, if the water is very pure, with only a small amount of dissolved salts, desmids are as a rule fairly numerous, but the abundance of species depends upon the geological formation and the species themselves are dependent to some extent upon the altitude. It would serve no useful purpose to mention specifically any of the desmids which occur in the benthos of lakes. There are about 2000 of them and those of the tropics are for the most part very different from those which occur in subtropical and temperate areas.

Many of the Protococcales are found amongst the aquatic macrophytes of the benthic region of pools and lakes. Various species of Oocystis, Scenedesmus, Ankistrodesmus, Sorastrum, Pediastrum, etc., are frequent and often abundant.

The diatoms are largely dependent upon the amount of the dissolved salts in the water and they are in general most abundant in the spring. The zig-zag chains of Tabellaria flocculosa, T. fenestrata and Diatoma elongatum occur sometimes in quantity, and Exannia pectinata, E. lunaris, various species of Cocconema, Navicula, Gomphonema, etc., are often abundant.

Peridinium inconspicuum has a world-wide distribution.

Of the Blue-green Algae several species of Anabena occur among aquatic macrophytes at the margins of pools and lakes, and Merismopedia glacina is frequent. In alpine lakes species of Calothrix and Stigonema are common on the rocks of the shore. Some of the Blue-green Algae, such as species of
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Schizothrix and Gloeocapsa, build up calcareous pebbles in the littoral region of lakes (vide p. 35) and other Algae perforate both shells and stones.

2. Plankton. The methods of collection of plankton-organisms and the subsequent examination and estimation of catches, which are much the same as in the case of marine plankton, have been well described by many authors and the student is referred to the works of Apstein ('96), Kofoid ('97) and Bachmann ('11).

Three types of plankton are recognized:—the limnoplankton of lakes, the potamoplankton of rivers¹, and the cryoplankton of perpetual snow and ice.

Owing to the limited size of freshwater basins the shore- and bottom-species play a more important part in the plankton than is the case in the sea. In general, fresh waters contain a greater mass of plankton in the same volume of water than does the sea, and, moreover, the plankton is of a more composite character.

Limnoplankton.

The phytoplankton of lakes may be of great bulk, but more often it is not. On the whole, it is unusual for it to colour the water to any appreciable extent, except in shallow lakes on the more recent geological formations². The greatest amount of phytoplankton occurs in most cases during the autumnal decline in temperature and in the great majority of lakes there are certain more or less well-marked phases in the phytoplankton, each phase dominated by one or more of the constituents.

There is a considerable uniformity in the phytoplankton of lakes which are situated on relatively recent geological formations, especially those of lowland areas. On the other hand, the phytoplankton of the more upland lakes of the older geological formations is usually quite different and, moreover, affords striking contrasts even between lakes in the same area. In many lake-areas it is not an easy matter to compare the phytoplankton of one lake with that of another, since the annual phases of one probably do not correspond with those of the other.

Wesenberg-Lund ('08) has objected to Apstein's suggested grouping of lakes according to the quality of the plankton, such as lakes with Myxophyceae and lakes with Dinobryon. This objection was based, however, only on a knowledge of the lakes of Denmark, which contain plankton of the most monotonous character and are amongst the least interesting in Europe. Apstein was fundamentally correct in his suggested classification of lakes

¹ Potamoplankton only occurs in comparatively slow rivers, and is therefore discussed here and not under the heading of 'Algal Associations of Swiftly-running Water.'
² Such colouration of the water is very noticeable in the shallow Danish lakes, in some of the Baltic lakes, and in Lough Neagh and a few other Irish lakes.
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according to quality, i.e., according to the nature of the constituents of the plankton, but he had not realized the basic principle underlying this difference in quality. Desmid-plankton was unknown at the time and the great importance of the geological formations of lake-basins had not been recognized.

Wesenberg-Lund also states that pond-plankton (heleoplankton) is more variable from pond to pond than lake-plankton. This may be true in Denmark and in the Baltic lakes, but it is not often true of other regions. Take three of the English lakes situated within a few miles of one another—Emmerdale Water, Wastwater and Windermere; 91 species have been recorded in the phytoplankton of Emmerdale Water, 50 species in that of Wastwater and 65 in Windermere; yet only 15 species are common to all three lakes, and the dominant species are for the most part different (W. & G. S. W., '12). The Central African lakes afford another example of widely differing plankton; 85 species have been recorded in the phytoplankton of Tanganyika, of which 61 do not occur in the other great lakes (G. S. W., '07). Wesenberg-Lund differentiated between the plankton of deep lakes and that of shallow lakes, stating that deep lakes were characterized first and foremost by their enormous diatom maxima and shallow lakes by 'water-bloom.' These statements require careful revision, since they were based upon a limited and very inadequate experience. The deep lakes of North Wales and the deepest lake (Wastwater) in the English Lake District have no great diatom maxima in either spring or autumn. The same is also true of many of the deep Scottish lochs. On the other hand, the great African lake Tanganyika, which on the whole is a deep lake, has a very great diatom-flora. It seems highly probable that the great diatom-maxima of certain lakes have little connection with the depth. 'Water-bloom,' which is caused by a great development of certain species of Blue-green Algae, is, however, a feature of shallow lakes in lowland areas. It is a conspicuous feature of Lough Neagh (Dakin & Latarche, '13) just as it is of the Danish Lakes. Wesenberg-Lund's statement that Chlorophyceae are practically absent from deep lakes is very erroneous, since Green Algae often form upwards of 70 per cent. of the phytoplankton of deep lakes.

The principal groups of Algae represented in the freshwater phytoplankton are the Myxophyceae, Peridiniaceae, Bacillariaceae and Chlorophyceae, and a few comments upon the occurrence of each of these groups may prove useful to the student.

Myxophyceae.—In those lakes in which Blue-green Algae are conspicuous, the various species are usually abundant in the warmer part of the year, more particularly in the early part of the autumnal decline in temperature. The lakes of the British Islands and Scandinavia are less dominated by Blue-green Alge than most other European lakes, only Celosphaerium Kützingianum, Gomphosphaeria Nögeliana and Oscillatoria Agardhii occurring in such
abundance as sometimes to dominate the plankton, and then only in contaminated lakes (i.e. those with a relatively high percentage of dissolved salts). Myxophyceae occur very abundantly in many of the shallower lakes of the European continent situated on the more recent geological formations (Schröder, '00; Lemmermann, '03; etc.) and the same is true in N. America (Marsh, ’03). *Gomphosphaeria lacustris* may sometimes occur in great quantity and in Lough Corrib in the west of Ireland it completely dominates the summer-plankton (W. & G. S. W., '06). *Chroococcus limneticus* is also of frequent occurrence and in the larger pools may often be quite abundant.

Various species of *Anabaena* (notably *A. Flos-aquae*, *A. circinalis* and *A. Hussallii*) and *Aphanizomenon Flos-aquae* often occur in quantity, and they may attain great maxima, along with *Oscillatoria Agardhii* and *Gloeotrichia echinulata*, in pools and smaller lakes on the occasions signalized by great masses of ‘water-bloom’ (*vide* p. 32). This phenomenon, which does not
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**Fig. 269.** Chart of the periodicity of five of the dominant constituents of the phytoplankton of Loch Katrine, Scotland. The temperatures are in degrees Centigrade.
occur in the deep, uncontaminated lakes, yet requires thorough investigation, and it would appear that its complete scientific explanation can only be obtained by simultaneous biological and chemical observations extending over a considerable period of time (W. & G. S. W., '12). *Anabaena Lemmermanni* sometimes occurs in abundance, its spores forming deep blue-green floating clusters which may give a decided colour to surface water of an entire lake (Lemmermann, '03; W. & G. S. W., '06). Most of the plankton-species of *Anabaena* have spirally coiled filaments. *Anabaena* is also an important genus in the great African Lakes (consult Schmidt, '02; G. S. W., '07; Ostenfeld, '08; Virieux, '13), more especially in Tanganyika and in Nyasa. In these lakes a curious coiled type occurs in which the filaments are extremely short and terminated at each end by a heterocyst (consult fig. 19 A—E). Woloszynska ('12) has also observed these same forms in the plankton of lakes in Java and suggests that they should be placed in a special section of the genus—*Anabennopsis*.

Several spirally twisted species of *Lyngbya* also occur in the plankton, though never in such quantity as to be dominant. The most notable are *L. Laggerheimii, L. contorta* and *L. circumcreta* (fig. 19 F—H).

**Peridinium.**—The one Peridinian which is ubiquitous throughout the freshwater phytoplankton of the world is *Ceratium hirundinella*. In the colder temperate countries it is a summer form, completely disappearing from the plankton in the winter months, entering into an encysted state (fig. 54 E) on the advent of cold weather. It usually reappears about the middle of spring. In warmer regions it is perennial (Entz, '04; Lemmermann, '08). In the larger and deeper lakes this organism is rarely very abundant, but it attains to a position of dominance in some of the shallower lakes. Although found throughout the world it does not occur in every lake even in the same area. It is entirely absent from Wastwater, although frequent in many of the other English Lakes, and so far as is known it is quite absent from the larger lakes of North Wales. During thirteen months' continuous observations on the plankton of the Yan Yean Reservoir, Victoria, no trace of *Ceratium hirundinella* could be discovered, and yet it was not infrequent in the Toorourong Reservoir from which the main water-supply of the Yan Yean is derived by aqueduct (G. S. W., '09 b). The organism is exceedingly variable in size and in the length and number of its horns, the many forms having been well described and figured (consult Lemmermann, '04; '10; W. & G. S. W., '05; '06; Bachmann, '07). Two of these forms stand out conspicuously from the others. One is var. *brachyceras* (v. Daday) Ostenfeld ('09), a stunted form characteristic of Victoria Nyanza, and the other a form with a curiously
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1 It has been suggested by Snow ('03) as a result of both observations in nature and cultural experiments that the appearance of 'water-bloom' is possibly due to the presence of an unusual amount of dead organic matter in the water.
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deflected first antapical horn which so far is only known from a few lakes in the Outer Hebrides and the west of Ireland (W. & G. S. W., '06; '09 b). In some lakes seasonal form-variations have been observed, such as those described by Wesenberg-Lund ('08) from the Danish Lakes, but these variations have not been observed in the British lakes, although several forms frequently occur simultaneously in the plankton of one lake.

Ceratium cornutum is another summer type, but of less frequent occurrence. It may occur in very small numbers in lakes in which C. hirundinella is abundant, but more often it is found in those lakes, generally with very pure water, from which C. hirundinella is absent. It is common in the Welsh lakes and in the lake-area of Carnarvonshire it occurs in the well-aerated Sphagnum-bogs.

Many species of Peridinium are characteristic of lake-plankton. In European areas P. cinctum and P. Willei (fig. 44) are the most conspicuous, the latter being a summer form with a maximum at some period during the warmer months (W. & G. S. W., '09 a). As in the case of Ceratium hirundinella, Peridinium Willei is a perennial constituent of the lake-plankton of more southern latitudes. Species of Peridinium, like many diatoms, do not attain a universal maximum at one definite period of the year, but the various species reach their greatest vegetative development at different times of the year (W. & G. S. W., '12). In some of the pools of the English Midlands there is a summer species (a var. of P. cinctum), a spring species (P. anglicum; fig. 51), and a very early spring—almost a winter—species (P. aciculiferum; fig. 50), each of which has been shown to form resting-cysts at the close of the vegetative period, even though the vegetative periods are all at different seasons. The observations on the Peridiniace of Bracebridge Pool in Sutton Park, Warwickshire (consult G. S. W., '09 a) show that temperature is really an important factor in the occurrence of each species.

Bacillariace.—Only in the more contaminated lakes (i.e. those with a relatively high percentage of dissolved salts) do diatoms attain great maxima. Vast maxima occur periodically in the central European Lakes, in the Danish lakes and in a few of the British lakes; also in Tanganyika. The Pennate Diatoms are much more numerous and for the most part much more conspicuous than the Centric Diatoms. In lakes with very pure water, such as the Carnarvonshire lakes, the plankton contains very few diatoms. The evidence at present available shows that, although many of the plankton-species of diatoms occur in greatest quantity in the spring, some of them attain their maxima in the summer and autumn, and several of them have a double maximum, one in the spring and the other in the autumn. An instance of the latter is afforded by Asterionella gracillima in Windermere (W. & G. S. W., '09 a), in which the spring maximum is of greater bulk but not so prolonged as the autumn maximum (consult fig. 270).
The double maximum of diatoms in general does not appear to be so marked in the freshwater plankton as in the marine plankton, and the double maximum of the same species, as instanced by *Asterionella gracillima*, *Cyclotella compta*, *Rhizosolenia morsa* (W. & G. S. W., '12) and *Fragilaria crotonensis* (Wesenberg-Lund, '08), is of great interest.

A number of the freshwater diatoms are perennial constituents of the plankton of certain lakes and can be collected in a living condition all the year round.

In the European lakes the most notable forms are *Asterionella*, with a range of form and size which embraces both *A. formosa* (fig. 73 A) and *A. gracillima*, and the two species of *Tabellaria*. On the whole, *T. fenestrata* is much more abundant than *T. flocculosa*, except in the English Lake District. The chain-forms of *T. fenestrata* are the most frequently observed, but the star-dispositions of the frustules are common except in the lakes of North Wales. *T. fenestrata* var. *asterionelloides* (fig. 73 B) is one of the dominating features of the late spring, the summer and the early autumn.
plankton of many of the western European lakes (W. & G. S. W., '02; '05; '06; '09 A and B; Lemmermann, '04; Wesenberg-Lund, '04; '08; Bachmann, '11; etc.). Star-dispositions of \textit{T. floeculosa} are very uncommon, but they have been observed by Holmboe ('99) in Norway and by Wesenberg-Lund ('04) in Denmark.

\textit{Fragilaria crotonensis} is a very characteristic plankton-diatom of the pools and lakes of Europe and North America, but does not often occur in large quantity. In Loch Ruar, in Sutherland, there is a unique variety—\textit{var. contorta}—with curiously twisted short filaments (W. & G. S. W., '05).

The phytoplankton of the large African lakes is peculiar in the almost entire absence of many genera of diatoms which are a dominant feature of the lakes of north temperate areas. \textit{Asterionella}, \textit{Tabellaria} and \textit{Rhizosolenia} are wanting or of small importance. Four species of the last-named genus have recently been recorded by Woloszynska ('14) from Victoria Nyanza, but star-dispositions of diatoms are practically confined to several species of \textit{Synedra} of the section \textit{Belonastrum}.

\textit{Atheyea} is a characteristic plankton-genus closely allied to \textit{Rhizosolenia} and although frequent in the lakes of continental Europe has not been found in the British lakes.

In all the British lakes and in the large African lakes the genus \textit{Surirella} plays an important part in the phytoplankton. In the British lakes \textit{Surirella robusta} \textit{var. splendida} is the most frequent form, sometimes occurring in great abundance, but \textit{S. biseriata} and \textit{S. linearis} are both general (W. & G. S. W., '05; '09 B). In the great lakes of Africa a number of beautiful species of \textit{Surirella} occur in abundance, many of them, such as \textit{S. Nyasse}, \textit{S. Malombo} and \textit{S. Fällebornii}, being apparently restricted to that part of the world (O. Müller, '05; G. S. W., '07; Ostenfeld, '09; etc.). These African species show many transition stages from one to the other. Certain species of \textit{Cymatopleura} have also become true constituents of the plankton; they are common in the Irish lakes (W. & G. S. W., '06) and in Victoria Nyanza (G. S. W., '07), and Wesenberg-Lund ('04) records \textit{Cymatopleura elliptica} as being a typical plankton-organism in one of the Danish lakes.

The Centric diatoms of the plankton are only conspicuous in certain lakes. Apart from \textit{Rhizosolenia}, various species of \textit{Melosira} are often well represented. In the European area \textit{M. granulata} may occur in such quantity as to give a \textit{Melosira}-phase to the plankton and the same is true of the Yan Yean Reservoir in Australia. The records of this species show such erratic vegetative periods\footnote{\textit{Rhizosolenia morsea} is apparently as erratic as \textit{Melosira granulata} in its occurrence. It frequently has a double maximum, the autumn maximum being the larger (W. & G. S. W., '12).} in relation to water-temperatures that it is not improbable that various species have been recorded under the name of \textit{M. Melosira granulata} or that there are different biologic forms of this diatom. In Windermere,
in the English Lake District, *M. granulata* has a large maximum in April with a water-temperature of 17°C; in Loch Lomond it attains its maximum from May to June (temp. 5°–13.3°C); in Lough Neagh the *Melosira* maximum corresponds closely with that of Windermere, occurring from February to March. In the Yan Yean Reservoir the maximum is attained in the middle of the warm period with a water-temperature of 21°C; moreover, auxospore-formation took place at approximately the period of highest temperature. This is in striking contrast to the behaviour of *Melosira islandica* (a closely allied species to *M. granulata*) recorded by Ostenfeld & Wesenberg-Lund ('06) in the plankton of Thingvallavatn, Iceland, in which auxospore-formation occurred from December to January with a water-temperature of 1°–2°C. In the European area some lakes are 'Melosira-lakes' whereas others are not, and this difference occurs in lakes in close proximity. Similarly, of the large African lakes, Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza are both 'Melosira-lakes,' whereas Tanganyika is not. In the two first-named lakes there are many species (*M. nyassensis, M. ikapoensis, M. ambigua, M. italicaja, M. angus, M. granulata, M. Ayassizii, M. Schroederi, etc.), almost all of which are represented by several varieties. In fact, the *Melosira*-flora is both phenomenal and dominant in the early spring (consult O. Müller, '04; Ostenfeld, '09; Woloszyńska, '14). In most cases the *Melosira*-filaments are approximately straight, but in several instances Lemmermann, Volk, Ostenfeld, and others, have recorded the occurrence of spirally coiled filaments.

The various species of *Cyclotella* are important as plankton-forms, especially in many European lakes (vide Bachmann, '11), and *Stephanodiscus Astreja* is sometimes very abundant both in European and African lakes. *St. Niágara* is dominant at one period of the year in certain Canadian lakes. *Coscinodiscus lacustris* is a very noteworthy feature of the plankton of Lough Neagh in Ireland (W. & G. S. W., '02; Dakin & Latarche, '13).

**CHLOROPHYCEAE.**—The only groups of Green Alge of importance in the plankton are the Protococcales and the Desmidiaceae, and almost all the different forms attain their maximum vegetative abundance during the autumnal fall in temperature.

Of the Protococcales several genera are more or less important. Several species of *Pediastrum*, and especially the greatly perforated varieties of *P. simplex* and *P. duplex*, may occur in abundance, although the usual pond-forms are not common except in the shallower and more lowland lakes. *Sphaerocystis Schroederi* is frequent in some lakes, but quite absent from others. Species of *Scenedesmus* and *Crucigenia*, although not occurring in any great quantity, are often characteristic of the plankton of certain lakes. The same is true of several species of *Oocystis*. On the other hand, *Dictyosphairium pulchellum* may occasionally occur in great abundance. A few
Species of Celastrum are common and Celastrum reticulatum is mostly confined to the plankton. Species of Tetradesmus and Ankistrodesmus occur in some lakes, but never in quantity. Ankistrodesmus Pfitzeri is a characteristic plankton-form in European lakes. Closteriopsis longissima is frequent in many lakes, and Kirchneriella lunaris and K. obesa are often notable constituents of the phytoplankton. Nearly all these members of the

![Fig. 271. Chart of the periodicity of five of the most conspicuous constituents of the phytoplankton of Wastwater, in the English Lake District. The temperatures are in degrees Centigrade.](image-url)

Protococcales occur in greatest amount in the slightly contaminated lakes and pools. From Victoria Nyanza Woloszynska ('14) has described a number of other plankton-genera, such as Schmidleia and Schroederiella, but they are only scarce plankton-constituents. Elakatothrix gelatinosa is a rare Alga which apparently occurs in very pure water, being known from the lakes of Norway and from Wastwater (W. & G. S. W., '09 a). Two other species occur in ponds and lakes in N. America, Europe and Asia.
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Botryococcus Braunii (which the present author regards as a member of the Heterokontae; consult p. 406) is a ubiquitous plankton-form, although by no means confined to the plankton. It is much more abundant in some lakes than in others and at times forms a yellow-green scum on the surface of the water. This scum may subsequently become of a yellowish-red or brick-red colour, owing to the development of a pigment, and the entire lake may be coloured by it.

The Desmidiaceae occur in abundance as plankton-organisms mostly in those lakes which receive a drainage-water derived from geological formations older than the Carboniferous (W. & G. S. W., '05; '09 B; G. S. W., '09 B). The western British lakes are particularly remarkable for the richness of desmids in the plankton. Some of the Scandinavian lakes are also rich in this respect and the Yan Yeang Reservoir, Victoria, is a notable Australian example. As a rule, the surrounding drainage-basins of such lakes contain a rich desmid-flora, but in most cases the desmids of the plankton differ very greatly from the desmid-community of the surrounding area. The common desmids of the bogs are only found in the limnetic region of the lakes as casual or adventitious constituents, and the great majority of individuals brought by the rains into this limnetic region, with its new conditions of life, find it impossible to maintain their further existence, and rapidly perish. On the other hand, the true plankton-desmids may be put into three categories: those which are exclusively confined to the plankton, those which are exclusively plankton-varieties of species which frequently occur in other situations, and those which are more abundant in the plankton than elsewhere (W. & G. S. W., '09 B). Many of them show floating devices, such as increased length of spines and processes, copious development of mucilage, etc. The desmid-phase is at its maximum at the end of the warm period and during the autumnal decline in temperature. In the British Islands they are most abundant in September or, more rarely, in August, although in some lakes certain species attain their maximum in June. It would appear that the maximum vegetative activity of the group as a whole is just after the highest temperature has been reached. In some lakes certain species are perennial, but these also have their maximum at the same season as the others (W. & G. S. W., '12).

There are a few other Green Algae which are sometimes of importance in the phytoplankton. A form of Tribonema bombycinum occurs in Lough Neagh in fairly large quantities and also in the Danish lakes. All these lakes are shallow and very different in character from the deep rocky lakes of mountainous areas, in which Tribonema does not occur in the plankton. On the other hand, in these lakes (and also in many of the shallow lakes) the plankton contains various species of Zygnema, Spirogyra and Mougeotia, principally in the late spring and summer. They are usually the slender
species of these genera and almost invariably sterile. In the smaller alpine lakes several slender species of Mougeotia are often abundant and they may form no small part of the phytoplankton. Curious coiled Mougeotia-filaments sometimes occur (W. & G. S. W., '09 A; '09 B). It would appear that this coiling is a limnetic character developed to augment the floating capacity of the filament and is strictly comparable with that which occurs in certain species of Anabaena, Lyngbya and Melosira.

In making a close study of the phytoplankton of lakes, difficulties of comparison are everywhere met with, even when dealing with lakes in the same area. The constituents of the phytoplankton are not the same in all, and species which occur abundantly in one lake may not occur in any of the others. These differences in constituents are partly territorial and partly local, and are in some measure due to the rigorous conditions which govern the distribution of so many aquatic Algae. A territorial distinction occurs in those lakes situated in drainage-basins in which the rocks are older than the Carboniferous. Local differences between the lakes of one area situated in similar basins, when they occur, are often the result of contamination of the water (W. & G. S. W., '12).

The varying nature of the plankton of different lakes is to be correlated with the fact that the various groups of Algae require different physiological conditions for rapid multiplication. For instance, the factors which favour the prolific growth of desmids in the plankton are not those which enable an equally rapid increase in the majority of diatoms; and likewise those factors which favour the great multiplication of one species of diatom are not favourable for a similar increase in another. A careful study of the constituents of the phytoplankton in relation to the lake-basins brings with it the conviction that the factor of greatest importance in both the qualitative and quantitative distribution of plankton is the amount and nature of the dissolved salts present in the water. The highest percentage of dissolved salts is found in those lakes which are contaminated from adjacent farms, villages and towns, and such lakes contain a greater quantitative bulk of plankton.

Slightly contaminated lakes contain a greater number of diatoms than

---

1 In the alpine lakes of the Pike's Peak Region, Colorado, Shantz ('07) states that species of Spirogyra and Eedogonium form a large part of the summer plankton. Fragmentary filaments of various species of Eedogonium are also very frequent in the summer plankton of the British lakes. The species are mostly of moderate size, with filaments 20—35 μ in diameter. Dakin & Larche (13) make an extraordinary statement that these Eedogonium-records may have been confused with Tribonema, which 'is almost identical with Eedogonium.' There is, of course, no close resemblance between Eedogonium and Tribonema; even dead empty cells could not be confused. Moreover, the Eedogonium-filaments which find their way into the plankton and there live for some time as adventitious constituents, are of much greater diameter than any known species of Tribonema.
uncontaminated lakes, and except in extreme northern latitudes some of them are perennial constituents of the plankton. A few species frequently have enormous maxima; in north temperate regions Asterionella gracillima, Tabellaria fenestrata var. asterionelloides and several species of Melosira are the most notable; in the large African lakes Nitzschia nyassensis and several species of Melosira and Surirella are at one season among the dominant constituents of the plankton. The desmid-flora of these lakes, except those containing an abundance of Surirella, is usually poor, and few species occur in quantity.

Uncontaminated lakes (or lakes with very pure water) contain fewer diatoms, and such as do occur in the plankton rarely attain even a small maximum. The desmids may be very numerous, depending to a great extent upon the nature of the geological formation, and there is sometimes a rich desmid-plankton. The lakes of the Carnarvonshire mountains are excellent examples, being amongst the least contaminated of all the British lakes. In these lakes there are relatively few diatoms (only 11·1 per cent. out of a total of 162 species) and many desmids (62·4 per cent.), and some of them possess a very rich desmid-plankton.

Lakes which possess a mixed plankton of diatoms and desmids are probably of an intermediate character with regard to the nature and amount of the dissolved salts in the water. The Myxophyceae are to a great extent absent from the lakes with very pure water, but an examination of the occurrence and distribution of the plankton-species of Blue green Algae indicates that the factors which control their relative abundance are somewhat different from those which govern the prolific occurrence of diatoms (W. & G. S. W., '12).

There is also a considerable reduction in the amount of Asterionella and of the star-dispositions of Tabellaria, or even an entire absence of them from lakes with pure water. These two genera of diatoms are almost entirely absent from the great African lakes, most probably owing to too high a temperature of the water (G. S. W., '07), but their absence from certain British lakes appears to be directly concerned with purity of the water. Wastwater in the English Lake District furnishes a good example of a lake from which these star-dispositions of the frustules of diatoms are absent (W. & G. S. W., '12).

The plankton-community as a whole is a very ancient one and this fact is particularly emphasized in the case of those lakes which possess a distinct community of plankton-desmids. The general periodicity of the plankton-constituents (i.e. the seasonal changes in the composition of the plankton) is much the same in different parts of the world, diatoms dominant in the early spring, Green Algae and Blue-green Algae attaining their maximum later in the year.

Neither plankton-desmids nor those which occur in other habitats undergo
any seasonal form-variations. In certain of the plankton-diatoms seasonal form-variation does occur, but it is in the colony and not in the individual.

Wesenberg-Lund ('08) in commenting upon the cosmopolitanism of the plankton-community stated that 'freshwater plankton-communities, in contrast to all other communities on land or water, everywhere contain the same types, nearly everywhere the same species.' We now know this statement to be erroneous (W. & G. S. W., '09 b). It does not hold good for the desmid-flora of the plankton and in a less degree it is not true of the diatom-flora. The geographical peculiarities of the desmid-flora are especially well marked in the plankton.

As an appendix to the general account of limno-plankton it is necessary to mention the NANNOPLANKTON, a name first used by Lohmann ('11) to embrace all those organisms which are so minute as to pass easily through the meshes of the finest plankton-nets. The organisms are best obtained by centrifuging the water and they consist of very minute Green Algae and Flagellates. Pascher ('11) has investigated a number of the freshwater forms and Scourfield ('11) has written a good account of the use of the centrifuge in pond-life work.

**Potamoplankton.**

Slow and moderately slow rivers possess a plankton which differs much from that of lakes. It is more mixed in character and its constituents are largely recruited from the backwaters of the rivers, which are the breeding-grounds of the organisms which become mingled to form the river-plankton. Diatoms are the most abundant organisms of the phytoplankton and as a rule the dominant forms are not those which are so conspicuous in lakes. The most complete investigation of river-plankton yet published is that of the Illinois River by Kofoid ('08), but there are numerous observations of importance on the plankton of other rivers: notably those of Schröder ('97; '99) and Zimmer ('99) on the Oder; Zacharias ('98); Brunnthaler ('00) on the Danube; Zykoff ('00) on the Volga; Fritsch ('02; '03; '05) on the Thames, Trent and Cam; Volk ('03; '06) on the Elbe; and Lemmermann ('07 A and B) on the Weser and the Yang-tse-Kiang.

Climatic conditions have a profound influence on the phytoplankton of rivers. In countries with a comparatively mild winter living plankton occurs all the year round [vide Fritsch’s observations ('03) on the Thames-plankton]; but, in countries with a severe winter, plankton, at any rate in a living condition, is not found in the winter months (Schröder, '99; Brunnthaler, '00). The periodicity of potamoplankton is also somewhat variable, since this type of plankton is subject to extreme fluctuations in quantity and composition.
The plankton of rivers, as clearly stated by Kofoid, is subject to more catastrophic changes than that of lakes. The quality of the plankton and the number of the constituents depend upon the rate of flow of the stream (Zacharias, '98; Zimmer, '99). It has been repeatedly shown that the more rapid the stream the fewer the individuals in the plankton. In the rivers with a slow current the multiplication of plankton-organisms, provided the conditions are favourable, goes on while they are being carried down in the stream.

Zimmer ('99) suggested that there were three types of plankton-organisms in rivers: (1) eupotamic plankton, which thrive and multiply both in the flowing water of the stream and in the backwaters, ponds, etc.; (2) tycho-potamic plankton, which only multiply in still water and when carried into the river-current live for a time, but do not reproduce themselves; (3) auto-potamic plankton which have adapted themselves to a life in flowing water.

As previously stated diatoms are the most abundant organisms of potamoplankton, and in discussing this point Schmidle ('02) remarks that the more delicate Algae and animals withdraw themselves from the society of the siliceous Bacillariace owing to the fact that they are incapable of withstanding the buffeting they would be subjected to in the main stream. The Centric diatoms are fairly well represented by the genera Cyclotella, Stephanodiscus and Melosira, and more rarely by Rhizosolenia and Attheya. Species of the three first-named genera are all common, although it is probable that Melosira varians is the most abundant Centric diatom. This diatom, and also others, may have both a spring and an autumn maximum, so that the diatom-phases of the potamoplankton are, as a rule, the most important. The genus Synedra is much more important than in lake-plankton and is sometimes entirely dominant. Fragilaria capucina, F. virescens and F. crotonensis are all important constituents in temperate climates. Asterionella gracillima also occurs in abundance in many of the rivers of north temperate areas. In contrast to lake-plankton the genus Nitzschia is often of great importance.

The Green Algae are chiefly represented by certain of the Protococcales of which members of the Volvocineae are especially conspicuous. Various species of Chlamydomonas are frequent, Pandorina Morum, Gonium pectorale and Eudorina elegans are fairly general, and both Pleodorina illinoensis and Volvox aureus sometimes occur. Platydomorina caudata is one of the characteristic constituents of the plankton of the Illinois River. Several species of Pediasstrum and Scenedesmus are sometimes abundant, and Actinastrum Hantzschii, although never occurring in great quantity, is a typical constituent of river-plankton. Species of Kirchneriella, Ankistrodesmus and Micractinium also occur. Botryococcus Braunii sometimes occurs, but never in the quantity in which it may occur in lakes. Ophiocytium may also be
Cryoplankton

represented. A few species of desmids are occasionally present, mostly one or two of the pond- or ditch-types of *Closterium* and *Cosmarium*. The Peridiniaceae are sometimes represented by large numbers of *Glenodinium* and more rarely by *Ceratium hirundinella* and one or two species of *Peridinium*.

**Cryoplankton.**

This name is applied to the flora and fauna of perpetual ice and snow. On the great snow-fields and glaciers of polar countries and high mountain ranges there lives an association of organisms which in many respects resembles the plankton-communities of lakes and rivers. The vegetable organisms, although including moss-protonema and a few Fungi, are mainly Alge and they may occur in such great abundance as to give a distinct colouration to the snow or ice. The algal groups represented in these snow-floras are the Myxophyceae, Bacillariaceae and Chlorophyceae, and according to the dominance of certain species it is possible to distinguish between red, yellow, green and brown snow. The chief investigators of snow-floras have been Wittrock ('83), Lagerheim ('83; '92; '94); Chodat (96; '02; '09); Scherffel (10) and Fritsch (12).

Red Snow has been most frequently observed and described in the past, probably owing to the fact that it stands out so conspicuously, the tint varying from a delicate rosy red to a deep blood-red or sometimes a dark brick-red colour. It occurs extensively in the Arctic countries, in the Alps, the Carpathians, the Andes, and to a limited extent in the Antarctic; it has also been observed in the Appenines and the Pyrenees. It is caused chiefly by the rounded resting-cells of *Chlamydomonas nivalis* which contain a large amount of haematochrome. These cells colour the upper layer of snow to a depth of several centimetres and layer after layer may become buried. A few diatoms are found in the red snow, and *Gloeocapsa sanguinea*, *Scotiiella nivalis*, *Chionaster nivalis* and *Rhaphidonema nivale* have been observed as subsidiary constituents. The species of diatoms vary with the geographical area, and in both Arctic and Antarctic regions the fragmentary remains of marine diatoms are not infrequent.

Yellow snow is quite distinct from red snow and it may cover extensive areas. In colour it is a pale bright yellow and the algal constituents are more numerous than in the case of red snow. The best account of it has been given by Fritsch ('12) who examined in detail yellow snow collected in the South Orkneys. This association included *Protoderma Brownii*, *Chlorosphaera antarctica*, *Scotiiella antarctica*, *S. polyptera*, *S. nivalis*, *Protococcus viridis*, *Chodatella brevispinus*, *Rhaphidonema nivale*, *Ulothrix subtilis*, *Mesotenium Endlicherianum*, *Nostoc minutissimum* and several other Alge. Some of these Alge are identical with those found in red or other coloured...
snow, but others are distinct types. Fritsch points out that most of the members of this yellow snow-flora contain a large amount of a solid fat and that the yellow pigment which gives the colour to the snow is present in this fat. The presence of the fat is probably an adaptation against the intense cold of the habitat and thus functions like hematochrome, which is capable of absorbing the heat-rays of the sun.

Green snow differs but little from yellow snow. It has been described from the Alps and from the Arctic. Its constituents are mostly Green Alge: the zoogonidia of Chlamydomonas nivalis, Ankistrodesmus nivalis and species of Mesotœnium. A few members of the Myxophyceæ also occur. On the Glacier d’Argentière Ankistrodesmus Vireti is one of the constituents of the green snow-flora (Chodat, ’09).

Brown snow has been described by Wittrock and it owes its colour to numberless fine mineral particles with which are mixed Mesotœnium (Ancylo-
nema) Nordenskioldii (which contains phycoporphyrin in its cell-sap), several other Green Alge, various diatoms and a few Myxophyceæ.

Lastly it should be mentioned that Chodat (’02) has referred to black snow (neige noir), the principal Alga in which is Scotiella nivalis (Fritsch, ’12). Scherffel (’10) also records Pharchidionema brevirostre as a constituent of black snow in the high mountains of Tatra.
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ADDENDA

Since the foregoing pages were printed off a number of papers have appeared to which it is desirable to make some reference.

In the Myxophyceae the cytology of the Chroococceae has been very carefully studied by Miss Acton (Ann. Bot. xxviii, 1914) who states that 'there is a gradual transition in the structure of the cell from an almost undifferentiated condition in the lower types to a somewhat specialized one, of which Chroococcus macrococcus represents the highest type examined, and Merismopedia elegans an intermediate stage.' In Chroococcus macrococcus there is a definite incipient nucleus and cytoplasrn. Miss Acton suggests that the evolution of the nucleus and cytoplasrn has taken place along the following lines: 'The excess of food material elaborated by the pigment was first stored in the plasmatic microsomes as a carbohydrate—cyanophycin. As more and more material was elaborated the reserve in the central region became more complex, and the protein metachromatin granules were formed. In time, the accumulation of nucleo-protein became restricted to a very limited area in the cell, so as to ensure its equal distribution on division, and this restriction only occurred on division, as in Merismopedia elegans. In this way part of the cell became physiologically and morphologically separated on account of its function in connection with division.' This area is called by the present author the 'incipient nucleus' (consult p. 7). Miss Acton goes on to state that 'at a later stage the "nucleus" became stable and was always present, as in Chroococcus macrococcus.'

The cytology of Glaucocystis Nostochinearum has been investigated by Griffiths (Ann. Bot. xxix, 1915) who states that 'Glaucocystis is probably a member of the Cyanophyceae owing to the presence of an "open" nucleus at one stage; the tendency of cytoplasmic division to take place independently of nuclear division; and to the presence of phycocyanin in the chromoplast. The very high differentiation of the nucleus in the dividing stage; the elaborate chromoplast to which the phycocyanin is confined; the formation of daughter-cells very similar to those of Oocystis; and the cellulose character of the cell-wall, are features which separate Glaucocystis from all the rest of
the Cyanophyceae, and probably justify its being placed in an entirely separate group of that division.' Griffiths' conclusions give unqualified support to the suggestion made by the present author in 1904 that the Myxophyceae should be divided into the Glaucoeystideae and the Archiplastideae (consult p. 40).

In the Protococcales quite a number of new genera have been recently described. In the Volvocaceae: Isoecoccus Fritsch (in New Phytologist, xiii, 1914), Platymonas G. S. West (in Journ. Bot. liv, 1916) and Dysmorphococcus Takeda (in Ann. Bot. xxx, 1916) have been discovered, Platymonas being a marine genus and the other two freshwater genera. There is also an interesting paper by Grove (in New Phytologist, xiv, 1915) on Pleodorina illinoiensis, in which a number of new facts are recorded concerning the morphology and reproduction of this coenobiate type.

Dispora Printz (in Vidensk. Skrifter, Kristiania, 1913) is a genus closely allied to Crucigenia. Several genera have been described from Victoria Nyanza by Woloszynska (in Hedwigia, iv, 1914): Schmidleia Wolosz., Schroederiella Wolosz., Victoriella Wolosz., and Peniococcus Wolosz. All are to be referred to the Selenastraceae of this work, but Victoriella is identical with Tetradesmus Smith (vide G. S. West in Journ. Bot. iii, 1915, p. 83) and it is doubtful whether Peniococcus can rightly be separated from Desmatractum W. & G. S. West. Peniococcus Nyanzaw would be better placed as Desmatractum Nyanzaw.

The genus Quadrigula has been founded by Printz (in Kgl. Norske Vidensk. Selsk. Skrifter, Trondhjem, 1915) to include two Alge previously placed in Ankistrodesmus. This genus is also one of the Selenastracae and probably quite a valid one.

Another genus of the Selenastracae has just been founded by Teiling (in Svensk Botanisk Tidskrift, x, 1916) under the name of Tetrallantos. The colony is very similar to that of Schmidleia, the differences being specific rather than generic, and it would probably be more correct to place Tetrallantos Lagerheimii as Schmidleia Lagerheimii.

The most interesting of all these new genera of the Protococcales is Phytomorula Kofoid (in Univ. California Publ. vi, 1914), a member of the Cœlastraceae consisting of a small compressed cœnobiunm of 16 cells. It occurred in the plankton of a reservoir at Berkeley, California, and the cœnobiunm is 'of exceptional regularity and remarkable resemblance to a lenticular egg with equal cleavage, in a sixteen-cell stage.'

Concerning the genus Centrosphera, an investigation has just been completed in the botanical laboratory of Birmingham University by Miss B. M. Bristol. The results confirm the view expressed by the present author on p. 212 that Endosphera Klebs and Scotinosphera Klebs cannot be separated from Chlorocythrium Cohn; but, in addition, there is clear evidence
that *Centrospheura* Borzi must also be placed as a synonym of *Chlorochytrium*. It is hoped that the results of this investigation will shortly be published.

* * * * * * * *

Little addition has been made to our knowledge of the *Ulotrichales* during the past two years. Printz has described (l.c. 1916) two new genera from the Siberian side of the Ural Mountains: *Epibolium* Printz, which is allied to *Chloroclonium*, and *Lochmium* Printz, which stands near to *Microthamnion*. Miss Acton has also described a new species of *Gomontia* (*G. Egagropila*) inhabiting the floating balls of *Cladophora* (*Egagropila*) *holsatica*. The investigation of this Alga has shown that *Tellamia* Batters should most probably be regarded as synonymous with *Endoderma* Lagerh. and that *Foreliella* Chodat is really synonymous with *Gomontia* Born. & Flah. The present author is therefore in error in following Wille, and placing *Foreliella perforans* Chodat as a species of *Tellamia* (*vide* p. 305), since this Alga should be placed as *Gomontia perforans* (Chodat) Acton (in *New Phytologist*, xv, 1916).
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Chl. bieneckii (Klebs) G. S. West, 210 (fig. 137 B)
Chl. Cohnii (Wright) G. S. West, 210 (fig. 137 D)
Chl. Lemmii Cohn, 210 (fig. 137 A), 211 (fig. 138 A)
Chl. paradoxum (Klebs) G. S. West, 210 (fig. 137 E)
Chl. Sarcophyti (Whitting) G. S. West, 212
Chlorococcus Sonder, 269, 270
Chlorococcum Boz., 301, 303, 304, 454
Chlorococcineae, 269-222
Chlorococcum Fries, 195, 209, 210, 211, 212
Chl. regulare W. West, 408
Chlorocyclus Reinhardt, 412
Chlorodendron, 185
Chlorodendrosaila, 234, 235, 241
Chl. conosia Bail. & Harvey, 232
Chlorogramme Ehrenb., 168
Chl. echinobryum Ehrenb., 168
Chlorogramme Nadson, 194
Chloromonas Gobi, 171
Chlorophyceae, 126-417
Cell-wall, 127; nuclei, 128; chloroplasts, 129; multiplication, 132; asexual reproduction, 132-134; sexual reproduction, 135; alternation of generations, 137; occurrence and distribution, 139; cultures, 143; polymorphism, 145; ecology, 146; phylogeny and classification, 147; literature, 153-155
Chlorophyll, in Myxophyceae, 10; in Diatoms, 96; in green algae, 130
Chlorosaccaceae, 404
Chlorosaccus Luther, 403, 404, 405
Chlorosaccus Gerneck, 194
Chlorophycaceae, 195
Chl. austriaca Fritsch, 447
Chlorotetra Gerneck, 194
Chlorothecaceae, 407
Chlorothecium Borzi, 407
Chl. Piratta Borzi, 408
Chlorothyrium Klebs, 303
Chlorohyton, 350
Chlorosiphon Fritsch, 353
Chlorosphaerella C. S. F. Gray, 353
Chl. Chodatii 144, 145, 146, 151, 152, 157, 177, 185, 186, 191, 192, 194, 198, 200, 279, 280, 315, 406, 414, 447, 448
Chl. Chodatii & Ehrb., 219
Chl. Malinesco, 203
Chl. Chodatii Lemm., 200
Chl. brevispina Fritsch, 447
Chlorocystis Lemm., 38
Chlorocystis Reinsch, 309
Chlorocystis Ehrenb., 308
Chlorococcus Nag., 31, 32, 41, 421, 422
Chl. giganteus W. West, 41 (fig. 25 A)
Chl. limneticus Lemm., 435
Chl. Micrococcus Raben., 7 (fig. 5), 8, 9, 12, 25, 58, 452
Chl. schizoderma W. West, 41 (fig. 25 C and D)
Chl. sp. (? Chl. minutula), 13 (fig. 9 A)
Cosmarium bicoclatum Bréb., 371 (fig. 233 N)
C. biricum Bréb., 428
C. Boeckii Wille, 428
C. Botrylis Menegh., 428
— var. depressum W. & G. S. West, 355
(fig. 219 A)
C. cadiatum Ralfs, 426
C. Cucurbita Bréb., 379, 425
C. cucurbitium (Bis.) Lütkem., 365 (fig. 229 D)
C. cyanophleum Nordst. var. tyricicum
Nordst., 423
C. decedens Reinsch, 428
C. decoratum W. & G. S. West var. dentiferum W. & G. S. West, 355 (fig. 219 C)
C. didymochondrum Nordst., 423
C. diplosporum (Lund.) Lütkem., 366 (fig. 230 D), 373
C. doverense Nordst., 423
C. Elachachemianse Roy & Biss., 423
C. granatum Bréb., 428
C. Hombise Lund., 423
C. humile (Gay) Nordst., 428
C. margaritiferum (Turp.) Menegh., 425
C. Meneghinii Bréb., 428
C. microspicatum Nordst., 423
C. moniliforme (Turp.) Ralfs, 377
C. monatum Nordst., 423
C. oblongum Nordst., 377
C. perspective G. S. West, 355 (fig. 219 G)
C. persicatum Nordst., 426
C. praeornatum Bréb., 355 (fig. 219 E)
C. pratii W. & G. S. West, 355 (fig. 219 F)
C. pseudarcticum Nordst., 423, 428
C. pseudocostatum Nordst., 355 (fig. 219 D)
C. Raflesi Bréb., 426
C. Regnellii Wille, 377
C. Regnellii var. monatum Schmidle, 355 (fig. 219 B)
C. reniforme (Ralfs) Arch., 428
C. salicatum Hansg., 330
C. speciosum Lund., 423, 428
C. sptesbergense Nordst., 426
C. spherocysticum Nordst., 423
C. subexcaratum W. & G. S. West var. ordinatum W. & G. S. West, 423
C. subtile (W. & G. S. West) Lütkem., 363, 366
C. subbilosa G. S. West, 363
C. subtilimicium Nordst. var. Klatsii (Gutw.) W. & G. S. West, 365 (fig. 229 F)
C. tetrakalathum Bréb., 425
C. tumens Nordst., 423
Cosmoladum Bréb., 356, 359, 363, 381
C. constriunctum (Arch.) Josh., 362 (fig. 226 A), 366
C. perissum Roy & Biss., 362 (fig. 226 C)
C. palechellum Bréb., 362 (fig. 226 B)
C. saxonicum De Bary, 362 (fig. 226 G)
Cotton, 147, 277
COX, 101
Crucigenia Morren, 195, 204, 440, 453
C. appendiculata (Chodat) Schmidle, 204
C. enargiata (W. & G. S. West) Chodat, 204
C. feonastra Schmidle, 204
C. fregylaris Wille, 204
C. lutterborni Schmidle, 204

Crucigenia quadrata Morren, 204 (fig. 132 D and F)
C. rectangularis (Näg.) Gay, 204 (fig. 132 A–C)
C. Tetrapedia (Kirchn.) W. & G. S. West, 204 (fig. 132 F)
Crucigenies, 204
Crucigenella Kornm., 204
Cryptoplankton, 447–448
Cryptomonadinae, 80
Ctenocladus Borzi, 303
Culture media, for Diatoms, 114, 115; for Green Alge, 143, 144
Cyanophyceae, 1
Cyanophyceae granules, 13
Cyanoplasts, 11
Cyanopsis (Anabaena in roots of), 35, 36 (fig. 22)
Cylotella Kütz., 68, 116, 440, 446
C. compta (Ehrenb.) Kütz., 96 (fig. 69 B and C), 438
Cylindrocyclus Reinsch, 136, 137, 291, 293
C. conferto W. West, 292 (fig. 187 E and F)
C. concentricum W. West, 293
C. inovata Reinsch, 292 (fig. 187 A–D), 293
Cylindrocyclusae, 291
Cylindrocyctis Menegh., 380
C. Brébbsonii Menegh., 366 (fig. 230 H and I), 373 (fig. 235 B and C), 374, 375, 380
Cylindroperynum Kütz., 19, 21, 22, 26, 43, 44
C. indicaatum G. S. West, 17 (fig. 11 G)
C. majus Kütz., 26
C. stagnale (Kütz.) B. & F., 43 (fig. 32 E–F), 425
C. tropicum W. & G. S. West, 17 (fig. 11 F), 26
Cyanotolewa W. Sm., 439
C. elliptica (Brev.) W. Sm., 439
Cymbella Ag., 424
Cymopolia Lamx., 270, 271
Cystococcus Näg., 212
Cystodictyon Gray, 258
Cystodinium Klebs, 55
Dactylodactylis Hansg., 32
D. montana W. & G. S. West, 41 (fig. 26 A)
Dactylodactylis Nágs., 201, 204
D. infusionum Nág., 203
Dactylodactylis-state of Scenedesmus obliquus, 146, 201 (fig. 128 D), 203
Dactylopora, 268
Dactylocorrella, 268
Dakin & Latachre, 434, 440, 443
Dangeard, 53, 144, 162, 180, 182, 344
Dangelaria Bougon, 174
Dasycladus acutus, 268–273
Dasycladaceae, 269
Dasycladus Ag., 269
Dasyacallis Ag., 269, 270
D. clavigeriferus (Roth) Ag., 269 (fig. 172)
Dasyglaum amorphum Berk., 4 (fig. 3 C)
Davis, 228, 248
De Bary, 21, 330, 334, 337, 345, 346, 350, 374
Debarya Wittr., 335, 341, 347, 377
D. africana G. S. West, 341
D. aclusteda (Wolla) W. & G. S. West, 341
D. cruciata Price, 335
Index

Debarya desmidioideae W. & G. S. West, 335, 341, 342 (fig. 213 G–K), 376, 377
D. glycoporuma (De Bary) Wittr., 341
D. Hurdig G. S. West, 341, 342 (fig. 213 A–F)
Deinicia, 268
Deinga, 5, 11
Delf. 277, 332, 334, 351, 429
Delecia Kütz., 86
Derek & Sonier, 241
Desithia Solier, 227, 228, 251
D. Lanamonzii (J. Ag.) Solier, 227 (fig. 147)
D. neogaea Berth., 227
Desilieae, 227–228
Dermatophilous Peter, 299
D. radianus Peter, 300
Dermocarpa Crouan, 5, 25, 33, 41
D. fuscoa Saunders, 6 (fig. 4)
D. prasina (Reinsch) Born. & Thur., 25 (fig. 16 C)
Desmochiutum W. & G. S. West, 294, 453
D. piceatum W. & G. S. West, 203 (fig. 130 C–E)
D. Xyloas (Wolosz.) G. S. West, 453
Desmidia, 354–381
Desmidiaceae Ag., 377, 381
D. aptoporum Bréb., 372
D. Breidg (Falts) Nordst., 372
D. coaertatum Nordst. var. cambricum W. West, 306 (fig. 224 B)
D. cylindricum Grev., 372, 373 (fig. 235 J), 377
D. occidentale W. & G. S. West, 360 (fig. 224 A)
D. Swartii Ag., 372
Diatoma D. C., 97, 98
D. elongatun Ag., 432
D. grande W. Sm., 99 (fig. 72 A)
Diatomaeaceous Earths, 117
Diatom, 96
Diatoms, 83–125
Dichotomosiphon Ernst, 222, 243, 244, 246, 248, 249
D. tuberosus (A. Br.) Ernst, 240 (fig. 161)
Dickothrix Zanardini, 44
D. gyropodia (Kütz.) B. & F., 34 (fig. 21), 35, 423
D. interrupta W. & G. S. West, 45 (fig. 35 C)
D. Orsiniuna (Kütz.) B. & F., 45 (fig. 35 D)
Dickotomum W. & G. S. West, 200
Dioskou Klebahn, 207, 298
Dieranochete Hieronymus, 209, 212
D. britannica G. S. West, 213
D. reniformis Hieronymus, 131, 212, 213 (fig. 130)
Dieranochetaceae, 212
Dietrocycomon Gemneck, 212
Dietrocyon Lagerh., 101
Dietrocyon Cleve, 94
Dietrocyon Deaissae, 251, 252, 253
D. furculos (Ag.) Deaissae, 253 (fig. 163)
Dietrocyonaceae, 190
Dietrocyon Lach, 191
Dietrocyon Lach, 191
Dietrocyon Nog., 190, 194
D. Hitchcocki (Lag.), 191
D. pulchellum Wood, 190 (fig. 116), 440
Dietrocyonopis Schidde, 405
Dildymogenus Schmidle, 204
Didymosporangium Lambert, 297
Dill, 173
Dimorphococcus A. Br., 191
D. vanatu A. Br., 191 (fig. 117)
Dinobryon Ehrenb., 453
Dinoflagellata, 49
Dinophyseae, 80
Diosphysis Ehrenb., 58, 68
D. eliopsoides Kofoid, 58 (fig. 41 C)
Dioecious macrandrous species of Edogonium, 393
Dioecious nannamond species of Edogonium, 393
Diplochate Collins, 208
Diploidium Klebs, 55
D. huula (Schüt) Klebs, 56 (fig. 10 B and C), 57
Diploncis Ehrenb., 91
Diplopora, 268
Diploporella, 298
D. Mahlbegi Lorenz, 268
Diplosphaera Bial. [Diploospha Bial. 'Diplospha Bial. in error], 134
D. Chodat Bial., 142
Disperta Printz, 453
Doraidium Brèb., 381
Dodel, 284
Docet, 55, 57
Draperlaubia Bory, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297
D. platyzonata Hazen, 290, 295, 296 (fig. 190)
Dunaliella Teodoresco, 142, 164, 165
D. salina Teodoresco, 165 (fig. 95 A–E)
Dysmorphococcus Takeda, 453
Dytiris Baill., 116
Echallocystis Bohlin, 185, 186
Ecdyschaunys G. S. West, 197, 198
Echinophyllum Lomm., 199
Ectochrome (Huber) Wille, 297
Ehrenberg, 76, 100, 117
Elakatothrix Wille, 195, 201, 202
E. gelatnosa Wille, 202, 441
Eoldia canadensis, 219
Endolonchonomysis Szym., 295, 297
Endolomaehr Lagerh., 130, 225, 281, 300, 301, 303, 429, 454
E. Pitkophora G. S. West, 301 (fig. 194 D)
E. polyomorph G. S. West, 301 (fig. 194 E)
E. Wettrocki (Wille) Lagerh., 301 (fig. 194 A–C)
Endophyton Gardner, 281, 304
Enophytre Klebs, 212, 453
Engelmann, 21
Enteromorpha Harv., 254, 275, 276, 277, 278
E. gracilins G. S. West, 276 (fig. 177 A and B), 278
E. intestinalis (L.) Link, 147, 278, 429
E. lanata (L.) J. G. Ag., 147
Entoclavia Hansg., 299
Entoclavell Reinke, 303
Entophyce Möbius, 194
Entz, 74, 436
Epibolibium Printz, 454
Epidiadia Reinke, 303
Epipleuris Potter, 299
Epitheciina Brèb., 429
E. alpestris W. Sm., 98
E. Argus (Ehrenb.) Kütz., 108
Index

Epithemia Hydmanni W. Sim., 90
E. turricula (Ehrenb.) Kütz., 85 (fig. 58 A), 116
Epipyle of Diatom, 84; of Peridinium, 59
Eremocystis De Bary, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199
E. viridis De Bary, 197 (fig. 123 A), 104, 425
Eremocystis var. contorta W. & G. S. West, 439
F. viridescens Ralfs, 99 (fig. 72 E), 446
Francois Lemm., 200
Fresenius, 212
Fresenius, 199
Freund, 168
Fritza Schmiede, 207
F. torricelliana Schmiede, 295
Fritschi, 2; 16, 18, 19, 20, 27, 28, 34, 193, 197, 366, 313, 379, 390, 391, 421, 427, 428, 430, 445, 447, 448, 453
Fritschi & Rich, 427, 428
Galdouk, 10
Ganymogos (explanation of), 135
Gardner, 5, 8, 13, 16, 403
Garwood, 268
Gas vacuoles (of Myxophyceae), 15
Gay, 185, 259, 267, 289
Giggella polyphiza Rosev., 280
Geminula Torp., 282, 283, 284, 287, 287, 292
G. mutabilis (Bréb.) Wille, 283 (fig. 159 A)
G. ordinata G. S. West, 283 (fig. 159 B)
G. prototypa (Kütz.) G. S. West, 283 (fig. 159 C-E)
Gemme ('ysts' and 'cenoysts'), of Green Alge, 132; of Zygnema, 329; of Edo-
cladium, 399
Genicularia De Bary, 380
G. elegans W. & G. S. West, 378 (fig. 238 A and B)
Gepp, A. F. E. S., 233, 234, 235, 236, 237
Gepp, E. S., 238
Gerassmoff, 348, 349
Gerneck, 190, 414
Gibson & Auld, 241
Girdle of Diatom, 84
Girvanella problematica, 35
Gloeocontys Itzigrson, 11, 12, 39, 40, 452
GL. Xostochiwaara Itzigrson., 40 (fig. 24), 152
Glenodinium Stein, 55, 60, 66, 447
G. apiculatum Zatch., 67, 68
G. cinctum Ehrenb., 64
G. elaps Schill., 68
G. falcifera Stein, 75
G. neglecta Chol, 64
G. uhligiuncum Schill., 61, 67, 425, 426 (periodicity table, fig. 267)
Gloeocapsa Kütz., 3, 23, 26, 31, 35, 41, 421, 422, 433
G. magna (Bréb.) Kütz., 3 (fig. 2 B), 39, 421
G. montana Kütz., 3 (fig. 2 C-E)
G. manginii (Ag.) Kütz., 447
Gloпочaete Lagerh., 40, 209
Glocococcus A. Br., 186
Gloeocystee, 189
Gloeocontys Næg., 172, 190
G. gigas (Kütz.) Lagerh., 190
G. vesiculosa Næg., 172
Gloeocontys Klebs., 57
G. montana Klebs, 58
Gloeomonas Klebs, 174
Gloeploax Schmiede, 301, 303, 304
Gloeocontyssman, 197, 198
G. Luidesbehergirvanus Hansg., 189 (fig. 115 A)
Gloeohce Næg., 35, 41

Fragilaria crotonensis var. contorta W. & G. S. West, 439

Fragilaria, 97, 98, 116
F. acuminata (A. Milhe-Edw.) Kitton, 438, 439, 446

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria

Fragilaria
Gloeodula Kütz., 287
Gloeodraza A. J. Ag., 15, 26, 45
Gl. echinulata (Eng. Bot.) P. Richter, 435
Gl. natans (Hedw.) Rabenh., 24
Glycoegen (in Myxophyceae), 14
Goldecia Janez., 25
Goebel, 26
Goedknecht Chodat, 199
Gomontia Born. & Flah., 305, 454
G. Eupropila Acton, 454
G. cololidera (Chod.) Wille, 304 (fig. 198 C–E)
G. perforans (Chod.) Acton, 454
Gomontiace, 304
Gomontiella Teodoresco, 34
G. subulata Teodoresco, 33 (fig. 20), 43
Gomphecanum Ag., 98, 424, 432
G. elegans Grum., 87 (fig. 60 B)
G. geminatum (Lyngb.) Ag., 424
Gomphosphaeria Kütz., 25, 32, 41
G. aponina Kütz., 25 (fig. 16 A)
G. lacustris Chodat, 435
G. Ngäugia Unger, 434
Gonadoblaste Huber, 314
Gonatocerca Wittr., 339, 310, 341, 344, 353
G. Bowdlei W. & G. S. West, 339
G. tropica W. & G. S. West, 337 (fig. 211 A–D)
G. cucitriceps Wittr., 337 (fig. 211 E–G), 339
Gomozygia 380
Gonatozoon De Bary, 355, 363, 380
G. aculeatum Hastings, 378 (fig. 233 D)
G. Kinahani (Arch.) Rabenh., 342
G. monoxenum De Bary var. pilosulum Nordst., 378 (fig. 238 C)
Gongrosira Kütz., 142, 300, 301, 303
G. dichotoma Fütz., 249
Gomozygia 380
Gonatozoon De Bary, 355, 363, 380
G. aculeatum Hastings, 378 (fig. 233 D)
G. Kinahani (Arch.) Rabenh., 342
G. monoxenum De Bary var. pilosulum Nordst., 378 (fig. 238 C)
Gongrosira Kütz., 142, 300, 301, 303
G. dichotoma Fütz., 249
Gomozygia 380
Gonatozoon De Bary, 355, 363, 380
G. aculeatum Hastings, 378 (fig. 233 D)
G. Kinahani (Arch.) Rabenh., 342
G. monoxenum De Bary var. pilosulum Nordst., 378 (fig. 238 C)
Gongrosira Kütz., 142, 300, 301, 303
G. dichotoma Fütz., 249
Gymnodiniaeae, 51–55, 80
Gymnodium Stein, 51, 52, 54, 61, 65, 140
G. argiginosum Stein, 53, 75
G. carinatum Schill., 51 (fig. 36 A)
G. cornum Doigl, 52
G. furcatum Kuster, 53
G. fuscum (Ehrenb.) Stein, 52
G. helveticum Penard, 53
G. palustre Schill., 51 (fig. 36 B)
G. paradoxum Schill., 51
G. patens Stein, 53
G. pasticum Doig, 53
G. Perucchi Lemm., 53
G. patulasculus Klebs, 51
G. roseum Doigl, 53
G. rufescens (Pen.) Lemm., 53 (fig. 38 B)
G. spirale Doigl, 53
G. viride Penard, 52, 53 (fig. 38 A)
G. Vorticella Stein, 53
G. Zachariasii Lemm., 53
Gymnocyga Ehrenb., 399, 391
G. monosymmetric Ehrenb., 360 (fig. 224 C and D), 425
Gyrophora 298
Gyrosigma Hass. (= Pleurosigma W. Sm.), 89, 90
G. balteus (Ehrenb.), 96 (fig. 69 D)
Hematomococcus Ag., 163, 166, 168
Halichondria, 142 (fig. 94)
Halocoryne Mar., 272, 273
H. Wrightii Mar., 272 (fig. 175 A)
Halocyrtis Aresch., 223, 224, 251
H. oedies (Ag.) Aresch., 224
H. pervola Schmitz, 224
Halimeda Lam., 141, 222, 231, 232, 237, 238, 239, 240
H. gracilis Mar., 238
H. incrassata Lam., 238, 239
— var. simularis Borges., 237 (fig. 154)
H. macroloba Decaisne, 238
H. Ophthalm (L.) Lam., 238, 239
H. Saporite Fuchs, 239
H. Tutu Lam., 234, 238
Halimeda Lorenz, 240
Hallier, 106, 297
Halosphaera Schmitz, 209, 215
H. viridis Schmitz, 216 (fig. 142)
Halosphaera, 215–216
Hammatocloida W. & G. S. West, 46
Hansguth, 18, 21, 30, 145, 351
Hansguthia De Toni, 308, 311
Hapalosiphon Nag., 19, 25, 27, 28, 44, 121
H. hibisciaca W. & G. S. West, 425
H. heterotoma W. & G. S. West, 28 (fig. 17 B)
H. Wettsteinii W. & G. S. West, 28 (fig. 17 A)
Haplolabidopsis latipes, 298
Haplotilium, 76, 77
Haplosporrella, 268
Haplota (or holdfasts), 132, 222, 253, 389
Hardy, 298
Horoldina Dang., 206
Harper, 175
Harvey, 261
Hauckia Borzi, 185
Hauptleisch, 356
Hazen, 168, 268, 288, 289, 413
Inoderma

Incipient

Ineffigiata

Immobiles,

Hypnospores

Hydrodictyese,

Hydra

Hormogones

Hyalothcca

Hormococcus
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Lagerheimia

250, 257, 288, 371, 374, 447

Legercinia (De Toni) Chodat, 199

L. breviseta G. S. West, 199 (fig. 125 F and G)

L. claudia (Lagerh.) Chodat var. amphiultraica, 190 (fig. 125 I)

L. genevensis Chodat, 199 (fig. 125 A-C) — var. subglobosa (Lemm.) Chod., 199 (fig. 125 D and E)

Lambert, 208, 214, 315, 318

Laminaria saccharina, 254

Lavandula annulata Cleve, 91

Lauterborns, 68, 89, 94, 101, 104

Leuchteniella Schmidt, 203, 204

Lemanea Bory, 424

Lemmermann, 10, 15, 26, 66, 408, 435, 436, 439, 445

Lemmarrhina Chodat, 204

Lemna, 210

Leptochloea Borzi, 25

Leptosira Borzi, 201, 303

Letterstolzia Aresch., 275, 278

L. insignis Aresch., 277 (fig. 178)

Leuenia Gardner, 403

Lewis, 315, 317, 336

Index

Isogametes (definition), 135

Isokonta, 156-327

Isthmin Ag., 116

L. crenis Ehrenb., 87 (fig. 60 E)

L. neosser Kütz., 89 (fig. 62 A-C), 90

Itnsborn, 30

Lwoffia Pascher, 297

Jennings, 307

Johnson, 296

Joshua, 377

Jost, 315


Katygnynce Lem., 38

Keeble & Gamble, 170

Kirchowiella Schmidt, 195, 201, 203, 204, 446

K. lemonis (Kirchn.) Möh., 441

K. obesa W. & G. S. West, 441

Kitton, 111

Kleban, 15, 106, 108, 274, 275, 312, 350, 374

Kles, 50, 55, 57, 77, 80, 137, 146, 162, 194, 212, 220, 223, 285, 298, 356, 360, 414, 416

Kles' culture solution, 143

Kleinidla Franç, 174

Knop's culture solution, 143

Kofoed, 54, 59, 62, 63, 67, 68, 69, 70, 75, 176, 433, 445, 453

Kohl, 2, 5, 9, 11, 96

Kraskovits, 387

Krossodiaceae, 61

Krygeria Heering, 194

Kuckuck, 224, 253

Kufferath, 144, 194

Kurssanow, 344, 350

Kützing, 246, 279, 303, 339, 344

Kyrtodiaceae, 61

Lagerheimia, 250, 257, 288, 371, 374, 447

Lagocerhinia (De Toni) Chodat, 199

L. breviseta G. S. West, 199 (fig. 125 F and G)

L. claudia (Lagerh.) Chodat var. amphiultraica, 190 (fig. 125 I)

L. genevensis Chodat, 199 (fig. 125 A-C) — var. subglobosa (Lemm.) Chod., 199 (fig. 125 D and E)

Lambert, 208, 214, 315, 318

Laminaria saccharina, 254

Lavandula annulata Cleve, 91

Lauterborns, 68, 89, 94, 101, 104

Leuchteniella Schmidt, 203, 204

Lemanea Bory, 424

Lemmermann, 10, 15, 26, 66, 408, 435, 436, 439, 445

Lemmarrhina Chodat, 204

Lemna, 210

Leptochloea Borzi, 25

Leptosira Borzi, 201, 303

Letterstolzia Aresch., 275, 278

L. insignis Aresch., 277 (fig. 178)

Leuenia Gardner, 403
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